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[THIRD SERIES.

Art. I.~ Contributions to Meteorology; by Elias Loomis, Pro-
fessor of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Eighteenth
paper. With a Map (Plate I).

Mean annual rain-fall for different countries of the globe.

My sixteenth paper of " Contributions to Meteorology " con-
tained a table showing the annual rain-fall for 713 stations from
various parts of the g art showing the lines
of equal rain-fali as well as I could determine them from the

vis then collected. I however distinctly stated that for
eertain portions of the globe, and especially tor the southern
hemisphere, the observations were too few to enable us to
draw the lines of equal rain-fall with confidence; and I re-

quested that if any person should discover serious defects in
my chart, he would communicate to me the observations which
""h'-atc those defects. In response to this request I have
received communications from numerous sources, of which the
following are the most important : The Meteorological Service
of the Dominion of Canada: the Meteorological Institute of

Norway; the United States Signal Service; Dr. Alexander

St Petersburg*] ; Dr. A. von Danckelman of Leip-
z'g; Dr. Benjamin A. Gould of Cordoba ; Professor Orville A.
Dewey of Rio de Janeiro : Dr. Mauricio F. Draenert of Bahia

:

and Henry B. Joiner of S. Paulo, Brazil. I have also received
the published observations of rain-fall from a large number of
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countries, of which those from Mexico, Japan, the East Indian

Archipelago, and Austi ' a, and those contained in the second

edition of Schott's Rain Tables, have proved of the greatest

value for my present purpose. I have carefully considered the

criticisms which have been made upon my first paper, particu-

larly those of Dr. Woeikoff (this Journal. 'May, 1882) and those

i (June 29, 1882).

s accompanying table shows the most important observa
which I have thus far received, many of them being from

tations, while those from stations included in my formei

paper exhibit the results of a more extended period of observa-

tion. Column 1st contains the reference number; column 2d
gives the name of the station: column 3d gives its elevation

above the sea expressed in English feet; column 4th gives the

latitude of the station and column 5th its longitude from Green-
wich; column 6th shows the number of years of observation

represented ; column 7th shows the mean annual rain-fall ex-

pressed in English inches; and column 8th gives the authoritv

for the results. In the last column, Schott's T. 2d ed. stands for

•Tables of the precipitation in rain and snow in the United States.

by Charles A. Scbott, 1881 ; Bol. Met. Mex. stands for Boletin

•a Mexieana; Revista Ci. Mex. stands for Revista

Cientifica Mexieana; Rev. de Engenh. stands for Revista de

Bngenbaria; S. Paulo Rw. Co. stands for Sao Paulo Raihva\

Company; Zeitseh. stands for Zeitsclmft der < >smrrcichischen

El fur Meteorologie ; En. Met. Com. 28 stands for

Contribution to the Meteorology of Japan No. 28, issued by the

English Meteorological Committee; Q. J. Met. Soe. stands for

(Quarterly Journal of the Loudon Meteorological Society: A. v.

i stands for Meteorologisrhmi Iieoba<-htungen von
Dr. A. von Danckelman ; Russ. Met. Obs. stands for Russell's

Rain Observations in New South Wales. The other abbrevia-

tions will probably be understood without particular explana-

tion. This table might have been very much enlarged, but I

have confined myself to those stations which were regarded as

specially useful in revising my rain-chart. With the aid of the

new materials thus collected I have prepared a new chart of the
rain-fall which is believed to represent pretty well all the obser-
vations contained in my two tables.

If these two charts are carefully compared, a general resem-
blance will be readily perceived, particularly in the Northern
Hemisphere. In North America" there is a little change be-
tween Lake Superior and Hudson Bay; also i„ Yucatan and
Central America. In South America the changes are much
greater. The observations from the Argentine R< -public indi-

cate that the line of 50 inches rain-fall crosses the meridian of
60° in about latitude 27£° S.; and although the number of ob-
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Mean Annual Rain-fallfor various Stations.
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Mean Annual Rain-fallfor various Stations.
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Mean Annual Rain-fallfor various Stations.

63-69 Todd's Met. Obs.

7CapeSt.Geo.,N.S.W.

9 Pine Creek, S.Aust.

150 44 E
150 45 F

!50 20 1

i Pewsey Vale. S. Aus.
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Mean Am ual Rain-fallfor various Stations.
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19-00 Euss. Met. Obs.
20-39 do.

11-55 do.'

23-89 do.

8-83 Todd's Met. Obs.

8-17 do.'

?-49 do!

8-60 do!

9-44| do.

8-701 do.

7-87 do.

9-94 do.

9-34 Euss. Met. Obs.

9-26 do!

9-99 do.

9-04 do.

16-90 Fraser's Met. Ob.

26 45 d :

35-551 do.

41-90 do.

27-75J do.

35-55 1 do.

rvations from the interior of South America is very small,

ey seem to indicate that (with a few exceptions of limited ex-

nt) the entire central and northern portions of South America,
st of the Andes, have a rain-fall exceeding 50 inches. The

observations from Iquitos and San Antonio indicate j

i than 75 inches for the <

many more observations are need
rain -"{\ill of 5o inches and 75 inches t

In Europe the principal change i;

inches rain-fall having been made t

In Central Asia I have made considerable change in the (

of 10 inches rain full, bui this curve is one uhicii it is specially
difficult to trace satisfactorily, partly on account of th

1 slope of the Andes; but
before the limits of the

1 ho satisfactorily assigned.

n Norway, the"area of 25
) great on my former chart.
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of observations, but especially because there are very extensive
regions where the rain-fall does not much exceed 10 inches.
Some change has been made in the East Indian Archipelago
required by the three years' observations of Dr. Bergsma. The
changes in Central Australia are explained by the fact that
when I prepared my former chart, the observations which were
available were few in number and most of them included a
period of only one year. The observations since received
appear to indicate that throughout the whole interior of Aus-
tralia, the average annual rain-fall is less than 10 inches. In
Central Africa the present chart shows a greater rain-fall than
the former one. Some of the changes are based upon new
observations, and others have been made in deference to the
judgment of my critics.

It is hoped that this revised rain-chart mav be found less

imperfect than the preceding. I do not expect, however, that
it will be found perfect, and I urgently renew the request con-
tained in my former paper that if any person whose attention

discover in it serious defects,
he will communicate to me the observations which indicate
these defects. I propose hereafter to publish all additional

ions of rain-fall which I may be able to obtain, so far
as they indicate the necessity of changes in the present rain-
chart, and if this chart should be found greatly in error, I
mtend to issue a revised edition of it.

Relatim

In former papers I have examined the cases in which a rain-
fall of two inches in eight hours has occurred at any of the
stations of the IT. S. Signal Service, and also the cases is which
™* aggregate rain-fall at all the stations was unusually great.
Anis examination has shown a marked difference between the
effect of a great rain-fall in the northern and southern portions
of the United States. South of the parallel of 36° we hnd that

of two inches in eight,hours occurs four times as fre-

quently as it does north of that parallel, allowance being made
for the difference in the number of stations. Also south of 86°
these great rain-falls are not generally accompanied by any
considerable depression of the barometer; but there is a cycl-

movement of the winds about the rain-area, accompanied by a
small depression of the barometer. In a few cases the barome-
ter stands above its mean height; the cyclonic motion of the

winds is not and the winds seem to be con-

trolled by an area ol
r i»g north of 36°.

-in the northern portion of the United States, greal
aPpear to be always under the influence of an area of low pres-

sure. The average distance of the principal rain-centers from
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the center of low pressure is nearly 400 miles; they are gener-

ally on the east side of the low center, and are most frequently

found nearly in the direction of the average progress of storm
tracks. There is, then, an intimate connection between the rain-

fall and the direction of a storm's progress ; and the precipitation

of the vapor of the air is apparently the chief source of that main-

taining power which is necessary to sustain the action of violent

storms. The direction of movement and rate of progress of an

area of low pressure do not, however, depend simply upon
the amount of rain-fall and position of the rain areas within the

limits of the area of low pressure, but also upon the existing

distribution of pressure, temperature ami humidity not only
within the limits of the storm, but throughout an extensive

region surrounding it on all sides.

In order to prosecute this enquiry under different geograph-
ical influences, I have prepared tables showing for a series of

years the principal rain-fulls in Europe. I selected from the

Bulletin of Inter! iti . M '. >\ .>_.. t Observations all those

cases in which a rain-fall of two inches in twenty-four hours was
reported at any station during the years 1878, 9 and 80. These
cases are 233 in number, and the stations at which more than

three cases of these great, rainfalls occurred are shown in the

table. Column 2d shows the latitude of the station:

mum. L» '£';."^ «.«,.. ,,,

\l u

Sf, 2«

12

Puy de Dome
ii r,o

1.", 25

GO 24
Picdu Midi Carcassonne

"49
4

column 3d its elevation in feet above the sea, and column
4th the number of cases in which a rain-fall of two inches
in twenty-four hours was reported, at the station named.
The twelve cases of heavy rain reported at Rochefort are

believed to be erroneous. They ail occurred in the six months
from June to November, 1880, and the error is supposed to
have resulted from the fact that the rain-fall was measured in

tenths of a millimeter, but was reported in such a way that
the numbers were understood to represent millimeters,' thus

*-"
'.en times too great. Of the other thirteen
are in the south of Europe, and show un-

bei

ions, all bu
ivocaliy the influence of local causes; two of the
ig on mountains and the others being in the neighborhood
nountains where the meai is unusually
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The following table contains a complete list of the cases for
1879. Column 1st gives the number of reference ; column 2d,
the date of observation

; column 3d, the station of heavy nun-
Jail; column 4th, its latitude ; column 5th. its longitude from
Greenwich

; column 6th, iis elevation (in English feet) above
sea level; column 7th, the rain-fall in twenty-four hours ex-
pressed in English inches; column 8th, the height of the

,
reduced to sea level ; column 10th, the direction of

we wina at the date of observation; column 9th, its direction
twenty-four hours previous ; and column 11th, shows the direc-
tion of the given station from the center of low pressure with
which it is believed to have been associated.
The average height of the barometer at the time of these

heavy rains was 29"8 inches, and in only twenty-six cases was
the barometer below 29'75 inches. In eleven cases the barom-
eter at the station of greatest rain was above 30 inches : hut
m eight of these eleven cases, although the barometer was
above its mean height, it was from three-tenths to seven-tenths
of an inch lower than it was in some other part of Europe.
Also in eight of these cases, there was a low center within a
distance of about 1000 miles where the barometer was from a
half inch to an entire inch lower than it was at the station of
^ inches rain-fall. Most of these eleven cases were therefore
cases in which the influence of a low center was felt to an un-

'J^l distance. There were however two cases (Nos. 54 and
57) both on the same day, in which there was no considerable
low center within a distance of 1000 miles, and these occurred
m a region where a cyclonic movement of the winds of limited
extent was formed between two centers of high pressure. We
thus rind that each of these cases of heavy rain occurred
within an area where the barometer was depressed somewhat
below its mean height, or where the barometer was relatively
low when compared with neighboring areas of high pressure.

Wuhin these areas of low pressure there was generally a
cyclonic movement of the winds. This ' '

of the win
and^lOth. It will be seen that in eight oases the wind changed
|80° in twenty-four hours; in seventeen cases the wind
135° in twenty-four hours; and in twenty-eight cases the
VV1 "'1 ejumuvd '\n)° i., twenty-four hours. There are. however,
twelve cases in which no change in the direction of the wind

I during these twenty -four hours, viz: Nos. 2. 4. 5,

f'
18, 20, 41, 60, 64, 66, 68 and 73. In eight of tin

the low center traveled very slo tion of the
Jow center from the rain center changed but little in twenty-

ning cases occurred on the sum-
mi t of a mountain about whieh there is presumed to have been
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Rain-fall of two inches in 24 hours—continuet
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clonic movement of the winds nearlv stationary as will be
«rn hereafter. In No. 2 there was a small barometric de-
sion about 200 miles distant on the north side, and about

3&
i

It seems probable that there was some change of wind
luring this period of twenty-four hours. In No.

l

,
'.',

'' ' - *as formed near Besancon resulting in a great rain-

i'7
1

-
!;: without any appreciable effect upon the barometer,

f if , .

re *ore conclude that each of these cases of great rain-
fall (with perhaps one or two exceptions) occurred within an
ai'ea of pressure somewhat below the mean, or at least a pres-

lv low, and that there was a cyclonic movement
of the winds about' this low center.

il! order to show the position of these heavv rain-falls with
n 1' 'i to the centers of low pressure, I have prepared a chart
°f all these cases for 1879 similar to Plate I. which accom-

>eveuteenth paper. Column 11th of the preceding

s P"»d<-.l ,'

,

,
t|1

, n '-mlinal j) Its nil lis

Ks "'dieted' 1,\ the letters X. K. or S. There are also live

cases marked 'with the ehnrarter ? which will be considered
hereafter. T! . M' > 1 ,„.. ,, , .u-innr o! tne number of cases
'

' - : - -

^nter of low pressure:
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hich the great rain-fall took place on
'

\ 59. MayN.W. side of the low center are Nos. 27, 54 and
h there was a low center (29'37) about 200 miles

Cracow, and during the preceding twenty-four hours the

• (29-37) about 200 miles southeast

uring the preceding t

veled only 275 miles, which is considerably

than the average velocity in this part of Europe for the r

of May. Sept. 25th there was a high barometer (30-58) at Mos-
cow, and another high (3039) over Spain. Under the influence

of these two areas of high pressure, a system of cyclonic winds
was formed about the southeast part of France, resulting in a
heavy rain-fall at various places in Switzerland and Northern
Italy as well as at Avignon. This movement of the winds
caused a considerable depression of the barometer (29 83) which
was central over Northern Italy on Sept. 26th. Although the

heaviest rain-fall may have occurred on the northwest side of

this low center, very heavy rain also occurred on the north-

east side of the low center. Sept. 28th there was a low center

(29-80) southeast of Nice, and distant about 500 miles. Dur-
ing the preceding forty-eight hours, this low center traveled

only 400 miles, or about eight miles per hour. Cases No. 27
and 59 appear to have been similar to that of Aug. 12, 1880,
in Austria, where the principal rain -fall was on the west side

of the low center and the low center remained nearly station-

ary for several days. It seems natural to conclude that the
low center remained stationary because the principal rain-fall

The six cases in which the great rain- fall took place on the

S.W. side of the low center are Nos. 2, 26, 34, 62, 64 and Qb.

Jan. 4th Carlsruhe was situated on the S.W. side of a low
center (29 13 inches) at a distance of nearly 1000 miles; but
on the 3d of January there was a decided cyclonic movement
of the winds about the southern portion of the North Sea,

accompanied by a slight depression of the barometer on the
northwestern side of Carlsruhe, and the great rain-fall at Carls-

ruhe was probably the result of this local movement rather

than the effeel oi thai distant area of low pressure on the

northeast side. No. 26, May 10th, was similar to the preced-

ing case. A cyclonic movement of the winds covering nearly

the whole of France was very decided, although the principal

No. 34, June 10th, was also similar to the preceding, the wind
at Eperies having been S.E. June 9th and N.W. June 10th.

No. 62, Oct. 17th, presents another similar case. The wind at

Cosenza was S.E. on the 16th and N.W. on the 17th. In No.
64, Oct. 21st, rain was very general throughout nearly the

whole of Europe, and it apparently resulted not so much from
pressure over the Baltic Sea,
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as from local cyclonic winds prevailing over Northern Italv
and Austria, ..* rvations do riot show any such
>vst. in oi" winds near Carlsrnhe. In these five cases the great
''in 6

:

II occurred at a distance of from 600 to 800 miles from
the center of the low area in which it was included. In my
seventeenth paper I have shown that in the United States,
when a heavy rain-fall occurs at a distance of more than oOO

outh of a low center, the rain fall has apparently very
ifluence upon the direction in which

of progress. A sin

applicable to Europe,
peared to have very little influence upon the center of the
principal low area in which the rain center was situated; but
in four of the cases a subordinate low center was formed near
the rain area. In the other case (No. 34) the local effect uopn

eter was not distinctly marked. In No. 65, Oct.
--"' i. th« low center was about 100 miles N.E. of Valona. On
the 22d the wind was S.E. and 1-30 inch of rain was reported;
on the 23d the wind was north and 2 -36 inches of rain were
r'T" ,! "l. The observations do not clearly show whether this

ibiefly before or after the change of wind.
Of the five cases in the table which are marked with an ? in

column 11th, four occurred on the Pic du Midi. In each of

s there were indications of a cyclonic movement of
the winds around the Pyrenees. This is seen by comparing
the direction of the winds at the nearest stations of observa-
tion on different sides of the mountains. The following table
shows the four cases of 1879 and also all the cases in 1878 and
1880, in which the precipitation at this place amounted to two
inches of water in twenty-four hours.

i Date. |
I

Jl li
' I! II \4 l!

7 liws. Jan. efew g "sF NW NW |NB i
Jan. 7NW <<\X W WXW NB E
April :: XW SE
April 4 NW

1878. Mar. 25 NW U'SW WWW W8W W WW NE
Dec. 2NW

>**<>. April .", SW" x\v
AprU 27LW E
Mav 6NW S

|*|
May ^|NW WW W W !iW ssw

w w NW i\VSW W 'NE 1 SSE

Ir> 1880, the direction of the wind on the Pic du Midi wa
aot reported, and the winds shown for that station in 1880 an
the directions of the lower clouds. At Mont Louis the lowe
clouds were reported from S. in case 1 ; from S.E. in cas.
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6; from E. in case 8, and from E. in case 10. At Carcas-

sonne the lower clouds were reported from E. in case 2. In

most of these cases the evidence of a cyclonic movement of

the winds is very distinct. The observations at Barcelona

indicate a cyclonic movement about the eastern portion of the

Pyrenees in nine of the cases: the observations at Perpignanof the «

radicate such a movement in five of the cases; the obsen
is at Carcassonne indicate such a movement in three of the

js ; the observations of the clouds at Mont Louis indicate

h a movement in four of the cases; and the observations

the Pic du Midi indicate such a movement in four of the

js. For the eleven cases we may conclude that in eight of

m the cyclonic motion of the winds is distinctly marked
;

le in three of them the evidence is not entirely clear. No.
occurred where the barometer was near its normal height

was situated between two areas of low pressure. A local

uit was formed near Besancon, resulting in a great rain-fall,

without any appreciable effe< upon the barometer.

Cyclonicmo t of the winds about Trieste.

i »M . H
j

I
|

3

I
1

I
1 i I ! I'

ran. 8

~
X E s\y xw s firtliu ( 'aim I w \ w X w WXW
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In nearly all of the other cases in the table, the evidence of
a cyclonic movement of the winds about the rain center is

equally clear. In order to give a more distinct idea of the
nature of the evidence, I subjoin the preceding table showing
the direction of the winds at a few of the stations near Trieste
at the time of the rain-fall of two inches at the latter place.
The table shows all the cases which occurred at this station
during the three years 1878, 1879 and 1880.

In nearly all of these cases the evidence of a cyclonic move-
ment of the winds about a center not far from "Trieste is un-
equivocal. The cases which appear most doubtful are Nos. 1
and 10. In No. 1 we find south winds at Pesaro and Pola
opposed by northwest winds at Padua and Agram, which
affords pretty good evidence of a cvclonic movement. In the
case of No. 10 the low center was on the east side of the stations
shown in the table; but at several stations farther east, the
winds blew from an eastern quarter.
The preceding discussion appears to me to warrant the fol-

lowing conclusions.

1. Cases of very heavy rain-fall in Europe almost invariably
occur within or near an area of low pressure, but a great rain-
fall is frequently due to a local cvclone of moderate extent
formed within or near a large area of low pressure. This
remark applies not merely to those cases in the table in which
the rain-center was on the west side of the center of low pres-
sure, but also to many of the cases in which it was on the east
side. Whenever the movement of the winds about a center of
low pressure is feeble, there frequently results a local disturb-
ance attended by a cyclonic motion of the winds and a con-
siderable precipitation of vapor ; and this is generally associated
with a subordinate area of low pressure which sometimes ex-

I attains considerable magnitude. In many cases, this

precipitation of vapor appears to be due to the influence of

mountains by which the air when set in motion is deflected
upward.

2. These rain-falls most frequently occur on the east side of
an area of low pressure. In 1879, the cases in which a heavy
rain-fall occurred on the east side of a low center, were neariy
six times as numerous as those on the west side; and even if

we count all those cases marked N or S, as having occurred on
the west side of the low center, we shall still find the cases on
the east side to be nearly four times as numerous as those on
the west side.

3. Nearly four-fifths of the cases enumerated in the table on
Page 12 occurred at stations south of lat. 48°, so that the con-

clusions above stated apply primarily to southern Europe, and
we cannot fail to notice a marked correspondence between the

Am. Jouh. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XXV, No. 145.-Jaxcary, 1883.
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effects of a heavy rain-fall in southern Europe, and in the

southern part of the United States. In both countries the

influence of a great rain-fall upon a center of low pressure is

generally not very decidedly marked ; while in the northern

part of the United States," this influence is generally quite

obvious and decided. In the United States, the parallel of 36°

generally forms a satisfactory dividing line between these two
classes of cases; but in Europe this dividing line is found in a

much higher latitude, perhaps near the parallel of 48°. I have
made an extensive collection of cases of heavy rain in Europe,
north of this parallel, and have found a close correspondence
with cases of heavy rain in the United States, north of the
parallel of 36°. For the year 1880, in northern Europe (em-
ploying all cases in which the rain-fall amounted to as much as

one inch in 24 hours),- the rain-center occurred on the east side

of the center of low pressure more than four times as frequently
as it did on the west side; the rain-center was found in the

northeast quadrant as frequently as in the southeast quadrant;
the cases of one inch rain-fall in the northwest quadrant were
only three in number, and in neither of these cases was the

rain-center distant from the center of low pressure more than
150 miles. For all the cases in 1880 in northern Europe, the

average distance of the rain-center from the center of low pres-

sure was 420 miles, and the average pressure at the center was
740 millimeters or 2918 inches.

ART. 11. —On Humbler Drift in Delaware; by F. D. Chester.

About two miles to the south of Newark, Delaware, on the

line of the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad, there rise above
the level of the plain two hills, which, uniting with each other,

trend in a nearly east and west direction. Their total length
is about two miles, their breadth one mile, and their height
between two and three hundred feet.

These hills present material for interesting geological obser-
vations from two principal reasons. In the first place, like most
hills of this size they are not made up of rocky strata, but from
base to summit the forming material is an irregular mix tare
of sand, gravel and bowlders. The subject has further interest
because this material, which is clearly of true drift origin, is

found so far to the south, and below the southern limit, of tin-

glacial field.

From Newark to Wilmington, running across the northern
part of Delaware, it a chain of hills made up of the highly
tilted gneissic rocks : this chain marks the southern boundary
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of the Archaean rocks of the State. Resting unconformable upon
these latter are strata of red, white and yellow clays of Creta-
ceous age, dipping at so low an angle to the southeast, that
they seem almost horizontal. The position of these clav de-
posits gives to the country south of Newark a very even topo-
graphy, hence when we see these two hills of detritus rising
above the plain they become objects peculiarly conspicuous

At the very foot of the hills we find the material a ferrugin-
ous sand, mixed with quartzose pebbles and fragments of com-
pact iron-stone. Wherever we can get cuttings in this loose
earth, no apparent signs of stratification can be observed ; on
the contrary we see only a confused mixture. As we reach
the top we find excellent cuttings made where iron ore is

a open quarry. . The side of the hill near one of these
workings has scattered over its surface large bowlders of iron-
stone, ferruginous quartz and dolerite. In one of the cuttings
the bank rises to a height of thirty feet. The main material is

the same red sand and gravel, slightly argillaceous. No signs
of stratification can be observed anywhere, but irregularly dis-

seminated throughout the earth are fragments and bowlders of
various materials, the most conspicuous being the immense
bowlders of iron-stone. Among the other materials noticed in-

this confused mixture were fragments of green talcose slate,

decomposed soapstone, kaolin and bowlders of compact dolerite.

One immense slab of light green talcose slate was found em-
bedded in the earth, which upon measurement I found to be
fifty feet around.

In another cutting the banks of ferruginous sand and gravel
nse between thirty-five and forty Feet, with no signs of stratifi-

cation, but with the materials scattered through the earth in

irregular patches, bowlders and fragments. These former, so

• of this cutting, are made up of red and white
decomposed materials, derived from the decay of a red ortho-

clase granite in one case and in the other of a black t

The white patches are by far the largest and most

lie of which presented a fact thim l< t high, and
fifty feet long. Facts clearly point to the belief that the rocks

whence the granitic materials came were brought to their

present position in a solid state, and thai tin d< fomposmon
was subsequent, for it is found that in the white there is still

t schistose structure of the original n»ek, while the

nected with these facts is that the rocks whence these loose

materials came must have been immense in size, as well as

numerous, and that they were once scatter-

hke the equally large bowlders of ferruginous quartz and iron-
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Some of these latter are enormous in size. One bowlder of

Inidib Serruuinuns <juari> >vii; found to measure forty-one feet

in circumference: another of nearly equal size and of the same
material was seen resting like a rocking stone upon a smaller

one beneath, the earth having been removed from around it.

Besides these larger examples, the whole bank is completely

filled with bowlders of iron-stone, large and small, distributed

irregularly throughout the confused mass, and it is this fact

which gives the deposits their economic importance.

One of the most interesting facts with regard to the geology

of these hills is the occurrence of great bowlders of dolerite

which are thickly strewn over every part and even in the mea-

dow land to the north, and just at the foot of the hills the

ground is so covered with them, that one is immediately re-

minded of similar scenes in more northern latitudes. At the

ery beginning of the ascent I came across the largest bowlder
f dolerite yet found ;

it measured thirty-seven feet in circum-

ference, and another near by, sixteen. At the

side of one of the hills was so literally strewn with bowlders

that one could not step without walking on them ; one of

these measured twenty-five feet in circumference and numerous
others were not less than fifteen, all the remainder varying from

I have to note here that I have found bowlders both to the

north and ten miles to the south of these hills, some of them

vsirying in size from fifteen to twenty feet in circumference.

In all these cases of bowlder examination, I have not suc-

ceeded in discovering distinct glacial scratches, although patient

Beareh was kept up. In a few instances parallel strise were

seen, but these were so obscured by the extreme weathering of

bowlders that their true nature remains a question of doubt.

In almost every case the surfaces of the rocks were either so

weather-worn or "moss-covered as to obscure all evidence with

regard to this point, and their presence or absence must remain

an uncertain question. As to the explanation how bowlder

drift could have been brought to this remote locality, there

is much which is interesting. It is a well-known fact to all

geologists, that bowlders have been found as far south as the

Southern States, and that their presence in these localities is

explained by supposing that they were transported by floating

icebergs which found their way to the south at the close of the

Glacial period ; hence it seems to be the most probable theory,

that not only the solitary bowlders found in Delaware, but that

the materials of these two hills were transported southward bv
floating ice during the Champlain period.

The entire want of stratification observed in both hills would
tend to show that the materials were dropped pell-mell from
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the melting ice-floats, while the slightly stratified arrangement
of the sand and gravel for not more than a foot in the topmosi
layer of the cuttings would show a slightly modifying effect of
the waters into which the debris was dropped. It was only in

two localities that this stratification of the surface could" be
observed, while such regular arrangement was by no means
true of all parts of the uppermost material.

Professor G. H. Cook (Ann. Kept, of N. J, 1880, p. 94)
mentions the occurrence of bowlders in Cape May County,
Wew Jersey, near the town of Dennisviile. He gives the

os of the largest one found in that part of the State as
fourteen feet, and its other dimensions eleven to seventeen
inches, by thirteen to sixteen inches. These figures may make
some readers skeptical as to those already given, yet their

accuracy mav in this case be depended upon, since the bowlders
were accurately measured by myself.

Professor Cook attributes the presence of bowlders in Cape
May County to ice-flows coming down the Delaware, when the
land was submerged to the depth of at least sixty feet during
the Cbamplain period.

It is hardly probable that Professor Cook's explanation will

applj to the case of the two hills or the bowlders of Delaware,
from the fact that the base of these hills is not less than eightv
feet above the Delaware river, and, adding to this 228 feet, the
height of one of the hills, and considering the further fact

that a few of the largest bowlders are found at the verv
summit, we have the occurrence of these rocks 308 feet above
the level of the river. There is again the further consideration

toal while the bowlders about Dennisviile occur upon the

alluvial land bordering the Delaware, and upon land no doubt
the work of this stream, those of Delaware are found from ten

to twelve miles from the river, and with different geological

Mm-oundimrs. The tra.-ing also of sand and -ravel, similar in

that found in the hills, for some distance due north,

would also seem to indicate that the lloatin- ice was not alone

'•onlined to ev.n the ancient channel of the Delaware River.

^ hether the great height of these hills above the level of

01 the laud during the (diamplain period than is reckoned h>t
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Art. TIT. — Upon the Electrical Experiments to determine the

(oration of the Bnlki in the hody of toe late President Garfield:

and upon a successful form of Induction Balance for the pain-

less detection of Metallic Masses in the Human Body ;* by
Alexander Graham Bell.

(A paper

The subject of my present paper recalls a time of intense

excitement and painful suspense. The long, weary struggle

with the untimely death-wound— the prolonged suffering borne

so bravely and well by the lamented President Garfield—must
still be fresh in every 'recollection. The whole world watched
by his bed-side, and hopes and fears filled every passing hour.

No one could venture to predict the end so long as the position

of the bullet remained unknown. The bullet might become
safely encysted, but, on the other hand, recovery might depend
upon its extraction. The search with knife and probe among
vital and sensitive tissues could not be otherwise than painful

and dangerous; and the thought naturally arose that science

should be able to discover some less barbarous method of ex-

ploration.

Among other ideas the thought occurred that the bullet

iniL'lit produce some sensible effect in modifying the field of

induction of a coil brought near the body of the President, and
that the locality of the bullet might thus be determined with-

out danger to the patient and without pain ; for it is well

known that induction can be powerfully exerted through the

human body without producing any sensation whatever.
Upon the m.—The influence that is exer-

cised upon induction by metallic masses has formed the subject

of numerous experiments by different investigators ; and the

principle of balancing the effects of induction on one portion

of a circuit by equal and opposite effects produced upon an-

other portion has been utilized in nearly all such investigations.

The earliest form of induction balance for this purpose ap-

pears to have been devised in Germany by Prof. Dove,f about
the year 1841, and a good description of it in the English lan-

guage may be found in De la Rive's •• Treatise? on Klectrimtv."

(1853 edition, vol. i, pp. 418-433)4

*A preliminary notice relating to this p;ip,-r w;i> published in uV (V.mpr.'s
:

• -J ah. iwsl.

"ndependently f

Hopkins CTd

da discovery of the fact thai
rented Prof. Rowland from i

anticipated by Dove
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Another and superior arranf ae purpose is

the well-known induction balance of Prof. D. E. Hughes *

The Static Induction Balance of J. B. H. Gordon + fchoagli

primarily intended for experiments upon specific inductive
capacity, might also, perhaps, be employed in the same class of

investigations.

My own attention was directed to the balancing of induction
a number of years ago by the disturbing noises produced in

the telephone by the operation of telegraphic instruments upon
lines running near the telephone conductor.
The difficulty was remedied by using two conductors instead

of one, and by so arranging them with reference to the dis-

turbing wires rhnt the currents induced in one of the telephone
conductors were exactly equal and opposite to those induced
m the other. In this way an induction balance was
and a quiet circuit secured for telephonic purposes. This
"lethoti >.vas patented in England in November, 1877, and dur-
ing the whole winter of 1877-8 I was engaged in London upon
experiments relating to the subject.

In the course of these researches 1 made frequentjuse of flat

spirals of insulated wire, like those employed by the late Prof.

Henrys in his experiments upon induction.
My method was to pass a rapid lv interrupted voltaic current

trough one flat spiral while I examined its field of induction
by means of another flat spiral connected with a telephone.
The currents induced in the latter coil produced a musical tone
from the telephone.

At every point in the field of induction it was found that by
turning the plane of the exploring coil a position of silence

could be obtained, and another of maximum sound, the two
positions making a right angle with one another.

It was also noticed that when a position of silence was esteb-

'shed a piece of metal hrouirht within the field of induction

*'^ed the telephone to sound. This effect was most marked
when the two flat spirals were in close proximity, and were

^'•rangvd with their planes parallel, as shown in tig. 1.

When a silver coin, such as a half-crown or florin was passed

across the face of the two coils, the silence of the telephone

was broken three times. The instrument emitted a musical
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the coin crossed the area marked "2," whe

After my return to America I embodied these and other

results in "a paper "Upon New Methods of Exploring the

Field of Induction of Flat Spirals," which was read before

this Association at the Saratoga meeting in August, 1879.

Practical application.— Wlwle brooding over the problem o!

the detection of the bullet in the body of President Garfield,

these experiments made in England returned vividly to my
mind. It seemed to me that if the overlapping area " 2" of the

two coils shown in fig. 1 could be brought over the seat of the

bullet without disturbing the relative positions of the coils, the

telephone would probably announce the presence of the bullet

by an audible sound.

A crude experiment was at once made to test the idea. A
large, single-pole electro-magnet (the core of which was com-
posed of a bundle of fine iron wires) was used in place of coil

A (fig. 1) ; and a small coil of fine wire taken from a hand
telephone was arranged a little to one side of the pole to rep-

resent coil B. The small coil being connected with a tele-

phone, a battery current was passed through the coil of the

electro- magnet, and the battery circuit was made and broken

Under these circumstances a much better balance was ob-

tained than could possibly have been anticipated. Upon now
bringing a leaden bullet near the small coil, a distinct ticking

sound could be heard from the telephone each time the battery

circuit was made and broken.

Being absent from my laboratory, and without feci

proper experiment, I communicated my ideas to Mr. Charles
Williams, Jr., of Boston, manufacturer of electrical and tele-

phonic apparatus, who kindly placed the resources of his large

establishment at my service; and, at great personal incon-

venience, delegated his best workmen to attend to my experi-

Upon attempting to devise an appropriate form of apparatus
for the special purpose in view I saw that there were great
practical difficulties in the way of utilizing the arrangement
shown in fig. 1. and it occurred to me that the apparatus of

Prof. Hughes might perhaps be employed with more advantage
as the basis of my experiments. In the ordinary form of
Hughes' in . ar coils are used, as shown in fig.

2. Through the agency of a Hughes microphone tb

of a clock is made to create an electrical disturbance in the
voltaic circuit containing the two primary coils (A C) and a
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corresponding disturbance is produced by induction in the two
secondary coils (B D) connected with the telephone. If the

connections are so arranged that the currents induced in the
telephone circuit by the coils A C are in the same direction,

the ticking of the clock is heard very plainly, but if they are
in opposite directions no sound is perceived.

In the latter case the action of one primary coil (A) opposes
that of the other (C). and an electrical balance results. If

now a piece of metal is brought near one pair of coils (say A'
B) the balance is disturbed and the ticking of the clock is

audible at the telephone. The arrangement of the coils (A,
B, C, D) was the point to be studied, the microphone attach-

ment being of no importance in the combination ; for it is well

known that a rheotome to break the primary circuited

be substituted for the microphone with

ne that two of the coils (A B) in the Hughes
balance might be attached! rigidly to a wooden

handle, so as to be moved over the seat of the bullet without
changing their relative positions, and that all the adj
necessary might be made on the other pair of coils, which need
not be moved from their place, and would not therefore be
liable to disarrangement. If a single pair of coils were to be
used as in fig. 1, they must be adjustable one upon the other.

But if during the course of exploration the coil B (tig. 1)

should he moved from its proper position even to the extent
only of a small fraction of a'

disturbed and the explo;
order to adjust the apparatus. These considei
the conclusion that some modification oi' the Huglu>
balance was most suitable for my purpose, and I immediately

commenced the construction of such an apparatus.

Suggestion* leth-il. -Just a! this time i

papers that Prof. Simon Newcomb, of Washington, had the
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President, and I telegraphed to Prof. Newcomb the offer of my
assistance in carrying on experiments, knowing the compara-

tive difficulty he would experience in having apparatus made
in Washington.
At his suggestion I tested the point whether the rotation of

a leaden disk and of a' leaden bullet underneath a delicately
- suspended magnetic needle would cause a deflection of the

needle.

The disk occasioned a deflection, but the bullet produced no
sensible effect. I telegraphed the result to Prof. Newcomb,
and at the same time took occasion to inform him of the hope-
ful results I had obtained with the crudely constructed induc-

tion balance referred to above.

I was much gratified by his immediate appreciation of the

experiment. He telegraphed that he thought an induction

balance promised a much more hopeful solution of the problem
than his own method, and encouraged me in every way to con-

tinue my experiments.

This appreciation determined me to proceed to my labora-

tory at Washington, where I was accompanied by Mr. Sumner
Tainter, who was anxious to assist in such a cause. I learned

from Prof. Newcomb that Mr. Geo. M. Hopkins, of Brooklyn,
had independently suggested the use of Hughes' induction

balance, and had made experiments in Brooklyn, the results of

which were published in the New York Tribune on the 11th
of July, 1881. Mr. J. Stanley Brown (private secretary of

President Garfield) kindly handed to me the letters he had re-

ceived from Mr. Hopkins, and also a Hughes' induction bal-

ance like that shown in fig. 2, which Mr. Hopkins had for-

warded to the Executive Mansion for trial.

This apparatus was at once tested in m.y laboratory, with re-

sults slightly better than those I had obtained in Boston.

My Boston apparatus did not give a greater hearing dis-

tance than 3 cm., whereas with the Hopkins apparatus I could
distinguish effects at a distance of 3.75 cm.
Two of Mr. Hopkins' coils (A B, fig. 2) were then fastened

upon a wooden handle to form an exploring instrument, and
nged for immediate use in case of

experiment upon the President,
tion with Mr. Hopkins, and re-

ooperation, and in reply received
Jrown the following account of

the wh
any ne msing for ai

I set r n communic
questedI his ass

a Private Secretary
further ex peri nnents:
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"60 Irving Place, Brooklyn, July 16, 1881.

Dear Sir : I have made two new instruments on plans differ-

from that sent, but they yield no better results. The first

listed of two ob a,1 right angles to each
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Prof. Hughes of London, England, Prof. Trowbridge of

Harvard College, Prof. Rowland of Johns Hopkins University,

and other authorities were consulted by telegraph as to the

best theoretical form of induction balance for the purpose re-

quired, while empirical experiments were being carried on

under my direction in my laboratory at Washington by Mr.

Sumner Tainter: in the electrical work-shop of Davis and
Watts, in Baltimore. l, v Mr. J. 11. C. Watts, and in the estab-

lishment of Mr. Chas. Williams, Jr., in Boston, by Mr. Thomas
A. Gleason. To test the influence of size of coil, an instru-

ment was constructed in which the coils were no larger than

the bullet for which we sought (as had been suggested by Prof.

Newcomb), and experiments were also made with the enor-

mous coils used by the late Prof. Henry in his researches upon
induction, which were kindly lent to me for the purpose by the

Smithsonian Institution, but neither the small nor the large

coils produced more satisfactory results than those we had
already obtained.

n elements, which
the Capitol, were

placed at my disposal by Mr. Rogers, electrician of the Capitol,

but while great electro-motive force was evidently of use we
derived no advantage from such a battery as this.

To test the influence of speed of interruption, Mr. Mareau,
Snpt. of the Western Union Telegraph Co. in Washington,
kindly lent us an electric motor, by means of which we were

ith the aid of a rotating commutator, to obtain inter-

est of all rates up to 600 interrup-

found that the more rapid the rate

ption the more distinct was the sound in the tele-

phone. The 1 a ngdist ice, however, was not propottionatelv

increased. The automatic interrupter (shown in tig. 5), yield-

ing about 100 interruptions per second, gave as good results as

any, and was much more convenient. This interrupter was
therefore afterwards used exclusively in our experiments.
The theoretical form o coil suggested by Prof. John Trow-

bridge was substantially the same as that proposed by Prof.
Rowland, and is shown 'in fig. 6.

Professor Hughes proposed to h

Is wound on a single reel, so that 1
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i single one as regards their relative d
iickford, Washington correspondent of t

, and Mr. P. T.
Bickford, Washington correspondent of the New York Tribune.
suggested winding two wires side by side into a single coil, so
that the relative distances of the wires from

be absolutely the same. Mr. Charles B. Buell and Dr. Chi-
chester A. Bell proposed to determine the depth of the bullet
beneath the surface by causing a similar bullet to approach the
balancing Coils until silence was restored; the seomdarv bullet

M;
presumed would then be at the same distance from the

ing coils as the embedded bullet from the exploring coil".

The result- o! a I he experiments so far made \v< ;

Sm
t0,7- I bad tried e d been suggested, but

4
' remained the extreme' limit of audibility for a bullet like
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that which had struck the President. Even when such a bullet

was flattened by being fired against a board, and was presented

with* its flat side toward the coils of the explorer—the most

favorable mode of presentation—no better result was obtained.

Original Experiments.—In the theoretical arrangement recom-

mended by Professors Trowbridge and Eowland (fig. 6) the

primary coil A was of smaller diameter than the secondary B.

This had given us no better effects than the ordinary form of

Hughes' balance (see fig. 2), in which the two coils A B were
of equal diameter. We then tried the effect of making the

primary coil A of greater diameter than the secondary B (see

fig. 7), and in this case we appeared to obtain an increase of

hearing distance. Five centimeters (2 inches) was, however,

the utmost limit reached, when, on the 19th of July, Mr. J.

Stanley Brown and Dr. Woodward visited my laboratory and

witnessed some experiments. No difficulty was experienced in

detecting a bullet held in the mouth by passing the exploring

coil over the cheek ; and the presence of a flattened bullet held

in the clenched hand was also readily determined. Br. Bliss, Dr.

Reyburn and Surgeon -General Barnes visited the laboratory

next day and expressed themselves as very hopefully impressed
by the experiments. These were subsequently repeated in the

surgeon's room at the Executive Mansion, for the information
of Dr. Frank Hamilton and Dr. Agnew, who also seemed favor-

ably impressed.

Such opinions from the surgeons in attendance upon the
President, and the continued interest shown by Professor New-
comb, encouraged me to proceed with the experiments*

It was now determined to test the effect of each convolution
of the primary coil, so as to arrive empirically at some idea of

*I desire specially to express my gratitude to Dr. Frank Hamilton for words of
t spokei it a lat- dat ..uragement were
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the best shape of coil. For this purpose Mr. Tainter con-

structed the instruments shown in fig. 8. Circular grooves

were turned in two boards, one of which' is shown in perspective

at A and the other in section at D. An insulated copper wire

could be pressed into any of these grooves, so as to give the

wire an exactly circular shape of known diameter, and the two

ends were passed through an orifice in the back of the board,

"making connection with a similar ring of wire in the other in-

strument as shown. A small secondary coil (B) of fine wire,

which could be moved with moderate friction upon the hori-

zontal rod, was connected to another similar coil (E), and to

a telephone ; and a small brass ring (C), which could also be

moved along the horizontal rod, was used instead of a bullet

to disturb the balance.

In making an experiment with this apparatus the secondary

coil (B) was first placed within the primary ring and in the

same plane with it, and the balancing coil E was adjusted to

produce silence. The brass ring C was then moved along the

horizontal rod until the balance was sensibly disturbed and the

relative distances of the coils and the brass ring were noted.

Results of a SERIES of Experiments made on THE 19 H OF JULY, 188
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Continuing the experiment, the coil B was moved a deter-
mined distance beyond the plane of A, and the balancing coils

nisted to silence. The brass ring C was once more
caused to disturb the balance, and the new hearing distance was
noted. The results of a series of experiments made on the 19th
of July, 1881, are tabulated on the preceding page. The battery
employed consisted of six bichromate cells connected in series"

These figures show that the distance from the primary cod A
(fig. 8) at which the influence of the brass ring C became perceptible

"jith the diameter ofthe primary riny. a„d ih.it //,.. .*.?,-

ondary coil B required to be project- nd the plane
nary in order to obtain the maximum effect.

The conclusion seemed a natural one that the degree of pro-
jection A B of the secondary coil should proportionally increase
with the diameter of the primary ring, but the tabulated figures
did not fully justify the inference.
The experiments had necessarily occupied a considerable

how
• and I thought that the difference between the results that

ave been observed, according to the above hypothesis,
and those that were ac light have been due to

exhaustion of the bichromate battery employed and
f " iN

: ''.'ivitinn, although every care had been taken to pre-
serve its power by removing the carbon and zinc plates from
the solution, excepting when an observation was made. To
test whether the battery exerted any material influence upon
the hearing distance, a further series of experiments was made
wuh the same battery.

It will be seen by reference to the tabulated statement shown
e max mum bearing distance BO had been ob-

a primary ring 1 1 -3cm in diameter when the dis-
tance A B between the primary and secondary coils was one
centimeter. This arrangement of the apparatus was therefore
adopted throughout the following experiments:

1- Apparatus tried with I cell (bichromate battery)...(B C, fig. 8) = 9'™

:;
Nx - -"- ... (B C, fig. 8) = 16"-

3. Six cells in multiple arc ....(B C, fig. 8) = 9»"»

5- Same experiment repeated
'.'"."'.'.".

(B C,' fig. 8) = 13-6"™

6. Same experiment repeated by Mr. Tainter (B C, fig. 8) = 12-6"

.
These experiments proved that battery power did exert an

influence upon hearing distance, and also that the battery in
use was gradually deteriorating.

1 concluded, therefore, that if the battery power had re-

gained constant, the hearing distance might not only have been

al to the diameter of the primary i <j >ut, i order to

f the secondary coil

beyond the plane of the primary might also have been found
to increase in like proportion.
Am

- Jour. 8cr.—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 145.-January, 1883.
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id me to try the effect of a e
idary B at its apex, as show
for a bullet was only 3'5cm

.

Singularly enough Mr. J. H. C. Watts, in Baltimore,
independently arrived at a very similar form of coil, and \

the instrument shown in fig. 10 he had obtained at one tin:
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elements freshly set up,

.... distance of at least 5cm
,

although after the batterv had been in use for some time the
bearing distance hardlv exceeded 4CB .

The following are the dimensions of the coils A B (fig. 11)
and their resie

The face of the coil B projected beyond the face of coil A 4mm .

duplicates of A and B. Tl
phone employed was 75 ohms.

Injhnur, ,.(' !>,,(/. rtj Power.—The followii

this apparatus (tig. 11) on Jul.
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Although the battery appeared to be in good com
close inspection showed that the connections were di

that one of the zinc wires was half broken through.
The defective cell was now removed from the cin

the connections of all the other cells cleaned and tighte

III. The following experiment! were then made with the Mm/rhr r»lh

It will be observed that the

nearly one-third as far again as at first, simply by inert

the number of cells employed without any other change
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arrangement. It will also be noticed that the apparatus re-

quired to be adjusted to complete silence in order to obtain the

maximum effect.

As a general result of all our experiments with voltaic bat-

teries, we find that it is advisable to use a battery possessing great

electro-motive force and slight internal resistance, and to connect the

Experiments upon Living Subjects.—On the 22d of July an

experiment was made at the request of Dr. Bliss upon the per-

son of Lieut. Simpson, who had carried a bullet in his body for

When the exploring instrument (fig. 11) was passed over

the lieutenant's back a sonorous spot was found, but the indi-

cations were too feeble to be implicitly relied upon. Imagina-

tion very easily conjures up a feeble sound like that observed,

but a number of experiments by different observers seemed to

indicate that in this case there was an external cause for the

sound—probably the presence of a very deeply-seated bullet.

The results of this experiment were communicated to Dr. Bliss

in a letter dated July 23d, 1881.

On the 25th of July, Prof. Rowland visited me at Washing-
ton, and suggested the use of a condenser in the primary cir-

cuit. I had previously discussed this idea with Mr. Tainter,

but, not having a condenser at hand, we had been unable to

make any experiment. After our conversation with Prof.

Rowland, however, we were so impressed by the importance of

the point that we obtained a condenser next morning, and
found it to produce not only a different quality of sound when
the bullet approached the coils, but also to increase the hear-

ing distance of the instrument shown in fig. 11 at least one

centimeter.

On the evening of the same day (July 26th) our apparatus
was carried to the Executive Mansion, and an experiment made
upon the person of the President.

From some cause then unknown a balance could not be ob-

tained, and the results were therefore uncertain and indefinite.

It was discovered afterwards that a mistake had been made in

the mode of connecting tin' condenser. The latter should
have been connected at EF (fig. 13), whereas it was placed al

E G, thus influencing only one, instead of both, of the primary
coils.

With the condenser properly arranged experiments were
tried on July 29 and 30 on three soldiers from the Soldiers'

Home who had been wounded during the civil war, namely,
John Teahan, Asa Head, and John McGill.

In the case of John Teahan no results were obtained. In

the case of Asa Head, who had a buckshot in the cheek, loud
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and well-marked sounds were heard in the telephone; and in

the case of John McGill, who was supposed to carry a bullet

in his back, no results were obtained.

Further efforts were then prosecuted for the improvement of

the apparatus.

Further experiments to improrc apparatus.—Our attention had

hitherto been directed chiefly to modifications of the exploring

instrument. We now investigated the effect upon the hearing

distance, of the coils used to obtain a balance.

The following experiments, made July 29, 1881, bear upon
rh«.! i-..'ih

Exp. 1. (See fig. 14.) Resistance of primary A of ex-

ploring instrument, 2 ohms ; resistance of primary C of bal-

ancing coils, also 2 ohms ; resistance of exploring secondary B,

140 ohms
;
and of balancing secondary D, 120 ohms.

Result: Hearing distance of bullet from explorer A B, &&*.
Hearing distance from balancing coils C D, also 3-5cm.

Exp. 2. (See fig. 15.) Same exploring coils as in Exp. 1,

but balancing coils consisted of a flat primary, E—resistance,
6-80 ohms; and flat secondary, F—resistance, 83 ohms. The
adjustment was made by sliding the secondary coil upon the
primary until a position of silence was obtained.

Result: Hearing distance from explorer A B, l'5cm. Hear-
ing distance from E F, 3™.
As a general result of our experiments we found that every

irvreasr m /he resistance of the balancing coils {especially the

primary) reduced the hearing distance of the exploring i
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and it became therefore desirable to do away with this source
of resistance as much as possible.

Return to originalform of apparatus.—This led us back to the

original form of apparatus that had first occurred to me (see

fig. 1), in which a single pair of coils was employed. A few
other experiments, made July 29, 1881, will show the import-
ance of the point attained.

I

Exp. 3. The two flat coils B F used in experiment 2 were
arranged as in fig. 16, so as to form a balance by themselves.

Result : Hearing distance, 7™.
In all these experiments the battery used consisted of four

cells (Leclanchd)

xp. 4. The same coils used in Exp. 3 were tried again, as

<rn in fig. 16, but with a battery of eight cells (Leclanchd)

esult: Hearing distance, 8-7cm
, or nearly 3£ inches—a re-

quite unprecedented in our experiments.
he following are the dimensions of the coils E, F.

Coil B External diameter ^ ™

Depth..... - '

cm

Wire used, No. 23, (silk-covered.)

Internal diameter
,

2 5"



Exp. 5. The same coils E F, used in Exps. 2, 3 and -1, were

tried once more with a battery of six large bichromate ele-

ments, and with a condenser, U, in the primary circuit as

shown in fig. 17.

Result: Hearing distance lo L1

, or more than 5 inches.

This great increase in hearing distance seemed to be chiefly

due to the condenser, for upon disconnecting it the hearing dis-

tance was little more than 9
cm

, but further experiments proved

that other e -led to the result.

^"'""fVC .?>Xvwv»^
Exp. 6. When the condenser was in circuit and the leaden

bullet close to the coils (arranged as in tig. 17) the sound pro-

duced by the telephone was a musical note whose pitch was
the same as that normally produced by the vibration of the

reed of the interrupter. Mingled with this tone could be dis-

tinguished a number of feebler tones of very much higher

pitch. Upon withdrawing the bullet gradually from the coils

the fundamental sound became fainter, and one of the high
upper-partial tones gradually acquired prominence; and at a

about 8 or 9cm the fundamental could no longer be
shed, bat the high tone persisted, and was clearly

audible up to a distance of VS^. The effect was very striking.

and when the bullet was moved to and fro parallel to the plane
of the coils E F at a distance of about 10cm , the telephone
emitted a shrill whistliue. -ound v,u-h turn the -

(H) was passe

iad been placed in a
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fig. 5) was rattling against its contact pieces, thus producing an
impure sound, and I « »ul«i distinguish among the upper-par-
tials the tone that had been reinforced by the condenser.
Upon screwing up the contact pieces so as to improve the
vibration I could no longer distinguish the particular upper-

arid upon returning to the room in which
the coils E F (tig. 17) were placed I could no longer detect the
effects noted above in Exps. 6 and 7, and the hearing distance
did not exceed 9™

The peculiar effects obtained with the arrange -- <t shown hi fig.
-"rued to depend (1) upon a particular kind of vibration

of the reed of the interrupter, producing a certain high upperpartial
or overtone (2), upon the use of a condenser acting as a sort of elec-

the use of the metal lead.

Mr. Marean, of Washington, kindlv lent me a number of
condensers used by the Western Union Telegraph Co., and we
round, upon connecting them with the coils E F, as shown in

%. 17, and, holding a leaden bullet near the coils, that each
condenser reinforced a high upper-partial of different pitch.
We arranged the condensers so that thev could be successively
introduced into the cireu * . _ . i < .; Iit\ The effect was
very curious, and sounded somewhat like a Scotch air played
upon the bag-pipes. The low hum of the fundamental could
be heard continuously, like the drone of the bag-pipe, while
7"' higher tone changed its pitch with each change of con-
denser.

The pitch oj tht high torn reinj ced seemed to depend upon the

<'<<l»icitg 'of it," omfn^tr emplngch but the exact
relation between the two has not been ascertained. In experi-
ments 5, 6, 7, 8, and the subsequent experiments described
a °ove, the batterv employed consisted of six pairs of carbon

ced in a solution of bichromate

The effects noted above were not produced satistaetorily

when the battery was much run down, nor were they obtained
with a Leclat (!,< h.-itt. t\ which hat) be< n s*n up for some time,

/l *'gh (one tn „.sv ,, />„ . •tint force

**d slight internal resistance.
°»r experiments had \c-aA^\ thi> sta- when, on Saturday,

tlie 30th of July, 1881, I was requested" to snake another trial

upon the person of the President at the evening dressing of the

wound.

At this time, however, we had no explor
completed excepting one or two like that shown in fig.

lt
> will be understood that the promising results note(
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had been obtained from coils that were simply placed upon a
table and adjusted by hand.
We immediately proceeded to the Executive Mansion with

the apparatus shown in fig. 13, prepared to make a trial, if it

was deemed advisable
; but upon learning of the results of our

later experiments the surgeons resolved to postpone any further
trial until we could arrange the coils (fig. 17) in a portable
form.

.

By forced exertions the coils were arranged that same night
m a wooden case, as shown in fig. 18. This case consisted
essentially of two oblong blocks A B. A shallow circular
recess was turned out in each block for the reception of one of
the coils, and the two blocks were held together by four pins

"

of ebonite, C, D, E, F, which passed up through slots in the
upper block and were secured by ebonite thumb-screws.
When the instrument was completed f found to my great

distress that a balance could not be obtained by any "adjust-
ment of the apparatus. There was a position

'

of minimum
sound, and the telephone responded to a bullet presented to
the central part Gr of the instrument; but the hearing distance
did not exceed 3 or 4cm , whereas we had obtained with the
same coils before the construction of the wooden case a perfect
balance and a hearing distance of 13cm.

After numerous unsuccessful experiments had been made to
ascertain the cause of the difficulty it occurred to me that if

two adjoining convolutions in one of the coils, made contact
at any point, a circuit of low resistance would be formed (a
single ring of wire, in fact), in which the induced currents

striate without reaching the telephone connected with
the apparatus. I had previously measured the resistance of
the coils without discovering any defect, but when I considered
the large number of convolutions in each coil it seemed possi-
ble that a defect of tl 1st which could not be
discovered by a Wheatstone Bridge, excepting by very delicate
and accurate observations. To test whether a short-circuited
convolution would produce effects analagous to those observed,
a piece of copper wire was bent into an annular form and the
ends connected together. On bringing this metallic ring near

J
Pair of coils (A, B, fig. 19), properly adjusted to silence, the

balance was loudly disturbed. The copper ring (C) was held
as shown in fig. 19, and the balance could not then be restored

°y any adjustment of the coils. A position of minimum
sound was all that could be obtained, and the hearing distance
was enormously reduced. This was primafacie evidence of the

nature of the defect.
The

« (fig. 18) were then

si led no defect. [>>n



(beino- arranged, as formerly, in tig. 17), a balance could n

obtained, and the hearing di-tancv vv as only about 4™.

defect was thus definitely located in the coils themselves.

prima
appeared hardly possible that so great a defect <

> so apparently slight a cause. However, to test tne mat-

removed the outside layer of wires and then tested the

t'liu.lm-oil in these researches, i

nduction Balance to test the c

fine wire. I

-

• :
;

:;it shown in lip:. 1
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The coils were then replaced in their case and the completed
it tested. The lower wooden block B (fig. 18) was

adjusted by hand as nearly as possible to the position of silence,
and then the thumb-screws C, D, E, F were tightened.
The balance now obtained was not quite" perfect, but by

striking the lower block B. a few smart blows with a wooden
mallet we were able to reduce the arrangement to complete

The instrument was then in such a sensitive condition that
it could scarcely be moved without affecting the balance.
Upon gently swaying it backward and forward a pulsation of
sound was heard at every swing.
When the motion was carefully made, so that it was always

in the same plane, no pulsations were observed. They only
occurred when the inclination of the coils was changed.

'

This defect was found to be due to the bulging of the thin
portion G of the wooden case (fig. 18) under the weight of the.

enclosed coil, and the simple pressure of a finger on this por-
tion of the case disturbed the balance. The movement of the
lower coil when the instrument was swayed about must have
been inconceivably small but on account of the extreme sen-

sitiveness of the arrangement it produced a perceptible effect

upon the balance.
The pulsating sound did not seem to interfere with the de-

tection of a bullet held in the clenched hand, nor did it seem
to affect the hearing distance. I therefore despatched a mes-
senger to the Executive Mansion (Sundav morning, July Hist),

with a note for Dr. Bliss, to let him know that the instrument
was in a condition to be used, should any necessity arise for an
immediate experiment. At the same time I informed him that
the apparatus in its present form was very crudely constructed,
and that I hoped to improve it very greatly in the course of a
few days. On Sundav afternoon (July 31st) we sent to the

Soldiers' Home for John McGill, upon whom we had experi-

mented the previous day without results (using the apparatus
shown in nV 11\

Upon
finding ;

.

not connected, and a pec
a series of sparka.

propose to apply this me
the helices used in the con
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reply we were requested to make the experiment upon the per-

son 'of the President next morning.

On Mornl.n niorm-u ( \ il-u-i Ut 1 >M )
ue a< eordingly re-

moved our apparatus to the Executive Mansion.

The late President Garfield.—During the former experiment

(July 26) a sudden sonorous effect had been observed upon

passing a point near the spot where the Bttrj

bullet to be lodged, but I had been unable to verify this by a

second observation, although the exploring instrument (A B,

tig. 13) was repeatedly passed over the same place. The sound

had been so loud and well marked that I believed at the time

it must have been caused by a sudden irregularity in the

vibration of the reed of the rheotome used to interrupt the

primary circuit, for the arrangement, as explained above, was

not perfectly balanced, and any irregularity of this kind

would, under these circumstances, have affected the telephone.

At the' same time the coincidence was remarkable that the ex-

ploring instrument should have been at that very time so near

the suspected seat of the ball, and this led to the thought that

perhaps after all the bullet bad been the cause of the sound.

I felt confident that the new instrument (fig. 18) would at

once decide the question, for the extreme hearing distance of

the former apparatus (fig. 13) was only 6em , and the apparatus

shown in fig. 18 was so superior in this respect that, if r he

sound had really been due to the bullet we should obtain with

the new instrument distinct and well-marked effects. When
the new explorer (fig. 18) was passed over the suspected spot

nothing was heard excepting a mnd as the

instrument was moved to and fro. This was evidence to me
that the former sound had been of accidental origin, whether
the bullet was there or not. With the view of eliminating any
error of observation caused by the pulsations due simply to

the movement of the instrument, f lifted the latter (without

changing the inclination of the coils) to a height of about 50
centimeters above the body of the President, and moved it to

and fro in as nearly as possible the same way I had done at the
lower elevation.

I presumed that if the pulsations heard were due simply to

the movement of the instrument, they should occur with equal
strength at the two elevations ; but if any portion of the sonor-
ous effect was due to the influence of the bullet, the pulsations
at the two elevations would be different in intensity. I was
struck by the fact that, although the sonorous pulsations were
very feeble, they were sensibly louder when the instrument
was dose to the surface of the body than when it was raised.

Continuing the exploration, I found a considerable area over
which similar effects were noticed, bur upon carrying the in-
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strument toward the back of the President, the difference be-
tween the pulsations produced at the two elevations grew less
and less, and finally could not be distinguished.
The difference in the loudness of the sound at the two ele-

vations was so slight that it probably would not have been no-
ticed by an ear unaccustomed to listen to feeble effects, and I
feared that the general expectation that the bullet would be
found m that part of the body might have led me to imagine
a difference that did not exist. For the purpose of eliminating
as far as possible any personal error, I requested Mr. Sumner
Tainter (who was the only other person present whose ear had
been sufficiently trained to be reliable in such an emergency)
to repeat the experiments and let me know the result Upon
our return to my laboratory we compared notes, and I found
that his observations tallied" with mine. He declared he could
not obtain a distinctly localized effect, but stated that he had
observed a reinforcement of the pulsation over an area of at least
two inches in the neighborhood of the spot to which his atten-
tion had primarily been directed, and that he was convinced
that the bullet was within that area.

It appeared reasonably certain that the area of feeble sound
was due to some external cause, and was not simply an effect
of expectancy. In the absence of any other apparent cause
for the phenomenon, I was forced to agree in the conclusion
that it was due to the presence of the bullet, and I so stated in
my report to the surgeons. I was by no means satisfied,

however, with the results obtained, for no such effects had been
observed before in our experiments with bullets. I tried to
reproduce the effects by moving the instrument (fig. 18) at
different distances over a bullet, but in every case where an
effect was produced the sound was quite sharply localized. I
thought that perhaps the body of the patient might have
affected the result, and so experimented upon a bullet buried in a
piece of meat, but no difference of effect was noted. This led
me to fear that the extensive area of feeble sound might have
been due to some extensive area of metal that was unsuspected
at the time, and I proceeded to the Executive Mansion next
morning (August 2) to ascertain from the surgeons whether
they were perteetlv sun- that all metal had been removed from
the neighborhood of the bed. It was then recollected that

underneath the horse-hair mattress on which the President lay
was another mattress composed of steel wires.

.
Vpon obtaining a I

--was found to con*
«st of a sort of net of woven steel wires, with large meshes.
Ihe extent of the sonorous area having been so small, as com-
pared with the area of the bed, it seemed reasonable to con-
c]ude that the steel mattivss had produced no detrimental
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effect.* I was unable to continue experiments with the steel

mattress, as jus! at this time i was obliecd to leave V\

on account of illness in my family. Although I was unable

for a long time afterwards to carry on personally induction

balance experiments, the investigations were ably continued
under my direction by Mr. Thomas Gleason, in the establish-

ment of Mr. Charles Williams. Jr., in Boston.

Experiments continued in Boston.—Mr. Tainter forwarded from

Washington drawings of an improved apparatus he had designed

to remedy the defects of the instrument shown in fig. 18, in

which the eas s, etc., were all to be composed
of ebonite.

Mr. Gleason constructed for me a number of such ebonite in-

struments di i) one another in detail, and the

apparatus shown in fig. 20 combined the different points that

had been approved.
The two coils A B were eccentrically arranged in two cir-

cular disks of ebonite, C D, and the adjustment was obtained

by means of an ebonite key 0, like the key used for tuning

pianos, which turned a cam M pivoted in the upper disk and

working in a slot N in the lower disk.

In order to prevent any movement of the coils, excepting

that produced by the adjusting-key O, each coil was placed in

a recess turned out in its ebonite disk, the edges of which were

bevelled as shown at R. Paraffine was then poured in so as

to fill up each recess. But this alone did not prevent a slight

pulsation of sound when the instrument was swayed from side

to side, and a very slight pressure of the finger on the thin

portion of the ebonite plate under the coil B was sufficient to

destroy the balance.

This was remedied by strengthening this portion by means
of a rod of ebonite, which passed up through the center of

the coil and through a slot I, in the upper ebonite plate, and
was clamped firmly after the adjustment of the instrument by
an ebonite thumb-screw H. This, however, increased the

difficulties of adjustment. When the coils were adjusted to

silence, then the tightening of the thumbscrew H disturbed

the balance; and if the thumb-screw H was tightened first,

then the adjustment could only be made by a series of jerks,

on account of friction. In practice we found it best to adjust
the instrument almost to silence, and then the tightening of the

fchttmb-screw H completed the balance.
This was the form of apparatus at which we had arrived at

the time of the death of President Garfield.





The difficulty of adjusting the coils led me ultimately

dea of the apparatus shown in figs. 21, 22, 23, 24, w
he most practical form of the instrument yet devised.

The two exploring coils A B (fig. 21) are arranged as

ed out in .i single block of wood C.

The coils are tempo .vith a telephone bat-

tery and rheotome in the manner shown in fig. 1, so that they

may be adjusted by hand to form a balance. When they

have been arranged in their position of silence, the hollow

in the block of wood C (fig. 21) is filled with melted paraffine.

Upon cooling, the two coils are found immovably fixed in one
solid cake of paraffine.

As a matter of practice it is found impossible to fix the coils

in this way exactly in their position of silence; but by means
of two other very small coils, D E (fig. 22), of ina

resistance, forming a sort of fine adjustment external to the

explorer, a perfect balance is easily obtained. In this instru-

ment the swaying of the coils A B produces no effect upon the

balance.

The completed arrangement is shown in plan in fig. 22, and
the explorer and balancing coils are shown separately in per-

spective in figs. 23 and 24.

On account of the small size and slight resistance of the bal-

ancing coils we were enabled to make the adjustable parts of

icer of metal without practical interference with the
sensitiveness <>!' the exploring instrument, and this gave us the
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24.

In the balancing apparatus shown in fig. 25 (which ia the

most perfect one yet constructed), the lever to which the upper
coil is attached is made of hard rubber.

In fig. 26 is shown the most convenient form of case yet

devised for holding the exploring coils.

Fig.25.

By invitation of Dr. Kmuk Hamilton experiments were
made at his office in New York, October 7, 1881, the instru-

ments used being those shown in figs. 22, 23, 24.

As this was the first successful application of the Induction

Balance to the discovery of the situation of a ball in the body
the position of which was previously unknown, I may be par-

doned for entering somewhat into detail.

I shall quote from the Medical Gazette * of New York, an

account of the experiments written by one of the witnesses :

u
Th<> //•.-•/ xm-rrtsfui a/,/,!;, -utiun.—On Friday, Oct. 7, by invi-

l •.' !', it tin h, 11 ~ !'
|» "iL.-iU.



L'y to General Pratt, the response being heard dis

r feebly, by every person present in the roorr

of the response was supposed to be due to t

nHnu
(

- ball

tor a perio

yet been completely res

"Several small fragments of bone escaped tim
'"•I'icv fonne.l near the seat of the original wound.
"About eighteen months later an abscess open

°f the chest below the fifth rib and to the left .



attendant that the l>:ill was no! lo.l^cd in the back and there

- \\\ arc ,lis,„,MMl iu iiit-iiiioii a> .-in evidence of Col. Clayton's

loyalty and faithfulness as a soldier that within six months of the

receipt of the injury, and while the wound was slid discharging

pus and blood, he returned to active duty with his regiment and
remained in the field until the close of the war.

" In the presence of the gentlemen assembled Col. Clayton ex-

posed his chest, and Pro*'. Bell proceeded !<> move the coils across

that portion of his hack where the bull was supposed to be sit-

uated, the colonel indicating the point underneath the superior

angle of the scapula as th it which had heeu fixed upon by him-

self and all the surgeons who had examined him as its exact seat.

Although being buried underneath the scapula, they had not

been able to verify their diagnosis by the sense of touch. Re-
peated examinations were made over this region without any
response both by Prof. Bell and several of the gentlemen who
were present,

"The instrument was then moved in every direction across the

back and shoulders with the same result. There was an evident

feeling of disappointment on the part of Prof. Bell and all the

2 entertained a doubt up to this mo-
;he ball was known and correctly

stated by Col. Clayton.
" It was not until the lapse of half an hour, and a thorough

examination on the part of Prof. Bell to determine if there was
uperfection in the working of the apparatus, that it

'* instrument along the front of the

" This was done by Prof. Bell, and immediately he exclaimed

:

1
1 have found it.' And such was evidently the fact, as was veri-

fied by the personal examination through the telephone by every
gentleman present. The response when the instrument was
moved over the seat of the ball was loud and distinct, and left no
room for doubt."

After all the visitors present had had the opportunity of

verifying my discovery of the sonorous spot
Fiff.27. on tnt, c h esfc f Colonel Clayton, experiments

sible the exact position of the ball.

The exploring instrument (fig. 23) was first

held over that part of the chest where the

maximum sound was obtained. The instru-

ment was then moved slowly toward the left

until the sound could no longer be perceived.

The position of the center of the instrument
t vertical line (A B, fig. 27) was drawn with

n through that point. This line indicated the

sonorous area toward the left. The ex peri-
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point of maximum sound toward the right, and also upward
and downward, giving us the four boundary-lines shown in

the diagram. {Fur. 27.) The bullet was thus located within
a square, C, of about one inch.

" The exact situation of the ball," as described in the Medical
Gazette, "was found t<> be within the thorax, probably in imme-
diate contact with (he inn r surfaee of the ribs, the point being a

little to the left of the sternum, between the third and fourth ribs,

and two or three inches above the cicatrix on the front of the
chest, where the sinus, h»?io- since closed, had evacuated itself, and
111 a din-.-, line from this cicatrix toward the left shoulder, which
indicated the line of the track of the original sinus."

Experiments with Needles.—During my absence from Wash-
ington and from all conveniences for experimenting p""* u

induction balance apparatus, I devised a method of veri-

indication- balance and of ascertain-

t depth at which a bullet lies beneath the surface,

nmunicated through Dr. Woodward to the

surgeons in attendance on President Garfield, and it was made
the subject of a special paper presented to the French Academy
of Sciences, Nov. 7, 1881.

tying the i

mg the ex
This method wa

, preliminary

nely slight pain, would
l-v the

This method, altbo
ordinarily be used on ^

extraction of a bullet. The arrangement is shown in fig. 2<

A fine needle A is connected to one terminal of a

and the other terminal mukv> contact ivith a plate B, preferably

"f the same materia! as that cornicing \W needle. Place this

metallic plate B against the surface ol the
j

u cuts skin and

needle" into that portion of the body where the

bullet is believed to be lodged. When the point of the needle
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makes contact with the surface of the bullet C, a galvanic

battery will be formed naturally within the body, the two poles

of which are respectively the leaden bullet C and the metallic

plate B. Under these circumstances a click will be heard from

the telephone each time the bullet is touched by the needle.

This has been verified by experiments upon bullets buried in a

joint of meat The click, though feeble, is unmistakable.

I have no doubt that this method of exploration alone, with-

out the induction balance, would prove of great service upon a

field of battle where the employment of complicated apparatus

•ible. Mr. Thomas Grleason has recently comn
to me the particulars of an experiment he witnessed, in the

course of which this method was tried upon a living subject.

The surgeon who conducted the experiment was unable to ob-

tain any response from the induction balance employed, although

from certain indications apparent to the sense of touch he

believed that the bullet was located in the part of the body
submitted to experiment.

To verify his supposition a needle connected as above (fig.

28) was thrust into contact with the hard substance perceived,

but no response was made by the telephone. The surgeon.

however, believing that the bullet had been found, etherized

his patient and proceeded with an operation, but discovered.

when too late, that the bullet was not there.

Further modification* oj ImlnrAin,, Buhma - I .-ailed for Europe
early in October, 1881, and have had no opportunity since of

continuing my researches until quite recently. While I was in

Europe, however, Mr. Sumner Tainter devised a new kind of

induction balance which deserves mention here. The results

obtained with this apparatus in its present form (fig. 29) are

not to be compared with those produced by the best instruments
described above, but there are undoubtedly great possibilities

of future development.
The important feature is that the exploring instrument E

consists of a single coil, so that ihnv is no possibility of any
part of the explorer getting out of adjustment. All the ad-

justments are made upon the stationary part of the apparatus.

The current of the Lattery is divided between two equal cir-

cuits. One of the primary circuits contains the coil A and the

exploring coil K. and the other circuit the coil C and a

rheostat R. Coils A and C are exactly similar; and if the

resistance introduced at R is equal to the' resistance of the ex-
ploring e<*b K. an acoustic balance can be obtained by the ad-
justment oi tin- secondare enib H D upon the primaries AC;
hut if t! , « ,o; ....

; trod iced at R is different from that at

K. Mr. Tainter states that no balance is possible.

When the apparatus is. adjusted to silence the approach of

a bullet to the coil E destroys the balance.
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Although the great object of the researches that

from the coil

every case th

bullet placed insiik- the exploring coi
them. When, therefore, we seek the

detect a bullet at the greatest distai

cplorer, it must not be forgotten that

; sensitive to the presence c

°f the limbs, it may be advisable to
enough to slip easily over the leg or ;

ig coil E (fig. 2Sh might

I ro vuluti. .sol thirl

jTOt location should be deduced from three observation

Suppose, for instance, that with the ring inclined in a particuli

direction the maximutn hen the ring ocei
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pies the position A B (fig. 30). We know then that the bullet

is in that plane. Now incline the ring in some other direction

and explore again. Let the position of maximum sound be now
C D. We know then that the bullet is somewhere on the

straight line formed by the intersection of the planes A B and

C D. It is only necessary then to make a third observation

with the apparatus so inclined that the plane of the ring cuts

this straight line, for instance, the position E F. The point of

intersection of the three planes G is then the exact point occu-

pied by the bullet.

I shall conclude this paper by the description of an experi-

ment made in Newport, R. I., a few days ago. The results are

so unprecedented in my experience that I feel they cannot be

received as implicitly reliable until the experiments have been

repeated and verified.

I had arranged upon a table three coils (as shown in fig. 31).

The large flat primary coil A was connected with a battery of

four Bunsen elements and an interrupter, as shown, and the

two small secondaries of fine wire, B C, were connected with a

telephone.

mdary B was moved a

'bullet near C the balance was'dis
produced from the telephone. T
about this when we know that t\

was only 15 centimeters, so that (

induction of A : but what did see

approach of the large steel blade



brought close up to the eoil T produced no sensible disturb-
ance of the balance, whereas a small disk of lead produced
quite a marked effect A disk of copper the size of a tele-
phono diaphragm :ds<. produced a good effect, but the sound
was not s. i -i!m'\ j ( >„ 1, > tha i th it due to tin sni dl leaden disk
A diaphragm of zinc occasioned a feeble but distinct disturb-
ance of the balance. It is unfortunately the case that in all

the forms of induction balance described 'above, lead gives the
poorest effect of all metals, [f people would onlv make their

bullets of silver or iron there would be no difficulty in finding
them in any part of the body! In the apparatus shown in fig.

31, however, it seems (unless subsequent experiments should
reveal some fallacy) that we have an arrangement which is

sensitive to lead and not to iron, or. at all 'events, which is

more markedly influenced by lead than iron.
It is hardly necessary to state that, when the coil C was re-

moved to a considerable distance from the primary A, no
"&'<} '•' as produced by the approach of metal to the coil (X

I have in this paper brought before you an outline of a labor
of love pursued through many anxious days and sleepless nights.

However imperfect or disappointing may be the results so far

achieved, they are g i _ to enable us to look
forward with confidence to the attainment of still greater

perfection.

I hope to continue these researches in the future : and cer-

tainly no man can have a higher incentive to renewed exertion
than the hope of relieving suffering and saving life.

The tuning-fork is already employed to a great extent as a

measurer of small intervals of time, and this use promises to

become more extended as its advantages become more fully-

appreciated. Any method which will facilitate th<

of finding the rate, or increase its accuracy should therefore

merit consideration.
The following plan appears to be open to fewer objections

than any now in use, and its accuracy is limited only by the

accuracy of the pendulum.
The fork to be rated, for example an Ut, making about 128

double vibrations per second, is compared with an Ut, kept in

vibration by electro magnets and which shall be designated

EUt,, and this is compared directly with the seconds pendulum,
and then the two forks are once more compared, to make cer-

tain that EUt
a has not changed in the interval. Thus Ft, is
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deiermineiJ. Tin; whole operation may be performed in less

than ten minutes.

To determine the rate of EUt, we will suppose that this is

within a small fraction of a whole number of vibrations per

second, and that this whole number is known; say 128 v. s.

A mirror is attached to one prong of EUt4 and in front of this.

and at a distance of two or three feet, is placed a Greissler tube.

This last is illuminated once every second. The tube itself is

continuously illuminate- 1 and its image in the mirror presents

the appearance of a broad band with well-defined edges.

Against this the narrow flash is projected.

Evidently if EUts makes an exact whole number of vibru-

tions per second, then this flash will always find the fork in

the same phase of vibration, and consequently its image will

always appear at the same part of the band. If, however, the

fork makes, say 128'1 v. s., then it will occupy successively

That is, there would be ten flashes between the pos

and (10). If, therefore, ten flashes occur in one " period" then

the whole number 128 is to be increased (or diminished) by

one-tenth ; and in general if a flashes occur in one period then

EUt
2
makes 128± - vibrations per second.

Since EUt, vibrates contini

which may be counted is unlimi

any desired degree of accuracy.

It was found that the chief difficulty in executing this plan

lay in the imperfections of the break-circuit. If thereby the

seconds intervals differed as much as 0002 seconds, then the

operation would be impracticable, on account of the irregulari-

ties in the position of the flashes. A great many break -circuits

were tried, and the one which was finally adopted as being the

most reliable and giving the least trouble was the "mercury
globule.'* Even this, however, in its usual form was unsatis-

factory. A great improvement was effected by narrowing the

globule m the direction of the swing of the pendulum, by
placing it in a small tube whose upper end was flattened. If

the current from a "bi-chromate" cell is interrupted by this

break-circuit the mercury oxidizes rapidly, and the flashes

(given by a small induction coil through' the Geissler tube)

become irregular.

To obviate this difficulty, the circuit of a "gravity" battery

was interrupted, and this worked a relay, which in turn inter-
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rupted the circuit of the induction coil. The results thus
obtained left nothing to be desired.

in order that the rate of EUt, remain constant, it is necessary
that the current passing through its electro-magnets be con-
stant. Hence the necessity for constant batteries, which, how-
ever, have a comparut , Several tniuht be

joined in parallel circuit ,' but it was found that much ^better

results were obtained by using six "gravity" cells in series,

and usiug fine wire magnets. Such a battery will keep the
fork in vibration indefinitely with but little alteration in its

rate except that due to variations in temperature.
In comparing the forks a convenient plan is to weight the

EU\, so that it gives with the fork to be rated about 9 beats
m 10 seconds, and then to time the "coincidences" between
the beats and the ticks of the pendulum. By this means the

scan be much more acrurat-N deten cd than by
counting the beats for sixty seconds. This may also be done
by the optical method. It^was found that the "gravity" bat-
tery which kept the ET't, in vibration could serve at the same
time to work the relay.

The whole arrangement is shown in fig. 1, in which, for

in the

In practice only the even flashes are counted, the odd ones

regarded. Consequently if « be the number of these

Per period,- n, the rate of the fork, and 2N, the whole number

nearest to 2w, then n=N±
jj^.

To determine which sign is

to be U8eci
j
EUt

a
is weighted by a very small piece of wax. If

« is greater than before, the sign is +: if a is less, the sign is - .

The electric fork may be dispensed with entirely by the

'•'flowing method. The' fork to be rated is placed v-



flash would then be as follow:—

f> €>••€> €>€><?)®€>f>
From these we can deduce the rate as before.

This method would probably give results almost if not quite

as accurate as the preceding, and has the advantage of being

more direct. The nearest whole number may be found by

comparison with one of Konig's standards, or by the following

method.
The fork is, in turn, compared with two pendulums, whose

times of vibration are t
s
and t„ t

x—tt
being small.

Let n,— number of vibrations of the fork in time *,.

Let n,= number of vibrations of the fork in time tr

n
t
and n 3 differing from a whole number by less than a small

fraction, ev

Let «,= number of beats of pendulum (1) per period= -

Let a
3
= number of beats of pendulum (2j ;>< r period=-.

'-, and >', being small fractions less thei

Let N,= whole number i

Let N
3=whole number rssst

Then Wi + C =N

a whole number.

»,—»,+<?,—e
%

is less tha

If, therefore, 2(e
l
+e

3) is numerically
whenceN,=N

s=N.

n2(e, + <g.

less than ^ th<

i-jsmis:

128-087

128<090

128-093

128-082

l'JH-0b4
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ART. Y.—On the Relation* of the Meuerla.n Argdlrfs turf

associated Rocks at Braintree and vicinity^ in M
by W. W. Dodge.—With a map.

The well known syenite of Quincy, Massachusetts, occu-
pies an area a mile and three quarters wide with its northern
and southern sides running approximately east and west,—

a

little north of east, and south of west. It' forms two principal
east- westerly lines of steep sided hills, or ridges cut across by

>n. From the base of these, the rock extends to some
distance on the more level ground. From Quincy, the rock
extends into Milton on the west, and a short distance into
Braintree on the south.
The northern of the two lines of bills ends near the Old

Colony Railroad on the east, but in the southern there is a de-
tached eminence, known as Penn's Hill, east of the railroad,
rhis hill is separated from those to the westward by a valley
naif a mile broad, in which the local rock, whatever its char-
acter, is concealed by stratified gravel and sand there forming
a plain about forty feet above high tide, in which the railroad
runs, and through*which Town River flows from Braintree to
«ts outlet east of Quincy (Center) village.

borne of the several hills may represent independent out-
flows (the syenite is an eruptive rock), but the valley referred
t0

i\j
*° * tS Present shape a channel of erosion and glaciation.

North, east and south of Penn's Hill, between the Cohasset
branch Railroad and Washington Street (the road from Quincy
to North Weymouth and Hingham), in Quincy and Braintree,
the most abundant surface rock is a fine-grained syenite, which
underlies the coarse Quincv syenite, and is entirely distinct
from it. The fact that the two are not merely varieties of the
same rock seems to have been overlooked. For the purposes
of the following account of the two eruptives, the older will

be called the Braintree syenite.
I he expanse of the older rock is interrupted by bands of

in which at one point occur Paradoxides and other
fossils.

. Stratified Rocks (S on the accompanying map.)—Concern-
lng the stratified deposits at the south shore of Boston Harbor,
only such details need be here presented as seem to have sig-

uicerning the relations of the strata and their dispo-
sition with reference to older and newer rocks.
Of the stratified rocks in an anticlinal fold bordering on the

north the coarser syenite in Quincy, the sandstones and slates

on the north side of the narrow conglomerate axis measure.
A «. Joor. Sci,—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. Uft.-Jam akv. i
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so far as exposed. 266 I'eet west ol' the r.iiiroad, B12 at lluumi^

Neck, the strata being nearly vertical. The conglomerate as

seen on the south side of Hough's Neck is penetrated by vari-

ous eruptives, feldspathic as well as pyroxenic.

The coarse-grained, bright-colored syenites in llin<rham an<

the adjoining towns (frequently micaceous), and in Weston
have a strong resemblance to each other, so far as regards the

body of the rock. That in Weston is porphyritic with large

simply-twinned feldspar crystals; Mr. Crosby has noted tht

occurrence of the same peculiarity at one place in Hingham.
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An area of syenite west of the southern part of Hingham
Harbor is nearly surrounded by conglomerate, which like the
Roxbury conglomerate contains frequent pebbles oi distinctly
sTi.-ttn'.i'il rock. Pebbles also occur which evidently had their
s°m-ces in the local representative of what has been named

* "Slnuvni'i
; iii place, tor example, north

and west of Squirrel Hill, as the Roxbury conglomerate has
numerous pebbles of the similar rock .'.1 eh occupies a large
area and several small spots in Newton and Needbam. The
conglomerate and syenite are found together eastward as far as
the seashore. South of the Cohasset Branch Railroad, be-
tween the Hingham and West Hingham stations, are about 700
feet of conglomerate, sandstone and slate dipping southerly
55°, with much intrusive rock of various character, often

amygdaloidal, in one place coarsely porpbyritio and
well-developed crystals of magnetite of good size. Beds of
sandstone and slate bend around the western side of the con-
glomerate and extend northeasterly along the west shore of
the town, showing at B.alV <\.vc a thickness of about 500 feet,

there standing nearly vertical, b >ve a dike)
inverted to an easterly dip. North and east of Hewitt's Cove
are large masses of diabase. In this rock, at one point near
the beach at the head of the Cove, calcite has replaced large

crystals of triclinic feldspar.
.An anticlinal of slates more than a mile long, 1100 feet

wide, occupies the valley of Monatoqoot Biver in Braintree,
:!! ''f extends into Weymouth. The strike is about east and
west. The strata on' the north side dip at 70°, so far as ob-
served, giying a thickness of about 475 feet; on the sout i the
dlP is occasionally much lower. The southern half of the
fold is overlaid in Weymouth at its eastern end by a light-

colored eruptive, chiefly quartzo-feldspathic ; and this is cut
and capped bv diabase, which mav also be seen in contact with

n both sides of Washington street at the corner of

extent on its southern i ai/oi, this band of slate passes under
n >lls of drift. Westward, in the northern part ot Braintree,

the surface coutimiratiori shows it probable that the slates con-
tinue beneath the surface in that direction.

On the western side of Weymouth Fore River, in the ex-

treme eastern part of Braintree, and along, and also about two
hundred feet north of. the railroad west of North Weymouth
station, are slates. In the railroad cut (where the strike is

about east- west) they may be seen bending over from 85 ,
the

usnal dip, to 15° under the masses of eruptive rock at the

south side of the railroad. Tins last named rock.

nnlike the typical form of the Braintree syenite, resembles a
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variety of it which occurs on the north, side of the quarry lane

leading from Hayward's Creek toward Penn's Hill.

At the trilobite quarry, south of Hayward's Creek, the

strike is east-west, the dip 65° south. Passing westward to

the other side of the creek, the Braintree syenite is found at

the surface, and this in turn disappears, farther in the same

direction, under the Quincy syenite, while north of these the

slates appear with the same strike, making the full width of

the band about 1000 feet, from which the thickness may be

estimated at 450 feet.

The next band, more than an eighth of a mile northward,

lying between Quincy avenue and South street, is more than

400 feet wide, and over half a mile long. The strata of this

fold have high dip ; their strike is substantially east and west.

Haifa mile east-southeast of Quincy railroad" station are 450

feet of slates dipping southward, and with strike N. 75° W.
These slates, extending S. 75° E. beneath the surface, would lie

along the northeasterly side of the adjoining area of Braintree

syenite. In Weymouth, outcrops are found half a mile north of

the railroad, near Pearl street on both sides of North street,

extending for nearly half a mile, 500 feet wide, with Braintree

syenite immediately south of them. At both of these places

the slate has frequent large oval cavities partially filled with

epidote, which are sometimes irregularly scattered, sometimes

distributed along lines of decoloration (perhaps also intrusion)

parallel to the stratification plane Diabase is found with the

slate in Quincy (east side of Union street), where its presence,

securing immunity from glaciation, accounts for ihe

exposures of the various rocks to the southward. The rocks,

not rising to great elevation, are somewhat masked at Quincy
Point and North Weymouth by the gravel and sand plain

which has been already referred to in its extension west of

Penn's Hill. The North Weymouth beds lie in the direction

of the strike of the fossiliferous beds at Hayward's Creek, and
would naturally be regarded as the eastward continuation of

these. Their own strike at North street is N. 80° W., and
although nearer Fore Eiver it is west, their westward extension
may be parallel to Washington street. It is not improbable,
however, that, the northern surface limit of the most northerly

There seems to be no
these folds are of the

i

appears to be not far from 500 feet,

lites and the Hinghai
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mined after examination of the relation of the Weymouth and
Hingham syenites.

Brainlree Syenite (L on the map).—Over a region extend-
ing a mile and three-quarters north from the Monatoquot Valley,
this rock occupies the spaces between the bands of slate de-
scribed. Abutting against the steep sides of the folds, it shows

tnd prolonged lines of junction. The two rocks may
usually be found exposed within a few feet of each other along
the contact line, but the actual eontact i- m< -t ivadily observed
at the southerly margin of the Ruggles' Creek strip of slates.

Near the contact, the syenite becomes compact and black or
dark brown, porphyritic with oc abedded in

Jhe ground mass but distinguish rues by the
luster of the cleavage planes. This form is found on a face of
rock bordering a narrow valley which crosses Main street east
of Union, in Quincy (not shown on the map); the presence of

red slates in this channel through the syenite may be
safely inferred, although no outcrop can be detected. The
syenite is generally light or dull brown, but varies to yellow
and to speckled gray. Near dikes of diabase, the rock is

assuming a very different appearance from its usual
condition. The feldspar crystals in the typical form of the
rock are often three-eighths of an inch long, but are enclosed
m a finer ground mass. Quartz is abundant, but in very
minute grains, often (indistinguishable with the unaided eye.
Abe hornblende is in places well crystallized and plentiful,

ttsnally not conspicuous, tecomposed.
This rock occupies but a small area in Weymouth, unless

rocks south of the railroad are to be included with it; its

widest expanse is in Braintree, where it spreads from Wey-
mouth Fore River to the valley west of Penns Hill. It prob-
ably extends southward beyond the limits of the map. It never
rises to as great elevation as does the Quincy syenite. West of
the Old Colony Railroad, it forms the southern side of a small
hill near the Quincy-Braintree line, west of the Granite Branch
Railroad. Southwest of Pine Hill, it occurs on Wijlard street

near the town boundary, but northward along the West Quincy
valley it does not appear.

Qtiiucy Syenite (U on the map).—The quarries at Pine Hill

>n ;"^ this rook to hold inclusions of two kinds.—one a light
('"lor.-d, linr-i-rained miartzos- * -Par. the

other a porphyrin,- diabase. Tin- small hill uH <>t I'm- Hill,

above referred to as made up in part of the lower syenite, is

capped with this rock. Its northeast side is composed ot it,

''i'i !i\mv<- a sihic ; atfd led-" near tin \\ •-' Q n •" Branch Bail-

« ( , u - -v< nil, * ' >< crowded tii in lusions ol
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netic, sometimes pyritiferous. The fragments vary in size

from a few inches in longest diameter, to many feet in length.

Coarse syenite south of the Monatoquot slates holds inclusions

of fine grained syenite.

Penn's Hill is composed chiefly of the Quincy syenite.

although based on the older eruptive. 'Flic principal area

covered by this newer rock at that place is a mile in longest

diameter; at various points about its edge, the rock occurs

in patches alternating at the surface with exposures of the

underlying syenite. It is found at the top of a hillock two

hundred yards north of East Braintree station, apparently pro-

tected against removal by glaciation by the presence of diabase.

No modification in the Quincy syenite where it is in contact

with the underlying syenite has been observed. The older

rock may have been yet hot when the more recent covered it

No inclusions of the older in the newer have been identified.

The great abundance of quarts in conspicuous lumps in the

upper rock makes it easily distinguishable from the older

eruptive. On weathered surfaces the former is rough with

these lumps, even when heavily lichened, the latter smooth and

of a general yellow or brown color. The variety of the newer
rock most quarried is blue, but the brown is also used.

Mr. Wadsworth has published* the result of a microscopic

examination of this syenite, both the typical form and the
" bands" in it. One of these dikes (?), exposed at a quarry in

Milton near the Quincy line, is Jive feet wide, with a direction

E. 2° N., and inclination or dip to the northward, 25°. It

meets the rock on each side with a distinct junction. It is

finer grained than the adjoining rock, of similar color in the

central portion, while in the outer inch or two it is verv much
lighter colored and in the next two or three inches inward, of

te tint.

The rough woodland of western Quincy is much less favor-
aide for accurate examination of the distribution of the rocks,

than the cleared, settled and carefully mapped parts of the

town. The coarse syenite lies in great hill ranges, and the

massive dark gray argillites lvinir upon the steep hill sides arc

much covered by fallen debris from the crests of the hills.

The slates on the east side of Randolph Turnpike have a
strike N. 70°-75° E., and are there exposed for a width of
about ninety feet.

Examination of the accompanying map shows that two
slate bands pass under the Penu'- Hill -«. di ,-n it* eastern
border. The most, that can U- s-ud as to the identity of the
"tiat i di.it •{ i 'i > nud<M tic > \\nh-i i .idnu mavi^ oi

eruptive rock at different points is that their similarity of char-

* Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol. xix, p. 309.
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acter makes it extremely probable that there is no break in

their continuity in the prevalent line of strike.

The relation between the Quincy syenite and the adjoining
Blue Hill region of southwestern Quincy and southern Milton,
in which the rocks are in part at least of sedimentary origin,
remains to be determined. The strata at this last named local-
ity may well be examined in connection with the highly

ratified rocks with associated eruptives at Mattapan
in Boston and at northern Hingham.

Diabase.—Dikes are doubtless of frequent occurrence through-
out the area discussed in this paper, but no search has been
made for them. South of Quincy avenue, one ten or fifteen
feet thick runs east and west near the junction of the coarse
and fine syenites: and nearly in the line of this dike, northeast
of the avenue, the Braintree syenite is cut by a dike one or
two inches thick. The dike at the Sheldon & Co. quarry west
of West Quincy runs N. 60° W., this like the preceding hav-
ing a northerly dip. The svenite is injured as a quarry stone

°y the intrusion of these " dikes, but no particular "visible
change of its character seems to be produced.
From what has been above stated, it will be seen that there

are eruptives older than the conglomerates of this region and
others younger ; also eruptives both older and younger than
the Quincy syenite; the dikes which cut the latter have the
east-westerly direction (prevalent in Hingham and Weymouth
south of the region under consideration) which belongs to

those dikes cut across bv a system of north-southerlv dikes in

some places in the vicinity of Boston.

is strewn with bowlders of stratified rock. A
the map, in the southwestern part of the largestsmall c

lofQuinc.
he bill. The" quarry, quarter o'f a mile or more east of thi

t the base of the hill.

Art. VI.— Observations of tl

Washburn Observatory, ' Ma
0-6

; by Edward S. Hou

The Transit was observed ,

two persons independent lv. vi

Clark equatorial, with the ape
bv Mr. G. C. Comstock, assist

£»*h Clark equatorial which
Burnham. We were assisted

both
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Preparations for the Transit.—The large telescope bad its

aperture reduced as described. A positive eye-piece magnify-

ing 195 times, with a field of 11' 42", was fitted to one of

Clark's reflecting solar eye-pieces. This was carefully focused

on the sun and on stars on several occasions, and the tube was

set at a mean reading of the focussing-scale.

Marks were put on the tubes by which the positions were

recoverable at any time. A pair of cross-wires (platinum) was

inserted in the eye-piece and the sun's light was reduced by a

Steinheil "moderating-glass." An easy geometrical construction

assured me of the exact point of first contact.

The 6-inch telescope was also provided with a Clark's solar

eye-piece, to which a positive eye-piece magnifying 176 times

was fitted. A pair of crossed platinum wires was also fixed in

front of this eye-piece. The focal point and the point of first

contact were determined independently by Mr. Comstock and

myself.

All the preliminary adjustments remained constant till after

the Transit. The time was determined by observations of

twenty stars on the nights of December 4th, 5th and 7th. All

es were referred to the Hohwu sidereal clock. The
Washington time-signals were received on December 5th and

6th, and it maybe mentioned that the resulting longitude oA

the Washburn Observatory differs from the adopted iongitude

by considerably less than one-tenth of a second of time. All

sidereal times here given are local : all mean times are Chicago

mean times, and are 7m ll s,ll later than local mean times.

Geographical positions.—The position of the large telescope is

as follows :

Longitude W. from Washington, u +<»" 26B'78. Latitude

+ 43° 4' 36"-8.

The position of the small telescope is as follows :

Longitude W. from Washington, h 49 ra 25 s,60. Latitude

+ 43° 4' 37"-5.

Observations. —-The following is a transcript from my observ-

ing-book: "Dome opened 19h 30m. 19h 45m . Image of sun

extremely unsteady. [The times are noted on sidereal chro-

nometer S.]

"L 13h 8ffi s
dc. Through clouds and haze : sun unsteady,

and the lightest part of the Steinheil wedge used. I could not

have observed with the usual shade-glass. Time uncertain by
5s or perhaps 10 s

, though I think not more than 58
. Venus

entered exact! >. at the point where wires were set. At 20h 27m

(Chicago m. t.) the whole disc of Venus is seen, and a little

ring of light outside it. This was not specially looked for, but
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" II. (a) 13h 26m 59 s
. By prolonging the contour of Venus,

mentally, this is the time of geometric contact, though the
limbs are connected, (b) 13h 27m 29 s

. The contour is inside.

but the connection .till persists. (n 18" 27 ni 47 s
. Same as

before, (d) 13 h 28ra s
. The first instant that the cusps of the

sun meet round Venus. Air extremely unsteady." Everything
preceding this was written out before 'leaving the dome." The
minute and second of I. were noted by myself and they are
correctly recorded. The minute of II. was noted by Mr.
Conradson and it may need a correction of -f l

ni
.

'!

Mr. Comstock's observations of II. also.

Chronometer Comparisons.

= M = mean time clock keeping
Chicago time.

= L9h 51 m 57 s

'. have to make the following remarks.

be the time of first contact, (b, c) the

in both of these phases the contour of

i prolonged by the eye lies inside the limb of the sun,
especially so in (e).

'

(d) Tins is clearly far past II, but it is the
6rst time that the cusps of the sun meet, and even then they do
not persist until about 11 s

later. Contacts III and IV were
lost. A snow storm set in about 22\ The sin, was not visible
at its transit over the meridian. I was particularly surprised
at the persistance of the black-drop, which I attribute to the
bad state of the atmosphere. Certainly the objective, eye-piece
and all the apparatus were in perfect adjustment It could not
have been better. T these observations are

given below.
With' regard to the work of Mr. Comstock, I copy from a

MS. report which he has handed to me, what relates to the

contacts. [The times were noted on sidereal chronometer B.]

"I. lh 9m P-0. The planet came about where it was
expected. The observation is perhaps 4 or 5 seconds late.

'Ha- suas limb was quite obscure and the observation difficult.

J think that I saw the body of the planet o itsidc the sun as

soon as I saw the nick.

"II. 33 s
; 44s

; 55"; s
. At 33 s

, a bright line of I

across from cusp to cusp. At 44\ another line, equally thm.

° s

, second contact is certainly past."
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( 'hroiio in tier < '>»nparisons.

2" 54"'30 s -0 = B. 12 1
' 52"1 10 s '95

3 35 15'0 = B. 13 32 56*1

3 44 54-0 = M. 20 48 15-0

to the time-pieces are tabulated belo

At I. At II.

JB = - 0"' 24-51 = - m 248'65

Whence the observed times are {Chicago mean times)

tlOLDEN. COM8TO0K.

I. 20h 14 ni 28 s -2 I. 20h 14m 46 s"6

II. (a) 20 33 24>0
J

II. (a') 20 33 15-4)

(b) 20 33 53-9 (V) 20 33 26'4
\

(c) 20 34 11-8 (V) 20 33 31

S

(d) 20 34 24-8 (d) 20 33 42'8

The predicted times of I were—

Nautical Almanac 20" 13'" 10 s Chicago mean ti

Re ti> ner Jahrbuch 12 20 "

Almanaque Nautico 12 32 "

The predicted times of II were

—

Nautical Almanac 20" 33'" 5

1

8 Chicago mean ti

lUrliner Jahrbuch 32 58 "

E N T I F I C I X T ELLIGEK C E

.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

nproved Apparatus for Gas Anah/sis.—iiRvPKia
some improvments whiel. \w has made in the
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By mean)

being filled

cylinder is placed

lateral opening. By means of a tube passing
bottom of the battery jar, the eudiometer tube"ma\ ik-

gas, which takes at once the temperature of the water. The
levels of the mercury in the eudiometer and in the barometer
are read off with a cathetometer. The difference gives the
tension of the gas, and the former rending the volume of the
gas. By moistening the interior of the barometer bulb, the cor-
'< ';:"!! for moisture becomes unnecessary. The water column
niimitniiis the temperature uniform and obviates the loii^ stand-
ing required when the eudiometer is in the air. The barometer
being affected e.|iiallv with the eudiometer by the water column,
no separate correction is needed for this. By means of the tube

"nth the mouth ..f the eudiometer, not only may gases
be introduced but also liquids lor ab.-orpiion. An oxygen do-

i by explosion with hvdrogen—the eudiometer being
""'"'i nnnly Mgninst a rubber pad at the bottom of the mercury
vessel— requires only 15 minutes with this apparatus and an
analysis of blood-^ases onlv • of an hour.—Ber. Berl. Vhem.
Ges., xv, 2403, Nov., 1882.

"

e. F. B.

2. On the Determination of Sulphur in Coal Gas.—An im-
1'i-oved forui ,,f apparatus ior the determination of sulphur in

!-"''>! u-.'is has bee,, devised by Kvubi.auch. The gas is collected

measure the quantity. The "-as passes from the holder into a
combustion mbe <t ,„• |o in diameter an 1 :" lomr, in wliich is

a loose plug of platinized asbestus. The end of this tube is

drawn out, sliohtlv bent at riejhl angles, and ground in to the
upper end of the tube of an absorption bottle.

' From the lateral

of this a tube passes coimectimj; with a second ahsorp-
tion bo ttle.

'..

s „,

bottle < ted will
of the tube w nve\> - the
second for t

;iil
- drawn in by "a

bolder iv -i ZT 1 he' >

gether with :,

tube and ovt 'rth!.

-:':

v sul:

potassumi eai ten

the con
tents ol '

tile ;,

,

:

,!'.'T



3. On the direct Formation of Zinc Sulphide.—Vox show-

ing the action of sulphur on metals, copper foil or iron tiling's arc

generaiiv employed. Scmu.vi:/ has called attention to ihc much

more brilliant phenomena attending tin' use of /.in,'. When two

parts of ordinary zinc dust arc intimately mixed by sifting, with

one part of washed flower- of sulphur, the resulting mass is

readik inflamed with a match, burning like gunpowder with a

a slight yellowish-white residue of zinc sulphide. The author

was led to the experiment b\ having an explosion as the result of

heating zinc am! sulphur in a porcelain crucible in the endeavor

to prepare zinc sulphide in the dry way. Indeed, he finds that

the above mixture maybe inflamed by the blow of' a hammer.

Tried in the ordinary way in a test-mortar, two grams of the

mixed zinc and sulphur produced as much explosive effect as half

a grain of gunpowder. This ready union of zinc with sulphur
'

""

further experiments. If carbon disulphide vapor be
" " eated, t

zinc -nl

passed over zinc dust gently leafed, the zinc glows as soon as tb

CS„ vapor reaches it. n d dep ^siting carbon

nd hydrogen in the nas<

)g hydrogen sulphide through ('S,.

ed zinc dust. The products are pas

tins experiment, H„S is replaced by MI„ the react be.

according to the (-ipiation : CS +(MI ) -fZn --(ZnS) +CNX11
+H„ forming ammonium c>auide. ThU de-ulptm, i e> action oi

zinc is an important one in organic transformations. Thiocavbani-
lide treated in this way gives aniline and benzoiiitriie ; tbiocarb-

toluidide, the paratoluidine from which it was made and toluni-

trile; allyl sulphocyanide gave allyl cyanide, and this with
alcoholic potash gave ammonia and crotonic acid.

—

Ber. Berl,

nical change results



'•rutin endeavors to show that Exner reasons in a circle, since as

soon as chemical action enters, the combination cease- to eon-Ni
of elements, and it is necessary to show that the existing combi-
nations are not conducting electrolytes. Braun shows that Kxner
did not take sufficient precautions to ensure the purity of the
iodine and bromine which were employed, and also to prevent the
presence and di-turbine- intiuence of the aqueous vapor of the air.

He concludes from the repetition of Exner's results that the con-
clusions of the latter are uiitenahle. There are numerous eases in

which wehave adevelopmeiit of elect rieity without chemical action,
and also strong- chemical action without the development of elec-
tricity. A zinc and a copper plate in contact give a difference of
potential; by their mutual attraction thev can give out a certain
amount of work. Their action can be represented by a piece of
u'°ii md m attracting

]
rmai lit mag-net : ti removal t tht in n

requires work to be done and the attraction of the iron by the
magnet affords work. This action of a permanent magnet on iron,

m the case of dynamo machines, can play as great a function as

I of Zn
|
Cu in a battery. Exner asserts that the elec-

tricity apparently due to contact is at the cost of the heat of
oxidization. Bniun says that this is equivalent to maintaining t)

priori that the permanent ma..-um affords heat at the expense of
some process of oxidization.

the study of electromotive force 'is to the subject of thermal

w hieh th m ,' rials di-po
each other. While taking intoaccount (he heat of combination and

h'f instance, inerciirv is displaced by copper in llg,( I., notwith-

,nvater heat of combination of mercury, " The affinity

°* platinum and gold
"ther toward chlorine stands in no red;

"pmem
( WunHrtnuHnqen). From pui

Braun thinks that it i^-' possible that eh

the fitness for mechanical' work of a el

the chemical eham-e. If, for instance.
merit due to a process is zero, still ex
Which that combination results which i

1 process

mlts in hn

Berthelot'

-oheat. The direct chemical pre
,l( '^'!o]>ment of electricity results

''"titled the principle of n

substitutes the principle o
ll-'t'> principle would then 1

apply at the absolute zer<
b"om his principle would b<

which the investigation is

tion temperature of the m
">"' Chemie, No. 12, 1882,



.">. Oh}f,,-t.h,n.s to Sfe-mrnJ XflC TIoHYn) of th* S)t„.—M. FaYK
has made a calculation of the amount of matter which would he

added to the solar system by Dr. Siemens' hypothesis. This

matter would be attracted to t lie sun and stars and would increase

their maps. A liter of air containing the requisite amount of

aqueous vapor weighs at least, ! gram at ordinary pressure. At a

pressure of ^-gVo which is required by Dr. Siemens, this will

amount to 0-0005 grams, and a cubic meter will weigh 0'0006

kilograms. If we consider the solar system as a sphere which

will include the planet- as far as Neptune, the weight of the

extremely rarefied matter added to the solar system would be in

kilograms, f^(6400000 X 24000 X30)
3 X 0-00065 kilog. ; the weight

of the sun is f tt(64000000)
3 X 5-6X324000 kilog. The Hist is

100,000 times as great as the second. And this amount of matter

would be added to the solar system.— Comptes Eendus, Oct. 9,

1882, p. 612.

* presents two objections to Siemens' new theory

stirs 'of the sun. The first is based upon dissociation effects produ
by the great heat of the sun. It is perhaps true as Siemens asserts

that the compounds which are dissociated under his hypothesis

by the effect of the sun in space, in returning toward a center of

i'«»rce like the -u i can reeombjne and restore the lost energy to the

sun, but these elements reformed at a certain distance, in falling

to the center of the sun, would be dissociated again and would

use up the heat they gave off in becoming compounds again, and

therefore no gain would be made by the cycle of operations. The
ond objection urged is tl:

radiation of a star is employed in this work of chemical disso-

ciation of the hypothetical matter disseminated through space,

the intensity of the light o( the star should Miffer, and their light

should diminish much men- rapidly than the law of inverse squares

of the distances. Hirn also gives a numerical calculation to sup-

port M. Faye's objections to Siemens' hypothesis.— Comptes Ren-
dm, Nov. 6, 1882, pp. 812-814. j. T.

6. Comparative observations vpon telluric and atmospheric
line* of th> /,i '.,,,.,. for tfo stud,/

<»f
,,/ s ,'ptio,, of the atmos-

phere.—The atmospheric lines in the solar spectrum afford a

means, according to Corktu, of obtaining the absorption of the
atmosphere. If; is the total quantity of the absorbing substance,
and if, at t wo different periods, one observes in the solar spectrum
the equality of intensity of the telluric line produced by this

absorption with the sane- metallic line at two .'sit;; rent altitudes h

of the sun, the relation -?—? = -—-, results. Certain groups of

telluric lines can be selected
; these are specified in Cornu's paper.— Comptes JRendus, Nov. 6, 1882, pp. 801-806.

Janssen- had previously called attention to a method analo-
gous to that proposed by Corno, in which the study of the

/apor was conducted by means of a tube
which was filled with this vapor, and a comparison was made with



of the Congivs. ,,f I- I, , ,,. {w - ivhi. I, was held i yem ago j n
fans. rh;)t ImxIv requested tin- French n'ovcniinciit to invite

sions for the study of the following problems

:

I. A redetermination of the ohm.
II. (a.) Atmospheric elect rieitv. (b.) Protection against dam-

age from telegraphic and telephonic wires. (>.) Terrestrial cur-
rents on telegraphic lines, (d.) Establishment of an international
telemeteorographic line.

HI. Determination of a standard of light."
The Congress assembled, according to this request, in Paris,

< '"'«> l " r 16, 1882, and adjourned on October 2G, 1882, to the first

Monday of October, 1883. It was concluded by the Congress
? ' m1 there i.- too great discrepancy between the various values of
sl "- "Inn w hich lia\e been obtained bv different observers to enable
a decision to be reached in regard to its value. All the govern-
ments participating in the ( oii^ivss are appealed to by France to
encourage independent redeterminations of the value of the ohm,
and of the Siemens' mercury unit. The Section on Earth Currents

' ing Conductors recommended that the governments
- !,,,| dd favor systematic observations of atmospheric electricity

--stems; that independent lines should be
instituted for the study'of earth currents; that the long subter-
•'anean telegraphic lines running north and south should be used
also for this purpose; that simultaneous observations should be
made over the surface of the globe. The Section on a standard
of light were in favor of employing as a standard the light emit-
ted by a square centimeter of melting platinum. J. t.

II. Botany and Zoology.

fyazil.— The Popular Science
• " the Torrey Botanical

^lub, for the same month, have reproduced an account given in

h La Nature last April, of a remarkable phenomenon.
Ihe abstract in the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club is the

most condensed, and the essential part is copied here: the cut

. the object, however, is poor; that in the Popular
Science Monthly is'a somewhat better representation.

"The object represented is a small Brazilian reptile— the jara-

caca—which wa~ found wit hi llie funk ol an ip. -mi im, a tree o(

common occa ceof Matto Grosso, to the north

of the Ama en was discovered The piece

Of wood containing the reptile, after an examination b} the sci-

entists of Rio de Janeiro, was taken to France by Mr. Lopez
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Netto (Brazilian Minister to the United States) and placed in the

hands of Mr. Louis Olivier, who, after a careful study of the

specimen, submitted the results thereof to the Botanical Society

of France.
" What is astonishing," says Mr. Olivier, in an article on the

subject in La Nature, '^
is that the entire body of the snake is

lignified * the anatomical study that I have made of it having

shown me that it consists of cells and fibres like those of the

secondary wood which surrounds it. It is impossible to explaiu

the fact by saying that there has occurred a formation of these

elements in a hollow, which, having been tr:i versed by tic animal,

has preserved the form of the latter ; for on the piece of wood it

is not only the contour of the snake that is visible, but, indeed,

the whole relief of its body.
Just beyond the head there is likewise observed in relief a

iter which appears to represent the larva of an insect.

It seems, then, that the snake, in pursuing the latter into a fissure

in the tree, has insinuated itself between the wood and the bark

into the cambium-layer, which is well known to be the generator

of wood and secondary liber. The function of this cambium-tissue

is two-fold; in the interior it gives rise, in a centripetal direction,

to ligneous elements, the youngest of which are conso<pmntl>

found at periphery of the wood; but, toward the exterior, on the

contrary, it produces, in a centrifugal direction, liber-fibres,

elongated cells, and prosenchymatous elements, the youngest of

which are therefore, situated on the internal surface of the bark.

If then, a foreign body be introduced as far as the external limit,

of the wood, it will, in a few years, become invested with a series

of ligneous layers, which are themselves protected by an abund-

ance of bark. * Now, in the case under consideration, not only has

there been an investment of concentric zones around the reptile,

but, besides this, ceils and ligneous fibres derived from the

cambium-tissues have been substituted for the elements which

constituted the external portions of the snake in measure as these

have become absorbed. The places that these occupied have, as

they gradually disappeared, been taken by secondary wood,
whose hypertrophy is proved by the very relief of the snake"-

body." So far M. Olivier. »

"The result, as in cases of petrifaction, is that in some parts of

the body certain delicate details of the animal's organization are

clearly visible. This is especially the case with regard to the

cephalic phi*- over ih,- entire h II <>| ' n - m ... ..Mix head/
1

The narrative in the Popular Science Monthly adds from another
source the name-, of the distinguished botanists who were present
at the session of the Botanical Society of France, and who are

said to have adopted the view of M. Olivier. The B
that Society in which the proceeding- of that meeting is recorded
have not yet come to our hands. We shall be much surprised if

it fully bears out this statement.
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Through the kindness of the Brazilian Minister, we have seen
lid examined the original specimen, and have been presented
nth an electrotype of it. It is a great curiosity. The resem-
blance to a snake is wonderfully close, although "the scales and
ephahc^plates," which Mr. Olivier identifies with those of a par-

only in a lively imagination. The
' •'

ite meshes of
.. ,..,rlieuliir fibers

traced from the body to
The adopted explanation requires us to suppose that a snake

had forced his way between the bark and wood of a living Dee,
111 ;l Coition exactly under a grub or larva; had p.

when within halt an inch of Us prey; was somehow preserved
from decay, even to the eye-sockets and the markings of the skin.
until a woody growth had formed, the elements of which replaced
the whole superficial structure of the animal.—until the animal

! ! Two other and i

suggested themselves. One is, that the snake-like body
root, an aerial root, like those of a Chma or a Fieus,

Which was making its wav between bark and wood; and that the
supposed larva is an incipient root of the same kind. The other
sup poses that the sinuous course is the track ..fa wood-eating larva
" r xt'iiu- kind of insect, the burrowing of which had not destroyed
the overlying iil„,r: consequent !v the new growth rilling the space
(except at certain points, had naturalh assumed the likeness of a

snake. This explanation was suggested by Professor Wadsworth
of Cambridge, examining the specimen along with the writer;
n!

.

,i is to be preferred. Still, that head and neck should be so
well outlined, and the former so well represent a pair of orbits,
were surely most wonderful. But a close inspection of the elect ro-

d that tin re had been some cutting away at the right
M,it

" "1 'lie neck, and that the narrowing there was in part facti-

f
lous

; and les^deci>i\. indi. >ti..n- sugg.-trd t hat other outlines
nad been touched up. The subsequent inspection of the original
confirmed this; and abomt the eves. For
Jbe left orbit was found to occur, not in a woody structure, like
,,,:,T "I the right side, hut in a dark material having the appear-
aD
w°f pitch or ceraent of some sort.

.

u
'; may rest assured that whatever there may be which is

Flora Feoriana, Die Vegetation iw Clh
Von Fkiedbich Brendel.—An imper

Pages, interesting for contents and verv curious

n.and printed at Buda-Pesth, at
ot the Franklin Society of that town, and a- <
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fifth volume
Hungarian
from his full knowledge of the topography, climate and vege-

tation of Illinois, and in particular of the relations of the latter

to the former; and lie ends wit.li ;.i ( atalogue of the Flora

around Peoria, his residence ; adding to each species an abbre-

- di-triwhich <>n t-il lu-r hand appro scii the limits of his C

this is altogether an important contribution to the phytolog\

of the United States. a. g.

3. A Monograph of the Genus Lilium ; by Henry John El-

wes, F.L.S. F.Z>. 'llh.Mvau-d !>v W. 11. Fitch, F.L.S. 1880.

Elephant folio, London, March, 1877—May, 1880.—This sumptu-

ous volume contains the most complete and best arranged account

of the genus Lilium that has yet appeared. Every specie- known

to the author, and by any means accessible to him, is here figured

in natural size and colors, the drawing and coloring being in most

instances from !i\ -ws -noeimen-. Forty-six species are ihus rep-

resented, together with several marked varieties and hybrids, in

forty-eight full-page plates ; with accompanying text giving sci-

entific descri].! ion- in Latin and Fu^ii-h. the synonymy, the his-

tory of each species, its relations, etc. In an introduction are

given a condensed history of the genus, a discussion of the general

relation- and arrangement ot the species, their geographical
1

' an excellent photograpl

vhere Lilium p
s found) ; and directions for their culture are also given. The
author mi d< -:

:

;
iml n idu \ distrusts his own judgment as a sci-

entific botanist, and follows Mr. Bakers monograph as i

finds it possible. He re]>eats Mr. Baker's Latin descriptions,

with only occasional and generally very -light alterations, but

wisely differs from him, not only in his limitation of species,

in their grouping. He recognizes but two main divisions, Oar
diocrinum and Eul'ision the first including only the two very

peculiar Asiatic species, L. gi.gtinteuut and L. cordifolimn. The
other proposed sections, Martagon, hoh'ricm, etc., he considers

too artificial to be kept up.

As American species he retain- and illustrates the eastern X.
I'hiut.l.lfJiicum, L. Catesbcei, L. Canadense, L. superbum and
L. Carolinianum. Of the more recently proposed L. Ora^ °f

the Southern Alleghanies, he had seeu no specimen before the

completion of his work. Of Pacific Coast species figure* ;llv

'-riven of /,. )\~>i.J:;n<ftonia,num&n& var. purpvreunt, L I'arrgi, L.

llimtb '':''.:. L. }>.!,•• bill, ,, w th vn\\ </><gtftttif<>fimn, L. ,»//'>/>,..

L. muritimuhi and L. ('ohonbianurn. The var. pur.
the first sperms U ..hvio«,>; v ii.oiv than a varietv ; and it is only
through mistake hit L. ,•»)>, scats, of the Botany of California, u

nt species of the Coast Ranges, ha- 'been supposed to

have an;, eonne.Mion with it. The forms of L. pardoVuni,,, are
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sents the type is lettered " L. Californtcum" ami entitled in the
list of contents " Var. (Jul/fo,-ntr>it,)" while the var. mi>i>i.sti-

folium is figured as " L. pardalinum."
Of the Japan species that are recognized, L. medeoloides was

upon what is pretty certainly only an undeveloped speci-

men of L. avenaceum. Oldham's Corean specimens, which are
referred to L. medeoloides, and from which the figure is drawn,
ivpiVMT.i pussil.ly a distinct >mvus. The figure of L. avenaceum
itself is perhaps the least satisfactory of any in the volume.

(-•Teat should !> the praise ,>f an amateur botanist who, inspired
1" 1!

' ^ 1»\
1 v< .i'ti h Ltiful objects h< cultivates, seeks to know

them thoroughly, and notwithstanding other engrossing occupa-
tions, devotes iiis tiin,. and means lo such an investigation as this,

'";! • H. Ik , il„. M .i, i, . u iti, Ml0h a noble monograph. The sat-

isfaction which the author may taki in t 'he service he has rendered

is may be added to the gratification referred to in the

: "To my Wife, who first led me to the culture of

whose love for Lilies suggested to me their study, I

dedicate this book, in memorv of the happy days I have spent in

its preparation." 8. w.
4. F. A. Ford on the Pelagic fauna of Freshwater Lakes.—

A

translation of Professor Ford's 'paper on this subject, from the
Biologisches (entralblatt, ii. J'.",., j. given in the Annals and
Magazine of Natural History for October. Its principal points
are the following: The pelagic, or deep-water fauna of the lakes
of Europe is throughout very similar in species, and consists,

"sl'es. excluded, almost wholly of small Kntomostracans of the

Oaphnia and Cyclops groups,* with one Cypris. They have sea-

sonal periodicity, some kinds disaj • or in win-
ter, or sprimv or autumn, when thev exist only in the state of

-. They come to the surface at night and descend

ii the returning light, and thus making a daily raigra-

,,on
- NVeisinann hence regards them as nocturnal animals

ai tl,«- -xtren.,' limii of light : hut it is better to say
lu '

: "- liiis limit. The wide distribution of tiie fauna may have

- by passive migration in the state of resting-eggs
'ki'ough ; ; , ,;,j ,, ,,,,,_, „.. N m>,| s plucks, grebes, gulls, etc.).

Ul< - fans,. () f the differ. :uiini '"* attributed
to two phenomena—the daily migration above mentioned, and
the action of the land-bn »•/.." and ! .kc-Ueeze. At night, when

the surface of the lake the land-breeze drives

^online them to that region; and thus
'

Place by natural selection, until at last, af

generations, there remain only the woml
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5. A new genus of spherical Rhizopods.—Mr. H. B. Brady
d<wrib •-, in ilic Magi/hr- > S;n i ::i History for September, a

white porcellanous spherical foraiui niter, obtained by the Chal-

lenger expedition at a «l--j.fii s.s" i,'.i.->o t'atlioms, in Iat. 53° 55' S.,

long. 108° 35' E., or roughly about 2"> decrees south of the south-

western corner of Australia. It is a tenth of an inch in diameter,

and is made up of concentric layers each consisting of a large

number of chamberlets arranged more or less regularly in single

series. The chamberlets of the same layer communicate by short

lateral stolons, those of successive layers by the pores which

formed the superficial apertures of the previous layer. The sur-

face is arcolr.ted, owing to the arrangement and the small con-

vexity of the chamberlets. The material brought up in the dredge

was a white diatom-ooze, composed chiefly of diatoms, radiolari-

ans, sponge spicules, and other siliceous organisms, with seventeen

species of rhizopods of arctic habit.

III. Astronomy.

1. Transit of Venus.—The daily papers have given quite fully

the degree of success and failure had in observations of the Transit

of Venus, especially in the United States, with more or less of

detail of the observations themselves. There was upon the whole

a much greater degree of success than eould have been reasonably

expected. At most of the observatories in the Tinted States there

were secured one or more of the four contacts. Particulars of

these and of the physical appearances of Venus must, to have per-

manent value, be given by the observers themselves, in their own
language.
The heliometer was thought by Lalande in the last century.

even in its then imperfect form, to be the best instrument for

observing the Transit. In its present perfected form it is thought

by many astronomers, especially in Germany, to be the most

powerful means we even now have of observing the Transit for

ee of measuring the solar parallax. At New I linen the

six-inch Uepsold heliometer was used by Dr. Waldo and Professor

Kershner continuously throughout tin- whole time of the Transit.

The clouds interfered' but little with this work, about '250 point-

ings of the instrument with corresponding readings being secured.

These constituted twenty-seven more or less complete single sets of

measurements across the sun, each set when complete being com-
posed of eight pointing.. There were in addition 20 direct meas-

ures of the diameter of Venus, 33 of the sun's diameter before and

after the Transit, and 14 position angles near the first, and fourth

contacts.

Each of the four German parties had three-inch heliometers. At

Hartford the clouds entirely prevented observations for the first

hour, yet after that time five double sets of observations were

secured by Drs. Muller and Deichinulh-r, togviher with various

other valuable measurements.
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Allegheny, Dec. 6, 1882).—The Transit of Venus was accompanied

here by clouds, which came on between 1st external and 1st

internal contact. Owing to these it was only certain that the

latter occurred between 21 h 04"' 45 s>9 and 21 h 05m 16 3 -0 Alle-

gheny mean time. The sky remained clouded till the close. A
very curious and unexpected phenomenon was witnessed, however,

during from six to eight minutes (counted from the time the

planet was half on the disc). Upon the part of the planet without

the sun, when the very faint bounding line of light, often observed

before, was first becoming visible, as the planet was about half

on, there was seen a distinct bright spot, extending through

about 30° of the circumference and extending inward from the

planetary limb to perhaps one-quarter of the radius. It is very

noticeable that this brightness was not in a line joining the

centers of the sun and planet, but was distinctly on one aide. It

was seen by me with the large Equatorial and a power of 244 on

the polarizing eye-piece, and so plainly that I could even notice

the gradation of the light, which was brightest at the circumfer-

ence. Though my own observation was too clear to admit of

doubt, there is independent confirmation in an observation by Mr.

J. E. Keeler, who was observing near me with a much smaller

telescope. We saw it independently, and independently esti-

mated its position angle on the planetary disc within 10° of each

other. What it was I cannot sav. It is* certain that it was seen.

3. Element* of the great Comet of 1882 ; by E. FrisbY, Pro-

fessor of Mat hemat ics, IT. S. N. (Communicated by Vice- Admiral
Rowan. Snpl I". S. Xaval Observatorv.)- -The Colli. wiu;j; elements

were computed from three observations made at the U. S. Naval
Observatory; the first and last being made with the Transit

circle, and the middle one compared with a known star which

was afterwards observed on the Transit circle.
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bear a considerable resemblance, to Comet I, ]

may possibly be its third return, a very brilli:

been seen in full daylight A. D. 363.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Science—A neio America./* ic/ekiy scientific Journal.—It if

announced that a new scientific journal will be shortly com
menced at Cambridge, Mass., under the editorship of Mr. S. H
Scudder. It will j in large octavo in numbers

• nded to <twenty-four pages. It is intended to occupy
Atlantic very much the same position long we

by Nature in England. The scope of Science is broad.

the Atlantic very much the same position i >n- w el I tilled

ture in England. The scope of Science is broad. It is

posed to include condensed results of original researches,

of the contents of <

ceedings of scientific societies throughout the world ; also papers
on the practical applications of mechanics and physics, discussions
of the methods of teaching the natural and physical sciences, and
of other topics of general interest. The name of the editoj-iu-
'•'"'•f. ;tnd the long list of name- that has heeu published of those
who have promised to support this new journal is a guarantee
that its standard of exeelh-nee will he high and that it will be
well maintained. Such a journal cannot but exert a powerful
influence for good in the development of American science
Among the names of those who have contributed largely to the
pecuniary support of the undertaking, that of Mr. Alexander
Graham Bell -land- tbremoM, who is indeed mentioned as the

lie enterprise. The publisher is Mr. Moses King, of
Cambridge; subscription price, five dollars, post-paid.

2. Report from //>, K J/. ,1/W* am of Geology and Archceol-
'>'.{!/ "> Princeton, for the year 1881-2, by Professor A. Guyot,
lhr.,t,,r.—The Princeton Geological and Valeontological collec-
tion has become one of great value and interest since its recent
acquisition of 5,000 specimens of fossils; and, being well
arranged, labeled and catalogued, it is one of the best in the
country for instruction in these departments. The report just
issued mentions the addition also of 2,r>oo specimens of minerals,
bom Mr. A. MacMartin, a graduate of the college, of a large col-

p'tioii ,,{• Archa-ological implements, represent in«_: the stone.

ir.>n ages 'of Switzerland, and tin paleolithic and neo-

^ulls of
bnef account of one, in advanc

he authors on page 223 of 1

Proceedings of the Davenj.
"i, Part 2. "Pages 65-1!
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s devoted

nponant papers

s being devoted

, G. Seyffartb, W. H.

Pratt, C. T. Lindley, Dr. W. J. Hoffman, Rev. A. Blumer and

Hev. J. Gass. Other shorter papers treat of the habits of West-

ern Cicada?, by J. D. Putnam; two new species of Oxytheo&t

from Southern California, by Dr. C. C. Parry ; Geological notes

in Idaho andby Mr. W. I

Montana, by
W.H.Pratt, and notices of Explorations

E. L. Berthoud.

. before the RoyalMadeira Meteorologic, being a paper on the s

Society, Edinburgh, May 1, 1882, by C. Piazzi Smith, Astronomer Royal I

The Climatic changes 'of later geological times.

V
part III. By J. D. Whitm

Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 1882.

Selections from Embryological ry A Agassiz, W. Fax

and R. L. Mark. 1. Crustacea, with 14 plates, 4to. Memoirs of the Museum
Comparative Zoolog No. 1. 1882.

Celestial charts made at the Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clintt

,i) for 1881. 262 pages 8vo, with numerous s<

The Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota. 10th Anm
Report, for the year 1881. N. B :i<t 254 pp. 8vo, wi

maps and plates. St. Paul, Minn., 1882.

First Annual Catalogue of the State Museum of California. Henry G Hani

State Mineralogist. 350 pp. 8vo. Sacramento, 1882.

Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, vol.

1877-81.
-~-

Trai

Geological Survey of Newfoundland—Report of progress for tl

Alexander Murray, C. M. G., Director. 16 pp. 8vo, with maps. St. John's, New-

The Theory of the Gas Engine, by Dugald Clerk. 164 pp. 16mo. New York,

, the veteran mineralogist of Munich, died

of von Kobell has beenof November last. The nam
itli Mineralogy for more tr

apers, chen

he was the author of an elementary work on general mineralog)

which has gone through five editions, of a history of mineralogy,
and of a series of tables for determining mineral specie* which

1

dued, and of which eleven editions

j the results of his optical work the

• was the most important, Professor von Kobell was a

man of unusual general culture, being a poet as well as mineral-

ogist, and in his character he was most attractive ; the many
American students to whom he has shown kindness will never

forget the impression which his genial courtesy made upon them.
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Art. VII.—Henry Draper.

Henry Draper died at his residence in New York City,
on the 20th of November last. He had entertained the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences at dinner on the evening of the
loth and went' from the table to his bed with a severe attack

'
! i'leuritis. (lope alternated with fear until Sunday, when

is developed and, in spite of the best medical skill,

he died about four o'clock on Monday morning.
Professor Draper's career has been an exceptionally brilliant

one. He was born in Virginia in 1837, his distinguished father,

liam Draper, being at the time Professor of Chemistry
and Physiology in Hampden Sidney College. Though he
attended in early life the primary and preparatory schools of
the University of the City of New York (to which place his

parents removed when he was only two years of age) and sub-
sequently became an undergraduate student at the same Uni-
versity, his real education was received in his own home,

of his father as a teacher, an author, a philosopher

ltureD created an atmosphere of scientific i

about him of the highest tone. It could not but happen, tnat
Henry, breathing constantly such an atmosphere, should be
permeated with its spirit and early devote himself to research
as the highest attainable purpose in life.

At the age of twenty, and before taking his medical degree,
he made his first research, which was afterward pul
his graduating thesis. It was on the function of the spleen and
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 146.—February, 1883.
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illustrated with microphotographs of great excellence,

early study of photography led him to the discovery of

i of palladious chloride as an intensifier. From this

time dates his interest in the photographic studies in which he

afterward attained such eminence. Shortly after graduation

he spent a year in Europe, and made a visit to Lord Eosse at

Parsonstown, Ireland. Here he saw the great reflector so well

known to science, and became very much interested in it,

because of its photographic possibilities. Upon his return he

set about constructing a metal speculum fifteen inches in diam-

eter, which he completed in 1860. In 1861, owing to a sug-

gestion made by Sir John Herschel to his father, he aban-

doned speculum metal and made several mirrors of silvered

glass 15^ inches in diameter. The details of the construction

and mounting of these mirrors were published as a monograph,
in 1864, by the Smithsonian Institution. With this instrument

a great amount of astronomical photography was done, the piece

of work best known being his photograph of the moon. In per-

fection of detail it was far in advance of any previous attempt.

The original negatives, of which over 1500 were taken, were

about an inch and a quarter in diameter and they bore enlarge-

ment to three feet, and in one case to fifty inches, with excel-

lent results. In 1870 he finished a second and larger reflector.

Its mirror was also of silvered glass, twenty-eight inches in

diameter: and like the former one, was ground, polished, cor-

rected, silvered and mounted solely by himself. The first

telescope had been mounted in the Newtonian form. The new
one was equatorially mounted and at first of the Cassegrainiafl

form
; but subsequently he improved it by making the secon-

dary mirror plane. In 1875 an achromatic refractor of twelve

inches aperture, made by Alvan Clark & Sons, was placed upon
the same axis. And in 1880 this was exchanged for a telescope

of a little less aperture, but furnished with an extra lens as a

photographic corrector. A five -inch finder completed this

unrivalled photo-telescopic battery. All these instruments
were mounted in an observatory built on his father's grounds
at Hastings-on-Hudson. At first, it consisted of but a single

dome, containing the lo^-inch reflector ; but subsequently, a

second and laruer <h>uu> was added, and also the rooms needed

for the transit instrument and ehionognn>h, the photographic
laboratory and the workshop. Though a wooden building of

but one story, unpretending in appearance, its internal arrange-

ments were admirable, and its facilities for astronomical photo-

graphy entirely unsurpassed.

The work at the observatory was done chiefly during the

summer months ; Dr. Draper residing then at his"country place

at Dobbs Ferry, two miles distant. In the winter, he carried
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on investigations at his house in New York, those being
selected for the purpose which did not require a telescope. At
first, two rooms in the third story were devoted to these
researches. But in 1880 he built a spec al

j
iiysical laboratory

as the third story of his stable in the rear of his house, this

laboratory being connected with the house by a covered way.
The equipment of this laboratory was superb. A siderostat by
Alvan Clark & Sons, placed upon the roof, furnished abundant
sunlight, directed to any part of the room by a secondary
mirror. An Otto gas-engine of four-horse power gave motion
to three dynamo-machines for the production of electric cur-

rents. One of these was a Gramme machine, wound doable,
and which by an ingenious modification of his own, could be
made to give a continuous or alternating current at will. The
second was an Edison machine, used mainly to light the labora-

tory by means of incandescent lamps. The third was a Maxim
'••<'<• til e used for producing arc lights and also to feed the field

of the Gramme machine. For the production of the electric

spark, an induction coil of the largest size was employed,
made by Euhmkorff. Used with the direct current it gave
15-inch sparks readily, though the safety points were usually
set at 10 or 12 inches to avoid perforation. With the Gramme
( li>'wt current this coil yielded 1000 ten-inch sparks per minute.

With the alternating current, the spark, though silent and
only one-quarter as long, was of much greater volume; so that

when heavily condensed, the discharge was like the rattle of

musketry. The optical and photographic appliances were of

the finest. Complete spectroscopes and cameras were there, as

well as the lenses, prisms and gratings, of various materials and
of the best workmanship, needed to extemporize those in

research. A lathe, file bench and carpenter's bench, each with
its full set of tools, completed the appointments of this beauti-

fully finished room.
With these faeilities at his command, the original work

which Dr. Draper did was of an exceedingly high order. Upon
the completion of his large reflector, he applied it at once to

the photographic reproduction of stellar spectra ; and in 1872
he obtained a photograph of the spectrum of a Lyras (Vega)
showing dark lines: a result then unique in science. Continu-
ing his labors he obtained more than a hundred Cellar spectra

of great excellence ;
latterly, and especially when he m-ed the

photographically -corrected retractor, taking upon the same plate

the spectrum of Venus, Jupiter or the moon, for reference In

1873, he pul uvjraph of the diffraction spec-

trum ever made. It included upon a single plate the region

from wave-length 4850, below G, to wave-length 3440, near

O- A steel plate from this photograph was introduced by
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Secchi into his great work on the sun, and in 1880 a lithograph

of it was published in the Proceedings of the British Associa-

tion as the most suitable reproduction extant, for 'i

the wave-length of the fixed lines. The spectrum was obtained

with a Kutherfurd grating of 6481 lines to the inch, and in the

photo-lithograph a portion of Angstrom's drawing is repro-

duced for comparison with it. In 1876 he succeeded in face

of great difficulties, in photographing the solar spectrum and

on the same plate with

tin ir edges in contact; thus adi itting of accurate comparison

between the lines. He then noticed that, while the lines of the

iron and aluminum used as electrodes coincided exactly with

their proper dark solar lines, the lines of oxygen corresponded

to bright solar lines. He was led to conclude therefore, not

only that oxygen actually existed in the sun, but that it existed

there under conditions, probably of temperature, which caused

it to radiate more light than the surrounding solar masses. At
the same time therefore, that he announced his discovery of

oxygen in the sun, he proposed an important modification in

the theory of the solar constitution. These conclusions were

bo radical that he deemed no labor too great which should

strengthen them. He continued his researches in this direction

and early in 1879 produced a photograph of marvellous excel-

lence on a much larger scale which showed the coincidences,

especially of groups, so accurately as to leave no longer any
doubt upon the subject He was anxious, however, to obtain

conditions which should make the lines of oxygen sharper

;

and had made special preparation for the accomplishment of

this result during the present winter.

While using the gelatino-bromide dry process in stellar

spectrum photography, Dr. Draper conceived that the great

sensitiveness of these plates might enable him to secure a pho-

tograph of a nebula and so to obtain an accurate record of its

present condition with a view to future comparisons. On Sep-

tember 30, 1880, he obtained, after an exposure of 57 minutes,

a photograph of the great nebula of Orion, which was suffi-

ciently perfect to enlarge. In order to get this much fainter

nebula, the plate had of course, to be over-exposed for the stars.

On the 11th of March, 1881, a second enlarged photograph was

published, much more full in its details, the exposure being 104

minutes. And finally on the 14th of March, 1882, he succeeded

after an exposure of 187 minutes, in securing a photograph
wonderful in its detail, showing stars of the 14*7 magnitude on

Pogson's scale, invisible to the eye, and giving the faint out-

lying regions of the nebula with absolute perfection. This

result must be regarded as the greatest triumph which astro-

nomical photography has yet achieved. Besides these more
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difficult photographs, Dr. Draper obtained some excellent ones
of the spectrum of the nebula. These are chiefly interesting
because, besides the general bright line spectra characteristic of
this nebula, they show in several places traces of continuous
spectra suggesting condensation.

Professor Draper's preeminence in celestial photography led
to his selection in 1874, by the Transit of Venus Commission
of the United States, as 'the Director of the Photographic
Department. During the spring of that year, he spent three
months in Washington - ngaLmd in d wisim: improved methods,
m testing instruments ami materials, and in instructing those
who were to use these methods how to obtain the best results
with them. Although he did not accompany any of the ex-
peditions, yet so conspicuous were his services that, upon
recommendation of th< ogress ordered a special
gold medal to be struck ii I is lionoi . t the Philadelphia Mint,
-this medal is 46 millimeters in diameter and has upon the
obverse the representation of a siderostat in relief, with the
motto: "Famam extendere factis hoc virtutis opus." On the
reverse is inscribed the words : "Veneris in sole
curatores R. R F. S. Henrico Draper, M.D., Dec. VIII,

MDCCCLXXIV;" with the motto: "Decori decus addit

In 1878, Professor Draper organized a p-u-tv of five persons
to observe the solar eclipse of dulv 2<)th. The station which

Je selected for observation was Rawlins, in Wvoming, on the
hne of the Union Pacific Railroad. The expedition proved an
entire success. Professor Draper himself securing an excellent

photograph of the corona and also one of its diffraction spee-

ch appeared continuous. Others of the party detected

Jeat in the corona and also faint dark lines in its spectrum.
In 1880, Dr. Draper pnl dmd an amount of a photograph he

i of Jupiter, which appeared to

jJUtt to afford evidence insic light.

1 he exposure required to get the spectrum was fifty minutes,
tQat of the moon on the same plate Umm o! mi n-d in ten. In
jQ ne, 1881, he photographed both the comet and its spectrum,
u
f'"g a slit and two prisms for this latter purpose. Three

Photographs were taken with exposures of IS<K l!Hi and 228
Minutes respectively, each having a comparison spectrum upon

Besides that spent in scientific work, Dr. Draper's time was

-mod with his duties as instructor. In 1859 he was

^pointed on \ evue Hospital,
eighteen months. In 1860 he was elected Professor of Physiol-
ogy m t! .; r of the University of the City
<M New York; a position which he held until the past year.
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In 1866 be was elected to the chair of Physiology in the Medi-

cal Department of the University and mad"e Dean of the faculty,

He managed the affairs of the college with signal ability and,

by a liberal use of his own private means, brought it success-

fully out of the trying position in which it was placed by the

destruction by fire of its building in Fourteenth street. He
severed his connection with the Medical School in 1873. For

several years he had added Analytical Chemistry to the branches

he taught in the Academic Department, Upon the death of

his lather in January, 1882, he was elected to succeed him

as Professor of Chemistry, and gave the instruction in both

ehaira until the close of the collegiate year, when he resigned

his connection with the University entirely.

Still a third portion of Professor Draper's time, and this no

inconsiderable portion, has been given during the past ten years

to tli.' management of the large business inter* sts in his hands.

In 1867 he had married the daughter of Courtlandt Palmer,

Esq., and upon his death in 1874, Dr. Draper was elected man-

aging trustee of an immense estate, and was obliged to devote

himself energetically to the work of reducing it to a solid in

vestment basis. His success here has been as signal as in the

work of scieutilie researeh and of instruction.

In 1861 Dr. Draper was appointed Surgeon of the Twelfth

New York Regiment and served as such with distinction.

In 1876 he was appointed a Judge in the Photographic Section

of the Centennial Exhibition. In 1877 he was elected a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences and a member of the

American PI i
- iety. In 1879 he received the elec-

tion of Fellow of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. He was made a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1881 and of the Astronom-
ische Gesellschaft in 1875. In 1882 he received almost simul-

taneously the degree of LL.D. from his alma mater and from

the University of Wisconsin.
Professor Draper's abilities were many-sided. In science, he

was eminent in astronomy, in physics, in chemistry and in

physiology. He was exceedingly able as a mechanician, as the

telescopes in his observatory with their wonderfully accurate

mountings, can testify. As a teacher he was clear, precise and

considerate. As a business man he is said to have had no supe-

rior in the city of New York. In social life he was brilliant.

entertaining, companionable. He made life-long friends often

at the first contact, by the suavity of his manner and the

charm of his presence. To get rest from the severe labors of

the year and to fortify his constitution for the winter's strain,

it had been his custom for eight years, to join his friends, Gen-

erals Marcy and Whipple of the 'U. S. army, for a month's hunt
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in the Rocky Mountains during September. These expeditions
he enjoyed greatly. He was an enthusiastic sportsman and a
capital shot: and" he entered upon the hunt with as much rel-

U$ as he took a photograph. It was while out on such an ex-
pedition in L877 that he male the important observations upon

•iiess of ihe air of that region for astronomical in-

vestigations. In 1882, the party was absent two months, trav-
eling on horseback from the Union Pacific to the Northern
Pacific Railroad

; and when above timber line he was exposed
to a severe and intensely cold snow storm.

Professor Draper had not published very extensively at the
time of his death. This is the move remarkable as he was
fond of writing, a trait no doubt inherited from his father. A
j'-t of his publications is appended to this notice. There can
be little room to doubt that had he not been cut down so ab-
ruptly in the midst of a host of projected investigations, the
™rld Mould have been enriched during the next twenty years
*nh a wealth of discovery almost unparalleled.
Looked at from any stand-point, the death of such a man as

Henry Draper cannot be viewed but as a calamity. At the
age of 45 years, with very many years of good work apparently
before him, with the experience and learning of the twenty
y^irs past added to a rich and varied natural endowment, giv-

ing promise of a scientific career of exceptional brilliance, it is

l! <> wonder that the world of science mourns his departure.

Moreover he seemed to be just ready for his life-work. He had
completed the building and equipment of his observatory and
't'h'inuorv, and had amused even-thing ready for experiment.
He had given up his professorship and was reducing his business

rder to get more time for research. He had stored his

i'S with precious facts .vhieh he hoped now to util-

*ze m the highest investigations. Finally he had a most devoted

Iwavs acted as his assistant, and to whose skilled

hand and thoroughly trained eye he has attributed much of

the success he had already attained. Such men it is that the

*J«M is made poorer by losing. They are all too few, and
when one drops from the ranks of honest and earnest workers,
th e gap is never completely filled. 0. F. B.

List of Hbnry Draper's Original Papers.

r
L On the Changes of Blood Cells in the Spleen. New York

ournal of Medicine, III, v, 182-189, Sept., 1858.

r
2. On a new Method of Darkening Collodion Negatives. Am.
p?">t., II. i, 374-376, May, 1859.
3

:

On a Reflecting Telescope for Celestial Photography. JCep.

><•<* Assoc, ist;o, n, G3-64.
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4. On the Photographic use of a Silvered Glass Telescope

Phil. Mag., IV, xxviii, 249-255, 1864.
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in America. Quar. J. Set, i, 381-387, Apr., 1864.
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17. On Photographing the Spectra of the Stars and Planets.
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of Intrinsic Light from that Planet. Am. J. Sci., Ill, xx, 118-121,

1880. Monthly Not. Astr. Soc, xl, 433-436.
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xc'n,

173, 964.

20. On Photographs of the Spectrum of the Comet of June,
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Art. VIII— On a remarkable Fauna at the base of the Chemung
Group in New York; by Henry S. Williams, Ph.D., Cor-
nell University.

More than a year ago the writer discovered, at the base of
the Chemung Group at Ithaca, N. Y., two species of Brachio-
pods, which were hitherto regarded as peculiar to more western
deposits, and a different geological horizon in America. These
;:lv a species of Productus described by Professor Hall as P.
,}<* >'«iM* (Iowa Geol. Sep., vol. i. Pt. II, p. 497), (entirely dis-

tinct from P. dissimilis of DeKoninck), and the form of Rhyn-
". "'* eferre.l t . Martin's species, R. pw/nus. by Meek, in
the Illinois Geological Eeport, iii, p. 450. Both species are
decidedly Carboniferous in aspect. Their lowest range in the
West is in beds referred to the Kinderhook group of Meek and
Worthen, and to the Chemung, and to the Hamilton groups of
the East.

During the summer of 1882 a fossiliferous stratum was
examined a few miles south of Cai . i

; <m i Luke, at High-

'les, N. Y., containing Productus dissimilis, variefeJlj

J

(lf, ntical with the Ithaca form, and a variety of R. pwjnus type.

but more like the species R. acuminata of Martin than the

Ithaca or Iowa specimens. With these, a rich fauna was seen,
the species of .Inch are almost all different from the normal
species of the New York Chemung fauna.
The author is indebted to the kindness of Professor J. M.

yarke, of Northampton, Mass., and Mr. D. D. Luther, of

Naples, N. Y., for the discovery of these Naples beds. Recent

examination of the material there collected reveals a fauna of

more than ordinary interest.
The Ithaca rocks under cons- graphically,

about five hundred and fifty feet above the top of the Genesee
s]ate, near the head of Cayuga lake.

, 1

In this section the Portage rocks are about three hundred
feet thick. The Naples rocks are near the summit of an abrupt
ml

1, called 1 i ,
, ; t t w <

'I v e h u n d iv. 1 feet above
the highest Genesee slal », the dip being very

slight.

The High-point fauna is in a calcareous stratum, of local

extent, in the midst of brownish «rni\ sandstones and smiles.

The stratum is made up of a mass ofCrinoid stem fragments.

Shells
» mainly Brachiopods, corals and Bryozoa, and what

I o pebbles of a soft greenish shale.

I he following species have been identified by the autbor.
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Orthis impressa, var. Iowensis Hall.

Fragments of Crinoid stems in abundance.
Strophodonta arcuata Hall.

str<>/>h<j,J»ntu firrmitt.i, var. of the same (="Str. quadrata Calvin."]

Atrypa aspera, var. ocr.identalis II.

Fist'dlpora oceidens H.
Feneslella, sp.

SplHp.r Orestes B.sl\\.

Spirifer Hnnyerfordi II. (a single imperfect shell, but corres

ponding with this s]>vems in all characters preserved).

Struphodoiita canace H. and W.
Strophodonta ? reversa H.
Strophodonta, n. s. (presenting the characters of 8. reversa, bu

not resupinate, as that species).

Chonetes, sp.

a, II., *67, p. 417.
Fisii Spines (V Cfe, /,„-,_/, tt/<>(s, near the C.formosus type), and '<

species of Zaphrentis.

Besides these, Professor Clarke has identified :

'
'Streptorhynch us Chemungensis."
" Spirifer disjmictus."

"Extremity of mandible of Rhynchodus."
" Amboccelia umbonata" and a few other forms win

A comparison of this fauna with that of Lime Creek, near

Eockford, Iowa, reveals a remarkable likeness, and especially

among the species characteristic of the latter fauna. Although
\ several of its species are like

those of Western " Hamilton" deposits, in which group it is

retained by C. A. White, Eeport on Geol. Iowa, i, 1870. But
the appearance of a large majority of the species in rocks, in

New York State, known to be in the lowest part of the Che-

mung group, calls for a reconsideration of the whole question

as to the equivalency of the beds concerned.
In 1858 (Iowa Geol. Kept., i, Pt. II), Professor Hall described

a number of species from Lime Creek and the neighborhood
of Eockford, Iowa, which he then referred to the Hamilton
group. Afterwards, upon a more careEul study of the rocks

and species, Professors Hull ami Whitfield described more spe-

cies from the same heds, and referred the beds to the "Che-

mung group." (23d Eeport on Cabinet, New York Statv,

1873. This paper was prepared for the report of 1869, but was

not published till 1873.)
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In 1866, Professor Worthen (Illinois Geo]. Beport, i, p. 108),
as had been proposed in 1861, bv Meek and Worthen (this

Journal, vol. xxxii, p. 167, defined the Kinderhook group as
including all the western deposits lying between the Black
slates and the Burlington limestone, including these beds of
Iowa and their fauna. Leaving the question of the precise limits

;'»«1 i '"», >n <.! r! « Lime Csn-k fa u a .-: Iowa for more thorough
-. wo take this fauna alone for Comparison with that

of the New York rocks.

Thes
field, 18

Orthis Iowensis, Craniafam ilica,

Strophodonta arcuata, Stromatopora im-rustans,
strr>pf>orfonta reversa, Fitful/pom occldens,
strop?iodonta demissa, Zaphrentis solida,

-Produetus dis*iu/ilis, Alveolites Rockfordensis,
spirif, / /I, /./,;/< rf<>< di, Pi idi

>j
I'lojlbt in Woodmani,

s)>ii'ifer ))'hkh>ii>, !' ^Jd. ',-">,,,

Atrypa reticular;*, > '.im).<>phtjllnn t mtnum,
A. reticularis, var. occidentalism Chonophydum ellipticum,

xtnplinihntta canace, «['ystiphylhun uiundulum,
<-r

;ipi,„,ellu Caloam, >'/,>, ..,,it<>pora altemata,

Orestes, Aulopora saxivadum.
Spirifer cyrtiniformii

This is a list of twenty-five species, fourteen of which are

i. eight at least are represented in

... N. V.. and constitute the large
'

I
»n't oj ill [.h Bi H ! iopods foui <

!
i tl it m tiity.

The Rhynchonella pugnus Martin, of beds at Rockford, Indi-

ra, and at Chouteau, Missouri, and other localities of the

Kmderhook group, has not been recorded from these Lime
Creek beds of Iowa, but the author has lateh examined speci-

mens from beds of apparently the same horizon in ti

, ainly more closely related to

Missouri, Indiana and

•n to any other fauna of the Wes]
Peculiar forms, and in the present state of information it seems

te to refer it to the Kinderhook group. *..

TI1 .

I!^ Hh'iuci 'h pw,nu* Martin, first identified In Meeic. m
Ulmois, Geol. HVpt.. v.'.l. ii. ,». 154. and vol. id. >'• do'2. appears

*> have cotifcwMl .ov.-ral u-rnnx In this eountrv W is iir.<

n 1855, in the Missouri report, as

g™ triuuhSh imard. Only the first of the figures given by

fbumard represent* this species, as was shown by Mr. Meet,

V-e.,Pl. C. fig. 5a.)
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In 1860, Professor Hall described a form from the Goniatite

beds of Indiana, under the name Rhynchonella (Eatonia) obso-

lescent (13th Eept. on Cabinet N. Y., p. 111). This species

cannot be distinguished, so far as the description goes, from

the It p"//nvs Martin, later recognized in the same beds by
Meek.

In a paper read before the Iowa Academy of Sciences, in

1877, Prof. S. Calvin described, under the name Rhy
alta, a species from the Iowa beds. Specimens of this form.

lately examined by the author, are identical with the variety of

It pugnus met w'ith in the Ithaca beds. This Rhynchonella

is a peculiar type and is easily distinguished from anything

else appearing in the Upper Devonian, or Lower Car
of America.
The representative met with in the High-point beds (Naples,

K Y.), as before mentioned, offer- vari t; I diifon noes in which

it approaches the European forms, called R, acuminata. One
specimen is almost identical with the figure of R. acu.ntinuta

Martin, \ar. m^n-nnm Phil!.. <j]veu 1>\ Davidson on Plate \'xi.

fig. 3, of his British I liopods. It differs from

the other representatives of tin's type belore mentioned, in a

greater and more angular production of the median fold, and

in the sharpness of the plications of this fold, but it differs

from the typical It ar>i„,; lt <tta Martin in the possession of threo

distinct, but very short, plications at the margin, outside the

median fold, a character distinguishing R. pugnus from R. acu-

minata. Of the same type, and it may be same specie- with

above, are It /:>/ .,.,,,< ,, „,/ MeChesney, of the Coal-measures

of Illinois, Terebratula Rocky-mo nt« „a 'and T. Ufa of Marcou,
from the Carboniferous of Salt Lake Citv. Ithynrhonella Osagen-

sis Swallow, of the Carboniferous o! Missouri, and of Danville,

Mips," as identified by
Geinitz, from the Carboniferous at Xcina-ka City. The typi-

cal R. acuminata and R. pugnus Martin are found associated iid

British and European Carboniferous beds, and appear in the

Devonian.
The American representatives are much smaller than those

of the other side of the Atlantic, and, whether we regard them

as identical species, or not, there can be no doubt that they are

the American representatives of this type.

Now, turning to the Ithaca beds, we find there a fauna, near

the base of the Chemung group, in which are species peculiar

to the High-point fauna of Ontario Co. and these disputed

western deposits, and not known from any other
'

America. These are Rhynchonella pugnus Martin, Productus

us Hail and Zaph
Hall ; and with them, Cryptonella eudora Hall occurs in the same
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beds, and is so closely related to C. Calvani of the Iowa beds

that Professor Hall originally referred it to that species.

The association of these peculiar forms in these several locali-

ties lemis to 11 overwhelming probability of the actual equiva-
lency of the deposits containing them.
The species of Lime Creek, near Eockford, Iowa, and of

High-point, Naples, Ontario county, N. Y., are so strikingly

similar that one can scarcely doubt the presence of a common
fauna. Ami the presence in the Ithaca beds, at the same hori-

zon with the High-point beds in Ontario county, of a few of
these peculiar forms, persuades us that we are still considering
stragglers from the same western fauna, in the very midst of
r

i
•; ^} pienl tan mi of the Chemung group.
What are the bearings of these facts upon the stratigraphical

relations and. equivalency of the beds concerned?
In the first place the Ithaca horizon is at a point where we

first meet, in ascending, the characteristic Chemung fauna—the
first fauna above the Portage group. The higher Chemung
fauna, as it appears at Chemung Narrows, N. Y., does not
-come in to the deposits of this meridian until after the deposi-
tion of six hundred feet of coarse sandy shales. The High-
point fauna (of Ontario county, N. Y.) is also the earliest Che-
mung fauna to appear in its meridian ; but it is separated from
the Genesee slate below by over a thousand feet of deposits of

the Portage age, mostly barren shales.

The rocks of Lime Creek, near Rockford, Iowa, as before

mentioned, are referred by Professor Hall to the Chemung
group, while the western geologists refer them either to the

Hamilton group, or to the Kinderhook group which is placed
at the base of the Lower Carl aa of these

Lime Creek beds has not been met, in its entirety, in any
other exposure in the west, but several of its chara

species appear in the Kinderhook group of Missouri. Indiana

ami Illinois. The tauna at Ithaca, with which these rare

forms are associated, is what is known as the Ithaca fauna,

and differs some v, ,ai from the more common and upper fauna
of the Chemu

Strophodonta mucronata, Rhynchondla eximia,

Spirifer imxor.ostaUs, Gryptonella eudora,

•VW/-,v mesostrialis, Orthis impressa.

Productetta speciosa,

The stragglers of the western fauna are rare in these beds,

ml have been seen in only a few exposures.
.

In the High-point beds this western fauna appears with

-arcely any admixture of typical Chemung species.
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The species are as distinct from the ordinary Chemung
species of New York as they are from those of the Hamilton
group below. Moreover, the High-point fauna contains repre-

sentatives of nearly every species of mollusca known to be

common to the several different exposures of the Kinderhook
group in the west.

The corals are not so well represented in the east. A few

are seen at the High-point locality, and at Ithaca two specimens

have been found which agree, so far as their oh; rafters ;ire evi-

dent, with Zaphrentls solida H. Hall and Whitfield's Fistu'i-

pora occidens is found in all three localities. It is difficult to

explain the numerous coincidences in these three faunas other-

wise than by considering them geographical extensions of a

The facts of the greater predominance of the Kinderhook
fauna in the west and of the Chemung fauna in the east, of the

blending of the two in the same strata at Ithaca, of the appear-

ance, at High-point, of the western fauna, nearly distinct, but

in a stratum in the midst of typical Portage and Chemung
rocks, and of the total absence of the western fauna from most

of the Chemung rocks of New York, all tend to the con-

elusion that the Kinderhook group records a fauna whose geo-

graphical center was in the mid-continental area, while the

una of the Chemung group had its ideographical center

as far east as the Appalachian region. In at least a part of the

time when these faunas lived they encroached upon each ofcher.

The rocks at the base of the Chemung group in central New

shown by the author in 1881 (see Proc. A. A. A. S., vol xxx).

And the species found in this recurrent tain. a are mostly among
those having a wide geographical range in the Hamilton period.

There are also a few forms which began in the lower or

middle Devonian, and continued to appear among the species

of the Chemung group in New York, in some cases the identi-

cal species, in others by varieties of the type.

In the latter case we observe that those modifications which

mark the western types of the Hamilton group, as distinguished

from the New York Hamilton, are the very peculiarities to

distinguish the higher Chemung representatives in New York.

The coarse variety of Atnjjxi njix-uluris, called A. aspera var.

occidentalis Hall, is a case in point. This and the form called

A. spinosa are the common forms of the upper Chemung.
Cyrtina Hamilionensis appears in the western and not

Hamilton as a large, coarse form, and with the same modifica-

tion in the Chemung. Of the Orlhids, the wider and more

gibbous Orthis impressa, called 0. lowensis in the west, is typical

of the Chemung group, and is the western variety.
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Strophodonta perplana, var. nervosa, and Strophodonta mucro-
naia of the Chemung group are much nearer the western Stro.
phodonta perplana than the eastern variety of the Hamilton

tnd the variety called Str. canace of Iowa, in the higher
beds, itself appears in the High-point beds of the Chemung.
The common Str. Cayuta of the upper Chemung, although

' <t from the Str. >na>quistriata of the Hamilton, is

ly only a variety of the western Str. arcuata. A like
fact may be seen among the Spirifers of the Sp.
type.

The Chemung Sp. mesocostalis i

any New York varieties of Sp. ?

in the Iowa Hamilton, such as Sp. submucronatus, Sp.
oimesialis and Sp. inutilis are intermediate, and approach, at

least in the first two "species," the mes c <><i <. tvpe. I also
beheye that the facts will warrant the generalization that the

istic species of the Chemung fauna are no more
strongly represented in the west than the characteristic Hamil-
ton species are represented in the Chemung rocks of New York.

In NeW York State the characr una appears
earliest in the more eastern beds, while in the western part of
the State it is only in the middle and upper beds that the fossils

appear, These facts suggest the hypothesis that the Chemung
te in from the east, and that only the more cosmopoli-

tan forms extended as far west as the mid-continental area;
also (2) that the Hamilton fauna had normally a much wider
range westward, and (3) was more closely related to the Kin-
derhook of the west than to the Chemung group of New York.

Finally, I conclude from the study of these several Saunas
that the deposits of Lime Creek, Rockford, Iowa, and inferen-

ce other beds of the west having a similar fauna, and
referred to the Kinderhook group of Meek and Worthen, are

geological equivalents of the Chemung period deposits of the
east, and not of any eastern lower Carboniferous beds.

1)e,ls and the Chouteau limestone of Missouri to the Chemtmcr
period.

There are other reasons, which I cannot here array, for

regarding the ttocklbrd, Indiana, Goniatite beds as n>

°J
a concretionary limestone of still lower position, in the

Mortage of New York. To carry the comparison across rh<-

"lVjli
- the true t .piiv i ents will prob .iy be found in the Pilton

and Marwood beds of Devon. Win e the Gen^ce slates, pass-

;;dly into the Portage, as they do in Ontario count v.

with its ird < •< *. iry, calcareous layer, filled

Wlth Goniatites, and it U and G. i
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and the characterise could scarcely be more

perfectly represented than bv the Domanik schists of Ukta,

Russia, 'with t.hcii 'Kalkmeren' and the 'Goniatiten Schiefer'

of Biidesheim in the Eifel. Their 'Black shales saturated

with naphtha,' the ' calcareous concretion," the 'Gonia

spt ci< - iv closely coi ipa 'able), the 'slender Orthoceratites.' and

the 'CanJiuru pa/mutton of Goldfuss= Cardiola retrostriata Ivey-

serling (the figures of which in Kevserling, Beob., p. 254, t. in

fig. 3, or as figured by Eoemer, 1876, Taf. 35, fig. 16 a, b, c, d,

are anions the most 'perfect illustrations I have seen of the

common Portage Cardiola), and these all leave little doubt as

to the close equivalency of the several deposits.

From the above facts it appears reasonable to infer that the

Kinclerhook group, well developed in the interior of the conti-

nent, is represented by a thin wedge at the base of the Che-

mung period of New York ; that the upper Chemung fauna

probably did not extend far west of New York State, but if it

does appear farther west, it should be looked for in the upper

part of, or above the Kinderhook group. So long as the Che-

mung group is to be retained in the Devonian system, the beds

of Lime Creek, Iowa, and their equivalents should be called

Devonian. How much of the so-called Kinderhook group this

will include must be determined by future investigation. But

there can no longer be doubt that there are beds in the interior

continental area which are geologically the equivalents of the

Chemung period of New York.

I. Geyser waters and deposits; by Hestky Leffmann, M.D.

The specimens from which the following analyses were made
were collected by Dr. A. C. Peale in 1878. Most of the

geysers and hot springs are siliceous and produce deposits

which vary from hyalite to chalcedony according to age. In

most of the waters examined the silica is in the free condition

and has been so expressed. All the results are given in grains

to the Imperial gallon.

1. Pearl Geyser.

Calcium sulphate 1-400

Sodium sulphate 1 -890

Sodium chloride 61-390
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At the bottom of the bottle containing this water was a
quantity of gelatinous matter looking very much like white of

gg. Under the microscope it was entirely structureless, and
by heat it dried up to a white opaque mass. Only a small quan-
tity was available for an; lysis. This was collected on a filter,

washed well with distilled water, and then allowed to remain
for several weeks in a closed vessel with strong sulphuric acid.

It shrank to about one-tenth its volume and became white.
It was weighed, heated to redness, weighed again, and then
the silica determined by fusion as usual. The results were

Weight before heating !_.. -163 gram.
Weight after heating -155 gram = water 4 -9#
Silica ___ -129 gram = 79'1#

Traces of Al
a
O„ Fe

2
O

s
and CaO.

The deposit is probably gelatinous silica mixed with some
impurities.

2. Jug Spring.

Calcium carbonate 0-791

Sodium carbonate L . . 49-140

Sodium sulphate __ 2-121

Sodium chloride 31-5 70

Silica 14-560

98*182

3. Opal Spring.—This is not a geyser but a spring having
the temperature of 90° F. The' water is opalescent ; its

appearance is exactly like that which is produced by adding
an alcoholic solution of rosin to a large volume of water. The
opalescence remains for months, even though the water is

kept perfectly quiet. On evaporating the water it gelatinizes

markedly before it becomes entirely dry.

Sodium chloride 72-180

C.'ileiuni -
: . .:

:
; '- -O

Calcium chloride 4*060

Silica 53-760

H3^220

4. Deposit from Bronze Spring, Shoshone Geyser Basin.—This
deposit is in convoluted layers with bronze-colored surfaces.

The powder is fawn -colored.* Hardness 5/5.

Silica.. ._ 83-1

Iron oxide and alumina — 1 '2

Organic matter and water -- 13*6

On heating the powder in the drying oven it loses five (5)

percent; a high heat causes it to turn gray, and give out a

distinct odor of nitrogenous organic matter. The iron oxide
ar> (l alumina appear to be in union with the organic matter.

AM. Jour. Scl—Thibb Series, Vol. XXV, No. 146.-Fbbruabt, 1883.
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II. Bocks of the Park; by Wm. Beam.

The following specimens are from collections made in 1878

by Messrs. Peale and Holmes, geologists to the Hayden Survey.

All the rocks so far examined are evidently of igneous origin,

and, except the first, are trachytic.

1. Porphyritic obsidian.—From the divide between Yellow-

stone Lake and Upper Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River.

Hardness, 6 ; sp, gr., 24. Fracture conchoidal, splintery.

Color, greenish black, semi-transparent. Fusibility 4. When
heated strongly, swells up to a white blebby mass. With borax

on platinum wire, dissolves in large quantity to a clear glass.

With microcosmic salt, leaves a skeleton of silica.

Analysis :

SiO, 77-00^
A1

2 3 + Fe
a
O,* 13-40

CaO 1-25

MgO 1-19

NaO'.. 3-43

K
2
0... 3-62

H
a
O (by ignition)

.
-70

100-59

2. Pebble of quartz trachyte covered with a deposit from Echinus

Geyser.—Pebble about one and a half inches in diameter, light

fawn in color, and containing small masses of tn

colorless silica. Hardness, 3'5
; sp. gr., 2*6. Nearly infusible.

Turns white when strongly heated. Gives with borax a clear

bead, and with microcosmic salt leaves a skeleton of silica.

The powdered mineral is slightly acted upon by hydrochloric

acid, and the filtered liquid does not contain any sulphates.

The analysis gave :

SiO
a

77-90

A1
2 3

+ Fe.O,* 14-55

CaO -40

MgO trace
KO 4-63

Na
a
O... 2-10

H
a
O (by ignition) . 1-00

100-58

Other specimens are being examined and will be reported

upon soon.

715 Walnut street, Philadelphia.
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Aet. X. — .Votes- uu tin EltrtmnuKjutiic Theory of Light ; by
J. Willabd GlBBS. No. III. On the General /v,

Monochromatic Light in Media of every degree of Transparency.

1. The last April and June numbers of this Journal* con-
itigation of the velocity of plain waves of light, in

which they are regarded as consisting of solenoidal electrical
fluxes in an indefinitely extended medium of uniform and very
fine-grained structure/ It was also supposed that the medium
was perfectly transparent, although without discussion of the
physical properties on which transparency depends, and that
the electrical motions were not complicated by anv distinc-
tively magnetic phenomena.

In the present paperf the subject will be treated with more
. so as to obtain the general equations of monochro-

matic light for media of every degree of transparency, whether
homogeneous or otherwise, which have a verv fine-

grained molecular structure as measured by a wave-length of
»ght There will be no restriction with respect to magnetic
influence, except that an osci Lion of the
medium will be excluded.*
In order to conform as much as possible to the ordinary

view of electrical phenomena,! we shall not introduce at first

* See volume xxiii of this Journal, page? 262-275. and 460-47(5.

:
'
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8 probably more difficult to prove or disprovi

una \- L
comPr' •' a ud electrical i

ns, must nature

^differently

s originality of thought, and profoundly i
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the hypothesis of Maxwell that electrical fluxes are solenoidal.*

Our results, however, will be such as to require us to admit the

substantial truth of this hypothesis, if we regard the processes

involved in the transmission of light as electrical.

With regard to the undetermined questions of electrodyna-

mic induction, we shall adopt provisionally that hypothesis

which appears the most simple, yet proceed in such a manner
that it will be evident exactly how our results must be altered,

ectric;

magnetic units.

2. We must distinguish, as before, between the actual elec-

^placements, which are too complicated to follow in

detail with analysis, and which in their minutiae elude experi-

mental demonstration, and the displai

rich are large enough to smooth out their minor irreg-

ularities, but not so large as to obliterate to any sensible

extent those more regular features of the electrical motion,

which form the subject of optical experiment. These spaces

must therefore be large as measured by the least distances

between molecules, but small as measured by a wave-length of

light. We shall also have occasion to consider similar avera-

ges for other quantities, as electromotive force, the electrostatic

potential, etc. It will be convenient to suppose that the space

for which the average is taken is the same in all parts of the

field,f say a sphere of uniform radius having its center at the

point considered.

Whatever may be the quantities considered, such averages

will be represented by the notation

[ ]Ave

If, then, £, ^, £ denote the components of the actual displace-

ment at the point considered,

[*]M* [V]AV., [<?]Ave

will represent the average values of these components in the

small sphere about that point. These average values we shall

ad the normal component of the flux is the same on both sides of i

'or the space for which the average is taken may in general be <

aried without sensibly affecting the value of the average.
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treat as functions of the coordinates of the center of the sphere
and of the time, and may call them, for brevity, the average
values of f, 7, £. But however they may be designated, it is

essential to remember that it is a space-average for a certain
very small space, and never a time-averau''. th;:t is intended.
The object of this paper will be accomplished when we have

expressed (explicitly or implicitly, the relations which subsist
between the values of [6]Ave , [y] Avti , [C]ato at different times
and in different parts of "the Beld—in other words, when we
have found the conditions which these quantities must satisfy
as functions of the time and the coordinates.

3. Let us suppose that luminous vibrations of any one
period* are somewhere excited, and that the disturbance is

propagated through the medium. The motions which are
excited in any part of the medium, and the forces by which
they are kept up, will be expressed by harmonic functions of
the time, having the same period,f as may be proved by the sin-

gle principle of the superposition of motions, quite independ-
ently of any theory of the conMitution of the medium, or of
the nature of the motions, as electrical or otherwise. This is

equally true of the actual motions, and of the averages which
we are to consider. We may therefore set

^-.O^ +^j (!)

etc., ;

where t denotes the time, p the period, and av a„ functions of
the coordinates. It follows that

.
* There is do real loss of generality in making the Kg

tfi t
.

electri, '

i! ';-!>!<'<;*;
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§r4. Now, on the electrical theory, these motions are excited by-

electrical forces, which are of two kinds, distinguished as elec-

trostatic and electrodynamic. The electrostatic force is deter-

mined by the electrostatic potential. If we write q for the

actual value of the potential, and [q] Aye for its value as aver-

aged in the manner specified above, the components of the

actual electrostatic force will be

dq _4
dx' dy>

and for the average value

spaces described above we
s of these

may write

_<%w <%]Ave

aponents i

-*>
for it will make no difference whether we take the average

before or after differentiation.

5. The electrodynamic force is determined by the accelera-

tion of electrical flux in all parts of the field, but

are not entirely agreed in regard to the laws by which it is

determined. This difference of opinion is however of less im-

portance, since it will not affect the result if electrical fluxes

are always solenoidal. According to the most simple law, the

components of the force are given by the volume-integrals

-m*> -///>• -m dr,

where dv represents an element of volume, and r the distance

of this element from the point for which the value of the elec-

to be determined. In other words, the

components of the force at any point are determined from the

components of acceleration in all parts of the field by the same

process by which (in the theories of gravitation, etc.,) the value

of the potential at any point is determined from the density

of matter in all parts of space, except that the sign is to be

reversed. Adopting this law provisionally, at least, we may
express it by saying that the components of electrodynamic
force are equal to the potentials taken negatively of the compo-
nents of acceleration of electrical flux. And we may write,

- Pot ?, - Pot 7,
- Pot \

for the components of force, using the symbol Pot to denote

the operation by which the potential of a "mass is derived from

its density. For the average values of these components in the

small spaces defined above, we may write

- Pot [|]Ave ,
- Pot [*^] Ave ,

- Pot [£]Ave
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since it will make no difference whether we take the average
before or after the operation of taking the potential.

6. If we write X, Y, Z for the components of the total elec-
tromotive force (electrostatic and electrodynamic), we have

[X] Ave = - Pot [£jAve
_'

7
i7Jv

:**Mu-*5h
j

: to represent these relations by a vector
notation. If we represent the displacement by U, and the
electromotive force by E, the three equations of (3) will be
represented by the single vector equation

[E]Ave = -P0t[U]Ave-FMAve, (5)

and the three equations of (4) by the single vector equation

[EJAre = y- Pot [U]Ave " //[^Ave, (6)

where, in accordance with quaternionic usage, p [?]av6 repre-
sents the vector which has for components the derivatives of

mAye with respect to rectangular coordinates. The symbol
fot in such a vector equation signifies that the operation which
js denoted by this symbol in a scalar equation is to be per-
formed upon each of the components of the vector.

i- We may here observe that if we are not satisfied with the

Jaw adopted for the determination of electrodynamic force, we
have only to substitute for -Pot in these vector equations,
a»d in those which follow, the symbol for the operation, what-
ever it may be, by which we calculate the electrodynamic force
from the acceleration/- For the operation must be of such a

character, that if the acceleration consist of any number of
parts, the force due to the whole acceleration will be the result-

ant of the forces due to the separate parts. It will evidently
*nake no difference whether we take an average before or after
such an operation.

8. Let us now examine the relation which subsists between
|he values of [E]Ave and [U] Ave for the same point, that is.

between the average electromotive force and the average dis-

placement in a small sphere with its center at the point consid-

*The same would Dot be true of the corresponding scalar equations, (3) and (4).

or one component of the force might depend upon all the component

-

i Met the ease with the law of electromotive force proposed by
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ered. We hav

A little consideration will show that if the average electro-

motive force in the sphere is given as a function of the time,

the displacements in the sphere, both average and actual, must

be < ntirely determined. Especially will this be evident, if we

consider that since we have made the radius of the sphere very-

small in comparison with a wave-length, the average force must

v the same value throughout the sphere, (that is,

if we vary the position of the center of the sphere for which the

average is taken by a distance not greater than the i

value of the average will not be sensibly affected,) and that the

differenceof the actual and average force at an \ point is . itirely

determined by the motions in the immediate vicinity of that

point. If, then, certain oscillatory motions may be kept up in the

sphere under the influence of electrostatic and electrodynamic

forces due to the motion in the whole field, and if we suppose

the motions in and very near that sphere to be unchanged, but

the motions in the remoter parts of the 6 eld to be altered, only

not so as to affect the average resultant of electromotive force

in the sphere, the actual resultant of electromotive force will also

be unchanged throughout the sphere, and therefore the motions

in the sphere will still be such as correspond to the forces.

Now the average displacement is a harmonic function of the

time having a period which we suppose given. It is therefore

entirely determined for the whole time the vibrations continue

by the values of the six quantities

[£]ATB , MaT« KU, [£]Ave, Mavc, [^Ave

at any one instant. For the same reason the average electro-

motive force is entirely determined for the whole time by the

values of the six quantities

[X]Ave , [Y]Ave, [Z]Ave ,
[X] Aye ,

[Y]Ave ,
[Z]Ave

for the same instant. The first six quantities will therefore be

functions of the second, and the principle of the superposition

of motions requires that they shall be homogeneous functions

of the first degree. And the second six quantities will be

homogeneous functions of the first degree of the first six. The

coefficients by which these functions are expressed will depend

upon the nature of the medium in the vicinity of the point

considered. They will also depend upon the period of vibra-

tion, that is, upon the color of the light.*
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We may therefore write in vector notation

rE]Ave=<TOAve+nU]Ave (*)

where and ¥ denote linear functions.*
The optical properties of media are determined by the form

of these functions. But all forms of linear functions would
not be consistent with the principle of the conservation of
energy.

In media which are more or less opaque, and which therefore
absorb energy, ¥ must be of such a form that the function
always makes an acute angle (or none) with the independent
variable. In perfectly transparent media ¥ must vanish,
unless the function is at right angles to the independent varia-
ble. So far as is known, the last occurs only when the medium
is subject to magnetic influence. In perfectly transparent
media, the principle of the conservation of energy requires that

should be self-conjugate, i. e., that for three directions at

right angles to one another, the function and independent
variable should coincide in direction.
In all isotropic media not subject to magnetic influence, it is

probable that and ¥ reduce to numerical coefficients, as is

certainly the case with for transparent isotropic media.
9. Comparing the two values of [E]Ave> we have

~? Pot [U]Ave - r7[?]Ave = #[U]Ave + ^[UW (8)

This equation, in connection with that by which we express
the solenoidal character of the displacements, if we regard them
as necessarily solenoidal, or in connection with that which
expresses the relation between the electrostatic potential and
the displacements, if we reject the solenoidal hypothesis, may
be regarded as the general equation of the vibrations of mono-
chromatic light, considered as oscillating electrical fluxes. For
the symbol Pot, however, we must substitute the symbol rep-

resenting the operation by which electromotive force is calcu-

lated from acceleration of flux, with the negative sign, if we
are not satisfied with the law provisionally adopted.

It is important to observe that the existence of molecular
vibrations of ponderable matter, due to the passage of light

through the medium, will not affect the reasoning by which
thj s equation has been established, provided that the nature

3 displacements to
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and intensity of these vibrations in any small part of the

medium (as measured by a wave-length) are entirely deter-

mined by the electrical forces and motions in that part of the

medium. But the equation would not hold in case of molec-

ular vibrations due to magnetic force. Such vibrations would

The supposition which 1ms

electricity possesses a certain m
affect the validity of the equation.

10. The equation may be reduced to a form in some respects

more simple by the use of the so-called imaginary quanti-

ties. We shall write t for v/(-l). If we differentiate with

respect to the time, and substitute r[U]Ave ior [U]Ave> we

obtain

~ Pot [U]Ave - /7[?]Ave » ^[UlAve " y- ^[U]av6

If we multiply this equation by «, either alone or in connection

with any real factor, and add it to the preceding, we shall obtain

an equation which will be equivalent to the two of which it is

formed. Multiplying by —— and adding, we have

yr Pot ([u]av6
-

1 ^liiJAve) -r(&w-

«

£$hJ)

= (# + .£ *)([U]^-«&[0j4
If we set

W-[U]Ave-^£[U]Ave, (»)

Q = [?]Ave - I ^ [J]Ave, (™)

&=$+l—W (11)

-r PotW-p'Q = GW. (
12>

In this equation 6 denotes a complex linear vector function,

*. e., a vector function of which the X-, Y-, and Z-components
are expressed in terms of the X-, Y-, and Z-components of the

independent variable by means of coefficients of the form
a+eb. W is a bi-vector of which the real part represents the

' * See Weber, Abhandl. d. K. Sachs. Gesellsch. d. Wiss., vol. vi, p. 593-597

;

Lorberg. Crelle's" Journal, vol. hri, p. 55.
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averaged displacement [U] Ave , and the coefficient of e the rate
of increase of the same multiplied by a constant factor. This
bi-vector therefore represents the average state of a small part
of the field both with respect to position and velocity. We
may also say that the coefficient of t in W represents the
value of the averaged displacement [UJato at a time one-quar-
ter of a vibration earlier than the time principally considered.

11. It may serve to fix our ideas to see how W is expressed
as a function of the time. We may evidently set

[UkTe = A1
cos^* + A, flini?<

-[U],,= -A, Sin * +A,eosy ,

nd

iatis,if weSetA=A
1
-<A a ,

In like

W = A<
manner we may obtain

where g is a bi-scalar, or complex quantity of ordinary algebra.

Substituting these values in (12), and cancelling the common
factor containing the time, we have

~£ Pot A - 79 = ©A- (
15)

Our equation is thus reduced to one between A and g, and may
easily be reduced to one in A alone.* Now A represents six

numerical quantities, (viz: the three components of A„ and the
three of A,), which may be called the six components of ampli-
tude. The equation^ therefore, substantially represents the

relations between the six componen
Parts of the field.f The equatic
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different from (12), since A and g are only particular values of

W and Q.
12. From the general equation given above (8, 12, or 15), in

connection with the solenoidal hypothesis, we may easily

derive the laws of the propagation of plane waves in the inte-

rior of a sensibly homogeneous medium, and the laws of reflec-

tion and refraction at surfaces between such media. This has

been done by Maxwell * Lorentz,f and others,:}: with funda-

The method, however, by which the fundamental equation

has been established in this paper seems free from certain

objections which have been brought against the ordinary Eorffl

of the theory. As ordinarily treated, the phenomena are made

to depend entirely on the inductive capacity and the con-

ductivity of the medium, in a manner which may be expressed

by the equation

mu = (£-£-!) (f p°' m*. - rffl«). p«>

which will be equivalent to (12), if

where K and C denote in the most general case the linear

vector functions, but in isotropic bodies the numerical eorin-

cients, which represent inductive capacity and conductivity-

By a simple transformation [see (9) and (10)], this equation

becomes

,i'C 0«>

where 6~l

represents the function inverse to 6.

Now, while experiment appears to verify the existence o

such a law as is expressed by equation (12), it does not show

that 6 has the precise form indicated by equation (16). IQ

other words, experiment does not sjitisiartorilv verify the rela-

tions expressed by (16) and (17), if K and C are understood to

be the operators (or, in isotropic bodies, the numbers) which

represent induction capacity and conductivity in the ordinary

*Phil. Trans., vol. civ (1865), p. 459, or Treatise on Electricity «n«
Chap. XX.

nit. voL xxii, pp. 1-30 and 205-2 10; xviii. pp. I

'.'"-- '"•

X See Fitzgei ixxi. p. 691 ; J. J. Thorns n

* * \ Phil. Mag.,
~

theory of light gives the conditions relative

media, which are required by the j

"

by Helmholtz.

boundary of different media, the phenomena
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The djscrepancy is most easily shown in the most simple
en the medium is isotropic and perfectly to

and 8 reduces to a numerical quantity. The square of the

velocity of plane waves is then equal to -—, and equation (18)

would make it independent of the period ; that is, would give
no dispersion of colors. The case is essentially the same in
transparent bodies which are not isotropic*
The case is worse with metals, which are characterized elec-

trically by great conductivity, and optically by great opacity.
In their papers cited above, Lorentz and Rayleigh have
observed that the experiments of Jamin on the reflection of

. metallic surfaces would often require, as ordinarily

(d on the electro-magnetic theory, a negative value for
the inductive capacity of the metal. This would imply that

brium in the metal is unstable. The objec-
tion, therefore, is essentially the same as that which Lord Ray-

d previously made to Cauchy's theory of metallic
reflection, viz: that the apparent mechanical explanation of the
phenomena is illusory, since the numerical values given by

at as interpreted on Cauchy's theory would involve
an unstable equilibrium of the ether in the metal,f

13. All this points to the same conclusion—that the ordi-
narv

^ iew of the phenomena is inadequate. The object of this

Paper will be accomplished, if it has been made clear, how a
point of view more in accordance with what we know of the
molecular constitution of bodies will give that part of the ordi-
nary theory which is verified by experiment, without including
that part which is in opposition to observed facts.;}:

sary to establish the general equ ;. is foreign to ti

lirtu'iiitk-s -;
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While the writer has aimed at a greater degree of rjgor than

is usual in the establishment of the fundamental equation of

monochromatic light, it is not claimed that this equation is

absolutely exact. The contrary is evident from the fact that

the equation does not embrace the phenomena which character-

ize such circularly polarizing bodies as quartz. This, however,

only implies the neglect of extremely small quantities—very

small, for example, as compared with those which determine

the dispersion of colors. In one of the papers already cited,*

the case of a perfectly transparent body is treated with a higher

degree of approximation, so as to embrace the phenomena in

When Mr. B. F. Harrison's paper, on the Eainfall

rd, appear*

riend suggested that the publication of a similar

one trom my own records would be of interest as affording a

means of comparing the precipitation of the two places.

As a result of this suggestion the following table has been

prepared. It covers a period of twenty-four years, from

January 1st, 1859 to December 31st, 1882, and, like Mr.

Barrison's, pives month by month the amount of rain and

melted snow, and the depth of snow. Middletown is in latitude

41° 33' N. and longitude 72° 39' W., and is about ten miles

northeast of Wallingford, on the eastern declivity of the range

of hills on whose western slope 1

1

i.

I deem it proper to state that, up to June 1st, 1868, the

observations were made by the late Professor Johnston of the

Wesleyan University, at an elevation of some 175 feet above
sea-level. Since that time they have been made by myself, at

a station about a quarter of a mile from Professor Johnston's
and 70 feet above sea-level.

bodies the latter part is by far the greater,
former should be the greater in some metals.

It has been remarked by Lorentz that t

would be in a measure relieved if we should suppo

1, taken literally, i
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-/. .¥. Chirh v "• Ihvon' f.n Crustacea;

Crustacea; by -

In contintu of some new Devonian Crustacea

which was published in this Journal for June, 1882 (3d sen,

vol. xxiii, p. 476), I have to add a description of some new

and extremely interesting forms allied to those there noticed,

with a few remarks on their affinities and distribution. The

species there described as Spaihiocaris Emersonii appears on

more careful investigation to have an unusual and i

vertical range through the rocks of the Chemung Period. The

mples were found in considerable abundance in the

P< :!- > i.-d.-s. in the town of Naples, Ontario Co., N. Y, hut

at the time of description were confined, as far as my knowledge

went, almost exclusively to one stratum, 550 feet above the top

of the "Transition shales,"* between the Genesee and Portage.

My companion in the field, Mr. D. D. Luther, and myself

have, during the past summer, found the fossil with the follow-

bution :

1. In the " Lower Black Band" of the Portage. 50 feet above

the "Transition shales," Bristol, Ontario Co.

2. About 150 feet above the " Transition shales," in the town

of Naples.

3. Approximately the same horizon in the town of Rich-

mond, Ontario Co.

4. In the " Upper Black Band " of the Portage, 540 feet

above the "Transition shales," Naples.
5. In approximately the same horizon, in the " Upper Black

Band," 1£ miles south of the Shaker Settlement, along Casha-

qua Creek, Livingston Co.

6. In appn.xiinat.-lv the same horizon in a cut on the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & "Western E. R, in the town of Sparta,

ndstones, Portageville, Wyoming

•

undoubted I'o- 1 • . <
,md 60 feet and

have a wide <l - of Ontario, V sites. Livingston, and I

tiiin ;i la'irm which ia a commingling of these fossils •
< ,,, i ,,<> -" 1! -:.. ..;..--

tic of the Genes* . v i

-
I! ,m' 'ort l'< *,»n> at iU s complana-

f„s U pf'tln Hamilton and Portage. ."• ,t from the base

on to the base of the Chemung proper, and a Pleurotomaria of un-

described species, abundant in the Portage.
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9. In the lowest stratum of the Chemung proper, Naples.
10. In the sandstones of the Lower Chemung in the town of

Canadice, Ontario Co.
This very wide range of Spathiocaris Emersonii without spe-

cific variation is the more remarkable on account of the com-
plete differences in the character of the faunas of which it

makes a part in the different strata. In the lower muddy
shales, its associates are the more commonly occurring fossils
of the Portage rocks. Gnn ;,,f v, , mph, lt ,itn> II., (

lumR., Cardiola speciosa EL, Lu»nhn-ar<lii<m omnium H., Car-
diomorpha {Paracyclas) suborbicularis H. In the bituminous
shales of the "Upper Black Band," it appears with remains of
the genus Pahomscus and other undetermined fish relics, and
also with an abundance of plant remains of doubtful affinities,

spores of ferns or Lycopods, and with "Conodonts" and Anne-
hdan teeth; in the Chemung in the lowest horizon with Lew-

;:•.-
.

- .:
'

•;.
:

;• •:: :-.-
:

.

.

forms allied to itself, presently to be described. Such a capa-
bility of adaptation to environments so markedly different, a
muddy or a sandy sea-bottom, or an in-shore, brackish water
swamp, such as might have produced the bituminous shales, or
if we accept Newberry's suggestion a deep-water, sob-sargossan
bottom, and all this without any apparent specific variation, is

'resting, for in the modern allies of these Crustacea
we find a very marked susceptibility to such changes.

I have in my possession a number of franmentarv and ill-

defined crustacean remains from the same beds with these
fossils, some of which have more or less resemblance to, and
may prove to be, abdominal segments, but I should hesitate to

describe any as such.
I have discovered another variation from the type of Spathio-

caris in certain specimens taken from the shales and sandstones
of the Chemung prop* ties, and in one, Cana-
dice, Ontario Co., associated with Spathiocaris Emer.<onii. with

; ^ allied in some points of the structure of the carapace.
The differences are, however, very strongly defined and generic,
as will be readily seen from this 'diagnosis of the genus.

Dipterocaris (dcTrrepoi- two-winged, *ap/f= a prawn).

.
Carapace in one piece, elongate, divided along the major axis

mto two more or less separated wings or aim. Greatest width

anteriorly through the apex or area of union of the a fa of the

These aloe approach each other in planes which,

a of union
18 not acute but rounded. Alee united medial! v for a distance

e(
jl
ual to £d or 4-th the length of the carapace, in this union the

a/« anchylosed and without hingement of any kind. Clefts

** Jouk. Sci.-Thihd Series, Vol. XXV, No. 148.-Fkbwtart, 1883.
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extend anteriorly and posteriorly from the ends of the area of

union, the anterior cleft being the shorter and its sides making

the larger re-entrant angle. The surface of the carapace is

marked with fine concentric ridge a-, in bpathiocaris but is

without the radiating lines of that genus.

Of this genus I find three species, as follows

:

DlPTEROCARIS PENNjE-D^EDALI.

Area of union of the sides of the test, or alee, extends

about ith the entire length of the carapace and is situated

anteriorly. The antennal or cephalic cleft is id the length of

the carapace, its sides generally straight, somewhat incurving

toward the apex, and making an angle of radius and circum-

ference where they meet the margin of the carapace. Posterior

cleft a little less than \ the length of the carapace, margins

curving slightly outward to meet the straight and parallel mar-

gins of the carapace at an angle of 46°. Dimensions: length,

50mm , width of each ala across area of union, 18mm. The sur-

face is marked as in all of these species by low concentric

ridges, somewhat crowded near the center, rather coarser in

this species than in the others.

In the illustration (fig. 1) the form is given unintentionally

somewhat larger than actual size, and one-half of the carapace

is restored in its proper position.

In the light-greenish sandstones of the Lower Chemung,
taken from a gully in the town of Canadice, Ontario Co., N.

Y., six miles S.E. of the village of Hemlock.

DlPTEROCARIS PROCNE.

Area of union of the alee midway between the anterior and

posterior extremities, and reaching less than one-third the

length of the test. Anterior and posterior clefts of the same

length, the margins of the anterior having a somewhat greater

inward curve as they pass to the margin of the carapace than

those of the posterior.

The anterior angles made by the margins of the cleft, and

the periphery are large—120°—but rounded. Posterior angles

sharp—45°. Sides straight, anterior curvature abrupt Dimen-
sions : length, 23mm ; width of each ala, 9mm .

Fig. 2 shows a carapace which has been flattened between

the layers of sandstone, from the same locality as the preceding.

Fig. 3 shows both alee not flattened, but probably at oearij

their normal angle. From the sandstones of the Middle

Chemung at Haskinsville, Steuben Co., N. Y.
This species differs from D. pennce-Dcedalt in these particu-

lars:
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a. The anterior marginal curvature is more abrupt and

h. The area of union is larger and medially situated.

c The cephalic and abdominal clefts are of the same length.

d. The individuals are, as far as observed, much smaller.

These details of difference are all well shown in the figures.

Dipterocaris Procne. Dipterocaris
(Enlarged 4 diameters.)

Outline of carapace elongate lanceolate, i

anterior, -Jth the length of the t *

- vancating s

Dipterocaris pes-cerv-S.

t of union of ake

Cephalic cleft short, mar-

gle of 68° in the typical specimen and

making angles of 78° with the periphery of the test- I

deft long and narrow, the margins making an angle of b with

each other, and angles of about 23
v

,

D,me
,

n "

s'ons: length 11—, width of each ala 3J"
un

.
From I

fal,sof the Lower Chemung in the cutting of the U

Lackawanna & Western Eailroad, at Dansville, Livingston Oo.,
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Fig. 4 represents the specimen natural size from which this

species is described. Fig. 5, the same, enlarged 4 diameters.

The genera Spathi- . winch have been

described by myself in this Journal as noticed above, show,

neither of them, any evidence of a dorsal suture in the carapace.

At the time of my description of the genus Spathiocaris, the

existence of this suture seemed a matter of considerable doubt,

as many of the examples in my possession were folded laterally

along a median line. More abundant material, however, places

beyond a doubt the absence of any hingement, and the fact

that the carapace is in one piece. The genus Lisgocaris was
then proposed to cover a species differing from Spathiocaris as

then apprehended, in the undoubted absence of this suture, and

though rather an aberrant form from the type of the genus

Spathiocaris, I think it wise, in the light of the additional ma-

terial obtained, to abolish the name erected for it, and to

include it under the genus Spathiocaris, the species there

described to be Sp. Lutheri. With my present conception of

these genera, I should not expect to find (though diligent and

careful search has been made) any traces of a " rostrum" or

free valve to cover the single cleft in Spathiocaris, as it does in

the genera Discinocaris Woodward and Peltocaris Salter, which

are allied to Spathiocaris in some of the grosser features, or to

cover the cephalic cleft in Diplerocaris. In Spathiocaris the

cleft seems to be posterior and for the protrusion of the abdo-

men. In Dipterocaris I am inclined to believe, for lack of any

evidence to the contrary, that both clefts were uncovered and

allowed the protrusion of the cephalic appendages as well as

the abdominal somites.

The statement of the absence of the hingement, or the dorsal

suture, in Dipterocaris, depends on these observations

:

1. There is no mark upon the carapace evincing such a

2. One example of D. Procne, having the entire carapace in

its normal position, has been subjected to pressure from above

by accumulating sediment, in just such a manner as would be

most likely to separate the carapace along a dorsal suture if

any existed, but instead of such separation the carapace has

yielded in concentric wrinkles parallel to its margin.
3. Another example of the same species, flattened in a thin

laminated sandstone, has been broken across the area between

the apices of the anterior and posterior clefts, and in such a

way as to have been left with a ragged edge.

Mr. R P. Whitfield, in this Journal for Jan., 1880 (vol. xix,

No. 109, p. 33, "Notice of New Forms of Fossil Crustaceans

from the Upper Devonian Rocks of Ohio,") has presented a

synopsis of the Ceratiocaridce based upon features of the "cara-
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pace alone, independent of the changes which take place in the
abdominal segments and in the caudal spines and appendages."
Seven sub-divisions of the family are made, the seventh of
which includes the forms already mentioned as allied to Spathio-
<-«ris and Diptrrocaris, namely, Peltocaris Salter, I>

Woodward, and also Aptychopsis Barrande and Pterocaris Bar-
rande, with this characterization. " Carapace composed of
three pieces, or apparently of three, two of which are semi-
circular, with the anterior end of each obliquely truncate, form-
ing, when the two are united, an anterior triangular notch into

which the third or rostral plate is inserted; surface concentri-
cally marked by growth lines; no nodes or ridges." None of

mi cover in as many particulars

J
this, the genera here and heretofore described by myself, and

the description is quoted in full to emphasize the fact that,

though the absence of the rostral piece can be regarded as only
negative evidence, the unity of the carapace will preclude their

admission to same footing as A and Ptero-

caris. The genus Di* ft from these three in

the fact of its lack of a dorsal suture, as described (Quart. Jour.
Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. xxii), and, with Spathiocaris and Diptero-

cam, may stand as exemplifying a new type of carapace struc-

ture provided future investigation leads to the discovery of a
rostral piece for the last two genera; otherwise they must
remain apart from Discinocaris as well as from the other genera

mentioned. All of the genera making the somewhat hetero-

geneous family of the Cnatiocandce, with the addition of their

modern representative Nebalia, have been elevated by Packard
to the value of an order with the name Phyllocarida.

I take this opportunity of acknowledging my obligation to

Mr. C. E. Beecher, of the Geological Survey of New York,
for kindness shown me in the confidence of his unpublished

observations on new forms of the Oeratiocaridce from the Penn-

sylvania Devonian, and in the loan of his beautiful drawings
for comparative study.
Smith College, Northampton, Mass.
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Art. XIII.

—

On a Method of Photographing the Solar Corona

without an Eclipse;* by William Huggins, D.O.L., LL.D.,

li,!,M

; interest in the physics of our sun

rith the varying forms which the

surae, but these would seem to ad-

s condition of its being possible to

study the corona continuously, and so to be able to confront its

changes with the other variable phenomena which the sun

presents. " Unless some means be found," says Professor C.

A. Young, "for bringing out the structures round the sun

which are hidden by the glare of our atmosphere, the progress

of our knowledge must be very slow, for the corona is visible

only about eight days in a century, in the aggregate, and then

only over narrow stripes on the earth's surface, and but from
s at a time by any one observe

c method of \The spectroscopic method of viewing the solar prominences
fails, because a large part of the coronal light gives a continu-

ous spectrum. The successful photograph of the spectrum of

the corona taken in Egypt, with an instrument provided with

a slit, under the superintendence of Professor Schuster during

17, 1882, shows that the coronal light
'

res a continuous spectrum,

as well as the other part of the light which may possibly be

resolved into bright lines, is very strong in the region of the

spectrum extending from about G to H. It appeared to me,

therefore, very probable that by making exclusive use of this

portion of the spectrum it might be possible under certain con-

ditions, about to be described, to photograph the corona with-

in the years 1866-68 I tried screens of colored glasses and

other absorptive media, by which I was able to isolate certain

portions of the spectrum, with the hope of seeing directly, with-

out the use of the prism, the solar prominences.:}: I was unsuc-

cessful, for the reason that I was not able by any glasses or

other media to isolate so very restricted a portion of the spec-

trum as is represented by a bright line. This cause of unsuit-

ableness of this method for the prominences which give bright

lines only, recommends it as very promising for the corona.

If by screens of colored glass or other absorptive media the

region of the spectrum between G and H could be isolated, then

the coronal light which is here very strong would have to con-

tend only with a similar range of refrangibility of the light scat-
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tered from the terrestrial atmosphere. It appeared to me by no
means improbable that under these conditions the corona would
be able so far to hold its own against the atmospheric glare, that
the parts of the sky immediately about the sun where the cor-
ona was present would be in some degree brighter than the
adjoining parts where the atmospheric light alone was present.
It was obvious, however, that in our climate and low down on
the earth's surface, even with the aid of suitable screens, the
addition of the coronal light behind would be able to increase,
but in a very small degree, the illumination of the sky at those
places where it was present. There was also a serious draw-
back from the circumstance that although this region of the
spectrum falls just within the range of vision, the sensitiveness
of the eye for very small differences of illumination in this

its limit of power is much less than in more favor-
able parts of the spectrum, at least such is the case with my
own eyes. There was also another consideration of importance,
the corona is an object of very complex form, and full of
details depending on small differences of illumination, so that
even if it could be glimpsed by the eye, it could scarcely be
expected that observations of a sufficiently precise character
could be made to permit of the detection of the more ordinary
changes which are doubtlessly taking place in it.

,
These considerations induced me not to attempt eye observa-

tions, but from the first to use photography, which possesses

extreme sensitiveness in the discrimination of minute differ-

ences of illumination, and also the enormous advantage of fur-

nishing a permanent record from an instantaneous exposure of
the most complex forms. I have satisfied myself by some lab-

x perimen ts that under suitable conditions of exposure
and development a photographic plate can be made to record

minute differences of illumination existing in <

a bright object, such i

subtle as to be at tl
a trained eye, and
surpass that limit.

.% first attempts at photographing the corona were made
Wlth photographic lenses, but uncertainty as to the state of

correction of their chromatic aberration for this part «>i the

spectrum, as well as some other probable sources of en
i wished to avoid, led me to make use of a reflecting telescope of

tbe Newtonian form. The telescope is by Short, with speculum

°[ 6 inches diameter, and about 3£ feet focal length. A small

Photographic camera was fastened on the side of ihe

^be, and the image of the sun after reflection by the small plane

speculum was brought to focus on the ground glass. Ihe

absorptive media were placed immediately in front of the sen-
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r of adjustable rapidity which reduced the

2 inches. This was connected with the telescope tube by a

short tube of black velvet for the purpose of preventing vibra-

tions from the moving shutter reaching the telescope. On
account of the shortness of the exposure it was not necessary

to give motion to the telescope.

It was now necessary to find an absorptive medium which

would limit the light received by the plate to the portion of

the spectrum from about Gr to H. "There is a violet (pot) glass

made, which practically does this. I had a number of pieces

of this glass ground and polished on the surfaces. Three or

four of these could be used together, castor-oil being placed

between the pieces to diminish the reflection of light at the

surfaces. Some inconvenience was found from small imperfec-

tions within the glass, and it would be desirable in any future

experiments to have a larger supply of this glass, from which

more perfect pieces might be selected.

In my later experiments I used a strong and newly made

solution of potassic permanganate, in a glass cell with

polished sides. This may be considered as restricting the light

to the desired range of wave-length, since light transmitted by

this substance in the less refrangible parts of the spectrum

does not affect the photographic plates.

Different times of exposure were given, from so short an ex-

posure that the sun itself was rightly exposed, to much more

prolonged exposures, in which not only the sun itself was pho-

tographically reversed, but also the part of the plates extend-

ing for a little distance from the sun's limb.

Gelatine plates were used, which were backed with a solu-

tion of asphaltum in benzole.

After some trials I satisfied myself that an appearance

peculiarly coronal in its outline and character was to be seen

in all the plates. I was, however, very desirous of trying

some modifications of the method described with the hope of

obtaining a photographic image of the corona of greater dis-

tinctness, in consequence of being in more marked contrast

with the atmospheric illumination.

Our climate is very unpropitious for such observations, M
very few intervals, even of short duration, occur in which the

atmospheric glare immediately about the sun is not very great.

Under these circumstances I think it is advisable to describe

the results I have obtained without further delay.

The investigation was commenced at the end of May, 1882,

and the photographs were obtained between June and Sep-

tember 28th.
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The plates which were successful are twenty in number. In
all these the coronal form appears to be present. This appear-
ance does not consist simply of increased photographic action

the sun, but of distinct coronal forms and

with different absorptive media interposed, and with the t

in different parts of the field, together with other necess;

precautions observed, makes it evident that we have r

with any instrumental effect.

The plates taken with very short exposures show the inner
corona only, but its outline can be distinctly traced when the
plates are examined under suitable illumination. When the
exposure was increased, the inner corona is lost in the outer
corona, which shows distinctly curved rays and rifts peculiar

In the plates which were exposed for a longer time, not only
the sun but the corona also is photographically reversed, and
in these plates, having the appearance of a positive, the white
reversed portion of the corona is more readily distinguished
and followed in its irregularly sinuous outline than is the case
m those plates where the sun onlv is reversed, and the corona
appears, as in a negative, dark.

Professor Stokes was kind enough to allow me to send the
originals to Cambridge for his examination, and I have his

permission to give the following words from a letter I received
from him: " The appearance is certainly very corona-like, and
I am disposed to think it probable that it is really due to the
corona." Professor Stokes' opinion was formed from the ap-

pearance on the plates alone, without any knowledge of their

orientation, and without the means of comparing them with
the eclipse plates taken on May 17.

1 have since been allowed, through the kindness of Captain

f-oney, to compare my plates with those taken of the corona

!
n Egypt during the eclipse of May last. Though the corona

js undergoing doubtless continual changes, there is reason to

believe that the main features would not have suffered much
alteration between May 17th and September 28th, when the

last of my plates was taken. This comparison seems to leave

°o doubt that the object photographed on my plate is the

corona. The more prominent features of the outer corona cor-

respond in form and general orientation, and the inner corona,

wbich is more uniform in height and definite in outline, is also

.... in those taken dur-

lng the eclipse. . . .

Measures of the average height of the outer and of the in-

ner corona in relation to the diameter of the sun's image are
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the same in the eclipse plates as they are in my plates taken

here.

There remains little doubt that by the method described in

this paper, under better conditions of climate, and especially

at considerable elevations, the corona may be successfully pho-

tographed from day to day with a definiteness which would

allow of the study of the changes which are doubtlessly al-

ways going on in it. By an adjustment of the times of ex-

posure, the inner or the outer corona could be obtained as

might be desired. It may be that by a somewhat greater re-

striction of the range of refrangibility of the light which is

allowed to reach the plate, a still better result may be obtained.

Plates might be prepared sensitive to a limited range of

light, but the rapid falling off of the coronal light about H
would make it undesirable to endeavor to do without an ab-

sorptive screen. Lenses properly corrected might be employed,

but my experience shows that excessive caution would have to

be taken in respect of absolute cleanness of the surfaces and

of some other points. There might be some advantage in

intercepting the direct light of the sun itself by placing an

opaque disk of the sun's image upon the front surface of the

absorptive screen. I regret that the very few occasions on

which it has been possible to observe the sun has put it out of

my power to make further experiments in these and some

other obvious directions.

[I have Captain Abney's permission to add the following letter

this day received from him. " A careful examination of your

series of sun-phot., .-raphs, tuk^n with ;;U. >rl>hi"; media, ''oU "

vinces me that your c] he of «W
corona with an mieelipsed sun, is i'uih established. A compan-

plioto-TMph- with -< htained during the eclipse

which took place in May last, shows not only that the -vueral

features are the same, but also that details, "such as rifts ami

streamers, have the same position and form. If in your ease the

coronal appearances be due to instrumental causes, [ take it that

telipse photographs are equally untrustworthy, and that my
and your reflector have the same optical defects. I think

ta at

Dec. 15,

.... optieal detects.
hat evidence by means of photography of the existence

- ' .rly shown in the one case as in the other.
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Art. XIV.—An Account of Observations oft,

1882, made at ike Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, Cali-

fornia; by David P. Todd, M.A., Professor in Amherst
College. (Communicated by the Trustees of the James
Lick Trust.)

In a letter from Captain E. S. Floyd, President of the
received at Amherst the 7th November last. I was

nvited to direct the observations of the transit of Venus at
the Lick Observatory. I went to Washington t

Bible, accompanied by Mr. J. L. Lovell, of Amherst, whom 1
had selected to have charge of the photographic operations
in connection with observing the transit. While there, Mr.
Lovell received from Professor Harkness and Mr. Rogers such
instructions in regard to the special photographic manipula-
tions as our limited time would permit. We left Washington
on the morning of the 14th November, arriving in San Fran-
cisco at noon the sixth day after. Here we were met by Mr.
Ihomas E. Fraser, the Superintendent of Construction of the
Observatory. A few hours sufficed for the purchase of such
portions of the astronomical, photographic and mechanical
outfit as bad not already been provided ; and we were
enabled to arrive on the summit of the mountain early in
the evening of the 21st. Two weeks then remained before
the day of the transit, for completing the unfinished portions
°f the photoheliograph, mounting and adjusting the same, and
making all the photographic and other preparations. Very
httle time ran to waste, and through the consecutive and uni-
formly harmonious exertion of every one on the mountain

—

no one failing in the least of that enthusiastic appreciation
w hich alone could have insured the early attainment of our
end-all the apparatus was readily brought into its final con-
<n*on of certain, conv- working.

Meteorological—It was our good fortune that the conditions
of weather during these two weeks were, in general, very favor-

able for this preparatory work. No snow fell, and on only
two days had we any rains—these very slight. Violent winds
interfered with our operations on three or four days. The
temperature was rarely below 50°, and most of the time above

At midnight, the 30th November, the sky cleared, after

three and a half days of continuously cloudy weather. From
that time, until the afternoon of December 7th, we saw no

• nor night, which could interfere in the least with
a
jy observation we had to make. Thin cirrus was floating

abOve the summit on the morning of the 2d, but it had van-
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ished completely within two hours ; and on three or four occa-

sions clouds were observed very near the horizon, but they

never rose. The wind blew in 'fitful gusts night and day the

3d and 4th, and the morning of the 5th. But very soon after

12 o'clock, that day, the winds entirely subsided, and for the

next fifty or sixty hours the utmost tranquility prevailed, the

temperature never falling below 60°. and rising to very near

70° in the shade at noon on the day of the transit.

Optical—The sun rose about 7 o'clock, December 6th, with

Venus a good way on its disk. The planet was observed by

Floyd at intervals throughout the time of transit, with

the twelve-inch equatoreal of the Observatory ; and with this

instrument he made several < I ruwings, and observed the two con-

tacts at egress. The photographic operations were suspended

just before the two contacts; and I observed these with the

four-inch transit instrument, mounted on its reversing carriage.

Photographic—The horizontal photoheliograph, with which

the pictures of the transit of Venus were taken was constructed

by Alvan Clark & Sons, and is, in all essential parts, entirely

similar to those made by the same makers for the American

Transit-of-Venus Commission. The general theory of this in-

strument was first published by Professor Harkness in volume
xliii of the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society; and

subsequently by Professor Newcomb in the "American ()i<-er-

vations of the Transit of Venus," 1874, Part I, where a detailed

description of the instrument, with plates, is also given.

The Lick photoheliograph, like all the others, has an objec-

tive five inches in diameter. Its forul length is almost exactly

40 feet—that is, about -^th part greater than the mean focal

length of the eight instruments of the Commission. The
diameter of the mirror is a little greater than seven inches

;

and, unlike the instruments of the Commission, the mechanism
supporting the mirror is compactly connected with the clock-

work which drives it—all being mounted on a single pier.

The objective was mounted on an adjacent pier, and the plate-

holder on a third pier coming up in the interior of the photo-

graphic house. These piers were all set in the meridian of the

transit instrument, and were laid up of brick, their foundation

being in the rock of the mount,): ir size suffi-

ciently large to insure their absolute stability in every part.

The first pictures with the Lick photoheliograph were made
with dry plates by Captain Floyd, November 19th, two days

before I arrived on the mountain. These confidently assured

me that the instrument, although not then in adjustment, and
'

i lacking, was capable of work of the best sort,

xposing-slide had not been provided by the

makers ;
this, however, arrived within two or three days, and
r:
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was immediately put in place. The jaw-micrometer and
the measuring- rod were received on the mountain in due
time before the transit. Three piers were built at once be-

tween the transit house and the heliostat, for supporting the

tripod of the engineer's level to be used in finding the level-

error of the photographic telescope. The tube of this telescope,

about thirty-eight feet long and without diaphragms, was
cut near the middle, and the half near the objective removed.
A tube was then made, about nineteen feet long, of thin plates

of iron, diaphragms of sheet lead being inserted as the several

sections were riveted together. This tube was a half inch less

in diameter than the original tube, and was slipped inside of

the remaining half of it—thus giving an air-space between the

two tubes, in addition to that between the wooden awning and
the exterior tube.

A hood fifteen inches square was made of card -board to

cover the plate-holder and the upper part of the pier on which
it rested. This was blackened inside, and hinged to the wall of

the photographic house, so that it could be pushed up and out
of the way when the plates were being put into the holder or

taken out. The hood was always pulled down before making
the exposure, and thus the momentary flash of light through
the photographic house on drawing the exposing -slide, was
entirely obviated.

Great care was taken to prevent the mishap of fogged plates

from any light falling upon the sensitive film other than that

of the sun from the first face of the heliostat mirror. After

the adjustments <>f the heliostat and objective were complete,

the following test was applied :—a section of thin iron pipe

two feet long and five inches in diameter was fitted with a stop-

per at one end, and painted jet black outside and in. The
sun's image was adjusted centrally on the reticle-plate, the

clock-work maintaining it there. The pipe was next set up at

various points between the objective and plate-holder, the

stopped end being toward the photographic house. Then the

pipe being so adjusted that its axis was coincident with the

axis of the photographic telescope, the eye of an observer

located south of the plate-holder, and looking north through

the tube, would readily detect the presence of any object

which appeared sufficiently luminous to affect the sensitive

plate.

The first photographs of the sun by the wet process- which

was adopted in making all our pictures of the transit—were

taken November 27th ; and we soon after began the accumula-

tion of ample data for the precise determination of the photo-

graphic focus of the objective. Sets of photographs, ranging

from five to twelve, were taken on six different days, the posi-
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tion of the plate-holder being duly changed and recorded be-

tween the several photographs of each set. Before the plate-

holder was secured in its final position, each photographer had
critically inspected all these plates ; and without conferring

with any one else had made a memorandum of the numbers of

those plates in each set which he regarded as indicating the

best focus. In addition to this, nearly all the trial-plates were
examined independently by Captain Floyd and Mr. Fraser, and
all of them on two separate occasions by myself. Nearly all

the different determinations were, when collated, in surprising

agreement; and the adopted setting of the plate-holder could
not have been in error by so much as the uVytb part of the

focal length of the objective. In point of fact, the position of

the focal plane was definitely indicated to the goVs^ part.

The superior definition of the photographs of the transit was
an entire compensation for all this trouble.

The first photograph of the transit of Venus was taken at

19h
1 l
m

, local mean time. The exposure was l£ s long, and the

slit 3InO wide. Only a very faint image came out on the

plate. The fourth exposure, somewhat shorter, and with the

slit the same width, at 19h 17m
,
gave a picture sufficiently in-

tense for measurement; but the vertical diameter of the sun
was something like £

in shorter than the horizontal one, and the

limb was not well defined. Plate No. 13, at 19h 50m,
slit

l
ln,

in width, and exposure S *4 long, is the first photograph
of real value, though the five immediately preceding it may be
worth measuring. The width of the slit was gradually reduced
as the altitude of the sun became greater, being successively
u
-75, in -5 and f

ln
, until at 21h 20m , it was set at a width of

in
-25, and was so kept until the end. The exposures were

quite uniformly s -25 in length.

Three records of the times of exposures were kept—one au-

tomatically on the chronograph, the circuit being broken at the

precise instant when the middle of the slit passed the central

vertical line of the reticle-plate; a second record, by myself,

taken from the mean time chronometer in the dark room, and
set down at once in the photographic record ; and a third record,

kept in the transit house by Mrs. Floyd, assisted by Mrs.

Fraser, the approximate time of the exposure-click of the chro-

nograph-armature being taken from the face of the sidereal

chronometer. As neither the observation of the mean-time
chronometer time of the exposure, nor the automatically re-

corded sidereal-chronometer time, could properly be regarded
as complete without the corresponding number of the photo-

graph, this latter was, in every instance, made equally a matter

of observation with the time itself; and no plate was ever

exposed until I had myself seen and recorded the number it
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bore. The chronograph was attended by Professor Welcker,
late of the University of California, who made also the obser-
vations with the thermometer and barometer.

Thirteen reversals of the plumb-line were made during the
period of the exposures. The exposing-slide was moved to the
east and to the west, alternately with each exposure, this order
never being varied for any reason whatever. I in

moved the slide, and made all the necessary entries pertaining
to each picture in the photographic record myself. The tem-
perature of the photographic house, in which there was no fire,

was frequently read from a standard thermometer, the range
being from 65°'7 at 19h 51m , to 75°-4 at 23h 38m . This latter

was the time of the last exposure preceding interior contact at

egress. After I had observed this contact optically, ten addi-
tional exposures were made.
Of the Photographic Record proper there are three copies ; the

original was deposited in the vault of the Observatory, the

duplicate is now in my possession at Amherst, and the triplicate

was left in the safe of the Lick Trust Office, San Francisco.

The total number of plates exposed was 147. Subtracting
from this number all those exposed at the beginning of the
day, the ten made between the two contacts at egress, a few
worthless ones, and all others of doubtful value, the total num-
ber of plates which are available for micrometric measurement
cannot fall far short of 125, and may somewhat exceed that

Before the plates were finally packed in the boxes I made a

comparative estimate, based on a somewhal
of the value of these photographs of the I

was taken up in order, and a mark assigned to i

A, A-, B-f, B, B-. ' The mark A means that the plate was
judged to be of the very first quality, and capable of the most
accurate measurement, Those marked A— are a shade infe-

rior. Second grade plates are designated by B, those a shade
better, but not so good as A—, being marked B+ ;

while
those not quite up to the grade B are marked B— . A few
were judged to be worth only a still lower mark, C. The
result was as follows:

A 71 I B 9 )

L8

Total, 123

Mr. Lovell was ably assisted in the photographic work by
Mr. Milton Loryea, of San Jose, whose services were very

kindly rendered to the Observatory without compensation, and
bj Mr. A. P. Flaglor and Mr. O. V. Lange, who were engaged
from San Francisco.
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Storing of the Photographic Plates, etc.—After the quality of

the photographs had been noted in detail, they were carefully

packed in boxes of the ordinary pattern, and these latter stored

in the upper part of the vault forming the interior of the brick

pier, which supports the twelve-inch equatoreal. Tests for

absence of moisture were applied to this vault, and as it has

the means of pretty thorough ventilation, it is difficult to see

how the photographs could be in a more secure place.

Four of the photographs were brought bv Captain Floyd to

San Francisco and placed in the vaults of the Safe Deposit

Company of that city. Within a few days I have sent him the

numbers of twenty-four additional plates which he intends

bringing down at an early day for safe keeping in the same

place. These twenty-eight plates are so selected that in the

event of destruction of all those remaining on the mountain,

they will of themselves give a very satisfactory record of the

transit as seen from Mount Hamilton.
i Before I left the summit for San Francisco, there were also

stored in the Observatory vault the following parts of the pho-

toheliograph, the constants of which have yet to be investigated

:

I. The measuring-rod (in five sections).

II. Tliei.

VI.

All these were so marked that no doubt can ever arise in re-

gard to the station at which they were used. In addition to

the five-section rod used in determining the focal length of the

hie objective, there is on the mountain another rod,

of similar pipe-rnai.-nal, which ha* been raivfully compared
with the principal rod. This additional rod was left in posi-

tion over the tube of the photographic telescope. It is made up
of three lengths of pipe, put together in the ordinary plumber-
fashion, the joints being so marked that the lengths may be

brought up always to the same relative position to each other.

In the possible event of loss or destruction of the five-section

rod, this additional rod will at any time give the focal length

of the photographic telescope with nearly equal accuracy.
In conclusion, it is proper that I should remark the full gen-

erosity with which the entire outfit for our work on the moun-
tain was provided by the Trustees, and which, while it was in no

sense lavish, contributed very largely to the success so gratify-

ing to us all.

Lawrence Observatory, Amherst, Mass.,
January 16, 1883.
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Art. XV.—On the Antenna of Meloe; by Franklin C. Hill.

The antenna of Meloe, male, is so peculiar in form that it has
been described by every coleopterist who has seen it, and ap-
parently by some who have not.

This peculiarity consist? in a geniculation or hinge involving
the fifth, sixth and seventh joints.

The descriptions of this hinge given by European writers varv
greatly, even to the extent of locating it in different joints and

tmbers of joints, in the same species, M. proscarabceus
being the one most commonly described, and their drawings
are equally varied, very few giving any true idea of the struc-

1
Meloe angusticollis $ .

Right antenna x 8.

The American drawings of M. anguslicollis which I have
met with only differ from each other in badness, and the de-

scriptions are worse than the eats. In Harris's ''Injurious In-

sects" the hinge is located rightly though badly drawn, and in

Packard's "Guide" it is worse "drawn and wrongly located,

while Le Baron in his " Fourth Eeport," in making a copy of

Packard's cut, preserves the errors in the antennas, and adds a

variety of others in the tarsi and abdomen. Both European
Am. Jock. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 146.-February, 1883.
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and American authors apply a number of terms to the antenna?,

as "twisted and knotted,'' "remarkably swollen and knotted,"

" writhed or distorted," etc., which do not at all describe it,

and no one with whom I have met takes any notice of the

remarkable flexure between the sixth and seventh joints which

leads me to speak of the geniculation as a "hinge;" and of

course they do not hint at a use for the hinge, while one of our

best entomologists assured me recently that no use ha? been

found for it.

My drawing shows that it is made up of the fifth, sixth and

seventh joints. The fifth is club-shaped, the distal end e.\ panel-

ing suddenly inward and downward. The sixth is flattened

and nearly square, when seen from above, the outer distal cor-

ner being rounded off. Viewed sideways it is slightly arched.

The seventh joint is also flattened and when seen sideways has

a sigmoid curvature. There is considerable mobility between

all the joints involved, but it is greatest between the sixth and

seventh, the latter of which folds down until its swollen top

almost, if not quite, touches the projecting top of the fifth,

making a sort of clasp.

This power of grasping something implies something to be

grasped ; and after some years of watching, having captured

a pair of the beetles last October, I had the pleasure of seeing

what that something is, and now can hardly believe that others

have not also seen it, though I am unable to find their record.

The use is evidently sexual.

In M. artgmticollis, the male, after placing his moui
the occiput of the female, kept up a brisk motion there with

ins tropin, at the same lime e ; Ins antenna?

and clasping hers in his hinges, at about the sixth joints.

There seems to be no peculiarity in the antennas of the

female, unless it be that the sixth joi'nts are a little lm_< r tha i

the others, and that there is a slight flexure between the sixth

and seventh.

Often, as he closed his hinges, the female drew her antenna?

out of them, only to have them seized again at once. When
she allowed him to retain them for a moment, he would move
backward, drawing her antennas with his like a bridle. My
observations have not succeeded in obtaining further facts;

but they are sufficient to convince me that the hinge is

"directly connected with reproductive i'tmetions."' although
assured to the contrary on very high authority.
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III. On Hypersthene-andesite;* by Whitman Ceoss.

In the course of the investigation of some apparently normal
lesites, of the most typical variety, occurring at the

Buffalo Peaks in South Park, Colorado, the writer found that

a large part of the pyroxenic constituent possessed the crystal-

line form and chemical constitution of hypersthene rather than of
augite. The comparative study of similar andesites from this

country and from well-known European localities has forced
him to the conclusion that in very many, if not in all of them,
augite is decidedly subordinate to a rhombic pyroxene, which
is presumably hypersthene. As this conclusion, if proven to be
correct, affects materially the current classification of andesitic

rocks, the grounds upon which it is based will be concisely
stated.

Hypersthene-andesitefrom Buffalo Peaks, Colorado.

The rock in question occurs in mass, associated with a
number of other andesites, prominent, among which is a normal
hornblende-andesite, and too in fragments imbedded in an
important scries of volcanic tufas, also of andesitic character.

For further information concerning these rocks, the reader must
be referred to the forthcoming "Keport upon the Geology and
Mining Industry of Leadville, Colorado," by S. F. Emmons.
The rock with which we are now occupied is very compact,

almost black in color, showing macroscopic-ally a large number
of small glassy feldspars, and a few dark, green grains. The
ground-mass in which these crystals lie has a dull vitreous

luster. When examined under the microscope in ordinary

light the rock seems to be an augite-andesite of very typical

composition and structure. Clear plagioclase crystals and

pyroxene in small crystals and irregular grains, with magnetite

and apatite, are the only mineral constituents to be re

Tin -e larger individuals lie m a ground-mass composed of deli-

cate staves of plagioclase, light green microlites of pyroxene
and minute octahedra of magnetite, with a glass base between

them, which is usually clear, though sometimes devitrified by
light brownish globulites.

* This article is an abstract of a paper to be published as a Bulletin by the U.

S. Geological Survey. I ts «i for several
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The description so far would answer for almost any repre-

sentative of that sub-group of the andesites usually spoken of

as " original " or " normal augite-andesite," or as " Augit-andesit

im engeren Sinne," and which is found with unvarying elamu--

teristics in Hungary, Transylvania, the Andes of South Amer-

ica, in many islands of the South Pacific, and in the Western

United States.

When, however, the pyroxene crystals and grains of the

Buffalo Peaks rock are examined in polarized light, it is clear

that a large portion of them do not belong to the monoclinic

augite. If, in the first place, all those individuals of which the

vertical axis seems to lie in, or nearly in, the plane of the thin

section, be examined, it is seen that much more than half of

them are vei t all of these extinguish

light parallel to the vertical axis. The others are not visibly

dichroic, and extinction takes place at a very decided angle,

usually approaching 40° from the vertical axis.

If, on the other hand, those crystals which are apparently cut

at right angles to the principal axis ( judging from cleavage and

outline) are tested, more than half of them are found to extin-

guish light when the diagonals of the prism, as indicated hy

the best developed cleavage planes, coincide with the principal

sections of the crossed Nicols. In the remainder there is a

very pronounced variation from this action, and one which is

not reconcilable with a normal monoclinic or rhombic pyroxene.

The limited space of this article prevents an extended discussion

of this latter point, which will, however, be fully treated in the

bulletin mentioned in the introductory note. It will here suffice

to say that from the observations made upon a large number of

pyroxene rocks, it seems probable that a triclinic species exists

with a crystalline form closely imitating that of the monoclinic

system and of a composition identical with common augite.

To return to those dichroic longitudinal sections which extin-

guish light parallel to the vertical axis : they are pale green in

color when that axis is perpendicular to the principal section of

one Nicol and greenish-yellow to yellowish-brown when it lies

in the Nicol section. The changes cannot be exactly described

where the position of the lateral axes is undeterminable. In

cross sections neither mineral exhibits marked dichroism. The

pleochroism observed in this case does not seem to differ from

that often described for the "augite" of the andesites. It is

also true that a section of augite parallel to the orthopinacoid

cannot be distinguished optically from rhombic pyroxene, as

both give extinction parallel to the prismatic axis. It is. how-

ever, unreasonable to suppose, even for a single thin section of

a massive rock, that any large proportion of the augifc

of which the prismatic development can be seen are by chance
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so situated that the ortho-axis falls in the plane of the section.

In all of the sections prepared from the various specimens of

Buffalo Peaks "augite-andesite," a majority and usually a large

majority of the prismatic sections of pyroxene gave extinction

parallel to the vertical axis.

Believing that the optical behavior indicated the presence of

rhombic pyroxene in this andesite, and bearing in mind the

results obtained by Fouque* in his researches on the Santorin
lavas, an attempt was made to confirm the microscopical deter-

mination by the isolation and analysis of the questionable

mineral. The method of procedure adopted was the same
which was used by Fouque".* A specimen of rock was chosen
in which according to the microscopical diagnosis the rhombic
pyroxene predominated but slightly over the other, which will

be called augite for convenience, though much of it differs

optically from that mineral, as has been described. After
being suitably crushed, the rock-powder was treated with strong

hydrofluoric acid until all but the iron-bearing minerals, pyrox-
ene and magnetite, were dissolved. The latter mineral and
such crystals of pyroxene as contained inclusions of it were
then extracted with a magnet The microscopical exam-
ination of the residue showed more clearly than ever that two
distinct minerals were present, the one markedly pleochroic

and seemingly rhombic, the other having the appearance of

ordinary augite. This mixture was then further treated with

HF1 until about one-half had been dissolved. The remainder
was found to consist almost entirely of the pleochroic mineral

with but a very small amount of the augite. This residue was
then subjected to a quantitative analysis.

In this manner the apparently rhombic mineral was isolated

from two different rocks from Buffalo Peaks, and the operation

was repeated for one of them. Both the isolation and the

analysis of the mineral were performed by Mr. W. F. Hille-

brand, chemist to the Rocky Mountain Division of the Survey.

The results obtained are presented in the following table.

Analysis I is of the whole rock; II and III of portions of the

mineral isolated at different times from the rock analyzed; IV
of the same from another rock; Vf the analysis given by
Fouque for the hypersthene of a Santorin lava; VI f hypers-

thene from Labrador.

*F. Fouque. • Sun fori n. ct s > .Tuitions," Paris, 1879, p. 190.

f Santorin et ses eruptions, p. 195.

iJ.D.Daa ay, p. 210.
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In analyses III and IV the total amount of iron is given

protoxide, the small quantity of available material rendering

satisfactory results impossible. An amount corresponding :
that given in II is to be considered as sesquioxide. The Mn<>

of III is taken from II. and is undoubtedly very neatly correct.

the portions being derived from the same rock. The micro-

scopic investigation of the material giving results II and III

showed an almost total absence of any other substance than im

tene. Not more than one per cent of the materia] coold

possibly be considered as augite. The method of ol>t;m>r -

the material preserves the crystalline form for most in

so that on being mounted in balsam the great majority of the

grains lie with the vertical axis in the plane of the slide and

the extinction can be clearly seen. In the rock which
the material for IV the hypersthene is much better form

the augite, and the powder of hypersthene finally obtained CO

i rj gtakfattj as well developed as those figured by

Fouque for one of the "Santorin lavas* In IV is included I

small amount of feldspar attached to hypersthene grains. _an<i

which could not be dissolved without losing too much of the

latter mineral.

The results obtained, in connection with the optical proper-

ties of the mineral, fully justify the application of the name
:>i to the pyroxene, which, in all of the Buffalo iV;m>

rooks of the type under discussion, is by far the pred<

bisilicate. The three analyses given arc all very near the theo-

retical requirements for normal hypersthene, being in fact niuen

nearer than that given by Fouque
5

, though the correctness of his

determination has not been questioned.
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Results of the comparative study of the so-called " Augite-
andesites."

The limited space of this article does not allow a full dis-

cussion of the grounds upon which the conclusion reached by
the writer is based. They are, however, stated at length in the
forthcoming Bulletin.

A careful study of thin-sections of all the "augite
"

of the normal type referred to above which are at the command
of the writer, some 31 in number, and repiv-t tinu especially

the rocks of Hungary and the Western United States, shows
that a rhombic pyroxene is more abundant than augite in each
and every one of them. This statement, rests chiefly upon the
numerical ratio found to exist between those prismatic sections
of pyroxene, giving extinction parallel to the vertical axis, and
those with oblique extinction. In every case examined the
number of the former is greater than that of the latter. In
some rocks no distinctly monoclinic pyroxene could be found.
Such evidence cannot because there is a pos-

sible position for a monoclinic prism in which it cannot be dis-

tinguished from a rhombic by the test of extinction. The fre-

quency with which such a position is liable to occur in massive
rocks may be fairly ascertained by testing the extinction of

Hornblende in diorite, or of augite in diabase, in the manner
above indicated.

It may be thought strange that the true character of the
pyroxene, in so many well-known rocks, has so long escaped
detection. A single" instance will here be cited, however,
which will serve "to partially explain the fact. The single

by Roaenbuscb, in bis standard
work, "Die mikroskopische Physiographic der massigen Ges-
teine," p. 480, has been annihilated by Dr. E. Hussak with the
following casual remark: "Eine an neuem Materiale unter-

nornmene optische Untersuchung des augitisehen Gemeng-
theiles ergab, dass derselbe nichi r mbisch. vvie er bisher

bezeichnet warde, sondern monosymmetrisch ist, da in den

fonalen Langsschnitten desselben der eine optiaebfl

Hauptschnitt der Langsaxe nicht parallel geht, sondern schief

zu derselben steht. und die Auslosr-huugssohiefe zu iiber

30° gemessen wurde. Das Gestein ist demnach ein echter

Augit-andesit." (Neues Jahrbuch, etc., 1880, i, 290.) Hussak
Imd previously examined the original material and pronounced
'
'<• d( s -nation hypersthene-andesite as correct,* Upon finding

some augite> in another specimen from the same locality, he

•'includes that it is "echter Augit-andesit.'' This latter conclu-

sion is often cited, and so far as'is known to the writer has not

* Terhandl. d. k. k. geol. Reichsanstalt. 1878, p. 338.
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been questioned. This case simply illustrates the fact that

most observers have not considered the possibility of two

pyroxenes occurring together in the andesites, and the results

obtained by Fouqul, who isolated both augite and hypersthene

from the Santorin lavas, have been passed over as interesting

but unique.

In conclusion, the writer must not be misunderstood as

claiming that all so-called "augite-audesites," of the type

described in the beginning of this article, are hypersthene

rocks. It is a fact, however, that all of that type which are

accessible to him seem to be so, and that no hypersthene rock

has been found in any other structural variety of the andesites.

Chemical investigations are now in progress upon several

well-known rocks of Hungary which are cited by Zirkel and

Rosenbusch as types of " Augit-andesit," and the results will

be communicated at an early day.

Denver, Colorado, December, 1882.

The collimation constant of a trai

determined by one of the four following methods:
1. By observations of stars in reversed positions of the

2. By reversal on a collimator or very distant terrestrial

object.

3. By combining observations made with the spirit level

with nadir observations.

4. By Bessel's method, in which two horizontal collimators

(placed on opposite sides of the instrument and having their

optical axes parallel) are used.

The last two methods are usually employed in cases where,

on account of the construction or size of the instrument, it is

not advisable to reverse it very often; or, as in case of the

Greenwich circle, where the instrument cannot be reversed at all.

As the greatest possible accuracy is sought with instruments

of this class, it is especially desirable to vary the processes by

means of which the instrumental constants are obtained. The

various results derived, besides serving as a check on data

otherwise obtained, furnish means for investigating irregular

vnrintions in the so-called constants, due to changes in the

material of which the instrument is made.
The method which I am about to propose for finding the

collimation constaut, without reversing or disturbing the in-
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A light but rigid framework is hung from the pivots of the
horizontal axis, the arms being of such a length that the tele-

scope can be turned to the nadir. The whole arrangement
being similar to a hanging level with this difference—in place
of a level tube is substituted a plane mirror, securely held in

such a position that when the telescope is pointed to the mirror
the optical axis will be nearly normal to the reflecting surface.

With the aid of an adjusting screw one of the arms can then
be lengthened or shortened until the middle transit wire and its

reflected image are nearly in coincidence. The horizontal wire
is then brought into coincidence with its reflected image by
slightly rotating either the telescope or the hanging collimator
about the horizontal axis.

Let ra^the distance of the middle transit wire from its

reflected image; positive when the image is on that side of the

wire which is toward the clamp. m,=corresponding distance

after the collimator has been reversed. c=collimation constant
—then

The collimation constant is therefore positive (for clamp west)

so long as the algebraic sum of the distances w, and t\ is a

negative quantity.
If the pivots on which the instrument rotates are not of the

same diameter, the expression for c will evidently become

p being the angle included between the axis of rotation and a

rectilinear surface-element of the frustum of a cone having for

bases those circular sections of the pivots which rest upon the

wyes, the upper sign being used when the clamp pivot is the

larger.

On account of the length of the arms of the collimator,

inconvenience may be experienced in its reversal unless some
changes are made in the'castings through which the arms of

the hanging level must pass before the instrument can be lev-

eled. This seems to be the only objection that is likely to be
raised against the practical application of the method to instru-

ments now in activity. The film of silver, if kept properly

-covered when not in use, will last for years before resilvering

will be necessarv.
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I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On metallic Thorium.—Nilson has succeeded in prqmi in-

pure metallic thorium and in determining its properties. For

solving twice precipit ated thorium hydrate in hydroch

adding two molecules sodium chloride for each one of the thorium

chloride, and evaporating in a platinum dish. The dry r >i<tu

was freed from moisture by heating nearly to ignition in a ifut-

tube through which dry HC1 gas was passed. A tube o1

iron was used for the reduction. First a Fiver of pure dry sodium

chloride was introduced, then the double chloride in altt-rii;ii ih-j:

me cases age•n<_aivd t« -«;!, i Tiu • crvsta

ak. Uol'alii

tip to 100° He
giving a t and l

ide. Its ath
idev fused so
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•ides treated with hydrogen sulph
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This after washing, was dissc

acid, the oxalates washed, d

then treated with sulphuric acid which dissolved it completel
To obtain the - ! ior book advantage of the fa

observed by Berzelius, that the anhydrous sail was easily solubl

requiring 20 parts of water, while the hydrated salt required y

parts ; and further that the former must be preserved in ice-co

water, since on raising the temperature to 20°, the hydrated sa

reezing point vras heated on the water bath tc

d sulphate came
sulphates. On evaporation, the mother liquor

reral repetitions of t hi-

)ure. It was auain precipitated

cashed and dissolved in [IC1, a-a

tin dissolved in 1 101, converted 'in

: was obtained
e

]

i, the hydrate v

Phys., V, xxvii, 229, Oct.; 1882.

4. On Catechol-orthocarboxylie acid.—Of tl

the formula C
6
H

3
(OH)

a
. COOH which theory i
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already been produced. Miller has now prepared the sixth,

which'has the carboxyl and the two hydroxyl groups in the posi-

tions 1:2:3 respectively, and which he calls catechol-orthocar-

boxylic acid. Two different methods were used: in the first,

catechol (pyrocatechin) was heated with ammonium carbonate

and water in a sealed tube to 130° to 140° for 14-16 hours. In

the second, para-iodsalicylic acid was heated with an excess ot

potassium hydrate. It forms wart-like groups when anhydrous,

melts and decomposes at 204°, gives i deep l>] i. eoloi ition w t!

Fe.Cl, which changes to violet-red with Na
2
C0

3
, is easily soluble

in hot water, alcohol and ether, and gives with lead acetate a

flocculent precipitate.

—

J. Chem. Soc, xli, 398, Nov., 1882.

5. Conservation of Solar Euer</>/~Siemens replies to the

objections of G. A Him, Comptes Rendus, Nov. 6, 1882, and

shows from the experiments of previous investigators that the

temperature of the photosphere of the sun cannot far exceed that

of the greatest electric light we can produce, and canii"t be •'•

therefore, from 2800° C, and that the dissociation urged hy Hn-i;

would not take place. In regard to absorption in interstellar

space, Siemens cites the experiments of Dr. J. W. Draper and ot

Professor Langley, and the opinion of many astronomers, that

thousands of stars exist in space whose light is frittered away

and never reaches the earth.

In regard to the mechanical resistance exerted by the gaseous

matter which Siemens supposes to exist in space, Siemens cite-

the experiments of Mr. William Fronde (Iiritish AssociatieD,

s of solids in fluids. From

rged body moving with uni-

form velocity in a perfect fluid—that is, a fluid five from vis-

cocity, in which no friction is caused by the gliding of its parti-

cles over each other or over the surface of bodies—would n
r

meet with resistance of any kind. He applies this experiment
'

hi- theory, and strives to meet the objections of M. Him.—
Comptes Rendvs, No. 22, Nov. 27, 1882, pp. 1037-1043. J. t.

6. Conservation of Solar Energy.—U. G. A. Hirn replies to

Siemens, and reiterates his ..pinion that the minimum temperature

of the sun is 20,000° C, and that the dissociation to which he

calls attention in his previous p.n- r will occur. He also main-

tains ids conclusions in regard to the density of the fluid tilling

interstellar space. The fraction —- kc. expresses a value of thi*

l0 .. o f

density which. supposed to exist, would render the existence ot

planctarv atmospheres impossible.— Comptes Rendus, No. 24,

" 1882, pp. 1195-1198.
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mercury unit.

—

Annalen der PhysiJc wid Chemie, No. 13, 1882,

8. Approj-riix'ti I'hntouxtr'"- M> •i.oimaents of Sun, Moon,
Cloudy /Sky, Electric and other artrpci.il li

;/
/,/,s~ sir William

Thomson having referred to the experiments of Pouillet, from
which that author infers that the energy radiated hy the sun is

equal in British units to about 86 footpounds per second per
square foot at the earth's surface, or about one horse power to
every 6£ square feet of the earth's surface, proceeds thus in his

calculation : Take, however, instead of the sun an ideal radiating
surface of a solid globe of 440,000 miles radius. The distance of
the earth being 93,000,000 miles, the radius of the sun is equal to,

in round numbers, 1 -200th of the earth's distance; hence the
area at the earth's distance, corresponding to one square foot of
the sun's surface, is equal to 40,000 square feet. The radiation
on this surface is 40,000X86 or 3,440,000 foot-pounds, which is

therefore the amount of radiation from each square foot of the
sun's surface. This amounts to 7000 horse power, or 50 horse
power to the square inch. The normal current through

working in the filament is 61'6 ampere-volts or Watts (a Watl
representing the unit of activity of the ampere-volt). To reduce
to horse power we must divide by 740, and we then find about
<m<-i welfth of a horse power for the electric activity in a Swan

m inch in dianie-

thus l-9th of a
square inch, and therefore the activity is at the rate of three-

iomtio of a horse power per square inch. Hence the activity of
the sun's radiation is about sixty-seven times greater than that of
a Swan lamp per equal area. At the conference on Electrical

Units which met in Paris lately, a suggestion was made to use as

a standard for photometric measurements the incandescence of

melting platinum, and very interesting results an 1 methods in

with the proposal were presented to the meeting.
Sir W. Thomson prefers for approximate
ford's photometer to other photometers, and clai

•d of the light incident upon

that the moonlight was e<
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candle at a distance of 230 centimeters. The luminous intensity

of a cloudy sky was found at 10 a. m., one day also at York, to

be such that light from it, through an aperture of one square

inch urea, is equal to about one candle. An experiment on sun-

light, Glasgow, Friday, Dec. 8th, 1882, showed at one o'clock

that the sunlight was of such brilliancy that the amount of it

coming through a pin-hole in a piece of paper of *09 of a centi-

meter diameter produced an illumination equal to that of 126

candles. liy cutting a piece of paper of such shape and size thai

it would just oriipso i he tlamc of a candle, and measuring ih<

area of the piece of paper, 2'7 square centimeters was found u-

the corresponding area of the flame. This is 420 times the area

of the pin-hole, and therefore the intensity of the light from the

sim's disc was equal to 126X420 or 53,000 times that of a candle

flame. This is more than three times the value found by Aragc

tor the intensity of the light from the sun's disc as compared with

that from a candle flame.

—

Electrical Review, vol. xi, Dec. -' >.

1882, p. 490. J. t.

9. Dr. Siemens Address to the Society of A rts.—This addn-
contains an interesting calculation of the cost of lighting huge

areas by electricity. The Parish of St. James in London was

taken as an illustration. Its population, according to the ccnsit»

of 1881, was 29,865, it contains 3,018 inhabited houses, and it-

area is 784,000 square yards, or slightly above a quarter ot a

square mile. To light a comfortable house of moderate dimen-

sions, to the exclusion of other methods of lighting, would require

about 100 incandescence lamps ot from fifteen to eighteen candle-

power each, that being the number of lamps employed by Sir W
Thomson in lighting his house at Glasgow. Eleven horse power

' required to maintain these lights,

f St. James would require 33,
r '" '

been proved that the light _,

lires 1,200 incandescence lamps, which represent the expendi-

of 133 horse power; and about one-half that power would

e to be set aside for each of the large public buildings in the

sh, constituting an aggregate of 2,926 horse power; nor does

general estimate cover street lighting, and to light the six

a half miles of principal streets of the parish with electric

t would require per mile thirty-five arc lights of 350 candle-

er each, or a total of 227 light's. This taken at the rate of 0'8

er, making a total of 3, Ids horse power for purposes inde-

dent of house lighting, being equivalent to one horse power per

tbited bouse, and bringing the total requirements up to 109

ts=twelve horse power per house. Assuming that the bulk

lomestie lighting remains to the gas companies, and that the
<•: light ix introduced into private houses only at the rate ot

— J
-scence lights per house, the Parish of St. .lames

be provided with electric energy sufficient to work

7,042 effective horse power; this is equal to about
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one-fourth the total lighting power required. Siemens estimates
the cost of the plant at £177,000. Electricity can he produced in

London at about one shilling per |0,noo ampere-volts or Watts
(74i; Wuts being equal to one horse power) per hour. Extend-
ing the St. James Parish calculation to the whole of London,
>iemens estimates that to light it to 25 per cent of its total

"lighting requiiement would require an expenditure of capital of

£14,000,000, without including lamps and fittings, thus making
an average capital expenditure of £100,000 per district. To
extend the same system over the towns of Great Britain and Ire-

mates that the cost of* - nee is 21 s. '.U d. per
lamp for a year, while to produce the same luminous effects in a

good argand burner costs -J!) s. per year. This shows that light-

idescenee is decidedly cheaper than lighting by gas.

On the other hand, gas companies pay large dividends and can
sell their gas at much cheaper rates than at present. Arc light-

ing is far cheaper than lighting l>v incandescence.

—

Electrical
Review, vol. xi, Nov. 25, 1882, pp. 408-411. j. t.

10. Die magneto-elekt it.<'!)< *> >>/,</ </,,„,/,,,<,-, hh-trhdu n JA/.W<-
nun n,,<1 ,ln xoyendimtci, .<»,, ,,,<!a ,- llatt, ,•/< h , mit besonderer
/: /•.«./ '// diff i/rn ( <,».sf,-H, -h'u, i dargestellt von Gustav Glaser-
DeCew. 263 pp. 12mo. Vienna, 1882 (A. Hartleben's Verlag).
—This volume is the first of a proposed series of ten which ate
intended to form an electro-technical library. The titles of these
volumes, ;is given in the prospectus, include all the important
subjects invoked in the practical applications of electricity, such
as the transmission of power by electricity, electrical lighting and
heating, galvanic batteries, telegraph, telephone, electro-plating
«i'd soon. The interest felt in all i hoc subjects at the present
time is so deep and wide-spread that a series such as this, if well
carried through, cannot but be highly useful. Volume I of this

series now published, discusses the\afi

11. A TrJt)l ,!,',
t \ I>: ">l,\ „„,.; < '"T-lio-.i,*,

George Luj*ge, Ph.D., F.C.S. 8vo, pp. 383, j

(John Van Voorst).—The same qualities of accur;
ness and logici -iinguished the a

able "Treatise on Sulphuric Acid and Alkali," ai

present work. It is not very long since coal tar
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vas puzzled to dispose of. We
it was taken out to the open sea

\ thrown overboard for the want
t. The researches of Hoffmann
light oils of coal tar and tin

preparation of pure benzene on a large scale, and, soon after, el

uitro-benzene (Ksseuce de Mirbane) as a substitute for the essen-

tial oil of bitter almonds, led the way to coal tar distilling on a

limited scale; but the great impetus which this industry re-

ceived was from the discovery of the aniline colors—aniline be-

ing derived exclusively from coal tar. From that date (18S7)

technical chemists have devoted much study to the investigation

of coal-tar products, and science has been enriched by the dis-

covery of many new hydrocarbons. Dr. Lunge's treatise is a

model of what such a work should be. He handles the -uhject

as only an original investigator can and not merely as a compiler.

His main purpose is a clear and full explanation of the methods hy

rated. He does not encumber his book with the transformation-

and deviations of these products, that being the special work of

the chemical manufacturer. The work is profusely illustrated hy

excellent wood-cuts, mostly to scale, of all the newest and hest

forms of apparatus in use in the business of the distiller of coal-

tar products and the treatment of ammoniacal liquors. The
best analytical methods for determination of purity and estima-

tion of quantity are set forth with scientific accuracy. For the

technical detail's, with which this treatise abounds, the reader

interested in this line of chemical industry must consult the

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Note on Jointed Structure; by W. J. McGee.—While
collecting statistics of quarry industries in Iowa for the Tenth

Census, during 1881, the writer made some observations bearing

on the nature and origin of jointed structure. The rocks ex-

amined are mainly dolomite^ ami pure or aririllaee. m> limestone-.

and all exhibit more or less perfcei jointing. Two classes of

joints (differing only in width) are recognized bv the quarrymen,
viz: "clay seams" and "dry seams." The general type, a*

shown in fifty or more quarries, consists of two systems of " clay

seams"* crossing each other at large angles, with' two systems »i

"dry seams" also crossing each other at large angles hut ap-

proximately bisecting the angles formed b\ the principal system-.

'I he phases presented are, however, quite variable: either of the

two classes, or either system of either class may be absent, «u-

additional and generally less conspicuous systems—sometimes so

blending with the predominant classes as *to separate the strata

into eithei irregular or tolerabK regulai polvgonal blocks—may
be introduced; and the two classes pa-> imperceptibly into each
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other. Moreover, the blocks themselves, in all rapidly deteriorat-

ing rocks, tend to break upon exposure (especially t'o frost) into

prismatic fragments bounded by lines coincident or parallel with
_• systems. There is every evidence that these jointage

planes are superficial : In working downward or back from the
iiu'i' of the quarry the "dry seams" diminish in number and die

out, and the "clay seams" attenuate and pass imperceptibly into

"dry seams" which finally, in the deeper quarries, nearly or
wh.-ily disappear.

It was at first supposed that the phenomena could be satisfac-

torily explained by the contraction theories recently advocated
by Kinahan (this Journal, last vol., p. 68), Crosby (Geo). Mag.,
viii, p. 416), and others; but from the judicial presentation of the
whole subject, by Gilbert (this Journal, last vol., p. 50) it ap-

s that these theories are alone inadequate. It may therefore

i suggested that the vertical compression and consequent lateral

expansion of beds beneath areas of deposition may produce in-

cipient slaty cleavage along certain lines perhaps determined by
crystalline "structure, and that the vertical expansion and conse-

quent lateral contraction of the same beds when lightened by
denudation, and subjected to cooling and desiccation, may de-

velop such lines into jointage planes.

2. The Climatic Changes of later Geological Times; by J.

I). WnrrxEY. Part III, 265-394 pp. 4to. Cambridge, 1882.

Vol. vii, No. 2, of the Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative
/.»>.. i,,o-v at Harvard College.— In the preceding Part of Professor

Whitney's work on "Climatic. Changes of later Geological

Times," noticed in a recent volume of this Journal,* the author
stated his conclusion that a gradual diminution in the intensity

of solar radiation had been the principal source of the change
in the earth's climate, and that it went forward through the suc-

cessive geological periods uninterruptedly, to the end of the Ter-
'iirv period. In Part III, he reaches the further conclusion that
tins gradual change was continued through the Glacial era to

the present time, and that a warmer ocean for greater precipita-

tion was the chief cause of Glacial conditions.

The author makes a comprehensive survey of the present dis-

tribution and limits of glacier regions, and. of the faet< illustrat-

ing their mode of formation, dealing especially with their depend-
ence on the amount of precipitation. He thus considers the facts

from South America, Asia, Europe, and the Polar regions, giving
under the latter head a detailed account of the Greenland ice.

He dwells at length on the oscillations in the extent of glaciers

in the Alps and other -lacier regions, and discusses the several

explanations of these changes which have been offered. Fie

points out, also, that even in Polar regions large areas are im-

part of the year without snow, and consequently u ithoiil glaciers.

In the remarks on the climatic condition of the Glacial era.

the facts reviewed are stated to sustain the propositions—now

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol XXV, No. ! 4ii. —February, 1883.
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generally accepted—that precipitation is one chief requisite for

the formation of glaciers ami for fixing their limits ; and that a

genera! glaeial era for ! lie whole earth at any one time is an im-

possibility; and also the following, about which there is gen-

eral but not universal agreement, that a lower i»j:<i» temperature

than the present did not exist in the Glacial era,

The conditions of the Glaeial era next come under considera-

tion ; and, on the basis of the facts, another proposition is sus-

tained—now pretty generally admitted—that the ice of that era

did not make a "polar ice-cap,"' and that the two large glaciate'!

areas of the globe were that of Scandinavia and the surround-

ing country, and that of Northeastern America. He observes,

with regard to the other areas of ice, that they were not on so

grand a scale "as to make it necessary tu admit the existence <>f

conditions of climate or topography, or both, considerably dif-

ferent from those now prevailing over the same portions of the

earth's surface." And, with reference to this subject, the facts re-

specting the present and former glaciatioti of these and other

areas are considered a1 length, namely those relating to the

former extension of the glaciers of the Alps, the Caucasus, the

Himalayas, the Thian-Schan Mountains, the Altai and other

regions. The review shows wide research, and is presented as

favoring the conclusion that there was much less ice in those

glaeial areas than has been supposed to have existed, and not

enough to make it appear that glacial conditions, or climates

colder than now, were general even over the higher latitudes

(north of 40° to 50°) of the Northern hemisphere.
Next, the limits of the two largest areas—those of Scandinavia

and Northeastern America are considered, and with the same re-

sult in the author's convictions— that iln.se who have investi-

gated and discussed the subject, both Kiiropean and American,

have made the glacial areas very much larger than actually

existed. After this review—which in all parts leaves a desire

for more decisive tacts, and for a fuller statement of some on

record that have a different bearing Professor Whitney announces

as "most clearly" established, that " the Glacial epoch* was a local

phenomenon, during the occurrence of which much the larger

part of the land-masses of the globe remained olimatoiogically

entirely unaffected ;" that "a higher imam temperature was com-

patible with a greater extension of the irlaeicrs;" that "there

must be copious precipitation, which, although locally in the form

of snow, can in reality be otilv the result of a hitrh mean tempe-

rature in other regions;" that, in the words of Frankland in 1^-
"the sole cause of the glacial epoch was a hio-her temperature of

the ocean than that which obtains at present" (a view which, as

Professor Whitney states in a note, Professor Frankland modi-

fied in 1877 so as to make simply -a hi-h t
,,-", are of the sur-

face of the sea a necessary condition of the G!a< ia! epoch'*) ;
that

there has been "a progressive dim , ut t< mperature on

the earth's surface during the geological ages, and from the very
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earliest time when land began to exist from the conditions of
which light on this subject could be procured."
The physical conditions producing the warmer sea are not con-

sidered by Professor Whitney, nor those by which a warmer
ocean—from : ; . warm winds as well as exces-

there is abundant record even in California and Colorado as well
as in other colder countries. The argument for narrower limits to
the glacial regions than have been laid down, which for North-
eastern America is made up more of supposed reasons for doubts
than of positive facts of personal observation, can be best met by
a new reference to the accounts of original investigators, and by
the collection of new facts in this direction. The writer will

udy of the " New Haven region" in an
lal.

uthor does " Professor Dana" much more than justice in

the remark that " his authority is almost exclusively followed by
the younger workers in Geology in this country ;" for, in connec-
tion with this subject of the Glacial era, the various State geolo-
gists, younger or not, have had knowledge and judgment enough
to gather extensive ranges of facts from over the country, east

and west, and put forth their well-labored conclusions for his and
Others' acceptance; and they are leading him onward siiil further
to deductions with respect to the " terminal moraine" or southern
limits of the ice, extending from Long Island through New Jersey,

Pennsylvania and other States, to Minnesota. Professor Whitney
points out that the writer has greatly changed his opinions with
the progress of the science by quoting, in a note referring to his

recent views, the views he held in 1863. The writer is open to

further changes of opinion where new facts may require tin in ;

and he will have some to present in the forthcoming article.

3. Tenth Annual Report of the Geological and Natural His-
tory Survey of Minnesota; for the year 1881. N. H. Win-
chell, State Geologist. 254 pp. 8vo, with three fine maps and
several plates. St. Paul, Minn., 1882.—Professor Wmchell pre-

. . discussion with regard to (I)

the age of the Keweenaw cupriferous red samht, „„.<, .-<h,ihs </„./

conglomerates; (2) the light-colored horizontal sandstones of the

south shore of Lake Superior in Wisconsin, liohUn.j F,ic<>i,h

and Scolithus; and (3) the St. Croix sandstone containing Lin-
gular and Trilobites.

After a comparison of the rocks and their fossils with those of
the Potsdam and Calciferous of the Eastern United States, he
derives the conclusions: that all three are of Lower Silurian;

that th> oldest group of the vicinity of western Lake Superior is

the Anitnikie group' of Hunt, which includes slates, <ptart/.yte

and some dolomite, and which on the northwest shore of Lake
Superior, in Thunder Bay, carries ores of silver; and that it is

probably Acadian (Menevian) in age ; that f
*

'
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overlaid by the Cupriferous (No. 1, above), and "so far as evi-

dence goes" it appears in Minnesota to graduate into this over-

lying formation conformabl y ;" that the overlying Nos. 2 and 3,

which consist <>1' ln.ri/.. iceous sandstones with

some dolomitio layers near tin- top, and at some points lie uncon-

formably on the tilted copper-bearing rocks (No. 1), and whose

in.iii v fossils (including among the Trilobites 6 species of Ih'ctH>>-

c, l»l,< ilus, 8 of Conocephalites, 3 each of Ptychaspis and Agnostw
and others), show a relation in age to the Quebec group, though

(HutiousU assigned to the Potsdam period by Hall. Professor

Winched is hence disposed to consider the St. Croix sandstone of

the age of the Quebec group. [At present it seems probable that

the Quebec group in the east will ultimately become divided

between the Calciferous and Chazy.] The red sandstone forma-

tion of Keweenaw is stated to be "locally changed to gneiss.

syenyte, and hard red quart zytes, as well as interbedded with

doleryte and mixed with gabbro."
Professor Winchell also states on page 112, in connection with

a description of Minnesota rocks, that about Heaver Bay a reii

conglomerate occurs changed to red syenyte; and that the altered

rock was in a plastic state, as shown by its running in belts and

veins through the trap and the associated feldspar rock. " The

feldspar masses are geologically from the same rock as the Rice

Point gabbro, and both are the result of copious, and perhaps one

of the earlie-t, ig us outflows of the Cupriferous."
The Report also contains description- and ligun - of some fresh-

water Entomostracan and other Crustaceans of Minnesota, by ('.

('. Ih.nuicK. Two species of Decapods are mentioned as occur-

ring in the rivers of the State, Cambarus virilis Hagen. and the

species, here first described and named, C. signlfer.

Flooded L«k< Winn >'/»</.— In the prefatory' '•summary state-

ment" of the Report, a notice is given of the present view- of Mr.

Warren Upham with regard to flooded Lake Winnipeg, to which,

as stated on page 433 of the last volume of this Journal, he has

given (unfortunately we think) the name Lake Agassiz. Mr.

Upham makes the lake to have covered not merely the Red Riwr
prairie region of loess (which bears evidence of lacustrine condi-

tions), as stated by General Warren and others, but to have

spread far eastward of this limit over the upper prairie (which is

characterized by coarse deposits such as mark fluvial and drift

conditions) ; and to have probably covered Red Lake under 50 or

loo ieet oi water, Lake ol the Woods under about 200 feet, the

at

•rting tins con-

elusion consists n, -beach lines.- of which t lure are three. The
evidence that these supposed beach lines were of lacustrine origin

and not fluvial is not given in this brief summary.
In explanation of the conditions of water-level it is stated that

the beaches "have been ascribed to the operation of the glacial

period in the epoch of its decline, when the ice still existed to the
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north to prevent northern drainage. The same obstruction [the

ice] must have existed in the Red River Valley, and, in the
opinion of Mr. Upham, its attraction was sufficient to move the

mass of the water toward itself, arid to cause an ascending «/,<./>

Hue in that dir> ction. Any such barrier, operating inversely as

the squares of its distance from different parts of the lake, would

if 2,000 feet thick, would have been equivalent in mass to less

than an 800-foot layer of rock ; and the rise against such an ice-

harrier at hake Winnipeg would, have been, it the water extended
i er fifty feet- -g i v i 1

1

g t o the shore-

lineol'the great lake a dope very dith rent trom what observations
show to have been the fact. While such conditions (the surface
heing -till hc,l) help nothing the southward flow, they make

dency of flow northward beneath the ice. J. d. d.

4. Geological Survey of Pennsylvania,—This Report of the

Board of Commissioners to the Legislature, dated Jan. 1,1883,
states that the survey of the Sfc 1 and topo-

_ rap ideal, is mostly completed, only a few areas remaining, the
study <>f which will occupy the year !8s:;. The work has gone

'in

:

!vn!hra!-ite'

l

!e'i' \,u'Thi h na^'n" Tp "^Ttv*"\$V l

bibitof the structure, position and thickness of coal-beds and
;ociated rocks, with that completeness of underground detail

flu it will render the maps and sections an aid and guide to the

il-worker of the future as well as present time, the progress of

.' survey is necessarily slow. Three years more will complete

ectly and indirectly, millions of dollars in taxation," the

lount required for three more years is confidently looked for
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nervis Gopp., Sphenopteris Geinitzii Gopp., Hymen
Levi'kurtl Gein., a species of Schizopteris.—Bull. Mus. <'<»/<},.

Zool., Cambridge, Mass., vol. vii, No. 8.

6. Nximmulitlc deposits in Florida.—Specimens of a white

or yellowish-white friable limestone, from the vicinity of the

Cheeshowiska River, Hernando County, four miles from the

coast, consist chiefly, according to Mr. Angelo Heilprin (Proc.

Acad. Sci. Philad., 1882, p. 189) of Nummulites of tin genu>

Nummulina. They are of one species which he names N. Witt-

coxi, from its discoverer Mr. Joseph Willcox. It is remarkable,

as stated by the author, that the accompanying fossil mollusks

are of specie-, more recent than Hooeno, even lirin;/ ipn-U*
;

•

:
;< uf.rtf, viz : <U<iud'ut<<

l
„n-<dltl<', p<il»,H,,<t Wnjfnn'r,.

AmpuMaria depressa. But the genus, Orl>it<>id<s, which h;t<l it-

largest development in the Upper Eocene, is also present, indu-at-

ing, with " little or no doubt," that the rock fragments "derived

their t'aunal character from deposits of a more ancient formation,'
1

either Eocene or Oligocene; and the original beds may possiblj

be now submerged.
7. Lapparenfa Trait'e <[< G'eologU.—The last part of this very

8. Pot-hohs },, ,'!„ /{,;„,.>• Vnll, ,/,
'

Wtst.'fn'nttr CnUHttJ. X* ' r

,

Y»rJ;.— In the Transactions of the New York Academy of

Sciences, Xo. S of vol. i. May, ISS2, Dr. N. L. Beittov descnV-

large pot-holes in line-grained gneiss, west of the Bronx, twe t"

three miles north of Williams Bridge. One, about 9 feet deep

and 10 feet in diameter at middle, is "at bottom 18 feet above the

present level of the stream; and another about 10 feet deep is 20

to 22 feet above.
9. Sulphur deposits at Cove Creek, in Millard Count;/. South-

ern Ctnh.—The publication cited from in the preceding paragraph

contains a note by Mr. T. C. lit ssm.i. on the Sulphur deposits^'!

Cove Creek. At this place fifteen mines have been " Located,

few of which have been developed to a slight extent. At one

place the sulphur occupies a nearlv extinct solfatara; at others lt

impregnates and cements beds of tufa, or linos fissure- with

crystals. Two miles south of the fort at Cove Creek tt

occupies nearly a circular crater 1200 feet in diameter, and at its

center the impure sulphur has a depth exceeding 25 feet.

Sulphur depositions are still in progress from escaping vapors.

A mile north of Cove Creek, at the Philadelphia Mine, i

ii^uiv

in trachyte is lined with sulphur crvslals; and at tin- M-inum-tli

.Mine, Hssures and openings in dark-colored Carboniferous lime-

stone. A volcanic cone southwest of Cove Creek stands on the

Mammoth Mine line of fracture and faulting.
Tlie deposit of gypsum associated with the snip! ;

times eight feet thick, and those of alum, two feet. Hot spring

10. On Sonn /;/^W-//.<
|
/> ( (^M»',s'-.1.A(/;/,-.vV l 7,;/

,

r in tin-!"!, -
h.iah t/ixfri-'t in South ( ) re, >,l.ind.—The so'dalite-sveiiite and as-
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ntly studied by J. Lorenzen of Copenhagen. The chief
'

' ie rock are a greenish-white feldsp
and sodalite; there also occur eudialyte, nephe

jldspar, arfvedson-
r eudialyte, nephe-

lite, lepidolite, umigmatite, and a new mineral called steenstrupir
also at one spot ilvaite with calcite, and finally some zeolites, in

particular analcite and natrolite. It is noted as a point of special
interest that the association of minerals is very closely the same
as that observed in the syenite of Langesundsfjord in southern
Norway. The author gives the results of careful analyses of the
arfvedsonite, fegirite, sodalite, nephelite, eudialyte, ilvaite and
lepidolite. The mineral called steenstrupine is named after Mr. K.
J. V. Steenstrup of the D;uiisli (xeological Survey of Greenland.
It occurs massive, also in indistinct run ed crystal's, the edges and
planes appearing as if gnawed. Rarely the crystals admitted of
partial leterminniiou

; they were concluded to be combinations
of the basal plane with one or two + rhombohei Irons ;i:id perhaps
a — rhombohedron ; for the angle between the basal plane and
the fundamental rhombohedron was obtained 128° approximately.
The color is brown, streak nearly white. Hardness =4, specific

gravity =3-38. It fuses rather easily before the blowpipe to a
gray dull bead. An analysis yielded :

Si0 2 Ta2 5 Fe a 3 Al a 3 ThO* MnO CeO LaO, DiO CaO Xa aO H3

27-95 0-97 9-71 241 7-09 420 1066 17 ;04 3"09 7"98 7-28= 98"38

No attempt is made to calculate a formula since more analyses
:u'e needed to establish the chemical composition.

11. A Treatise on the Metallurgy of iron, etc. ; by A. Bauer-
man, F.G.S. 5th edition, revised and enlarged. 515 pp. Lon-
don, 1882 (Crosby Lockwood & Co.).—This excellent little book
is now so well-known that it needs no extended notice. The
filth edition, recently published, includes considerable additions,

discussing especially the Siemens and Bessemer processes for the

bare of steel; notices of important deposits of iron ores
in Spain, northern Africa and elsewhere have also been given.

12. Materialien zur Mweralogie Russlands, von N. von Kok-
scharow. Vol. viii, pp. 331-432. St. Petersburg, 1882.—Volume
viii of Professor Kokscharow's great work on the Mineralogy <>f

ftassia is completed by the one hundred pages recently published.
fiie species discussed are: analcite, vauquelinite, aragonite, chio-

1'te, ehodneflite, vauquelinite (and laxmannite, the two being
shown to be identical), chrysolite, wulfenite, amphibole (nephrite;

mica, rhodizite, crocoite, perofskite, pachnolite. Of these species,

vauquelinite and wulfenite art' treated to extended monographs;
the descriptions of the others are supplementary to monographs

appeared in some earlier part of the work.
13. Notes from the Lahorxtnrg <>ffh, Ciir, rti/y <>/ Virginia.—Recent numbers of the Chemical New- have contained a con-
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i of Notes of Work by Students in the Laboratory of t

University of Virginia, under the charge of Professor .1. ^

Mallet. The following analyses arc extracted. An analysis

allanite from Bedford Co., Va., by W. T. Page, yielded :

Si0 2 A1 2 3 Ce 2 3 Di 90, La90, Fe*O s FeO BeO MgO
26-10 6-34 33-76 1634 1-03 3'21 4-76 0'52 0"54

specimen was Mack, compact wit!, pitdidike luster: sj

vity 4-32. It is remarkable for the high percentage c

specially of didymium.

i of tetrahedral

epresents more nearly the c

earlier one by R. Haines, (tin

lgs in the bed of Brush Creek; the

5 milligrams. Some of the gn
attened scales, often twisted, v

Similar grains, accordi

s of Burke Co., N. C.

ilysis of colorless minxtite in slender hexao-onal crystals

Richmond mine, Eureka, Nevada, afforded F. A. Massie:

. all l.\ W. IT. S. u,'i.
';

tl - analyses lm<

I in this Journal. 1. t will -ut * na i e of tl -

has been analyzed by W.
bournonite and stylotvpin

had acr\stalline struct nre.

Specific gravity 4-89. The
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The copper is stated to be present, one-half as cuprous, one-half
as cupric sulphide.

Native Palladium Gold, from Taguaril, near Subara, Minas
Geraes, Brazil, has been analyzed by W. II. Seamon, containing
8 -

2 per cent palladium; specific gravity 15-73, the color was dark
or bronze-like.

14. Analyses of Danburite from Sn-;t :: , rfamf.- --The occurrence
of danburite on the Skopi, Switzerland, has already been noticed.

The following analyses, 1 by Schrauf, 2 by Bodewig, (Z. Kryst., vii.

391) show that it corresponds exactly with the American mineral.

Si02 B,Oa CaO Fe3Os , Al 3Os ign.

1. 48-92 [26-88] 21-97 1-87 0-36= 100-00

2. (|) 48-66 2809 22-90 0"23 0D8 ...= 99-96.

15. Native Lead and Minium in Idaho; by W. P. Blake.
(Communicated).—These comparatively rare species are found

together in the midst of masses of galenite at the Jay Gould
Mire, Alturas County, Idaho Territory, not far from Bellevue.
The metallic lead is 'in small rounded' masses or grains from an
eighth to one-quarter of an inch in diameter, and sometimes in

irregularly renifonn bunches, weighing an ounce or more. The
red oxide is in the form «>!' coatings or crusts on the metal.

Neither are abundant.
16. Topaz from Stoneham, Mains.—At the meeting of the

New York Academy of Sciences held Nov. 7th. 1882, Mr. G. F.

Kunz announced, the discovery bv him at Si-mi-ham, Maine, of

topaz in Hne and large crystals in habit resembling the Russian.
The largest <>| the more transparent ones measured about three

inches in the direction of the macrodiagonal, and two and one-

half parallel to the vertical axis. The color is of a bluish and
greenish tint. Some of the large opaque masses were parts of

crystals measurinir one foot across. Associated with these were
riphylite, columbite ; one mass of the latter

occurring at

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. On the occurrence of Formic and Acetic A<-i<k in Plants,
antf (heir jdiysiological importance in Metastasis; by Dr. K.

Bergman*. '(P.ot.'Zeif., Oct. and Xmv., 18*2.)—Since the detec-

tion of acetic acid in plants by Fourcroy and Vauquelin in 1809,
and of formic acid by Ddbereiner in 1831, these substances have
'^'ii found in many species of plants. Availing himself of a

modification of the'silver method as a test for the latter acid.

Dr. Bergmann has examined a large number of plants for the

purpose of determining under what conditions the acids are

1 what part they play. His results are briefly summa-

(1.) Formic and acetic acids occur in protoplasm throughout the
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whole vegetable kingdom. They f

different parts of plants, and are present both in pla

contain chlorophyll and in those which are devoid of it

(2.) They are constant products of metastasis in vegetable pro-

(3.) It is probable that other members of the series of volatile

fatty aoids (propionic, butyric, caproic and perhaps the whole

x'ries) have a verv wide diffusion throughout the vegetable -world.

(4.) There is an increase in the amount of volatile acids in a

plant in which assimilation has been arrested by withdrawal of

light, and in which the state of inanition has supervened.

(5.) Formic and acetic acids are probably produced by retro-

grade metamorphosis.

(6.) In a plant subjected to a temperature below that of the

minimum of growth, and at the same time deprived of light,

there is no increase in the amount of volatile acids.

(7.) The formation of these acids appears therefore to be some-

how independent of the resiurat ory process.

(8.) In all probability they result from the splitting up of con-

stituents of vegetable protoplasm. o. l. g.

2. Conspectus Florae JEuropcece, seu JEnumeratio Methodiea

I'hcnta.nii,, ]'h<i/tero<jamarum Europce Indigenarum, indic.ttio

<i;*tr>biitto„ix (h'txjra^hh'n sintjiilanun, etc. Auctore CakOLO
Frider. Nyman. Orebro Suecige, 1 878-1 882, pp. 858, 8m—Wi
have noticed the three earlier parts of this work, and may now

announce its completion. It is the best substitute for that <>>-

*/,/, ratvn i. a Flora of Europe, and, from its compactness, extremely

useful even if we had such a Flora. Dr. Nyman hopes to hring

our a Supplement, to contain later discoveries, in which he will

give the Ferns and their allies, perhaps the Characece also. He
will add, likewise, a full index of species and synonyms, which

has been prepared for the present volume, but was omitted for

want of room. a. g.

3. Flora JBrasttiensis.—Dr. Eichlek has made progress with

this great work since our last announcement. We now have

fasc. 86, in which Dr. Drude completes the Palmce ; fasc. 87,_

containing the Asteroid and Innloid Compos/tir, by Mr. Baker ot

Kew; and the thin fasc. 88, containing the Haloragem by Dr.

Kanitz, of Klausenburg. The first and the last of these terminate

volumes. a. g.

4. Flora of British India, part IX.—This part completes the

third volume (Caprifoliacem-Apocynacece), of 708 pages, 1880-

1882, and being issued at the close of the latter year, shows g 1

progress. The greater portion of this part i
\'<i,; :inniro' to Stlr</-

doracecB) is the work of the indefatigable and acute C. B.

Clarke ; the large and difficult order Apocynacece by the editor,

Sir J. D. Hooker. Among the Gaultheriadike Ericacem is a

J>;i>!>r»*;a.' xemi-h,fera. The American ChU>ge»e*. put in I'"'-

<•/„,./ on account of its technical character, though otherwise

Uaullheriadike, has u> ovary half or two-thirds inferior; all going
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to show that the Vacciniece should rank only as a suborder of

5. Causes determining the Distribution of Oceanic life in
depth.—Prof. T. Fuchs has publish..] an important paper on this

subject in the Vienna Geological Verhandlungen, No. 4, for 1882.*
He arrives at the conclusion that while temperature is a chief
cause of the distribution of littoral species, amount of light is the
prominent limiting cause in depth ; and that this cause determines
the limit between " that which we distinguish as a littoral fauna
and a deep-sea fauna;" in other words, ' ; that tl>, littoralfauna is

nothing but thefauna of light, and the deep-seafauna tin ft una
r;/^^////,^.^,^•.•

,,

an- 1 that this is true also for the main part iii fresh

Prof Fuchs remarks that the limit to which light penetrates
downward, according to Secchi, Pourtales and Bouguer, is 43 to
50 fathoms, but saying, in view of the occurrence of nullipores
at 180 fathoms, that a feeble amount may penetrate farther;
and after a wide survey of facts from the ocean he arrives at this

depth as that of the boundary between the two faunas; the <h,p-

sea fauna becoming very abundant, the world over, below this

limit, and especially at about 90 to 100 fathoms, as shown in the
deep-sea corals, echinoderms, and other species ;f while much the
larger part, of the littoral species are confined within 30 fathoms
of the surface. The following table presents some of the facts:

Cruise oft

The passage from one fauna to the other occurs between 30 and
•'*' bit homs; but at the same time there is in the tropics below
the 30-fathom line an extremely sterile region with few animals.

that continues to a depth of about 80 or 90 fathoms, which inter

mediate sterile zone is unknown in the temperate and colder seas.

Vitreous sponges occur most abundantly at 90 to 100 fathoms.
Those of the Philippines live at depths not below 100 fathoms,
and several species occur near Barbadoes, between 80 and 100

fathoms, along with numerous species of deep-sea corals and some

* Verhandlungen der k. k. geologiscli.ii No. I. pp. 55-68;

and, translated (by W. S. Dallas), in the Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., for January. The
above abstract is made from the latter.

t The following are enumerated as the most characteristic types of the deep-

Of corals, Oculinidae, Cryptohelia and various aolil

sponges; Orinoi - «, Hyocrinus, Bathyc

'.
: ;

'

!

..l
,

:

"
- :

Lepidopidae, Trachypteridre, Macruridse and Ophid
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To the common observation that surface arctic species extend

along the cold depths of the ocean toward the equator and the

antarctic seas, Prof. Fuclis savs that these arctic species arc few

and not characteristic kinds; and that some are not littoral

species, but from the deep-sea as elsewhere.

Prof. Fuchs speaks of the abundant life in the arctic seas not-

withstanding ih,.. coldness of the waters, the u aiperature ranging

between 28° F. and 35° F.; of a temperature suitable for tr«»pi<-:ii

species (70° F.) in the Red Sea down to a depth of (500 fathortW,

and yet, as far as known, the lit tend species do not extend deeper

than in other seas ; of vitreous sponges, deep-sea corals, Brachio-

pods, etc.. living, between Norway and Iceland., in waters having a

temperature between 30°-2 and 28
b,
4 F.; of similar kinds, and many

of them the same in specie., ..comr'nig at the -aim depth of ^ -t-

I

s

.. ii i a!* - Plateau, in waters at 44° to 56° F.; and on the Euplec-

lella grounds near the Philippines, in waters at 59° F. (Semper I,

and off the ishu.d ol'Cclm. in i',!l -s R ( Moselev.) Ti

of these and other facts, unfavorable to the idea that temperatun

wouderim;

Prof. Fu

and whether
will! the littoi

i other shores
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With regard to the littoral region, Prof! Fuchs points out that
there are three prominent assemblages of species: (1.) the sea-

weed areas, which do not reach down below 30 fathoms, and are
very abundant in species; (-'.) the coral-reef areas, not passing
the limit of 20 fathoms, which are "the gathering grounds of an

extremely rich fauna," and so peculiar that the terms coral-fishes,

corai-iHoflusks, etc., would not be inappropriate; a fauna that

embraces "the whole splendor of the animal life" of the Indian
and Pacific Oceans; and (3.) the anas of large bivalves such as

oysters, pearl oysters, scallops, which have their maximum de-

velopment in from 8 to 10 fathoms and are not found below 20
fathoms. Kach of t hoe groups must have their limit fixed by
the amount of light they require.

• Prof. Fuchs does not speak of the effects of temperature earned
over portions of the sea bottom by great oceanic currents from
the north and south, and the division consequently of the deep-
sea fauna in those parts into a warmer and colder, characterised
by some difference in genera and species, this being outside of
his special subject.

IY. Astronomy.

1. Parallax of Alpha Lyras and of 6V Vyyni —In a memoir
which is to form one of the appendices to the Washington Obser-
vations, ProU-sor Hall has given in full his observations upon
the above two stars made between May, 1880, and December,

1881, with the large refractor. An
given to the American Association

ments were in each case those of c

neighboring small stars. They were uniformly in sets of eight,

and were made on 77 and 66 nights respectively.

arallax is deduced for a Lyra? for each of the

dark lines on a

hrighl field sixlv-nine sets of' ohserval ions give a parallax of

0"-1556±0"-00764; for fifty-nine sets with bright lines on a

. o"-2080±0" -00827. The combined result by weights is

This parallax is differential wit h the sm u!i huh ma v.

panion nearly south of Vega. Assuming this star's parallax to be

insensible, the time required for light to pass from Vega to our

sun is 18-11 Julian years. The differences of declination were a

little greater as measured with bright wires than with dark ones.

Only the first kind of illumination was used for 61
J Cygni.

The result from sixty-six sets of observations gives for the par-

allax as compared with 1). M. + 38°, No. 4345 (a star ofthe 9*5 mag-
nitude, about 3'-3 south of the double star)

t

7r = 0"-4783dt0"-01381.

The corresponding time for light to pass from this d
is 6-803 Julian years. The color correction of the Washington



retractor seems to be better adapted to the color of a Lyra? than

to that of of- Cygui, and this may be a reason why the probable

error is larger for the latter determination.

There are no stars which have been s<> frequently and withal so

carefully investigated for parallax as Vega and 61
2 Cygni h

mav be'iuteresung to place alongside of Professor il:

rate determinations other published values of the parallaxes ol

a Lyra,

Pogson
Johnson
Woldstedt

The excellence of the observations, the character of the instru-

ment, and the carefulness and skill of the reductions, seem to

justify our having unusual confidence in Professor Hall's work

and results. h. a. >'.

2. Orbit of the Comet of 1771.—Only a few of the coi

have been well observed have had a hyperbolic path assign.--! <

'

them in the best definitive determination of their orbit-. Tin-

comet of 1771 had, as computed by Encke, an ellipticity of

1-009368. This, though in ilseli not great lv different ;

is yet larger than is usual in the few assigned h\ |..

The comet was visible for three months and through an arc ot

132°. It has, therefore, been regarded as the best -

instance of such a path. Encke used only six select*

tions, and with his hyperbolic orbit gave also a para'

satisfied them within reasonable errors of observation, though not

as well as the hyperbola.
The question whether observations ever require us to accept

the hyperbola as an actual form of orbit for any comet is ot

sp. cial interest. Professor W. Beebe undertook a full dNoii-H"»

of all the observations of this comet, to determine whether they

would give the same result as the six used bv Kneke, whether tl;«-

perturbations bv the planets would modify the result-, au<i

whether any effect, and if so what effect, would be caused J\\

reasonable variations of the later observations made at Marseille-^

which were in any case subject to iar-'e errors. The results ot

his discussion were published in vol. v,"pp. 159-176, ot

hyp

residuals are not large enough to render the supposition of such t

orbit untenable, the balance of probability is still with the hype
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bola. He also expresses his strong belief that the difference

between the residuals from the hyperbolic and from the parabolic
elements can be but little reduced by any supposition of error in

the Marseilles observations.

In the Vierteljahrschrift for 1881, Dr. Schonfeld discusses the
memoir of Professor Beebe, points out some corrections that
should be made, and expresses the belief that the original records
of the observations are in existence, and can be used for the
further discussion of the question.

On the 12th of October last, Professor Weiss communicated to
the Vienna Academy the results of a new computation by Dr.
Kreutz. In the notice in the Astronomische Nachrichten there is

no indication of the materials used. The principal result is that
the observations of the comet of 1771 can be satisfied by a para-
bola, and that there is no reason to assume a hyperbolic orbit. If
this discussion shall be found to have covered the whole ground,
and to have been in all respects satisfactory, it will be difficult to
claim a hyperbolic orbit for any comet hitherto observed. From
d priori considerations such orbits are to some minds very
improbable, except the comets have, in coming to the sun, passed
near and behind some disturbing planet. But of course such con-

siderations must give way if there be any well-established instance
of a hyperbolic cometic orbit. h. a. n.

3. Celestial Charts made at the Litchfield Observatory of Ham-
ilton College; by O. H. F. Peters. Nos. 1-20.—These charts

are designed to represent portions of the sky as accurately and
completely as the 13-inch refractor, which with a power of 80 in

a clear sky shows stars of about the 14th magnitude, would

Each chart covers 20 minutes in right ascension, and 5° in

margins. The scale is 60 millime-

ters to a degree. The charts are limited always by the 5°, 10°,

15°, etc., and m
, 20m and 40m , so that they will easily form por-

tions of a complete atlas. In this respect they differ fV..m

HiacornarV charts which lie along the ecliptic, and though limi-

ted by the same round numbers of minutes, are not so Limited in

inclinations. Verv little ground is common to Peters' and Cha-
cornac's charts so far as published.

Professor Peters' charts, are in general, at some distance from
'he Milky Way, and are not to be strictly taken as giving a fair

average density of the stars. From a count of several portions

taken at random we find thai a density equal to that of the

charts would, if carried over the whole heavens, give nearly

The charts were begun in 1800, but each one has undergone a

scrupulous last revision at a recent date. It is in the making ot

these ,-liarts ,;,,„ I«,„K—m l\Ur> has dNo»\ en d soman;, -null

planets. To the public he is known only by these di«c<>\ ru-s.

But the making of the charts, of which tin >sc twenty are the first

instalment only, must be regarded as Professor Peters' great con-
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tribution to astronomy. He has done all the work, observations,

reductions, drafting, etc., without assistance, and has

the charts at his own expense for gratuitous distribution. There

is a quiet expression of confidence in the accuracy ami |> -riii
;<

nence of his work when he says that he wishes his cl irtt

serve in future ages as a sure basis for drawing conclusion

with respect to changes going on in the starry heavens.

Obituaky.

Titus Coax.—Rev. Titus Coan died on the first of December

last, in his eighty-second year, at Hilo, Hawaii, where for nearly

Ibrty-eiglit years, he had labored as a faithful, large-hearted

< hrisi inn missionary.

Throughout his residence at Hilo he had also another

care and deep interest in the volcanic mountain at whose foot he

lived. With each eruption or unusual display at Kilauea, he was

the first on the ground to observe and report the movements]

and three time- lie ascended to the scenes of the i-ruptimi- co-

llected with the summit crater. Though not a geologist, »
accounts have always been of geological value. He was the

principal historian of the great eruption of Kilauea in 1840—his

account appearing in the Missionary Herald for 184] (p.
>'>•'

and also of the summit eruption of 1843 (id. 1843, ami Dauas

Exploring Expedition Geol. Rep., 1849, p. 209), when the rh'«'

was uninterrupted for twenty-five miles and continued tor six

weeks. It was after the latter eruption that Mr. Coan made the

very important observation, confirmed by others and repeated in

his mention of later eruptions, thai Kila'u ... a though 10,000 feet

lower in level than the summit crater, showed no change, no signs

of sympathy whatever. Mr. Coan's first letter in th

appeared in vol. xiii (2d Ser.), 1852. After that tie

volumes xiv (1852), xv ns.v.V), xviii (Is54). xxi

(1857), xxv (1858), xxvii (1859), xxix (I8t'.0), xxxv (18l»l), >'
"

(lsT-,», vii, viii (1*74), xiv (1877b xviii (1879), xx (1880), ana

xxi, xxn (1881); the first, written when he was forty years ot a-e

and the last (which is but an extract from his valued col

tiou, because previous notices had given many of tin I

he was eighty. Mr. Coan's life was full of activity and ot sr>'c:>«

iunents among the people of Hawaii and ho has In- re-

ward. Honor is due his name from science for his valuable and

long continued observations on the Hawaiian \
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Introduction.

In 1800, Sir William Herschel published his remarkable in-

vestigations, in the Philos .. ii< il 'I'".in tactions, on obscure
heat, in which he reached the conclusion that heat is an entity
distinct from light.

This view was modified by subsequent writers into the state-

ment that each ray has three qualities— heat, light and chemical
action, while at the present time many physicists have reached
the further conception that heat, light and chemical action are
not so much qualities inherent in any ray, as modes of the

manifestation of one common energy; or, to state this view in

the broadest manner, that the same ethereal wave will give us
either heat, light or chemical action, according to the absorbent
nature of the substance which receives it.

These last opinions, however, cannot be said even yet to be
universally accepted by physicists.

Dr. J. W. Draper long since pointed out that the maximum
of heat did not necessarily lie in every case below the red
(though it does so in the prismatic spectrum), and that in a
normal spectrum it would be in the orange. These conclu-
sions as to the normal spectrum were unverifiable by direct ex-

periment by any means he possessed. He found it impossible,

with the most delicate thermopiles at his command, to get
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sensible heat from the grating spectrum without gathering all

that lay in the two halves of it together, and could consequently

only infer the result of complete measures. But it followed

that if it ever became possible to measure amounts of heat so

minute, these conclusions could be verified on separate rays < ?

the diffraction spectrum.

No one, so far as I know, has hitherto succeeded in measur-

ing the heat from a diffraction grating except in the gross; by

thus concentrating, for instance, the whole upper half and the

whole lower half of its spectrum upon the pile, and so reach-

ing some results not without value, even as thus obtained, but

of quite other interest than those which may be expected

when we become able to measure with close approximation

the separate energy of each wave-length. Having devoted

many years to the study of the solar radiant heat, by means of

the thermopile, I was led to hope that by my long apprentice-

ship to the precautions needed with this instrument and th«

possession of the most delicate apparatus attainable, I might

succeed better than my predecessors. I found, however, that

though I got results, they were too obscure to be of any greaj

value, and that science possessed no instrument which could

deal successfully wnh <jn;mmies of radiant heat so minute, for

the average heat in the diffraction spectrum does not under

the most favorable circumstances reach one-tenth that in the

prismatic one, and is usually much less even than this.

Impelled by the pressure of this actual necessity, I therefore

tried to invent something more sensitive than the thermopile,

which should be at the same time equally accurate—which

should, I mean, be essentially a "meter" and not a mere

indicator of the presence of feeble radiation, and was led by

nearly a year's continual experimenting to the construction of

the Bolometer (fiorf /jerpov), an instrument, the details of

whose construction are described in the Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xvi (1881).

With this apparatus, the experiments on the diffraction spec-

trum were resumed: the first entirely unquestionable evidence

of measurable heat, in a width so small as to be properly de-

scribed as linear, having been obtained on October 7, 1880.

Nearly the whole year 1880 passed in modifications of the

instrument, or in the making of these measures which gave

promise from the first of bringing results of value.

It will be seen that they afford almost all the experimental

evidence the subject admits of, that every ray, whether lyino

in the "chemical," "visible'
1

or "heat" region, is capable of

making itself known as heat ; and that the maximum of heat

in the normal spectrum is near the yellow.

Further, by taking all the observations twice daily, at times
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hen the atmospheric absorption is very different, we are able
) calculate (for the first time), the amount of this absorption

for each separate sin-etial raw These researches are n
' diff 'long and difficult, but they have led to some very unexpected

Tits. Then '

find them i

The reader who wishes to pass at once to the

i the close of this me

Preliminary Observations.

The measurements with the grating possess the inestimable
advantage of enabling us to fix the wave-length of every ray
measured; but, while the heat in the grating spectrum is, as
has just been said, at best, less than one-tenth that in the pris-

matic, the latter is itself, when taken in portions so narrow as
to be approximately homogeneous, almost insensible. The

bs of measuring heat with the grating are greatly com-
plicated by the overlapping of the spectra. In these first

measures, which were carried to a wave-length of one one-
thousandth of a millimeter,* I have employed two of the
admirable gratings of Mr. Rutherfurd, one containing 17,296
lines to the inch, or 681 to the millimeter; and one, half that

number, both ruled upon speculum metal.

I have used a slit at a distance of 5 meters, without any
collimator, and have kept the grating normal to the optical axis.

It will be seen then that the rays have passed through no ab-
sorbing medium whatsoever, except the sun's atmosphere and

The rays from the grating fall upon a concave speculum
(whose principal focal distance is about 1 meter), and from this

concentrated upon the mouth of the bolometer, forming a

rum, which passes down the case of the instru-

pon the bolometer thread. As this thread
moves along the spectrum parallel to the Frauenhofer lines its

coincidence with one of them is notified by a lowering of its

temperature and a deflection of the galvanometer. The instru-

ment is of course equally sensitive to the invisible radiation
as to the visible. It is important to observe that no screen is

interposed between the bolometer and the grating, for the tem-
perature of the screen itself, as it is replaced or withdrawn,
will certainly affect such measurements as these. Through
the whole course of the experiment the bolometer is uninter-

ruptedly exposed to radiations from the grating, whether re-

flected by it or emanating from its own substance. The inter-

ruption of the solar radiation is effected at the other end of the

* Through these measures the unit of wave-length will be the

xAv millimeter, or 10,000 times the unit of Angstrom. Thus the wave-

length of Frauenhofer's "A" is here written 0<"-76.

st.eetr

i ;,
'
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train, 5 meters beyond the grating itself. In the gratings em-

ployed one of the second spectra is very feeble, or almost lacking.

The rays of the second spectrum are necessarily superposed on

those of double the wave-length in the first; and as all evidence

of solar radiation in the most sensitive apparatus at the sea-

level dies out near X = 0^3 in the ultra violet, it follows that

we can measure down in the first spectrum as far as X — 0"'6, or

in fact further, without any fear whatever of our results being

affected by the underlying second spectrum, even if that were a

strong one. Underlying 0"'7, which is near the limit of the

red in the first spectrum, is 0^35 in the second, where heat is

practically still negligable. We have, therefore, knowing the

amount of heat in the second spectrum at 0^5, and knowing

that our ultimate point of measurement at l^O in the first

spectrum overlies 0^'5 in the second, the means of asserting

with confidence that no considerable error can be introduced

from this cause, after an allowance has been made here for the

minute effect of this second spectrum. An allowance is also

made to reduce the effect to that which would have been ob-

served with a grating so coarsely ruled as to cause no consider-

able deviation from the slit of any portion of the spectrum

measured. The bolometer (in a constant position relative to

the concave mirror such that the optical axis of the latter

bisected the angle between its centr; ! thread and the center of

the grating), was moved, together with the mirror, by a tan-

gent screw in arc, so that the spectrum appeared to traverse its

both mirror and bolometer moved. A pa
is not given, as the whole apparatus was iv;.la-ed by a more

perfect one later. That actually used will be intell

the sketch, fig. 1, where S is the" slit, G the grating, M the con-

cave mirror, B the bolometer, and C the divided circle.

The light came from the silvered mirror of a heliostat, pasa

iug through the slit at a distance of about 5 meters from the

grating, which was bolted immovably above the center of the

circle of a massive dividing engine,\vith the grating's phii'O

always perpendicular to the line joining its center and the slit.

The mirror and the bolometer, with their attachments, were

fastened to this movable circle.

An allowance has been made for the absorption of speculum

metal and silver, but the absorption of the iron strips of the

bolometer has only been indirectly allowed for. This has been

done by comparison with the action of a bolometer with lamp-
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with a

without in any way affecting the res

are derived from the measured angles 1

the use of the formula nsX = sine i 4- sii

r, where n is the order of the spectrum,

the space between the lines of the grs

ing, X = the wave-length of the radiatio

i the angle of incidence (in the prese:

> 0°), the angle of

In the early observations it appeared
from the examination of the di

spectrum up to X — l^'O that the energy
in the invisible part as far as this, waa
much less than in the visible. Nothing
definite is even at this time known to

physicists as to the extent of the normal
spectrum ; but the prismatic spec-

supposed to

nited by theoretical considerations

by the last ordinate at X = 1^0 is very I <* 4
J

is obtained from the grating, to a dis- ^>^__V/
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limit then assigned to the normal spectrum by experiment

The writer's further investigations, however, led him to be-

lieve that this immense and unverified extension really ex-

isted, and to thus confirm by independent means the statements

of Tyndall and others, as to the great heat in this region. He

was unable to determine its exact limit with the grating as then

used, on account of the over-lapping spectra, but was, some two

years since, led, from experiments not here detailed, to suspect

the existence of solar heat at a distance of nearly four times the

wave-length of the lowest visible line, 4 (A=0^76) or at A=S^0.

We receive all the solar radiations through an absorbing

atmosphere, and it is of the first consequence to determine the

rate of this selective absorption for each separate ray. This has

(owing to the difficulties before alluded to) never yet been, so

far as I know, attempted. It forms a prominent part of the

present design.

The great difficulty in this investigation, after the provision

of a sufficiently delicate heat-measurer, lies in the varying

amount of radiant energy which our atmosphere transmits, even

for equal air-masses. The solar radiation is itself sensibly con-

stant, but the variations in the radiant heat actually transmitted

are notable, even from one minute to another under an appar-

ently clear sky. The bolometer, in fact, constantly sees (if I

may use the expression) clouds which the eye does not. That

these incessant variations are in fact due to extraneous causes

and not to the instrument itself, has been abundantly demon-

strated by measurements on a constant source of heat

Those taken, for instance, on a petroleum lamp, so placed as

to give nearly the same galvanometer deflection as the sun did,

were found to indicate a probable error, for a single observa-

tion, of less than one per cent.

The variations from minute to minute (under a visually clear

sky) amount frequently to ten times the probable instrumental

error, and they can only be eliminated by repeating the obser-

vations a great number of times on many different days. Act-

ually, twenty-nine such days' observations have been made (as

appears below) in the preliminary series, but it would be an

error to suppose that this number was obtained without tbe

sacrifice of a still larger number on which the appa
prepared, and the day spent without results, owing to the still

more considerable atmospheric changes between morning and

afternoon. Even of the twenty-nine days cited, and which

may be considered exceptionally fair, it will be seen that m
only ten cases did the sky continue sufficiently constant in the

morning and afternoon to allow complete series to be taken.

It will be understood that we aim to make at least two sets

of measures throughout the spectrum daily, one when the rays
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have been little absorbed (at noon), the other when they have
been greatly absorbed (in the morning or afternoon). The
mass of air through which the rays pass is taken proportional

to secant, £ for zenith distances less than 65°, and for those
•0174 tabular refraction . . ,, ,

greater to w .^ ,— , and in both cases to theD cos. apparent altitude 7

actual barometric pressure. It is expressed in units, each of

which is represented by the pressure of one decimeter of mer-
cury at the sea-level. As the barometric pressure there is

7'6*m
, t

1 -' gives the transmission for an entire atmosphere.

The coefficient of transmission then for one atmosphere (£
7,6

) is

the proportion of the radiation transmitted by a sun in the

zenith to an observer at the sea-level, and this is here shown to

vary greatly for each ray. Thus bv reference to table III, we
find of three solar rays whose wave-lengths are 375, -600, '1,000,

that of the ray whose wave-length is 0^375 (in the ultra violet)

61 per cent of the original energy would be absorbed and 39

transmitted, of wave-length O^OO (in the orange) 36 per cent

would be absorbed and 64 transmitted, of wave-length l^-OOO

(in the infra-red) 20 per cent is absorbed and 80 transmitted,

Mle<ih,„
:/ f!<>fo>t>,-t,:f Ofwrnifloti* <>» tin Sohtr Difraction Sjhw-

trum previous to Mt. Whitney Expedition.

The following list shows the dates at which bolometer ob-

servations were made at Allegheny up to June, 1881, for the

measurement of heat in the spectrum and the determination of
atmospheric transmission, by the comparison of noon and after-

noon measures. Those days on which noon measurements
were taken which were rendered useless for this purpose by
subsequent changes in the condition of the sky or by other

causes are indicated by an asterisk. It will be seen that of

twenty-nine days of observation only ten could be fully utilized.

Dates: 1880, Nov. 12,* Dec. 11 * Dec. 18.* 1881, Jau. 12 *

Jan. L8,* Jan. 28, Feb. 2, Feb. 3,* Feb. 5,* Feb. 17, Feb. 19,*

Feb. 22,* Feb. 26,* Mar. 2,* Mar. 10.* Mar. 11,* Mar. 25 * Mar.
28,* Apr. 7,* Apr. 16,* Apr. 22, Apr. 2;!, Apr. 28,* Apr. 29, Apr.

30, May 4,* May 26,* May 27,* May 28.

The following table gives the observed galvanometer deflec-

tions reduced to a scale on which the readings are proportional

to the current passing through the galvanometer.

d
t
^galvanometer deflection with high sun
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Table I.

In this table, ft
denotes the reading of the barometer and M

determined from the formula

,, -01 74 X tabular refraction

using the formula
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where t is the coefficient of vertical transmission by air at a
barometric pressure of one decimeter. A tabular statement of

these coefficients has been prepared, but the average or adopted
value only is here given.

Adopted^ -884 -892 "909 "923 -942 -955 "965 -970

f- s -392 -420 -485 -544 -636 -?05 "763 -T94

It is important to notice that (contrary to a generally recei

opinion), the / re is here found t

greatestfor the infra-red rays.

All good noon observations have been reduced to a unifc

battery current of 025 webers, and the results, arranged in I

sets, the first for winter and the second for spring measures.
These tables are not here given but the average results

as follows

:

the previous table, require further correction ; first, for the
over-lapping portion of the (weak) second spectrum, which is

considered from provisional experiments to have here an in-

tensity one-thirtieth that of the first. Second, for the selective

absorption by silver surfaces. Third, for the selective absorp-
tion !iy i

, metal. Fourth, for the diminu-
tion of heat in the diffraction spectrum with increase of the
angle of diffraction, which is her.' provisionally taken as pro-

portion;,] to secant r. The selective absorption by the

of the bolometer is here treated as negligable.

These corrections are expressed as factors by which the

uncorrected deflections are to be successively multiplied, except
in the case of the first correction which is to be subtracted.

(The second and third corrections have been determined here
by special researches on metallic absorption, which will form
the subject of a separate memoir).
The researches here on the selective absorption of lampblack,

it should be added, are incomplete and the value given may be

yet subject to a further correction due to this error.
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We have been measuring thus far " heat" by which we mean

the solar energy as interpreted by certain agents (that is. silver.

lampblack, etc.), in our apparatus. In the degree in which we

have above eliminated the selective absorption peculiar to each

of these agents, are we entitled to speak of the resultant values,

as proportional to the solar energy itself. We' do not suppose

ourselves to have accomplished so untried and difficult a task

with exactness, but regard these curves as useful as a first

' nation to the absolute energy curve.

corrections being applied, the final values of noon

deflections at Allegheny become

Table VI *

The mean air mass for winter = 13-88
" spring = 9-33

We now proceed to the calculation of the energy outside the

atmosphere for homogeneous rays with the data which have

been given. For this purpose we have used the formula

Log E=log d—M, ft4 log t.

Where E is the energy in any ray outside the atmosphere

(i. e. before telluric absorption), d„ the average galvanometer

deflection at noon for the same ray, /3„ the barometer pressure

in units of one decimeter, or the mass of air in the vertical

column ; M, /3, the corresponding air-mass for the sun's zenith

distance at noon, and * the adopted coefficient of transmission.

The following table has been prepared with the values ob-

served in the spring of 1881, using mean coefficients of trans-

mission, to show the relation between energy outside the

atmosphere and that for high and low sun at Allegheny, the

various actual absorbing air-masses at the low sun observations

being reduced to a uniform value, double that at high sun.

(corrected low sun),

t although the

sibility of atmosphere for the light

in spring. As this effec
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E can be computed from d
/
and dn by the formulae already

given, and with these values the curves in fig. 2 have been

plotted.

The middle curve (I) is that at high sun. Except for the

heat below wave-length (1^0), the area of the curve may be

considered to represent the heat actually observed by the

actinometers, at noon, as presently given.

The lower curve (II) is that at "low sun. Its area is propor-

tional to the heat received when the sun shone through double

the absorbing air-mass that it did at noon.

The upper dotted curve is " the curve outside the atmos-
'

j the heat, which would be observed

the dist]__ distribu

ring the values in calories corresponding to the middle

curve, we readily obtain the absolute heat before absorption

(the Solar Constant).

It should be noticed that if we had attempted to deduce this

latter value, by applying our logarithmic formulas directly to

ordinary uciiuouietric observations (i. e. to observations where

only the indiscriminate effect of all heat rays is noted by the

thermometer) made at high and low sun, we should have

obtained a quite different result. This has been the usual

process, but it can never be a correct one ; for these exponential

formulas are in theory only applicable to homogeneous rays,

and the departure from theory here involves an error which is

demonstrably large.

The above values (in table Til) are relative only. To obtain

absolute ones we have now to combine this result with the

actual measurements of solar radiation in calories, or other

units furnished by actinometers v the same

conditions. We shall at the same time thus obtain a prelim-

inary value for the Solar Constant. Taking the mean of our

observations with theTiolle and Crova actinometers on clearest

days, we have 1'81 calories observed at Alleghenv in March,

1881.
^
This is the absolute amount of heat represented by the

area of a completed " high sun " curve.
To this result, the energy distributed through the whole

spectrum has contributed, while our bolometer measurements

in the diffraction spectrum end at wave-length l^'OO. Never-

theless, since we do in fact know from subsequent measures (to

be given later) where the effective spectrum ends, we can by
the aid of these later measures prolong the curves and obtain

their relative areas with close approximation. In this way we

determine, by measuring the ch king allow-

ance for the (here) uncharted area below X = 1^0 :
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Area Outside Curve above = l^-OOO 47 '26

Area Outside Curve below = l^OOO 26-49

Total T^QG

Area High Sun Curve above is 1^-000 26-96

Area High Sun Curve below = l^'OOO 20-00

Total

The l\Mti<>

Hi-;, ~

We have, then, adopting 1-81 cal. as the solar ra I

Allegheny with clear sky, 1
-81 cal. X 1*57 = 2 -84: calories as

an approximate value of the Solar Constant.
In all these observations, the object has been to avoid the

registering of small variations analogous to the Frauenhofer
lines, and to give only the general distribution of the energy.
The mapping of the interruptions of the energy caused by visi-

ble or invisible lines or bands forms a distinct research, and
the results are given later in the present article.

We find from these , ations, that the maxi-
mum energy in the normal spectrum of a high sun at the

earth's surface is near the yellow, and that the position of the

maximum of heat does not in fact differ widely from that of

the maximum of light. It has been long known that certain

ultra violet and violet rays were much absorbed, but it has
been supposed that the absorption increased also in the infra-

red, so that the luminous part of the spectrum was on the

whole the most transmissible.

But we see here, not only how enormous the absorption at

the violet end really is, but that the light rays have suffered a

larger absorption before they reach us than the "heat" rays
(i. e. than the extreme red and infra-red rays) a conclusion

opposed to the present ordinary opinion, and if true, of far-

reaching importance. For if this "dark" heat escapes by
radiation through our atmosphere more easily than the lumin-
ous heat enters, our view of the heat-storing action of this

atmosphere, and o! the conditions of life on our planet must be
changed. Within the limits of the present charts the "dark"
heat apparently does so escape.

We can from the data now gathered as to the rate of absorp-

tion for each ray, compute the value of the heat or energy
before absorption (the solar constant) by a new process

which is in strict accordance with theory.
' This preliininary

value indicates that the true sol than that

commonly given. The ratio of the dark to luminous beat has

been so wholly changed by selective absorption that we must
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greatly modify our usual estimates not only of the sun's heat

radiation but of his effective temperature.

The sun to an eye without our atmosphere would appear of

a bluish tint.

In spite of the care with which the experiments on which

the above conclusions rest have been conducted, owing to the

importance of the subject, and to their departure in some
respects from received opinion, it seemed desirable to repeat

them under conditions differing as much as possible from those

in which they were made. If the preceding conclusions are

sound, we ought to find like results, by actually ascending to

a great height, and directly measuring there, as well as below,

the absorptions which each ray has actually undergone. •

Expedition to Mount Whitney.

In July, 1881, an expedition, fitted out, and instrumentally

equipped at the Allegheny Observatory, proceeded in the

writer's charge but with the aid of transportation furnished

by the War Department and under the official direction

of General W. B. Hazen, U. S. A., Chief Signal Officer of

the Army, to Mt. Whitney in Southern California, where these

observations and others were repeated at two contiguous

stations at very different absolute altitudes. The results will

shortly appear in an official publication (some of the drawings

prepared for which have been used for the present memoir, by

the kind permission of General Hazen). At present it is suffi-

cient to say of them that the conclusions just rehearsed were

confirmed and extended.
While on the mountain, at an elevation of 13,000 feet, a

hitherto unrecognized extension was observed by the bolometer

of the infra-red prismatic spectrum in the vicinity of the great

absorption band, marked on our prismatic chart as Q and

beyond it, and on the return to Allegheny it was found that

this last observation could still be continued in our lower

atmosphere. The generosity of a citizen of Pittsburgh bad

enabled the observatory to provide for the expedition several

pieces of special apparatus. Among these was a Foucault

Siderostat, of the dimensions of that at the Paris Observatory,

but of a much improved design ; and a special apparatus

(the spectro-bolometer), to enable the deviations of the invisi-

ble rays to be measured with an error of less than a minute of

arc, etc., and this apparatus has been used in the new re-

search we now describe. (The Siderostat was made by A.

Hilger of London, the spectro-bolometer by W. Grunow, of

New York, and both have been very satisfactory.)
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Sir William Herschel, in 1800,
1 sbowed that heat extended

below the visible spectrum. He found that about one-half the

spectrum consisted of obscure and one-half of luminous heat.

Seebeck and Melloni in various memoirs showed that the dis-'

position of the heat depended on the substance of the prism,

and that this was due in part to its absorption.

In 1840, Sir John Herschel
2 gave a thermograph of the in-

visible spectrum indicating unequal absorption below the red.

Dr. J. W. Draper, in 1842,
3
observed three wide bands in

this region which he called a, /?, y. In 1846, Messrs. Foucault
and Fizeau appear to have observed the same lines. Dr.

Draper4
states that prior researches lead him to believe that

the hottest part of the normal spectrum will be found in the

yellow.

Dr. J. Miiller
6
gives a construction showing how we mayr

from the distorted prismatic spectrum, obtain the true or nor-

mal dispersion. Dr. Miiller conjectures that the wave-length

of the extremest infra-red ray is about 1^8, and from his dia-

gram it appears that nearly two-thirds of the heat is below the

visible portion.

Tyndall 6
gives the position of the maximum of heat in the

prismatic spectrum and estimates the invisible radiation of the

sun to be twice the visible.

In 1871, Lamansky' gave a drawing showing three gaps in

the continuity of the infra-red curve as observed by the ther-

mopile. Lamansky repeats the usual statement that these

infra-red rays are strongly absorbed by the atmosphere.

In 1879, Mons. Mouton 8
in a valuable memoir, speaks of

there being four known bands in the infra-red whose wave-

lengths are 0^85, 0^99, 1^23, 1^48, and gives 1^77 and

2^14 as wave-lengths he supposes himself to have identified.

If our charts be correct there is no considerable band at

1^48, and 2^14 which he marks as the termination of the spec-

trum is in fact the hottest point in its neighborhood.

It seems probable, however, that he had perceived by his in-

genious method the existence of the band whose wave-length

on our charts is marked 1^37, and in doing so had reached the

furthest band then certainly observed.

Captain Abney, 10
in 1880, mapped by photography the infra-

red

1800. s Phil. Trans., 1840. 8 Phil. Map:., May, 1S4J.

861 5 Poggendorfs Annalen, vol. cv. •

7 Monatsbericht Konig. Acad. Wissenschaft, Berlin, 1871. Phil. Mag.,
B Comptes Rendua, vol. lxxxix, p. 298.
9 Comptes Rendus, vol. bcxxviii, p. 1190. 10 Phil. Trans., 1880.
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giving the wave-lengths of lines for which he derives by an

extra-polation curve a position at X » 1^-240, and indicating a

band still beyond.

Captain Abney had previously published a map of the

diffraction spectrum extending to X = 0^9682. Dr. J. W.

Draper,
11 by the aid of Captain Abney's map, believes he has

identified the lines a, /?, y he saw in 1842 with groups repre-

sented by Abney at I = 0^8150 to 0^-8350, 0^8930 to 0^9300,

and 0^9350 to 0^9800.

On our chart we have given Draper's a, /3, y according to his

own locations of them. He believes these to be the same lines

seen by himself, Foucault and Fizeau, and Lamansky. Ac-

cording to Draper, then, the lowest limit of his own or any

other researches known to him in 1881, did not extend much

beyond wave-length 1^0000. It appears to us probable, how-

ever, that Lamansky's lowest point was below this, and we

give a copy of Lamansky's curve (fig. 3) which the reader can

compare with the positions on our present charts.

After the return from Mt. Whitney, observations were taken

at Allegheny with the train of apparatus used on the mountain

rred to, and on nearly every good day dai

six months of 1882. These were of such : 4 days in January,

8 in February, 9 in March, 9 in April, 9 in May, 12 in June.

In all, 51 days.
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Very early the observations with this efficient apparatus (the

result of improvements due to the previous two years' practice),

showed by an accuracy not hitherto attained in such measures,

: o possibility of mapping the regions of the infra-red spec-

trum believed to have been first observed on Mt. Whitney,
and which have remained hitherto unknown. The extreme
narrowness of the bolometer thread (one-fifth of a millimeter),

and the size of the prismatic spectrum employed, made it also

possible, in spite of the condensation of the latter, to discrimi-

nate lines and gaps in its continuity which had escaped pre-

vious observation.* The spectrum, as the reader now sees it

in the charts, was mapped with the intention of noting these

interruptions of energy which had been in the previous re-

search designedly neglected. The bolometer shows the cold in

the principal visible Frauenhofer lines readily, but as their

effect individually is slight it has not been indicated in the

part of the visible spectrum above C.

The map reached approximate completeness early in April,

1882, after which date observations have been still continued

daily, whenever possible, so that every portion of the curves

here given, to the smallest inflection, has been observed from
three to twenty times, and the accidental variations due to

momentary interruptions of solar heat by invisible clouds have
been, it is hoped, nearly eliminated.

The bolometric work, represented by the preceding 51 days'

observations, may be here regarded as being divided into two
classes having distinct though related objects.

1st. To determine the general selective absorption of the

earth's atmosphere throughout the entire spectrum in connec-

tion with the observations already made here and on Mt.

Whitney. For this purpose measurements have been made at

the following deviations: 44° SO', 45° 30', 45° 53', 46° 12',

46° 30', 46° 45', 47° 30', 48° 00', 49° 00', 50° 00', 51° 00'.

All these points have been measured on, twice each, the

whole forming a "series," and these "series" are observed at

least twice daily : namely, at meridian, and when the air mass
is approximately double that at meridian ; or else three times

daily—at meridian, when the mass of air traversed is approxi-

mately 1£ times that at meridian, and again when it is approxi-

mately l£xl£= 2J- times that at meridian.

It will be observed by reference to the map, that the points

chosen for measurement coincide, as a rule, with the summits
of the energy-curve, but separate investigations are still in

i, as the thread, however narrow, is not absolutely linear, it feela

hus in fact all in a slight degree too wide, especially at
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progress on the nature of the absorption in the intervals, to de-

termine whether the newly-observed bands are of solar or ter-

restrial origin. The part of the spectrum included extends

from k = C'388 (above H in the violet), to X - 2^28 (in the

newly-observed infra-red region, about two octaves below

Frauenhofer's B).

(As we can, in fact, obtain evidence of heat in ultraviolet

waves whose length is little more than 0^.3, the length of the

solar spectrum as now observable by the bolometer is between

3 and 4 octaves.)

The distant slit is separately exposed at each observation,

and the extremity of the full swing of the galvanometer needle

is read. In all these measures the galvanometer is used in the

same condition of sensitiveness. The slit is opened to a con-

stant width of 2mm * (except in measuring the very feeble en-

ergy at the most refrangible end of the spectrum, where the

width has been increased without prejudice to accuracy, owing

to the corresponding prismatic expansion of the specti

The same bolometer is used, as a rule, having for this purpose

lmm effective aperture (except in measurements at the most

refrangible end of the spectrum, where the full aperture of the

bolometer is used).

These observations on the absorption of different air maaseB,

for each spectral ray, evidently furnish means for determining

the curve outside the atmosphere, by the method already indi-

cated. They also, of course, give us the means of making a

map of the whole spectrum, but their use for this latter pur-

pose is incidental.

2d. The other class of observations is for the special purpose

of making a spectral map, extending from the line C to the

lower limit of the infra-red.

This is carried on by means of the linear bolometer consist-

ing of a single strip^ wide. In this second class of observa-

tions, a rough map of the whole infra-red spectrum having been

prepared, a very limited part of the spectrum (such as that

included between 15' of deviation) is gone over several times

in the course of one day, the measurement being repeated on

every single minute of arc, with a separate opening and closing

of the slit, and a record made of the full swing of the galvano-

meter needle for each observation.

These observations are entered numerically, and correspond-

ing charts made o a large sheets of section paper. The same

narrow region will thus be gone over also on different days,

and the different charts subjected to a very rigid examination,
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so that every feature which is not common to them all is re-

jected or reexamined, and in this manner the whole spectrum
is studied. These original charts are on a scale four times as

large linearly as that the reader now sees (Plate III).

In addition to this, on some clear days, tracings have been
made upon the chart directly corresponding to the movements
of the galvanometer needle; that is to say, the observer at the

spectro-bolometer has moved the bolometer through the whole
spectrum by means of the tangent screw ; the slit has been left

permanently open so that the bolometer has been constantly

exposed; and the observer at the galvanometer, seeing the

needle moving, as a hot or cold part of the spectrum passes

over, calls the deflection of the galvanometer corresponding to

each minute of arc, while a third person plots the same on sec-

tion paper. In this way as many as eight curves like those

here given of the prismatic spectrum, have been obtained be-

tween noon and sunset on one day, giving a picture of the
action of the selective absorption of the atmosphere in every
part of the spectrum, as the rays of the sinking sun pass through
greater depth- of air. This third method—very useful when, as

in this case, many observations have to be taken in a short

time— is nevertheless less accurate than those before described.

A careful bolometric and also optical setting is made on

some well known line, usually C, at least once daily, to make
sure that the adjustment of the instrument is equally accurate

for the visible and invisible rays.

Description of the Apparatus.

The rays of the sun are reflected horizontally from the mir-

ror of the large Foucault siderostat through an aperture in the

north wall of the observatory, and received upon a plate with
a slit, whose jaws, moving each way from the center by a mi-

crometer screw, can be regulated so as to allow a beam of any
desired size to pass. 4£ meters from this slit, at the distance

of its principal focus, is a collimating lens, L, of a special kind
of flint glass, which has been found nearly transparent to all

the invisible rays measured. This lens and the slit are fitted

into opposite ends of a tube, T, 4£ meters long, held by suita-

ble y's. The beam of rays from the slit, now rendered parallel

by the collimator, next falls upon a prism* P, of the same
kind of glass as the lens, supported on a circular adjustable
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table over the vertical axis of the massive instrument we have

called provisionally the spectro-bolometer.

Whatever the sensibility of the apparatus to heat, it is evi-

dent that we cannot accurately map the narrow spectra! limits

between contiguous heat and cold, unless we can fix their po-

sition with exactness. Especially when we consider that these

rays are invisible, and that the whole process may be compared

to a patient groping in the dark, does the need of an instru-

ment which will record the precise point where a hot or cold

line was felt, become obvious. This is the object of the spec-

tro-bolometer, which, as well as other apparatus mentioned here,

will be described more particularly in the account of the obser-

vations made on Mount Whitney. (It was made by W. Gru-

,
of New York, from the writer's design.)

graduated circle with two verniers reading to 10". One of

these arms is directed toward the slit, and the other toward the

spectrum formed by the light on leaving the prism. This lat-

ter arm carries at its extremity a concave mirror, M, of 98 cen-

timeters focus, and on either side of the prism an accurately

planed track directed toward the center of the mirror, on either

of which slides a carriage with y's. Into these y's, at B, drops

either of two u ebonite " cylinders, one containing the bolome-

ter, and the other the ordinary reticule and eye-piece. The

bolometer used in the measurements for these maps exposes to

J spectrum a single vertical strip of platinum, £
mm wide, cov-

The eye-

cylinder

!-piece also 'has its cross-wires centered in the second

;o examine optically the place which will

De occupied by the bolometer strips when the bolem<
der is in the y's. The optical axis of the mirror, M. wcactilj

bisects the angle between the direction of the arm, A', and the

central line of the track, so that a ray falling on the center of

the mirror from the center of the instrument at P, after reflec-

tion falls upon the bolometer strips. C, C are counterpoises to

offset the weight of the arms A, A'.

To adjust the apparatus for observation, the screws at D are

loosened, the prism removed, and the arm A' brought around

in line with the long tube. The eye-piece being placed in the

y's at B, the image of the distant slit is brought upon the cen-

tral wire, when the reading of the divided circle should be

00' 00", indicating a deviation of zero. The arm is then moved

to one side as in the figure, until the mirror intercepts

from the prism, which has first been replaced upon its table

and adjusted by the screws below. The prism is now carefully
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set to minimum deviation (usually for the D
t
line) and is then

automatically kept in minimum deviation for all other rajs by
the tail-piece and attachment at D. When the cross-wires of

the eye-piece are set upon the D line the circle should indicate

a deviation of 47° 41' 15". A bright and pure image of the
spectrum about 6mm wide and 640mm long between the A and
H lines is now formed in the principal focus of M near the
prism, and the bolometer case being substituted for the eye-
piece, the carriage is slid along the track until the central strip,

placed vertically and parallel to the Frauenhofer lines, comes
exactly into focus. The heat of the solar rays in any part of
the spectrum may now be measured by the bolometer (the

galvanometer giving a marked deflection as it passes over the
leading Frauenhofer lines), and the deviation for that part is

exactly indicated by the divided circle.

The galvanometer used in connection with the bolometer is

a Thomson reflecting astatic galvanometer of about 20 ohms
resistance, constructed especially for the purpose by
Bros, of London. It is placed upon a pier entirely disconnected
from the building. The scale is cylindrical, with divisions lmm

apart on a transparent surface, and is placed 1 r

galvanometer mirror. Since the whole deflection ordinarily

employed does not exceed 5°, as a rule the reading of the gal-

requires no reduction for our present purpose. A
u~„ e ,•— +u„ Txri—«*"tone's bridge, "**'' "**»«•

galvanometer pier. The rheostat is in a i

Bear the scale, and the battery galvanometer for measuring and
regulating the strength of the current used, is on a pier in

another part of the room.
In conducting the measurements for mapping the spectrum,

one observer is usually at the spectro-bolometer to set the circle

to the deviation required, to see that the light from the
1 " the sun-

sliding

odkjationa of the instrument, and a third
enters them in form in a book prepared for the purpose, and
gives the signal for exposure. As all these observations are

carried on in a partially darkened room, a fourth person is

usually stationed without to wind the aiderostat clock, and to

give notice of any passing clouds to those within the building.
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Example of the mode of observation.

As an example of the first class of measures, let us consider

the observations made with the Hilger Prism on June 22, 1882.

The high sun observation was made at h 15m . The sun's

zenith distance at this time was i7° 10' ; the air mass* was

1-047 times the mass overhead; the height of the barometer

corresponding to the air mass overhead was 7'39 decimeters,

consequently the air mass for a zenith distance of 17° 10' was

7-39 X 1-047 = 7-74 decimeters.

The sun's zenith distance at 6h 25m (the time of the second

observation^ was 79° 8') ; the height of the barometer was the

same as at noon, and the air mass by the same formula was

5-18 times that overhead, or 7-39 X 518 = 38-27 d<

so that the mass of air traversed in the second observation

exceeded that in the first by an amount capable of supporting

30-53 decimeters of mercury.

The galvanometer deflection obtained in the part of the

spectrum whose deviation is 44° 80' (a part which is near me

extreme lower limit of the present observations, far below the

visible red) was at noon 17, and in the afternoon 11. In the

violet, where the deviation is 50° 00', the corresponding deflec-

tions were 4-5 and 0'39. Let us take these two feeble extreme

rays as types with which to illustrate our process. Considering

first the infra-red ray we have, deflection at noon = d, = l/>

deflection in afternoon = d%
— 11, difference in mass of «

traversed = M9 /?a
- M,& = 30'53 decimeters, which, by its

absorption, has produced the difference in the deflections.

t representing the amount of energy transmitted by a layer ot

air equivalent to 1 decimeter of mercury, we find from the

formula

t = -986
; that is, a mass of air capable of supporting 1 deci-

meter of mercury in the barometer, transmits 98'6 per cent of

the energy of this particular kind of ray. This quantity t we

call the coefficient of transmission of the ray.
Knowing now the amount of energy transmitted by one

such layer of air, we can find the amount transmitted by the

7-74 lavers which intervened between the observer and the

sun at noon, namely -9867 ' 74 = -895. Only 89 "5 per cent, there-

fore, of the original unknown heat of the ray, which we will

* Computed from the formula M =
°*°m Tabular Refraction
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re see that the ultra-

red ray is transmitted with' greater facility than the violet.

The amount of this violet radiation transmitted by the whole
depth of atmosphere at noon was '538, from which its energy

outside the atmosphere was 7^0 = 84.

The table below gives the coefficients of transmission, etc.,

for these and other points in the spectrum where measurements
were taken on this day. The first column gives the deviation
of the observed ray in the spectrum of the prism used, the

second and third columns the deflections obtained with the

galvanometer at noon and in the afternoon, respectively, the

fourth column the coefficient of transmission (for an atmosphere
supporting one decimeter of mercury), the fifth the transmission
of the whole depth of atmosphere at noon, obtained by raising

'the coefficient of transmission to the 774 power, and the last

the computed energy outside the atmosphere expressed in

galvanometer deflections.

Similar reductions have been made for each day's observa-

tion the result from each being confirmatory of the statement

here (see column «

M//?/

) that the atmospheric absorption dimin-

ishes continuously as the wave-length increases (save for the

interruptions already cited) to the extremity of our charts.

The graphic representation of this and other extra telluric

curves of energy will be given in a later memoir, in such a
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form as to show from the mean of a year's observations, the

percentage of absorption suffered by each ray in the entire

spectrum, visible and invisible.

The reader who may desire still fuller details as to the ap-

paratus, the original observations and their treatment, is referred

to the forthcoming official publication already mentioned. In

the later memoir will be found a description of the method used

for determining the wave-lengths corresponding to measured

deviations, and the formulas for deducing from the prismatic

spectrum, the distribution of the energy and the extent of the

spectrum on the normal scale.

Summary.

As one result of this present research, the chart of the pris-

matic spectrum as observed at Allegheny with the bolometer

is now presented (Plate III). The abscissas are proportional to

deviations and the ordinates to measured energies. The second

chart now given, (Plate IV), represents the normal spectrum as

deduced from the prismatic, as it has been thought advisable

to present it here for the reader's convenience, in advance of a

description of the means used for making it. The abscissas on

this are proportional to actually measured wave-lengths, and

the ordinates to measured eneigies. In both charts, the area

between ordinates corresponding to like wave-lengths is the

same, and hence the total areas are the same. Their very

dissimilar contour is clue to the prismatic distortion.

Faint indications of solar energy below the lowest point here

shown, have been found, and these, with some considerations

as to the nature of the new absorption bands, may be given

hereafter, together with tables (already prepared) of the absorp-

tive action of the solar atmosphere for each spectral ray. These

will, it is hoped, give with a satisfactory approximation the

distribution of the energy, before any absorption whatever; at

the source, that is, of the energy, in the photosphere itself.

The extent of the newly observed region may be most clearly

seen by reference to the map of the normal or diffraction spec-

trum. (Plate IV.) Previous maps end at or near wave-length

1^2. Beyond this point (with the exception of the single

band near wave-length I'M) every line, and every ordinate

representing heat, is believed to be new. The extent of the

region here newly mapped, is then considerably larger, on the

normal scale, than the whole of that (both visible and invisible)

previously known.
We observe that the prismatic spectrum is enormously

expanded at the violet end. To carry this on the prismatic
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scale to wave-length 0^3 would extend it far beyond the
limits of our chart. All the actual energy in the entire ultra-
violet part is, however, insignificant—how insignificant can
best be seen by reference to the normal chart, where the minute
area beyond wave-length 0^4 represents the whole ultra-violet
energy.

We are accustomed to speak of the ultra-violet or infra-red
regions without reflecting on the enormous difference between
their actual importance. The reader will be able to see by a
simple inspection of the normal chart and a comparison of the

little area above wave-length 0^3, and the great area below
wave-length 0*7, that the latter is nearly a hundred times as
great as the former. Yet the former, owing to the prismatic
expansion, and to the selective absorption by the feeble rays of
this region of certain salts of silver, with which it can be photo-
graphed (while the far greater luminous energy below makes lit-

tle impression on these salts), has occupied more attention than
the latter. When we observe here how the infra-red region is

compressed by the prism, we can understand how its extent has
been under-estimated. Its real extent is so vast that we should
accustom ourselves to consider "in the infra-red region" as a
wholly vague term, needing to be supplemented with a descrip-

tion of the particular part of the infra-red referred to.

It may be well to epitomize the principal results of all these

researches as far as they have been here given. In general
they emphasize and extend our first conclusions.

1st. In measures now made for the first time on approxi-
mately homogeneous rays in the diffraction spectrum, we find

that the maximum energy is above the red and is placed in

fact near the yellow. The place of this maximum point varies

with the suns altitude, ranging from a wave-length of nearly

0^*55 on a clear day and with a high sun, to a wave-length of

0"-65, or even more before sunset. On the normal scale then,

the position of the maximum of heat in the spectrum does not
vary widely from that of the maximum of light It is shown
later how similar results are deducible from the prismatic spec-

2d. By comparing the ordinates for high and low sun in dif

ferent parts of the spectrum, we see that they grow unequalh

.

indicating an enormous systematic absorption, increasing to-

ward the ultra-violet, and diminishing toward the infra-red,

and these ordinates not only indicate its character but give its

amount. In contradiction to
gators and of present opinion on the point, we find that

(according to these measures) the absorption grows on the

whole less and less, as we go down below the red, to a point
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near wave-length 2^ "8. By this it is not meant to deny the ex-

istence of regions of very "great local absorption in the lower

spectrum. These same observations do in fact point out new-

regions of such local absorption. But excepting these they

warrant us in saying that, broa e absorption

through the whole spectrum, visible and invisible, appears to

follow one simple law, and to decrease where the wave-length

increases ; so that not only is the ultra-violet more absorbed

than blue, blue tlian yellow, and yellow than red, but that red

is more absorbed than the infra-red, and each degree of infra-

red is more so than the next one below it.

3d. By the use of the ordinary logarithmic formula, here

employed in its legitimate application to homogeneous waves,

ss from the curve inside to that outside the atrnos-

other words, we can virtually transport our observ-

ing station to a point wholly above the air, and determine the

distribution of the sun's heat before this unequal absorbent

action of our atmosphere has affected it. We need only

embody the results for selective absorption given by our tables

in a simple graphic construction (like that here shown in con-

nection with the preliminary investigation), to see that the

point of maximum heat outside our atmosphere lies near wave-

lengths 0-50 to 0-55 ; or, as we are entitled to say, that the hot-

test portion of the spectrum outside the atmosphere will be

found rather in the green than as here near the yellow.

It is probable, from our measurements, that the sun would

appear of a decidedly bluish tint to the naked eye placed without

This atmosphere which we are so accustomed to regard as

colorless, has then, in fact, played a part analogous to that

of a yellowish or reddish glass whose impure color is not a

monochromatic yellow or red, but a compound of all spectral

tints in unaccustomed proportions. Had we in all our lives

had no light but from an electric light, seen through such a

reddish glass shade, we should probably have believed this

reddishness to be the "natural" or proper color of the naked

carbons, and moreover that it represented " the sum of all radi-

ations." It would apparently answer in an individual brought

up in ignorance of any other light, to our common notion of

so that even though it really possessed color, the

medium would (previous to investigation) be deemed colorless.

In the same way common opinion regards our air as colorless,

yet it cannot be so, but must necessarily (according to these

observations), be considerably colored.
As we have been accustomed to regard it as colorless,

however, it is clear that were it removed we should, in seeing

the sun's true appearance for the first time, regard the sun

itself as colored.
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Our white light, then, is not the sum of all radiations, but
only of a part, even of the visible ones.

4th. We can, by measuring the area of the curve outside our
atmosphere and comparing it with the area of the curve
within, obtain by a method never before pursued, which is in

close accord with theory, a value for the Solar Constant.
Previous observations have found from T7 cal, in the time

of Pouillet, to 2-5 cal. in that of Violle, with a tendency to in-

crease. The value here given from our preliminary investiga-
tion is 2-84 cal. The last figure is of little weight and the

exactness of that in the first decimal place is probably open to

doubt. The conclusion which we are entitled to draw from
these investigations in the stage here presented, is that the

Solar Constant is in reality greater than has been heretofore

supposed, and that it is probable that it is not very greatly in-

ferior to 3 calories. This important point will be discussed
fully in connection with the Mt. Whitney observations, with
which the complete graphical constructions elucidatory of our
present tables will be given.

5th. These observations show heat in extreme ultra violet

rays, and the change of temperature (hitherto unobserved), in

the Frauenhofer lines. They lend increased probability to the
belief that all the energy in any ray can be exhibited as heat, if

there be a proper medium to receive this energy. Their evidence,
so far as it goes, then, . favors the conception of one solar

energy which is interpreted in terms of heat, or of light, or of

chemical action, according to the medium by means of which
we choose to observe it.

6th. The ratio of luminous to dark heat has evidently been
wholly changed by the selective absorption. The ratio at the

sea-level may be found with close approximation by measuring
the two areas, (1st) above the point where we assume the lu-

minous spectrum to end, and (2d) below it. This point each
one may define differently, for the extent of the luminous
spectrum depends much upon our precautions for observing it.

If we assume it to end near B, then three-quarters of the

energy must be termed invisible; if at the actual visual ex-

tremity (far below A), then less than half. To fix our ideas, let

us suppose it to terminate at Frauenhofer's A. We then find

luminous and ultra-violet energy (within the

smooth curve)
-368

infra-red energy °^31
1-000

The ratio of the invisible (infra-red), to the whole then is

0*632, and there is reason to believe this value rather too small

than too large. If, however, we deduct the space occupied by
the gaps in the lower spectrum the ratio becomes 0-562. The
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infra-red energy at sea-level may be roughly taken, as thus de-

fined, at three-fifths the whole. At the same time the ratio of

repeat, far greater than within it.

We conclude (among other consequences of our observations)

that since the heat in the shorter wave-lengths (corresponding

in a general sense to high solar temperature) was thus relatively

greater before absorption, we are obliged to increase our usual

estimates, not only of the amount of heat the sun sends us, but

(and very greatly) of the effective temperature of the solar surface.

The relatively small amount of energy, corresponding to

great wave-lengths in the infra-red, is due not so much to

absorption as to the fact that there is no considerable solar

energy existing there at all. The relatively great amount of

energy in the luminous part of the spectrum exists there, not

on account of a feeble absorption, but in s "

absorption, and the original solar energy here

j considerable than '

It is probable, however, that the solar spectrum before

absorption, though originally weak below the red, yet extended

l
> farther into the infra-red than our charts indicate.

We may even regard it as probable that some agent of the at-

mosphere acts as an almost complete barrier to the entrance or

departure of rays, below the point charted.

It should be understood that these researches have here a

practical bearing of great consequence. The temperature of

this planet, and with it the existence, not only of the human
race, but of all organized life on the globe, appears, in the light

of the conclusions reached by the Mr. Whituev expedition, to

depend far less on the direct solar heat, than on the hitherto

too little regarded quality of selective absorption in our atmos-

phere, which we are now studying.
The discussion of these and other points is reserved for a

subsequent memoir. Among these will be the fuller considera-

tion of the place of the principal absorption of water vapor, a

consideration which it will be advantageous to present in

another connection. It is to be remembered that all the values

here given are presented as approximate and not as final ones.

In presenting these researches, on the part of the Allegheny
Observatory, I should state that the considerable especial

expenditures they have involved have been met by the gener-

friend of that institution, whose aid, which alone

made them possible, I would gratefully acknowledge.
In conclusion I desire to say that I have been aided through-

out them by Messrs. F. W. Very and J. W. Keeler of this

Observatory, with an efficiency and interest in their prosecution

without which they could hardly have taken their present form-

Allegheny Observatory, Allegheuy, Penn., Dec. 30, 1882.
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Art. XIX.

—

New locality of the Green Turquois known as

Chalchuite, and ( th< I !>,',;, 1 Tur<iii<>i* icith the Callais or

Callaina of Pliny ; by William P. Blake.

In this Journal,* March, 1858, I directed attention to the

occurrence in New Mexico of a green turquois highly prized
as a gem by the aborigines and known as

il
Chal-cLe-u-i-t.e."'

The completion of the railway along the valley of the Eio
Grande has made the Cerillos Mountains, in which the gem
occurs, much more accessible than it was, and the ancient mine
has been re-opened and worked to some 'extent by Eastern

$8, as made known by Professor Silliman.f The stone
is in consequence more abundant than before, and at Wallace
Station on the railway very good specimens can frequently be
obtained of the Pueblo Indians.

I have recently visited another locality where chalchuite

occurs and was mined by the ancients. This is in Cochise
County, Arizona, about twenty miles from Tombstone, in an
outlying ridge or spur of the Dragoon Mountains and not far

from the stronghold of the Apache chief, Cochise, so long the

terror of that region. This elevation is now known as the

"Turquois Mountain," and as there are several deposits of

argentiferous ores near it, a mining district has been formed
called the "Turquois District."

At the turquois locality there are two or more ancient excava-
tions upon the south face of the mountain, and large piles of

waste or debris thrown out are overgrown with century plants,

yuccas and Cactaceae. It has not been worked for a long time
and probably never by the Apaches. The excavations are not
as extensive as at Los Cerillos, and it is more difficult to find

specimens of the mineral. It is evidently much less abundant
than at the New Mexican locality. Enough of the gem was
obtained, however, by searching in the waste heaps, to show
that it is identical in its appearance with the New Mexican
chalchuite. The rock is also similar and the chalchuite occurs
in seams and veinlets rarely more than an eighth or a quarter

of an inch in thickness.

The color is light apple-green and pea-green, precisely that

of the New' Mexican stone, as generally seen. There is in some
fragments a faint shade of blue as at Los Cerillos, but the true

normal color appears to be green rather than blue.

The specific gravity I find to be, of two different fragments,

2-710 and 2'828. The first was slightly porous and earthy and
the second dense, hard and homogenedus. These results are
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higher than I obtained with the specimens from the surface at

the New Mexican locality, viz : 2426 to 2-651. Two determin-

ations recently made gave 2 -500 as the specific gravity of two

partly cut stones from the old Cerillos locality.

This stone is peculiarly interesting arch geologically. I have

shown, in my former paper, that it was in general use and high

esteem among the Aztecs and Moctezumas, before the advent

of the Spaniards, and that the Pueblos and Navajoes still value

it highly. It is evident that the stone was known to all the

leading tribes inhabiting the plateau region of Mexico, includ-

ing the northern nortion now known as Arizona and New-

Mexico. Of this there is much confirmatory evidence, obtained

since my first communication. The reopening of the old mine

revealed many implements of the stone age, and showed work-

ings of much greater extent than even the enormous surface

excavations indicated. The early explorers and historians of

New Spain chronicle the fact that the inhabitants of Cibola had

an abundance of turquoises. We also know that the chalehuite

was worked with considerable skill by ancient lapidaries. A
few years ago a remarkable specimen of neatly executed mosaic

work in chalehuite was dug upfrom the ruins near Casa Grande

on the Gila. A mask from Mexico preserved in the British

Museum appears to be overlaid with small tablets of the same

green gem. The stone thus appears to have been used for

incrusting and overlaying very much as it was in ancient

Persia. Its opacity, hardness and the tabular form in which it

'

; obtained, fit it peculiarly for this use. The descriptions by

Pliny of the Callais or Callaina {KaUaivbz Xidoz) applv wen to

a stone like the chalehuite. According to C. W. King
dmirable work on gems, callaina probably was the original

rending in the chapter of Pliny treating of callais, and
name derived from a peculiar green dye, the callaicum. Phuj
describes the color of the callais or 'callaina as pale yellow,

mixed with green, and again that the best have tbe color of the

emerald. . . "No gem is more improved by setting in gold,

and gold itself is better set off by no gem. The better kind lose

etting with oil, grease or wine, but the inferior

.
ermanently." But Mr. King while noting the

fact that the callais of Pliny is now universally understood by

modern mineralogists to have represented our turquois. thinks

that the identification is not borne out by the description which

Pliny gives. It seems to him to indicate a transparent rather

than an opaque stone, an inferior |..-H-!..|. Perhaps. Pliny's

nent that the stone is found of remarkable size, but full of

and dross {fistulnm), is considered as repugnant to the

;>f an opaque solid body like the modern turquois.

W. King. The Natural History, Ancient and Modern, of Precious Stones
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Such objections vanish before the specimens of chalchuite as

they come from the mine. Large masses do not occur without
earthy impregnations and mixtures of a yellow color. The
mode of origin and the accretion of more or less rounded semi-
globular crusts in the cracks of the rock often leave spaces in a

tuloua form, and these are generally filled by earthy deposits,

colored by iron oxide. In the selection of masses for jewels
such imperfections are cut away and of course do not appear
in the turquois of commerce.
That the stone of which Pliny treats is not a transparent

gem seems to be clearly shown by the statement of the effect

of oil or grease upon it. He evidently is describing aa absorb-
ent stone, a porous and consequently opaque mass. It is an
interesting fact that the Pueblo Indians at this day resort to the
expedient of soaking the chalchuite in tallow or grease to

heighten the color and to make the tint of the larger specimens
more uniform. The grease is taken up by the more porous
and softer parts of the stone, while the harder portions of a
deeper tint do not absorb it. Ben Mansur. in descr
turquois, also refers to the improvement of the color of some

ra oil. Damour* refers the green-

colored hydrous phosphate of alumina c

grave, to the callais of Pliny, especially in view of the

green color. The mineral is evidently a somewhat altered

green turquois and is not specifically different, but is well enti-

tled to the name callainite, the modified form of Pliny's name
proposed by Professor Dana.f The name turquois is

unsatisfactory for the species. Callais.. 1 ii md also chal-

chuite, not only have precedence in time, but are distinctive and
better in form, and with the modification noted are in accord
with the terminology of the nomenclature of the science.

Moreover they are not misleading as turquois (Turkish stone)
is in regard to the source of the gem. Although some of the

mineral may have been found in Turkey, Persia has been the

chief locality. This is fully recognized by Buffon,^: and he
cites from various an- the locali-

ties in Persia, at Nichabour and at Firusku in the province of

Erak. One of these authors^ says that the turquoises were
there called "firuse*" and King mentions Fimzegi as the

name of Persian turquois. Brongniart, ii, 225, quoting from
Chardin, says the turquois is found in a mountain named
•• Mnrons^ between LEireania and Parthide. Again the name
turquois is applied to the blue fossil bone or ivory, called also

the Occidental turquois and odontolith of which large quan-
tities were formerly, and are still, used in jewelry.

* Corapt. Rendus, lix, 936. + 1 tana's M .
• \ j. " . lit., p. 512.
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The fact that the beautiful green of chalchuite is the normal

color of the gem, and that among the ancients, and even so

recently as the last century, the stones of a green tint were the

most prized, should lead to a higher appreciation of this gem

and to its more extended use in jewelry and choice mosaics.

Mr. C. W. King, in the work already cited, says that the very

rare antique works in turquois are in the green kind, notably

the head of Tiberius at Florence in a stone as large as a walnut.

and other half relief works in green turquois in the Marl-

borough collection. The chalchuite is well adapted to cameo

or intaglio work, and the color is finer by candle light than by

sun light and the blue tint is deeper.

In using the name chakhuile instead of the longer form

"chalchihuitl" as in my former paper, I now follow Bernal

Diaz, the historian of' the conquest of Mexico, rather than

Lockhart, the translator, for brevity and the accordance of

chalchuite with the now generally accepted termino! og
names of mineral species. This name in all proK

older than Pliny's, and if not given the precedence of i

should at least have the second place in the synonymy of the

species.

MM Rock, New Haven, Conn., Jan. 6, 1883.

ART. Xl-On portions of the Skeleton of a Whale from gravel

on the line of the Canada Pacific Railway, near Smith's Falh,

Ontario ;* by J. W. DAWSON.

Bones of large whales are not of infrequent occurrence on

the less elevated terraces of the Pleistocene period on the

Lower St Lawrence. I have seen them at several places id

the neighborhood of Metis, on the lowest sea terrace, now ele-

vated only a few feet above the level of the sea, and they are

reported to have been found on the second terrace at an eleva-

tion of 60 to 70 feet Mr. Richardson, late of the Geological

Survey, informs me that he has seen them in several other

places on the lower terraces. It has also been reported that

bones of a whale were found on Mt. Camille, in rear of Metis,

at a considerable elevation ; but Mr. Richardson, who visited

the locality, failed to verify the statement. The bones found

on the lower, and therefore modern terraces, are usually in : >

good state of preservation, and have a very recent a]

The above statements relate to remains of the larger whalebone

* From the Canadian Naturalist; communicated in an advanced£proof by^he
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Eemains of the Beluga, or small white whale, were found by
the late Dr. Zadock Thompson, author of the "Natural History
of Vermont," in the marine elav in the township of Charlotte.

Vermont, at an elevation of 150 feet above the sea. They
were associated with shells of Sar.icavfi ami Leda. The species

was supposed to be distinct from the B. Catodon Gray, and was
named by Thompson B. Vermontana. 1 have found detached
bones of Beluga in the Post pliocene clays of Riviere du Loup,
and considerable portions of a skeleton were found in the exca-

vations for the Intercolonial Railway, on the south side of the
Baie des Chaleurs, and were descrr..-; . <t:'i n in the Trans-

actions of the Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science.*

Bones have also been found in the brick clays near Montreal,

and a specimen was discovered several years ago in sand hold-

ing Saxicava, near Cornwall, Ontario. The last named speci-

men was studied by Mr. Billings, and its bones compared with
those of the modern species in the McGill College Museum.
On this evidence Mr. Billings concluded that it belonged to the

modern species, and I believe extended this conclusion to Dr.

Thompson's specimen; the distinctive characters of which, as

stated by that naturalist, seem not to exceed the individual

differences in modern specimens.

But though the Beluga, which now extends its excursions
far up the St. Lawrence, and has even been captured in the

vicinity of Montreal, occurs as far vvest as Cornwall; no
remains of the larger whales have, so far as I am aware, been
found so far inland, until the discovery of the specimens re-

ferred to in the present note. These were found, as I am
informed by Archer Baker, Esq., General Superintendent of

the Canada Pacific Railway, "in a ballast pit, at Welshe's, on
the line of the C. P. Railway, three miles north of Smith's
-Falls, and thirty-one miles north of the St. Lawrence River, in

the Township of Montague, County of Lanark. They occurred
in gravel at a depth of 30 feet from the surface, and about 50
feet back from the original face of the pit."

Mr. Peterson, C. E., has been kind enough to obtain for me
the elevation of the place where the remains were found, as

indicated by the railway levels. It is 420 feet above the level

of the St Lawrence at Hochelaga, or as nearly as possible 440
feet above sea-level. It is interesting to observe that this cor-

responds exactly with the height of one of the sea terraces on
the Montreal mountain, and is only 30 feet lower than the

well-marked beacii with sea shells above Cote des Neiges, on
the west side of the mountain. The highest level at which
Post-pliocene marine shells are known to occur on Montreal

mountain is near the park-keeper's house, at an elevation of

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 147,-March, 1883.
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about 520 feet. These marine deposits of Montreal are of the

same geological period with the Cetacean remains in question.

so that the animal to which these belonged may have s,;il<

past the rocky islet, which then represented Montreal moul

tain, at an elevation of 400 feet above the lower levels of the

city, and in a wide sea which then covered all the plain of the

Lower St. Lawrence.

The deposit in which the remains occurred is no doubt the

equivalent of the Saxicava sand and gravel, and was probably

a beach or bank near the base of the Laurentian hills, forming

the west side of a bay which then occupied the Silurian country

between the Laurentian hills north of the Ottawa, and those

extending southward toward the Thousand Islands, and which

opened into a wide extension of the Gulf of St. Lauren

reaching to the bills of Eastern Canada and New England, and

westward, perhaps, to the Niagara escarpment at the head of

Lake Ontario. Such a sea might well be frequented by whales

in the summer season, and individuals might occasionally be

stranded on shallows, or driven ashore by gales or by the pres-

The bones secured consist of two vertebrae and a fragment of

another with a portion of a rib, and others are stated to have

been found. They are in good preservation, but have become

white and brittle through the loss of their animal matter. On

comparison with such remains of whales as exist in the Peter

Bedpath Museum, and with the figures and descriptions of

other species, I have little doubt that they belong to the

Humpback whale, Mtgor t< ,•>.< hn^'mana of Cray, Balaena boops

of Fabricius, a species still common in the Gulf of St. Law-

rence, and which extends its range some distance up the river,

and is more disposed than most others of the large whales to

haunt inland waters, and to approach the shores. I have seen

it as far up the river as the mouth of the Saguenay, and there

is reason to believe that occasionally it runs up much further.

It is a species well known. to the Gaspe whalers and often cap-

tured by them. Of course with so little material it is not pos-

sible to be absolutely certain as to the species, but I think ij

may safely be referred to that above named. The larger of

the two vertebrae, a lumbar one, has the centrum eleven inches

in transverse diameter, and is seven inches in length. T-»e

smaller, a dorsal, is ten inches in its greater diameter, and four

in length. Through the kindness of Mr. Baker the

have been deposited in the Peter Redpath Museum of Mow"1
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Art. XXI. -The Cobwebs of Uloborus; by J. H. Emerton.

In a recent article on the cribellum and calamistrum
(Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, 1882), P. Bertkau has cleared up
the uncertainty about the structure of the cribellum by finding
again the secreting glands at the ends of the fine tubes which

have their outlets in this organ. Like Blackwall, Bertkau
places together in one group all the spiders which are provided
with the cribellum, instead of dividing them among several

families according to their form and habits, as has been done
by more recent writers. One of the principal reasons for this

division has been the supposed resemblance of the webs of

Hyptiotes, and especially of Uloborus, to those of the Epeirida.
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and Bertkau appears to have had little opportunity to study the

spinning habits of these two genera. He quotes the account by

Wilder, of the making of the web of Hyptiotes, in Proc. Am.

Ass. for Adv. of Science, vol. xxii, but is led into the mistake

of supposing that the web of Uloborus is also a sector of a

circle made in some such way as that of Hyptiotes. This is,

however, by no means the case. The web of Uloborus is as

round as that of most Epeiridce, and is made in the same way

by spinning a number of threads radiating from a center, cross-

ing these with a loose spiral of the same kind of thread, and

afterward beginning at the outside, crossing the rays again with

closer spirals, gradually removing the first spiral of smooth

thread, leaving only slight thickenings of the rays to show

where it was attached. The principal difference between the

webs is in the structure of the thread of the final spirals. In

Epeira it is covered by a viscid liquid that collects on it in

drops. In Uloborus it is covered by a band of fine threads

drawn out by the calamistrum from the cribellum as described

in Hyptiotes.
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Fig. 1 represents an unfinished web of Uloborus wait

seen in France, showing the central part still occupied by the

preliminary spirals, a a, while the outer part is covered with

curled threads, and the smooth spirals cut away leaving thick-

ened spots, b b, on the rays. In the finished web most of the

spirals pass regularly around, but the outer ones are often

more or less irregular as in Epeira webs, according to the shape
of the space in which the web is made.

After laying her eggs, this spider, like many others, becomes
careless about her web, and repairs it only enough to keep the

cocoons in place, so that many imperfect and irregular webs are

found at that season. I have seen such webs made by Uloborus

ius, and the only web I have seen of the American
Uloborus— Phillyra riparia Hentz (fig. 2), is imperfect from the

same cause, but is evidently the remains of a nearly round
web, the rays meeting somewhat nearer the upper than the

lower edge.

The thread of Hyptiotes and Uloborus has a strong smooth
thread through the center. That of Hyptiotes, which I have

examined fresh, has the finer part arranged in regular loops or

scollops (fig. 3), a, b, in which the separate fibers cannot be dis-

tinguished. The thread of Uloborus, at least when old and dry,

has the loops longer and less regular, and I have not been able

to distinguish the separate fibers except at the edges of the

The close resemblance of the web of Uloborus to those of the

Epeiridce makes the classification of this genus still more diffi-

cult, for while its structure shows its close relationship to

fiyptiotes and the other Ciniflomdee, it is highly improbable that

the habit of making such complicated webs of the same kind

should have been acquired separately by Ubborus and by the
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Durikg my summer's work for the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey upon the Laramie Group, in the region of the lower por-

tion of Yellowstone River in Montana,' I was able to make

some observations upon the Glacial Drift which are an interest-

ition to our knowledge of its limits in the region west

of the Mississippi River. Professor T. C. Chamber
work for the Survey has traced this drift as far up the Missouri

River as the town of Bismark, but the observations made by

myself were much farther westward, and extended along the

valley of the Missouri River for a distance of forty miles be-

low the mouth of the Yellowstone, an equal distance above

the mouth of that river, both in its own valley, and in that ot

the Missouri River. That is, my observations extend

miles along the Missouri, and forty miles up the Yellowstone.

The drift material was seen mainly upon the crests and slopes

of the bluffs which border those valleys, and consists of small

bowlders and coarse gravel, without" clays. It was found

nowhere abundant, and over a large part of the space witbm

which it was found, il nt ,

The character of the rock composing the bowlders ana

gravel is essentially the same as that which I have seen in

Northern Iowa and Southern Minnesota. The rock

syenitic, some showing no lamination, some showing
of feUl-tinctly, and some being schistose ; and the proportions ot lew-

spar, quartz and hornblende, varying much in different speci-

mens. Among these bowlders of Archaean rocks are frequent

masses of cream-colored magnesian limestone contaii

ments of fossils, which I regard as belonging to the Galena

division of the Trenton limestone.
This glacial drift material in very different from the coarse

drift gravel which is so abundant in'the valley of the Yellow-

stone, and which has doubtless been derived from tie' n

region about its sources. The latter is similar to that which is

usually found in the valleys of rivers which have their rise in

the Rocky Mountains.
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Art. XXIII.

—

Late 01 uscan Fauna,
and the Geographical extent of the Laramie Group; bv C. A.
White.

The observations that have been made concerning the fauna!
i sties and geographical extent of the Laramie Group

during the past year are of considerable importance. We now
i of that group to (

tude ; that is, from the State of Nuev
Valley of the Saskatchawan in British America.

Before giving a statement of the late observations referred to,

it is necessary to an understanding of them that I should make
a few explanatory remarks.
When speaking of the invertebrate fauna of the Laramie

Group I refer to the fauna of a formation that is wholly different

from that of any of the marine Cretaceous formations, with one
of which some writers have confounded it; a fauna that as a
whole and in details stands out more clearly distinct from the
fauna of all the other geological formations of North America
than any of the latter do from each other. The Laramie fauna
contains no true marine types of any kind, but it does contain
many brackish-water moil uscan forms, and also the remains of

many fresh-water and land rnollusks. This fauna characterizes
a great widespread geological group of strata in the most dis-

tinct and unequivocal manner, several of its molluscan species
now being known to occur at localities more than a thousand
miles apart.

It is cause for great regret that the admirable Text-book of

Geology lately published by Professor Archibald Geikie should
contain so erroneous a statement as it does of the molluscan
fauna of the Laramie Group. I do not hesitate to assert that
not one of the molluscan species mentioned in that statement
were ever found in strata of the Laramie Group ; the non-marine
forms which he mentions being evidently those which were
discovered by Mr. Meek in an estuary deposit of true Creta-

ceous age, at Coalville, Utah. Furthermore, not one of the

numerous species which do characterize that group are any-

where mentioned in the book. With due recognition also of

the value of the geological labors of Professor J. J. Stevenson,

who has published several articles in this Journal, and in the

Wheeler Eeports, upon the Laramie Group, I am quite unable
'

» reconcile his statements with my own extensive observations

of that group and the study of its fossils. That any true Lara-

mie strata ever alternate with those of the Fox Hills Gi
any other marine Cretaceous group; or that any true
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fossils were ever collected from any strata of the Laramie

Group, I cannot admit. I regard all such statements as the

result of a misunderstanding of the stratigraphical geology of

the region in which such observations are said to have been

The true molluscan fauna of the Laramie Group has been

published mainly by the late Mr. F. B. Meek and myself.

Most of Mr. MeeVs species are figured in vol. ix. of the TJ. S.

Geological Survey of the Territories ; where they are referred

to the Fort Union and Judith River groups respectively, which

are now known to be only portions of the great Laramie Group.

I have illustrated this fauna to a large extent in the Annual

Report of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories for

1878,* and in the third Annual Report of the Director of the

established United States Geological Survey. The latter work,

now passing through the press, contains illustrations of all the

known molluscan species of the Laramie Group.
In former publications I have referred to the fact that the

strata of this group have been recognized from northern New

Mexico to the British Possessions ; "and from the meridian ..t

Great Salt Lake to that of Western Kansas and Nebraska.

Besides the results of a full season's personal work upon the

Laramie Group in Montana, I have, within the past .year.

received collections of its characteristic molluscan i"<-

ofessor Samuel Aughey, which he obtained in Western
>logic

i frc

James T. Gardner from the State of Nuevo Leon

Mexico.
Those collected by Mr. Bruner were obtained in the valley

of the South Saskatchawan, twenty miles above the mouth of

the Bow River. They number only three species, but they are

referrable to well-known Laramie forms. One of them is that

which was described by Meek & Hayden from the Judith

River group, under the name of Ostrea glabra; the second is

Gorbicula (Leptesihes)fracta Meek, the type-specimens of which

came from the Bitter Creek series in Southern Wvoi
the third is referred to Goniobasis convexa Meek and
the type specimens of which came from the Judith River

Group.
The collection that has been received from Mexico was

made at a point about seven and a half miles northwest ot

Lampazos in the State of Nuevo Leon, and numbers seven

species, of which the following is a list

:

* This volume is not yet published, but my extract from it, with 32 plates of

Nebraska ; from Mr. Lawrence Bruner of the Entomological

valley of the Saskatchawan, and from
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1. Ostrea Wyomingensis Meek.
2. Anomia micronema Meek.
3. Modiola regularis White ?

4. Corbula subundifera White.
5. Corbicula cytheriformis Meek and Hayden ?

6. Odontobasis buccinoides White.
7. Melania Wyomingensis Meek.

This Mexican collection, so far as it goes, is an almost exact
duplication of the Laramie molluscan fauna of the Bitter Creek
series as found at Rock Springs, Point of Rocks and Black
Buttes, in Southern Wyoming, points which are more than a

thousand miles north of the Mexican locality. The specimens
represented by No. 1 are unmistakably like those from the

original locality at Point of Rocks. Those of No. 2 are small

examples such as are found at Rock Springs. The specimens
of No. 3 are merely fragments, but they are presumably iden-

tical with Modiola regularis White, which occurs at Rock
Springs. Those of No. 4 do not vary perceptibly from the

type-specimens, which were found at Point of Rocks.
The Corbicula of No. 5 is closely like the form which I have

referred to C. cytheriformis, found at Point of Rocks, but it is a

little more angular upon its posterior slope. No. 6 cannot be

separated from the type specimens of Odontobasis buccinoides

that were found at Point of Rocks. The specimens of Mdemia,
No. 7, present some variation from the type specimens that

were found at Black Buttes, consisting mainly in their shorter

form and the more pronounced character of trie ornamentation.

They are, however, regarded as of the same species, and their

variation from the type specimens is no greater than the varia-

tion which they present among themselves. In short, the simi-

larity of the Mexican and Wyoming shells is surprisingly close,

considering their wide geographical separation.

These facts, together with others already published, show
more and more clearly the integrity of the molluscan fauna of

the great ancient intra-continental sea in which the Laramie
Group was deposited, and its separateness from the fauna? of all

other North American groups of strata.
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The readers of this Journal may be interested in a brief

review of the present knowledge of our Sphingidce, and the

contrast it offers with that contained in Dr. Harris's article,

published in this Journal, II, vol. xxxvi, p. 282, et seq.

Dr. Harris's paper bears the title of "Descriptive Catalogue of

the North American Insects belonging to the Linnaean genus

Sphinx," and certain forms were included by him which now

are placed in distinct families and are not considered in the

present paper.

Dr. Harris divided the "Sphinges legitima) " into three fami-

lies of equal value, viz : Sphin ! and yEge-

riadtje. The last is not considered a distinct family in the La-

treillean sense. It varies by t'< e larval iia'oit ami structure, no

less than in peculiarities of the imago, from all known families

of Lepidoptera, whereas the two former of Dr. Harris's "Fami-

lies," possess only comparative distinctions of subordinate

value, such as the absence or presence of the caudal tuftings, to

authorize their separation. The larval structure is essentially

e immature stages.

The issue of Dr. Harris's article was followed, in 1859, by an

elaborate monographic paper from the pen of the late Dr.

Clemens, in which the structure of the group was fully dis-

cussed, and the family term Sphmgidce used in the sense m
which it is held in the present paper. In 1865 appeared "A
Synonymical Catalogue of North American Sphingidaa," by the

writer and the late Mr. Coleman T. Robinson, in which the

synonymy of the species, which had been copied by Clemens

from Walker's British Museum Lists, was again
investigated, with the effect of establishing the synonymy since

adopted in this country, and, so far as our fauna is cow en !
I

abroad. Subsequently, the writer has revised the genera in

various papers, and they are now brought into comparative

accordance with the results reached more recently by Mr.

Butler in his revision of the Sphingidce from all parts of the

world as far as known. In the present paper the winter en-

deavors to show the probable origin of i

genera found in our territory, from a studv of their structure

and the representation of the family elsewhere.
In Dr. Harris's communication to the pa^es of this Journal.

nine genera are adopted and thirt v-nmr species, one being

extra-! unital. Under the term "North America.'' the territ >ry

north of Mexico and the West Indian Islands, is her
the leading zoologists, intended. In my late "New Check
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List," I have recorded thirty-four genera and ninety-one species

from this territory.

Of the species enumerated by Dr. Harris, the names of six,

Q'iadriornn'.< ( —- A m >/,,tor IlubiO. Carolina (= Cekus Hubn.),
Crra (=67, r<i, Hubn.), S.rdidn; (= fremitus LIubn.), Sate I-

litia {=Pandorus Hubn.), Pelasgus {=Thysbe Fabr.), were in-

correctly given. Dr. Harris was unacquainted with Hubner's
illustrations and works, and these corrections were found neces-

sary by ourselves and other later studeuts. Although the

generic numbers have been subsequently increased, many of

these names now used have become necessary from the dis-

covery of new structural forms of the group within our terri-

tory, for instance, the genera Euproserpinus Grote and Robin-
son, and Arctonotus Boisd. Others have become necessary
through the comparison of our Sphingidce with those of other
countries. For instance, so long as we only consider our own
fauna, we might include our species of Smerinthince under one
generic title simply as a mutter of convenience. But when we
find that our Sm> r'inthi have varying airinitios in other countries,

and again contain certain exclusively American forms, we shall

lose sight of their ultimate peculiarities of structure and their

probable origin, by leaving them thrown loosely together under
a common designation, which conceals valuable facts from
public display.

Among the rich discoveries of the lamented elder Agassi/ is

the existence, in the southern portion of the Floridian penin-

sula, of a colony of animals belonging to the West Indian

fauna. The collection of Floridian Sphingidce in the Museum
of Comparative Zoology has been examined by me, with the

result of adding to our lists Amphonyx Antceas, Dilophonota

A lope (= Edwards it But!.), etc., while collections from Indian

River in Mr. B. Neumcegen's cabinet have added Cautethia

Grotei Edw., from Florida and Cuba, to our fauna. As we
entertain within our boundaries an Arctic colony on Mount

.•on (my paper on which appeared in this Journal in

1875), we have' a tropical settlement in Florida, the develop-

ment of our knowledge of which is of the greatest :

importance. At present the conclusions to which I have
arrived from a study of the Lepidoptera may be stated here as

follows: the stronger-winged and more migratory forms. Sphin-

giclce and Noctuidce, are generally the same species as the West
Indian; the weaker-winged forms, X

:
tj«i,id><. lianhyces, Geome-

trt'ifa, show representative or distinct species. In the former

case there is probably a constant infusion of new blood borne

in on swift and nervous wings, in the latter, we may often

have to consider that we are dealing with the descendants of

forms established in the peninsula at the time of its separation
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from existing islands in the Gulf of Mexico. Their wide wings

break in the task of carrying their heavy bodies on the south

winds, while their habit is sluggish and unambitious of long and

steady Bights. The length of" tongue" and custom of flower-

Eeeding distinguishes the first of these two classes. The last

contains species that taste but little honey and are shorter-lived

in the perfect state. Indeed, some have the maxillae quite short

and weak and even aborted.

To return to the test of generic characters offered by our

Sphingidm on a comparison with allied forms elsewhere, I show

that our Smerinthi belong to several distinct genera, based on

the form of the wing, the nervulation, the peculiarities of the

vest it ure. shape of body, structure of palpi and antennas. The

genus Smerinthus of Latreille is based on the Ocellatus L. of

Europe. We have one species from California, '

BcL and its varietal form Pallidulus Edw., which is strictly

congeneric with Ocellatus. Usually a case like this is used to

show the greater resemblance of the western fauna with that oi

Europe as compared with our eastern animals. But I believe

we should regard it as showing that both are descended from a

Tertiary oircuinpolar fauna, and that the occasion for the differ-

ing distribution is due to the topography of the country. Ti e

migration which took place in the latter part of the Tertiary

seems to be proved by the present location of such forms. The

Rocky Mountains played an important part in the distribution

of animals, dividing races, and limiting the range of species.

In other papers I have attempted to show that the peopling of

the continent came by way of the north and Behring
during a former geological epoch. When we turn to our insects

I have recently discovered, in New Mexican collections made
by Professor Snow, a form, Copimameslra Occidenta Grote, living

remote from the sea-boards, while representing the European
f'o/dmamestra Brassicce in ornamentation, hairy eyes, tibm]

claw and thoracic structure. Such a discovery (just

by me) cannot be explained otherwise than that both were

connected in former ages, and are remnants of a circumpolar

fauna. The genus has not crossed the tropics. In the timer-

iiUhi. we have further the genus Triptogon, with two species,

Modesto, of Harris and Occidentals of Edwards. An apparent

larval modification of Modesta has been announced as a dtstmel

species from Louisiana under the name of Cabki But though

the larva feeds on water plants and exhibits a difference in

possessing dorsal tubercles or "horns," the drawing of the

moth is so like our northern Modesta, which was unknown to

the discoverer of Cablet, that there must be some mistake about

it, and the species stands on a bad footing. But this genus is

numerously represented by closely allied forms in Asia, as we
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learn from Butler's treatise, and it is clear that ours must have
originally come to us from the common ancestry of all the

present species. For the American type of Mcccecaius, I have
retained Hubners term Paonias. For the equally American
type Astylus, I have proposed the necessarily new term Caly-

.symbolus. Our remaining Smerinthoid form, Juglandis, differs

more strongly than almost any structural form in the group
from its allies. Confounded by Hubner with the rest of the

gray Smerinthi under Pohjptichus, it has been properly made the

type of the genus Cressoma Grote and Kobinson. The preju-

dice against the use of Hubner's genera will not find favor with
those whose chief concern is the fact which lies beneath the

term, and not the name used to show that it is apprehended.
We have, then, three proximate sources for our Sphingid

fauna, which to-day consists of ninety-two or three species.

That this number will not be greatly exceeded by future dis-

coveries may be safely assumed. Although local species may
await capture in New Mexico, Arizona or Southern 0:

the comparatively wide range and the muscular activity of these

insects preclude the idea that this number will receive acces-

sions as in the past It has trebled since Harris's time, but the

principal additions now seem likely to be from stragglers over
our southern borders not yet noted in our lists. Again, in

the genus Hemaris it may be that one or two names will drop
from the list. Until all the facts are known, through a careful

breeding of the species, it will not do to be hasty in drawing in

any existing names in our comparatively small number of

species.

The three elements, from as many sources, in our Sphingid

fauna, are found first in descendants of a former circumpolar

fauna; secondly, in accessions from the tropics, a movement
from south to north being still in progress ; thirdly, in those

genera which have originated within our limits and are pecul-

iarly North American in character. We may thus tabulate the

genera of North American Sphingidce:

1. Descendant*from a (.:ir<'>n»po?<rr F<r>nxi.

Hemaris
Pot,ocoloti ...

Deilephila ...
Ampelophaga

Mcsmerinthus

Triptogot



JEllopos
Cautethia . . .

JEnyo
JVu'laiiijidHS

Puehylitt ...
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2. Accessionsfrom the Tropics.

Chosrocampa 2

Amphonyx 1

Phlegothontius .... 4

Dilophonota 6

Euproserpi)
Thyreus .

.

.

Detain a ( .

Daremma
Dolba . .

.

Ellema _

.

C'llasi/mbohis 2 14 genera and 20 species.

In these tables there is no separate account taken of tbe

species of Sphinx. This genus cannot be satisfactori 1 y
as I am sure that the different divisions proposed (e. g. Lint-

neria) have not sufficient or any real characters to sustain them.

It is not as with Smerinthus where objective differences under-

lie all of the divisions. But many of the species fall evidently

under either the second or third group. While dm.
is evidently allied to the European species, Gord/u* and alhy-

are probably of southern extraction, and in Elsa and Dolln

we have probably forms of American origin. The genus

belongs to an older period of separation. The position of

Diludia and Daremma is not assured, but I prefer the present

to my first arrangement of the genera. We have neither Macro-

glossa nor Acherontm ; the decisive element in our fauna does

not come from the Old World.
But on the whole the tables are probably appn

accurate, sufficiently so as to draw attention to the olafi

which a study of this interesting group offers, and in presenting

them, in connection with a resume of our knowledge
number of kinds of North American Sphinyido. thr writer ask-

'ndulgence of the reader. They have beei
fort",

>logists to the recording of a

class of facts which are of value in the large question of the

distribution of life upon this globe, and which relieves ento-

mology from the popular charge of being the cause of a frivo-

lous waste of time upon insignificant objects. The writer also

desired to trace subsequent progress in our knowledge of a

subject which the late Dr. Harris had offered in this Journal

nearly half a century ago.
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The experiments described below were made at the Labora-
tory of Harvard College during the summer of 1882, and most
of the results obtained were given at the Montreal meeting of

the American Association.

At the York meeting of the British Association, Sept., 1881,
I gave a list of certain metals with an approximate value of the

"rotational coefficient"* for each as determined by my experi-

ments. This list was published in the report of the Association.

Several of these metals had, however, been examined in an
extremely inaccurate manner, as was stated at the time, and the

numbers assigned them were marked as doubtful. Thus a part

of the list ran :

ZhTc . . . .
_'

... +15- V'

Magnesium..' —50* ?

Bras^
1.""""""""^"'

- 1*3?

Lead No effect discovered.

Kepeating, still in a hasty and rough manner, but more care-

fully than before, the experiments with all these metals except

magnesium, and using indeed the same pieces of metal as before,

Zinc . +10-5
Aluminium -- —37*

Brass - 1*4

Lead No effect discovered.

It will be observed that the value obtained for brass, which is

small, is but little changed, but those for zinc, aluminium and
copper have each been reduced about 25 or 30 per cent. We
may perhaps by analogy, without actual determination, write:

Magnesium - —35

All these values may still be subject to errors of 10 or 20

per cent, but will nevertheless serve present purposes tolerably

well, if substituted for those given in the list previously pub-

lished. Such a list, though rough, may be compared with other

*Phil. Mag., Sept., 1881, p. 162.
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lists in which the same metals are arranged relatively to various

physical properties, and any analogies thus suggested may be

tested farther by more accurate and detailed investigations.

In fact, to go no "farther than the above table itself, the fact that

the small rotational coefficient in brass lies between the positive

coefficient in zinc and the negative in copper suggests the advisa-

bility of a careful study of the transverse effect in alloys.

In the Phil. Mag. for Sept., 1881, 1 stated that the transverse

current obtained with a nickel strip is much increased, other

conditions remaining unchanged, by rise of temperature. It

was a question of much interest whether the transverse current

in the non-magnetic metals would prove to be affected in a

similar manner. It might be found indeed that the transverse

current would increase at the same rate as the electrical resist-

ance, in which case it would appear that the transverse effect

depends upon the rate of fall of electric potential along the

strip of metal rather than upon the strength of the direct current.

Accordingly, from a sheet of No. 2 gold foil* the thinnest

foil used by dentists, a piece was cut in the form of a Greek

<;ross. The extremity of each arm of this cross was soldered

to a disk of brass. The four brass disks were screwed to a

plate of hard rubber in such a manner as to extend the arms

of the cross, which was then fastened to the rubber plate by

means of melted resin run between. Wires soldered to the

disks served for the connections.

The very considerable difficulty of soldering so thin a strip

of gold and then fastening it upon the plate, has heretofore

prevented my employing this method of makiug connections

with that metal, screw clamps being used instead. The practi-

cal advantage of soldered connections is of course considerable,

though not so great as might at first appear. Resin, although

vei'v brittle, was used as a cement, for the reason that within

the limits of temperature to be employed it is more rigid than

any other cement I could hit upon, and therefore less liable to

allow the gold strip to become distorted or strained by the

stress it is subjected to while carrying a current across a pow-

erful magnetic field.

In order to control the temperature of the gold strip, it was

placed in a narrow tank between the poles of the electro-magnet,

and water was made to flow slowly through the tank, from

bottom to top, during the experiment. The lowest temperature

used was about 2° C, the highest about 30° C, as will be seen

below.

Aug. 2 the following results were obtained in the order given :

*" Standard," R. S. Williama & Co.
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Gold.

the i

s proportional to
the rotational coefficient in gold or other metals.

The magnetic field in these experiments had an intensity of
about 1900 0. Q. S. The primary current was not measured in

absolute units. It was such as a Bunsen cell yields in a circuit

, few ohms resistance.

From the above table w

•_'°-2
/

me[ m2

The mean of the numbers at low temperature is therefore less

than the mean for the higher temperature by rather less than
one per cent. The particularly small number 1703, which
causes this result, was obtained from a rather bad series of

observations, and is probably entitled to less weight than the
others. In fact, though the' numbers as they stand seem to

indicate a decrease of about one per cent in the value of the

transverse effect for a fall of about 30° C, I think it better to

say that we have here detected no certain effect of fall of

temperature.

It is evident from these experiments that if the value of
the transverse effect in gold varies at all i

perature, it varies far less than the electrical conducti

We must conclude, therefore, that this effect depends r;

upon the magnitude of the current through the gold than i

the fall of potential per unit of length. This conclusior

long ago* reached, but doubt had been cast upon its c

by the experiments upon nickel above-mentioned.

Turning again to the magnetic metals and taking a strip of
thin iron, experiments were made similar to those with gold as

above described. The results obtained, though by no means
so accurate as those obtained with gold, show that "in iron the

rotational coefficient is very strongly affected by change of

l. 8ci.—Third Series,
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temperature, the effect being an increase of perhaps two-thirds

of one per cent for a rise of 1° C. Possibly a comparison of

the effect of change of temperature upon the magnetic permea-

bility of iron, nickel and cobalt, with the effect of the same

change upon the rotational coefficient, will be of value when

both effects shall have been more fully studied.

Leaving the matter of effect of change of temperature and

referring again to the article on nickel and cobalt (Phil. Mag.,

Sept., 1881), we see that the rotational coefficient in nickel

decreases as we increase the strength of the magnetic field;

i. e. the rotational effect^ other things being equal, increases less

rapidly than the intensity of the magnetic field.

Experiments were made for the purpose of determining

whether a similar relation would hold in iron. The iron was

tested in magnetic fields varying in intensity from about 1000

to about 7500 in absolute C. G. S. units. Judging from the

behavior of the strip of nickel previously examined in this

manner, the R C. of that metal would be about 20 per cent

greater in a field of intensity 1000 than in one of intensity

7500. For certain reasons I do not feel perfect confidence in

the numerical results obtained with iron, and do not consider

them worth publishing. To myself, however, they make it

seem probable that the rotational coefficient in iron is less in

a field of intensity 1000 than in a field of intensity 7500, and I

expect to prove this when I am able to take up the matter

again. Cobalt should of course be examined in the same way,

nor must it be forgotten that it is hy no means proved, as yet,

thai the non-magnetic metals will "show a constant rotational

coefficient when tested between wide limits of magnetic force.

The object of another experiment was to determine, if possible,

whether any part of the rotational effect could be made perma-

nent under favorable conditions. For this purpose a piece of

clock spring was taken, tempered ver\ hard, and then reduced

by action of nitric acid to a thickness of about -06mni.
This

piece of steel was firmly imbedded upon a plate of glass in I

layer of cement made of melted beeswax and resin. This

plate, with the usual electrical connections, and with a current

flowing through it, was placed in the usual position between

the poles of the electro-magnet; the magnet current was turned

on, then off, and the plate 'removed from between the poles in

order to avoid the action of the very considerable residual

magnetism of the electro-magnet. A reading of the Thomson

galvanometer in the transverse circuit was now made, then the

plate was replaced between the poles and the current turned on

again but in the opposite direction. The magnet «

again interrupted, the plate was again removed from the field

and another reading of the Thomson galvanometer was made.



The two readings differed by several centimeters on the galva-
nometer scale. The experiment was repeated and always with
a like result.

There was no room for doubt that the direction of the equi-
potential lines in the steel was permanently changed by the
action of the magnet. This change was in the same direction
as the temporary change produced by the magnet's action, and
perhaps equal to 2 per cent of the temporary change.

This result was of course not unexpected. The hardened
steel must have become permanently magnetized transversely,
and this magnetization should produce an effect similar to that
of temporary magnetization. The experiment is of interest,

however, as indicating that the rotational effect is not due to
the mere mechanical stress to which the metal is subjected in

the magnetic field, for though no one has ever pointed out how
any such stress could produce the effect observed, many have
no doubt questioned whether it might not after all be due in

some obscure way to such stress.

It may be stated incidentally that the transverse effect

appears to be much greater in steel of blue temper than in soft

iron, and again much greater in steel of very hard temper than
in steel of blue temper. If we call the effect in soft iron 1, the
effect in blue steel is perhaps 2, and that in very hard steel 4.

letter to J. D. Dana, dated Washington, D. C, Feb. 8, 1883.)

Hawaiian Islands, I

urn for the kind in-

terest you took in my journey and for the valuable suggestions
you made me prior to my departure. I therefore avail mvH.it
of a convenient opportunity to tell you briefly some of the

matters which most particularly interested me.

After making such purchases as were thought necessary for

my journey at Honolulu, I took the inter-island steamer for

the southern part of Hawaii. I did not go to Hilo at first, as

travelers generally do, for after making inquiry, I came to the

conclusion that the southern part of the island would be a
much more advantageous position from which to begin the

Study of Mauna Loa ami Kilauea. The Hilo side of the island

is very rainy. The field geologist quickly gets accustomed to

every inconvenience and discomfort of travel except one, and
that is mud: and the more he has to do with mud the more he
hates it. The southern district of the island, Kau, is almost
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always dry and the traveling good enough. I fitted out a

pack-train' with six packs, in regular Rocky Mountain sty!'.

and my first journey, of course, was to Kilauea. It is far

pleasanter to approach the volcano from the Kau side than

from the Hilo side, and the journey was full of interest. My

first visit to Kilauea lasted ten days, during which I explon

the great pit thoroughly and also the country round about.

If I can rightly estimate the accounts of observers wliosnw

Kilauea forty years or more ago, I should infer that the total

amount of volcanic energy now manifested there has very con-

siderably diminished. There is difficulty, however, in forming

an estimate of how much allowance should be made for the

enthusiasm and excited imaginations of travelers who for the

first time, and generally the only time, have beheld this won-

derful spectacle. The great inner pit, which was first described

by Ellis in his Polynesian Researches, in 1823, and alao bj

yourself, in 1841, has been completely filled up. The great

outer cavity also has, I infer, become notably shallower, hav-

ing been partially filled by innumerable overflows of lava.

The inner cavity, which once held a burning lake, is now rep-

resented by two lakes, whose united surfaces have, I should

judge, an extent which is but a small fraction of the surface of

the old lake of forty or fifty years ago. These two lakes are

both situated with their surfaces at levels higher than the

mean level of the main floor of the pit. I infer too that they

are much more languid and sluggish in their action than the

lake which you saw.

The height of the walls surrounding the pit varies from 320

to 740 feet. There is abundant evidence that the floor of the

pit sinks down more or less after every eruption within it, but

presumably not to so great an extent as to compensate the

building up of the floor after the successive out-pours of lava,

so that, on the whole, the pit is probably growing shallower.

I watched, with the deepest interest, the action of the lava

in the lakes. The most accessible one is now called the New
Lake. It undergoes a series of regular changes within a

period of about two hours. When we reach the brink of

it we generally find it frozen over and quite black and still,

except at the edges, where we perceive a rim of fire. yVe

observe also at many places upon the edges a little sputtering

and blowing out of lava and hear a dull simmering sound. At

length a piece of the black lava upon the surface cracks, turns

down its edge and sinks, disclosing a patch of livid &»
Soon after in some other part of the lake, at the edge, another

piece breaks and goes down. This becomes more and more

frequent until at last a hundred cracks suddenly shoot through

the entire surface, and, with a grand commotion, numberless
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fragments of the frozen surface plunge downward, leaving the
whole one glowing mass of lava. For a few minutes the spec-
tacle is very grand, but it does not last long. The surface
quickly darkens and freezes over again, becoming black as
before and in this condition it remains for an hour or two.
The period between break-ups is not regular, being as short as

! and as long as two hours and a quarter.

I explanation of the phenomenon is, I think, not difficult,

vv nen the lava first passes from the liquid to the solid condi-
tion, while its temperature is still near the melting point, but
below it, its density is less than that of the lava below. As
the crust thickens and the surface becomes cooler, its density
becomes greater than that of the lava below, and its position
then becomes unstable. A slight disturbance produces a rup-
ture, and the sinking of one fragment is quickly followed by
that of the others.

It has been the custom to spea ing situated
upon the flanks of Mauna Lou and to regard it as a mere ap-

pendage of that mountain. But it presents itself to me as a
distinct volcano having no more connection with Mauna Loa
than Manna Kea has. Into the discussion of this I cannot now

From Kilauea I went to Mauna Loa. My first objective

point was the source of the last great eruption of 1880-81.
It is reached with difficulty on account of the roughness of
the clinker fields, or aa, as it is termed in the islands. The
vents are situated from twelve to eighteen hundred feet below
the summit, upon the northeastern spur. Three distinct

streams flowed from as manv v^nts. one flowing northward to

the base of Mauna Kea, a second flowing southward into Kau,
and the third, and by far the largest, flowing first northward

"ing eastward until it came within half a mile of

Hilo. This latter stream was about fifty miles in length and
varied in width from half a mile to two miles. The appear-
ances presented at this point I shall describe at a future time.
It may be sufficient to state here that a series of parallel fis-

sures pointing from the summit toward the base of the
mountain gave issue to the lavas. No cone was built, and
there is no accumulation whatsoever of fragmental eruptive
products.

I was deeply impressed with the colossal character of the

eruptions of Mauna Loa. Of the eruptions which hear his-

toric date that of 1855 appears to have been the grandest It

would have almost built Vesuvius. The accounts given to

me by many eye witnesses of these eruptions recite observa-
tions which strike me as most extraordinary, though I cannot
for a moment question the general truthfulness of these ac-
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counts attested by so many intelligent and credible witnesses.

The general version is that they break out suddenly and with-

out warning, and that the lava spouts upward in enormous

fountains to a great altitude, which the various observers esti-

mate all the way from 500 to 1000 feet. How much of this

may be attributed to incandescent steam and how much to

optical illusion of one kind or another it is impossible to snv.

But I cannot doubt the general testimony that these vast lava

fountains do spout upward to a very considerable height, and

that the fires which are actually seen are mostly lavas. I

think there is substantial evidence of this in the appearances

presented at the sources of the great eruptions of 1855, 'oV and

'68. Dr. Coan visited the source of the eruption of lfc55

while it was still active: and about three months before his

death I had the privilege of inquiring of him very particularly

about this matter, and his account substantiates the general

One of the most striking features of Mauna Loa is the

almost total absence of cinder cones. There are a few small

piles of fragmenta! material here and then', but they are mere

apologies for cinder cones and are very aberrant in their modes

of aggregation and in the character of component materials.

Considering the portentous nature of these monstrous out-

breaks, it is wonderful how little disturbance attends thoui.

No earthquakes, no rending and shaking of the mountain nor

roar of escaping vapors, no vast clouds of steam, but simply a

huge river of tiery lava welling forth like water from a

and flowing swiftly on its course down the mountain

side. So far as I have ever heard, this quiet character of the

eruptions, the absence of fragmental products, and the insignifi-

cant amount of elastic force exerted by escaping vapors are

without a parallel.

All of the great eruptions of Mauna Loa come from fissures

which point from the summit of the mountain directly down

its slopes.

I visited the great pit at the summit of Mauna Loa twice

from two different lines of approach. It is very nearly equal

in its horizontal extent to Kilauea, but it is much deeper, be

ing about a thousand feet in depth, and is a much more im-

pressive spectacle. It was absolute! v still, without a trace of

igneous action at the time of my visit. Before the last great

eruption it was in a state of intense activity, spouting out

lava in jets which attained a height of seven or eight hundred

feet, and the igneous phenomena were, judging from all ac-

counts, far more impressive than those of Kilauea. The glare

of its fires was seen a few days before the last eruption |

:

''

it would seem that as soon as the last eruption began, the vents
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at the summit immediately sealed up, being tapped, I presume,
by the outbreaks which occurred at a considerably lower level.

The lavas of both Kilauea and Mauna Loa seem to me to

be of an abnormal type. The analyses are not yet made and
I can therefore give only their superficial character. They
have the appearance of being extremely basic, decidedly more
so than normal basalts. I cannot help thinking that they may
be fairly relegated to what Judd describes as ultra basalts.

Most of" the lavas of Mauna Loa contain excessive quantities

of olivine, many specimens being at least half composed of that

mineral. The lavas of Kilauea, on the other hand, whether in

the pit itself or in the country round about, seldom show much
olivine. But the eruption of 1840, which belongs physically r<>

the Kilauea group, is highly olivinitic, while the last eruption
of Mauna Loa shows little or no olivine. I am led to suspect
that the ultimate analyses of the two lavas, whether olivinitic

or not, will show but little difference. In other words, I sus-

pect that in some cases the olivine was crystallized in the lava

before eruption, while in others it was not, the magma being
very nearly identical in both cases.

I spent a great deal of time in the study oJ Mauna Kea.

This volcano contrasts strongly in its aspect with Mauna Loa
Its lavas are apparently more nearly normal basalts and Bhow
a somewhat wider range of variety. The most striking differ-

ence in the two mountains is the absence of fragmental pro-

ducts upon Mauna Loa and their great abundance on Mauna
Kea. The latter mountain is covered all over with magnificent

cinder cones of large size and beautiful proportions, which are,

by far, the most striking features of its mass. Many superb
cinder cones are scattered thickly around its base and over
its great flanks, and a large cluster of them forms its summit.

The activity of Mauna Kea as ; ro >ably been extinct for a

very considerable period of time. When we first look upon
its cinder cones in a perfect state of preservation, the first im-

pression is in favor of great recency in its activity, but a more
careful study of the surroundings leads to a modification of

this view. Upon the windward side of the mountain the rav-

ages of time are very apparent and quite extensive. Upon
the leeward side they are far less extensive, but are by no

means wanting. Durin,

frequently been called 1

produced upon the same mass by varying degrees of energy i

the agencies of degradation. Nowhere does it come out mr
clearly than in these islands. The windward sides in mi

cases "rave been devastated to an astonishing degree, so mu
so that t sometimes shrink from the task of trying to convir

anybody of the reality which I am sure of. But on the 1
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ward sides, which have undoubtedly been exposed for an

equal period of time, the degradation is but a small fraction of

what appears upon the windward sides.

The cause of the difference in the forms of Mauna Loa and

Mauna Kea is very apparent ; the former being built up en-

tirely of fluent lavas, without fragmental products; and the

lava streams being of great magnitude, the ejected material

has diffused itself over a very wide extent of country and

flowed manv miles away from the principal focus of eruption.

The mountain, therefore, is abnormally flat in its profile, b
Mauna Kea, on the other hand, so large a proportion of the

ejecta being in a fragmental form, they are piled up around the

places where thev were thrown out. The mass of Mauna Kea

is many times smaller than that of Mauna Loa ; but the top of

its summit platform is only six or seven hundred feet lower

than that of Mauna Loa, while the cinder cones upon the sum-

mit carry its apex about two hundred feet higher than the

summit of Mauna Loa.

On all the slopes of Mauna Loa there is nowhere to be

found anything like a ravine. Nor is there a sir

stream, however small. And yet on all sides the precipitation

is very great, but, the water sinks as rapidlv as it falls. The

lava is highly vesicular and much broken, never CO

cept in bands here and there, at the bases of the larger .no"'"

pipes
there are literaliv thou.-ands of them, some of which ares v-

eral miles in length, tn truth, these long caverns must form

an appreciable portion of the entire volume of the mountain-

Remembering also the very vesicular character of the lava, it

seems plain that while the absolute density of the n.

ven high, the specific gravity of the mass as a whole is by no

It appears to be a general fact throughout the islands that

erosion does not take hold of these volcanic piles to any ap-

preciable extent during their activity, and after ti

extinct a long period must still elapse before surface erosion

other than chemical weathering can begin. The cutting ot

ravines is impossible without runnim/ water, and the water

cannot colled in streams until the emcks and pores of the

lava are silted up. Of course, this lakes place more .pii.'^'

upon the windward than upon the leeward 'sides. These facts

are ahundantiv illustrated on everv island in the i>roup.

1 also visited Iluahdai. which has an altitude of about 8,600

feet. It seems to be intermediate as re-ards the character ot

its lavas and manv of its eruptions between Mam
Mauna Loa; being more basic than the former, less

latter. It has many cinder cones upon it, especially at the
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summit, some of which resemble those of Mauna Kea, while
others have the abortive, abnormal and dwarfed character of
the very few which occur upon Mauna Loa. This volcano it

is well' known has been active in the early part of the present
century. From 1801 to 1811 there were three distinct erup-
tions, separated by intervals of a very few years, but all of

them were small. One of them, as nearly as can be made out,

must have occurred about the year 1801, the second in 1805,
and the last in 1810 or 1811.

Kohala Mountain, at the north end of the island, is about
5400 feet in height, and its activity, no doubt, ceased at an
earlier period than that of Mauna Kea. Its lavas are largely
normal basalts, much of it approaching andesite in character.
It appears to be notably less basic on the whole than the lavas
of Mauna Kea. It has many cinder cones, some of them per-

fectly well preserved, others showing conspicuous traces of

My visit to Maui, though briefer than that to Hawaii, was
very interesting. The great volcano Haleakala is about 10,400
feet high. The great "crater" (so-called) at the summit pos-

sesses a grandeur and impressiveness which have not been over-

rated by travelers who have heretofore described it. The form
of this summit depression is certainly most extraordinary and
not easy to account for. It is impossible, 'however, to describe

this mountain briefly, and I shall not li.ro attempt to do so.

It is wholly basaltic and in its general characteristics a pretty

close imitation of Mauna Loa. The mountain piles which
make up west Maui arc much older. They are very much de-

graded by erosion and literally sawed to pieces by gorges and
ravines two thousand to three thousand feet in depth, with pre-

cipitous walls. Some of the scenery in these gorges possesses

a beauty and grandeur seldom equalled. It is highly peculiar.

unterpart only in other islands

ome lavas which appear to beof the Pacific. I found
true andesites, though in the main, the rocks are of a mildly
basaltic type.

I also went over the island of Oahu pretty thoroughly. It

has many points of interest, of which, perhaps, the most nota-

ble are the studies of erosion which it presents. I may make
the same remark regarding the island of Kauai. It has fre-

quently been noted that the western islands of the group are

the oldest and the antiquity diminishes from northwest to south-

east. I consider tin- conclusion safe, however, only to this

extent, that the eruptions in the western islands ceased at an

earlier period, though it does not necessarily follow that they

began any earlier.

There are abundant evidences of recent elevation in the
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islands, the amount of which varies greatly. In a few portions

there are marked traces of subsidence, though on the whole

the elevating movement has greatly predominated. This sub-

ject is too complicated to be discussed here.

It would be impossible for me now to give much idea of the

new facts I have learned. I have made no grand di

and of course I did not expect to. But I have picked up

much knowledge of small details, the value of which no one

but a geologist can appreciate; no nuggets but a good deal of

fine gold. I think 1 understand much "better than I ever did

before the action and behavior of lavas, their modes of accu-

mulation and their methods of flowing. To some extent, no

doubt, these observations relate to matters peculiar to the

islands, and it would not be safe to consider them typical ;
but

I imagine that their utility will not be less on that account.

One of the most pleasing studies in these islands is the

climatology. In truth, there are about as many climates as

there are square leagues; yet all of them seem to be reducible

to ordinary and well known laws, and when understood form

some of the most beautiful examples of the operations of those

laws which can well be imagined.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGE
I. Chemistey and Physics.

bodies are said to be isomorphoiis when, possessing
crystalline form, they are capable of crystallizing together in ti

-

same crystal; and 2d, two isomorphoiis" bodies possess an analo-

gous chemical constitution. Klein has called attention to tne

fundamental modification of these laws required by the progiv-

of science, and instances as isoniorphous bodie- torn ii mi lX ' t
I;'

rions to the above laws (1) the double fluorides of titanium with

the double ovyfluorides of columhium and tungsten of Mangna<'

:

(2) the quadratic metatungstates and the monoclinic metatungs-

tates of Scheibler, the members of both these group- '" '' -

salts of barium and eah-ium being isoniorphous with the rhombo

hedric form of the acid, ami the monosodie salt with fourteet

molecules of water, with the disodic salt containing eleven

(4) anhydrous sodium sulphate, Na„SO , with sodium chromaU
Na

a
Cr0

4 ,
(H

a
O)

2 , as observed by Wyrouboff; (5) the doubl

chlorides (KCl)
s
InCl,(H

t
O)

1}< and (KCl)
s
TlCl,(H

10) a,
observe.
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the silicotungstic acid of Marignac (WO,)
19
Si0

9
(H

a
O)

4 ,
(HO)

,

and also with the monosodic borol I > ka OH 6,
(!!<>>.: a barium borotu.urstate (W0

3) 9
B

2 3
(Ba0)„, (llJU..

adiammonium borotungstate (W0
8) 9
B

2 3
(NH

40) 2
(H

20) i ,
(H O)

with an ammonium nietatungstate described by Marignac, The
isomorphism in these casts is complete; so much so that, for
i'.\ain|<l<>, a crystal <»f barium melat ungslate will cause a super-
saturated solution of di-h :l riuin borotungstate to crystallize at

once. Accepting a suggestion made by Marignac some time ago,
that two compounds containing a common element or group of

of them by weight, may be
ns even if they hav

Klein formulates the law's of isomorphism tints; 1st. Two bodies
are called isomorphous when they have the same crystalline form
and are capable of crystallizing in all, or in very variable propor-
tions in the same crystal. 2d. Two isomorphous bodies have
either aii analogous chemical <•.-.; ,-d isomorph-
ism), or are formed in great part of a eroup of elements which are

''ommon or have an Mass isomorphism). The
1 xceptional cases above given are all included under the law of iso-

2. On a rv/.sv ,,/ I'/.t/sir.t/ h...... ,,-;*„,. I.i:m ma.vn has observed
a marked case of physical isomerism. Dihenzoyldianiidodibroin-

enyl, prepared by benzoylizing Fit tig's diamidodibromdi-

rystallizes from hot alcohol in fine colorless needles
1 in capillary tubes at 195°. When the mass has become

liquid, if the tub,- be suddenly removed from the bath and quickly

cooled, the contents solidify to a transparent vitreous mass which,

placed in a cold bath and gradually heated, fuses at 99°. If the

heat be continued, the resulting fiquid solidities again between
125° and 130' to an opake crystalline mass, which again fuses at

195° as before. The changes are better observed by heating the

substance as crystallized from alcohol on a watch glass over a
tiame and then cooling. The glassy mass is pulverized aud placed
in a fine tube, where its liquefaction is more readily observed on

heating. It would appear that the sudden cooling from 195° to

the ordinary temperature, cause- it to assume another physical

state
; because if allowed to cool slowly no such change takes

place.—Ber, /!<>/. Ghem. £«*., xv, 2835, Dec, 1882. g. f. b.

3. On Nitrogen Helen hi* .—Vkknki il has examined the selen-

ide of nitrogen discovered by Wohler in 1859. The process of

preparation used by the discoverer was to saturate selenium

perchloride with ammonia g is. lint the author finds that Fordos

A: (ielis's process for nitrogen sulphide gives better results. Ten
grams of the perchloride are mixed with a few drops of carbon

disuiphide, and the paste thus made is suspended in a liter of CS
a

in which it is almost insoluble. Into this liquid a current of dry
aintm nia gas is passed. Flocks of ammouium chloride are pre-

cipitated aud the liquid pa—-- from a rose tint to a dark cochineal-
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red color. Finally the red color disappears and brown flocks are

thrown down. The current of gas ig continued unti

become of a clear orange tint. The liquid is filtered, the flocks

ied. On removing
3

2
and drying, tliwashing again with CS

2
and drying, the nitrogen -elcuide i>

pure, in amount equal to 80 per cent of the theoretical

yield. It forms an amorphous orange powder, insoluble in all

solvents, havinu- the formula S',X. When dry it detonates vio-

lently by a shock, being as easily exploded us mercury fulminate,

less easily than nitrogen iodide/ Potassium hydrate and hydro-

gen chloride decompose it, producing seleuite of potassium or

ammonium.—Bull Soc. <'/>„ IX xxxviii, 54tf, Dec, 1882. o. F. b.

!-. On the Preparation of ('arhoiayus oxide,—Noack, observing.

in his rediu • lo-q.hiu-s, the action

of zinc dust upon carbon dioxide, has proposed this as a method

of preparing carbonous oxide. For this purpose a somewhat

wide combustion tube is used, filled with zinc dust for its whole

length, a passage being left for the gas. This tube is heated to

400"° in a furnace, and C0
3

is passed into it from an evolution

flask, a w:ish-b.,ttle containing N'a
9
CO being inserted between it

and the tube, and a second one containing potash solution at the

farther end. With 2oo grams of zinc dust, 20 liters CO can he

obtained in a short, time. Since the volumes of C0
3
and of CO

are equal, the quantity of the latter obtained should equal the

former
; but in practice there is some loss, thirteen liters C0 3

vh-ldiuir only ele\ en liters of CO. The gas is exceptionally pure.

—Ber. Berl. Ghent. Ges., xvi, 75, Jan., 1883. g. f. b.

5. On MoU<'alar < ,.„,,,.,„„,;, ,,/' II, ,,-
: . ,,, and Naphthalene with

A, a- imonious chloride.—Smith and Davis have observed that on

melting a mixture of three parts of anlimonious chloride and two
<'•' uaphtl ah i . i •

( itiful ( rvsl.-illizati " n •• " '

perfectly symmetrical monociinic plate* beimr produced. With
some difficulty enough of these crystals were removed to be ex-

amined. They are very delhpiesccn: and must be placed at once

in a stoppered bottle. On analysis they gave numbers corres*

ponding to the formula (SbOlj. '(C^JI.),, If the SbCl
3
be dis-

solved in benzene, three parts of the former to four of the latter,

and the corked rlask be set aside for a few davs, ianre well-detnieu

monociinic plates thinner and less regular than those of the naph-

thalene compound are produced. They are colorless and trans-

parent, and are very deliquescent. On* analysis they ifavc num-
bers agreeino- with the formula (SbCl

3) 3
(C

8
H

fl
),.—J. Chem. Soc,

6. On Acetoxims, a new class of Organic bodies.—J anxy,
under v. .Meyer's direction, has succeeded in producing a new class

of organic bodies by the action of hydroxylamine upon various

ketones. These new bodies he calls acetoxims. and an aeetoxini

he defines to be a body containing the group CNOH = (combined

on both sides with carbon. If hydrogen saturates on one side! a

body is formed to which he gives the name udoxim. The
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is dimethyl-acetoxim, CH
s
-CNOH-CH

3 , or
acetoxim proper; analogous to diinethyl-ketone or acetone. It is

produced by the action of hydroxyla'niine upon acetone in the
cold in aqueous solution. It is easily soluble in water, alcohol
and ether, fuses at 59°-00° and boils at 134-8°. Eth.
acetoxim, methyl-pseudobulyl-ucetoxim, niothyl-pheiiyl-aeetoxim.
and dipheii\l-acetoxim are described in the original paper.
Petraczek has studied the aldoxims in the same laboratory.

He describes ethyl-aldoxim C
2
H

3
NO or CII -CXOH-i

nldoxim C
3
II

7
NO, and benzyl-aldoxim C

7
H

7
NO. They are formed

by the action of hydroxylamine upon tic respective aldehvdes.—
Ber. Berl Vhem. Ges., xv, 2778, 2783, Dee., 1882. g. f. b.

7. On the Synthesis of Uric acid.—The synthetic production
<>f uric acid has been accomplished by Horbaczewski. Pure,
finely pulverized glycocoll was mixed with ten times its weight
"f pure urea and heated quickly to 200° or 230° in a metallic bath
being kept there until the colorless liquid became a yellow, turbid
and pasty. After cooling, the mass was dissolved in dilute KOH,
saturated with NH

4
C1 and precipitated with a mixture of am-

monia-silver solution and magnesia mixture. The i

after washing was decomposed with potassium sulphide. The
filtrate was saturated with 11(1. and concent rated. The crude
product by solution in alkali and rcprecipitation was puritieii.

A yellowish crystalline powder resulted which possessed all the
properties of uric acid. Under the microscope the crystals were
plates or rhombic crystals. They reduced copper solution on
warming and silver solution in the cold. They dissolved in nitric

acid and left

red with amm
in water, alcohol, ether or acids, but soluble in alkalies, and gav<

the right formula on analysis.

—

Ber. Berl. Chun. Ges., xv, -Jo' 7^
Nov., 1882. O. F. b.

8. The Radiometer.—Much uncertainty still exists in regard
to the phenomena exhibited 1>\ th« radiometer. Thes. phenomena
are complicated by the action of the enclosing vessel, the rarefied

medium and the co:i-t itution of the vane of the radii 'meter. Ei;\>r

Pringsheim has made a careful study of the intl u nee • it t in gia>s-

C'Uitaiuing vessel, of the enclosed gas and of the constitution of
the vane. His apparatus consisted of one vane which was hung
by a long bifilar suspension. A little mirror was placed upon the

of a spot of light reflected upon a scale. Hisexperim.
to believe that a pressure emanates from the heated side of the

vessel, and that this pressure increases with the

the vessel. He

That the action of th<

to the rate of absorption and conduction on its tw<

considers the theory of currents of the rarefied mediu
able and believes that the kinetic theory of the radic
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most reasonable one. The influence of the form of the radiometer

vanes is due not to the form but to their proximity to the sides of

the enclosing vessel. The difficulty of reconciling the various

phenomena noticed in radiometers is due to the disturbing causes

which result from The various Conns of radiometers, and he there-

fore adopted the simplest instrument, a single vane suspended by

a biliiar suspension.

—

Ann. uer P/n/sik u, t ,! (']„ iiiie, 1883, No.

1, pp. 1-32. J. t.

9. Measurement of wave lengths in the Ultra-red portion »j

the sohir spectrum.—The peculiarity of this measurement bv Ernst

Pringsheim, resides in the use of a radiometer to measure the

heat. The spectrum produced by a Rutherfurd's grating, ll.-'M'

lines to the inch, was examined by keeping all parts of the ap-

paratus stationary except the grating; this was turned upon a

vertical axis, and different portions of the spectra were thus

thrown upon the radiometer. This radiometer consisted of but

one vane, which was suspended by a long bitiiar suspension. The

radiometer was carefully protected from irregular disturbance*

by being placed in a suitable enclosure. By means of tins

apparatus, absorption bands were found from "wave lenutli

0-0013G58mm to A=0-0013908mm . These results were modified by

the absorbing media which were used to separate the spectra of

different orders.—Ann. der PhysJk ,md Chemie, 1883, No. 1,

pp. 32-45. J. t.

10. Phosphoraymplnj <,/ i1„ infro-nd of the Solar Spectrin,,.

known to exist in tin .iVa-n 1 A Rutin In 1 irratimr was em-

ployed and the spectrum was thrown upon various phosphorescent
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sun—a consequence which M. Faye believes that Dr. Siemens can-

not admit.— Cmnptnt AY„^/.n\ Jan. 8, 1883, p. "79. j. T.

12. The Effect of Oil upon Waves.—In reply to an objection of

Admiral Bourgeois r.liai the actual effect of oil upon waves should

he fully tested before it is submitted to theoretical analysis, It.

G. Vanijek Mensbkugghk, replies that he has shown from incon-

testable facts that tli«' wind produces upon the superficial layer of

the sea, a horizontal motion of translation, which heme.- sufficiently

prolonged can communicate to the deeper layers, and can propa-
gate to a great distance, very decided undulations. He has con-

fined himself to a discussion of two cases; in the first, where the

calm sea is covered with a thin layer of oil and is then submitted
to the action of the wind; in the second, where the waves break.
In the first case the formation of great waves is rendered impos-
sible by the presence of the layer of oil. In the second, a simple
calculation shows that the layer of oil exerts a great resist nice at

the base of the breaker, and "thus compels it to extend itself and

Comptes Mend
13. Rareferl Air as ,i Conductor of Electricity.—Edlund con-

tinues his researches upon this subject. A number of experiments
are described to show that the phenomena ol the opposition to the

dual in rarefied air cannot

theory that a vacuum does not conduct
electricity. He carefully discusses the question o!" the contrary

electro-motive force which is developed at the terminals. "It is

not the resistance of'ihe gas but this electro-motive force, increas-

ing with the rarefaction and connected with the electrodes, that
presents an obstacle to the passage of the current. Everything is

in favor of the hvpothesis that vacuum opposes a very feeble re-

sistance to the propagation of elect richy."
1 Without the employ-

Geissler tube, which is sufficient to produce light. This would
be impossible it the hiuiilv rarefied gas or vacuum were an insula-

tov.—Phil. Mag., Jan., 1883, p. 1-22. jr. t.

14. C<>/tf<'r>'n>;> fir the A'f<>/>fini, of a Siou<l<<r>l Meridian and
of a St„,nlartl Ti'mr.—The Minister of Public instruction has in-

formed the French Academy that a circular has been received

from the United States Government, which invites the French
Republic to convoke a conference of all nations, which shall con-
sider the question of the establishment of a common initial

(1.) That the mod of uniformity is a great source of trouble in

commerce—especially since the great extension of railroad' sys-

tems and telegraph lines.

(2.) This question has been long discussed, both in Europe and

the need of a uvucral understanding and cooperation.

(3.) That the initiative seems to'belong to the United States,
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on account of the great extent of its territory in respect to longi-

The President of the United States, convinced of the advantage

of the reform in regard to the question, accordingly desires to

obtain the opinion of the French Government in regard to an in-

tornati.Mi: I conference. This communication will be referred by

the French Academy to a commission from the Section of Astron-

om\ ittul fmmtl it ot Geogi ipliy and Navigation.— Uotuptta Hin-

dus, Jan. 2, 1883, p. 42. .
J- \

15. An Introduction to the *NW// <>/ <)r,/<i,ur i I, *tr
:i

by

Adolph Pinner, Ph.D., Professor of Chemist r\ in tin ; mverMt\

of Berlin. Translated and revised from the I

by Peter T. Austen, Ph.D. F.< .S., Professor of Analytical and

Applied < lictnistrv in limbers College and the New Jersey Mate

Scientific School.
' New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1883, pp. xix

and 403. 12mo.—Dr. Pinner's Introduction is probably our best

text-book on organic chemistry. After 14 pages of the most esseu-

tial explanations, the mono-carbon group or methant

are described, including methane and its various hal

droxyl, sulphur, nitrogen (evano<_am bodies) and other derivr*"
T"c

The order chosen is that '

'

simpler to the more comple
brief according to the importance
and constitutional relations of the compounds are brought o— —
a clear and concise manner. The methane derivati\e> mviip)

sixty pages. The ethane derivatives follow in similar order; fol-

lowed again by their homologues up to the hexa-carbon lies.

The carbhy.lrates :ul( ] U ric acid derivatives are treated separately.

Then follows a retrospect in which the more important
oletine and acet vlene hvdr..-carbons, their halogen and bydroxyl

derivatives (including aldehydes, ketones and acids of various

basicity), amines, etc!", etc., afe tabulated so as to eni|

homologies. These topics' fill one-half of the book. '.1

benzene and its homologues and derivatives well presented in 100

pages. Naphthalene, anthracene and their congeners; the cam-

phors, essential oils, resins pvridiue has,-, alkaloids, glucosides,

coloring matters, bitter principles, biliarv substance- a:

bodies, complete the descriptive part. An Appendix ot Unity

pages gives an account of the methods of elementary analysis, the

determination of gas-densities, the study of "constitution," action

of re-agents and atomic migration. A complete Table of Con-

tents and Index are supplied.
The book, we understand, closely follows Professor A. V\ •

Hoffmann's plan of instruction; it is written in a very simph'.

clear and appropriate style. The translation as well as the

revision does great credit to Professor Austen, and w i

commend the volume to teachers and students of this fascinating

and now most '• practical " branch of science. s. w. J.
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16. XJniplanar Kinematics of Solids and Fluids, wit

tions to the distribution and flow of electricity: i»v Gkoroi-; M.
Minchin, M.A. Oxford, 1882. 8vo, pp. 266.—Professor Minchin

i limits himself in this book to motion which takes place in one
plane or parallel to one plane. In fluids, for example, no displace-
ments are supposed perpendicular to the plane xy. The extension

can be more easily made after the leading conceptions are mas-
tered. The first half of the volume is occupied with the subjects
of <lis].| ;1 cement, velocity, acceleration, epieycloidal motion, mass-
kinematics, and small strains. In the treatment of epieycloidal
motion, especially, the author has introduced new theorems.
The last half of the volume is devoted to kinematics of fluids

and notes. It will be appreciated by persons who undertake to
read Clerk-Maxwell's Eleetrietity and Magnetism, to which it is

an admirable introduction. The style of Professor Minchin is

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

Chamberlin has here a paper entitled " Observations on the recent

Glacial drift of the Alps, based on persoual observations." In it,

after describing the Jard'm (or Garden) in the Chamouni region
" grasses and flowers surrounded on all side- by per-

inrl w.o ha nrmnvinw u-itl. it the ' ,1 rift-loss nrpn. " nfpetual snow and ice, he compares with

He observes that the Jardin is not a dri;

for it was formerly under the ice-sheet and has erratics ( , n its

surface; but in the present glaeia cier divides

and passes around it to unite again below, leaving it so far as

present action is concerned a non-glaciated area, surrounded on
all sides by active glaciation. It is stated that the resemblance

ep moraine, thrust up by
ile on the border of the WIscoi

area the glacial debris thins out :. -pears man
obscure margin. Further, the Jardin lies on the lee side of a

prominence, and owes its escape from ice "more to it- own prom-
inence than to the effects of adjacent depressions." The ice

moving from the Archaean region south of Lake Superior, after a
course of 100 miles, "terminated on the declivity, and its waters
continued on across the driftless area, leaving gravel terraces

along their course."
On page 276, Professor J. E. Todd describes fossil tbot-traeks

on Potsdam sandstone from a locality four miles north of New
Lisbon. The tracks :l rc in involved lines or bands, where broad-

est 4 to 4| inches wide, and have the characters of Climntichnites

of Logan. Mr. Todd names them C. Fosteri, and speaks of them
as undoubtedly of animal origin. An excellent figure accom-
panies the article.

Am. Jotjb. Sol—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 147.-March, 1883.
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2. Lower Devonian fossil-bearing metamorphic rocks in the

region of Bastoijm, li'r-lgi,/,,, {torn,, »f A^v^/^/oy/).—A paper

by A. Renard, on the lithologv of 'these metamorphic Devo-

nian rocks, is published in Volume I (1-sg) of the Bulletin of the

Belgian Royal Museum of N atural History. The beds belong to

the'niiddle member of the Coblentzian group of Dumont, called

the Taunusian. The metamorphism and fossiliferous feature ot

the rocks were recognized by Dumont. The fossils Spirifsr

iivicrophri/s, Chomt's sarriiiKh'txs ami others oeeur in a garnet-

iferous schist and quaftzyte, besides remains of plants. The

rocks include a hornblendic or actinolitic eurite, garnet iferous

and chloritic quartzytes, garnetiferous fossil-bearing

and clilovitic ganu-tiferous schist also fossiiii'erous. M. Kenard

has studied the rocks both by chemical analysis and the micro-

scope. He found in the hornblendic quart zyte, MO-tf-J of quartz,

37*62 of hornblende, 20-85 of mica, 4-14 of garnet. Mi2 of titanite.

1-51 of apatite, and + -S0 of graphite (visible in scales . with some

ottrelite. The actinolitic rock consists of quartz 52:>K horn-

blende 46-73, with traces of titanic iron, mica and graphite. The

hornblende (actinolite) is in interlaced fibers. The garnetilerous

slate consists chiefly of biotite and -aruet, with graphite in

scales, and rarely hornblende. It graduates into the quartxyte

The author discusses also the origin of the metamorphism, and

gives analyses of the ottrelite.

3. On a large mass of Cretaceous Amber from (ilmicctfrr < "..

Neio Jersey; W (\ya>.'Y. Krxz. (Bead before the New York

Academy of Sciences, February 5th, 1883.)—About twelve months

ago a mass of amber of uncommon size and shape (being twenty

inches long, six inches wide and one inch thick, a:,

sixty-four ounces), was found at Kirby's marl pit, on Old Mans
Creek, near Harrisonville, Gloucester' Co., New Jersey. A one-

quarter inch section showed a light grayish yellow color. A
section one and one-quarter inch thick >ho\\vd a light, very trans-

parent yellowish brown color. The entire EQ&88 (a

interior) was filled with botryoidal-shaped cavities tilled with

glaue, mite or green sand, and a trace of vivianite. The 1
ardm^

is the same as the Baltic amber, only slightly tougher ami cut-

ting more like horn, and the cut surfa.'-e -Lowing a curious pearly

lu-ter, differing in this respect from any other amber I have yet

examined. This luster is not produced* by the impurities, for the

clearest parts show it the best. It admitted of a very good pol-

ish. The specific gravity of a very pure piece of the carefully

selected amber is 1-061, which is the lowest density on record.

the usual amber range being from 1*065 to 1-081. 'it ignites in

the same way as other ambers. It was found at a depth of twenty-

eight feet, in and under twenty feet of the green sand or marl,

the amber being found in a six-fa

mostly of G //,/"'" ' '"' -'' : "''" <',<;/,/,. ! Pitrhn-i, some Terebra-

tula Harlani and others ; the upper part of the marl, consisting

of a large layer of lit.
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Palorthis, Echinoid spines and an occasional shark's tooth of the
genus Lamna, and this covered with eight feet of earth. The
marl belongs to the middle bed of the upper Cretaceous series.

No analysis has as yet been made of this umber, but the simi-

larity in specific gravity, hardness and ignition leaves little doubt
of its being true amber, or of its having been derived from a gum
closely resembling that which is the source of the Baltic and

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Apropos des Algues Fossiles, par le Marquis de Saporta.
Paris: .Masson. Imp. 4to, pp. 82 + 10. 1882.—Xathorst, a distin-

Swedi.di Datura series of observa
upon the tracks and

published a paper (in 1881) in which he lays down the

conclusions that no small part of the markings which have beer
described as fossil Algce are simply the vestiges of such traces.

And he pronounces this to be true of most of the fossil Alga
described in Saporta's /V.'^/V- y/Y Fruwuhe and in his latei

and more popular volume, V Eolation «'« Kegne Vegetal The
present volume is a courteous and magnificent reply to Nathorst's

o include in their survey all the plantdike in:

las led them to notice and describe not a few
ile of the interpretation given by the Swedish i

issued by the noted house of Vilniorin, Andrieiix A Co.

—

has no
small botanical value. it treats of the kitchen-garden plants of

temperate climates, with considerable fulness and abundant illus-

efers the varieties
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and supplement to the contemporary Origine des Plantes Cul

vees, by DeCandolle, a notice of which is still due to our readers.

Among the interesting matters contained in the Introduction, we

note the statement of the author that cultivation, even where

3. The Colors of Flowers ; by Grant Allkn. Macmi.ian &
Co. 1882.—This 'taking little h,."->k, in which a popular subject is

very interestingly treated, originated as an article in the Cornhill

Magazine, was extended into a series of articles in Nature, and

now the latter an i edit. I and < dle< < 1 in a \olume of Nature

Series. We need only notice the distinguishing feature of a con-

tribution to evolutionary science which must already have been

widely read. The " central idea"' is that petals are transformed

both; that the original color of these was yellow, that conse-

quently (by inheritance) the stamens of almost all flowers are

yellow,—whence "it would seem naturally to follow that the

earliest petals would be yellow too." Now "the earliest and

simplest types of existing rlowers
[
i. e. the petals of such as have

^y] ™ «£»<»* ^ y* .-, r-.- ;

•

t

;m,i

ll

,his

u

" 1 i

\y
h
j, ;;;;;!

a normal s

this color is couspicuousiv absent troin higulv ditVerciitiated and

attractive flowers ? No numerical prooi of it is offered, and we

suppose no convincing proof is to be had from observation, yel-

low vastly preponderates in the very largest of the I ..

entiated orders of plants, and hold's a fair share in the two next

largest (Leguminosm and Orchidece). Exception may also be

made to the fundamental premise that the stamens of almost all

flowers are yellow. The pollen is pre\ ailing! v of this color, and

trc
sepals originated from stamens, why not subt
well, when these are petaloid ?

Our author says :
" We can see how petals i

taken their origin from stamens, while it is d
stand how they could have taken their orig

leaves, a process of which, if it ever took plac
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leaves of Painted-cup, Poinsettia. and Salvia splendens, or these
attractive leaves have also taken their origin from stamens

!

Whether we choose to regard petals and other perianth-members
as modifications of stamens or as modifications of green leaves is,

according to our thinking, mainly a question of mode of concep-
tion. Some good morphological evidence may be adduced for
either. Mr. Allen's study of the case by evolutionary deduction
i

1

- interesting;' am! suggestive. It has the advantage of making
an appeal to facts open to observation. We are by no means
convinced that the facts sustain it. a. g.

4. Direct olmrcotiott of the morement of Water in Plants.
M. Julien Vesque (Ann. des Sc. Nat., XV, 1) has devised a sim-
ple method of demonstrating the transfer of water in the stems of
plants, which promises to have a wide application. The stem is

cut obliquely during immersion in water, and the thin part of the
severed stem is placed in the field of the microscope, of course
completely wet on the cut surface. After the cover-glass is

a ljuated and the stem is securely fastened, so that it cannot be
easily disturbed by subsequent treatment, a very little freshly

precipitated calcium oxalate, or other finely divided substance, is

introduced under the cover. If the leaves have not been removed
from the stem, a rapid current is at once observed to flow towards
the cut surface. The insoluble salt collects at the open mouths of

the vessels, often passing into the capillary tubes after a tempo-
rary arrest, and the same phenomenon is repeated several times
as the minute plugs are formed and then sucked in.

With low powers of the microscope it is possible to use a sec-

ond slip instead of the thin cover, and then the simple apparatus
can be held more firmly in its place. In any cast' it is possible to

W
,

« leaves the current is

stopped at once. Bui when, on the other hand, a leaf or a part of

the stem is ], inched, there is innnediatelv a backward lh>w of water.

It is well known that two conflicting views have been held by
physiologists as to the channel by which the upward movement
of water in wood takes place. Some think that the transfer is

solely by imbibition, and that no free water is carried from cavity
to r

; ,\ it'y ,,f tlie wood-elemen t
. or rather, that no free water exists

in the cavities. Others have held that five water is cat tied from

one wood-element to another, and that the walls themselves play

only a subordinate role. To these opposed views may be added
a third, which appears to be a compromise; namely, that water

The chief advocate of the latter view has however abandoned it

in favor of the imbibition tlieorv. A recent publication by Klt-

ving (Bot. Zeit. Oct. ISS-J) details the results of experiments

Which considerably strengthen the "cavity" theory.
_

Now just

at this point come observations ot \ esque, in a continuation ot
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fing that here, as was Ion

I between the extremes.

ed to be careful 1\ repe: led, indicate that under

owards showing that here, as was long ago suspected,

to be found between the extremes. These experitnei

folio win- the 1

ngth. We gh

ay the suction r. : being able .,

acrease without cham/mg our conditions, because the air dis-

olyed in the waler becm,. di., ;: ..,,,. 1. tie quantity of water

nth water is expressed by ~. From this we can see why climb-

5. The xtalkcl Cr-mUxh of the Caribbean Sea ; fr

bert Carpextkk, Bulletin of the Museum of Compa
ilogy, vol. x, No. 4, !),,<•.. 1 *.-'.—This paper is a

of A. Ao-assiz. This report
of Praia, roms (out of the eh
P. asteria, P. Mai!, ,-/, /'. ,/,'

Lnfotensi* and A'. A',,,,*,,,,

esl limit being -J.4 •<.". fathoms for /W*y<«
the Porcupine in L809; that P. TTyvtWe-

1,350 fathoms, by the Challenger in the P :
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Mr. Carpenter adds " it is u pity that we have no later knowledge
of the "Australian Encrinite," a stem six inches lono, whirl, was

depth of 8 fathoms in King George's Sound."
6. Select''",,-- r>"»> /• //'/'/"/"'/"'" Monographs, compiled by

A. \ .v..,/, Wv'i M •: l\\ >s ml K. I.. M mm,. I. r,w,/.,./. h'v

W. Faxon, with 14 plates. Memoirs of the Museum of Comp.
Zool., vol. ix. No. 1, 4to—This volume is the beginning of a
scries of publications which will constitute a most generous con-

tribution to American science by the Museum of Comparative
Zoology. The fourteen crowded hut admirably engraved plates

contain full illustrations of the emhi . •: n- a! development of vari-

ous species of Crustacea, Limulids and Pyenogonids, derived

•irs. The authors cited from in-

ides Mr. Faxon and Professor A. Aoassiz, Fr
W. Lilljcb -ro (/arl Clans. H. and P. J. Van lieneden, K. Melseh-

nikoff, N. Bobretzky, F. Richters, Paul Mayer, B. Clianin, L.

St. George, H. Reichenhach, II. Rathke. Anton Dohrn, A. v.

N'ordmann.C. Grobben, P. P. C. lb-ek. C. Darwin. T. II. Huxlev.
C. Spence Bate, J. Barrande, G. Hodge, W. K. Brooks and A. S.

Packard, Jr.

Transactions of the IAnncean Society of New York. Vol. I. 1 68 pp. large

hed by the Society, De<X, tS8f. New; York.—This

Northeastern New York M';miiv<

> northern 1

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Cold of January in Joica. From the Iowa Weather Bulle-

tin for January, L883; by Gustavus Binrichs.—The great cold

spell from the loth to "the •J:ld has he-en of so extraordinary a

character that possibly the following tahie. giving the tempera-

ture of the air a^ registered hv the standard thermometer at the

Central Station may be of interest. The minus sign — indicates

degrees below zero, Fahrenheit.
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2. Report on the Climatic and Agricultural Features and the

Agricultural practice and needs of the Arid regions of tin /'"'>'

slope, with notes on Arizona and New Mexico. Made under the

direction of the Commissioner <>f Agriculture, by K. W. llii.<;.\i:i>.

T. C. Jones and R. W. Furnas. 182 pp. 8vo. Washington,

1882.—This report is full of valuable facts and discussions respect-

ing the hut'i. nil nr \ and oil., r tieid-ros. urces of the Pacific slope,

and particularly of California. The special subjects are : climates,

soils, timber and forest culture, causes of aridity, irrig:,t-.

lands and methods of improvement, analyses of soils and water-.

California wines and brandies, with notes on exotic fruits and

useful plants on tr

of California, and
gard; on field crops and animal industries, by T.C.Jones; on

the standard sugar reliin -r\. Al\ .-.md... Caliioriiia. raisin making,

olive industry, etc., by R. W. Furnas.
3. Astronomical a'wl M> f, ,.,••/<•./!. I

<
'>!..< rrntion* „<<«!> < J>"'-

ing the year 1878, at the U. 8. Na'nd Ohsm-.ttorg.—Thv two ap-

pendices in this volume, Professor Holden's Monograph on the

Neb. if. in Orion, and (he Lou-he, !< of the ( Mwrvat.-rv at Primv-

ton, N. J., have already been noticed in this Journal. The vol-

ume contain-, besides these, the regular observations made at the

Naval Observatory with the large and small equatorials and ti;e

4. Science.—The first number of Science, the pro*

noticed on page 87, appeared on the 9th of February.

Alexis Perrky, eminent for his h.n^-continued labors in c<

nection with the department of Earthquakes, and Honorary V
fessor of the Faculty of Sciences at Dijon, died at Paris, on t

29th of December last, in his 76th year.
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Art. XXVIL—Beview of DeCandoltis Origin of Cultivated
Plants ;* with Annotations upon certain American Species ; by
Asa Gray and J. Hammond Trumbull.

M. ALPHONSE DE Candolle's Geographic Botanique Baison-
nee, in two volumes of nearly 700 pages each, was published in

the year 1855, and has been for several years out of print. It

is not surprising that the now venerable but still well-busied

author should decline the labor of preparing a new edition,

involving, as it would, the re-discussion of certain questions
under changed points of view, and the collocation of a vast

amount of widely scattered new materials which the last quarter
of a century has brought to us.

Happily, the chapter on the geographical origin of the species

of plants generally cultivated for food, and for other economi-
cal uses, could be detached. This, the author has sedulously

studied anew ; and the present volume is the result. As yet
we have it only in the original French ; but it is said that an
English translation is in preparation. So, if the work is not

already in the hands of botanists and other scholars generally,

we may expect that it soon will be; and, contenting ourselves

with a mere mention of its plan and scope, we may proceed to

* Origine des Plantes Cuitwees, par Alph. de Candolle, Assoeie Etranger do
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remark, here and there, upon points which strike our attention
*

We may expect this to be for many years the standard work

upon the subject, and to undergo revision in successive editions;

and we are sure that the excellent author will welcome every

presentation or discussion which may chance to throw any new

Ughl upon the sources or the al >n of certain

plants which the Old World has drawn from the New.
The first parr, of the volume, of only 22 pages, is mainly

occupied with a consideration of the means employed for the

determination of the sources whence the various cultivated

plants have been derived. The botanist enquires where a given

cultivated plant mt.>ws spontaneously, or what was its wild orig-

inal : and he has to judge, as well as he can, where it is truly

us or where a reversion from a cultivated to a wild

condition. This, as respects weeds and the like, is a difficult

matter, even in a newly settled country like North America,

much more -o m the Old World : bur a< r. speets the plants of

agriculture, the case is usually simpler. The botanists resident

in a country are not likely to be far misled by the occurrence

of u-ilfhri,,rjs; but, in the'ease of travelers and collectors, per-

haps too much has been made, even in this volume, of plants

only once met with growing spontaneously, and inferred to be

indigenous. Plentifulness is of no account, else the Century

plant and Opuntia would bethought indigenous to the Mediter-

ranean region ; the Ox-eye Daisy to the United States, and

certainly the Cardoon to the Pampas, where there is now prob-

ably more of it than anywhere in the Old World. Archeology
and palaeontology are often helpful, as by the idenn
fruits and seeds in ancient Egyptian tombs, or of

upon their walls, or of fragments in ancient bricks ; or

of lake-dwellings res ed from lacustrin de osits, as in Swit-

zerland ; and from the tufas of Southern France, the kidken-

moddings of Scandinavia, the mounds of North America, and

le-iiTHl Aeosta. Antw-q. U;o:,. ,
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the ancient monuments and tombs of Mexico and Peru. His-
torical documents are also important for the date of certain

cultures in particular countries; and here it is stated that the

principal cultures have come from three great regions, viz:

China, Southeastern Asia and E pica) Amer-
ica. DeCandolle also remarks that in the Old World agricul-

ture was developed along rivers, in the New, upon plateaux,
—a fact which he attributes to the primitive situation of cer-

Qts worth cultivating. But this is not quite obvious.
v be turned to much account: as in trac-

ing a plant towards its home bv tin: name which has -one forth

with it in all its migrations. Like other instruments 'this must
be used with some knowledge and judgment. BUde Turquie
(maize) did not com; \ not by way of, Tur-
key, any more than did the animal of that name. Jerusalem

has nought to do with Jerusalem, but came from
North Amem i, n 1 is 10 rti oke Pvmm I Icajou, anglice,

Mahogany-apple, is- neither an apple nor a pomace
nor has it anything to do with mahogany. New Zealand Flax
came indeed from New Zealand, but is not a Flax. Among
errors from the careless transference of names from one plant to

at of Potaio, which belongs to the Batatas or Sweet
Potato, is familial-. Of mistakes which 'nave been made in the

e of a popular name from one language to another,

PeCandolle mentions the Arbre de Judee of the French, which
in English has become Judas-tree. We may add that of Bois

fidele, of the French West Indians, which, taken up by their

English successors as Fiddle-wood, has been perpetuated in the

generic name OUharexylum.
The several lines of evidence,—botanical, archaeological,

pal aeontologieal. historical, and linguistic—may be used to sup-

plement or How they may be brought to

bear, and how their combination may give satisfactory results,

'- practieallv shown in Part IT,—-a study of the species as

their earliest culture, and the principal

k^is of their dispersion,—which makes up the principal bulk

of the volume, viz : from p. 23 to p. 350.

This part is divided into Chapters, c. _'• Plai fs cultivated for

their subterranean parts, such as roots, bulbs, tubers, etc.

Those cultivated for their herbs human food,

for forage, for fibers, for stimulation, etc.; but the proper

medical plants are left wholly out of view, as likewise plants

roi anient. So the chapter on plan -

for their blossoms, or parts connected with these, is brief

enough,—treating as it does only of the Clove, Hop, Safflower

and Saffron. For the Rose, Ac: plants

however largely cultivated for perfume or for essential oils are
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left out of view. So also are the sweet-herbs of the kitchen

garden, and all condiments, except Horse-radish. Plants cul-

tivated for their fruits and seeds occupy the closing chapte t

Among the latter the Cotton-plant is placed. The arrangement

matters little, and that adopted may be the most convenient.

A good index makes ready reference to any topic.

In the order of the book we come first to Helianthus

the Topinambour of the French, Jerusalem Artichoke of the Eng-

lish ; in the United States the tubers simply called artichokes.

Almost all we know of the origin and source of these esculent

tubers has been recovered since the publication of DeCandolle's

earlier work, in 1855. Although the contemporary accounts

specified its introduction from Canada, and Linnaeus so cites it

in the Hortus Cliffortianus, the subsequent reference to Brazil

was followed without question down to DeCandolle's Pro u -

mus ; and the present author, in the work above mentioned,

doubted the Canadian as well as the Brazilian origin. It now

appears that Schlechtendal (in Bot. Zeitung, 1858) was the firs!

to recover a part of the documentary history. Our own

article on the subject— to which there is nothing of ii

to add—was contributed to this Journal for May, 1877.*

ly, it has remained unknown to DeCandolle, although

it is referred to at the close of Decaisne's independent and ex-

haustive article, in the Flore des Serres, 1881.

It can now be said that the wild plant to which Helianthus

tuberosus has been traced is not H. doronicoides Lam., although

it was confounded with that species in Torrey and Gray's Flom

Lamarck's plant is a sessile-leaved species. Decaisne's remark

that H. tuberosus is the only species of the genus which is at

all tuberiferous may be qualified. A form of what appears to

- an eastern Algonkin name for the tubers of Apios tuberosa, the

printed in 1616, and la il

lees en Sauvag ' hi -] i >

en forme de ch/rptiff." etc. Lc.-v.-ir!>"! <lniil.il,—- < aujrht the name from Biard, and

-. Father Paul Lc Jeune ( /,'</„//-„. i<

•'''

. par nceuds en forme de grains." Lescarbot's '' Topinau

!' :. ..!- ;•;.;;. J- - ;..-.. -

allies of the French in the 16th century, and their name was probably well

r.
1

.,:

X. F., 1612, p. 178) follows Lery ii
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be H. giganteus, but is not yet very well known, grows in Min-
nesota and the Saskatchewan region, has been mentioned by
I) Miirhis under the name of Indian potato of the Assin-
iboine tribe, by Bourgeau as " H. subtuberosus" in herb. Kew,
and by Dr. C. C. Parry in Owen's Minnesota Eeport, p. 614,
under the name of H. tuberosus. The scanty tubers which we
have seen in dried specimens do not compare well with those
of H. tuberosus ; and that species has never been found wild so
far north (that we know of), not even in the most southern
parts of Canada West. The aborigines who cultivated it must
have obtained it from the valleys of the Ohio and M
and their tributaries, where it abounds.

Helia.nthus annum L.,—the history of which was almost
equally, confused, and which we had identified with a wide-
spread species of the Western United States—is omitted by
DeCandolle, yet might claim a place: for Decaisne, who has
treated it at length in the paper above cited, informs us that a
form of it (called Russian Sunflower) is cultivated in Russia,
for the oil of its large seeds, and, if we mistake not, for fatten-
ing poultry. Our Indians also cultivated it for the oil of the
seeds, which they used for greasing their hair, also for eating
and other purposes. Clinmplain noted this (in 1610?), and
Sagard about a dozen years later.* The latter says (Histoire du
Canada, 1636, p. 785): "lis font estat du tourne-sol, qu'ils

ser quantity, en plusieurs endroits a cause de l'huyle

qu ot de la graine," etc., piously adding: "Mais com-
m < ;e que ce peuple sauvage a pu. trouver l'invention de
tir 3 huyle que nous ignorons. sinon a l'ayde de la divine

Providence." " The wild original of this Sunflower must have

' .:-..
.

,
. . ;

i '.. ,; -;

Phlet), he says, " Je trouve dans Champla
se 1830. torn, i, p. 110):"

x villages fermea de palisad - t<

ion to the neighborhood of Ogdensburgh i
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been obtained by the Canadian Indians from beyond the Mis-

lissippi, a id -< me degr es farther south. Judging from the

breadth of the flower-heads soon after its introduction into

Europe, it must in aboriginal hands have assumed much of

the abnormal development which distinguishes the cultivated

Sunflower from its wild original of the western plains.

Solarium tuberosum L.—-The question of the Potato was

fall? discussed by DeCandolle in 1855; and the present review

of it only confirms the now generally admitted conclusion*

These are summed up in the statements, that the plant is spon-

taneous in Chili under a form quite identical with the cultivated

r ;is aboriginal cultivation had extended as far north

as New Grenada, but apparently no farther; that allied tuber-

iferous species, which our author regards as distinct (though

others partly doubt it) are found along the Andes and through

Mexico, and within the borders of the United States; that

when known in Virginia and North Carolina, in the second

half of the 16th century, it was not derived from our Indians;

and that it was carried to Europe first by the Spaniards between

15*0 and i.>s;>. and afterwards by the English.

Batatas vulgaris Choisv, (Jom-olrulus Batatas L., the Sweet

Potato, is one of a few cultivated plants winch have attained

to a very wide distribution over the warmer parts of the world

in early times; and it is one which no botanist pretends to

have seen in a truly wild state. The evidence inclines to an

American origin ; but it had reached the Paeilic islands in pre-

historic times, and was cultivated in China in the second or

third century of our era. DeCandolle states that :

—

"Clusius, one of the first to speak of the Batatas, says that

he had eaten it in the south of Spain, where it was sai

come from the New World. He indicates the names of Batatas,

The testimony of Clusius (L'Eeluse) to the American origin

of the Sweet Potato, though not of the highest value, might

be more stronglv stated, lie visited Spam and Portugal in

1566. The first/edition of his Histurhi h'arinrum >

1576, and contains the description of; Batatas, which

red three

Spain. He states their

American origin, not as a doubtful matter or with a "Ton pre-

tendait," but' as a well established fact: "Sponte
novo orbe, vicinisque insulis, unde primum in Hispaniam delata

est." "Now," he adds, u
it is planted in many places near

coast of Andalusia; but those grown at Malaga are preferred,

and are transported to Cadiz and Seville. We sometimes have

them fresh in Belgium, but they will not germinate here, the

pnn
M. DeCandolle cites from the edition

figure of the plant, of which, he says he had observed
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country being too cold." As to the name—he was as unde-
cided as have been some botanists since his time: "the
Spaniards call them Batatas, and also Camotes or Amoies ; some
also Ajes ; yet, as they say, they differ among themselves, and
the root of Batatas may be much the sweeter and the more
tender."

This confusion of names dates from the time of Columbus—
for Clusius was not, by half a century, the first to speak of the
Batata. (It may be worth noting, in parenthesis, that Batatas,

the specific name adopted by Linnseus, and as the name of a
genus by Ch •inml of Batata, the aboriginal
name.) Even Peter Martyr and Oviedo do not agree, in all

particulars, as to the distinction between Ajes and Batatas—

a

distinction which both recognize. In the 9th book of his

second Decade, written about 1514, Peter Martyr (ed. 1574, p.

191) describing the fruits, etc., of the province of TJraba,

Darien, names, for the first time, Batata: "They dig from the
earth," he says, "roots that gro>r $poi,t<iuL-<->n$h/ {staple natura
nascent), the natives call them Lltiohi* "aecus. plural], which
when I saw I thought to be rapes of Lombardy [? 'Insubres
napos'] or great earth-tubers [Ci/r/ainni frim/nrum? Rapum
terrce and Tuber terra of the old botanists]. In whatever way
they are cooked, roasted or boiled, they yield in delicate sweet-

be adds, "also planted and cultivated in gardens." In his
f

)ccade (lib. 4, p. 240) he mentions - maize, yucca, ages and /

tee," as plants that urew in Honduras when C<

landed on that coast in 1502; and in the same Decade (lib. 5V
p. 261), he names the same tour plants as the ordinary food of

the people of Caramaira (east of Darien) "as of the others," and
again takes occasion to name the battatas. as surpassing all else

"mini <|iiadam duvi u '
—especially if one falls on the

better sort (nobiliores) of them."

Oviedo gives a good description of the Batata, which, when
he wrote (1525-35), was commonly cultivated by the Indians

in Hispaniola and elsewhere, and highly prized {Hist, gen., lib.

vii, c. 4). It resembles the Ajes, he says, in appearance, but

tastes better and is far more delicate. The leaf is more notched

(harpada) than that of the Age, in nearly the same fashion.

Some varieties are better than others, and he gives the names
of the five kinds which are most highlv esteemed. [Peter Martyr

(dec. iii, lib. 9, p. 302) included the same five names among
the nine varieties A \jr,- that In n mtio ,1 as distinct; but in

this, as in ol • Oviedo

is the better authority.] "When the Batatas are well cured,

* The sweet potato was an inspiration to Peter Martyr, who rarely indulged

3dDc<
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they have often been carried to Spain, when the ships happened
to make a quick passage, but more often they are lost on the

voyage. Yet," adds Oviedo, "2 have carried them from this city

of Saint Domingo in Hispaniola, to Ike city of Avilaf in Old

Castile.

The " Gentleman of Elvas" who wrote the " True Relation"

of DeSoto's expedition to Florida, in 1538, mentions Batatas,

then growing in the Island of Terceira (belonging to Portugal).

Cieea de Leon, who was in Peru in 1547, speaking of the

fertility of the valleys near the Pacific coast, and the plaots

cultivated by the Indians, names among these, sweet potatoes

(Chron. del Peru, c. 6Q). In the Quichuan language they were

called apichu; in the dialect of Quito, cumar. Mr. Markham,
in a note to his translation (Hakluyt Soc, 1864, p. 234) men-

tions, on the authority of Dr. Seemann, "the curious and inter-

esting fact that Jcumara is also the word for sweet potato in

Tahiti, the Fiji Islands, and New Zealand." Garcilasso says

these roots "which the Spaniards call batatas and the Indians

of Peru apichu," are of four or five different colors, etc. "The
least good are those that have bee tin."

Jean de Lery found them in Brazil in 1557, and described

them under their Tupi name

—

Hetich, as he wrote it—of which
" the soil of Brazil is as prolific as that of Limousin or Savoy is

of rapes." He describes the Indian method of planting; yet,

"since these roots are the principal article of food of this

country, and are met with by travelers in various places, I

judge that they grow spontaneously" (Hist. Navig. in Brasil, p.

165). Montoya (Tesoro, 1639) gives the Tupi-Guarani name,

Yeti, and mentions numerous varieties.*

Monardes, in the third part of his Simpl. Medic, ex Novo
Orbe, published in 1574 (translated by Clusius, ed. 1593, p.

439) states that Baitatce "are now so common in &ati
or twelve caravel loads are sent annually from Velez-Malaga to

Seville."

DeCandolle (who has elsewhere printed a short article upon

the subject) calls attention to the fact, which ought to be

familiar, that sweet potatoes are roots, not tubers, and that

Turpin long ago published good figures illustrating this; also

that while these roots are free from acrid or noxious qualities,

all the Convolvulaceas with tubers, of which there are many,

9

Man
''

Cassava-plant.—DeCandolle as-

signs good reasons for concluding (as did Robert Brown, with-

out giving his reasons) that this important food-plant of the

these -roots call. .1 ./ i v pi i-minr (('apt t ila mc. ed., p. 166.)
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tropics is American, not African. But he leaves unnoticed the
convincing fact that Manioc and Manihot are Brazilian names,
slightly corrupted, of a plant cultivated in St. Domingo and
Cuba before the landing of Columbus, and which became
known to Spanish and Portuguese discoverers before 1500, by
its Haytian name, yuca, or hiucca.

Peter Martyr (1493) describing the food of the islanders,

names ' 'Iucca, from which thev make bread" (Dec. i, lib. 1, p.

7 ; ed. 1574) ; in the third book of his second decade (p. 148)
he mentions uIucca, Ajes and Maiz, as the three plants used by
the natives for bread; in the third decade (lib. 5, p. 262) he
describes the mode of propagation by cuttings, of cultivation,

and of the preparation of "Cazabbi" from the root: and he
states that " there are many kinds of iucca" (p. 263). Oviedo
{Hist. Gen. y Nat, iib. 7, c. 2) describes "the bread of the In-

dians that is called cacabi," which is " made from a plant they
call yuca," and he distinguishes two species of the plant.

Acosta {Hist, of the Indies, transl. by E. G. ; Hakluyt Soc. ed., p.

232), 1588-90, gave a good account of the plant yuca, and the
kind of bread made from it, called cacavi.

Peter Martyr (Dec. iii, lib. 9, p. 301) relates the Haytian
tradition of the origin of the cultivation of yuca in their island.

"They say that ;i Boitius [i. e. magus, or diviner], a wise old

noan, after the lapse of many years, saw, on the banks of a

river, a plant that was like a cane ; pulling it from the earth,

he made this wild plant a cultivated one. He who first ate

the Iucca raw, quickly died. But because its taste was sweet,

G-omara {Hist, gen., c. 71), Acosta {Hist. nat. y moral de las

Indias, 1588-90 : lib. 4, c. 17), Monardes {Be Simplicibus medic,

transl. by L'Ecluse, 1593, p. 437), and other writers of the 16th

century gave good descriptions of the plant yuca, and of the

cagavi or cazabi prepared from the root. By the blunder of

European editors, in the last half of the 16th century, the Hay-
tian name was transferred from the plant to which it belonged
to one of another order, the Yucca of Linnaaus and of modern
botany. The mistake was pointed out by Lobel.

Jean de Lerv {f/isr. Savig. '» Brosi!., <. 9) describes the two
species that were cultivated in Brazil in L-Vn - under their

Tupi names. Aypi [M. aypi Pohl] and Maniot [31. <

> of the root, Ma
iucts c

arly:
J

corruption of the Brazilian (Tupi) tipioca or tipiocui.

diiba or Maniiba for the plant. Of the products of the root,

Cassava retains its Haytian name {cacavi) nearly : Tapioca is a
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Dioscorea saliva, alata, etc. Yam.—DeCandolle informs us

that these species, or their allies, are wholly unknown to bota-

nists in a wild slate ; that, although cultivated in the East

Indies, they have no Sanscrit names; that they seem not to

have been widely cultivated in Africa, but that the authors of

the 17th and lStl ,., turies speak of them as widely diffused

over the South Pacific islands, from Tahiti to New Cftledotril

and the Moluccas. In the summary they are assigned to

Southern Asia (Malabar? Ceylon? Java?), and to the eastern

Asiatic archipelago. Although a large ['art of the genus is

indigenous to tropical America, it is thought that the cultiva-

ted species were probably introduced from the Old World.

The following presentation of the evidence, as concerns

America, n In a different Ibjdit

:

The natives of Cuba and St. Dominsro, when Columbus dis-

covered those islands, cultivated two kinds of plants, for their

roots. These were called, in the language of the islanders of

St. Domingo, Ages or Ajes, and Yttca. Neither of these plants

was known to the Spaniards. About Yuca there is no ques-

tion ; it was the Mcmi/n.-t, or Manioc, of which we have alivady

discoursed. It is nearly as certain that the Ages was a speciesof

Dioscorea, to which, in then' ignorance of the language of the

islands, the Spaniards at first gave the name of J\
T
ame,

Niame, Jguame, Inhame,or other corruptions of a foreign (prob-

ably African), name: and this name seems to have been occa-

sionally misapplied both to the Yuca and the Batata.

L'Ecluse, who had traveled in the south of Spain and in

Portugal, in 1568, says that the Cohcasia {C a>.

"first brought from Africa, was common in many places in

Portugal, near streams of water, that it was sought for by

negro slaves in Portutral, who ate it both raw and cooked."

and that it was "called by the Portuguese, following the

Moors, Inhunu —l.v the Andalusians. AIcolo'z^ etc. (Rarior.

Stirj,i,im His-., o. 2t>9.) In a note to his translation of Garcia

ab Horto (1574, p. 217). he says that "the plant called Inhume

by the Portuguese has very broad leaves, and grows near the

it propagates itself from the roots," etc.

Some of the companions of Columbus had seen the Inham
(or JYumt) in Africa, and were readv to transfer its name to the

first cultivated roots thev saw in America. A few days atVr

the discovery of Cuba (Nov. 4, 1492), Columbus saw fertile

fields "full of mames ['these are ajes or batatas,'
1

notes Las

Casas], which are like carrots (zanahorias), and other plants.

including kidney-beans and beans (faxones y fabas) much
unlike oars." (Navarrete, Colec, i. 200.) These m
mentioned again, Nov. 6 {id., 203)—in both places, probably by
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an error of the copyist, for niames; for, the next month, some
natives of Hispaniola brought " bread of niames, which are
roots that grow as large as rapes (rabanos) which they plant
and cultivate in all their fields, and on which they live ; and
they make bread of them, boil them, and roast them

; and
they have the taste of chestnuts, and no one eating them
would believe they were not chestnuts" {id., 238). A few
days later, the Spaniards learned the name of these roots—or
of others with which they were at first confounded. The
Admiral sent a present to a friendly cacique. The officer who
carried it reported, on his return, that "all this island (St.

Domingo) and Tortuga are cultivated like the country about
Cordova. The lands are planted with Ajes—which are little

shoots (ramillos) that are planted, and at the bottom of each
grow roots like zanahorias, which they use for bread," and
these roots "are very savoury, and taste like chestnuts."
" They have them here larger and better than he had seen in

any place ; for, he said, he had [seen] such also in Guinea "

(""/, p. 242). Again, the natives "brought bread made of
niames, which tin;/ cad Ajes "

(id., 251); and, Dec. 26, they gave
the Admiral a "collation, of (>n> or u,ro> kiwis of Ajes, and of

their bread that they call cazavi," etc. (id., 263). After this the
name of niim »--.< gives place to ajes (or <o/-s). On the second
voyage of Columbus, the natives, near Isabella (in St. Do-
mingo). :

- of "nr/rs which arc like rapes

(nal)os') very excellent eating." and "this age, the natives of
Caribi (the Caribbean fslands) call nubi, and the Indians [of

Hispaniola ?] hage " {id, 368, 369).

In two or three of the passages to which reference has been
made—particularly those in which bread is mentioned—the

Spaniards seem to" have confounded the ages with the product
of the yuca (Manihot) or to have included both under the gen-

eral name of niame (or its equivalents, Name, Igname, etc).

Amerigo Vespucci—or some one of the several translators

through whom the relation of his first voyage comes to us

—

says, that in 1497, "the common food of the natives of Paria
was the root of a certain tree (arborea radix quasdam), which
they reduce to a good enough flour, and that some call this

root Tucha. >" (Navarrete, Colec,

Hi, 216).*

This confusion of names, in the lirst decade of discovery in

America, was natural and unavoidable. The foreign name,

niame, igname, was applied without much discrimination to

roots cultivated by the natives of the islands and the mainland
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—primarily, to ajes, occasionally to yuca (Manihot), and perhaps

to batatas. In the relations of the voyages of Columbus only

two cultivated roots are named

—

Ages and Yuca. The first

book of Peter Martyr's first decade (dated 1493, but probably

revised before its publication in 1511), names only these two;

and in the third book of his second decade he mentions the use

of the same two roots bv the natives of Comagra, in Darien (p.

148) ; but in a subsequent chapter (dec. ii, c. 9., p. 191), he

adds—as has been mentioned in a preceding note—a third

kind of roots, which the natives of the province of Darien call

Batatas, that grow in their country spontaneously. From this

date to the middle of the 16th century the distinction between

observed. Oviedo {Hist. Get

describes the cagabi and twc
yields it ; ajes ; and batatas. The ajes, he says*

bes the cagabi and two species of the plant (yuca) that

The ajes, he says, were cultivated

mulberry, and tawny, but all white within, for the most part;

the stem of the plant extends itself like that of correhuela [Con-

volvulus or Bindweed), but stouter ; the leaves cover the

ground, and are shaped much like correhuela and nearly like

ivy or panela, with some delicate veins (unas venas delgadas),

and the little stems (astilejos), on which the leaves hang,

are long and slender, etc. The leaf of the Batata, he says

(p. 274), is more toothed or notched (harpada) than that of the

Aje, but of nearly the same fashion ; and the two plants are

much alike, but the Batatas are sweeter and more delicate, etc.:

some of the Ajes weigh four pounds each, or more. In some

parts of Castilla del Oro (in Darien), there are Ajes that are

small and yellow, etc. (p. 273). His description of the two

plants permits no reasonable doubt that his Ajes were of the

genus Dioscorea. Moreover, they were not identical with—
though they resembled—the imported name or "yam:" for

Oveido states {Hist Gen., lib. vii, c. 19, p. 286), " that name

(culled nnames), is a foreign fruit, not natural to these Indies,

which has been brought to Hispaniola and other places, and

is suited to this evil race of negroes, and a profitable and good

subsistence for them These nnames seem to be ajes, but

are not the same, and generally are larger than ajes." They

had already multiplied greatly in the islands and on the

The distinction between Ajes and Batatas, though clearly

apprehended, was sometimes lost sight of. Peter Martyr (dec.

iii, lib. it. p. 802). says that - the species of Ages are innumer-

able—the varieties being distinguished by their leaves and

flowers;" and he gives the American names of nine of the
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varieties ; but five of these nine are named by Oviedo (p. 274),
as varieties of Batatas. [See Batatas, ante.]

The "Gentleman of Elvas," who wrote the
DeSoto's expedition, mentions a fruit, at Santiago, Cuba,
called batata, the subsistence of a multitude of peop]
pally slaves, and which now (1538) grows in the island of
Terceira, belonging to Portugal It looks like the
ynhame, with nearly the taste of chestnuts" (fielagaih Verda-
deira, ch. 5).*

Jean de Lery, who was in Brazil in 1557, though he gives a
good description of the Batata, does not mention the Yam;
but it is figured and described by Piso (Hist. Nat. Brazil, 1648,
p. 93), as Inhame of St. Thomas^ called Cava by the natives of
Brazil, and Quiquoaquecongo by the Congo negroes. Euiz de
Montoya has the name Card in his Tupi dictionary, 1639, and
mentions five varieties. As the Tupi name for the Virginia
potato (Solanum tuberosum) Carati (i. e., white yam), is

formed from that of the Inhame, it would seem that the latter

was of earlier introduction. So, in the Mpongwe—a language
of the Congo group—the potato is called mongotanga ' white-
man's yam.'

Portulaca oleracea, Purslain.—botanists have taken it for

granted that this weed of gardens and other cultivated grounds
was transported to America from the Old World. But Nuttall
found it apparently indigenous on the upper Missouri forty

years ago, and Dr. James in Long's Expedition, along the

eastern base of the Eocky Mountains in what is now the State
of Colorado. From thence to Texas it grows wild along with
two other nearly related species. Moreover the following

evidence tends to show that its introduction, if introduced by
human agency, took place before the landing of Columbus.
On their first sight of the new world, the Spaniards were

much impressed by the strangeness of all forms of animal and
vegetable life: "ail the trees are as unlike ours, as day is to

night"—wrote Columbus, Oct. 17th, 1492, six days after land-

i Salvador: " and so are the fruits, and so the plants,

ings" (Navarrete, i, 183). On the

28th, on the north shore of Cuba, he saw—apparently for the

and the stones, and all thin

i north shore of <

. familiar plant: "hallo verdolagas muehas y bledos,"

—he found much purslane and bletum (id. 192). It seems
hardly possible that the Admiral and bis companions could

mistake a strange plant for a salad herb so well known as

"verdolagas" to Spanish eyes and palates. Again, Oviedo,

writing about 1526, in a list of "plants in the island of His-

paniola which are like those of Spain, and which were before
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the Christians came to these parts, and are natives of this land,

and were not brought from Spain," names " verdolagas or

pertidaca" and " bledos or bletum" (Blitum).

In his description of " perebenecuc," written in 1525, he

says, that plant grew, in -Teat abundance, in Saint Domingo

and in many places on the continent, in the woods and fields;

even "purslane (verdolagas) is not more abundant here" (?<"/.,

lib. xi, c. 5, p. 378.)

Jean de Lery, in Brazil in 1557, was as much impressed by

the novelty of the flora, as Columbus had been, in the We*t

Indies. "I declare," he wrote {Hist. Navig. Brasil, 168), "as

far as it was permitted me to discover in wanderings through

the woods and fields, that there are no trees or plants, or IDJ

fruits, that are not unlike ours, these three excepted.

ocymum and filex" (in the original French edition, 1578, p. 217,

"pourpiei; basilic, et fougiere.").

Capt. John Smith, in Virginia in 1606, found "many heroes

in the spring, common] woods, good

for broths and sal lets, as Violets. /'u,.,/. fl;,, < rrell, etc.; be-

siih - main we us* d v hose names we know not" (Smith's (i">-

Mix/or;/, 1632. p. 26; and repeated by Strachev.
'/' >>•

Virgin la.
j ». 1 2( i). Smith's purslain was"probably Sedum iernoimn.

Sagard-Theod;it. in the relation of ins Gnu,"/ V» f/w/e du Pays

des i/urons, in 1624 (p. 331), says that the Huron-
use of herbs, "although the />nnrp(er or /toar^hiiue is very com-

mon there, and grows spontaneously in their fields of corn and

W. Wood, who was in New England from 1629 to 1633,

names "Purselane'' among plants growing '' in the woods, with-

out either the art or tl he o. in i

.'" (X. E. Prospect, pt 1, &

5). We doubt its growing literally in the woods, as unlike its

natural habit, and place more confidence in the statement of

ho. in i i* ,-arlier \ -w,^, 16U4 11. iound plenty

of excellent pompier, for his salads, on the coast of New
England, growing among the Indian corn ;

" the savages

(Vvyages, ed. 1632, p. 80).
Itwnnhis Lt/puhts, Hops.—Although the matter has nothing

to do with the introduction of hop- into en \ i >n. it is notice-

able that DeCandolle assigns the home of the plant only to

Europe and Western Asia. It is undoubtedly indigenous to

North America also, and is mentioned as such in the American

works. In Gray's Manual, besides the printing of the name in

the type appropriate to indigenous species, the plant is ex-

pressly stated to be "clearly indigenous." But, through some

oversight, in the Prodromus (xvi, 29), it is stated, in connection

with this very reference, that the plant was introduced.
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Oca.—Considering that Mate and Coca find place in this vol-
ume, although perhaps rather employed than cultivated (at least
the former), the absence of Oca (Oxalis luberosa and 0. crenata)
i> n«.t.iccable. This esculent root deserves mention, if only for the

of its culture in Peru. The name, which is Quichuan,
appears to have belonged, specially, to Oxalis tuberosa. An-
other root "like the oca in shape, but not in taste," called in
Quichua anus, was less esteemed. Both were cultivated in
Peru in the time of the Incas, and in the districts where no

w, the crop of these tubers was of much importance
(Garcillaso, Comment., b. v, c. 1 ; b. viii, c. 10.) J. de Acosta,
1588-90, says -there are an infinite number" of roots used for
food in the Indies, " but the Papas (potatoes) and Ocas be the
chief for nourishment and substance" (A«r. ' Moral Hist, of
the Indies, lib. iv, c. 18).
Our notes upon plants cultivated for their herbage, tubers,

roots, etc., have run to such a length, that the remainder, con-
cerning some plants cultivated for their fruits and seeds, must
be left for another article.

Art. XXVIIL—Remarks on Glyptocrinus and Releocrinw, two
Genera of Silurian Crinoids; by CHARLES WACHSMUTH and
Frank Springer.

In
-

the second part of our Revision of the Palseocrinoidea, at

page 185, and following, we undertook to define the character
and relations <,| Glyptocrinus and allied genera, in such a man-
ner as to render it possible to group the species thereunder with
""'' ,

' approach to their natural order. As is well known to

every one who has attempted to identify the species, the Amer-
ican Silurian Crinoids are an extremely difficult group to

understand. There are a few v 3, of which
ample collections have been made in Ohio and Indiana, but a
large number of species have been described by Billings, Hall
and others, from very meagre and imperfect material. Of
many of these forms specimens arc exceedingly rare, and we
are often obliged to rely upon ill isti >ua * i h are nnsatis-

';•';: "'.v. and d, seriptions which arc necessarily defective in the

delineation of specific and even generic characteristics. Under
these circumstances it was scarcely to be expected that our

conclusions would prove entirely satisfactory, even to on twelves.

Our treatment of the genera Glyptocrinus and Reteocrinus has

been sonic-, ; ,[ i, v Mr. S. A Miller, in the

journal of the Ci icinnat S >oiet\ of X itura! History for April,

1882, in connection with the description of some new species un-
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der the first name. He objects to our definition of the characters

of the former, to our rectification of the latter, and to our refer-

ence of species thereto. He also intimates that we have taken

unwarrantable liberties with Billings' genus, and been guilty

of a lack of proper respect for the work of its founder.

We have given to the remarks of Mr. Miller the considera-

tion that is due to the observations of a gentleman of acknowl-

edged learning, and whose researches in the literature of this

branch of Natural Science have lightened the labors, and merited

the thanks of every American Paleontologist ; and have re-

viewed the species referred to the two genera in question with

the aid of somewhat better material, as to some of them, than

was at our command before.

With regard to Olyptocrinus, Mr. Miller states that we "seem

to have been practically unacquainted with the genus;" in sup-

port of which he instances.the fact, that our diagnosis require!

that the surface of the plates should be "ornamented with ra-

diating stria? in the form of elevated ridges, which divide into

numerous triangular, impressed areas ;" that the basals should

" scarcely extend to the sides of the body ;" that the second

radials should be "hexagonal," the third radials "pentagonal,"

and that there should be " twenty arms."
It is true that we have in our diagnosis ascribed these char-

acters to the typical form of the genus, but in singling them

out as the essential characters by which we define the genus and

separate it from others, Mr. Miller is either somewhat uncandid,

or else he has overlooked our distinct statement, under the

head of Olyptocrinus on pages 186 and 187, of the cha

which it is separated from Glyptaster on the one hand, and

Releocrinus on the other. When we began the systematic in-

vestigation of this group, we found an assemblage of species

referred to the above named genera, in such a manner as to

render the recognition of generic limits impossible. This was

especially the case with Glyptaster and Olyptocrinus. After

much perplexing study we recognized the three types, into

which these species might be grouped somewhat more satisfac-

torily than before; one of which was represented by the two

species described by Billings as Reteocrinus, but with a miscon-

ception of their true characters.

It may probably be said with justice, that in this case, as

perhaps "in some others, we have adhered in our diagnosis of

generic characters rather closely to the particular form which

we regard as typical, and have* not in express terms
the limits to which variations of these characters may and do

extend. That modifications of characters and departures from

d form in various directions are to be expected with-

in the limits of every genus, is a fact which we have always
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admitted and repeatedly asserted. We do not know of a single

genus, illustrated by any considerable number of specimens,
in which there are not some forms exhibiting a variation
of one or more of the typical characters, and constituting
transitional forms between that and some allied genus. The
same may be said of some of the best defined species, and in-

deed, this observation may be extended to almost every group,
whatever be its rank, which naturalists have attempted to sep-

arate and define. For example, one of the best characters of
Actinocrinus is the simplicity of the arms, which almost univer-
sally remain undivided after becoming free. Yet we find in

one of the latest species, A. Lowei, which otherwise retains and
exaggerates all the characteristic features of the genus, that
some of the arms in each ray bifurcate beyond the body; and
isolated specimens of other species have been found in which
such a bifurcation occurs in one or two arms out of the whole
number.
No method of systematic classification has as yet been

devised to adequately provide for all such cases ; and we do
not believe it possible so to limit and define the characters of

a genus, as to escape the difficulties arising from modifica-

tions due to individual growth, and the variations of types in

geological time.

A modification of the phraseology of our generic descriptions

of Glyptocrinus and Reteocrinus, by which the existence of cer-

tain of the less important characters, such as surface ornamen-
tation, the number of arms, and the geometric form of plates

should be stated in less absolute terms, and with greater al-

lowance for exceptional cases, would apparently meet the objec-

tions urged by Mr. Miller on this point; and we may find it

advisable to make such alterations hereafter in this and perhaps
other cases. It did not occur to us that our language was
liable to misconception in this respect, in view of our frequent

expressions as to the value of such characters, and our explicit

State iioiit. of the leading characters. We do not regard the

number of arms, for instance, as an absolute specific distinction,

much less generic, although it is often an important character

in connection with others, and a useful guide to the recognition

of types; but departures from the prevailing rule are of fre-

quent occurrence in genera, species, and even in the different

rays of the same individual. This fact we have time and again

pointed out in our writings. (See Rev. II, pp. 40 to 50 and
other places ; Transition forms in Crinoids, Proc. Philad. Acad.

1878, p. 224 et seq.) These considerations, however, and any
modifications we might make in our language to avoid further

misunderstanding, would not in the least affect the validity of

the separation of the two genera Glyptocrinus and Reteocrinus

Am. Jour. Sci—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 148.—Aphil, 1883.
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as we have defined them, or the reference of species thereto,

in any substantial respect.

Mr. Miller expresses the opinion that our " separation of the

species under this genus Beteocrinus and that of Glypt'-cr Imis,

shows to one familiar with the structure such a cross mixture

of character as to indicate a want of general acquaintance wi-

the genera and species," and after referring to Billings' state-

ment of the generic characters of Beieocrinus, he asserts that

"up to this time no Crinoid possessing the characters ascribed

to this genus has been found in the Hudson River group of

this locality" (Cincinnati).

We freely admit the great advantage which flows from aii

intimate familiarity with the fossils at the locality from which

they are derived. An accurate knowledge of the mode of occur-

rence and distribution of the respective species, anil their

association with other fossils, such as can only be gained by

the collector himself, furnishes an aid to the interpretation of

their systematic relations, whose importance cannot be under-

estimated. For this reason, upon questions relating to these

genera, we attach much weight to the opinions of our Cincin-

nati friends, who not only are themselves collectors as well as

investigators, but have access to the other numerous fine col-

lections that have been made in that locality ; and we are -rut

ified to be able to avail ourselves of the benefit of their

observations, whether critical or otherwise. In a work of the

nature of ours, so beset with difficult problems in classification,

we do not expect to be exempt from error and shall be only

glad if others are led to the investigation of these questions

independently, because we are sure that by the operation of

different minds, considering the subject from other points of

view, and with other material than ours, a nearer approach

to correct results will be gained.

When it appears, however, that the two leading

of Cincinnati, after such critical study of the subject as is

necessary to enable them to describe new specific forms, have

reached conclusions diametrically opposite with regard to the

characters and relations of Beieocrinus and Glyptocrinus, we

may perhaps be warranted in attaching somewhat more impor-

tance to the results of our own studies, which we can see no

reason to think less reliable, in any material respect, on account

of any thing that has been thus fa isl them.

Prof. Wetherby, in connection with the description of bis

interesting species Beteocrinus {Glyptocr.) Bichardsoni (Journ.

Nat. Hist. 1880, vol. ii, PI. 16) observes, that the
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closely united by a series of intermediate forms, of which the
Ql. Richardson i is the last and most important link;" and also

that "the Ql. NeaMi . ... seems to be as closely allied to
Iit(torr /ir„s of Billings as to Gh,i,i.:rri,nis^ Afterward, in the
April, 1881, number of the same" .Journal, Prof. Wetherby, with

'racilis under consideration, makes
er the head of Reteocrinus: "Under

this generic name, Mr. Billings described two species from the
Trenton rocks of Canada, in the publication cited above.
Like most of the fossils of the locality whence they were
obtained, these were in a very poor state of preservation.
Enough is shown, however, by Mr. Billings' figures to make it

conclusive that several forms of our so-called Qlypiocrinus
should be referred to this genus. Among them I should place
Ql Nealli Hall, Ql. Richardsoni Wetherby, and the species of
which the description is to follow" (Reteocr. gracilis.) This opin-
ion of Wetherby was before us when preparing the second
part of our Eevision for the press, both in its published form,
and more at length in private notes, and as he could scarcely

be said to be " practically unacquainted with the genus," we
naturally attached much importance to it as a confirmation of

Furthermore, Meek, in re-describine "Ql Neatti" in the Pale-

ontology of Ohio, vol. i, p. 34, and having before him at the

many of the finest Cincinnati collections, alluded

characters of this species as "showing a decided approximation
toward Reteocrinus of Billings."

These extracts will be sufficient to show that so far as au-

thority, and the discoveries of the latest and most competent
observers.con 1 fun sh ;i guide, we were fully warranted in

referring Ql. & Nealli aud allied species to Ret inus. A con-

sideration of what we have stated in our generic des

and our repeated allusions to these two genera in the discus-

sion of family relations, will also show that we made such
reference afl >n and careful study, and for rea-

sons still more conclusive than those stated by the above men-
tioned authors. We have considered Qlyptocrinus a form of

the utmost interest and importance, and have made it the

foundation of our discussion of the family relations of the Ae-
tinocrinidaB and Rhodocrinidae.

Let us now endeavor to ascertain what the Reteocrinus of

Billings really is; and we wish to state in this connection, that

we yield to none in admiration for the work done by E. Bil-

lings in fossil crinoids. He was continually embarrassed by
the poverty of his material, and the wonder is not that he

made mistakes, but that he made so few. His excellent judg-

ment, keen discrimination and scientific methods, we have
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reason to appreciate, not only from his published works, but

from an extended correspondence with one of the writers

during the preparation of his admirable articles on the struc-

ture of Crinoidea, Cystidea and Blastoidea, in 1869.

Billings established his genus Reteocrinus upon two species,

/«'. siellaris and R. firnbrialus, which are described in Decade iv,

of the Geol. Surv. of Canada, pp. 64 and 65, and illustrated on

pi. ix, figs. 3, 4. Of R. stellaris, which he took for the tvpe

of the genus, he had four specimens, three of which were frag-

mentary, and all of them in such a poor state of preservatioHi

that Billings himself says at the end of the description, that

"none of the specimens collected are perfect, and tbe

of the species, therefore, have not been fully aa
The interradial spaces were very deeply depressed and filled

with a hard matrix of limestone, which concealed from view

the whole interradial portion of the calyx, with the exception

of some small stellate points, which are now known to be the

projecting summits of the plates. His principal specimen, fig.

4a, was so imperfect that Billings seemed to think that the

ridge-like series of anal plates on the azygous side might possi-

bly be an arm, and that there might be six (primary) armsio

the species, although the generic description calls for but five

primary radials. He considered the plates following the first

primary radials to constitute arms, and found thai

(left posterior) of these "arms" divided on the fourth joint,

but the others he could not see distinctly. The genus, of

which this was the best specimen of the typical species, he con-

sidered to have "no perfectly formed plates," and its cup to

consist of a " reticulated skeleton, composed of rn

plates, each consisting of a central nucleus, from win

from three to five stout processes," (Dec. iv, p. 63), characters

which do not exist, as subsequent investigation of the type

specimen has fully demonstrated.

R. fimbriatus, tbe second species, was described from a single

specimen, Dec. iv, pi. 9, fig. 3a, and this, as Billings states, ifl

"very imperfect," There is enough, however, in his figure

and description to show, that in the opinion of tbe founder of

the genus, a species having a pentagonal column ; the " basals^

(underbasals of our terminology) minute; the "subradialfl

(basals) one line in height; the arms several times :

only once in the body); a bifurcation on the third primary

radial; and the spaces between the rays " //YW u-itl> n-n, .<mah

plates,'
1 might properly be referred to Re-tew:

.

acters apply rquallv well, and with scared v anv variation, to

the so-called Qlyptocrin», f/Xeol/; Hall. 'V. o»t>»««* Miller.

01 Bceri Med<, and UHtn,>nv»* '/raci/i* Wethorby. and with

the exception of the column, to Of. Hicharrfnow Wetherby, GL
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Pattersoni Miller, and Gl. subglobosus Meek, all from the Hudson
River Group at or near Cincinnati ; and this may be taken as a
sufficient answer to Mr. Miller's statement, on page 13 of the
author's edition of his paper before cited, of the essential char-
acters of Reieocrinus.

In 1869, in a letter to one of the writers, Billings himself
stated that Glyptocrinus (JNealli was certainty not a Glypto-
crinus, and indicated its probable relationship to Reieocrinus.

Unfortunately we are unable to find his letter, or we should
quote his exact language.

In order to obtain, if possible, some additional information
as to the exact condition and character of the typical specimens
of Reieocrinus, we applied to Mr. Walter R Billings, of Ottawa,
Canada, a nephew of E. Billings, and himself a very acute
observer and ardent naturalist, and requested him to examine
the original types deposited in the Museum of the Canadian
Geological Survey, and advise us of the facts. This Mr. Bil-
lings has done, with an intelligence and care which merits the
highest commendation, and a generous kindness for which he
has our warmest thanks. We quote the following extract from
his letter of July 10th, 1882:
"Your communication contains an uncleaned but very per-

fect specimen oi Q ypU > mm O'Nealli Hall, {Reieocrinus OWealli
of Wetherby, Wachsm. and Spr., and others) with a request
that I compare it with the type specimen of Reieocrinus in the

Canadian Survey Museum, and inform you as to the facts.

Prof. Whiteaves, Palaeontologist G. S. C, with his characteristic

kindness, granted me full permission to examine the type speci-

mens of R. stellaris, and I have given special attention to those
figured in Decade iv, G. S. Q, as 'figs. 4a, 4c?.' Both these

specimens are obscured by a hard adherent matrix, which in so

valuable specimens would require to remove;
however, with a soft brush and a little moisture, I readily re-

moved small loose portions of shale, and made the determina-
tion of the leading points easy.

"The column is as originally described.

"In the specimen figured l

4«V I find a series of five (5) sub-

equal plates, resting on the column, each bearing a bow-shaped
ridge with sinus upward, not in contact with the margins,
except where it. meets corresponding ridges on the succeeding
plates above; the remaining portions of these plates are de-

pressed from £ to f of a line. The plates of the second order

alternate with those of the first (two are tolerably well shown
on the specimen 4a), and are heptagonal, resembling a hexagon
slightly truncate, they have ridges corresponding with, and
forming continuations of, those on the plates below, which
meet in the center, and divide to become continuous with
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ridges on the succeeding series of plates. The plate of the

azygous side has three ridges passing upward ; one from the

center to become continuous with a ridge following the median

part of the azygous interradius
; the remaining two, which are

directed obliquely, meet with similar ridges on the adjoining

plates of the third order. The depressions between the ridges of

the plates of the second order extend slightly to the plates of the

first and third order; they are deep, especially the larger one at

the azygous side, which has a depth of f of a fine. The plates of

the third order, which alternate with those of the second, are

radial in position, and support in an upward direction a row of

other plates with strong, rounded, arm-like ridges, which in

the specimen resemble closely arm plates, as which they wen

described by E. Billings. They are, however, evidentl

with elevated ridges, similar to the primary radiais of Ql

CPNealli Hall, which, like these, were connected laterally by

• lnt.es, and formed a part of the calyx. This is indi-

cated by the numerous stellate pieces interspersed between the

ridges, which in all probability represent interradial plates, of

which only the elevated central portions are exposed to view,

while their depressed margins are obscured by matrix. These

stellate pieces are continued as high as the third plate of the

secondary radiais, and I have observed one within the axis of

the first bifurcation to the left of the azygous series, thus indi-

cating that the body in this species is not confined to the three

lower angles of the plates, as suggested by E. Billings, but that

it extended to the secondary radiais.
" So far as the imperfection of the material will admit of com-

parison, there is a strong resemblance between Reteoc

(cms and GI
!,r f„rr;„^ OW..,W Elall. which extends not only to

the arrangement and form of first, second and third ranges of

plates, but to the em ire radial and interradial series, in view of

which, and in the absence of any points of more than specific

distinction, I am led to think the two forms congeneric.

"In addition to the two specimens on which these remarks

have bee,, founded, and to those figured in PI. 9, Dec iv,
1, and to those figured in PI.

the G. S. C. collection a :

jposite to that shown in fi a. 4', (1«

iree ranges of plates, leav iuo the

ite positive. This specii

series more clearly and 1 idly sh
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In addition to the above expressed details, Mr. Billings has
furnished us drawings of the type specimen (fig. 4a), as it

appears after being somewhat developed by cleaning, which
shows that the three lower ranges of plates, instead of being
" rudimentary," are perfectly formed, connected with each other
by distinct sutures; much elevated in the middle and marked

ig radiating ridges, and having greatly flattened wing-
like margins, which were before obscured by the matrix. He
also figures the flattened specimen referred to in his letter, but
not figured in the Canada Eeports.

C. collection not figured before.

We think that with these figures, and the notes above
quoted, the question of the generic identity of 01. 'iVealli, and
allied forms with Eeteocrinus, may be considered at rest.

By following the strict letter of the rules of nomenclature,
we might have been justified in setting aside Billings' genus
entirely, and re-describing the type under a new name, for the

reason that the leading characters ascribed to it as generic, do
not in fact exist in his own species or elsewhere. This has

been partly done both by Zittel and De Loriol, neither of

whom recognize Reteocrinus at all. But the true spirit and
intent of I nomenclature do not require

such a course. We consider it far more just to the original

observer, who has called attention to a new generic type, to

assign to it the true characters as disclosed by subsequent

;, and retain the genus so modified as to include

such forms as are naturallv congeneric with the species first

described, than to deprive" him, by a technical adhesion to

a strict rule, of all credit for his work, and burden science
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unnecessarily with new names. If under these circumstances

it happens, that the true characters of the group are better and

more comprehensively expressed in some other species than

the one first described, there is, in our opinion, not the least

objection to adopting it as the type of the genus thus rectified.

And where the original species is imperfectly known, this is

the only rational thing to do. because we cannot well take, as

the type of a genus, a species which is not itself accurately

defined. The rules are intended to promote accuracy and

clearness in s • Ic determinations We do not believe they

require absurdities, but if any of them does, the sooner it is

abrogated the better.

Mr. Miller thinks that in making 01 0'NeaUi the type of

Reteocrinus, we have been guilty of an "open violation of the

rules of nomenclature." We think our practice in ti.

fully justified by the consideration above stated. At all erenta

we shall adhere" to it, and we find that other good authorities

do the same thing.

A few words now as to the relations of these two genera.

At various places in Pt. II. of our Revision, for example pp. 7,

95, 183-187, we have alluded to the intimate relation which

exists between the families Rhodoerinidae, with two rings of

plates below the radials, and Actinocrinidse with but one.

We have shown how Glyptocrinus with its rudimentary under-

basals, and its interradial series, all abov£ the line of the first

radials, formed a connecting link between the two tamil^-

st character, but in

of that family, and

exhibiting an approach to some of the earlier forms of the

Actinocrinidie. Its close affinities with Reteocrinus, with which

we stated (p. 183), it to be "connected by most remarkable

transition forms," led us to refer Glyptocrinus to the Rhodocrin-

idae, although there were almost as" good reasons for referring

it to the Actinocrinidse. It might perhaps have been well to

place it in a section by itself, on account of the exceptional

disposition of its interradials.

It is an important fact that in all Actinocrinidse, without a

single exception, the regular interradial series rest upon the

edges of the first radial plates, and are not extended down to the

basi -radial suture. In the Rhodocrinidae, the first ii

and anal plates all rest upon the basals, except in Dim
Glyptaster, Eucrinus, Lampterocrinus and Glyptocrinus. In the

first four of these genera, the anals rest" upon the basals,

though in Dimerocrinus the regular interradials -

barely touch them. Glyptocrmns is the only genus of the

Rhodocrinidae in which neither the anal nor interradial plates

are in line with the first radials, or in contact with the
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basals, and it is this character, as far as we can discover, which
distinguishes it best of all from Reteocrinus, and upon which a
few species of the type of 01. decadactylus can be satisfactorily

grouped. Of the species which we referred to Glyptucriuus. n
will be observed that 01. firnbriatus, 01 nobilis, Gl Ska
Gl subglobosus were mentioned as doubtful for reasons there
stated, and had our printed copy corresponded with our orig-
inal notes, 01. ramulosus and Gl. ornatus would have been
noted with like reserve, owing to the impossibility of accurately
determining their characters from the specimens described. Of
these we have become satisfied that 01. subglobosus is a Reteo-
crinus, very closely related to 01. Bceri, and 01 Shafferi and its

variety germanus are evidently immature specimens, as to
whose generic characters we are unable to satisfy ourselves
from the figures and descriptions. Gl. ramulosus is probably
an Archceoci-inns. In GL ornatus the figure shows the upper
parts to be so obscured by the matrix, and the base to be so
imperfect, that we cannot pass an opinion on it.

Of the remaining species, 01, annularis is a departure from
the typical form in the direction of Glypiaster, to which, or
more likely to its subgenus Eucrinus, it might, perhaps, be
advisable to refer it. 01, prisms is a young Glyplocrmus with

strong transitional characters toward Reteocrinus. The highly

elevated connecting ridges on the larger plates are very similar

to the so-called "processes" of Billings' Reteocnntu
Gl parvus is apparently a young example of a typical Olypto-

erinus, wh nparatively large, but
as the anal side is unknown, it is not wholly free from doubt.

Of 01. FornsheUi we unfortunately have not the description.

Miller's Gl. JJiumiensis, Cincin. Journ., April. 16*2, is appar-

ently a Qlm ard Reteo-

crinus. The gen us is therefore : lactylus, GL
Dyeri, Miller's new species Gl. s v 01. par-

vus, whose characters are, as stated in our diagnosis, to wit: a

sculptured surface; rudimentary underbasals; small basals;

the interradial and anal spaces occupied by plates of definite

arrangement, all located above the line of the first radials, and
nearly equally distributed anion- all live rays; and twenty
arms. And if we further state that the body plates are "gen-
erally" ornate, and that there are twenty arms " as a general

rule," it will enable us, without offending against any require-

ment of critical accuracy, to bring within its limits those tran-

sitional sp- ed, which seem to be nearest to

its type. Rett crina* s readd idem i
- ts liirhly elevated

radial ridges and depressed interradial spaces, filled with

numerous small plates of irregular arrangement, and extend-

ing between the first radials down to the basals; by its under-
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basals, often well developed; its strongly marked bilateral

symmetry ; and by its ten primary arms as a rule. It is typi-

fied by iteteorruoii 'AW//. R. cognatus, R. gracilis, K. st.iiaris,

R. fimbriates ; while R. Richardsoni, R. Bceri, R, subglobosus

and R. Pattersoni—the latter described by Miller as

erinws, Cincinn. Journ., July, 1882—are good examples of it in

every respect, except that the underbasals have not as yet been

noticed, and perhaps do not exist; although we think it very

**B that th

less rud
consider it necessary or advisable to separate these species from

the typical form upon this character alone, since the whole

assemblage of species above named forms a group, which is

united by other well defined characters. The slight modifica-

tion of our statement of generic characters renders it easy and

natural to include them all.

In the Cincinnati Journal for April, 1881, Mr. Miller de-

scribed two very interesting aberrant species from the Lower
Silurian near Cincinnati. One of these, Gl, Harrisi, is a

(r/i/p/orrn/us with a quadrangular column and, possibly, quad-

ripartite base, and having the anal series, as we learn from the

figures, extended down to the basals. If it has in fact four

basals, it would be a good Mariacrinus, were it not for the posi-

tion of the first anal plate, which is not in contact with the

basals in any of the Melocrinites ; or it would have the calycal

of Abacocrmw without the other characters of that

showing thus a tendency toward the Actinocrinidae.

the other hand it has five basals, it would represent a

variation from the (ih/uinrrlnvs type in the direction of the

rites, without however any development of under-

basals. The other species for which Miller has established a

new genus, Xenocrimts, has a quadrangular column and four

basals ; surface devoid of ornament ; the radials highly ele-

vated ; interradial spaces deeply excavated and filled with a

great number of small irregular plates; ten arms; bilateral

da as yet observed. So far as we
can judge from the figures (Journ. Cincinn. Soc, April, 1881,

PI. I, figs. 3a, 36, Zc ; and July, 1881, PI. IV, fig. 6), all the

iutt:rr:idial series rest upon the basals, although the d< -

is silent as to this character. It is, therefore, a Reteocrinw

with four basal-, and ivpiv«aits a dill'.aentiation of the Qlypto-

crinus type toward the Rhodocrinoid form, with the basal char-

acters of the Melocrinites section of the Actinocrinidae. We
think Miller was perfectly correct in referring it to a new

genus, and in case the 01. Harrisi should prove to possess a

irtite base, and the discovery of other specimens shows

icter to be constant, we should be disposed to adopt

the same course with that form.

t;"::::
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Mr. Miller considers it probable that Gl. Harrisi has five

basals, because "in all other respects it agrees with Glypto-

crinus"—not recognizing the difference in the disposition of the
anal plates— but states that " if it possesses but four, it would
not belong to Xenocrinus, but would still be very closely allied

to Glyptocrinus." We confess we are somewhat at a loss to

understand just what Miller's views are, as to the limits of this

genus. He objects to our reference of Gl. ONealli and allied

species to Eeteocrinus, and at one place considers the GL
O'Nealli and his own GL cognatus, and therefore necessarily Qi.

Bwri, to be true Glyptocrinus. At another, in describing his

GL Patersoni (Journ. Cin. Soc, July, 1882), he states that the
species differs from all other species of Glyptocrinus in having
only ten arms. We can scarcely suppose that, when making
this statement, he overlooked the fact that not only the <il.

UNealli and Gl. Bceri, but also Gl. cognatus which he had
himself described a year previously, have but ten arms; but
we infer that he then considered these species to be generically

distinct from Glyptocrinus. If this be not so, how can it be
said that Xenocrinus priscilius, which is in every respect a GL
Bceri with four basals and a square column, would be generi-

cally distinct from Gl. Harrisi? Suppose each of them had
five basals; would both be Glyptocrinus? Evidently not, ac-

cording to Miller's reasoning above quoted: and if these two
forms are genericallv distinct by reason of characters other

than those at the base, surely GL Bceri and GL decadactylus,

which differ in precisely the same way, rauskbe.
A reinvestigation of the genera herein discussed, and their

allies, has impressed us more than ever with the idea stated

frequently in our Revision, that this little group of Lower
Silurian Crinoids represents an embryonic type, from which
both Rhodocrinidas and Actinocri nidge" were developed. They
are among the earliest forms we know, and they stand in a

elation to these families that //>?' r<>e, •,>,,/- ami its ailics

hold to" the Cyathocrinidae. In both there is the same rudi-

mentary and varying development of characters, which when
fixed and constant, become of family importance. In both are

found the types of the fundamental structure of the respec-

tive families in very simple forms, whose differentiations in

various directions led to the several subdivisions and genera,

into which these families have been divided. Within each

there is found a commingling of characters which is a source

of endless
: ho are seeking to discover some

clew to a n . We are disposed to think that

a further subdivision of the families, whereby these em
types should be placed in sepal M ,s

>
would

tend to eliminate some of the difficulties we have encountered,
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ery probably hereafter propose to

the genera Glyptocrinus, Archceo-

us, Glyptasler and Eucrinus, and

possibly one or two others, so as to constitute i

termediate between the Actinocrinidas and Rhodoerin
through which the latter are united to form the great family

SphEeroidocrinidse.

Aet. XXIX.— On the Smee Battery and Galvanic Pohrizatio
j

by Wm. Hallock *

1. Introduction.

The electromotive force of the Smee battery, when deter-

mined with the greatest care by different methods, gives values

which differ greatly from each other and are larger or smaller

than the theoretically calculated value, E = 0*75 D.,f according

as the resistance in the circuit used is larger or smaller than

about 300 or 400 S. E.+ It was with a view to obtaining an

explanation of this fact if possible, and to obtain further data

which might help to decide between various conflicting ex-

planations already offered, especially those of Exne4 and

Fromme,§ that the first part of this research was undertaken.

The second part has to do with the question whether the

electromotive force of galvanic polarization can be computed a

priori from the thermal equivalents of the chemical reactions

which take place thereby, and is intended to check the already

determined values of this force and to obtain new ones in order

to collect as large a number of values as possible, to see to

what extent the experimentally determined values correspond

with the theoretically calculated ones.

2. Apparatus.

Not having at my disposal an electrometer which answer!
all the requirements of delicacy, damping, etc., it was deter-

mined to use a galvanometer with large resistances in the cir-

cuit. The instrument used was a Wiedemann reflecting gal-

vanometer with a coil of 17,800 turns and a resistance of 6,700

S. E. The small ring magnet had a short time of vibration

(1"1 second) and was so strongly damped that it came to rest

* Being on file original having appeared

Germany the Daniell (D.) and Siemens

. Ber., lxxx, 1879, und Wied. Ann, x, p. 265, 1880.
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in from 4 to 6 sec, even after a large deflection. It was so
delicate that a single Daniell cell gave a deflection of 170

isions with the scale 2m from the mirror and 330,000
S. E. in the circuit.

Inasmuch as resistance coils of the necessary length of wire
would have been very expensive, and moreover, as it was
interesting to know to what extent one can substitute liquid

resistances for wire ones, where a certain degree of accuracy is

needed, it was determined to try them in this research. The
idea is not at all new and has often been applied ; Hittorf* for

example used a solution of iodide of cadmium between cad-
mium terminals ; but as far as I know great importance has
never been placed upon their accuracy or constancy. Bxnerf
used a solution of ZnS0

4
betwee ic terminals,

but one only need read the method in which his resistances

were constructed and calculated to see that they can lay no
claim whatever to accuracy.
The resistance used in this research was that offered by a

in section and 200mm long; this capillary tube was horizon-

tal and each end expanded into a vertical receiver 20mm in

diameter and 100mm high, in which stood the amalgamated
zinc terminals. A better form however is to simply invert a

capillary U-tube into the two receivers as a siphon, since in

the other form the precipitate which forms around the termi-

nals falls into the capillary tube, thus reducing its section and
increasing the resistance. An alcoholic solution was used be-

cause Kohlrauschj found that the specific resistance of such

solutions was less influenced by slight impurities than in the

case of the same salts dissolved in water/ Care was taken to

prove that the polarization of the terminals could be neglected,

which was the case even when a very strong current was used

(5 Bunsen cells through 40 S. E.). When afterward this resist-

ance was compared with a wire coil of 200,000 S. E. there

could be no difference detected in the results obtained. It

moreover remained during the three months of its use constant

to within the limits of an error caused by an error of 0'1° C. in

the determination of its temperature. Of course the great ob-

jection to liquid iv-dsfance- is their large heat coefficient (from
1-5 to 3-5 per cent for 1*0° C). However there seems no reason

why such resistances should not be used, where they can stand

still iii a case or waier-bath and where about 0'2 to 0"5 per cent

is sufficiently accurate. In all cases it is better to determine

the resistance experimentally than to calculate it; the above

tF.Exner, 28-629," 1881.

% F. Kohlrausch, Pogg. Ann. Ergbd., via, p. 1, 1877.
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resistance column was determined from time to time in the

Wheatestone's bridge in the ratio 1,000 to 10,000. The resist-

ance can of course be easily varied by varying the dimensions

of the capillary tube or the amount of water and salt dissolved

in the alcohol.

Objection might be made to the use of the galvanometer for such

work, on the ground that the polarization would be dii

by the consumption of the gases by the current through the

galvanometer, but a simple calculation will show that it woukl

require a polarization equal to one and a half Daniell's to con-

sume 01cmm of hydrogen per minute working in a circuit

whose resistance was 150,000 S. E. That this quantit

may be neglected at first when the electrodes are still heavily

coated is evident. This theoretical refutation of the above ob-

jection was strengthened by the following experiment. Two

platinum plates were twice equally strongly polarized, and the

first time connected through 150,000 S. E. and left and the

curve of the diminution of the polarization plotted; the second

time the similar circuit was only closed once a minute and only

for from 6 to 8 sec. and then opened again, and the curve

plotted in this case. The two curves showed that the con-

sumption of gas by the current when left closed did not make

itself apparent until after 17 min., i. e. it may be neglected for

the first five minutes at least.

The electromoter possesses the advantage, that with the pro-

per use of a switch or commutator it can be charged to a poten-

tial representing that electromotive force of polarization wnicn

is active immediately after opening the primary or polarizing

circuit. It is, however, not as convenient for use, and neces-

sarily has a long time of vibration and is weakly damped
;

a

very convenient form of the switch is that made by Hartnnan

in Wiirzburg, being a slight improvement upon the Webe

quicksilver commutator.

3. On the Rise of the Electromotive Force of the Smee

Battery.

Exner* endeavors to explain those values of the electromo-

tive force of the Smee which fall above that calculated, from

the thermal equivalents of its chemical reactions, E=0*75iA °

the ground that the acid contains oxygen in solution wnic

oxidizes the hydrogen evolved, and thus increases the tbernj*

equivalent of the battery.

This question could be easily answered if it were possible o

get and keep a cell entirely free from dissolved gases. U*Jj

used the method of short circuiting the cell for a long time, o

* F. Exner, Wien. Ber., lxxx. 1879 und Wied. Ann., x, p. 265, 1880.
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it is evident that this method simply substitutes evolved hydro-
gen for any other gases which may happen to be dissolved
in the acid, and it is just the hydrogen which it is necessary
to remove, since to its presence is generally ascribed the
diminution of the electromotive force below that obtained
with the electrometer or by the compensation method (about

In this research the following method was used to obtain a
cell free from dissolved eases.
A strip of zinc lx6cm^and a platinum wire 0"lcm in diameter

and 5cm long, fastened in the cork of a 100cc
flask, constituted

^ cell used. Its force, when freshlv rilled with 5 per cent
ti

afe04, through a circuit of 150,000 S. E. was found E=l-07 D.
At was then closed in a circuit of only 0*2 S. E. external resist-
ance containing a tangent compass, and its force at the expira-
non of the first minute determined to E=0"71 D. after 20 min.
to E= 0-06 D. and after 70 min. to E=0"03 D. These small
values, although they agree well with those obtained by

th

r0l

r
me'* Can °nly be considered as approximations owing to

toe difficulty of accurately determining the internal resistance

f inconstant cells. The cell was then left short-circuited for

^ hours in order to let the evolved hydrogen drive out the
other gases as completely as possible : at the expiration of this
"me its force through a circuit of 150,000 S. E. was found quite
constant E= 0-69 D. In order now to drive out the hydrogen,
tbe flask was placed over a burner and kept at a sharp boil forw mm., the steam and gas passing off through a long nar-
row tube in the cork. A layer of petroleum about l

cm deep
was poured over the acid while boiling, to assist in keeping
gases from redissolving in the acid. The flask was then sealed

,

ut with hard wax and cooled. Its force 5 sec. after being
cIosed in a circuit of 150,000 S. E. was found E-0'86 D.
and after 15 sec. to be constant at E=0*70 D. An analysis
^owed that the liquid in the cell still contained 3 per cent free
n£>O

t > A repetition of the experiment gave the following
mc*e marked results.
The same cell was refilled and short-circuited for 18 hours,

*hen its force in a circuit of 150,000 S. E. was found E=0'51
£• during the first minutes it rose gradually, however, and
became constant after six minutes at E=0-70 D. On being

Jailed and covered with petroleum and sealed as before, its

[
0rce through 150,000 S. E. was found E= 101 D., it sank,

however, in 4 min. to E=0'88 D. in 25 min. to E=083 D.,
and m 2* hours to E=0'73 D.

' rhus it would seem that tbe value E=0"70 D. represents

that force which is active when the liquid immediately around

* 0. Fromme, 1. c.
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the platinum plate is saturated with hydrogen, and the evolu-

tion is just equal to the diffusion of the gas into the liquid.

This experiment would seem to show conclusively that the

values above E= 0'70 D. are not caused by any oxygen which

may be dissolved in the acid.

A similar conclusion was reached in a series of experiments

where the other gases were removed by leading C0a
over the

acid for a long time. It however appeared that it would cause

a difference of as much as 10 per cent in the force of the cell

according as the acid was saturated with air or C0 9,
it being

larger in the former case. Another series of experiments

proved that the force of the Smee could be diminished by sat-

urating the platinum plate with hydrogen without depriving

the acid of its dissolved oxygen.*
All the above results are opposed to Exner's theory, that

these larger values are due to the oxidation of the evolved

hydrogen, and rather support the older theory that they are

due to the small force of the hydrogen polarization which acts

against the true force of the cell.

When the electromotive force of the Smee is measured in a

circuit where the resistance is small in proportion to the size

of the cell, i. e. when the density of the current on the platinum

plate is large, values are obtained which fall decidedly below

that of E = 0-75 D.

Exnerf says, this is due to the formation of ZnS04
in the

cell which has a larger specific resistance than H,S0 4
, and that

5 is precipitated upon the platinum, thus increasing ineiBww-

1 diminishing the thermal equivalent of the
n«r the thermal equr

cell.

To test this question a cell was constructed such that the

zinc and platinum were in separate vessels connected by an in-

verted TJ-tube filled with 5 per cent H
aS04, the ends being tied

op with parchment paper. The vessel con;
was furnished with a lid so that CO, could be conducted through

the vessel or it could be shut up air-tight. Owing to the large

internal resistance of such a cell, it was not possible to get a

very great density of current on the platinum, still its electro-

motive force fell as low as E=031 D. on being short-circuited,

and rose again in a long circuit, even when the vessel contain-

ing the platinum was filled with CO
a , as high as E=0'92 D--

and finally to E=1'07 D. An analysis proved that the liquid

* Compare also here C. Fromme, 1. c.

f F. Exner, Wien. Ber., lxxx, 1879 und Wied. Ann., x, p. 265, 1880.
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around the platinum did not contain a trace of ZnS0
4
. It may

be here remarked that had all the H
3S04

around the zinc be-
come ZnS0

4 ,
the consequent increase "in the resistance of the

cell, either in this case or that of the flask cell of § 3, it would
have made a scarcely perceptible difference in the intensity of
the current measured.
These results seem to throw us back upon the old explana-

»ns in the electromotiye force of
the Smee battery, to the variations in the counteracting force
of the hydrogen polarization of the platinum plate.

5. Determination of the Electromotive Force of
Polarization.

The maximum value of this force can be arrived at in two

^
ays, either by measuring it while the primary current is

closed, or by plotting the curve of the fall of the force after
opening the primary current, and from it deducing by exter-
polation, the value for the instant of opening.
-bxner* and Beetzf assume that the value obtained imme-

"3J after opening the primary current is practically this

-wnram value. Fromme^ on the contrary, says, "if one
w'shes to obtain the true maximum value, "it is absolutely

to measure the polarization while the primary cur-

1 closed." I must admit, from my experience, that
values could only then be considered as approximating the

when they were determined immediately after open-
1!

jg
the primary current, which it is scarcely possible to accom-

Phsh, unless perhaps with an electrometer and switch as before
Mentioned.

An example will show how rapidly the polarization vanishes.
A he following is the falling off of the polarization of 5 per cent
ils^04 between electrodes of gas-retort carbon.

rjiu
' value for "0" sec. is that calculated by closed primary

'
>t. :-.-

Inasmuch as a galvanometer was used for the following

^terminations the method by closed primary current seemed
decidedly preferable and was employed. Two difficulties how-
" v '"\ arise when this method is applied. In the first place a

.^ong others, whose results agreeAn^ Ixxix, p. 106, 1850) and A. W
A». Jous. Sci.—Third Series, \

i studied b Beetz ,m.l

leetz (Pogg.

,
xi, p. ', 1880.)

*o. 148,-j
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branch of the primary current goes to strengths

ter through the galv;

of the secondary current (fro

from the polarized voltameter through the galvanometer; i

the second place a branch of the secondary currer '

"

polarized voltameter) goes backward through the \

That these two currents are weak enough to be neglected

only under peculiar and rarely fulfilled conditions is evident as

soon as we calculate their strength from the given forces and

resistances. Call E the electromotive force of the
|

i battery and y the resistance in the primary cif

cuit exclusive of that in the voltameter which we will call

w, let W be the resistance in the circuit of the galvanometer

(150,000 S. E. or 380,000 S. E.) ; let further i be the intensity

of current in the galvanometer, %' that in y and i" that in w and

I, that when E is closed through (y+W) alone, i. e. I— r- ^
If now we call the force of polarization P, we have according

to Ohm's laws

i=i'-i" ; E=i'y+iW; P=-i"w +iW,
whence we obtain by substitution and transformation,

P=5^. w.*-EH+»WorP=(i-I)^±2^+iW.
y

v

r
y= 100 at the most, as added

PrrW i--(i-\) \
(1)

From (1) we see that only when -=0 can we put P=Wi,

which is very seldom the case, for y rarely exceeds 5 or 6 S. E.

and w varies between 0'3 and 5-0 S. E. I increased the resist-

ance y to 100 S. E. in order to make - smaller and more accu-

rately determinable. All the values of polarization given below

were calculated with formula (1).

Inasmuch as these experiments on polarization were under-

taken with a view to testing whether we can a priori

the electromotive force of polarization from the thermal equiva-

lent of the chemical reactions which take place thereby, some

side experiments, more or less directly allied to this question,

were made. For example, Exner* wishes to approximate the

thermal equivalent of the compound PtCl, out of the difference

in the polarization of HC1 between platinum and between

graphite electrodes, 1'26 D. and 1-60 D. ; upon the Sfl

that all the evolved chlorine in the one case dissolved off plati-

num to PtCl
4
. To prove the incorrectness of this supposition

* F. Exner, Wien. Ber., lxxviii, 1878, und Wied. Ann., vi, p. 353, 1879.
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chlorine was evolved by a weak current upon a platinum plate
until it should have dissolved off 0*176 grin, oi nlatinum' rho
actual loss in weight of the plate was 0-00007 grm., i. e. there
was none dissolved off at all. F. Kohlrausch had already ob-
tained the same result in n similar experiment. In fact' it is

very difficult to explain the differences which almost always
exist between the polarization of the same solution between
platinum and between carbon electrodes, if we consider the
electrodes as mere conductors, as Exner does, and do not admit
that they become electrically excited.
Another experiment was made in which a current was found

ana measured between one platinum plate saturated with hy-
drogen and another free from all gases except C0

3, where the
force was E=0'68 D. at first, but gradually fell off. There is
no apparent thermo-cb for this current and
jne only visible cause for it is the transfer of the hydrogen
trom the more to the less saturated plate. Beetz* has also
shown the electromotive force of polarization between two
Platinum plates, when one is surrounded with hydrogen, even
WQen the acid had been pumped and boiled out in the most
careful manner possible,f

6- Values of the Electromotive Force of Polarization.

The results here obtained are arranged in the tables on the
toilowing pages.
In table I, the first column, "electrolyte," gives the solution

employed; and the second, "percent," the percentage of the
salt in the solution. Under carbon and platinum are given the

j
Ues of the polarization ;

" P," between " gas retort carbon,"
a?* bright platinum electrodes (simple surface 8**™), where J
gives the density:}: of the current upon the electrode, l^"^ taken

as a un't, J is calculated from the formula ^=
(w _^ iA s >

where

Je letters have the same me:
the su

"

Narization, are, in the cases where the primary current was
closed, ealCI, (1) ; these values are given under
6 Buns, closed" and u 2 Buns, closed." the primary current

DeiDg furnished by two or three Bunsen cells respectively,

under "open" are given the values determined after
tae primary current, the length of time elapsing until the read-

*
J- Beetz, Wied. Ann., x, p. 348, 1880, u. Munch. Ber., p. 429. May, 1880

uL
(T?ar<

' ! !!' -"o- !w '
: '•' A

-

F1
™f/',?,'«

176; and Helmholtz and Root's. Pogg./-~ "'
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ing from which P was calculated bei

seconds. I would here remark, that

rapidity with which the pol;
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ing to the difference of

ishes for different com-

the quickest time at which it was possible to read off

the position ol the needle, after opening the primary current,

varied from 1 to 5 seconds. In columns 13 and 14 are the

values observed and calculated by Exner, and the last column

contains the values newly calculated from the thermo-chemical

equivalents of J. Thomsen * which are given in convenient

form in a table in the last edition of Eichter's Anorganische

Chemie. The calculations were made according to the scheme

given in Table IV.

Table IV.

ZnS0 4-CuS0 4

248-4-198-3= 100 D.

H 2S0 4

68 '3 1-36 D
HOI HC1

39-3 1-57 D
NaOl NaCl +H 20-NaOH

53-0 2-12 D
NaOH 2NaOH +H20-2NaOH

68-3 1-36 D
NaN04 2NaN0, + 3H 20-2HN0 3 -"2NaOH

212 4 '204-9-98-2-22:}-0=
Nal Xalf UnO-NaOH

26-8 1-07 D
Cu(N0 3)4 Cn(NO )J H..O-2HNO,

1-04 D52-3

CuS0 4 CuS0 4 +H Q0-H 2SOr
1-12 D

ZnCl 2 ZnCU
112-8 2-25 D

ZnS0 4 ZnS04 +H20rH 2S0 4

248-4 + 68-4-270-7= 106-0

MnCUt MnCl2

128-0 2-55 D

MgS04 MgS0 4 + 3H20-H 2S0 4-Mg(OH) 2

323-0 + 204-9-210T-217-2 100-0 200 D
AgN04 2AgN0 3 +H2C—2HN0 3

46-6 + 68-3-98-2= 8-4 034 D
Pb(N0 3 )a Pb(N0,).+ H,O-2HN0,

68-0 1-36 D

narked with a (%) in tables I

3e we do not know what seconc

and IV are uncer-

3tions take

tent theplace, nor io we know, if and to what ex secondary

the polar-

6 percent

mn; other-

iffect the polarization. Table II
iznfiou of 5 per cent H,S0

4, 6 per cent I
een the electrodes named in the

CI and
NaCl, betw irst colu

* J. Thomse n, Kolbe's Journ., xi, p. 18 and xii, 1875.
+ Compare ere, Wiedemann Galvanism'; 8, § 1130-1146, 1874
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wise tne abbreviations are to be understood as in Table
table Til gives the polarization as it increases with the incres
of the force of the primary battery from E=1'00 D. to B =

-ounsen- 6*88 D. and will be understood without further e

planation. In all cases the force of the Daniell battery w
taken as the unit of electromotive force.

7. Conclusions.

Although, as is well-known, the force of polarization in gen-
eral varies according to the chemical affinities of the elements
or radicals separated, still we cannot, yet at least, calculate the
electromotive force of polarization from the thermal equivalents
ot the reactions, because we do not know which of the reactions,
primary or secondary, should be taken account of, nor do we
know their thermal equivalents. Table I seems to establish
what has ju most cases the calculated value is
much smaller than the observed one, and the latter is not a
true maximum value, but only the largest attainable with two
or three Bunsens respectively, in the polarizing circuit. Espe-
C1ally in the case of HsSO< is the difference great, and in fact,

J*

its polarization were only P=l'3<) !>.. as calculated one ought
l° get a good evolution of gas with two Daniell cells, which, on

wore only able to evolve occm
in 17 hours instead

of the 300ccm which they could have produced had the polariza-
tion been only P=l-36 D.
Tables I and II confirm the earlier experiments, showing

that the polarization is not independent of the substance of the
electrode, even when the latter remains chemically unaffected.

Exner* published a series of experiments to prove that the
electromotive force of polarization keeps equal to that of the

sed from zero upward,
u

''J
it r. aches the point where the evolution of gas becomes

Vlsible, and that from this point it (the polarization) remains
constant, no matter how much we increase tin: force of the

Fimary battery. This *ed by those given in

tables I and III basmocl is i >B is is =84 D., the
evolution of gas was very easily visible.f Exners results are
Jn so far in harmony with the theory of the conservation of
er,ergy as that no one will contend that a weaker electromotive
toree can overcome a stronger ; but UeImholt/4 has shown for
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platinum, and from results here obtained it would seem to be

true for at least carbon also, that an electromotive force which

is theoretically too weak to decompose the solution between the

platinum electrodes still does generate a current through a vol-

tameter, which was originally free from all dissolved gases, and

polarizes the electrodes, assisted by the occlusion of the evolved

gases by the platinum.

It is difficult to explain according to the " chemical theory"

why, on closing the primary circuit, the polarization does not

immediately reach its maximum value instead of doing so grad-

ually, as is the case. According to the " contact theory" the

polarization of H
2
SO

f
between platinum electrodes, on closing

the primary current, increases gradually until we have a plati-

num kathode saturated with hydrogen opposed to the anode

saturated with oxygen, just as in the polarization of ZnSO, it

increases until we have the kathode covered with zinc, opposed

to the Pt
|
O anode, in other words, until our voltameter has

become a Smee cell.

That solutions of HC1 and NaCl between the same electrodes

give different values of the electromotive force of pol

Exner considers as an argument against the contact theory,

because we have the same gases acting upon the same elec-

trodes. The reason, however, is evident. In the one case the

series acting is

Pt
|
H +H

|
HC1 + HC1

|
Cl + Cl

|
Pt. 0)

and in the other case

Pt
|
H +H

|
NaOH +NaOH

|
NaCl + NaCl

J

Cl + Cl
|

Pt. (2)

That these two series should not give the same electromotive

force is what one would expect.* A test experiment, however,

gave the following equation,

Pt
|
NaOH +NaOH

|
NaCl+ NaCl |

Pt=0-39 D.

and furthermore it gave no difference in the polarization when

the kathode as well as the anode was surrounded with NaCj

solution, and when the vessel containing the kathode was filled

with NaOH solution, thus showing that series (2) really repre-

sents the forces acting in the polarization of NaCl solution

between platinum electrodes.

The secondary reactions in some cases must be very peculiar;

for example in the electrolysis of a solution of MnCl, there was

no chlorine gas evolved, and the anode became covered with a

brownish-red film insoluble in H„0, H,SO. or dilute HC1, but
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apparently simply added itself to the MnCl
2, thus forming a

mgher chloride of manganese.
Adolfo Bartoli* in an interesting research on polarization

proceeds as follows. A very strong battery (400 ean
cells) is closed a very short time (0-004 sec.) through the vol-
tameter, and the polarization calculated from the first elonga-
tion of the galvanometer needle, as a function of the amount of
transmitted electricity. All the connections were made and
broken automatically. He finds for the following combinations
the following maximum values.
Platinum electrodes and

H2 HCl HBr HI
2-00 D. 1-30 D. 0-94 D. 0*58 D.

The values calculated from the thermal equivalents are

1'36 D. 1-57 D. 1-13 D. 0-52 D.

These values of Bartoli's agree with those given in Table I
r

out not at all with the calculated ones, so that we cannot calcu-
late the polarization from the thermo-chemical equivalents,
even under these circumstances.

Conclusion.

The result of this research may be summarized in the four

1 to the variations of the hydrogen polarization of the plati-

J*

um plate, must still be looked upon as correct. 2. The elec-

tromotive force of polarization is by no means independent of
the substance of the electrodes. 3. We can not calculate the

polarization from the thermo-chemical equivalents. 4. The
electromotive force of polarization can be raised considerably
above that necessary to produce a visible evolution of gas and
lQe former results upon this question are confirmed, f
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Art. XXX.— The Age of the Southern Appalachians; by

Jno. B. Elliott, M.D., Professor Chemistry, University of

the South, Sewanee, Tenn.

The following paper is the result of several geological ex-

cursions made during the past five years in the mountain

regions of Tennessee, Georgia and the Carol inas. They were

directed along the lines mapped out by Tuomey, Safford,

Bradley and Kerr; and were undertaken with the desire of

obtaining by personal observation sufficient data for an opinion

concerning the geological age of this debatable region.

The relative positions of the geological sections made during

these excursions need explanation. If a line be drawn from

Cleveland, Tennessee, southeastward to Atlanta, Georgia, and

from Atlanta, Ga., northeastward to Spartanburg, S. C, a

triangular area will be outlined within which lie the plateau-

land of northeast Georgia and a portion of the same plateau

region in Tennessee and N. Carolina. Beginning at the point

where the Hiwassee Kiver breaks through the Smoky Mountains

east of Cleveland, Tenn., this range can be traced far south-

ward into Georgia. Frog Mountain in Tennessee and the

Cohuttas and Fort Mountain in Georgia are the last lofty

peaks of the great chain. Towards the south the pr<

of Fort Mountain fades away into the Coosawattee Hills to

rise again further south into the prominent peak of Sharp

Mountain. Still southward of Sharp Mountain an imposing

mass of lofty hills, between Cartersville and Allatoona, form

the last conspicuous landmarks of the range.
Beginning again at Caesar's Head, S. C, where the Blue

Ridge enters the eastern extremity of our triangular *

chain of mountains leads us southwestward into Georgia. *»

the first portion of its course the mountain range trends west-

ward forming the boundary line between the Carolinas. f fc

then enters northeastern Georgia, forming the boundary line

between Rabun and Townes Counties, from which point it

traverses Georgia in a southwesterly direction to Jasper, in

Pickens County, Ga. Along this latter portion of its course

it forms the center of the water-shed between the streams that

flow northwestwardly into the Oostanaula River and those that

flow southeastwardly into the Etowah. Beyond Jasper the

chain fades away into the hills which represent the southern

extension of the Smoky Mountains. The Smoky Mountains

and the Blue Ridge thus run together in Georgia and ofler

short sections near and at their point of coalescence along which

much can be learned that will throw light upon the relations or

these ranges in their more widely separated portions.
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The first of these sections was made in the summer of 1878.
lhis section extended from Cleveland, Tennessee, up the Ocoee
xviver to Ducktown ; from Ducktown eastward to Murphy, N.
u, and from Murphy westward down the Hiwassee Bi i

to Cleveland.

The second section was made in the summer of 1879. It
extended from Greenville, S. C, to Saluda Gap ; from Saluda
trap to Caesar's Head and Table Eock, and from Cesar's Head
to Henderson ville, N. C.
The third section was made in the summer of 1880 and ex-

tended from Cartersville, Georgia, to Acworth, Ga.
The fourth section was made during the past summer (1882),

and extended from Dalton, Georgia, eastward across the Smokv
Mountains to Elijay, Georgia; from Elijay still eastward across
the Blue Ridge to Armacolola, Ga. ; from the latter place
westward again to Jasper and from Jasper to Dalton.
By glancing at a good map of this region it will be seen that the

prst section crosses the Smokv Mountains at the western extrem-
ity of the triangular area spoken of. The second section crosses
the Blue Ridge at the eastern extremity; the third section
crosses the southward extension of the two ranges after their

coalescence; while the fourth section «•!..>scs ;ii ;• . intermediate
point where the two mountain chains are about twenty-five

This latter was planned with the design of utiiiz-

)n as could be obtained the

I experience gained in the other three.

I. Fbom Cleveland, Testn., to Ducktown, Tbkn.,

L It will be gn en very briefly as it has bee

(chazy JMaelurea Limestone.

[

Qnebec Knox Dolomite.

Knox Shale.

Icalciferou 9 Knox Sandstone.

jPotsdam Cliilhowee .Sandstone.

PrimordiatAcadian ! Ocoee Conglomerate and Slates.

Archasan

A^eady made known through Professor Safford's report and

Professor Bradley's article on this region. It is considered of
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importance here because some conclusions drawn by Professor

Bradley are regarded as founded in error, and the conclusions

bear with force upon the question of the supposed age of the

formations about Ducktown. The equivalents of the Tennes-

see formations are given for the convenience of the reader.

Nothing can be added to the description given by Professor

SafFord of the formations occurring in this section to Duck-

town. From Cleveland to the mouth of the Ocoee gorge the

regular succession of the beds of the Knox Group were crossed.

But few outcrops of the sandstone could be identified. (A
still more marked absence of the sandstone is noticed in the

4th section made south of this in Georgia.) After passing

over the Knox and by the outcrop of the Chilhowee forming

Starr's Mountain, the Ocoee conglomerate is met about a half

mile beyond Parke's mill. The conglomerate, is composed of

pebbles of quartz and feldspar, varying in size from that of a

small bullet to a pigeon's egg. The rock is massive. The

slates vary from a dark blue-black and dense, to grayish and

greenish and less dense forms. The conglomerate and slates

are conformable. The dip is S.E. at high angles. The forma-

tion, where the dark slates occur nearest the western outlet of

the gorge, gives rise to massive mountains. For the first five

miles the conglomerate is much the most abundant. For the

succeeding seven miles the slate largely predominates, contain-

ing here and there layers of conglomerate. In the twelve

miles passed over, the conglomerate undergoes a gradual mete*

morphism, and when it reappears again at the end of thi- dis-

tance it has become a fine grained gneiss in which all distinc-

tion of pebble forms has disappeared. Within three miles of

Ducktown shales set in, now become a hydromica schist. Up
to Ducktown the strata have a S.E. dip at high angles, in some

places vertical. After passing Ducktown over Wolf Mountain

gap, the gneiss sets in again with K.W. dips showing that a

synclinal had been passed near Ducktown. The gneiss here is

lighter colored and less massive than the gneiss of the Smoky
Moantains. As will be seen in the fourth section this synclinal

near Ducktown appears to coincide with one crossed near

Mountaintown, Georgia. Wolf Mountain (a low ridge) is

made up of this gne\s* with over and underlying -

morphic shales. Beyond Wolf Mountain, to the east

Mountain was crossed composed of the same gneiss with N.vV.

dips. Still farther east, at Rice's, about six miles in an air

line from Ducktown an anticlinal was passed and the dip

hanged to S.E. The beds forming this anticlinal were corn-

ed of alternating layers of hydromica schists and gneiss.

_ o miles east of Rice's the hydromica schists were found

containing staurolite and garnets ; dip still S.E. at high angles-
K
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These dips do not change until the marble beds of the Knox
dolomite, mentioned by Professor Bradley, are reached at
Murphy, JST. C. Professor Bradley's description of these beds
were veriHed in every particular. Upon the return trip down
tbe Hiwassee S.E. dips continued until Davidson's was reached
Bear Grape-vine Creek. Here the anticlinal is crossed which
was crossed on the other route at Rice's, east of Ducktown. It

Professor Bradley states, in hydromica schists and
gneisses, ju
point N.W. dips s

put N.E. of Hennegars), where a synclinal is crossed brin

i Hammonds (abreast of,

beyond the State 1

This section has been run over thus briefly because of the
lull description already given. -It was undertaken, as has been
mentioned, to study the formations and to confirm Professor
Bradley's section. It is inserted here because Professor Brad-
ley refers the Ducktown mines to the anticlinal at Davidson's,
whereas the Davidson anticlinal was found to pass six miles
east of Ducktown to Rice's. Ducktown is in a synclinal that
corresponds with the synclinal at Henegar's. This is an impor-
tant point, for a later section it, (ieorija south of and parallel
to this crosses a svnclinal ami then an anticlinal before reach-
ing the marble beds of Elijay, and leads to the belief that the

. schists and the less massive and light colored

and easl of Ducktown, belong to the Knox group.

i !,\ h .h, i - s and gneisses in the an-

-
i Bice's not below the Ocoee but above

|t m the Knox. In the four lines along which these formations
have been crossed west of the Blue KaUe. a recurrence of the

typical Ocoee conglomerate with its d.>nse blue black slates, as

shown along the line of the Great Smoky Mountains, has no-

SficnoK II. From Greenville, S. C, to Cjesab's Head an
Hendersonville, N. C.

The object of this section was to verify the section of Caesar
Head and Table Rock, given by Professor Tuomey in bis re

Port upon the geology of South Carolina in 1848, p. 73.

The following is a copy of Professor Tuomey's section :

The importance of the unconformabiiity reported by Pro-

fessor Tuomey can at once be seen. If the great strata of

gneiss, forming the Head and Table Rock, are unconforma-
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ble to the underlying hornblende slates, there is afforded

/ point for the classification of the rocks of the Blue

Kidge. The existence of such a line of division becomes a

factor of fundamental importance in the determination of the

age of these metamorphosed strata. Not only does Professor

Tuomey assert unconformability, but he represents in his section

the existence of an anticlinal axis of which Caesar's Head and

Table Rock are the eastern and western declivities. He fur-

thermore teaches that the great gneiss bed was deposited over

a preexisting anticlinal in the underlying hornblende slates,

and that a subsequent upheaval along the same anticlinal axis

produced anew an anticlinal in the gneiss-bed.

The road from Greenville to Caesar's Head passes over a not

very hilly country. The formations passed over are in a state

of almost complete decomposition, but here and there along the

road the stratification could be plainly seen. The formations

noticed were a black, hornblendic slate, decomposed to some

distance beneath the surface, giving rise to red clay hills and

very red colored roads, and here and there a lighter colored very

friable siliceous gneiss, giving rise to light colored and sandy

roads. From observations subsequently made (see sections 3d

and 4th), these formations are regarded as the metamorphosed
equivalents of the Knox sandstone and shale.

As the road ascends the Saluda range to the Head it grad-

ually traverses the entire thickness of the great gneiss bed that

forms the chain. The gneiss appeared in "heavy massive beds,

with dip N.E. 15°. Here and there layers of hornblende

slates were noticed mingled with the gneiss. The slates, though

more irregular and broken and varying locally in dip, did not

at any point show general unconformability.
' The gneiss cap

at Caesar's Head was found to be of great thickness. At the

point of the Head several hundred feet of it are exposed in a

vertical precipice, the mass being composed of heavy layers of

the gneiss lying one upon the other, with dip N.E. about 15 .

The rock itself is a very dense quartzitic gneiss, and is almost

identical with the typical quartzitic gneiss of the Ocoee as

found at Gregory's. "(Sec. 4th).

In order to test the question of existing uncomforno
section was begun at the foot of the western exposure of the

------ -~z- ~s- z precipice, and was run down a ravine to the

ifff •-— ftt the base of the mountain. A
short distance down this ravine a partial ex-

posure of hornblende slate was seen. In this

"~.ff_- exposure local flexure was noticed, (see fig.)

z-z-z-z^-sl^—^- but the beds of gneiss above and below the

slate were conformable with one another, and had the dip

of the cap rock above. The gneiss was more siliceous and
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friable than the summit mass. The ravine was followed down
through the "dismal" for a mile and a half to its

*ith the S Uuda river. The gneiss beds continued to show the
same dip as the summit rock down the entire ravine. Here
and there layers of hornblende slates alternated with the gneiss,
but were always conformable. The section was continued up

• liver to the falls. The hornblende slate was also
met with along this section, but it was always found conform-
able with the gneiss with which it was bedded.
The following day a trip was made on foot across from

U»ar's Head to Table Rock. The disiance is ten miles. On
this trip another section of Cassar's Head was obtained, but
fo unconformability could be discovered, save such as could

..mu-d'fbr l)v local disturbance. Table Rock was
approached from the N.E., and the ascent was made up
Je wooded slopes to the base of the e
the Table. No good exposure of the
on the ascent, as it was made up a "ridge." When the base of

disappear beneath

The dip was the

jut 15°, and the
rock identical in nature, a quartzitic gneiss. The base of the
rock was examined along its northern flank, as along this face
j&e mass is exposed to a lower level than on any other side.
Upon this northern flank there is a precipitous exposure of the
J-able for nearly a mile, with an almost vertical precipice of
about 800 feet. The mass was composed, as at Caesar's Head,
°f superimposed beds of the gneiss. About forty feet above
toe base of the precipice a layer of contorted hornblende
slates

i s included among the beds of gneiss. This layer is

about eight feet thick and so contorted as to be in some places
completely reflexed upon itself. Nevertheless, it was perfectly
evident that the contorted layer was of the same age ai

won as the enclosing gneiss. If this layer had been seen with
lt)e immediately over- and underlying beds hidden fr

nncomformabihty would have been suggested. This explain* d
the local contortions in the slates notice.

!

" and in the section of Caesar's Head. Near the mid-
a »e point of the northern exposure of the Table Rock, where
the rock is exposed to its lowest point, a precipitous ravine de-

fends to the valley below. The bed of this ravine was made
UP of a series of precipitous ledges, down which a complete
section of the mountain mass could be obtained. Down this

ravine each successive ledge of rock was examined. The
ledges were composed of the same gneiss encountered in the

section at Caesar's Head. Here and there layers of hornblende
slates were likewise found, but they were conformable with
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the enclosing beds of gneiss, while the gneiss had the same dip

as the overlying mass composing the Table. The ravine gave

a complete section to within two hundred and fifty feet of the

valley level. The elevation of the summit above the valley is

about 2,300 feet.

The conclusion was unavoidable that Table Eock was but an

outlier of Csesar's Head, composed of the same gneiss and

hornblende slates, having the same N.E. dips with all .of the

beds conformable from summit to base. This revelation was a

(appointment, as the section had been made simply to

verify the work of Professor Tuomey, with the hope that it

would afford a key to the problem of the age of these moun-
tains. From the absence of all Archaean characteristics, there

was no warrant for referring the gneiss to any formation older

than the Ocoee. This hypothesis, however, needed the subse-

quent sections made in Georgia to warrant its presentation here.

(See sec. 4th, and conclusion).

The topographical peculiarity of the Blue Eidge is a matter to

be noticed, as it aids somewhat id i
ions drawn

when the mountain range had been studied at other points.

Wherever the Blue Eidge is ascended from the S.E. the ascent

is long and the elevation attained is great. When, however,

the eye is directed from the elevation to the northwest, the ob-

server realizes that he has ascended the southeastern slope of a

great plateau. The mountain masses to the northwest appear

to rise from the level upon which the observer stands. This

was noticed by Professor Tuomey at Saluda Gap. It is very

noticeable at Csesar's Head. It is still more marked where ob-

served near Burnt Mountain Gap, Georgia. Wherever streams

flow down this southeastern edge waterfalls of great height and

beauty exhibit themselves. The falls at Plumley Mountain,

near Saluda Gap, the falls near Caesar's Head, and those at Ar-

macolola, Georgia, are all caused by streams precipitating them-

selves over the great monoclinal of the Blue Eidge. This unity

of form is a connecting link in the question of identity of age.

The road from Caesar's Head to Hendersonville is approxi-

mately parallel with the trend of the Blue Eidge, although sev-

eral miles to the west of it. As the trip was made in a regu-

lar stage containing other passengers, nothing more than a

superficial examination of the formation passed over could be

made. The important point noticed and observed at one or

two places was the conformability of the gneiss and horn-

blende slates. Nine miles from Caesar's Head a new formation

was first observed. It was a dove-colored fine-grained horn-

blende gneiss containing large feldspar crystals. The feldspar

had more the appearance of pebbles than of crystals. It could

be easily mistaken for a partially metamorphosed quartz con-
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glomerate unless the pebbles are broken and examined. This
formation at eleven miles from Caesar's Head had a low S.E.
dip. Time did not permit the tracing of this formation
towards the Blue Pud--. Un from the dip of the gneiss bed at
Uesar's Head the mi ,{ to be that
the dove-colored gneiss was above the former and therefore
younger. This conjecture is strongly supported by the facts
revealed in Sec. 4.

Section III.—From Cartersville to Acworth, Georgia.

This is a short section along the W. & Atlantic railroad.
Lo understand the relations of the formations passed over, it
must be explained that the Knox Group of Professor Safford
sweeps southward from Tennessee into Georgia. As it enters
u-eorgia the trend of the formation is almost due south. The
formation retains in Georgia the characteristic topograph v thai
Marks it in Tennessee. The dolomite gives low chertv ridges ;

the shale, wide valleys. As will be seen in section 4th, when
t»e Knox Group was traversed from Dalton to the Smoky
fountains, the dolomite was readily recognized, while the
characteristic limestone of the shale assumed a more shaly
structure than usual. The rare appearance of the typical
sandstone was accounted for by the supposition that the'sand-
stone had likewise passed into a more shaly condition resulting
ln some ridges composed of shale sufilcientlv siliceous to
render it enduring. All of the country between the W. &
Atlantic railroad and the Smoky Mountains is composed of
™'s group with one or two outcrops of Trenton limestone.
* rom Dalton the W. & Atlantic railroad runs south approxi-
mately parallel with the strike of this formation. As the rail-

road turns southeast from Kingston it begins to traverse the
group. Just beyond Cartersville the road enters upon meta-

,

morphic strata. The - ken to examine these
fatter.

As before mentioned, the lofty hills lying between Carters-
Vllfe and Acworth are the last conspicuous elevations arising
a
J°og the southern extension of the Smoky Mountains. As
the topography of the Lower Silurian formations in Georgia in

a|most as characteristic as their rock structure the supposition
Was that the Ocoee formation would be found where the rail-

ed passed through these hills. The section was made on
foot along the railrck
A half mile south of Cartersville a low rounded hill is

skirted by the railroad. Upon its sides and summit a coarse

breccia was found corresponding in superficial appearance with
a similar mass seen in the Knox Group near the western ex-

'remity of Starr's Mountain in Tennessee. The nature of the

**• Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 148.-April, 1883.
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pebbles entering into the composition of the breccia in Tennes-

see was not examined. In the masses found in this

Cartersville barite was a notable constituent. This hill was

succeeded by a wide valley in shale. East of this valley and

bordering the Etowah Eiver a second ridge was passed through,

showing in the railroad-cut a light colored decomposing

siliceous gneiss dipping ."> K. This gneiss seemed the un-

doubted equivalent of the Knox sandstone. East of the river

a wide valley in shale is crossed, deep red in color, arising

from the decomposition of iron-bearing rocks. Succeeding

this the road skirts the base of a lofty hill (500 feet), com-

posed entirely of dense quartzite. This occurred in the

horizon of the Chilhowee and was regarded as its e

Beyond this, near Stegalls a long cut was passed in shale.

Decomposing masses in this shale were of the same texture

and nature as the masses observed in the hill near C
After passing Stegalls, and just before reaching the Bartow-

Iron Works a cut in heavy shale showed a layer of very dark

colored slaty shale. South of the Iron Works a vertical

strata of the same dark colored slaty shale filled with conform-

able quartz seams was found. Just south of this a very high

hill showed the same shale more siliceous and metamorphosed

into a very hard micaceous gneiss containing large quartz

masses. In a cut, before reaching Allatoon)
found, composed of quartzitic gneiss with slaty layers, the

shm dark colored. Two cuts beyond Allatoona showed, the

first, a schistose chloritic shale bed; the second very dark slaty

shale containing quartz masses. From the sharp"and rugged

of the country, and the quantity of very dark

oyer since leaving Stegalls were

supposed to be the equivalent of the Ocoee. The formations

were all conformable with dips varying from vertical to S.E. at

high angles.

In the second cut beyond the last a massive
|

gneissoid rock was found. Upon its wea
rock presented a mottled appearance, and upon imn
a greenish hornblende matrix enclosing an almost equal

amount of white feldspar. The feldspar was determined to be

orthoclase. This rock was regarded as a met amorphic form ol

the Ocoee. (A rock with 1 leutieal eh tnietetwic^ was found

afterward near Talking Rock, Georgia, on the eastern flank ot

the Coosawattee Hills.) This rock was met with in three suc-

cessive cuts.

Succeeding this formation the topography of the country

changed. The sharp hills disappeared giving place to «>*

rounded ridges composed of sandy soil, no true rock could &e

seen. This was succeeded at Acworth by a long cut through
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a deeply decomposed hornblende slate, giving rise to deep red
soil. These two latter formations were supposed to be the
equivalents of the Knox sandstone and shale. They are just
such forms as are seen along the Air Line railroad

s near the limestone about Gainesville and Clarkes-
ville, Ga. The limestone at these latter places was regarded
hy Bradley as the limestone of the Knox Group.

Section IV.—From Dalton, Georgia, through Elijat to
Armacolola, Georgia, and prom Armacolola through
Jasper to Dai/ton.

Dalton is situated, upon the Knox dolomite. Between Dal-
ton and Spring Place the Knox Group forms nearly the entire
surface of the country. For two miles out from Dalton the
regular succession of dolomite ridges and shale valleys is well
marked and easily recognized, but no sandstone appears. Sue-

regularity of the' Knox topog-
raphy is lost. The shale largely predominates, in some places
very siliceous. The hills that are crossed do not present the
continuous rid^e appear; m-r but are low and irn^uiar. Along
Ae road the diMim-t Mission of the diil'erent beds cannot be
easily determined. At the crossing of the Connasauga River
a hlue limestone mass was found such as characterizes the Ma-

« stone as scon in Sequatchee Valley. I was informed
ty the owner of the land that heavy limestone ledges crossed
the river above and below the road. Pebbles and cobbles of
the Drift were found on the elevations from forty to fifty feet
above the flood plain of the river. Bevond the Connasauga
the regular succession of dolomite ridges and shale vallevs re-
c»rred until S, rin.u Place was reached.
Shortly

:

i
Place the road enters the shale

and turns nortix *t parallel with i < strike of the formation.
Much of this shale was verv siliceous, giving rise to sandy
r" ;1

' ""ds. Turning eastward and passing from this formation
the road cross s the dolomit with its emu ' istie chert fol-

lowed by the shale with its characteristic imestone. This
^fjestone of the shale is so peculiar that it deserves notice.

Wherever met it is a dove-colored rock filled with nterlneing

calcite veins. Even where, as in some of its outcrops between

I Spring Place, it has assumed the sbaly structure of
identified

PJ these calcite veins. This is a constant characteristic. It is

^portant, for the peculiarity mentioned by Professor Tuomey

Qg the limestone of the mica slate in South Carolina
]s stated in these words—" the (lime) rock at this place is blue
and intersected with calcite veins."
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At this point the road enters an embrasure in the Smoky
Mountains. The Gohutta Mountains lie upon the north and

Fort Mountain upon the south, about four miles apart. Be-

tween these the Knox Group sweeps in and extends three miles

beyond the line of the main mountain chain. The last ;ip]

ance of the limestone of the Knox shale was seen at Gregory "s,

at the eastern limit of this reentering angle. At Gregory's,

also, the Ocoee conglomerate was first seen. Immediately

upon leaving Gregory's an ascent of the mountain chain w;is

begun. Here the road winds over two subsidiary ridges, or off-

shoots from the mass of Fort Mountain. The rock was Ocoee

conglomerate, a dense and massive quartzitic gneiss, with layers

of dense blue-black slates. Dip about 50° E. After crossing

the first ridge a descent was made into the valley of Holly

Creek, and up this valley the road wound in a second ascent

over a ridge composed of the same rock. After crossing the

second ridge the country became much less mountainous and the

rock much less massive. Dip still east and southeast. Two
miles from the crossing of the last ridge night overtook the .

party, and three miles had to be traversed after dark before

shelter could be reached at Mountain Town. The next morn-

ing it was found that a synclinal had been passed, as the dip of

the gneiss was N.W. 50 u
. The gneiss was light colored, sili-

ceous and friable, enclosing decomposing feldspar crystals.

This synclinal is just in the southwestern extension of the

Ducktown synclinal. The gneiss suggests the dove-colored

gneiss found near Henderson ville, N. C.
The change in the color of the gneiss gives light colored and

sandier roads, and the change of the structure and nature or

the rock causes much less massive and precipitous hills. From
Mountain Town for about three miles and a half no change was

noticed in the dip. Semi-metamorphic shales compose the

great mass of the formation, with only an occasional layer of the

gneiss. Heavy beds of gneiss recurred again upon nearing

Elijay, with a change in the dip to S.E. On account of the

nature of the road the point at which the anticlinal had been

crossed could not be identified. On the slopes of the descent

to Elijay, (the town being in a wide vallev,) a light, dove-col-

ored gneiss was found, crystals identical with

that observed on the road to Hendersonville. A fine specimen

of kyanite was also picked up at this point. At BHj
informed of the marble bed south of the town on Tulona

Creek, and was shown specimens which were identical with

that seen at Murphy, N. C. Specimens of psilomelane and

copper ore were also exhibited. ,

Northeast of Elijay a heavy mountain mass trends N.E. and

S.W. The local name for this is " Blue Kidge," but it is en-
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tirely separate from the true Blue Ridge which lies eighteen
miles to the east of Eli jay. As this so-called Blue Ridlre ex-
tends S.E. toward Elijav,' it diminishes in elevation and forms
the eastern limit of the valley in which Elijay lies.

The trip from Elijay was" continued eastward up Carticary
Eiver, and a section of this eastern ridge was obtained. The
rock was a massive conglomerate, with S.E. dip at high angles.
M was judged to be Ocoee. The road led up the eastern flank
»t tins ri ]o-e I'm s 'vei il miles, the same rock showing along the
''wlway. The road ! and crosses the Carti-

P
>iv River. Above the flood plain of this river, on either side,

tetvy beds of Drift pel rere noticed.
East of the Carticary the topography becomes much less

"igged and rocky. Rounded hills are "passed over, showing
>s and hydromica schists, in which the

determined. The surface was

quartz, arisi ig from the denudation of the schists

' (ring ol quartz fragments from the included veins.

a very heavy vein of rich gold quartz was crossed.
Squire Heatl •rusiic 1 an i canned some specimens for investi-

gation. This vein i< in ih southwestern extension of the gold
'b 1;i!

'

r >' vein mentioned by Bradley as passing from the head

T
*'

' " HiuasMV Riyer southw'estward, near Blairsville, Ga.
J| ie roar] over this section was on a comparatively level pla-

J«W, and the true Blue Ridge could be seen a few miles east of
death's as rather a low :md unimposim.: line of lofty hills. The
*>ad from Heath's to the Blue Ridge continued in the same
toetamorphic shales with some schists ; but little gneiss was

f
een- The ps could not be accurately fol-

lowed from the nature of the formation. The Blue Ridge was
n °t crossed hv an asomt, but by a descent. The road led

.... and commenced a steep down

^°ck was a massive heavy bedded gneiss, having such charae-
t0i''sties as .. Iscwhere distinguished the Ocoee formation. This
^scent is over a mo- B. This great forma-

. lei the sti it i crossed over between Heaths n I

the Point of descent, The Armaoolola Falls is formed by the
Pitch of a stream over this precipitous monoHmal, and at the

abo
8 a fi

o
ne section of the f«rma^ion is obtained

-

DiP KE -

Fi-om Armacolola the road was taken son thwest ward to-
Jas-

Per- The road ran
' to the monoeimal.

Jointly ascendm Crap. Burnt Moun-

the Blue Ridge, and in crossing it to reach

^attained. From points along
this ascent a clear idea could be obtained of the topography ot
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the surrounding country. The plateau traveled over from

Elijay extended away to the northwest. Its level was approx-

imately the same as Burnt Mountain Gap. Eising from it in

the distance could be seen the mass of mountains near Elijay.

To the southeast the hill country of eastern Georgia lay at least

fifteen hundred feet below the level of the plateau.

Between Burnt Mountain Gap and Jasper the road

Sharp ridges were passed over, showing their bedded gneiss.

The gneiss was neither so dark nor massive as the gneiss of the

Blue Eidge monoclinal. The dips were irregular, varying as

might be expected in a region of such disturbance. A mile

before Jasper was reached the nature of the road changed, be-

coming level and smooth, suggesting a change in the forraa-

Tate's marble quarrv, two miles southeast of Jasper, was vis-

ited and examined. 'This locality is the one mentioned by

Professor Bradley, and is exceedingly interesting on account of

the light it throws upon the true age of some of the gneiss met

in the preceding sections. The marble is exposed on the east-
•

ernsideofa very deep and narrow valley. The exposure of

the marble is about thirty feet thick, at the' base of ,

ridge. The ridge is composed of mica schist and gneiss. The

gneiss and the marble dip 40° E. On the west of the valley a

sharp ridge rises, the summit of which is probably one hun-

dred feet above the valley level. The top of this western ridge

is approximately on the same plane as Jasper, so thai

represents rather a deep trench in the formation. The western

ridge is composed of thinly bedded gneiss, dipping S.E. under

the marble. Some layers were light colored and filled witb

feldspar crystals, such
'

as characterize the layer found west ot

Elijay and near Henderson ville, N. C. ,

If the gneiss of this ridge is metamorphosed Knox sand-

stone, which seems the only possible conclusion, it gives a clue

to the age of the formations with which it occurs elsewhere.

Here it immediately underlies the marble which si

tremolite, as does the marble at Murphy. The marble bed in

the Elijay Valley is also east of the beds of the a
found upon the western slopes descending toward l.i',! 1

From the relations of the gneiss at the Jasper marble quarry

it would seem proper to refer the gneisses and semi-meta-

morphosed shales between Mountain "Town and Blij

Knox. The same assignment would be necessary for the for-

mations between Heatlrs and the Blue Eidge monoclinal

The trip from Jasper to Spring Place was somewhat of a re-

versal of the section north of it through Elijay. The only

difference being that Jasper is at the southwestern extremity o

the Blue Kidge, or at least of that massive monoclinal wnic
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gives the lofty mountains. Jasper is twentv-two hundred feet
above the sea, but the mountains fade out northeast of it.

bouthwest of Jasper the "divide" is continued towards the
southern extension of the Smoky Mountains, but no mountains
proper are seen. The country northwest of Jasper over which
the road to Spring Place leads is rolling but not rocky. The
roadway is smooth and light colored, just such as is given by
the Knox Group in Georgia and Tennessee. Two miles out
from

_
Jasper towards Tnlkiuti Rock two ridges were crossed

showing much quartzite strewed over the surfaoe. Beyond
e occurs with northwest dips, followed by an exposure

°f thin bedded gneiss with the same dip. The road continued
°n over shales with a recurrence, five miles from Jasper, of
gneiss dipping N. 30°. At this latter point was found some
dove-colored gneiss with feldspar crystals. The country be-
yond this was comparatively open and level in shale. This
was succeeded by a ridge showing gneiss with N.f. dips, fol-

synclinal in the shale. The shale with S.B. dips
continued through a wide valley bounded by a ridge covered™ quartzite p< ,| «s is i s! mviim beds of mica s< hists

I en miles from Jasper at Talking Rock Creek a bed of por-

:>.eisS was found similar to that found in Section III
" ,1

"; W. & Atlantic railroad. The bed on the W. & Atlan-
tic railroad was found just between the metamorphic beds on
the west, supposed to be Ocoee, and' the gneissoid beds and
decomposing hornblende slates on the cast, near Acworth, sup-
posed to be Knox. The relative position at Talking Bock was

e same, namely, the shales and light colored gneisses lying
casl toward .Jasper, being Knox, while toward the west was
encountered undoubted Ocoee. Over this country to the west
the road crossed and wound in among the heavy ridges of the
^oosawattee hills composed of Ocoee gneiss and shale. The
typical dense and massive Ocoee gneiss with its accompanying
black slate was encountered only upon the western slopes of
ttns belt where the formation borders upon the Knox Group.
* rom the Coosawattee River (which was crossed just at the
Junction of the Ocoee with the Knox), to Spring Place the
regular succession of the Knox Group was encountered. Fine
exposures of the limestone of th -''lor cross-
,ng the river near Nolan's. Beyond this to Spring Place the
shale predominates. The limestone of the shale passes into a
snaly conditi however, the calcite veins in its

tallest masses. No typical Knox sandstone was seen, but
some prominent ridges were crossed composed of very siliceous

shale and were regarded as the
|

- ^ of the

^nox sandstone.
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the several

Relative position, lithological peculiarities and topography.

In these conclusions the fourth section will be considered

first. The formation that permits no question as to its eco-

logical place is the marble bed at Jasper. No one who ex-

amines the Jasper marble and the marble at Murphy can

hesitate as to the identity of the two. Professor Bradley, w ho

examined the marble at Elijay, regarded that also as the same.

Taking this as a fixed horizon from which age can be reckoned

we find at Jasper a gneiss underlying the marble and so situ-

ated as to leave but little doubt that it is the equivalent of the

Knox sandstone. This gneiss has certain characteri

render it easy of recognition elsewhere, even when the marble

does not accompany it. It is a light colored friable rock con-

taining feldspar crystals ; some of the layers are dove-colored,

while others are drab. The dove-colored layer is so marked

as to be instantly recognized wherever seen. These varieties

of the gneiss are found together in the ridge west, of I

bed at Jasper. They differ from the Ococc gneiss in being

softer, and even "sandy," while the Ocoee is qoarl

dense; in being thin bedded, while the Ocoee is generally

thick bedded and massive; in being light colore.!,

Ocoee gneiss is dark. Wherever these lighter colored gneisses

are found the topography is hilly rather than mountainous

and these lighter colon d _nuw- ;i n alw i\- aecou i

semi-metam '< where metamorph-

ism is partial) which constitute by far the greater mass of the

formation into which the two classes of rocks enter. These

ities when once recognized enable the observer to

identify these formations wherever seen. .,

The light colored gneiss was found in toe X. W. du-s of ^ !i

[

>ast of tin- Ducktown synclinal. They
in the N.W. dips of tin .\ - inal parsed near Moun in Town

The dove-colored gneiss.' was found dipping S.K
marble at Jasper, and was found near Klijav where it must

have been below the marble on Tulona Creek. It was also

found between .Jasper and Talking Ifock in strata that were,

from other considerations, deemed' to be Knox. This -a""'

dove-colored gneiss was found near Ilendersonville where it

was judged to be abov< ti <• sup] ,m i < )e< ee ol Ca^ai'- H lltl

and Table Eock. In all of these positions the gneis

tions are associated with seini-nietamorphic shales, or where

metamorphism is more complete, with hvdromica schists.
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It should be stated that these lighter colored gneisses were
at first regarded as varied forms of the Ocoee, but a final re-

view of the sections, in the light of the Jasper beds, warrants, it

is believed, the conclusions that follow. These conclusions
briefly stated, are

:

1st. That the plateau land of northeast Georgia is based
upon a great synclinal in the Ocoee.

2d. That, the Great Smoky Mountains may be regarded as
the western monoelinal edge of this synclinal and the Blue
Ridge as the eastern.

3d. That the great mass of the strata lying between these
mountain chains in Georgia » rfi ahnvp find vonnorf>r than thf.

Ocoee, and are con
lents of the Knox

4th. That the formations east of the Blue Bidge are

metamorphosed equivalents of the Knox Group.
5. That the porphvritic gneiss of the W. & Atlantic r

road section is irphyritic gneiss found n

Talking Bock and is a form of the Ocoee.
The second conclusion given above needs some qnalifieati

In the Ocoee Gorge in Tennessee there are several faults in I

Ocoee which would cause a repetition o( monoelinal edges

''^iractcristic 'tween Giv>Si>v
il "tl Mountain [\>u - Let vv, en Talk Rock and the Coo
wattee River. If the ridge east of KM jay is true Ocoee t

)f the limeroc

;: the ••limerock of the

slate." The former he
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states contains actinolite (corresponding with the tremolite-

bearing marble of Murphy, Knox dolomite), and the latter as

being filled with interlacing calcite veins (corresponding with

the limestone of the Knox shale wherever found).

Further, the Knox Group is easily followed from Tennessee

to Cartersville, Georgia. These Knox beds are separated by

but a few miles of Ocoee from metamorphic beds composed of

just such forms as could be expected from the Knox Group.

These latter beds are, moreover, east of the trend of the Ocoee

of the Smoky Mountains as are the representatives of the

Knox Group between Jasper and Talking Rock. Moreover,

the Air Line railroad from Atlanta to Spartanburg, S. C,

runs parallel with the strike of the strata east of the Blue

Ridge and the same beds noticed near Acworth, i. e., sandy

light colored gneiss, with mica schists and hornblende slates,

show in every cut of the road. In these latter beds also occur

the limerock of northeast Georgia and South Carolina.

These conclusions would require that the monoclinal of the

Blue Ridge was formed by a downward faulting of the strata

to the east of chain, and that along this line there has been suffi-

cient displacement to separate the Knox strata of the plateau

by two thousand feet from the same formation along the eastern

flank of the chain. It is recognized that the conclusions here

i sweeping than the sections warrant;

d that the work done has been after the

manner of geological reconnaissances rather than of detailed

surveys. When, however, it is remembered that in the four

sections given the different formations have been crossed and

recrossed six times; that these formations are marked by

laea of structure that are strikingly characteristic, and

that they present a topography singularly uniform over im-

mense areas, the conclusions will perhaps be deemed less inex-

cusable.

The writer takes pleasure in acknowledging his indebtedness

to Professor Safford, whose report upon the Geology of Ten-

nessee has been his guide in the study of these Lower Silurian

formations ; to Professor Bradley, whose section through these

metamorphic areas he has carefully studied ; and to Mr. Arthur

M. Huger, of Charleston, S. C, to whom he is indebted for

\aluable information and suggestions, and for many collections

of typical specimens from the formations traversed.
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The American trotting-horse is an example of a new breed

of animals in process of formation. As yet it can hardly he

called a definite breed in which the special and dia

character is either fully developed in quality or satis]

fixed by heredity. Great progress has, however, been made,

Bwny individual anirai i eat speed, and all the

better ones have derived their trotting excellence in part, at

least, through hereditv.
, , ,

The origin of most breeds is involved in considerable ob-

scurity, as to how much they are due to conscious and how
much to unconscious selection, what motives led to this selec-

tion, how far the enhancement of the special qualities have been

due to physical environment and how far
'

nourishment or cultivation. The formation of this new \m^d
is so recent, the development of a special quality has been so

marked, there is such an abundant literature pen: :

history, the system of snorting ''records" is so carefully

onducted, and withal has

j the data for a reasonably

ences at work which led to

iterials of which it is made,

.._ of the special evolution.

It is as an implement of gambling and e

has his chief value to the biological student. Sportim: ev< its

are published or recor led as the mere everyday use o! animals

js not, and the records of races give numerical data by which

to measure the rate of progress. Similar data do not exist tor

the study of the evolution of any other breed.

Incidental to the preparation of a paper

matter for farmers and breeders, I have compiled an<

certain data which have a scientific as we!

the more in;. rich [ condense for

The horse has several eai.s winch he uses naturally, that is,

. And l>e>;.l,s tho,e u neh are natural he has

been taught several artificial ones, some of which have been

much usee. Idle ages. But to trot fast

was not natural to hor.es; when urged

assumed it, and until within a century the gait

cultivated nor wanted by any class of horsemen,

fast trotters, had it bcen'miraculou^ created wou.- —r^
soon have perished in that it would have ,.ad no -

no fancy and found no place in either the social oc industrial

world as it then was.

A breed of
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Before the present century the chief and almost sole uses of

the horse were as an implement of war, an instrument of

sport and ceremony, an index of rank and wealth and an

article of luxury.

For all these uses, as then pursued, a fast trotter was not,

suited, nor was he better adapted to the heavy coaches over

rough roads, or the slow wagon trains of armies. The horse

best adapted to all these, however much he may have varied

as to size, strength and fleetness, was one whose fast gait was

the gallop or run rather than the trot. For leisurely horseback

traveling the ambling gait (or pacing gait as it came to be

called in this country), was preferred. With increasing use of

horses for draft, certain heavy but slow breeds were developed

in the Old World, of which the Dutch, Clydesdale and Norman
breeds are examples.
The causes which led to the cultivation of the trotting gait

in this country, and the evolution of a breed with which it

should be instinctively the fast gait were various, and the sepa-

rate value of each as a factor in the problem would be very

differently estimated by different persons studying th

from different points of view. Now that ho is so valuable and

plays such a part as a horse of use, it is easy to see why a breed

of trotting roadsters should be produced to meet certain

important demands of our modern civilization. But this does

not explain how the process actually begun.
Reasoning a priori, the trotter, as a horse of use, should have

originated in western Europe; as a matter of fact, lie not only

did not begin there, but he was unpopular there until well

I here. Locomotives began to draw armies to the

battle-field, the war-horse declined in actual as well as relative

in !«>rtanc<_', the modern, li-hf. <te.'l-sj ring, one-horse, conven-

ient, business wagon as well as the modern buggy came into

common use after trotting as a sport was established and after

the gait had been extensively cultivated and bred to. The

trotting-horse is specially adapted to various modern uses, but

these uses followed his development, rather than led it,

although in later days this factor has been an important one on

the rate of progress.

The influences which originally led to the starting of the

breed were more social than economical ; a similar fact a cen-

tury earlier marked the founding of that famous running breed,

the English Thoroughbred. The origin of the trotter, however,

was not so simple as that and several diverse social factors were

involved, only the chief of which will here be noticed.

From early colonial times horses have been more generally

owned by the masses of the people here than in any country ot

western Europe. They have had a more general use in agn-
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culture and in business, their ownership or possession has had
jess social significance, and they have had less importance as

instruments of gambling. The" colonists who settled north of

Delaware Bay, although of various nationalities, were largely

those whose religious prejudices and social education was

opposed to horse-racing. With the great majority of them it

was considered a sort of aristocratic sport and at best led to

unthrifty ways, even if not open to the objection of positive

immorality. Consequently but few race-horses were imported
into this region in colonial times. The original horse stock
of the northern colonies came from several European sources.

England, Holland, France and Spain certainly, and Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, L'relan.l and ltalv probablv contributed to

't. The blood from this variety of sources, variously mingled,

formed the mongrel stock of the country. This was further

modified by local conditions and local breeding assuming dif-

ferent characters in different places, and the hardships of horse

Me incident to a new country, with strange (mvj. d i i >u_ i

climate, caused deterioration in size and form. Early writers

are unanimous on this point, but many add that what was lost

>n size and beauty was gained in hardiness and other useful

qualities.

After the war of independence there was an improvement in

the live stock of the country. English Thoroughbred horses

were imported both for sporting and to improve the horse

stock of the country, and horse- ra cine rapidly grew in favor as

d leisure increased. The export trade in horses to

the West Indies increased, particularly from New England.

Pacers were most sought for this trade, but sometimes trotters

were advertised for.

As horse-racing increased in the last years of the last cen-

tury the opposition to it revived, and in the earlier years of the

Present century this became ascen v ^ i(,!
"-

bidding the sport were passed in most of the northern States.

•"»« prohibit and the penalties severe.

i
Horse-racing was then a contest between running-horses, and

during this repression of racing, trotting as a sport began at

first in a very unostentatious, irregular and innocent sort ot

w*y. Probably no people or class of people have ever bred

good horses which they prized and were proud of, who did not

find pleasure in seeing them compete in speed or show their

Aeetness in some way, and during the repression ot racing

(which meant running), trotting came in as a substitute poor

though it was at first It had a sort of encouragement from

very many thrifty people who were not. sPortsf
en
'^f,^Veaa measure considered a sort of democratic sport m wnicft eve"

Plow- horses could take part. Racing of any kind m those
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days was a strife between two or more things, as it still is in

most countries ; no one thought that a single horse could run

a nice alone, but the instinctive inclination to see a spirited

horse in action could be mildly gratified by letting him trot,

even if single and alone, and testing by the watch how quickly

a given distance could be covered. So " timing " animals

came to be practised. We hear of it on the Harlem race-

course in 1806, four years after the laws forbidding horse-racing

had been enacted, and again, a little later, near Boston, and it

was reputed that certain horses could trot a mile in three min-

utes. This speed seemed so extraordinary that in 1818 a bet

of a thousand dollars was staked (and lost) that no horse could

be found that could trot a mile in three minutes. Some
authorities date the beginning of trotting as a sport with this

event. It is said that in "betting 1 he successful

performance of the feat were great, which shows, strik

enormous progress since made in developing speed al

In 1821, certain persons on Long Island were allowed by

special statute to train, trot, etc., horses on a certain track,

under certain restrictions, exempt Irom the penalties against

horse-racing. Other organizations followed, and by 1830 the

"training" of trotters was going on at several points, and trot-

ting may be said to have become established as a sport. During

de the record had been successively lowered to 2.40,

2.34 and 2.32. The times of performance were carefully taken

at these "trials of speed," "as the statute called them, and

"records" became established by more formal sporting codes.

The ostensible object of these associations was the " improve-
ment of the breed of roadsters;" driving single horses to

wagons became fashionable and this led to the improvement
of light one-horse wagons for business and pleasure. Those
with steel springs were rare luxuries in 1830; by 1843, when
the record of mile heats dropped to below 2.30, they were

already common. During this thirteen years, the record had

been lowered only half a second on mile" bleats, but three-mm-

hy men driving a single fast trotter tor

pleasure was !<>,• a !ong time a peculiarly American one, and

piii.vc-d an important part in the development of this breed.

But, as stated earlier, many influences have contributed;

changes in the modes of travel, changes in the methods of war,

sentiments
, t }[

j n< .,.ntives of the course,

the general improvement of roads, improvement in

the needs of modern business requiring quick roadsters, these

and other influences have all been at work.*
* For more iutory of this development and the factors

involved, see the paper already cited, Rep." Conn. Bd. Agr. for 1882, p. 215.
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The material out of which this new breed is made is a lib-
eral infusion of English Thoroughbred blood (usually more
than two generations removed), with the mongrel country
stock, previously described. There is a voluminous literature
relating to special pedigrees and much speculation as to the
comparative merits of the several ingredients of this composite

Regarding the ideal trotter there is as vet a difference of
as to what the form should be, and it is too early to

decide from actual results. That the gait is now hereditary,
thnt it is the instinctive fast gait with some animals is certain,
but whether this is due to inherited habit, inherited training, or

1 titious variati >n and selection, f will

The gain in speed is giv< - in t i fo 'owing table, which is

the best records at mile • names of the special
performers

:

^56, 2.24* i 1881, 2.10*
1859, 2.l4 I

A sporting paper published in 1873 a list of three hundred
and twenty-three horses, with their best records, down to the
CJose of the preceding year. This first list of the kind known to

^e was very imperfect in its details; it was revised for the next
year, and si . lists, in one form or another,
have been published. The figures for the animals with records
°i 2.25, or better, are reasonably accurate ; for the others there

» much discrepancy. In the" following table the numbers
are my own, counting down to 1872, inclusive ; the numbers
after that date are derived from various lists published since
u ar time in the sporting and bn edi ig pei oil < ds From the
x " f<

- nature of the ease, the table cannot be accurate in the

imbera, but the numbers do not lose their v

with each other \r<nu such faults as to the details

-. and as such, it is undoubtedly the most

-,-ri •< ,,f imiubfi> .'v.-r • uupile 1 i<> ^how progress in

evolution, whether of a breed or species. The number of

th records of 2.40, or better, is now stated to be over

nve thousand.
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I leave it to mathematicians to plot the curves which imme-

diately suggest themselves, and determine how fast horses will

ultimately trot and when this maximum will be reached.

Table showing the numbers of Horses i

better. better. better. better. better. better. better. better. better. better.

L849

--"

is.::;

!-r„;

1*69

1^0

1

40

66
84

101

194

376

794
836

1.020

u;'s4

1

22

29
.'52 17

21

I,;;,

2 70

325
366

17

192

227

11

51

! 26

2

6

16

19

21

19

5

5

1



CJiemistry and Physics.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Reciprocal Displacement of the IJafnynm.—'Vhe ready

displacement of bromine b\- elilorine is ;i well-known fact. It

takes place with a notable evolution of heat, 4*6 calories being

set free for each equivalent of the halogen brought into action

when KBr is used, C,-S calories when BaBr, is employed, but

only 1-5 calories when AgBr is acted on. In consequence of the

publication by Potilifzine, of some experiments tending to show

l '«is been led to repent the experiment, in order 1o < v.i

floselv the thermo-chomieai conditions, in thi< in vestigatmn ho

has discovered real intermedial.- eompoumb
such as metallic perbromide-. bromine chloride and nn

•'••nmidc s f„rmi d in thes. i m rs< rea, ti u -. (in " ; • ""' n , "" 1

:i! "! of dissociation of which explain tin- phenomena observed.

Thus his experiments showed that IvCl, ad ! on in on, equiva-

lent of pure bromine, produced no appreciable effect either cold

or hot. With three equivalents of bromide the same
place; but with nineteen equivalents, an hour and a qu.-uu-r o!

heating to redness md huu listillati m ha kv trd .ud forward,

5 '5 per cent of the chloride was d-composed. Alt.r

»'d nine distillations, 7'* per cent was displaced. With BaCI
a,

treated with twentv-one equivalent of bromine, after four hours

hvedavs t per cent was decomposed. With seven equivalents,

l!1 the cold live davs, 7-2 per cent. With twenty-om
|

;

u " red heat tor three horn-, six distillations, n7 per cent. .Now

l-nnrdne chloride i< a product common to all these reactions;

and --aseous m im ninth" uiiii'.e is hlorine }>reduces liq-

uid BrCl e Hence, this heat Oi

the cold: AgCl '

\ Br (gas)

^K\W ev!!lvcs

S

'|o-r - -' !i,i
- 'V'"

/if ': lis -



Srh/itifc IutrU'nJrvr, .

, Jan., 1883. o. f. «

2. Orc the Action of Nascent Ilydroyen in increasing the Aa
iti/ of 0;ryf/e».—S<iu\i' time auo *IIoi*i»k-Skvlek published so

experiment's showing that hydrogen in the nascent state, in pi

called in question both the experiments and their explanati

the author has repeated them, lie linds (
I

) that palladium hyd

as acid. Wt
is used instead of palladium-'! \ In

r days : while the



peraturo, becoming luminous, lias answered it satisfactorily by

experiment. He finds that sulphur shows this phenomenon very

well, though of course at a temperature higher than is required tor

phosphorus. If a heated rod ol glass l»e dipped in pulverized sul-

phur, it becomes covered with the fused material which takes tire.

If now the blue flame be blown out, the sulphur slill continues to

burn but with a whitish flame visible distinctly only m the dark.

This white phosphorescent light is seen much hotter when the

sulphur is heated rapidly to 180° on a plate in the interior

of a metallic air-bath. White flames ten to twenty centimeters

long flicker through the entire box. By regulating the -as this

pe^anc^r^ -i
'^ !>>>">' "ore tried

with the same result. Moreover many < ipo.im.ls of sulphur act

. //„ //,,,/

mod when hydrogen sulphi

o certain organic liquids in

imds he calls sulphydrated
drogen sulphide itself was o

•iihmI when 11 S and water
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formula of these hydrates is M+jHS),+(H,0)M ; that is, they

are composed of two hydrogen sulphide hydrate groups, in one of

which a molecule of ether has replaced one of water. The crys-

talline form of all these hydrates is tlie regular octahedron. In the

second chapter the tension of dissociation and in the third the

heat of formation of these \\\ drates is discussal. In chapter fourth

similar bodies are described obtained with hydrogen selenide.—

Ann. Chem. Phys., V, xxviii, 5, Jan., 1883. a f. b.

5. On Brominated Carbon rom/xninds rr<>d«,;d in the Bi'<<-

mine manufacture.—Dyson has examined a liquid obtained as a

bye-product in the bromine manufacture. It distilled almost en-

tirely Let ween 82° and 172°, leaving some crystals of carbon tctra-

bromide in the flask. On fractioning, the main portion distilled

over at 148°-150° and consisted of bromoform. The next largest

fractions boiled from 121°-123° and from 123°-125°. They con-

sisted of chlorobroinofonn, ( IIBr .,('i, giving on analysis 75^*7 per

cent of bromine and having a vapor density ol io.vs, while theory

requires 76-70 and |(>4"J respectively. Its specific gravity at 20

was 2-477. Bromoform and carbon tetrabromide have been before

observed as bye-products by Hermann and Hamilton, I bit the

author thinks this i s the tir->t discovery of chlorobromoform in

bromine.—J. Chem. «SV\, xliii. 30, Feb.," 1883. g. f. b.

6. Change
triced forces.-
refraction of quartz may be modified by placing i

negatively electrified under pressure transmitted along Hii^aM-
is electrified positively and the other end electrified neuativeh

The double refraction is diminished when this distribution "

charges is reversed. No change in double refraction was oh

served when the electric forces acted in the axis of >

' rich \ -at least with the electric field employ, i b\ il anihoi

The axes of no piezoeleetricit v are defined.— Ann. dcr l'lojsik ><»•

Chemie, No. 2, pp. 213-233, 1883. '• T -

7. Optical behavior of quartz in an electrical field.— A. Ki'.n "'

confirms the results of Rontgen upon the change of the doiibh

relVaetio,, i n quartz due to electrical stress. Figures arc givei

which show the action of electrical stress upon the optical phe-

nomena. The compressive and dilative etl'ecls in

crystals placed in an elect rical field can be explained i

electric effects noticed in such rrvstals.— Ann. der I'/n/sih- ">"

Chemie, No. 2, pp. 228-233, 1883. '• T -

8. Mdijnitir storm*.— M. Mas* aim has coniitmnicated to tin

Krentdi Academy the information that the great magnetic -torn

of November 17. issrj, was also observed at Cape Horn. Accord

ing to M. LeCannellier, one ot the officers attached '

the storm began at five o'clock on the morning of N
and attained its full force during the following night. Tin- doch

nation changed 40' in three hours and the two component^ undei
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ifns wnl, those of M. Ken.m, taken at the Observatory of :

•••'it Maiir au<l allowing for the difference of longitude, it is
1:11 t!l ' principal perturbation took place at the two places a)

! »" "Mr.— voHtptes Ret
i*. <'o/,e7 ->/ |ss-_'.—In
IVu.lon and M. Gou

the

v g:

-.;.• i\\ .Ian. -29, 1883. j. T.

Comptes Rendus of Sept. 25, 1882,
ive the results of their observations

wd that the sodium lines i

'interval between the tw<:
ded that the comet was
ocity^of t.;i

kl " per second.

tus ot a spectroscope of one prism.

seen in the spectrum of the comet
t e<pial to one-quarter or one-fifth of

receding from the earth with the

The late astronomical

-ine near agreement of the two results appear to prove the acci
racy of the spectroscope method of measuring the recession <

approach of the heavenly bodies.— Comptes Rendus, p. 371, Fel

1". Tht >,u
i
ynetising function of Steel and Nickel.—Consider:

We diversity exists between the results of various observers upo
We magnetic permeability of the magnetic metals. Hugo Meye
^>\ es results olifn lorccs. His methoi
''' experiment was to make the steel or iron cylinder the core o
111 f'nrth inductor and to use the earth magnetic field. His obser
l

'

;if i"iis lead him to conclude:
('•) The magnetising function has a positive value for a dimin

filing magnetising force.
(-•> It increases at first wit h the magnetising force.

(
:i -l It increases fbr weak magnet i-in- forces with the tempera

the difier, 1, i 1. tweell tlii ir gl < -'1 - I M

wo observe !•> is couriered. \nn. dcr Pflt/sik

;;",;:,;.turns of the Ohm.—Professor G. Ca

a meeting of the Physical Society

a paper on a new met



•9893, -9865, -9868, and Mr. Glazebrook's

Cor the deternii

II. Geology and Natural Hisi

i'nhK^/snlo.jHuil and Geographical Maps

liiu'i-uiinin:X arrnss' rrm n the southwest corner of Wales
h of the Thames; that of the su

^l'\t'lu
1, X. Wal.-.

', Ireland about five-sixths \v:ite

nd Scotland less than two-thirds
died I'ppcr

under 'water than in the area <

SllJMJHM-irCM

* „/„,/,.„/ Sun-ej/ of Pennsylvania.—The
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•:. Iiv)>»rt <>» the Gt:ok„f h'al Survey of Ohio: Zoology
"'tuny. Pari I, Zool.,^ : consisting of :i Preface l.v Prof

•'• s
- -N'kwhkkuv; Report on the Mammals, bv A. \\\ Bk,v

,

K
'J'l'-): -i. :!,, i;i,.U. U !); .!. \.',Vn- u „< ( 14J ,,,.., ; o,

<<^'. riu- appropriation for ! ho current fiscal year was $258,4
p' that the provision for the coming year is on a much mi
liberal scale. ';

gy?
which is likewise dim

the direction of Major Powell, had its appropriation raised fr<

•»• f>'"> I, ,,,;,;,! Surrey of Ahtbama.—The legislature of t
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Univ. Ars-skrift, xvii), who gives the results of many measure-

ments and about sixty figures, showing the variety in form, the

optical structure and so on. The measured angles ao-reo closely

with those of the Vesuvian chondrodite, less so with thai from

Brewster, and the optical constants are also nearer the former.

Horp mineral is also near the Vesuvian in the iYequency

with which the polysynthetic twin structure is observed, giving

rise to much apparent irreu'ularii v in the angles.

8. Arboretum Segrezianum : Icones Selectee Arborum et Fruti-

cum in Hostis Segrezianis Collectorum, etc. Auct. Alphonsb
Lavallee.—Two years ago we gave a short notice of the fasci-

culi, then published, of this admirable work. Two more have

now reached us. The publication does not advance rapidly, but

it will be understood that the work is in no respect of a ennimer-

cial character, is the outcome of pure scientific-' devotion, and is

of high critical character. Its author possesses and delimits m
the best collection of hardy shrubs, in a scientific point of view,

that is now known. These livr., 5 and 6, carry the letter-presa

from page 65 to page 108, and the plates represent three species

oiPterocarya (Trans-Caucasian and Chinese) ; two of our Atlan-

tic IT. States species of Crataegus, and one of the Old World:

-. a variety with ovate leaves; A<>tinl<ii«-

.1 .J,;,.,; S,l,: :_,,nllr<l V '!>;.: ,/,.*/.< \Va\W.\ .1 k, i
'>>'< ' •/ »'

'>

'l«ltft,

another Chino-Japanese climber, which is alreailv well knowiuii

cultivation in the United Stales; Chn.at^ ,„•/', nhiHs. !..,'<> which

the author has reduced the Himalayan ('. gnmeoknn, 1/mdh, a

! we cultivate as far north as ( 'anada, l>eing perfectly

hardy, in fruit ornamental, Inn the blossoms dull. .Much may hi-

expected froin M. LavalhVs study of the species of i',vt<"J"^

from the life. We were quite pr< pared to recognize ('. )»i>ir'<it<i as

a good species. We do not understand how the " ('. cu^rliied^

var. cordata" with its large flowers and large fruit, can he <>t

' .ecimen, that the "(.'. h-ncopft-
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<¥,"
)nly those cells which contain particles of

dorless
|

lU-fl by light

rophyll absorptic

DiE; for bluisl

>le hearing of the above on the distribution of organism*

,;'l'lr!'af- Sunny ««d Shaded Local/ties on I

'

r t >! Fnloo,, 'Lu,«s;' hs K.STA1U (ofJe-a). (Ze„

rwi,se,
: sr'h., XVI. X. I\ IX, I, -\ Also separately.)
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ill In r"-k<\v

he development of a better palisade system. The

of the investigation is plainly that leaves develop-

t have a less well-characterized spongy parenchyma,

narked palisade system. In view of the fact that

ems are generally" found as slated in the thesis, the

tm-houses. The paper and its illustrations are of

ave already
orsfs Ari/ptogamen-Flora, vol. II, parts 1-3.—We
noticed in this Journal the earlier numbers of the

three

second have just appeared containing the first part of the Marine

Alga- by llauek. Tim marine flora of Germany proper is. <>|

course, of comparatively small account, being confined princi-

pally to species from Heligoland ami the Baltic; hut tin Austrian

species are numerous and interesting, and Hauek. who resides at

Trieste, has had the great advantage of being able to study them

on the spot. After a few pages devoted to a description ot tin

manner of collecting and pri-paring spccimi'iis, there follows aning specimens, the

Moridece, which a

applied to the divisions

as />, „/,/, y,v„v,r, <'<,nttftti((,_rn; etc. The parts already issued

include the Pnrr /,
;
/rarf,r. St/uauKirhtc,^ IlihtnthfumttUm"\

\Yl'<ttnfriiur, n ,

1
'/, I / ,,',,,! Il <><!< I, Hi /,; ,1

,
(_''hit tit II </ illI'd ' , ( \ r<t)ll t<

"'''''
i

SriJrhh<i,;,, . Cr,ii>h»n-nutnu',1•. i, hf,! rf<u< a;
'„

, and part of the

lli,»th/!,n „hn;n] ' The arrangement is, in -vneral, that of J. 6-

Agardha. m-dili.-i hy I he writing^ of Tju.ivt :..,.! lU.i.-t. The

nh<„f
:,

-ur ,. •„, ../,„/;,! ui«\ rw/'.v-

/,;.' r tr.<,, /Hm . ;
, -,,, .,- ,,f our coa-tis



fiicciiiia t/mminto, the blight in grain,

in producing Uredo linearis on wheat by

w the control plants remaining healthy,

periment and produced JEcidium Berber-



able to examine the laws on the subject. They are to be found

iu the Province Laws of Massac- ! |>. 153, Anno

Regni liegis (b-oi-jdi II.. Yicesimo Octavo, Chap. X, published

Jan. I
.'!, 1 ?7j.-). It is entitle'.!, - An Act to prevent Damage to Eng-

lish Grain arising from Barberry IJushV's." After ;. preamble

stating that -it has been found hy experience that the blasting of

wheat ami other Knglisii Grain is often occasioned by Lhirbom

Hushes to the ureal loss ami damage of ihe inhabitants oMhis

in which owners of land containing barberry bushes are ordered

to destroy them before dune 13, 1700; and/if they do not do so,

the busb - md h . ..\, i tin <-,,-! ..I *,, doing from the .".win i »t tii<

land. Also surveyors of highways are ordered to cut down all

barberrybush.es growing on public land under penalty of a fine

for non-performance. There are also several stringent regulations

showing the importance attributed to the subject by the Govern-

ment at the time. The act was to continue in force until June 10,

13. Anato !,>'><< 1 1 IWioioUxjij a* <ir/ »i;> d to tin-. <lm,nst;<' Cat.'"'

;„/ro<t>><-t/o,< to Int., nth, rri.'yinary and comparative a»'it<wnj

;

by Burt G. W'ju.ku and Simon II. (!a(,k. nvo, r,75 pp. with 13<>

cuts and f plates. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago,

1882.—This is intended as a manual for use in laboratories ot

comparative anatomy, and will undoubtedly supply a want long

felt by very many teachers. A lar-e a.mmnt of spaee ( !
Is pagH

is devoted to iulro.luctorv matters, such as descriptions of instru-

menls and their use; preparation ami preservation of specimens;

the metric system; t crminoloirv : directions for injecting the ves-

sels
; -slip\ys.nnof not-" '.7 pa,.->,e,c. Most of ll.W ^

doubtless be id help to be, ,. t „! ,n.ne of it to teachers as

well, but so,n, matlers us iall\ found iu school 1 k-

the general usefulness of tin book, as an anatomical in.-mu:>i.

The portion of the book rc-lat.inc.- specially to the anatomy ol tin

cat contain- descriptions of the^brain, cranial nerves ami s
y'J

M "
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llai: quarto, 55 pp., 12 plates.—This nuuilu'i' contains two mc-

moirs. The iirst is on '/Wo,///.*-, illustrate.! I>\ i" !
' '-'

}
1 "«

plates, by P. M. Heinle. Thirteen species are described. These

are referred to nine genera, viz: Yuen (five species), lYdo,,na-

tlnts, TfimiuHfiiuthitx, ~<i<»,>phoprUn, <'<v!»i/><<ijhns, '/;>rttfitfr,i'i,H.

Ceramopelta, <'<<i>tof,<:U<i, (^ix-tisti-nnoii. The second memoir,

entitled, Etude sur le <\>c.<-us pe-la, is l>y <T Katiiovis. It is

illustrated by two plates, showing both sexes and I heir trans-

uth some anatomical details. We understand that

III. Astronomy.

1. Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris; Vol. I.

Washington, 1882.—This is 'the completed volume containing six

papers, some of which nave been heretofore distributed in sepa-

rate form. The object of the series is stated to be a systematic

determination of the constants of astronomy from the best exist-

ing data, a re-investigation of the theories c "

""

and the prepara
"

stmction of ephc
'"'''bait. Proh^sor Newcomb : Occurrence of Solar Kchpses, with

tables of eclipses from B. C. 700 to A. D. 2300 (this

l!0; a transformation of Hansen's Lunar Tlieon, compared wiin

,1 " th<, .,-v of Doiaunav; Catalogue of lo<)N standard clock and

'
;1 i.

I si n-s md i Discission ol obs, nol r.au~

theV^Wof'ilifdl^bv a'.'Vx
' .cthodo!

g seeular~perturbations, with an application to the action

of Venus on Merourv, by G. W. Hill.

2. VransiU of Mercury 1677-1881.—The sixth oi

lepers, l,y Professor Newcomb, is an exhaustive discussion .u a!.

r
!"' n-aiisits of Meivurv hitherto observed. An int.

!
u »> of rlio discussion' is that referring to the po>sibdi»y ot an

^equality in the earth's rotation on its axis. Professor ISew-

c°mb had found that the moon's mean motion for about -J5o years

l ''Mlid be represented ''> " v r ile addition

}
, eriod not differing greatly iron, ;«>.

ndard of time the earth's axuu rotation

•

,} l: ,t the observed mequal-

e to be accounted for by
:i,

:

t,|;d inequalities in the earth's rotation, then <>\ir m-

°f time would be in error by amounts ranging tnun 1 - - con- - m

Redirection to 17 seconds in the other direction, between !--•

an
f 1881. Inequalities of such an amount could not tan i- "c

""'K'ttted b\ the observations of the transits o> Meivui\.
-

««

are required to choose between a uniform axi d rot iti. u <•> "

^"•ving sutiicienth to account for the above inequality m the



third its amount. If it c<>uld be sup posed pOM-,1,K th!

< axial' r.

e observations of the moon aiml of Men
together satisfied . But in any case l>.

ides that inequaf

or by the theory and

and 1875 w as really less thai

The disc-Drdanee between

!
!..

the perihelion

5 also the subject°

f

of^SVli'-ulio'; "hv
d <v

Newoomb. He concludes t h:H till mi
larger than Levcrrier supposed. The ob
of 'the p< ri belion of Mercury is greater l.v 4:1 seen tli a

motion compute(I from the 1best attain al.le vali

\i 1

'

"..
.

mass to' produce the motion in question can rei

he out of tlif question, for a number of reasons.

"In the first place, on any probable hvpothes

objects during total eclipses of the sun, if at n<

cannot, indeed, assign an exact value to the ma
the mean distance. But the less we suppose t

and therefore the greater we suppose the liabil

should he lost in the sun's rays, the greater
and the more brilliant the planet or planets wo'

total eclipse. In fact, the inure distant from th

planet, the less readily it would he detected <

but, on the other hand, it would be more re

other times. In a paper published in Gou



- tin liyi".tl cm> " ' "'; imply.
'( The hypotheses just considered are those of a single plane? or

a group of planets. It may be asked to what limit we must sup-

pose the subdivision enrried in ordei thai tin
!

'
'I' -

may escape detection. The reply is that they must he so small

u>ihle either in tran-H /''
Th'i.

h V.si n't. 'u in ' m I, therefore, exceed a very

"I I'mTu'diamet. r may be roughly placed at
s\,

that
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more profitably discussed when the character of the phcnome

is more accurately ascertained. But, as the question now stan

all hypotheses that the observed phenomenon is produced by 1

attraction of unknown matter in tin i \ J borhood of the sun

Mercurv must be dismissed as at least highly improbable.

"We* may next inquire whether any de\ iation from or modifi

lion of the law of uravitation which 'would produce the observ

effect is admissible! The most natural modification of this ki

would be the addition of a term varying as the inverse third

fourth power of the distance. This hypothesis can, however,

refuted very readily. A term of the inverse third power whi<

at the distance of Mercury, should have a value even t

millionth part of the total gravitative force of the sun would,

the distance of a foot, have a value two hundred thousand tin

that of the term depending on the inverse square. If higl

powers than the cube were add.'! the discrepancy would be
3

more enormous. The existence of a term of such magnitude

out of the question.''

t o?w
this theory the gravitative force betw
by an equation of the form

r* \ h* \dt)
T

h* df)
in which the constant A, as is evident from the formula, must u<

a velocity. This velocity Weber ha- sought to del, rmine experi-

mentally; his value is 439,450 kilometers per second. From (ni-

dation Tisserand has computed the secular variations of the

planets. (Comptes Rendus, vol. lxxv, p. 760.) ...

"His icsults are that the only element affected with a sensible

-the perihelion, and" that the -ccuhir notions of the

perihelia of Mercury and Venus would have the follow in

.Mercry, G*-28 ; Venus, l"-32. If A be the velocity of light, his

result is, Mercury, 13"'65
; Venus, 2*-86.

" But the actual motion has been found to be three 1

To product! this motion the value of A must be 1 du<'< i
! " il ' oli '

174,000 kilometers per second. Objections have been raised^"

Weber's whole theory on the part of physicists, to whom the dis-

cussion of its possibility mii-t be left."

Henry SKYBKRT,an earlv worker in American Mineralogy die-1

Matvh 3d, 1883. He contributed analyses of moly'o
Chester, Pa., chromite, tabular spar pyroxene, coloplm
soberylof

'

!

.':
ft. J and in the lal

pendently discovered tluoriiH II,- .-maly/ed in 1S30 tl 1
.'^

described by Bowen. His father. Adam Seybert, was,

like the son, a graduate of the tcole des Mines of Pari

Dr. Seybert's ample fortune is said to be distributed in various

endowment*, chiefly of chemistry.
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ART. XXXII— Observations of the Transit of Venus, Dec. 6,
1882, at Princeton, K </"., and South Hadky, Mass. (Com-
municated by Professor C. A. Young.)

I. Stations.

The observations of the Transit of Venus in Princeton were
j&aae at three different points: at the observatory of the John

Y
trreen School of Science, at the Halsted Observatory, and at

l&e private observatory of Dr. S. Alexander.
-Lhe astronomical latitude and longitude of the hV

re, respectively, 40° 20 ; 57"*8, and 9m 34"-54 east of
Washington. Its geodetic lat. and long, are 40° 20' 54"-0, and
!» 39 16"-g west of Greenwich, determined by reference to a
eigh boring Coast Survey station, and using Clark's spheroid.

* he Halsted Observatory is l"-98 south and 29"'06 west of the

rvatory, and Dr. Alexander's station was about 400
^et northeast of the Halsted Observatory

»»i •

e observatory at South Hadlev is in
dn<l its approximate longitude is ' «m '

jomrnunicated electrically to everv room in the building, and
*? the Halsted Observatory, and were used directly by all the
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clock was determined by Mr. McNeill with the Transit instru-

ment on the evenings of both Dec. 5th and Dec. 6th. We also

received the Washington noon signals on the 5th and 6th ; and

after correcting them for the errors of the Washington clock

(obligingly communicated to me by the Superintendent of the

Naval Observatory), the accordance between the results of these

signals and the star observations was complete within 8,
03.

At local mean noon on Dec. 5th, the clock was slow 148'88, and

gaining S '030 hourly. A mean-time clock, in the same room

with the sidereal, was kept in continual comparison with it,

both of the clocks recording their beats upon the same chrono-

graph sheets all through the Transit.

III. Observers and Instruments.

1. Dr. S. Alexander, Professor Emeritus of Astronomy.

This gentleman used a 3^-inch telescope by Fraunhofer, equa-

rounted. The eye-piece was an erecting one with a

power of about 80, and a" thick, neutral-tint shade glass. Dr.

Alexander took his time from a mean-time chronometer, which

was compared with the observatory clock before and after the

observations.

2. Professor C. A. Young, in the Halsted Observatory. The

instrument was the great 23-inch equatorial of 30 feet focus,

with a polarizing helioscope, the first reflecting prism of which

is hollow and filled with water circulating through it. The

magnifying powers used in the observation of the contacts was

160. At the two internal contacts the aperture was reduced to

5| inches, in order to make the observations comparable as far

as possible with those of the various government expeditions.

At the external contacts and during all the micrometric and

spectroscopic observations the full aperture was employed.

3. Professor C. G. Eockwood, also in the Halsted Observa-

tory. He used a dialytic telescope of 4 inches aperture belong-

ing to himself; it was equatorially mounted, and had the usual

reflecting solar eye-piece with magnifying power of 113.

4. C. I. Young (son of Professor Young). His instrument

was the finder of the great equatorial ; aperture 5 inches ;

re-

flecting solar eye-piece with power of 109.

At the School of Science Observatory there were six observ-

5. Professor C. F. Brackett (in charge of the photographic

operations). He observed the contacts with the equatorial o

the S. S. Observatory ; aperture 9£ inches, which was reduced

to 5f inches at all the contacts except the first. The eye-piece

was a Merz polarizing helioscope, with magnifying power
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6. M. McNeill, Instructor in Astronomy. His instrument
was an equatorial mounted on a post in the open air. Aper-
ture 4 inches ; reflecting eye-piece with power of 162.

7. Professor W. Libbey, Jr. Portable equatorial of 3 inches
aperture; reflecting eve-piece and power of 96.

8. W. F. Magie, Instructor in Physics. He used the finder
of the 9^-inch equatorial. Aperture 3 inches; reflecting eye-
piece and power of 124.

. Crew, Fellow of the Collqy. H. Crew, Fellow of the College. His ins

altazimuth of 3 inches aperture, reflecting eye-piece, power SO.
10. H. L. Baldwin, student. Altazimuth of 3 inches aper-

ture, with reflecting eye-piece and power of 80.

#

In addition to these observers, two squads of students, eleven
in all, observed images of the sun thrown upon screens by a
9-inch Newtonian reflector and a 5-|-inch comet seeker. The
results, however, are imrdh satisi'aet >rv enough to be given
here, though they will be published in "another connection at
some future time.
At South Hadlev, the third and fourth contacts were observed

°y Mr. E. F. West, a graduate student of astronomy in Prince-
ton, who was sent (by the liberality of Professor Libbey), to

tine instruments of Mt. Holyoke Seminary, an insti-

tution with which the writer has been long connected as a lec-
turer. The telescope is an 8-inch equatorial by Clark. The
whole aperture was used, with a reflecting eye-piece and mag-
ging power of 175.
.
The local time at South Hadley was determined by transit-

lnstrument observations on Dec. 6th and 7th, and the approxi-
mate longitude by time-signals received at the telegraph office
from Cambridge on Dec. 5th and 6th, and compared with the
observatory clock by means of a box chronometer carried about
a thousand feet. Unfortunately the performance of the chro-
nometer during its short journeys was unsatisfactory, and the
resulting longitude is doubtful by the amount of one" second at
least, and possibly two. The latitude was determined by the
Writer a year ago,' by the zenith telescope method.

-For three or four weeks before the Transit all the observers
"ad practice transit as opportunity offered.

IV. Weather.

At Princeton, at the time of the first contact, there were
numerous thin clouds, near the ground and flying rapidly, so
that observers only a few rods apart were quite differently
a»ected. At the second contact it was clearer; at the third
l^ clouds were very troublesome; and at the fourth it was
Nearer again. The temperature was between 40° and 45° F.,
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all through the Transit, and there was a fresh breeze from the

southwest. The seeing was generally very good as regards

distinctness, though after noon it was less satisfactory.

At South Hadley thick clouds prevented all observation of

the first two contacts; then occasional breaks appeared between

the clouds, and at the end of the Transit it was clear, though

the seeing was very bad and unsteady.

V. Observations op Contacts.

Observations of First (Extern.

»-.-. save „.„„,.«..

2. C. A. Y. 20* 55"' 34* Slight hardening of sun's limb suspected at the pre-

dicted point.

Unmistakable. Contact noted. (
a

)

Notch now obvious. 15° or 20° of planet'sjimb^^
3. C. G. R.

56 40

i,.-; numerous uotchesseen; one ot them

Venn- dearly on sun. ___—
4. C. I. T. 55 50 Iteration of sun's edge for some seconds—

Disturbance of limb obvious.

Kdwe of planet distinctly seen.

5. C. P. B. 56 30
with sun. 20°-2.-» of planet's limb. _____!lj

6. M.McN. 56 00 Net h lirst seen Sun faint. 20 -25° of planets

limb on sun.
{c>

Planet well entered. „__—

—

7. W. L., Jr 55 48 ___J9
8. W. F. M.

9. H. C. 56 53 ' ——

—

10. H. L. B. 56" 34

Notes on First Contact.

..-:.

seconds later certainly.

t the clouds were the probable hindrance.
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Ob8e,e, „re C,™—

.

I.S.A. llMl-O* Excessively fine line at angle of contact of the two

discs. Possibly early. («)

VaATYT

16 18-6

Dark limb of planet tangent to sun's limb ideally pro-

! atmosphere still projects beyond outline of

.. forming a lump.

Sun's limb reaun - |ies -
Contact

Contact 'clearlv past. (
b )

3-C.G.R.

16 16

Limb of sun complete ; black drop not very evident

;

perhaps 2 seconds too early.

Sure edge of sun was c >mi>! f< area nd \ enus.

4
- C. I. Y. Dark fringe "between Venus and sun fades into gray.

Venus distinctly on sun.

^oITbT
\l -4

,,,,,, \ , , i, . etncal contact.

Pirsi continuous separation of limbs.

6- M. McN.

;:;;

Light appeared all around plai

sun. Probably about 2 seconds after contact

Planet clearly on sun.
._

...nTimbs of planet and sun became gray.-TFTT

i^btlTbtjyi Co^sld^raWbla^Fdrop, but breaking of ligament well

•-eeing was so good that the granulation of the sun's surface was v, en seeu, ft
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I op Third Contact (Internal).

Notes on T

) The clouds at the Halsted Obsei

3 agree very well t

was sure that the

'

!

-

..

' >
,

i

'-- ;r '-,
;;.1

:

'.

recording even the fraction of a section.

The clouds at this contact were more troublesome than at either of the other

three, and the observations are probably less reliable.
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I'll | 1 I
I,-

i [ i- ! I, . i. 1

Momentary renewal of disturbance of limb at point c

30° Very^steady^^prob^^uchtoo_eM^___

t Princeton, at the time of this last contact, there was comparatively little

d, but the air was v ? limb was serrated. Nothing

seen of the planet's atmosphere between third and fourth contacts except

i for a few moment.. , &« writer saw fine spurs of light

VI. Micrometry Measures.

During the Transit I made two sets of measures of the plan-

et's diameter : one with a double-image micrometer, the other

with a filar micrometer. The screw-values of the two instru-

ments were obtained a few days after the Transit (when the

temperature was about the same as on Dec. 6th) by means

several hundred transits of small sun-spots across wires,

- and south diameter (pos. ang.
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The filar micrometer measures consisted of 8 sets of 10 read-

ings each, at position angles differing bj 45°, They give:

Pos. angle, 0° and 180° 64"-29
" 40° and 225° 64"'43

90° and 270°. 68"'93
" 135° and 315° 64"-57

Mean 64"-23

Reduced to distance unity, 16"'99.

The difference of 2"*1 between the double-image and filar

is more than would have been anticipated, and I

r able to explain its magnitude. I shall reexamine

itauts, but suspect the difficulty lies in the

observer.

The double-image micrometer gave a power of about 600,

and the images were always very pale and sometimes almost

invisible ; they were at no time sharply defined, clouds being

very troublesome nearly all the time. The power used on the

filar micrometer was about 250. During its use the seeing was

much better than it had been during the double-image observa-

tions; it was never really very bad, and much of the time it

was very good, so that the details of the solar surface came out

finely.

VII. Spectroscopic Observations.

Spectroscopic observations were made both by Mr. McNeill

and myself. Immediately after second contact I uncovered the

whole aperture of the telescope, and attached the Clark spectro-

scope with a diffraction grating of about 17,000 lines to the inch.

The slit was made tangent to the limb of the planet at the point

most remote from the sun's center. I first tried the spectrum

of the first order, ex B, a, and the interval

between C and D. The clouds at the time were pretty thick

and the results were negative, except that now and then 1

thought D, was a little intensified. A little later the sun came

out brilliantly, and I at once turned to the third order spec-

trum. B and a still remained unaffected, nor could I make out

certainly anything due to the planet's atmosphere between O

and D. But the vapor lines just below Z>, and between Dx
and V%

were unmistakably intensified close to the planet's limb. The same

thing could also now be seen in the spectra of the first and

second orders. I prepared to replace the grating by a prism

giving low dispersion in order to search for diffuse bands ot

absorption, but the clouds thickened again, and the obscuration

continued so long that it became necessary to exchange the

spectroscope for the double-image i
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Mr. McNeill's observations were made with the 9£- inch equa-

torial, carrying the Grubb spectroscope. This has a dispersive

power of from 2 to 10 prisms, variable at pleasure. Dttrmg the

observations 4 prisms were used for the most part (i. e. 2 prisms

transmitting the light twice). Mr. McNeill saw the vapor lines

between and near the D's, and thought he noticed a slight

strengthening of both A and B. He did not observe any

change in a, but a fine line just above C was intensified, and
the line at 759'2 of Kirchoffs scale (^=6392) appeared to be

<listmr-tiv affected.

At South Hadley Mr. West attempted observations with a

grating spectroscope upon the 8-inch equatorial, but did not

get any results ; the image of the planet was too unsteady.

The effects of the planet's atmosphere upon the spectrum

fwi-.Tini.ilvi i-h less marked than I had expected; but I

think there can be little doubt as to lines of aqueous vapor

near D.

VIII. Photographic Work.

During the Transit a series of 191 photographs were taken

by Professor Brackett and his asau '• <ibbey and

Mr. Magie. The apparatus was a horizontal photohe

of the same general plan and dimensions as those used by our

Government parties. The plates and chemicals were furnished

by the Transit of Venus Commission, which receives the pic-

:'.,.-
,

,
..,., .

:
.; . -- . ..

The wind and clouds interfered somewhat with the opera-

tions. About 40 of the photographs are strictly first -class, and

some 30 are worthless: the remainder are of all grades of

probably all

Miscellaneous.
^

The atmosphere of the planet was seen by all the observers

at Princeton between the first and second contacts. JNo one,

however, saw the peculiar enlargement of the ring of light

noticed by Professor Langley at Allegheny, though I did par-

observe that the troeto •«£* be

radiate and bristling, with scintillant knots here and there.

No satellite was detected. No ring was seen on the a

ing the planet except such as would necessarily result

from the imperfect color-correction of the object-glass. No
spots or markings were seen upon the planet's disc which at

Egress appeared slightly but distinctly darker than the oack-

ground on which it was projected.
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ART. XXXIII.—Notes on the Occurrence of certain Minerals in

Amelia County, Virginia ; by Wit R Fontaine.

In Amelia County, "Virginia, near the county-seat, a consid-

erable amount of excavation has been made during the past

few years for the purpose of obtaining mica. This work has

brought to light a number of interesting, and some very rare

minerals. I have several times visited this locality and noted

the occurrence of the minerals found there. It is my purpose

in this paper to make known some of the facts observed.

All the minerals noticed in this paper occur in so-called veins

of gigantic granite, situated in the immediate vicinity of

Amelia Court House. These granite veins have the same gen-

eral features as those that in other regions afford marketable

mica. They are not fissure veins, but are ruptured portions of

the country rock, into which the components of the granite

have been introduced, most probably, by solution in hot

water. The vein matter is chiefly a mixture of quartz and

feldspar which serves as a gangue in which the masses and

crystals of mica occur in a porphyritic manner. Sometimes,

however, all of these minerals occur forming a confused web

This material forms bosses, or irregular and interrupted

veins in a thinly-bedded, highly micaceous gneiss that alter-

nates with or graduates into mica-schist. The rocks are thor-

oughly metamorphosed, and their constituents occur in well

iized and rather coarse particles. These rocks form

a belt that has the cl to the typical Montal-

ban formation. The belt now in question may 'be tn

long distance to the northeast and southwest of Amel
usually marked by the occurrence of the veins of gigantic

granite. It lies just west of the granitoid gneiss that is so

extensively quarried near Richmond.
The vein-like deposits of granitic matter seem to occur in a

pretty well defined band, but are not continuous over long dis-

tances. They occur more commonly "en echelon." sometimes

overlapping each other. Some of them, over limited distances

at least, seem at one time to have been open crevices. Some

have remained undisturbed since their first filling, but others

have evidently been reopened or disturbed more than ouce,

and have received new materials.
f

The feldspar, mica and quartz, the essential minerals oi

these deposits, appear to have pretty constantly consolidated

and crystallized in the same order of succession. The micj

was the first to crystallize ; the feldspar came next ;
and the

quartz was the last to assume the solid form.
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It is quite evident that some of these deposits near Amelia

ft H. have in prehistoric times been worked to some extent.

Oq opening the deposit near the village that has afforded the

largest amount of mica, I am informed it was found that the

outcrop had been removed for the depth of about ten feet.

Refuse mica, stones and clay were then thrown back into the

excavation. At a spot about two miles distant from this, I

saw myself indications that the outcrop of a mica deposit had

been disturbed. For the depth of ten or twelve feet, the earth

•! been thrown in, or washed in upon the deposit

which had been removed to that depth. On the top of the

undisturbed deposit, and under about twelve feet of foreign

earth, small bits of charcoal could be found.

Plates of mica that have an accurate rhombic shape, may be

found here. Tlmv appear to have been trimmed into that form.

by Indians, perhaps from curiosity. About two miles from

tins spot is a considerable outcrop of potstouc that has been

quite extensively worked In In. linns, li.r tin.- nan

pots and other utensils. This locality has been explored by

the Smithsonian Institution, and has yielded quite a number ot

relics.

The most extensive excavations for mica have been made on

the land of Mr. Kutherford, about one- mile north of the Court

House. Here two pits were dug, one on a hill of -

tude, and the other about one hundred yards distant, on a

earn Both openings seem to be on the same deposit,

but, as thev show considerable differences in the .

of the minerals, it will be necessary to distinguish them.

The one on the hill may be called So. 1, and that on the

stream No. 2. Neither exceeds eighty feet in depth. *rom

these two pits all the rare minerals have been taken

The quartz found here shows no points

The mica is mostly muscovite. It is clear, and without color.

: a beautiful rose-red I

found. More commonly, but still rarely, a pale, yellowish

green mica occurs that looks as if it were •

The muscovite is sometimes bent, showing movements in tne

Feldspar.—The feldspar presents some points worthy of note

M
•

:

.:
,:

•

-

-. That found in pit No. 1 la i

light-greenish in color. The feldspar of mt No. 2 m

yellowish-white. The orthoclase in both of these pits is neany

rasses. At an opening made

some two miles to the northeast of these pits, which may be

called pit No 3, a nest of very large orthoclase crystals was
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found. One of them, which is not the largest, is in the form

of a rectangular prism, formed of the faces and ii much pro-

longed. It has at one end several prismatic faces, while the

other end is broken, since it formed the place of attachment.

This crystal is 50 centimeters long, while the cross-section

shows in one direction the dimension of 22£ centimeters, and

in the other 20 centimeters.

Pit No. 1 shows but little feldspar other than orthoclase, but

a considerable amount of albite occurs in pit No. 2. The

larger part of this albite occurs in forms that I have seen

assumed sometimes by stalagmitic deposits when they fill up

vertical crevices in limestone, and there is little doubt but that

this albite results from a secondary deposition of mat
made its way into an open crevice in the mass of material first

deposited. This albite, for a depth of over twenty feet, formed

a portion of the deposit composed of a closely-interlocked net-

work of plates of a beautiful bluish-white material. Often

angular cavities and cells were left from the incomplete filling

of the space. At the bottom of this cellular mass, an open

cavity was found, four or five feet long and high, and one or

two feet wide. In the bluish white albite, and in the walls of

this cavity, some minerals were found that do not occur else-

where. Numerous crystals of smoky quartz lined the walls of

this cavity along with pure white crystals of albite, some as

transparent as glass. The quartz has often mingled with it a

A small amount of labradorite occurs dispersed in a porphy-

ritic maimer in the masses of orthoclase. It is usually of a

smoke-gray color, and sometimes shows a slight change of color

on turning the specimens.
A considerable amount of amazon stone is found, but most

of it occurs in pit No. 2. It ranges in color from bluish -green

to verdigris green. The mode of occurrence of this

suggests the idea that the color comes from solutions

g into the deposit from the surface, and mak
way through the crevices of the vein. The green color most

commonly is deepest in the portions of a mass of spar oexl to

a fissure, or line of dislocation, and fades gradually until it is

entirely lost in the mass of the material. Hence, often, hand

specimens will be only partly colored.

Beryl—The beryls, which occur of large size and quite com-

monly, are found almost wholly in pit No. 2. Some of them

are surpassed in size only by those of New Hampshire. They

are found sometimes three or four feet in length, and as muen
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as eighteen inches in diameter. The most common colors are
pale bluish green and dingy yellow. The latter color is so
much like that of some of the feldspar, that it is sometimes
difficult to distinguish the two minerals. The beryls seem to
have crystallized at the same time with the feldspar and after
the mica. Some masses are formed of the yellowish feldspar
and beryl so closely consolidated, that they seem to shade off
into each other. In the quartz, however, the beryl crystals are
easily separated, and leave sharp imprints of their a
form. I have seen one beryl crystal that shows crystals of
mica projecting from i;- 1 in several places.
where the mica had fallen out, a distinct imprint of its crystal-
line form was left in the beryl.
AH the beryls found in the two pits are opaque, but in

pockets of quartz found in the vi sparent crys-
tals, half a centimeter thick and under occur, that have a good
luster, but not a deep color.

Fluorite.—This mineral occurs not rarely, and mostly in pit
-ko. 2. I have never seen it in crystals. It is found always in

sses 1 ia1 sha ter easily into small fragments.
Only a few particles show good cleavage. The mineral is usu-

I occupying the irregular angular spaces left between
eles of the feldspar, mica and quartz. Two colors pre-

dominate, a pale purple and a pale green. Some fragments
show a very deep, dark green color. The fluorite is remarka-
ble for the great beauty and brilliancy of the phosphorescent

it gives out at quite low temperatures. The light is

ish green in color. After decrepitation it no longer
gives out light.

Columbite.—This mineral occurs quite commonly, and it is

more abundant in pit No. 2 than in pit No. 1. It is found
quite often in crystals, some of them being of large size. They
are, however, very easily broken, and can almost never be
gotten entire from the feldspar, which is always the mineral
that contains them. Some crystalline masses weighing six to

eight pounds exist. I have one mass which is an aggregation
of crystals that shows the following dimensions: length 12

centimeters, width 11£ centimeters and thickness 11 centime-
ters. It appears to be a mass formed by the aggregation of

! >'>tals that have a flat shape from the pre lominance of the
11 faces. All of the masses of columbite found here are friable

and easily break up into angular fragments.
A variety of columb rarely, that differs

from the normal mineral both in chemical and physical charac-

ters.* This, as Professor Dunnington has shown, contains con-

aeral had been previously found at Branehville, Conn.,

and analyzed by Comstock.
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siderably more manganese than iron, and has the ratio of

columbic to tantalic acid 1:1. In mass it has a dark chestnut-

brown to dark reddish brown color. Some particles tend to

assume a fibrous structure, and then the color is somewhat
lighter. In very thin splinters the color is a rich hyacinth-red.

The normal columbite, so far as known, is the only kind that

occurs in the upper part of the vein. The variety now in

question is found only in pit No. 2, and becomes more abund-

ant with increasing depth. Mr. Search, a gentleman connected

with the mining operations and a zealous collector of the rare

minerals found there, informs me that just before the pit was

abandoned he found in the walls, a few feet above the bottom,

a mass of this variety of columbite that weighed about five

pounds. Portions of this mass in my possession show the ten-

dency to assume a fibrous structure. These fragments are

much like some kinds of rutile. For the analysis of this variety

of columbite, the reader may consult the account of it given by

Professor Dunnington, in the Am. Chem. Jour., vol. iv, p. 138.

The columbite crystallized before the feldspar, and leaves in it

well-defined imprints of its form.

Garnet.—In pit No. 2, garnet of the variety spessartite is

quite common, forming one of the primitive minerals of the

vein. This garnet occurs in poorly formed crystals that are

penetrated with a multitude of fissures, so that the mineral

readily shatters to pieces. This form has a hyacinth-red to

brownish red color, and is imbedded in the ordimn
of the vein stuff. This mention is made of it to distinguish

this kind of garnet from another of the same variety, viz:

spessartite, that shows quite a different mode of occurrence, and

which is specially noteworthy on account of its intimate con-

nection with helvite. This second form of spessartite occurs-

in the form of a loosely aggregated mass, composed of granules

and angular particles, but never in crystals. The granular

mass is intimately mixed with helvite, the latter filling the

interstices between the particles of spessartite. The compound
is inserted in the cavities left between the interlacing crystals

of albite that were formed on the walls of the large cavity dis-

covered in pit No. 2. Both this spessartite and the helvite are

clearly minerals deposited in the vein after the filling of the

greater portion of it by the more abundant materials composing

the vein stuff. The order of deposition seems to have been aa

follows. First, the beautifully clear albite crystals were formed

on the walls of the cavity, producing an open network with

large interstices. In some of these the spessartite was loosely

deposited, and lastly, in some of the cavities between the parti-

cles of spessartite helvite was laid down. The helvite is very

rare, and does not associated with all of the spessartit
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has the following

Si0
2

36-34

A1
2 3

12-63

FeO 4-57

MnO 44-20

CaO 1-49

MgO_... -47

Water. a faint trace.

99-70

The color is pale pink to flesh-red. Some fragments are
brownish purple. The mineral looks more like some rhodonite
than hke garnet It will be noted that the manganese is unu-
sually high, and the iron and alumina unusually low.

-The above analysis, with the determination of the specific
gravity and hardness, was made by Mr. C. M. Bradbury in the
laboratory of the University of Virginia.

Orthite.—Orthite is found in great abundance at the locality,
pit No. 3, that furnishes the very large feldspar crystals men-
tioned above. Here some of the thin-bladed crystals may be
seen more than fifteen inches long. It is also not rare in pit
^°- 2, but here the crystals rarely show lengths exceeding six
to eight inches. In all cases both ends are broken off. Those

'test length do not exceed in thickness 4°"° and in
^'dth 2 to 2J

cm
. In shape they are much like an ordinary

1Vor
.y paper cutter.

The mineral, so far as I have observed, always occurs im-
bedded in feldspar or a mixture of feldspar and quartz. It usu-
a.% has a decomposition crust of varying thickness, and some-
times the whole crystal is altered. The crust lias an ash-gray
color and is without luster. It is sharply distinct from the
fresh interior. The internal sound portion has a velvet-black
color and a high pitchy luster.

-this mineral has been analyzed, independently, by Profes-
sors Kcenig and Dunnington. For the analysis of Professor
^oenig, see Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1882, p. 103

;

for that of Professor Dunnington, the Am. Chem. Jour., vol. iv,

P- 138, may be consulted.
.

Microlite.—This is the most interesting of the miners
"> the mica mines of Amelia County. It occurs only at pits

^os. 1 and 2. I have carefully looked for it at the other

r::
mgs made for mica in the vie

largest masses were found in pit No.
'

-low the surface. These masses occurred in the northern end
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of the pit, and occupied the interstices left in the tangled mass

of quartz, feldspar and mica that forms the main portion of the

vein-stuff. The microlite, whether in crystalline masses, or in

distinct crystals, was one of the original minerals of the vein.

It crystallized after the mica, for some of the specimens have

the faces distinctly marked by the overlapping edges of plates

of mica, but before the feldspar, for the crystals are usually

imbedded in feldspar, and leave sharp impressions in it. The
larger masses of the mineral are aggregates of crystals, and

show often on the component parts .several crystal faces. The
stals, which are most numerous in pit No. 2, occur

imbedded mostly in feldspar, but they are sometimes found in

quartz, or in a web of quartz and mica. It is noteworthy that

minute crystals are very rare. I have seen a few from 3

to 5mm in diameter, imbedded in quartz. The well-formed

single crystals have usually the diameter of 1 to l£cm. Micro-

lite occurs also in the walls of the cavity that was found in pit

No. 2, along with the albite crystals.

At the first discovery of the microlite of Amelia, the exist-

ence of monazite was overlooked, because the specimens that

had then been found were much like microlite. The slight

difference in appearance was accounted for by the assumption

that the microlite had been decomposed or altered to some

extent. Hence, in the publication of his article on microlite,

in the Am. Chem. Jour., Ill, ii, 130, Professor Dunnington
gave as the weight of one mass of microlite eight pounds,

cimen was really monazite, as subsequent analysis

This mistake, however, would not lead to erroneous

conclusions concerning the size that some of the microlite speci-

mens attain. I have a fragment of microlite that, no doubt,

was originally not inferior in weight to the above-mentioned
specimen of monazite. This fragment of microlite when found

had been broken off from a much larger mass, as is shown by

the surface of fresh fracture. The portion in my
weighs four pounds fifteen ounces. The whole
have weighed over eight pounds. This specimen is an inter-

esting one. It is composed of a number of distorted i

crystals of large size, united in an irregular manner. On one

side the surface is marked with imprints caused by the over-

lapping {dates of mica, under the edges of which the microlite

was deposited. The color of the microlite varies a good deal.

The colors range from pale yellowish gray, through brownish

yellow to dark hair-brown. The brownish yellow color is that

of the best characterized fresh material. This color, with the

high resinous luster, and the broad, shallow conchoidal frac-

ture, often causes the mineral to look like some of the

gums. The single crystals show constantly the same forms.

,,i. "i
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They are octahedrons, modified by small faces of 0, I, and
m-m. All the faces of the same form are not always present,
and when present, they are usually not equally developed.
The largest Listorted
ihe longest axis has the dimension of 4^cm . In the direction of
the other axe?, it measures about 3mm less. This crystal in
forming has caught up. and partially imbedded some eolum-
bite. This would indicate tit. p of form : m oJ the eolum-
bite, but this is not true of all the eolumbite, for it sometimes
imbeds portions of microlite. This difference results from the
fact that microlite was deposited at different times, some being
found as stated, with the albite, heivite, etc., in the walls of
the cavity previously mentioned.
.
The microlite seems to be a very durable substance. As

illustrating this, the fact may be mentioned that a fragment of
feldspar was found containing a number of crystals of micro-
lite. The feldspar was almost wholly changed to kaolin, while
the microlite retained its luster and hardness. Professor Dun-
mngton, in the article above mentioned, has given the analysis
• >; ios; ,,.•;-,, ,| this mineral.

Monazite.—Monazite has been found nowhere except at pits

1 and 2. It occurs much as the microlite does, and is often so
much like it that it requires close inspect ion to distinguish the
two minerals. It exists usually in larger masses than the
microlite, and what is peculiar, never in single or small crys-
ta

J-^
The masses, however, are aggregations of distorted crys-

tals, and often show on the constituent parts, well-formed
crystal faces. Another noteworthy fact may be mentioned.
Cleavage is either wholly absent, or present only in traces.

J- he fracture is very uneven and rough. This is the best
means to distin-uMi it fn-m mi-rolim The large masses are
often formed bv the adrogation of imperfect flattened crystals,
the plane of ji V faces. Some of these masses
have much the shape of some of the aggregations of eolumbite.

Two colors are common in this mineral. One is yellowish
brown, and the other dark grayish brown. In the mineral
wjth the latter color, numerous fine particles of silvery-white

"iica are often found. Besides the above, an orange color is

sometimes seen. The different colors often occur together, the

same specimen showing them in different parts. This mineral
does not seem to have formed one of the later deposited ones,

aa it is not ;. associated with albite, etc. The

is decidedly more prone to alteration than the micro-

,fce. It is sometimes found with an earthy texture, having
lost its luster and become more gray in color.

Professor G-. A. Kcenig first re< among the

Amelia minerals. For his analysis, see Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Am. Job*. Ek X '•
. So. 1 19.~Mav, 1883.
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Philad., June 24, 1882. Professor Dunnington has analyzed this

monazite also. For his results, see Am. Chem. Jour., vol. iv,

p. 138. The most noteworthy feature of this analysis is the

considerable amount of tborina found.*

Helvite.—This mineral occurs very rarely, and is found only

in pit No. 2. It seems to occur only in the walls of the cavity

in this pit, and is deposited in the interstices of the light pink

spessartite mentioned above, which is itself found in the open-

ings between the albite crystals that formed on the walls of

the open space. The helvite seems to have been the last min-

eral to be deposited in the vein, and its constant association

with such a highly manganiferous garnet, is an interesting fea-

ture. It seems to have been deposited in the form of crystal-

line granular
|
artich s, th it rarely show crystal faces or forms.

A good deal of it is now in a pulverulent condition that may

result from partial alteration. This mineral has been carefully

examined in the laboratory of the University of Virginia by

Mr. B. E. Sloan, pure material being taken. I extract the

results of this examination from the "Notes of Work of Stu-

dents," etc., etc., published originally in the London Chemical

' : Color, wax- to lemon-yellow ; streak, very pale lemon-yel-

low ; luster, vitreous; translucent: hardness = 6 ;
sp. gr. =

3-25. Fusible before the blowpipe flame with intui

Decomposed bv hydrochloric acid with the formation of gelati-

nous silicic acid, and the liberation of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Analysis gave

—

SiO
a,

31-42

BeO, 10-97

MnO, 40-56

FeO, 2-99

A1
20„ 0-36

Mn, 8-59

S, 4-90= 99-88

Another interesting mineral was found in pit No. 2, but un
:

fortunately in so very small amounts that a complete quanti-

tative analysis of it could not be made without using all of the

material. It shows no crystal faces, but the structure is mucn

like that of the normal' columbite that occurs at this mine.

The color is pinchbeck-brown, with a tinge of purple, causing

the mineral to look like bornite. The purple may be a color

from partial alteration, as it is quite intense on some particles.

The streak is very pale yellowish brown to flesh-red. Hard-

ness=6'5. Sp. gr.=6'82. In composition it is a tantalate,

* Mr. S. L. Penfield, in hia analyses published in this Journal in October, 188

(xxir, 250), concludes that the thorina present is from mixture with thorite.-—'5'
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mainly of manganese, with a large amount of lime, and a small

amount of iron. The examination was made by Mr. Dunning-

ton who ascertained with certainty the absence of &
acid. Possibly this mineral may be allied to Nordenskjold's

mangantantalite.

The following minerals also occur, but very rarely

:

Galena.—Small fragments of galena are found somel

pit No. 2. The largest particles seen by me have the dimen-

sions of from 8 to 5cm . This galena is said to be argentiferous.

It has not been tested here.

Stibnite.—Mr. G. W. Fiss, of Philadelphia, who has taken

great interest in collecting the minerals of the Amelia mica

mines, informs me that he has found stibnite among them in

one piece. I have seen no pure stibnite, but have in my pos-

session some fragments of mixed galena and stibnite.

Pyrochlore.—Ur. Fiss informs me that he has found a piece

'• i'yr.>i;hlore also at these mines. I have seen none.

Apatite and black tourmaline occur very rarely in pits No. 1

and 2. A brick-red mineral also is found in very minute par-

No 2 [1 has the hardness of fluorite, and gave

Mr. W. H. Seamon reactions for cerium, indicating the pres-

ence of fluocerite.

One or two additional minerals from this locality remain to

be more fully examined, and they will probably prove to be of

mterest.

University of Virginia. Jan. 27, 1883.

„ „i Limit or Thickness of the Con-

Jersey and adjacent States; by J. C.

Smock, New Brunswick, N. J.

[Read at the Montreal meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science.]

A papee under the above title was presented by the author

to the Association at the meeting at Saratoga Springs, in 1870.

^he discussion which followed its '!
e su

^!f"
tod further explorations in the field and a general review of the

*hole question. The results of field work in 1880 1881 and

•m, with the revised data of previous years, have been

] ncorporated in this paper.

i across that

State. The existence of such a moraine and of a southern limit

to the glacial drift in New Jersey was suggested to the author,

3a 1876, by Professor George H. Cook, State Geologist. JJur-
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ing the summer of that year it was traced across the State from

Perth Amboy to the Delaware River, near Belvidere. The

work was the subject of a paper read at. the Wilkesbarre meet-

ing of the American Institute of Mining Engineers in May,

1877, by Professor Cook.* A short notice of it appeared in

the annual report of the State Geologist for 1877. f In *he

next annual report of the State Geological Survey the moraine

was more fully described and pon a State

map accompanying that report. The course across Staten

Island and L ni» 1-1 w \ as given,—as the continuation of the

New Jersey moraine. Its course in Pennsylvania was traced

and described by Professor Frederick Prime, Jr., of the Geolog-

ical Survey of that State.:}: The general subject of a continen-

tal moraine from Long Island westward, to Iowa and Mione-

Bota, has been discussed by Professor T. C. Ohambei
Geologist of Wisconsin, in a memoir entitled, " On th

and Significance of the Wisconsin Kettle Moraine," published

by the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences. Professor Chamberlin

has correlated the eastern and western terminal moraines in an

article in this Journal for August, 1882. The eastern continu-

ation of the moraine, on Long Island, was described by Warren

dpbam, lately of the New Hampshire Geological Survey, in

this Journal in 1879.§ The results of the labors of Professor

H. C. Lewis of the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, in map-

ping out the southern limit of the ice sheet in Pennsylvania,

have not yet appeared.

While engaged in tracing the course of the moraine in New
Jersey, the questions of the thickness of the ice of t

and the rise of its upper slope, were suggested by tl

heights of its mounds and the absence" of drift on the higher

peaks which stood in its course. The terminal moraine repre-

sents materials pushed forward under the foot of the glacier,

and also earth and stone carried on its surface and dropped as

it melted and retreated northward. The heights of these

ficeumulated heaps may in places have been equal to the

greatest thickness of the ice front, although in general the

moraine woujd fall short of that of the glacier. As we see it,

this terminal moraine varies in height from point to point.

The inequalities are no doubt largely <>v. mj to invioihintie- m

the original deposition. But the di'-inidati<»n. which has been

in progress ever since the ice began to melt, has probably done

more in giving to it its present contours. It is possible to get a

minimum estimate for the thickness of the ice from some of the

* Transactions Am. Inst, of Mining Engineers, vol. vi, pp. 467-470, Easton,

f Ann. Rep. of the State Geologist for 1
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elevations in the line of the moraine. Poplar Hill, near Wood-
bridge, New Jersey, is 240 feet above tide ; Drift Hills near

Clifton Station on Staten Island, 190 feet; Prospect Hill,

Brooklyn, 194 feet ; Harbor Hill, near Roslyn, Long Island,

384 feet ; many others on Long Island are between 150 and

370 feet.* It is safe to conclude from these heights that the

thickness of the ice sheet in this southern loop of the Hudson
Valley was at least 200 to 400 feet. Other localities farther to

the west and northwest furnish data of like nature. At Felt-

ville in Union County, a bowlder limit is recognized at an

elevation of 400 feet above tide. On Second Mountain, west

of Feltville, there are scattered bowlders up to 440 feet. The
general level of the sandstone plain on the east side of the

First Mountain range is 150 feet, giving a difference of 250 to

290 feet as a measure of the ice at this point. Again, at Long
Sill, near Chatham in Morris County, the glacial dntt i-

wrapped about the north foot of the ridge and pushed forward

to the south on each side. The upper bowlder limit here is

390 feet high. The Pi § in the bottom of the

-^ sandstone valley on the east of this hill, is 177 feet above

tide or 200 feet below the bowlder line. Another locality,

sea in the drift, is on Snake Hill, near Den-

ville, also in Morris County. On the northern point of this

s°arp and r
- the moraine is traceable at an

elevation of 670 feet, but scattered bowlders as high as m<i

•-"; indicate the latter elevation a. the ice limit. The crest

ime of this range is 910 feet high. On each side the drift

^eeps southward, lvimi a-ainsi the hill. The general level ot

the plain noi ?
' Eeet, bat the wile:

rock floor is lower and consequent nave been
'x"^ than 200 feet thick as it encountered Snake Hill. It was

»<*. however, thick enough to reach the crest. Th.

Phenomena on the next hill to the west of Snake Hill are very

similar to what has been mentioned above. Three

approximately parallel, stood thus in the way of the

\nd were partly covered bv it. But their summits overtopped

^e ice and escaped glaciation. Dover in Morns * o.inty is a,

the foot of the moraine whose h( f »g Jhis

place 640 feet. The rapid rise in the dntt m - to 9o0 feet

northward indicates that the ice sheet thick*

'Jn-eetion. West of Dover the long valley, which may be

. n are nere

fcSnd lyfngXS th Sera ends ofPotsdam sandstone

ridges, while the intervening valley is filled with exceedingly

* EHas Lewis, Jr., in a note to Professor Dana m this Journal, III. vol. xin.
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coarse bowlder drift, modified and made from the destruction

of the once continuous moraine. These sandstone ridges also

were but partially covered by the glacier as it here neared its

most southern extension. The elevation of the drift upon them

varies from 700 to 900 feet. The highest points on the

Schooleys Mo uitaiu table land are the summits of the moraine

hills, which are 1,200 to 1,300 feet above tide. And this is

the maximum elevation along the line of the moraine in New
Jersey. From this height as compared with that of the Mus-

conetcong Valley on the west, there is a descent of 700 feet,

which becomes a measure of the ice as it lay in th

Westward the course of the moraine is more southwest. There

was a loop or tongue rd in the valley of the

Delaware. At Tonnsbury in Warren County there is a bowl-

der limit on Mt. Mohepinoki at 950 feet, which is at least 4o0

feet above the bottom of the Pequest Valley at th(

™ pper surface would seem to have been lower here than

hoolevs Mountain. In the valley of the Delaware the

drift hills range from 490 to 560 feet in height and are 250 to

320 feet higher than the river. The erosion of the river bed

may have been considerable since the close of the glacis

and this difference may be more than equal to the thickness et

th -lacier which tilled the val!e\ at this place.

From these notes on the moraine elevations in New Jersey,

the inference seems to be that the ice foot was highest in the

and was there thicker than elsewhere in the limits

of the State. The "lacier pushed southward in the red sand-

stone plain and attai I 30', at the mouth of

the Raritan River. The most souther! v point at

have any record of it. in the Delaware Valley, was near Belvi-

dere—in latitude 40° 50'. Both of these loops appeal

ter mar their southern edges than the mas
Highlands. The diffe

on the Highlands may ^ive us the rate of im reuse in thick .»-

from north to south. For example, at Dover the moraine «

22 miles north of the latitude of Perth Ambov. and the eleva-

tion at Dover is 640 feet. If at Ambov the ice was but little

above or near the level of tide- water, the rate of descent would

be nearly 30 feet per mile. Other examples could be cited,

but thev have been printed. (See Annual Report of the State

Geologist of New Jersey for 1877, pp. 12-13.) The mucli

greater rise per mile in the D
rate was not uniform. Nor is it at all pr
ments elsewhere will correspond in rate with the

referred to above. Inequalities in the surface over

ice moved, differences in the rate of accumulation
and ice as well as in that of its wasting away and its retrea «
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made uniformity in the front of the glacier for even 100 miles
of its course impossible.
Recognizing the southern limit of the glacier and finding

these evidences of its thickness along the terminal moraine,
as begun for points to the north which might have

been high enough to have escaped glaciation. Finding such
points we should have data for ascertaining the rate of rise in

)per slope of the ice. Existing glaciers, as those of
and, which are continental in extent, and the great ice

«ap of the Antarctic pole, give some hints of what we should
expect to find among the records left us by our continental
glacier. Professor Nordenskj ,M states -that in Greenland,
when at the extreme point which he reached, thirty geograph-
ica miles from the coast, he attained an elevation of 2200 feet,
ar»l that the inland ice constantly continued to rite toward the
Ulterior, so that the horizon toward the east, north and south,
was terminated by an ice-border almost as smooth as that of
t»eocean.

,>*

Dr. Hayes and his party penetrated inward to the distance

°J- about seventy miles. At that distance the altitude was
WOO feet, but the ascent had diminished from 6° to 2° on the

of the icy mass. But the ice has not covered
sO'ne of the highest peaks of Greenland and they stand out as

|f

Iar" < i" tin e< n ! are 1 iowii as "ice-barb islands," or
nunataks." One of the most noted of them explored by

Y
entenant Jensen of the R. D. navy is about fifty miles from

Ul e west coast, north of Frederieshaab and rises 3000 feet

• . to a height of 5000 feet above sea level,f Here
then we find a measure of the ice covering Greenland.^
The observations of geologists upon glacial phenomena in

Scotland, England and Switzerland indicate an upper limit to
the ice of the glaciers, ered these countries.
James Geikie, of H. M. Geological Survey, says in a paper on

a! Phenomena of the Outer Hebrides :"§ "The
'.ness of the ice sheet it is now possible to measure

w ith some approach to exactness. We have seen that the only
Points in the Outer Hebrides, which have escaped gli

are those that exceed a height of 1600 feet. Taking this, there-
fore, as the thickness of the ice that overflowed the lowest
ground of the Long Island and 3000 feet as the probable upper
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limits of the ice sheet in Western Ross and Sutherland, we
readily arrive at the depth of the ice sheet that filled up the

Mincli Meaa un, in North Harris,

to the mountains of Torridon, we have a distance of fifty-six

miles, so that the inclination of the surface of the Mer de Glace

was very little, the fall not being more than 1400 feet, or

about 1 in 211. But slight as that incline was, it was prob-

ably twice as great as that of the Mer de Glace that filled up

the German Ocean." This inclination, in other terms, is

twenty-five feet per mile.

Professor A. C. Eamsay, Director of the Geological Survey
of Great Britain, in his "Old Glaciers of Switzerland and

North Wales," says: "All through Britain and Ireland fcbw

drift rises well up on the flanks of the mountains, and in

Caernarvonshire and North Wales, generally, the surface, ia

over large areas more or less covered by true Glacial Drift,

rising from underneath the sea to a height of about 2300 feet

on some of the mountains."
In Switzerland, according to the Swiss geologists, a mighty

Mer de Glace moved down from the Alps and carried huge

blocks across the lower grounds to the Juras. "This vast

sheet of ice not less than 3000 feet in thickness, stretched

continuously outward from the Rhone Valley and abutted

upon the jura, the higher ridges of which rose above its

level."*

These phenomena of the glacial drift in Europe, which

have afforded data for measuring the thickness and the slope

of the upper surface of the ice sheets of the glacial epoch,

have suggested the examination of like phenomena in our

territory, with a view to the discovery of facts of glaciation

enabling us to get a measure of the continental glacier which

covered the northern portion of our American continent.

A careful exploration of that part of New Jersev, which is

north of the terminal moraine, has thus far failed to discover

any peaks or crests which have escaped glaciation, or which

show no marks of a glacier. An examination of the highest

mountains of the New York Highlands and also of the Mtv
Schunemu i

| j 3covered glacial markings on all

of these high points.

The Shawangurik Mountain also is glaciated to its crest.

The lofty table land of the Pokono Mountains in Pennsyl-

vania near the line of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

railroad, whose summit is 1970 feet above tide, was found cov-

ered by glacial drift. A single ridge, however, of this same

range and same geological formation, known as Pokono Knob,

eight miles west-northwest of Stroudsburg, Pa., appears to

* "The Great Ice Age," James Geikie, p. 371.
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have stood above the ice. Bowlders and drift earth cover its
nanks and constitute much of the surface material to within a
vertical distance of 50 to 100 feet of the top. On the crest of
tne ridge the ledges of grayish white conglomerate are much
broken up and lie in blocks. None of them show any glacial
markings. Nor are there any erratics or drift earth on this
crest. The absence of characteristic glacial phenomena leads
to the conclusion that the ice did not attain this height. The
mountain is 2025 feet high and the glacial limit may, there-
tore, be put at about 2000 feet. The whole country to the
eastward and southeast, including the Kittatinny Mountain—
at the Delaware Water Gap was covered by the glacier, and on
11 glacial markings are common.
But the testimony of Professor I. C. White, of the Pennsyl-

" logical Survey, who has examined Pokono Knob is
still more positive. He says :

" During the past year (1881) 1
made the survey of Monroe County and ascended Pocono
&nob, I WaS unable to find any evidences of glaciation, either
°* scratches or drift on its summit, hence I concluded that the
deep valley of Pocono Creek to the east had lowered the
"Pper limit of the ice, since on the Pocono plateau in Cool-
Jjugh tow I Were observed at an elevation of
2lo0 feet (A. T.f*

Professor White's survey of Susquehanna and Wavne
bounties discovered several peaks on the border line of these
counties which also escaped glaciation. Elk Mountain, Ararat
and Sugar Loaf of the Moosic Highlands appear to have stood
°«t, above the ice. Professor White says :

« 2200 feet (A. T.)
]

f the greatest elevation at winch 1 have observed direct evi-
dence of g] a . iatii.m eitlx r in t - laj « of morainic de'bris or
striated rock surfaces. All big I have ex-
amined are destitute of drift deposits."! North Knob, the
highest of these peaks, is 2700 feet high ; South Knob rises to

*>75 feet ; while Suo-ar Loaf and Ararat are 2450 and 2600
teet, respectively. As remarked by Professor White: "These
summits, which probably existed as elevated hills in pre-glacial
times, were left as islands in the ice moving southward, and
Reaped the uuiv.M-sal abrn< m to which every other portion of
™e township was subjected ; for no appearance of drift or

glacial scratches can be found on their sides or summits."

jhese driftless peaks are about sixty-five miles north of Belvi-

aere, the most southern point i

trier in the

Delaware Valley. And the rate of rise in the upper slope

V-*
1?**61 " to the

~
authoc of this PaPer from Prof^" r W!lit0

'

Morpmtown, W.

1882.
x:v\ Wayno i.'ounr/." !>y I. C. white.
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may have been near thirty-five feet per mile, although from

the fact of the glaciation on the Pocono Highlands considera-

bly farther south, we should infer that the rise was by no

means uniform, but was much faster near the glacier front.

Sam's Point, the highest part of the Shawangunk range and

2341 feet high (according to Professor Guyot), which is in the

same latitude as the Moosic Highlands, is glaciated to the top.

Walnut Hill or Liberty Hill, in Sullivan County, New York,

also exhibits glacial abrasion and drift to within 200 feet of its

summit, or at an altitude of 2000 feet.

During a short visit to the Catskill Mountain region, in the

summer of 1877, the great height of the western and south-

western peaks of that mountain group suggested the possibility

of finding there the upper limit of the ice, and the ascent of

Hunter Mountain was made that season. Visits have been

made to this region each year since, and many of the more

prominent, and all the higher peaks, have been ascended and

their slopes and summits examined for glacial phenomena.

The excellent and valuable map of Professo'r Guyot, published

in 1879 * has served as a constant guide and furnished the data

for elevations, although an independent series of barometric

i has been taken and found to agree closely r~*agree cic
_

the figures of Guyot's map. In this group of mountains there

are at least fifty peaks which exceed 3000 feet, and three which

are over 4000 feet high. The general trend of the mountain

ranges is northwest and southeast, but the higher peaks stand

on northeast and southwest lines. The amount of erosion in

the Catskills has been very great, since the strata are nearly

everywhere horizontal, or inclined but a few degrees from the

horizon. The main valleys appear to have been eroded prior

to the glacial epoch, and the existing features were largely de-

termined by the long-continued wear of pre-glacial waters, so

that the ice sheet did little beyond filling partly some of the

valleys and abrading the more prominent of the lower ridges.

The valleys are, essentially, of erosive origin, obscured, how-

ever, now I ces. In some of them,

as that of the Batavia Kill in Windham, the Stony Clove

and Woodland Valley, there are very plainly marked moraines,

j the existence and retreat of local glaciers. The

larger valleys of the Schoharie Kill, the east branch of the

Delaware, and the Esopus Creek, also have their moraines,

though not so well defined. Subsequent to the retreat of the

great mass of the continental glacier these valleys were no

doubt occupied by detached glaciers. The torrents flowing

from them evidently modified much of the older drift and de-

posited it in a stratified form in these valley bottoms as we now

* This Journal, III, vol. xix, pp. 429-451.
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see it. In this way the moraines were partly destroyed.
Ascending these valleys to their head, the upper limits of the
thick drift masses are reached, beyond which, on , the steeper
mountain slope, the explorer finds the evidences of glaciation
in roches mouionnees and scattered bowlders only. The
heights of these moraine limits vary somewhat \

valleyr "

;h<

the Stony Clove Notch it is about 2000 feet ; in the notch v .

of Slide Mountain, and at the headwaters of the Nev
ja 2650 feet ; near Summit Station, on the U. & D. railroad
Ime, it is 2200 feet; near Margaretvi lie, 2000 feet; on the
southeast slope of Mt. Pisgah, northwest of Margaretvi He, it is

2800 feet ; and ueur Slumlord, at the head of the west branch
of the Delaware, it is 2000 feet. Of course, it will be under-
stood that r .; posits are. to a great extent.

ed by the configuration of the rocky floors or valleys
in which they ver- d.-p.-fh-d. :u 1 t-i.-ir .•levaii<»n is, therefore,

lately that of these valleys. But. inasmuch as the
siopos rise much higher, allordimr surface ibr deposition at

lihulcs, ii is probable that the average of these eleva-

tions, from 2000 to 2800 feet, was the upper limit of the
tnoraine profonde, or till. The scratched ledges, sub-angular

.ml -r;i\el, and the placed earth, which lie on the
higher slopes, indicate that the ice encountered the more ele-

vated mountain sides and left its marks upon them. And this

sparse drift was, doubtless, from the upper surface of the gla-

cier. In order to ascertain the thickness of the ice the heights
of these higher markings and deposits must be found. And
here it should be stated that the examination of the higher
slopes and the summits is rendered difficult by the accumu-
lations of the forest growth upon them and by the wear of sub-

aerial agencies, as frost and water, during the ages since the

close of the glacial epoch. The action of frost may have oblit-

erated all the more exposed markings. The rock also is not
the best fitted to retain sdarial marks. The results of our re-

peated visit- to this neh"! point to a general a >s< ice of all the

more chara- above an average ele-

ction of 8000 feet above tide level. Above this horizon the

forms are apparently the result of aqueous and atl

agencies. The proofs of such an upper limit to the glacier

may be given in the following order:

.
1. Above it the outcropping rocks are more abrupt and pre-

cipitous, even on the no ere are no marks of

any abrading or polishing agent. No roches moutonnks have

°een discovered on these higher peaks and slopes.
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2. The outcrops and the surface on these summits and

higher slopes are made up either of angular, sharp-edged rocks

in place, or the slightly worn blocks and rock fragments and

earth of the same nature as the ledges, and apparently derived

from them. Much of this material seems to have been broken

off by the action of frost. Had a glacier moved over these

mountain tops it would have removed this debris, or rounded

the stones and more prominent ledges.

3. There is a general absence of drift earth and of stones

foreign to the rocks in situ. There do not appear to be any

erratics nor mixed earths. A glacier would have left some for-

eign materials to mark its course.

4. The phenomena on these higher peaks correspond with

what are so common and so characteristic of the country lying

south of the terminal moraine. No glacialist can avoid noting

this resemblance. If the latter is unglaciated, the former must

be also.

The only explanation left is that there was a limit to the ice

sheet, above which it did not go. It was not thick enough to

cover all of these peaks.

The following table gives the elevations of glacial drift Of

markings. The heights were determined by barometric ob-

servations, viz :

On Black Dome 2940 feet.

North Mountain 2500 "

Indian Head, or Round Top 2800 "

Overlook Mountain (stri®) 3000 "

High Peak (old Round Top) 3250 "

Hunter Mountain 2800 "

Wittemberg Mountain 2900 "

Slide Mountain 3080 "

Mt. Pisgah (west of Margaretville) . . 2930 "

Ontiora 3300 "

Utsyanthia 3200 "

These heights are the upper limits to which glacial phenom-
ena could be traced with certainty. No doubt more careful

explorations, by uncovering the 'rock, would discover some
markings at greater heights. We have given what has ap-

peared to be the general horizon. Local variations, even with-

in narrow limits, would be expected. It should also be borne

in mind that the existence of the great glacier, filling all the

lower valleys, and overtopping many of the peaks of the t Vii>-

kills necessitated a degree of cold and other conditions which

favored the accumulations of snows on these higher peaks,

analogous to the snow coverings of all mountain peaks above

the snow line. And in some cases they may have amounted
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to incipient glaciers, whose melting did much to mix materials

and round off ledges and bowlders or loose blocks. The
rounded ledges of some localities above the horizon given

above, and the slightly rounded rock fragments found near

them, may have hud their origin in some such way.

The direction of the stria? and the grooves are omitted, as

not pertinent to the question. Suffice it to say here that they

ndieate a - nerai ~.>utli west movement.
That such an upper limit of the glacier was probable lias

been indicated repeatedly by Professor James D. Dana in his

Manual o! ( reoiogy and' iii articles in this Journal. In one

i thesi lattei « tin M ; \ tlle\ Gla< i< i he says: "On
tiie CaNl.dl- the -laei.-r scratches reach to a height of 2235

feet—the elevation at the Mountain Hoi"" '

the existence of ice and snow to a height

and if the snow had this height over the whole southern pla-

teau it would , ave :i!.ikk| complete', < buried it, with the excep-

tion of the hh. ier Cats . II sumi .it.-.
' T is I: iguage seems

almost prophetic. But the ice reached higher than Professor

Dana at that time supposed, though still not high enough to

bury the higher summits.
The only mountains in New England which approach the

i Id the same latitude are Mt.

Everett in Massachusetts and ( IrevL >ek. in the same State, but

.-! to the north. 0\ the first-named, Professor Dana

says that its ulaeiated summit "affords evidence that the ice

eh eovei d \. < Midland n tin Glacial Period overtopped

this mountain, and had an elevation in that region not much

the height there at not less than 5800 feet Calculating the

slope of the upper surface of the glacier over New England

from these data, it follows that the height above the region of

New Haven, in southern Connecticut, may have exceeded

5000 feet, and could hardly have been less than 1500. f

Mt. Everett is due east from Overlook Mountain (ol I

kill group) and is eighty-eight miles north of the

moraine on Lon- Island. From the Slide and Wittemberg

Mountains to thesame moraine—at Perth Amboy—the

is 108 miles. These figures give a descent to the gla.

face of less than thirty feet to the mile, and less than —
.

closely with that ob-

tained by Professor Geikie for the Scottish Glacier, viz:

211 -
i u

From what is known of the Greenland glacier and the gn

Antarctic ice-cap we should infer that the inclination oi

* This Journal, II, vol. xxxv, p. 249.

+ This Journal, III, vol. x, p. 168.
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continental ice-sheet of the glacial epoch was not uniform

The rise was probably steep near the margin. And the higb

glaciated points near the line of the terminal moraine indicate

that such was the fact. Thus, near Feltville and Summit, the

drift-covered Springfield Mountain, which is about a mile north

of the line, is nearly 600 feet high.

The high drift-hills near Mount Hope (960 feet) show a great

thickness near the margin. The height of Schooleys Mountain

drift has been referred to, and the thickness of the ice in the

fccong Valley. Northward the angle of the slope

ted and the glacier surface approximated to a great

level plain. The distance between the high, southwestern

peaks of the Catskills, and Pocono Knob in Pennsylvania^ is

sixty miles. The difference in the elevation of the glacier

could not have exceeded 1000 feet. In that direction the slope

was less than on a meridian line from the Catskills, southward.

Going north, the highest peaks of the Adirondacks are 150

miles distant from the Catskills, and the Green Mountains are

quite as far away in the north-northeast. Assuming that the

rise was fifteen feet per mile only, it would have been enough
to have overtopped Mt. Marcy and Mt. Mansfield, and, of

course, all the lower peaks in these groups of mountains.

The explorations of Professor Charles H. Hitchcock show that

even the White Mountains were submerged by the ice of the

glacier. So that we have no outstanding peaks farther north.

The great glacier appears to have covered the whole of New
England and northern New York, and to. have filled the Hud-
son Valley to a depth of at least 3000 feet, as far south as the

Catskills, burying the Berkshire Hills, the Shawangunk Moun-
tain range, and the Highlands of southern New York, in its

icy folds. Above it stood the higher peaks of tli

and the summits of the Moosic Highlands as isolated land-

marks—or islands in the great Mer de Glace.



'eoloffical Chemistry of Yellowstone National Park.

Geyser Waters and Deposits.

1. Mammoth Hot Springs, Old 9th Tet

2. Deposit from Mammoth Hot Springs.—This was in wh
masses evidently incrustations. The structure was distinc

radiated. It was soluble in hydrochloric acid with efferv
cence, leaving only a trace of residue.

Calcium carbonate 96 -SO

Magnesium carbonate 1 '36

Alumina and iron oxide -- 0*45

Silica - 0-25

Water. - --- 0-50

Cleopatra Spring.

Sodium chloride

Calcium sulphate

Calcium carbonate . . -

!i carbonate
3-500

98'392
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Bocks of the Park; by William Beam.

3. Bock from Yellowstone Canon near Falls.—Consists of

white, opaque fragments, rough to the touch. Fracture con-

choidal, texture porous. Hardness, 3"5; sp. gr., 2-36; fusi-

bility, .to. Gives a colorless bead with microcosmic salt and

borax; moistened with cobalt nitrate and heated, it turns

bright blue. Hydrochloric acid dissolves 14-6 per cent of the

powdered mineral. Analyses gave :

AlAand Fe
Q
6

3
25-65

Cab \ :.
tiaces

KO -76

Na
4

-43

H
9

8-70

100-14

The rock has the appearance and qualities of a very compact

or baked clay; it adheres strongly to the tongue; when

breathed upon has a distinct pipe-clay odor, and the powder

becomes plastic with water. Not being familiar with this

region, I am unable to give a full explanation of the character

of this rock ; but I incline to the view that it is a clay meta-

morphosed by proximity to a dyke or lava stream. The speci-

mens examined may have been taken at some distance from

the source of heat, as it seems difficult to suppose that a clay

would retain its plasticity after having been heated to the

degree which immediate contact with the melted rock would

4. Trachyte from Junction Valley.—The pieces were greenish-

blue, interspersed with white and dark spots andsma!
of free silica. Fracture uneven. Hardness, 4 -5 ; sp. gr., 2 '84;

fusi ' ity, 5*5. Gives reaction with borax for iron. Heated

with cobalt nitrate, the whole parts become blue and the rest

brown. Composition

:

SiO, 69-90

CaO ) .

MgO \ -

K,0 ....

NaO ..

H
a
O by i



This article embodies such information as the author has
obtained in regard to the earthquakes which occurred on the
American continent and adjacent islands during the vear 1882,
with notice of some earlier ones not before reported here.
Items which depend on single sources of information usually

nave their source indicated ; and if regarded as doubtful, are
printed in smaller type.

J-'

or assistance in collect! ig information the author is auain
indebted to J. M. Batchelder, Esq., of Boston ; to Professor
*• E. Nipher, of the Missouri Weather Service ; to Dr. J. W.
Dawson, of Montreal ; to Charles Carpmael, of the Meteorolog-
ical Service of Toronto ; and especially to Mr. Edwin Eockstroh,
of the Ynstituto National, at G latemala, to whose kindness are

mi
1 *16 unusuaUy fill region.

The Monthly Weather Eeview of the U. S. Signal Service
Qas also furnished much valuable information.

1879.

June 8.—10.51 a. m. An earthquake occurred at San Jose de
Costa Rica.

Jane 19.—3.00 a. m. A slight shock at Guatemala.
Sept. 21.—ii.i3 A . M . A weak shock at San Jose" de Costa Rica.
Oct. 11.—12.45 a. m. A slight shock at Guatemala.
Nov. 18.—10.40 a. m. A weak shock at San Jose de Costa Rica.

Dec, 29.-7.43 p. m. A somewhat strong earthquake at San Jose
de Costa Rica.

1880.

Jan. ii._8.42 p. if. A slight shock at Guatemala.

The following were all at San Jose de Costa Rica,

fan. 7 and 26. Weak shocks.
Alar. 3.—9.50 a. m. A weak shock.
Mar. 17.— io.32 a. m. A strong shock.

May 15.—8.31 p. m. A light shock.
May 22.—6.17 p. m. A light shock.
May 25.-2.58 a. m. A strong shock of seven or eight seconds*

duration.
July 13.—7.30 p. m. A weak shock.
Dec. 30.—10.04 p. m. An earthquake of three seconds' duration.

A *. Jour. Boi.—Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 149.—Mat, 1883.
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Mar.
were felt at San Marcos, a town northwest from Guatemala.

Mar. 7.—7.52 a. m. A slight shock, lasting three seconds, re-

ported from Dos Caminos, Mexico.

Mar. 15.—1.50 p. m. A moderate shock lasting four seconds at

the same place.

Mar. 29. A moderate shock (N. to 6k), reported from Oaxaca

(12.50 p. m.), and Tlacolula (12.55 p. m.).

Mar. 30. Slight shocks reported at Villa Juarez Ixtlan (12.55

a. m., N. to S., 5 sec), and at San Carlos Yautepec (1.30

p. m., E. to W., 4 to 6 seconds.).

The last four items are by E. R., from a Mexican paper.

April 6. A heavy shock reported from San Salvador, Central

America.

April 16 to 22. More than fifteen moderate shocks, all vertical,

reported from San Salvador during these six days.

April 27.— 10.20 a. m. and 11.30 a. m., moderate shocks at Guate-

April 28. At 9 p. m. a violent shock with vertical movement,

lasting more than fifty seconds, did some <l;un;m>' at Mana-

gua, in western Nicaragua, and was followed by other SfiOMl

at 10.00, 11.00 and 11.30 p. m. The first shock was also re-

ported as very heavy at San Juan del Sur and Chinandega,

and was felt at various points between these places.

May 13.—5.30 p. m. A slight shock, S. to K, duration three

seconds, at San Carlos Yautepec, Mexico.

May 27.—12.15 p. >r. A slight shock, duration three seconds, at

Oaxaca, Villa Juarez Ixtlan, and San Carlos Yautepec (S. to

N.), Mexico, and also at San Cristobal las Casas (1 p. m., E.

May 29.—1.40 p. m. A slight shock at Guatemala.

Aug. 13.—12.30 p. m. A strong earthquake at San Marcos, Gua-

temala; felt also slightly at the capital city.

Sept. 25.— 4.20 p. m. An earthquake of about two seconds' dura-

tion at San Cristobal las Casas, (Chiapas) Mexico.

Oct. 3.—9.30 p. m. A slight shock at Acaponeta, Mexico.

Oct. 17. At 12.50 a. m. a shock of two seconds' duration at 00*

Caminos, Mexico. At 1.55 p. m. a strong shock, duration

three seconds, at Chilpancingo.

- Also at Mexcala, hour not given, a strong shock of two

seconds' duration, probably coincident with that last men-
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shock at Tehuantepec, Mexico,
duration six seconds.

Oct. 20.—2.58 p. m. Another shock at same place, duration four
seconds ; reported also at Juchitan, with direction E. to W.

Oct. 21.—At 8.05 p. m. a shock, E. to W., duration three seconds
at Tlacolnla, Mexico.

At 9.22 p. m. and 11.30 p. M. shocks of six and two seconds,
at Tehuantepec, with subterranean rumbling.

• A shock was reported the same day from Oaxaca, hour not
stated, direction E. to W., duration six seconds; very likely

coincident with one of those mentioned above.

°ct. 22 to 27. Shocks were noted at Tehuantepec as follows :

22d, 4.10 a. M. (6 seconds) ; 8.15 p. m. (-5 seconds) ; 9.20 P. M.

(3 seconds) ; 11.30 p. M. (4 seconds). 23d, 1.00 a. m. (11 sec-

onds and rumbling); S.53 a. M. (rumbling); 9.30 A. m., 10.00

(all 8 or 4 seconds).' 27th, 10.03 a. m. '(N. to S., 8 seconds).

All the above items, in 1879-81, are from Mr. E. Rockstroh, of
Guatemala.

1S82.

Jan. 8.—5.10 p. m. A shock of ten seconds' duration at Cape
Lookout, N. C. U. S. Weath. Rev.

Jan. 20.— 10.02 p. M . A slight shock at Guatemala. E R.

Jan. 26. Two severe shocks in the evening at Centreville, Cal.

Feb. 3—2.40 a. M. A sharp shock, direction apparently S. to N.,

at San Gorgonio, California. U. S. Weath. Rev.

Feb. 12.—1.30 a. m. A shock at Pagosa Springs, Lake City, and
Capitol City in southwestern Colorado.

Feb. 26.—6.25 p. m. A shock, lasting three or four seconds, at

Murray Bay, Quebec.
^ar. 2. At 2.48 a. m. a strong shock, lasting twenty-four sec-

onds, was felt at Guatemala, and the neighboring places,

doing some damage in Antigua, At .3.58 a. m. a less heavy
shock follows. 1 hi-tinu -<'\"cnti ••en seconds. The direction of

these two shocks at Guatemala was S.W. to N.E. The
same night five moderate shocks were reported from Salama,
a town sixtv miles north from Guatemala. E. R.

X.E. to S.W.

San Jose de Costa Rica ; duration. forty-seven seconds. It

svas felt also in I'lmfan-ua^. \lajucla, Heredia and ( irfa-o.

LI. 30 p. jr. of 3d and 4.30 a. m. of 4th.

The first accounts of this earthquake were -r< at!v exag-

gerated, reporting a loss of several thousand lives. The real

lamage appears to have been very slight.
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r< ii._4 p. m. A slight shock, N. to 8., at San Diego, Cali-

fornia; reported also from Poway, California, at 3.30 p. m.

r. 16.—1.15 a. m. A strong shock at San Jose de Costa Rica;

duration, two seconds. E. R.

r. 16. A shock in the n

r. 16.—1.46 p. m. A light shock in San Francisco, California

U. S. Weath. liev.

r. 21.—1.30 a. m. A weak, and at 2.42 a. m. a strong, shock a

San Jose de Costa Rica. E. R.

ch. At Salinas City, California, light shocks twice during the month.6
U.S. Weath. Rev.

eral shocks reported in th<

;erdam, N. Y. J. M. B.

April 11.—11 P. m. A slight shock in New Orleans, La. 2T. T. Times.

April 13.—6.30 a. m. A sharp shock, N. to S., lasting ahout fou:

seconds, in San Francisco, Cal. U. S. Weath. Bev.

April 17. "A few minutes past two o'clock " a sharp shock at Hopkinton, N. Q

10.48 p. m. the vicinity of Portland, Oregon,

/ two earthquake shocks, i

light, the second
shaken by two earthquake shocks, a few seconds :

general west-east direction. Another light

shock followed at 12.25 a. m. of May 1. The heavier

shock was reported as far north as Olympia, W. T., and

Victoria, B. A.
May 1. An earthquake at East Greenwich, R. I. J- M -

B '

May 8. About 4 a. m. a slight shock at Concord, N. H. Concord Monitor.

May 11.—8 p. m. A slight shock at Pagosa Springs, Col.

U.S. Weath. Bev.

May 21.—9. 37 p. m. A moderate earthquake in Guatemala. E. R-

June 8 to 10. At 11.52 p. m. of 8th, at 9.20 p. m. and 9.28 p. m.

of 9th, and at 10.37 p. m. of 10th, moderate earthquakes W
Guatemala. E. R-

June 27.-5.22 a. m. Two severe shocks at San Francisco and

vicinitv, each about ten seconds' duration, with four >evomh

betwee'n. They were felt along the coast from Petaluma to

Hollister, and as far inland as Stockton.

July 15.—7.45 p. m. A sharp shock at San Francisco, Cal., felt

slightly at Point San Jose.

July 19.—2.35 p. m. A very severe shock in the City of M«>» '"';

lasting two and a half minutes. It was said to be the most

m. A shock, duration fifteen seconds, at Cairo,
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July 28. A single shock, hour not stated, at Ironton, Mo.

July 31. About noon a lio-ht shock at Cape Mendocino, Cal.

V. 8. Weath. Rev.

Aug. l.—6 p. m. A light earthquake at Point des Monts, at the

mouth of the St. Laurence River. Canadian Meteorol. Serv.

Aug. 8. Light shocks, S.E. to N.W., at Oakland, Cal. U. S. Weath. Rev.

Aug. 9.—8.45 p. m. A lio-ht shock at San Francisco, Cal.

U. S. Weath. Rev.

Aug. 15.—10.30 a. m. A strong earthquake at Point des Monts,

Quebec. Canadian Meteorol. Serv.

Aug. 24.-3.56 p. m. A moderate earthquake in Tecpan, Patzi-

zia and Quezaltenango, Guatemala. E. R.

Aug. During the month two severe earthquakes and several

minor shocks occurred in Caraccas, Veuezuela.

H. J). Warner, in Atlantic Monthly.

Aug. At Salinas, Cal., shocks were felt twice during the mon
J^- R&v

^Pt. 6. Au earthquake iu Aux Cayes, Hayti. Tray (AT. T.), Daily Times.

Sept. 7. About 3.20 a. m. (variously given from 3.15 to 3.24),

the isthmus of Panama was shaken by a very seven- earth-

quake lasting about sixty seconds. This violent shock had

been preceded by rumblings, and was followed by another

shock after half an hour, and by other ligl f r >!>•> i- Inn ,

that and the succeeding davs, especially at 1 p. m._ and

11.30 p. m. of 7th, and about 5 a. m. of the 9th. The violent

shock affected a very wide extent of country. It w;i< lelt at

Panama, Aspinwall and generally throughout the

and adjacent islands ; at Rivas and Greytown in Nicaragua ;

at Guayaquil, in Ecuador ; at Buenaventura and (

in Colombia; at Maracaibo and Caracas m \ < ne/.uela; that

is, alono- the wh<»h- in, rth western coast of South America.

At Panama the Cathedral and other public buildings were

partly overthrown and fifty or sixty house, were iu.iur.-d.

The damage was estimated at $250,000. Two lives were

host by falling walls. The railroad between Aspinwall and

Panama was Injured in many places by the sinking ol the

road-bed and the breaking of culverts, and the telegraph

cable from Aspinwall to Jamaica was broken by the shocks

about fifty miles from the isthmus. At Caraccas, where the

most violent shock occurred at 2.20 v. m
,

tin- So-

to eight persons killed, twenty-six wounded, mUviu,.

ings totally destroyed and sixty-seven others badly cracked.

** If In the evening a slight shock reported in Caledonia, Livingston County,

Sept. 1 9.—4.17 p m. A moderate earthquake in Guatemala. K R.

^Pt 20. At noon a light earthquake at Point des Monts Que-

bec Canadian Meteorol. Serv.
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t. 27. At 4.20 a. m. (St. Louis, Mo., time), a somewhat

severe earthquake was felt throughout southern Illinois. Its

influence extended Avest and east, from Mexico, Mo., to

Washington, Ind., and Henderson, Ky.; and north and south

from Springfield, 111., to Pinckneyville, 111., being reported

from numerous places within these limits. The area affected

would therefore be an ellipse, measuring 250 miles east and

west by 160 miles north and south. From many places

round about this area and in its borders came the report that

no shock was felt, so that its boundary is pretty well defined.

The time stated above is based upon several closely accord-

ant and trustworthy observations in and near St. Louis.

The reports from other persons varied all the way from

2.15 a. m. to 5.05 a. m. The reports of direction were

equally various, but on the whole point to a general east-

west motion which is also indicated by the form of the dis-

trict affected. In very many places more than one shock

was reported, the number being variously given from two to

twelve. In almost all places subterranean rumbling was

heard, but a few places, as Whitehall, 111., and Louisiana,

Mo., distinctly reported that no sound was heard. The

motion was sufficient to crack chimneys, overthrow small

objects, as toilet bottles, and set pictures vibrating. This

summary is based on reports from over fiftv different places,

for many of which I am especially indebted to Professor I.

E. Nipher.

Campo, Cal., lasting

U. JS. Weath. Rev-

Oct. 8. At 2.00 a. M. a heavy shock, lasting several seconds, at

San Diego, Cal.; felt generally in the surrounding country.

Oct. 8.—5.00 a. m. A sharp shock at Antigua, W. I.

N. Y. Times.

Oct. 9. News of this date from Cape Haytien, W. I., says:

" Three slight shocks of earthquake were felt here during the

past week."

Oct. 10.—-U5 a. m. A slight shock at Montreal; felt also at

Lachine, St. Hiliare, Huntingdon and other points near.

Oct. 11.— 11.15 i'. m. »A slight shock at Panama.
Oct. 12. -An earthquake shock 'is reported to have been felt in the southern

part of Humboldt Co., Nev." IT. S. Weath. Rev.

Oct. 13.—4 p. m. Two sharp shocks at St. Thomas, W. I

Oct. 14-15. About midnight southern Illinois again felt several

shocks of earthquake similar to that of Sept. 27tn "

feebler. The district affected was from St. Lou
Charles, Mo., east and northeast to Sprii

111. It was also reported at Indianapolis, Ind. There

appear to have been at least three distinct shocks, tbe first at

11.49 P. m.. St. Louis lime (repurted at Collinsville, H-50*

p. M.); another between 12 and 1 a. m.. and a third between
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4 and 5 a. m. At Manchester, Scott Co., 111., the times were

given as 12.33 a. m. and +.35 a. m. Most observers reported

only two of the three shocks, some the first two and others

the last two. Centralia, 111., was the only place where all

three were reported.
Oct. 15. At 12.30 p. M. a slight shock reported at Murphy, TS. C

B r
U.S. Weath. Rev.

(Should p. m. be a. m., and this be a part of the earthquake in Illinois already

Oct. 20.—1.40 a. m. A slight shockat Lima, Peru. JV. T. Times.

Oct. 20.—2.15 a. m. A severe shock at San Francisco, Gal., felt

lightly at Point San Jose.

Oct. 20. At 7.30 (a. m. ?), a slight shock at San Salvador, Cent.

Amer. ^. Y. Times.

Oct. 22.—At 12.10 a. m., Indianapolis time, a slight shock at

Greenville, Bond Co., 111.

Oct. 22. About 4.15 p.m. an earthquake was felt in northern

Texas, western Arkansas and eastern Kansas, and presum-

ably in the intervening portions of the Indian "

shod. ..

daries, and also, a< a light ^oek, !n,i. Wan

was fr<mi" Wh-hi'V Kan
'

whieh "'ave 4.10 v. m., Jefferson

Citv, Mo tin.
"

In ma'nv Mae. s
'

t u o or three pulsation*

were noticed, having a duration oi aUmt thiru •

all. Reports of direction are too various to I,

No damage was done other than overturning movable articles

and knocking bricks from chimney-tops.

°ct. 23. About 7 p.
"si. a slight shock reported at Newberne, N. 0. ^^ ^

Oct. 31.-6.45 P. if. A sharp shock at San Franei^-o, Cal.,
1;

It

also at Sonoma. Napa, lUdu.uu and San Rafael; vibration

east and west. .

Nov. 1. About 6.30 p.m. an extensive earthquafc

were X]nSntV^ i, m.. and iron, Salina. Kansas, At

some places three shoeks were notieed. I n<
'

uu
.

generally east and west, and the intensity sufficient to set

chandeliers vibrating. , ,

Nov. 14. In the morning an earthquake at Panama, felt on Dotn

by B. D. Kribben);
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Nov. 27.—6.30 p. m. A severe shock occurred at Welland, Allan-

burg, Port Colborne and other places along the Welland

Canal between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario.

Nov. 28.—5.15 p. m. A sharp shock at San Salvador, Cent. Amer.

Nov. 30. A second lighter shock at daylight at the same place.

N.Y. Tribune.

Dec. 11. Two slight shocks at Santiago de Cuba followed by a

more severe one on the morning of the 12th. JSf. Y Times.

Dec. 19. About 5.20 p. m. a shock occurred in the southeastern

part of New Hampshire. It was felt at Dover (5.15 p. m.),

Contoocook (5.20 p. m.), Concord (5.24 p. m.), New Market

(5.25 p. m.), and other neighboring places. It lasted several

seconds and was accompanied by a rumbling noise.

Dec. 19. Two slight shocks at Panama.

Dec. 19.—11.45 p. m. Two light shocks, east to west, at Visalia,

Cal. U. S. Weath. Rev.

Dec. 31. About 10.05 p. m. a decided shock with rumbling noise

was felt in Halifax, N. S. and other places along the railroad

to Truro. It was also reported from Eastport (9.55 p. m.),

Kockland (10.00 p. m.) and Bangor (9.30 p. m.), in Maine.

The above record for 1882 includes seventy-two items, of

which thirteen are in small type. They may be classified

geographically as follows:

Canada, 6

New England, 5, 3 doubtful.

Atlantic States, 6, 4 "

Mississippi Valley, 11, 2

Pacific Coast, 19, 3 "

Mexico and Central America,.. 18
Venezuela, 1

West Indies, 5, 1 "
Peru,... 1

The following may be selected as the more important of the

earthquakes noticed above

:

March 2, Guatemala ; March 3, Costa Bica ; April 30, Ore-

gon ; June 27. California; Sept. 7. Central America; Sept. 27,

Illinois; Oct 14. Illinois; Oct. 22, Arkansas, Kansas, etc.,

Nov. 7, Colorado and Wyoming.
Thirty-six items are added to the record of previ

They all refer to the Central American region, and are distriD-

uted as follows : 1879, six; 1880, nine ; 1881, twenty-one.

Princeton, N. J., March 12, 1883.
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Art. XXXVIL—A Four Years' Record of Earthquakes in

Japan, stud ieil in (heir Relation to the Weather and Seasons;

by Thos. H. Streets, M.D., U. S. Navy.

"From time immemorial it has been asserted by the natives

of the countries which are most frequently ravaged by earth-

quakes, that these commotions bear some intimate relation to

the movements of the atmosphere, and very generally coincide

with certain meteorological conditions, such as rainy seasons,

numerous storms, warm and damp winds."—(Reel us, Earth.)

Humboldt, likewise, seemed to have been impressed with the

importance of this relation. He says, "but if no meteorolog-

ical phenomena indicate the con. ather on the

morning of the shock or a few days previously, the influence of

I autumnal equinoxes),

the commencement of the rainy season in the tropics, after

long drought, cannot be overlooked even though the genetic

„ .-ssos, with those going ' ' ''

the interior of our globe, is still enveloped in obscurity. —
(Cosmos.)

Japan is preeminently a country of earthquakes, as the list

given abundantly testifies. It was compiled from t!

statistics kept at the United States Naval Hospital at Yoko-

1; -na, Jat.au which is a station for taking international meteo-

rological observations. The list includes every shock, that

could be appreciated without the aid ol s seismo

occurred in a period of four years, beginning with 1878: ana,

counting o separated by a lapse of several

hours; there were in this period 124 distinct shocks. There is

uo questioning the accuracy of the accompanying observations

which were carefully recorded every three hours. The height

of the barometer above the sea-level is llo feet

In the first place I think we may conclude that the barom-

eter gives no indication of the approach of an earthquake
;

but

the charts would indicate that they are associated with a com-

paratively high state of atmospheric pressure. Between we
highest and lowest barometer with which they were accom-

panied, there is a variation of little more than one inch, trorn

30-44 to 29-33; and within those limits we have them occurring

most variable conditio!

was rising and when it was falling,

steady.

At first sight it would appear as if the shocks were

^d with atmospheric commotions. About 75 per centof

them preceded, or accompanied, rainy or threaten^^ththe
or heralded clearing weather. To one unacquainted with the
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Date. Number. Time.
j
Barometer. sty. Remark

1878
|

Jan. 22 2 shocks
-J

Feb. 5 'slight shock

23 2 shocks
24 shock

Mar. 5
\
sharp shock
light shock

7 slight shock
Apr. 9 slight shock

28 slight shock
Mayiolslight shock

1 1 light shock-

Jim. 11 smart shock

22 shock

July 5 light shock

lSlsmTrt shock

Aug.

Sep. 30ilight shock

::i Hgl^hoek
Nov. 5 light shock

26 smart sh ,-k

27 light shock-

Dec 14 smart shock
24 smart shock

Jan. 3 shock

23 light shook

Feb. "2ismart shock

27: smart shock
Mar. 4:heavy shock

10:sho°ck

Apr.l4 1ight shock

:k27 i

7.26 p

!•.';»;

'

2.4.5 i

ll! 1.7 i

5.2o A

oil.; a

3.32 A

ft. 32 a

9.4 .1 p

:».20 a

ul

.V

3000 rising

30-04 steady

29-93 rising

3000 falling

30-24 rising

falling

-

;

29-74

29-76 falling

30-14 falling

,-lotaiv

<-luudy

.-l.--.rm"

•lcaring

lou.lv

i-lo.Kly

!. i.i

•!.-;iririLr

U.nav

1-23 in. of rain on the 26th.

md sleet,

-f snow-fall.

Light rain next day.

Midnight strong winds.

lug at 3.30 P.M.

8 days of rain

[and cloudy weather.

Light rain next day.

a the morning.

Rainfall of 2-54 in.

Sky clearing during day.

--
i _ - \\

uht rain _

Followed by Kgh1

After 2£ hours of rain.

p. m. of 11th. a heavy raiu.

; tie morning.

d night.

lling p. m.

Barometer falling

Followed by rain.

After a light rain in morning-

lung next A. M.

Rain fell from 1st to 6th.

Heavy rain nextday^^^
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Date. Number. | Time. Barometer. Sky .
|

Remarks.

May 2 2 shocks \

Jun. 1 2 light shock
July 182 shocks

28 light shock

Oct. 17 2 shocks j

30|light shock

Dec. 3 severe shock

21 sUghi >h'>ek

29 shock

M Uh.ht o„
( k"

: - -

Sept.

Oct. 2 light shock

_ 1

2.45 and

9.'24 A. M

I.OOa'.m.'

9.00 P. M.

30-10 falling

2
;''

i i;j

~.
. _

29-76

clear

cloud;

\,'':dy

! Light rain next day p. m.

•Thunder, lightning and rain

-ii. !.2 in.

->: 11 rainv

Clear until 21st, and 3 days

: liidit:" r'd'n

! - "

Followed by 6 days of rain.
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Dtfa. Number. Time.
|

Barometer. M,v. Remarks.

Jan. 't 6.24 A. M 29-33 falling clear Barom. falling steadily since

20 light shock 0.15 a.m. 29-40 rising

^wffil
2
4j
:smart shock 5.52 a. m 29-6S falling clear

when 'it began to rise:

clear throughout.

9.30 A.M. falling c!< :ir

27 light shock '.:"• '

Feb. 7 light sho.JK

clear Rainfall of "50 in. on 14th

;

also rained on the 11th.

2.00 P. M. rising

28' smart shock . cloixly

Mar. 8 severe shock 0.17 p.m. snow
.

29-80 falling Fresh wind and heavy rain.

15 light shoek

16 light shock

16 light shock 30-01 rising

1 7 light shock

17 heavy shock clear

29-88 steady iextday.

18 smart shock 8.00 a.m. 29-59 rising

26 shock 8.27 P. M. :;0-03 falling

and light rain throughout

May 3hght shock 2.13 A.M. 2990 rising clondy

cloudy
. .- .•-.

"

3-30 in. fell to 4 p.m.

July 20 light shock
" 25 shock i'Skm

18th and 19th being rainy-

Aug. No earthquakes during the

Sept. 3|light shock 10.30 A. M steady *"
for the month, 1199 in.

Oct. 25 light shock 3016 falling

ffo earthquakes ^month;Nov.

29-96 falling

\

falling clear *«5£5?
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climate of Japan this might imply some relation; but I am

inclined to believe that the connection is only incidental.

This climate is remarkable for its humidity. In March, 1881,

there were nine shocks, and but two of them were associated

with any noticeable meteorological disturbance; six were

accompanied by remarkably fine weather. On the other hand,

in A} Mil and May of the same year, we have it recorded of the

former that there were light rains throughout the month, and

three shocks, and of the latter that there were two shocks and

but one clear dav. Again, in December, 1880, there were

three shocks, two of which are set down as smart, and one

as severe, and the month presents no rainy days; and in

December, 1881, the two shocks that occurred were associated

with fine weather. On the other hand, August and September

are remarkable for their excessive humidity. They have the

greatest average rainfall, and are accompanied with violent

atmospheric commotions: they are likewise periods of earth-

quake calms. Other inconsistencies might be picked out, but

the above will suffice.
a In 1834, Professor Merian, having classed ace

their appearance in the various seasons of the year 118 earth-

quakes which occurred at Basle, and the countries around it,

ascertained, to the surprise of the scientific world, that these

phenomena are much more frequent in winter than in sum-

mer."—(Reclus.) The same results are obtained in the present

analysis. They are here arranged as they occurred in the

months and seasons

:

. H
December be omitted, and March substituted as a winter month,

a more remarkable contrast is observed. We should then have

51, or 41 per cent, of the whole number of earthquakes occur-

ring in those three months. February and March are the

months of the greatest earthquake activity.

Professor Cleveland Abbe believes that the greater preva-

lence of the shocks in winter than in summer is dependent on

climatological considerations. He says: "If it were an annual

period independent of wet and dry climatological seasons,

before alluded to, it would be of deep import."—(K
Appleton's Cyclopedia.) In August, 1878, there were la

rainy days and a rainfall of 6'62 inches ; in September, of the

same year, there were 18 rainy days and a rainfall of 17W
od but one shock occurred, on the 30th of the latter

month. In 1879, September had a rainfall of 5'80 inches ana
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11 rainy days ; in August, of the same year, when there \

two shocks, there was a rainfall of but -92 inch. In Sepl

ber, 1880, there were 12 rainy days and a rain

It rained continuously from the 20th to the 30th, but no more
shocks occurred until October 25th. March is likewise a wet

month, but the amount of rainfall is less than in September.
In volcanic regions the rain is thought to supply steam, which
may generate an earthquaka
A period of earthquake calm is noticed in either August or

September, or the season of the autumnal equinox. During
the four years there occurred in the months of August, Sep-

tember and October, 19 shocks, and more than one-half of these

are accredited to October. But two shocks occurred in Sep-

tember during the same period, and in the years in which

these occurred the period of calm was in August. The most

important conclusion arrived at in the present consideration I

believe to be this: namely, that the period of earthquake calm

is the period of the greatest cyclonic activity. " In Japan, the

true typhoon season is restricted to August and September

—(Nature, Oct. 26, 1882, 626.) The barometer shows a simi-

lar antagonism between earthquakes and typhoons ;
the one is

associated with a moderately high atmospheric pressure, while

accompanies a very barometer. The

'theast monsoon" blows from October to April, and the

southwest from April to October. Japan is within the influ

rinds. "Tence of these winds. "The transition from one monsoon :

another is a critical period, and is always heralded by variable

winds succeeded by 'intervals of calms, and by furious tempests

and whirlwinds proving a general disturbance of the atmos-

phere."—(Guyot, Earth and Man.) This is more marked in the

autumnal than in the vernal equinox. There appears, there-

fore, to be an even balance between the time of the autumnal

equinox and the time of the greatest frequency of eai

shocks, the one occurring in August and September and the

other in February and March, being separated by a period or

four months either way. I am aware that thus conclusion

Offers from the opinion usually held, which is, that earth-

quakes are associated with the equinoctial period of atmos-

pheric disturbance. , j ^
There occurred two shocks sufficiently severe to do damage

to property, and both of these were in winter one in December

and the other in February. The latter was the heaviest shock

tbat the country has experienced since 1850 No diurnal

Period is observed, though such a period has been stated t>y

some to exist.
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Art. XXXYI1I.— Observations on the fossils of the Metamorphic

rocks of Bernardston, Mass. ; by R P. Whitfield.

I have received from Professor J. D. Dana, and from Pro-

fessors Emerson and Clark, of Amherst and Northampton,

Mass., collections of fossils from metamorphic sandy shales at

Bernardston, Mass., and also some from a bed of crystalline

limestone below them, with a request to examine them with a

view to determining their age.

In the shales I find many casts and impressions of Brachio-

pods, of some of which the generic relations can be determined.

Among them I recognize Stroph

(quite abundant), resembling in most of its features Sp. dxs-

juncta as it occurs in the Chemung group of New York, but

not showing any plications on any of the internal casts, though

impressions of a shell having plications of about the same size

and form have been detected in several instances among Pro-

fessor Clark's specimens; two Rhynchonellas (common), their

relations not determined, although some three or four impres-

sions of one of the species strongly remind one of R. negkcta

Hall ; casts of a Terebraiuloid shell, resembling very strongly

those of the ventral valve of Cryptonella eudora, and also a sin-

gle ventral cast of a Cyrtina closely resembling C. Hamilton-

ensis, from the Hamilton and Chemung groups of New York.

Besides these there are numbers of undetermined forms, some

of which might be clasWt with .\hn\<t,lla, but are extremely

uncertain. There is also a cast of a species of Pelraia or Strep-

telasma, which might represent equally well the species from

the Niagara, Lower Helderberg and Hamilton groups.

From the limestone I recognize two species of Fm
several stems of Crinoids of large size ; also from specimens

sent to the American Museum of Natural History, by Pro-

fessor C. H. Hitchcock, a form strongly resembling a species oi

wa, but somewhat doubtful. .-

The Favoslles are not in a condition to be identified specin- .

cally with certainty. One of them, however, has many charac-

ters resembling F. favosa, and forms a mass about four mcnea

in diameter by about two in height. The other form tfl
!'-'."

sitic around a large crinoid stem, and has cells of about the

size and form of Astrocerium venustum Hall
;

yet I cannot

distinguish in it the peculiar features of that genus. ,

From the evidence furnished by these specimens I shouR

conclude that the limestones may be of Middle Silurian age,

and that the shales were most probably of Middle Devonian
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age. the forms mostly resembling those from the New York
Chemung group.
In the spring of 1882 we received at the museum a collection

of rocks and fossils from near Littleton, N. H., sent by Pro-
fessor C. H. Hitchcock, who has kindly permitted me "to use

&e evidence furnished by them in this connection. Among
them I recognize the corals Halysiks ctitt'rm/ata and Favosites

Riogarmsis, also a finer form of Favosites which I identified,

with but little doubt, with Asfrnceriu.iu venustum Hull, and an
undetermined Cyathophylluid coral. There are also many frag-

ments of a Pentmivinifi. which I identified without question with
P. nysius H. & W. (24th Kent. State Mus. N. Y., p. 184. and
pl- x, fig. 1-7 of 27th Kept. State Mus.), a type of Pentamerus

iges from the Clinton to the Guelph limestones, but
which is not known above the latter horizon. From this

assemblage of fossils there can be no doubt of the Middle

ge of these Littleton limestones (probably Niagara)
;

H] "
[ as they were supposed, from stratigraphical evidence

alone, to be" the same as the Bernardston limestones before the

;. 1 think these are strong reasons for not
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Art. XXXIX.—Review of DeCandolWs Origin of QuMfoatd

Plants; with Animfiilim,- upon certain American Species; by

Asa Gray and J. Hammond Trumbull.

Part II.

The fourth chapter of "LOrigine des Plantes Cultivees " relates

to plants cultivated for iheir fruits ; the fifth to those cultivated

for their seeds. Our present annotations concern a few specie*

or forms of Cucurbiiacece, the history of which has been involved

in some obscurity and confusion.

A word, in passing, upon the Peach, upon the history of

which this volume throws some pew light. DeCandolle had

formerly suggested China as its home, and he has brought

together additional evidence in favor of that view. He shows

how this conclusion goes against an old idea that the Peach is »

derivative of the Almond, which is indigenous to western Asia,

and was unknown to the Chinese anterior to the Chrifl

while they had peaches of various sorts long before. Upon

P'/rns. there is a note relating to botanical orthography, p. 1>^

which we append, as it has an application to a few other words.

Lagenaria vulgaris. Bottle Gourd.—Although doubtless an

Old-World plant (DeCandolle attributes it to India, Molucca

Abyssinia), vet it is not quite certain that it had n

the New World before Columbus. At least the following

notes may be put upon record.

M. DeCandolle mentions the case of the name gourd for

pumpkin ("potiron") by English writers, as "an example of

the confusion of popular names and the greater pr<

when we have to deal with popular names of the loth i

16th centuries. Parkinson—a good observer and a respectam*.

botanist—complained, in 1640, of "our modern writers whc

confound Pepo, Mefopepo and Cucurbita, so promiscuously tha

it is not possible to find out the distinct certaintie of them ai

for some make that Pepo that others call Mdopepo, and oinej>.

Cucurbita. " (Theater of Plant,, p. 770.) Scientific names of tut

16th century are as obsolete as popular names of the snmt

period. They do not help us to distingush Lagenana froir

Cucurbita, or Pepo from Mdopepo; or "Citrouille" from Oitru

* " L'Orthographe Pyrus. adopte par Linne se trouve dans Plinc. IJistoria-

'(•rivani

Peara and Apples v
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Ins. Early voyagers to America wrote cucurbiia, calabaga,
courge or zucca, as a name for any 'gourd' or pumpkin, and
occasionally for a 'calabash' which was not even a cucurbit.
The relation of the first voyage of Columbus repeatedly men-
tions the calabazas used bv the natives of St. Domingo and
other islands for carrying water (Navarrete, Gollec. i, 180,
188), and, Dec. 3, 1492, Columbus saw, near the east end of
Cuba, fields planted with calabazas and other productions of the
country {id. p. 225). Yet we know from Peter Martyr that
some of the gourds ("cucurbitae") used in the islands grew on
'cucurhiteas arbores " as tall as elms {Dec. i, lib. 3, and iii, lib.

*5 Pp. 38, 246). This tree, Crwmtia cxr,(e. is described by
Oviedo {Hist fen., lib. viii, c. 4) under its Haytian name,

Nicaragua, it was called Quacal; and in Brazil,
<-]>'>•' '• i.\U!vn r; , v ;;/;< \.,t. //,'/-/;. i •_>:;,. j. ,ie Lcn {//,,/.

Xavig.in Brasil, 154) describes the tree under the Brazilian
name of Ohoyne; but elsewhere (p. 246) he says "the natives
ivy ' '"'" fruits.'' from which

"they make their bowls, called com, and other vessels."
It is certain that culabacas which were not arboreal, but gen

-

tt*toe cucurbits, were abundant—and were believed to grow
isljr— in the islands and on the main land, before

io>2H. Oviedo {Hist, anx. u Sal., lib. vii, c. 8) observes that

"cafobagas, in the Indias, were as common as in Spain, and of
iie same kinds (de las mismas), long and round, or banded

(?eflidas), and of all th i.v have [in Spain].''
lhey were much used, "in all parts of these Indias, both the

the Main," and "are one of the common things
" »at Til.- Indians cultivate in their gardens." They were not

for food—"for they do not eat them "—but for car-

ter; "and they have other calabazas, that are in all

respects like the aforesaid, except that they are bitter to the
taste; and there are many of these that grow of themselves,
without cultivation."! The same author (lib. xi, e. 1) in a list

I from Spain, names melons and cucumbers
(pepinos), but not gourds.

,
The rela

description

i plant that they

rin whitish flour,"
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and that each woman carried a cucurbita of water (Navarrete,

iii, 252, 254).

The "Cucurbita lageme forma," which Marcgrav found in

Brazil, 1637-8 {Hist Nat. Brasilia, 44), though "very probably

Lnr/enaria vidgnri*^ yet, as M. DeCandolle observes, "does not

prove that the speei-s wa> in that country before the voyage of

Amerigo Vespucci in 1504;" but we know from Lery, above

cited, that the natives of Brazil used cucurbitce, for bowls and

drinking vessel-, at least as e; rlv as 1557.

ness of the Tupi vocabulary in gourd-i

not absolutely prove—that" several varieties of Lagenari

known to the Brazilians long before the visit of Piso and Marc-

grav. The Tesoro de la Lengua Guarani (o Tupi) of Father

Ruiz de Montoya was first printed in 1639. It gives for

gourd (calabago), the Tupi general name, la [which is a com-

pound of /
' water,' and i/d or a ' fruit'], and for the varieties—

among others— it names )<<<) 'round gourd;' 'nii/nrumi 'nar-

row-mouthed gourd:' ail'/ 'long-necked gourd;' tdobd 'wide-

mouthed gourd;' tfh/ii,iti,t 'p.untcd gourd:' "a'cnipe 'spoon

gourd' (used for making spoons) ; hrapi 'small gourd, used for

drinking:' ~ni<j>u't ' great gourd :' vi<:\i> 'gourd like a •_

or bowl, etc. : not including tin: derivatives of cui, or the edible

•'caiabaeas"—to be mentioned hereafter.
" Acosta, too," says M. DeCandolle, " speaks of Calebasses

which the Peruvians used for cups or vases, but the Spanish

edition of his book is of 1591, more than a hundred y<^r> after

the conquest." (?) Acosta savs n,on than this. After m< ntio i

of the " Calebasses or Indian Pompions . . . especia

which are proper to the country" [Peru], he adds: "

a tln.inuml kinds <>f <\,UU **>:*'; some are so deformed in their

bigness that of the rind cut m the midst and clea -

make, as it were, baskets to put in all their meat. iW their

dinner. Of the lesser, thev make vessels to eat and drink in,

etc. (H>M. uai. // moral de l„s Indian: translation, revised I'll

Morhham, lib. iv, c 19; p. 238).

Missouri is the only mention of any aboriginal cultivate

squashes in North America. In the present volume, tl

merelv a reference, in tins respect, to Dr. Harris's article i

Journal (xxiv, 1857). and to Mr. Trumbull's note in the

letin of the Torrey Club (1876), with the comment that

:

nous apprend seulement que les indigenes, un siecle ap

decouverte de la Virginie, 20 a 40 ans apres la colonisatic

W. Raleigh, faisaient tit de Cucurbita
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Nevertheless Cucurbita Pepo, upon botanical indications solely,

is attributed to temperate North America in the general table,

to a Mexican or Texan origin in the body of the work. This
rests upon the collection by Lindheimer, in Texas, of a form of
this species, "apparently indigenous." That was between
thirty and forty years ago; no wild specimen has since been
received from all that region (nor from any other); and it is

well nigh certain that the species was commonly cultivated in
all that country by the aborigines. If ever found truly indi-

genous, it will probahh b i'arihe south than Texas G. max-
>m« is now set down a- from Guinea, on the strength of a

.us" on the banks of
the Niger. C. moschuta (to which Vilmorin refers the Canada

Squash) is in the list of species of completely
unknown or uncertain origin.
In this state of the case, it is certainly worth while to present

the evidence—gathered with much care and pains—.which
assures us that one or two, and perhaps all three, of these
species, and many varieties, were largely cultivated throughout
America, from the tropics to Canada, before the voyages of

Columbus.

Allusion has already been made (under Lwjenaria) to the

difficulty of: . under the
fttmes b\ I explorers
){ the liYst renfun dtel ii. di- oven ,.| Vmeri. i ml the

question of species "is parti< darl dillieult. Vet we find abund-

-espeeially a< re.peets Xorth Amci iea-(l) that.

, Indiana

novel to European^ and wcro regarded b\ botanists of the 16th
1 »<1 17th < juturirs. ts veil as In th« voyagers md first cole
Uls '*. as natives or denizens of the re-ion in which they were
found

; and (3) that thev became known only under American
nar»»es one of these names (Sfuo^h) > coming n popuLu

To present this evid.-ucc. a- nearlv as possible in the order of
time, we refer, first, to the relation of the first voyage of

og a small river [the Rio

Planted with mam thums oi tho eonntrv. and ndabazas, a

gloria yella)!" See Navarrete, Colec i,

^25. It i s not ceyia ilt that rh.-se enhthazas were not bottle-

gourds {Laqenarla), but it is. to sav the least, highly improb-
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able, that the enthusiasm of Columbus would have been so

kindled by the promise of a harvest of little value to Europeans.

Oviedo (Hist. gen. y nat., 1. xi, c. 1) names among plants and

seeds brought from Spain to Hispaniola, "melo?ies
v and

"pepinos"—of which imported varieties were already abundant

in the island before 1535; the seed of "cogombros" brought

from Castile had not succeeded so well.

In July, 1528, Cabeca de Vaca found, near Tampa Bay, in

Florida, " maize, beans and pumpkins in great plenty, and

beginning to be fit for gathering.' In 1535-6, when passing

through Texas, the Indians supplied him with prickly pears

and, occasionally, maize; but alter crossing
ik
a great river

coming from the north ''—probably the Eio Grande—he and

his companions came to a region having " fine dwellings^ of

civilization, whose inhabitants lived on beans and pumphim
"'—

and, when the season was not too dry for raising it, maize

{Relacion, 1542 ; transl by B. Smith, 1871).
In the summer and autumn of 1539, De Soto found the

Appalachian country, in western Florida, well supplied with

" maize, beans (fesoles) and pumpkins (calabagas) ;" the pump-

kins of Uzachil were "better and more savoury than those cf

Spain;" there were "fields of maize, beans and pumpkins,

not far from Tampa Bay, where he first landed from Cuba ;
at

Pacaha, on the Mississippi the northernmost point he reached

(1541), he found, again, "many pumpkins and much maize miu

beans;" and, still westward, at Coligoa, "beans and pumpkins

were in great plenty ; both were larger and better than those

of Spain; the pumpkins when roasted had nearly the taste of

chestnuts" (O.viedo", lib. xvii, cc. 24, 28; True Relation, rtc. m
a Fidalgo of Elvas ; transl by Buckingham Smith, pp. 45, 47,

122, 285). Oviedo writes "calabacas," but the author of the

Portuguese Relagam Verdadeim (1557) lias, in one or more of

the places cited, " aboboras"
In 1535, Jacques Cartier, the first explorer of the St. Law-

rence, found among the Indians of Canada "grand qu
gros melons, concombres and courges " (Bref Becii de la Navigation,

etc., 1545; reimpr. Tross, 1863, ff. 24, 31).
Sagard, whose Grand Voyage du Pays des Huron* was made

in 1642, makes repeated mention of the native squashes

("citrouilles du pays"), which the Hurons raised in abund-

ance, and which he found verv good, boiled or baked (pp. 80j

105, 140, 331). In his Histoire du Canada (283), he describes

the method by which the Indians hastened the germination ol

the seeds of these "citrouilles du pays," and "raise them with

^Lahontan {Nouv. Voyages, 1703, ii, 61) describes the Citrouilles

of (southern) Canada—" sweet, and of a different kind from
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those of Europe, where," as several persons assured him, these

would not grow. "They are of the size of our melons; the

flesh, yellow as saffron. They usually bake them in the oven,

but they are better roasted under the embers, Indian fashion,'

etc. Lahontan had as little doubt as Sagard had, that these

altivated by the Indians of Canada from the time

of Cartier, at least) were genuinely " du pays/'

As to the Cucurbitacese of Virginia, M. DeCandoll

"only, that the natives, a century after the discovery of Vir-

gin .1, i a enty to forty years after the colonization by W. Raleigh,

made use of certain fruits of Cucurbitacaz" (p. 201). Let us

reexamine the evidence. Captains Amidas and Barlow, in the

first vessels sent by Sir Walter Raleigh to the New World,

landed on an island in Ocracoke Inlet (now within No!

Una) in 1584. While the vessels remained there, and while

they were at Roanake Island near by, the Indians entertained

. and "'sent them, commonly every day, a brace of

bucks, conies, etc, sometimes Mvl,,ns. Walnuts. Cucumbers,

Pease, and divers roots " (J. Smith's Gen. History, p. 3).

What these "melons," or some of them, were, we learn from

later explorers and the first colonists ot Virginia i proper!

CaptJoh ^1606-08)

"plant amongst their corn Pumpions, and a fruit like unto a

musk-melon, but less and worse, which they call Macocks," etc.

i(ren. ///,,.. p . 2D). Straehev. who was in Virginia, in lblO,

describes these " macock gourds' in nearly the same words

Wrau. into Ymj p 72): elsewhere, he savs the " macokos is of

the form of our'pumpions -1 must confess, nothing so good,—

'tis of a more waterish taste,
1
' and he mentions also, the "pum-

, .us' p ut,J lo the I bans and - k nd ot ulhon which

ti»ev -seeth, and put into their walnut-milk, ana so make a

kind of toothsome meat" (p. 119). " The Indian P
water-melon, musk-melon," etc., are named among fruits intro-

duced into Bermuda by the English, before 1623 (Smith s (xen.

Hist, 171V* _„_„...

uasdaiu fibres a pediculo ad
« cucurbilina, a calabash, '

f Southern Florida.
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is a description of " Macocks Virgintani, sive Pepo Vir

the Virginian Macock or Pompion" (pp. 919, 921). The de-

scription is dated, 1621, and signed by John Goodyer. The
plant has "great broad shrivelled yellow flowers, like those of

the common Pompion." The fruit, " somewhat round, not

extending in length, but flat like a bowl, but not so big as an

ordinary bowl, being seldom four inches broad and three inches

long : of a blackish green color when it is ripe. The substance

or eatable part, of a yellowish white color. . . . "Seeds like

the common Pompion, but smaller." The "small round Indian

Pompion,'? and "the cornered Indian Pompion"—the latter

resembling our common "scolloped Squash" ("Pep
Broad Melons or Pepons" of Lyte's Dodoens, p. 588) are de-

scribed and figured in Johnson's Gerarde, p. 920.

Beverley's History of Virginia, 1705, p. 124, mentions the

Maeocks, "a sort of Melopepones, or lesser sort of Pompion or

Cashaw," which he identifies with the " Squash or Squonter

of New England. "The Indian name," he says,
U M

still retained by them." Professor Scheie de Vere (of

states that it still " survives in its anglicized form of Maycock"

{Americanisms, 1871; p. 60).

The Oushaw (Ecushaw, Hariot) is described by Beverly (Hist.

of Virg., p. 124) as "a kind of Pumpion, of a blm
color, streaked with white when they are fit for use. They are

larger than the Pompions, and have a long narrow neck. . •
•

The Gushaws and Pompions thev lay by, which will keep

several months good, after they are gathered" (p. 152). Bart-

lett, Diet, of Americanisms, notes the name Oushaw, "sometimes
spelled Kershaw," as " Western" for a pumpkin. Beverley's

description makes it nearly certm i thai th.A-ariety so named
was the (New England) winter "crook-neck" squash—which,
five and twenty years ago, might have been seen 1

<• of flannel '• list," in every New England's farmers

kitchen, from early harvest time till wanted for Thanksgiving
or Christmas pumpkin-pies.
The Rev. Fran, -is I [lm-'iiisoti, who came to New Knidand '"

1629, wrote from Salem, a few weeks after his arrival: "Her*

are stores of pompions, cowcumbers, and other things oi that

•'
/ l.;,ow „„tr (A'. /•;. Plantation, L0:J<>): and. again.

"We abound with . . . sundry sorts of fruits, as mu
water-melons, li,<Ua,i pompions, Indian pease, beans, and man}

other odd fruits that I cannot nam "
| Yo\ , 8 Gh

265). William Wood, who was in New England from L<m9

to 1633, says, of the Indians of Ma>s»<-h isetts : -In summer,

when their come is spent, Isquoutersquashes is their

a fruit like a young Pumpion" N. E. Prospect, p. 76). ' R<^ el
*

Williams, 1643, names these " Askutasquash, their vine apples.
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which the English from them call Squashes, about the bignesse

of apples, of several colours, a sweet, light, wholesome refresh-

ing" {Key to the Language of America, 103). Again, Josselyn

(1638-71, A7
. E. Rarities, 57) mentions these "Squashes . . .

more truly, Spiontersquashes, a kind of melon or rather gourd,

-aerate into gourds; some of these are green,

some yellow, some longish like a gourd, others round like an

apple, all of them pleasant food boiled and buttered, etc. But
the best yellow Squash, called an Apple Squash, because like an

apple, and about the bigness of a Pome-water, is the best kind :

they are much eaten by the Indians and the English." But he

distinguishes these from the " Pompions [of which] there be

several kinds, some proper to the country ; they are dryer than

our English Pompions, and better tasted
;
you may eat them

9reen" (p. 91). The last words (here italicized) give a nearly

alation of the Algonkin-Indian name of Cucurbits —
m the dialect of New England, asq, plural asquai

things,' or (to be eaten) 'immature.' Eliot, in his version of

the Bible (1663) names three kind of asquash : ashoot-asquash,

[~A.skn/.asqu,t.sh K. Williams, Isquoutersquash-es of Wood,

montersguash-es of Josselyn, ut supraj for ''cucumbers;

quonoo-asquash "gourds" [literally, 'long asquash
1

]; and monas-

kol-asquash "melons."
" Squashes" were first known to the Dutch, by their Algonkin

name. Van der Donek, after speaking of the pumpkins ol

New Netherland (1642-53) adds : "The natives have another

species of this vegetable peculiar to themselves, called by our

People auaasiens, a name <ierive>i from the aborigines, as the plan!

not known to us before c

delightful fruit, as well to the eye on account of its fine variety

of colours, as to the mouth for its agreeable taste. . . It is

gathered early in summer, and when it is plai

o*- April, the fruit is fit for eating by the first of Jane. They
do not wait for it to ripen before making use of the fruit, but

0I% until it has attained a certain size. They gather the

squashes and immediately place them on the fire without any

further trouble. . . . The" natives makes great account of this

vegetable." Descrivi. of N. Netherlands 1656: tran si. in i\. Y.

Bm. Soc. Coll., 2 Ser, i, 186. . , .

Thus far, we have cited, with one or two exceptions Am.n-

^authorities M DeCandolle. alter mentionm- " the t inve

:™,,r p,..pillies ti
,m, M l i )V Dodaeus. edition ..fl->.. to wI.um.

a fourth, P. rotundas major was added in the edition of 1616,

and a figure of P oblonqus. in Lobel. /rones, 611, observes, that

"the names given to 'these plants indicate a foreign origin;

»Q t, the authors can affirm nothing, in this regard ;
the less so,

because the name Indian signifies, either, of southern Asia or ot
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America!' (p. 204). A collation of the descriptions of " Pepones'

arbitee," given by European botanists of the 16th cen

ary, does away with this ambiguity. .

Tragus (Hie'ron. Bock) De Stirpium N
and figured " Melo, Pepo, Cucumis, and Citreo-

tragus (Hieron. Bock) De Stirpium Nomenclatures, etc., 1552,

lus ;" and (p. 832) named, also, Cucumis sylvestr.

next chapter (p. 834) he wrote " De Cucumere seu, ut vulgo

loquuntur, Zucco marina"—with a figure. " Many kinds of

strange plants," he says, " have been brought from remote parts,

into Germany, in the last few years." Among others, these

"poma cestiva," of which some are large, some small, some

round, some oblong, some sweet, others bitter, of various colors.

"Some call these Cucumeri, and assert that they are Turkish

Oucumeres, with which opinion I cannot agree. ... I call them

Mala cestiva & Indica" of which he distinguishes four kinds, M.

lndica crocea, lutea, citrina, and nigra. " Commonly," he says,

u they are called Zucco marina, because they first came to us

from parts beyond the sea, some from Syria, some from India,

which the names given them attest; for they are commonly

called, Zucco de Syria and Zucco de Peru.
11

The figure of " Gucumer marinus, Ital. Cocomere marino, etc..

in the Effigies Plantarum of Fuchs, 1549, is a reduced copy ot

Bock'.s, and substantially agrees with that of Pepo rot-

Lyte's Dodoens, p. 587, which was "called, also Cucumis mart-

nus; of some, Zucco marino; in French Concombre rnarin, Pom-

pons Turquins,"1

etc.

Matthioli, of Padua {Comm. in Dioscor., ed. 1559, p. 292) is

more explicit. " There are," he savs, " various kinds of cucur-

bits foreign to Italv, which can be kept fresh far im
ter. They say that these came into Italy from the West A»" *

whence they are called by many Indian. Their taste is sweet-

ish, not so insipid as ours." etc. : and his figure of

grecs with that of Bock's Zucco marinus (or " Zucco

de Peru") and with Lyte's Pepo rotundus.
It is certain, then, that the botanists of the 16th century w

whom M. DeCandolle refers, used Indian—when applied to

varieties of Cucurbita—m the sense of American. In the lt t: *

century, the evidence is not less direct. Parkinson I

Botantcum, 1640, pp. 769, 770) figures and describes
</,,/„/., hi;, ,,nri,i untjor. tii«- mvater Bottle Gourd ;" (2) " C. lon^a,

the long Gourd;" (3, 4) "C. elyi «h and
j

guria Aegyp Jcallop Squash], and the rugged

':"!<
•:

tian Citruell or Watery Million

Han Gourds, oval, pear I

and almost round." Of these "Indian Gourds,'
u There is very great varietv of these Gourds (or Millions, a
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some call them, or Pompions, as I may call them) that came oat

the W- ' Indies, from sundry places, both farther
south among the Spanish colonies, and nearer hand, in our own

w, New England, etc." He notes the great variety of
' and color, "some as great as our pompions, some as

small as an apple, some discolored on the outside, green with
"Whitish or yellowish stripes, . . some also reddish, spotted or
stnped, and some of a deep yellow."'
Piso and Marcgrav (Hist. nat. Brasilce, 1648, p. 41

a^ figure a plant railed furumu [= Yurumu] bv the Brazil-
" -"id :;. f|„ |».,)tu_"i.'M. /;

;
- , '. \r. I» Cmdolle, p. 201,

'!"!: :i..'d to agree with modern botanists in referring this to
'• maxima; but, as he remarks, it appears to have been a cul-

\\ introduced from abroad, the name given it by
th e Tupis was probably formed, by prefix or affix, from that of
s°me native (or naturalized) species to which it had some

'esoro, 1639, we find Yurua "cala-

iftzas: bttt the name Yurumu
,[u

\ "°t vet aj>pear. Almost a cenmrv before the visit of Piso
:i -v. Jean de Lery saw in Brazil (1557) "certains

ides, fort douce a manger," called by the natives

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the Change of Volume produced f>y n>i.r>n>/ Solutions

nowledge of th. ] -' the mixture
l,t. solutions. The solutions employed were molecular oi:

Ml< i v iii!tr of from one to several molreulo <>i salt lis<ol\e<l
)f) molecules of water. After their spreiuY gravities ha<l In
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5NaCl and 5KC1, 9-5 ; while the contraction on mixing the two

was 3-4 and 9-8 respectively. Moreover, the contraction observed

on mixing- salt solutions ol' ditferont strengths, is th.

between the contraction produced by llie dilution of the strong

one down to the mean strength C, and the expansion due to the

concentration of the weak solution up to the mean, E; C—E=
observed contraction. Hence CVa -ENa =99, and CK -EK =87,

the sum being 180; while (\
l
-E K= iU ami < \ - E Na =96, the

Him being 188 or practically the same. Where double

sition is "possible, as when' oNaCl and 5KNO, or oKC'l and

5\aXO, are mixed, the contraction was -1 at 20° and +7 at 40

in the first case and 29 and 38 in the second; showing uM
double decomposition has taken place in the latter, since the

differences between the results at the two temperatures arc prac-

tically the same. The result proves unsatisfactory I

niation of double salts is possible, since a change in water oi ens-

sakcs [dace which produces unknown volui

'Hie author therefore concludes: (l). When two salt-solution-,

which cannot experience double decomposition, are mixed, a

change of volume takes place due to the dit)

>alts for water. (2) That double decomposition takes place in

solution and that the volume change is an index and even a

measure of this.—./. Chen,. Soc, xliii, 135, March, 1883. g. f. b.
_

2. On the M»t,m l I >/.7 ,/„,-, ltH:ll t of />"•>'> i» solutions of their

Wutmt wit*.— 1„ some experiments' on the volumetric estimation

ol' the organic basos, M tx.ni tkin has observed some interesting

facts on the mutual displacement of bases from their neu. r:il salt-

Aniline, as is well known, shows no alkaline reaction, cither in

a.pieous or alcoholic solutions, when tested with a drop cither ol

solution of rosolic acid or of phenol-phi hah-in : its salts react acid.

. an alkali solution be added to the solution

'

"'"set"'-

hed at which , -

ot the alkali develops the color. The aniline salts used were the

hvdroehlorate, nitrate and acetate. The bases were potasMiu.i.

sodium, barium and ammonium hydrates, and trieth\ I.

other bases is in entire accordance with l'.erthelofs principle"!

maximum work, the heat of combination between these f'a-e- -^
hydrochloric acid being ;is follows- Kilo L:>-7 calories :

M 11
•

l:;-7; iU.tII <> i.. I:'-: Ml 11:, : (( II , N k- 7 ; ( II. N N
;

'"

Hence the theory of Bertholkt, that a division ot

place under these conditions, is not sustained by tin -

ments, stronger bases displacing totally the weaker. >"*"'
'
'",

\U rt hoi let's theory of mass find any support here. 1

series of experiments, Menschutkin used twice the qi

uith the same result. Moreover the reactions toon.
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tally well in alcoholic solution. Since the heat of combi-
nation of triethylaraine is next above that of aniline, experiments
"'civ next tried" on its displacement. But since an aqueous solu-
: ''"| <>f triethylantini' shows a decided alkaline reaction, it became
necessary to use alcohol as the solvent. The salts used were the

kydrochlorate and the acetate. When titered with the normal
^"liolic soluth f alkali, numbers were obtained which shewed
'^ complete displacement of the triethylamine bv the alkali;
;lms ao-ain disproving the law of Berthollet. Even ammonia

''•-'etate, in alcohol, when titered with alkali solution, showed
;'

!,1
t

l| "'f displacement. In titerino- hack, the first drop of hydro-
"Woric acid destroys completely the color of the solution; hence

1

-lusiv! .'-..I'tra'rv 't'o'ihe hvpothesis of
Berthollet. Besides the importance of these facts in chemical
™eory, the author has founded upon them a quantitative method
for the volumetric estimation of the organic bases referred to.—
Xer. Berl. Chem. Get., xvi, 315, February, 1883. G. F. b.

> O:, the formation of Arsenide* Ay Pr< sx»r<— Spring has

'"""lined his experiments on the formation of chemical compounds

«»iis metallic-like hlock

>pe and brittle under

-'inc.'" A

°o absorption
covered, or a
the question.
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itations of the solution of its nitrate by means of oxalic acid, thj

molecular weight being determined in each fraction. When this

became constant, four fractions were obtained, each of which was

.-..iiMrted into sulphate and yielded sensibly the same quantity

of yttria, 48-507, 48-526, 48-497, 48*494 per cent. As a mean of

twelve analyses made on different fractions, the number 48-503

±0-0029 was obtained as the percentage of yttria in the sul-

phate. Taking as 15'9633=b-0035 and S as 31-984±0-012, the

atomic weight of yttrium is 88-9±0'027. If SO
a
be taken as 80,

the atomic weight is 89*02 ; or in round numbers 89.

Cleve has also redetermined the atomic weight of Ifl]

The value which he obtained in 1874 was in round numbers 139.

Brauner having more recently obtained 138-28, he was led to

repeat his experiments on a purer product. Having about 1*8

kilograms of the mixed oxides, he converted them into nitrate-.

heated these up to partial decomposition, and dissolved in water:

thus removing entirely the cerium and thorium. The solution

was precipitated with very dilute ammonia in cold solution. Tin

liquid soon becomes opalescent and lets fall an abundant deposit

of basic salt. Seven different fractions were thus obtained, th<
1

which weighed 150 grams and consisted of lanthanum

crystallized. The last products showed no trace of the didymiiu

spectrum and contained ir. grains ovide. Five products of recry

tallization were obtained from this, as sulphates. These gav

twelve atomic weight determinations, the minimum being 138'C

and the maximum 138-35. Taking the strictly accurate valu<

of O and S, the atomic weight as a mean is 138-019rfc0024i

Taking S0
3
as 80, the valu- is \:\s~2-> : confirming Brauner

results. Cleve explains his former value by the great difficult

of driving off all the sulphuric acid in the ignition without pr<

ducing a trace of dissociation.—.Bull. Soc. Ch.,Il, xxxix, 120, 15

February, 1883. g. f. b.

5. On the Synthesis of Cryptidine.—Among the bases obtaine

from coal tar, Williams found cryptidino, Td^N. Leeds hi

succeeded in obtaining it artificially. When xylidine-acrolein

submitted to dry distillation, oilv drops are obtained having

peculiar odor. About 155 grams' of this substance, submitted i

fractions of 20 grams, o-ave a distillate consisting of oily dro]i

h->- tabular crvstals which >uMime on careful heating. The pi?'

ie falls in fine yellow needles when PtCl, in excess is

dine formula. I to fine, thin cow

less tabular crystal- u hid, >ublime on careful heating. The pi*
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added to its solution. It is easily soluble in both water and alco-
hol.—Ber. Berl Ghem. Gee., xvi, 289, February, 1883. g. f. b.

6. A Text-book on the Elements of Physics', for High S«] N
and Academies; by Alfked P. Gage, A.M. 414 pp. 8vo. Bos-
ton, 1883. (Ginn, Heath & Co.)—This will be found to be, in all

-}•< cts, a very satisfactory book for the use for which it

- 'I'tt-ini. <!. Ii pit'-i'iii- tin/ I undamental principles of the science
with great clearness from the experimental side, and throughout
in accordance with modern ideas ; it contains much that i> fresh
in the subject matter, and the illustrations are new and good ; in

its it is a gratifying contrast to some of the more pre-
tentious older text-books.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

I. Annual Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey, for
] 882. 192 pp. 8vo.—In the account of "geological work in prog-
n '* s " this Report, by Professor G. H. Cook, treats of the Red
^nidsn.ne or so-called Triassie torniation, the eruptive rocks of

Jj^ex Comity Iron Mines. Plastic (lays, and Shore Changes,

the Red sandstone it states that the conglomerates

led mainly to the northwest border, but occur also in
riu central portion (p. 18), and on the southeastern border (p. 33),

:

ll| d they an- calcareous, /jiiartzose and granitic. The sandstone
- usually seven-eighths or more of quartz, but contains feldspar,
"hich is ,,fteu unaltered, and in some cases much feldspar. A
•ong table of strikes and dips is given, in which the directions are
all west of north, and mostlv between 20° and 50° west. The

the major axis of a large

ich an area faster at the

aference, would, it is said, tend to frac-
ture the strata and so make fissures for the escape of the trap.

In view of the general westerly dip of the beds in the New
*©T8ey area and the easterly in that of the Connecticut valley,

g»d a similar case between an eastern and a western area in

Xor'h Carolina, Professor Cook expresses his inclination to adopt
''"' hypothesis that "the various areas of the Red sandstone lor-

,n 'ition east of the Appalachians, from Massachusetts to South
Carolina, were once in some way connected, and perhaps also
r,i '» s <' farther northeast in the P.ntMi Provinces"; and that this

d the rocks flii^.ilt.iw ud btok. n up mt - th. u !
ml

A'mu, ,n _;, ,,|.,,\, tin until gm> lm. - "U t.i.-f- >

\P- '^28), referring to a somewhat similar view.

The subject is in fact The Origin <>/ t/„ .l,<r,t-trUi* of h<»ten,

North America.
(1.) The great area, a thousand miles long, if extending from

N,, va Scotia to South ( . lina « vering irmus regions that
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are now a thousand feet or more above the sea-level, mus
assumed to have been either under marine waters, or else u

the fresh-waters of an immense lake. The deposits, as all ad

are not marine; and too, they are not lacustrine. Those oi

Connecticut valley correspond well, in all parts, to those of fh

and estuary origin ; and the others are not widely different.

(2.) The coarse and fine material of the deposits, as

observed by Professor Edward Hitchcock and since \>\

writers on the subject, came from the rocks bordering the e

ing areas, and are such as tributaries would have brought in

the waters spread far outside of their present limits into a £

lake, this would not have been true, for.these rocks would
been submerged, and could not have contributed much, it

to the sediments.

(3.) The beds bear evidence of swift currents and slow i

mittedly, and often locally distributed, in the v
and fineness of the beds, answering precisely to the characters of

the later valley deposits of the Connecticut ; and these are fluvial,

not lacustrine, conditions.

(4.) The coarse deposits are most common along or toward the

borders of the area, yet are not excluded from other parts, and

occur at intervals, not continuously, on these borders. The finer

deposits prevail most over the middle portions, but occur also on

the borders. The distribution corresponds with the «li-

in the modem Connecticut valley—the result of deposition by a

along the borders, of the valley deposits, by tributa
*

j of the

Feldspar is present as we

quartz, and is generally abundant, and in as fresh a conditio

in the neighboring gneiss or granite. It looks as if disintegr:

on had gone on for a long age over the adjoining hills of met!

orphic rocks, until loosened materials, scores perhaps hundred
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i fact, quite closely those of the i

'(! drift ol" the vallev. The abundant mica and the occa:
>bblesof mica schist 'in the Portland beds (oast .,. Middle
t.)were evidently brought in by a stream from the t
iat flowed over the Bolton region of mica schist. The
k! thick conglomerate of Montague and Sunderland, >

t ,Ih,„i ,|„ , ll( ..t] ol M,iW,^ linu. in.l mis ,
;

glaciated condition'

-'quires no ureal movement
v directions .»{' movements, :
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log evidence oi' shallow-water origin. An artesian boring at

New Haven, now in progress by the Winchester Arms Company,
has gone down into the sandstone 1500 feet below the sea-level

without reaching the bottom of the formation ; and, only two

miles west, the metamorphic schists rise to :i height of nearly foil

feet above the sea. The trough is here, consequently, over 1900

feet deep, and the pitch into it on this western side is at the rate

of about 1000 feet a mile; and it may prove to be much greater

when the artesian boring has gone down its next proposed I
ooo

greatly exceed the depth near New Haven, whatever the amount.

The valley in its independent movements, and its relations to the

mountain-making disturbances of older time has nothing to favor

the idea of any connection with that of New Jersey in the Tri-

assic era, unless possibly through Long Island Sound ; and this,

if a fact, would not be of the kind implied in Professor Cook's

hypothesis. j. d. d.

2. Life of s;r WUlnn,, K Ln,,,,*,. Kt., LL.D, F.P.S., F.G.S.,

etc., First Director of the Geological Survey of Canada, bv Bkk-

nard J. Harrington, Ph.D., Professor of Mining in McGill

University, late Chemist and Mineralogist to the (Geological Pur-

vey of Canada. A'.vi pp. 8vo, with steel portrait and nunieious

wood-cuts. Montreal, lrts:j. (Dawson Brothers.)—It was well

for American geology that Sir William Logan was made Director

of the Geological Survey of Canada. A man of patient, thorough,

research, oi gnat precision in all his labors, sure ni

his steps of progress as "far as this was possible in a region oi -"

Fo Ddstknu ol th« -hum in

America; and his results have proved to have the best of <l"a
-

ities; they stand, and American Geological Science is being built

upon them. The " A/oic rocks" had been previously n

but Logan was the first to make known the structure, system ot

flexures, thickness, :u ,d other characteristics of the long series of

schistose rocks, and trace out and map the folded strata of lime-

stone they include, so as to give intelligible shape to these bottom

terrain's of the geological series.

IN nam < u \) tr:mi , H,' p'^'f
',','.

'/n'fr. 'ati'm's -f tin \ >"

^
1 vei-Siluri - laconic group

included, and their hi, mfm liability to the Highland Archwan-

The fossils of the Canada starting point were of the so-called

Quebec Group, which he described in 1863 (Rep., p. -

rhe study of the fossils by Billings, as "a great development oi
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N "'atn about tlie horizon ot the Cha/.y and Calciferous forma-
til "^r and Iu> referred flic various beds of the Green Mountains
:i »'i 'l\i<o!iir region to this particular group. Subsequent dis-

.
Dr. Harrington'

^lallche^



The Atlas* of the Panther Crock basin, in thirteen sheets (of

M:! inches by '_!o), tin- first ] n 1 1 > 1 i s ! i
.

1 1 result of the Stair (-ieoio^icai

Survey of the Anthracite Fields of Pennsylvania, hy Mr. Chas. A.

Ashburner, (ioologist in-charnct and several assistants, under

the State Geologist, Professor J. P. Lesley, deserves
great beauty, its hi-h -ciemitic \alue, the novelty o

and the vast amount of practical insl

cntly nothing ran help in that way more than a clear,

, indication of the precise position, and the amount, of

,ble bed of the coal, an answer to the otiostions : How

lethodsofilh
on conveyed.
What is* chiefly wanted from such a survey i

i- indirect aid toward turning to man's beneli

,
and in this ease toward facilitating

vidently nothing can help i

tworthy i

) the questions :

ich coal is there? where is it ? at what depth ? with how steep

lip ? in what direction ? with what basins and saddles of what

iglb, breadth, depth or height ? in what direction would level

ifts run? where would the coal be best attacked by shafts or

fts ? what beds of rock or coal lie above or below the coal

irked, and at what distance ? what is the situation of the coal

th reference to water courses or other features on the surface

the ground '; and the like : and it i< easilv conceivable that it

odd be impossible to give indications of this kind so fully and

isfactorily with a whole volume of words merely, as with a

)perly constructed map. Thirty years ago, Professor Lesley

vised and brought into use a method of representing such

ological facts, by a topographical map, with contour lines,

(1 with the outcrop of certain beds and the course of a

gle level upon them, say the lowest water level of a tract.

I

it three of the present sheets are drawn in a somewhat improved

lv, showing more thoroughly the whole position and detailed

uetural shape of a coal bed by numerous curved lines equi'lis-

it in level, like the contour lines of surface topography. T-he

suit is a complete and satisfactory geometrical construction >>t

ion and clearness and compactness of working information.

V. W. I'onnan, I'l.-rk of Survey Tomm-siou, -j-cj Market Street, llarrxsburg.

| Mr. Ashlmruer was placed in charge of the Anthracite Surv
1880, when a reconnaissance of the coal fields was eoi.nneiiee.l. In

\ ' : ''• ",

This plan was adopted by the Board af <

r organized i

probably take four m the survey.

\ Mr. Lyman has used this method of representing geological i

.fapauese maps, but not in so precise a way as is done by Mr. A si
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The general facts disclosed about the shape of rock-beds are
novel even to experienced geologists. It is here seen that beds
ot ""•d and other rocks are folded together with much less uni-

formity of shape than had hitherto been supposed, as irregularly
'ii fact as a . carpet crumpled toevther hv a push from one side.

Another feature noticeable is the absence of faults in a region
that has been very much disturbed and has some overturned dips.

^ ith such maps as these i) can be seen where drainage adits 01
" fl «'<- h-vcls mav be driven; where and at what depth shafts will

strike a given coal bed; what portions of a mine underlie build-
ings on the surface ; in short all the principal -eoi.^h-al require-
ments for working a mine are plainly set forth : and money need
not be wasted (as many hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been) in groping blindlv for a coal bed. with dige-imr according
T" the neeessarilv inaccurate guesses or opinions of even the

omposition ot the



its different layers; md v.. time is a sheet with twenty-ei-hf col-

umnar sections of coal beds on a scale of ten feet to an inch;

including tliat marvel, the Mammoth bed, at one point over 114

feet thick, with nearly 106 feet of coal and the rest several layers

of slate. On the same sheet there is in addition a diagram -<»»

feet to the inch) of seventeen columnar sections, side by side, to

show the true relation to each other of the coal beds known, an 1

-ometimes differently named, at different parts of the basin. Such

identification of the hods of different mines is plainly of very great

importance in giving ; , knowledge of what beds may he expected

to be found above or below a bed that is actually worked ;
for an

error in naming one bed may lead to enormous pecuniary losses

from the mistaken views it may engender in regard to what is

above or below.
Another sheet gives a topographical map of the surface ou a

scale of 1600 feet to an inch, half loss in scale than the under-

ground map, and with contour lines every ten feet.

To give a knowledge of the situation of the basin with reference

to the whole anthracite region, a sheet is added with a general

map of the northeastern corner of Pennsylvania, on a scale of

nearly five miles to an inch, showing all the different fields m
their'relative position. On the same sheet there are eleven col-

umnar sections, on a scale of 300 feet to an inch, to show the coal

beds of the different basins and their relation to one another.

It is striking here how variable is the number of coal bed- in the

lias further a list of the 340 collieries in operation, with their

yield in 1881, amounting in all to thirty and one-half millions oi

The total annual yield of anthracite year by year from the be-

ginning is given on a separate sheet, divided, too, in separate

fields, and illustrate.! with a large diagram of pyramidal shape ot

the kind |.ubli>hrd for manv years by .Mr. 1'. \Y Sheafer.

With such enormous drafts „| 'the lixe<l deposit of coal the

very weighty ipiotion presses forward: how Ion-' before Uw
whole amount will be exhausted? It is of course nm

we can only judge more or less approximately bv'siich lahles and

diagramsastlu.se from what has taken phice in the past, lint with

materials of the kind supplied by the present atlas we can ascei-

foron th< tt*nnnfltt

Coal Bed and of its comparatively small portions hitherto workd

out is given, and the columnar sections show b\ what thickm—
of coal the area of the bed is to be multiplied to find its amount.

A separate sheet h -'hen t« the illustration of the ne '
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-onie places. The drawing shows both the horizontal extent of
tin' hod :is it now lies and the space it would take up if flattened
out. The same sheet has tables of figures to show the extent of
the different workable coal beds in the basin.
Every Pennsylvanian and American, directly or indirectly in-

terested in the anthracite lands.tr mines, or in the price of anthra-
cite, or iron, or other articles for which anthracite is largely con-
sumed, must look with impatience ami patriotic pride to "the com-

'tpon the mining ^\ so valuable a fuel. All interested in geology
caimor fail to await with eagerness ami ureal anticipations the
''est of the Anthracite Sunry's publication^, begun by a work of

A good survey, however laborious it mav be, costs but a trifle

''-'iiipaivd with the ureal Minis 1 hat are often cheerfully spent by the
ignorant for trials by digging that give nothing like'complelem-s
'^'Idetinitenessofresult. Kvon if i he s-parate mine owner> should
carry out such surveys, each at his own expense (as it might be

results would be far less satisfactory and

__ _ jtained from a combination of the whole
field, for the facts se<

ni'ged they ought to), "the results would be far les-

valuable than can be obtained from a combiuat
field, for the facts seen on one Trad help greatly to
of another. Moreover t he expense of such sepa'rate

'ttfalo Peaks, by :

struck off by order of the St;

Publication, tut for more than
^one on the Paleontology, the
'ature not being made. Descri
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appear in the publications of the State Museum in the course of

the year, but all is uncertainty as to the appearance of the text of

volume V. in the Paleontology. The delay works evil to geolog-

results in thcVtiulv ..f the !WiK of other States and by hinder-

6. NorUFA,,,* ,•!<<,„ /-;,W M, ,,,,„ <tl.<. in the March number
of the American Naturalist, Professor Cope has an important

paper on the Kxtinct Dogs of North America, with maiiv illustra-

Extmct Rodentia.
7. AnnelUl Remain* fmn, the Silurian of tin Me of (jntbnxl;

by G. J. IIimm:. (Communicated to tlie ' Swedish Academy of

Sciences, Sept., 18S-J.)— .Mr. Hinde lias continued his discoveries of

Annelid remains from Canada and Kngland to the Island of Got-

land. The specimens described in this paper from the latter

region are numerous, and their figures cover three plates, lb'

observes that the iicjuvm !i\in- repi e-ntalives of these ancient

ield of gold for diffei

:' statement in regard t
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Ruction of gold at foreign localities. Some of the other topic:
discussed in the report are : the iron ores and iron industries o
California; lumber and fuel; the occurrence of salt and it<

manufacture ; mud volcanoes and Colorado Desert ; diamonds it

California. The Appendix contains papers on the forest trees o!

California by A. Kellogg ; notes on hydraulic mining by F. W
Robinson

; on hydraulic and drift mining by Henry Degroot

;

on the milling of gold quartz by Melville Attwood ; on rare
minerals recently found in the State by W. P. Blake ; on floui
gold by A. B. Paul.

10. Zur Kennttths <1, > ,<ul<-<< ,>'<*<>}<< ,, G.steine und Mineralien
<ter Capverd'sehen Inseln von Professor Dr. C. Doeltek. 94 pp.
<*niz, 1882.—The author has published in another volume the
results of his topographical an.] n'e'dogieal examination of the
Cape Verde Islands. The present memoir is devoted to a detailed

"ini and of the a -. As older eruptive rocks
are recognized : foyaite, syenite, diorite and diabase; as younger

"•"lie eaieulated formula is t.MgSO
U. Fluid'h, <()!„<! Qtmrtz ('/>,



become detached by process of disintegration and wen
in the mud. The "crystals containing fluid cavities were of cit-

trine-yellow to chocolate-brown color, transparent, and of high

luster; they were implanted upon the crystals which had been

directly attached to the walls. The cavities were of unusual size
;

the longest had a length of two and one half inches; others an

inch in length were not uncoininou, and those of smaller size were

too numerous to be counted. The accompanying figure shows

the fluid contained was

water with also some liquid carbon dioxide. rnfortunateK ihi>

remarkable collection of water-bearing crystals was left expo^d
to a temperature below the freezing point during a nighi in the

late autumn; by the freezing of the enclosed water the crystal

wore shattered and reduced to fragments, which wevr in sonic

eases frozen together to a coherent niass. The ice formed was be-

lieved to be due in part to the condensation of the moisture of the

surrounding atmosphere by the cold produced bv the sudden ex

1 of the carbon dioxide 1

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Essay on the Development of the Vegetable Kingdom, t
>/"

"

ri„ll>/ oh the Dhtnhuth,,,
,>f Flnra* *;„* tfg Treli(n-i/2»rio<l: '

"'"_

such einer Eut.rl /•///,
v /.v/ , „/,;< ht, .1, ,- 1>jLi,,z> ><>'•> /', ''" /" < " /l '''

>l> >• Fh>e> >iifih;,t, sfh ,'h ,- T, rr>ae/»-ri<xh ;'
\ on Dr. Ai>oi.mi 1^ '

i.ER, Ord. Professor an der University Kiel. 8vo. 1879, 1882.

Leipzig. \V. Khgelmami. This interesting treatise is in

or volumes; the first, published in 1879, discussing the develop-
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ment and distribution of the extra-tropical floras of the northern
: the second, issued in iss-j. ,| |11M . of the southern
;iiii! the tropics: the whole in a little loss than tint)

l«ig"s, full in, lex included. It is a more suceinet work than its

l>iv ( leees.M,r. J), r V,,,, ratio,, <h r Er<b nwh ihnr klimati.^h >,

'>""'/'"'/'//, of the 1'ate Prof, Grisebach. is conceive,! in a differ-

l!! "" !»• sii<l t„ t;i!v i
* whm \ |.l iim' de Candoile

l( 'tt them al the el,,s,. of his (i <<><,<;,,,l,h Untu^np,, !!<, ;.„,„,',
. in

which he reached the conclusion— which the scientific world had
ri '"'ii just eome to—that the present character and distribution of

'--etalde kingdom, though nded hy climatic and ge<>-

.u'raphii-al conditions, was to be explained only'by a consideration
of the preceding vegetation, namely, that of the tertian period.
Beyond this general proposition, DeCandolle was then (in 1 -.v,|

not able to go. T'he Or'njin »,/Sr,<-i<s had not appeared. And
the northern hemispl

to the myi
in this in<

Vear, I,son
(Mem. An

, the tirsl

'ming^llm

:o he sought, lfeer and L'nu'e

- idea <>V the Atlantis. Bu

Fn,!„' ,j

u-"h!adim^:U^Z%.Eu^^oyk

the Mi,,,,,, Wi eViocene, and' its gradual

The parallel i

first 'of these ai

Preserved in North ,



into the pre-en t velvet arin ii and seuivu-atioii into the- present floral

: flora to that of N. E. Asia and' Tin relations

of Km ,;,,, an .1 J briefly illustrated; and farther

rf the eastern and central A
in the T the exchange of floral elements between
Asia an, 1 Xort discussed. Some addition to the

0MS7I
,.f the

ts';;;;;;;;,:;

.igl.t_ iaave been drawn from the papers

the preceding foot-note, both of

p-lra'tVcItJk given in

is Jon rnal (the former without the com-

hnv'e'csc a pel Dr. K, i attention.

t'he Kuropeun Hoi as, ancient and

modern:
:
upon the develo pnielit of the high mountain flora before,

an.l >i.

lie Glacial

flora* of illustrated by some good lists, in which,

,1m- al. , also, are the closing sections ot

tin? first e, onih, n ithlelic e of the (llaeial period upon the

side of the itains, and on the localization »»

This vol :ias a colored chart showing the

distrihul hue! and . ai the northern hemisphere during

the Mio< iene; 1 lie second volum

; of the second pa

ig than the other,

re'l'o valuel-the'l

, rest lies in tin kictYh t tl piv<um d'.h i j'
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later than the middle of the Glacial epoch.Pliocene, and n<

Saporta has dn
heads, the first of fairly determinable plants, with ••viicric

specific names, fiftv-one'in niiinWr. Amonu- them he identic
Betula near to our B. lent a-, Ontrya n/yinica, Fay us j\
yinea, Vitis Labstiwi, and a M,iy,i<dhi allied to our M. ac>
nata or cordata. Aidoue; the indeterminable leaves are s

1'esembling those of ('<//•>/<> omnni and of Qncrcu.t mjwttirn.
species identified with or ne.-irlv like livin-r Japanese s P cci<

Zelkova, two species of Sn/r,i,. 1W~/„ ,cabra, Acer pm
Dietamnus Fro.,-;,,. Iht. and Shmrim ,„,„,,!< b /,,/,„. maybe i

furnished by earlier deposit-, upon th<- explanation of the intii]

and peculiar relations existing between the actual Xorth At
i'-ui and northeastern Asian tioras, is obvious, and is well discu:

heartily thanked. The thirteen plates of these fossil plants ar

Let us add our acknowledgments to the author for a cop
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IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Report of the Superintendent of the United States Coast

mid Qeodetie Survey fortht year ending June, 1880.—This report

exhibits in :i striking manner the extension of work expressed in

the e limine of name of the Survey by the addition thereto of Geo-

ihtir. Tlie carrying of the primary and secondary n :

from the coast over the States has been prosecuted in earnest. Tins

a uniform and connected frame-work for use in all local surveys.

Incidentally to this is begun the measurement of the arc of t lie

:<0th parallel nearly 50° long, and of the 99th degree of longi-

iu. le, which in the I'nited States is 23° long, and which may he

extended north and south to a length of 50°. This u

ti in-, ot t.h, < irth ri . vextern put t il ) pat dl.-l '-

, so that the proportion of telescopic t<

i 22 to 1." He remarks on the apparent I

>pic meteors. He makes the suggestion
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«rs engaged in comet sweeping keep a record of the number of
telesn)|,i,- meteor- seen and the length of time of observation.

followed by per-
The time, direction, len-thof path, veloeitv. brightness, ete.,

"f such meteor,, with diameter of field and magnifying power,
•^

,
f- ...

3. Gold Medal a/ the Ilniffil A*tr»nnnth>„l Saedh/ <>/ Lnmh.u.

• is v.
~

, i) I; \'«,
i : ••;!m'"

4. Medal* ,nr, -d,d i,,, t/,< (,'. , >!,„/,: -,d Sneh t y ,,f /,,„„/„„. __\t
the annual general meeting of the '<.... ± .d-v.;.. . !.« M.i
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Professor Samuel F. Clarke of Williams; Treasure
William B. Scott of Princeton ; these offi.

executive committee. The object of the society is "the associa-

tion of working naturalists tor the discussion of methods of in-

vestigation and instruction, laboratory technique and museum
administration, and other topics of interest to investigators and

teachers of natural history, and for the adoption of such measures

as shall tend to the advancement and diffusion of the knowledge
of natural history in the community." Membership is limited to

title institutions, and other persons professional! \ engaged in soim

branch of natural history. Meetings are to be held at differ-

ent places designated by the society, not outside of the Ka-tcrn

oof Middle States, Maryland and the District of Columbia. The
annual meeting is to commence on the second Wednesday of

March in each year, unless otherwise ordered by the executive

committee. Provision is made to encourage the formation and

cooperation of similar societies in other parts <»f the country.

The society starts off with a membership of 27, represent ing 'he

;. Iditional i aim - w . n proposed for membershi
* »<-Lces.-At the mee

gton in April,

Xat'toniil Arailrttt)/ of
"Wash:

ng-President

-mee the decease of Professor \\ \i. U. Rook us, was elected i<> l-l!

the office of President. The following persons were e:

hers of the Academy: A. Graham Bell, Dr. John S. Milling.

Professor G. K. Gilbert, Professor II. B. Hill and Prou—or (.

Loring Jackson ; and the following Foreign Associates: Adanis.

Anvers, Berthelot, Bertrand, Boii-sin-ault. ('alley, Cluon-uk

i
' (and. die, Dumas, Helmholtz, Hooker, Huxley, Kirch-

t. Oppolzer, Pasteur, Richthofen, Sylvester. Stokes.

Struve, Thomson, Virchow, Wurtz.
On Thursday, the 19th, the Academy participated in

m-niies connected with the unveiling' ot the statue of Jo-kiui

Him."., under the auspices of the Smithsonian Instituii

which all the departments of the Government were r.

I'he oration on the occasion was delivered by Pre~e

Institution, ami was an admiralde tribute to the memory <>i ''"
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ART. XL.—On the Nature of the [, .duration in the St. Peters
and Pot- in certain Archiean Quartzites,

in Wisconsin ; by R. D. Irving.

[Published by authority of the Director of the United States Geological Survey.]

Lsr his address before the Geological Society of London,
delivered Feb. 20th, 1880, Sorby describes sands whose grains
are bounded externally by crystalline faces, but have on the
interior the ordinary rolled grains, the quartz with crystalline
feces having been deposited as a coating on the irregular sur-
faces of the original grains. He also states that the deposited
quartz is in "perfect optical and crystalline continuity " with
the interior grains, each broken fragment having been ehanered
to a "definite crystal." He shows, further, that such ci

sands occur in the sandstones of various ages "from the 0<'>Iit« j s

down to the Old Red," and that they are commonly little

coherent, but that in some specimens "a number of grains may
°ften be seen cohering more atroi and these
show clearly that the cavities 01 tween the
grains have been more or less completely filled with quartz.

Moreover, on carefully examining the less coherent grains by
surface-illumination, we can see, not only the planes and angles
uue to unimpeded crystallization, but also more or less deep
lrnpressions due to the interference of contiguous grains, thus
proving conclusively that the deposition of crystalline quartz
took place after the nuclei were deposited as a bed of normal

•*»*. Jour. g r._Third Series, Vol. XXV, No. 150.—June, 1883.
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sand. The very imperfect consolidation sometimes met with

i< perhaps, lot'so very surprising, when we reflect on the very

small coherence of many large quartz crystals which are yet in

close juxtaposition. However, it does seem probable that this

ystallization of quartz sometimes contributes very materially

to the cohesion of the grains in hard and compact quartzites.

In such examples as the Gannister of the South Yorkshire

coal-field we can see, in a thin section, that the grains fit along-

extreme care that good proof can be obtained of the actual

deposition of quartz between them. However, in the case of a

highlv consolidated sandstone from Trinidad, the proof of the

i of quartz is as complete as possible; the outline of

the original grains of sand is perfectly distinct, and the cavities

between them are filled with clear quartz in crystalline contin-

uity with the contiguous grains, so that the whole is a mass of

interfering crystals, each having a sand-grain as a nucleus.

The rock has thus been converted into a hard quartzite, almost

like a true quartz rock, but differs from such quartz rocks as

those of the Scotch Highlands in containing no mica crystal-

lized in situ. All my specimens of these quartz rocks are

really highly quartzose mica-schists ; and, so far, I have faded

in my endeavors to trace the connection between them and

true sandstones, though possibly this could easily be done in

some districts which I have not examined."

These very highly interesting and important observations of

Sorbv have' received surprisingly little attention, and I had

'.em altogether, so that it was not until after I had

reached the conclusions and made most of the observations

referred to in this paper, that I learned that he had preceded

me by over two years in some of the most important points.

I am able, however, to extend his conclusions in some import-

ant respects. What he regards as probable, viz: that the

" cohesion of the grains in hard and compact quartzites" is due

to this deposition of interstitial quartz, I find cert;;

But more than this, I find in certain Archaean quartzites, and

presumably the same thing is true of many more, that the

"metamorphism" has consisted entirely in this deposition ot

interstitial quartz. Still further, I find 'that these same quartz-

ites grade directly into true mica-bearing quartz- schists, where

the only change besides the formation of i

been the development of mica scales from intermingled kaolinic

material in the original rock. I may, therefore, with propriety-

publish a brief account of my observations and conclusions.

In beginning recently a systematic microscopic study ot tne

crystalline schists of the northwestern states, I selected tne

quartzites as likely to yield the most readily, to this sort ot
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nvestigation, evidence of the nature of the metamorphism
nvolved in their formation. ' The frequent gradation of the
Qost compact, non-granular, often vitreous quartzites into

even pebbly, water-deposited rocks,

of minerals and consequent proba-
ble simplicity of any chemical reactions involved,
aged me to hope that I might find some clue to the solu-
tion of the problem of their im-i.-uiiorphisin. I had already

led by many considerations to suspect that the chanw
which the original sandstones had undergone in becoming
quartzites was rather in the nature of an interstitial depo-
sition of quartz from impregnating siliceous waters, than of

a re-crystallization, or molecular re-arrangement of the orig-

»al quartz grains. Among the things that tended to con-
firm me in this .-uspieion was the fact that in the Potsdam
sandstone of Central Wisconsin, which is for the most part
a loose and even incoherent sandstone, made up of rolled

quartz grains, I had in my work for the Wisconsin State Sur-
vey frequently observed ' portions which were more or less

indurated, and plainly by quartz, there being no other indu-

cted substance present. These indurated portions are some-
times irregular areas and aeain are confined to certain layers

intercalated in the usual incoherent material. In general, the

formation is more indurated in its lower portions. The amount
°f induration varies greatly, in some eases being a barely per-

ceptible hardening, and agai i.;-: ig through various degrees
to an extreme in which the roek >eeomes a compact almost
vitreous quartzite, the thin slabs ringing like steel when struck
with a hammer. Now it is certai t nil in sin h an unaltered,

nearly horizontal and wholly Q as this

sandstone is, these indurations can not be in the nature of the

ordinary orthodox regional metamorphism through which the

schists are generally b ssed. More-
over, I had often observed a pec md vitrifica-

tion of both I that of the St. Peters, on ex-

posed surfaces, which is plainly a result of weathering and
therefore of a necessity wholly unlike such a thing as i

re-crystallization. This peculiar effect of weathering, which I

have never until within a few weeks -^een uoiie. 1 in any publi-

cation,* presents itself generally in the shape of a

usually from a fraction of an inch to an inch in thickness, of

lustrous, vitreous, watery-looking quartz. It is found also pro-

ceeding inwards from the sides of joint cracks ;
and where the

-" !
^ ;..i 1 . ; . . '[,- • ::, ... ...... - .

- -
:

.
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rock is much jointed and exposed, the induration has some-

times extended in for some distance.*

In preparing my first material for the study of the quartzites,

I selected the Huronian quartzites of the Baraboo Ranges of

Sauk Co., Wisconsin, and, for comparison, the various vitrified

and indurated forms of the Potsdam and St. Peter's sandstones

above alluded to. Beginning first with the Baraboo quartzites

I noticed at once in many sections, as viewed in ordinary

light, a distinct clastic structure, rounded grains of quartz, out-

lined often by a little film of iron oxide, making up most of the

section, but with a clear quartz in the interstices. Often some

of the quartz grains would seem ill-defined, and look as though

they melted away into the interstitial quartz; an appearance

which has been noted by other observers in sections of the

quartz-rocks of various regions,f In polarized light, however,

it was often observed that all appearance of a clastic nature

would disappear, instead of being more prominently brought

out, as in an ordinary sandstone. In place of the rounded

grains seen in the ordinary light, would now be seen only a

mass of int< -eas, presenting every appearance

of having crystallized in their present positions. Close study

showed that the larger part of the quartz, that appeared in the

ordinary light to be interstitial, polarized with the rounded grains,

i. e., the individual quartzes extended beyond the limits of the

grains. If the apparently fragmental particles were truly so,

this appearance could only be explained by a deposition of

quartz in such a way as to have crystalline continuity with the

original grains.

That the force of crystallization was able to finish a er..~t;>;.

or to restore a broken crystal, after the lapse of many ages,

was to me a new conception, and one w"hich seemed to call for

very rigid demonstration before acceptance. There was little

difficulty in proving that the apparently fragmental quartzes

* As an instance of a completely vitrified layer in the Potsdam

•Jackson <V <

|). 566); as instances of a 1<-

nf W is., n. ;>. ;><;<;>. that ol lh<> quarrv i,.

;.•;-
quarry at Packwaukee, Marquette Co. (Id.
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were indisputably of that nature, while the proof that such a
thing is possible as the deposition of quartz upon a quartz sur-

face, in such a manner as to be crystallographieally continuous
with it, was also forthcoming. At this stage of the investiga-
tion I called to mind the description of rounded quart/; grains

enveloped in quartz crystals, given by the Rev. A. A. Young
in this Journal for July, 1882. Mr. Young had long before
sent me specimens of the sand s! ity, but the
time had not served for their study. Mounting some of them
now in balsam, a moment's study with the microscope sufficed

to show—what Mr. Young had not spoken of in his paper
referred to—that the enveloping water-clear quartz, furnished
with crystal faces, was optically oriented with the enclosed

rough-surfaced, rolled grains. In the loose New Lisbon sand-
stone, then, the new quartz found room to develop crystalline

faces, because of the small supph of silica, while in theBaraboo
- the supply of siliceous material was so large as to

cause universal interference and irregularly outlined areas,

whence the non-clastic appearance in polarized light, and the

i i-clastic appean in the ordinj rj light when no
1!'on oxide or rough surface' was present to separate new and
original quartz.
Proceeding now to an examination of the remainder of my

Material, I soon found, as I had by this time anticipated, that

the induration was of the same nature throughout—in St.

Peter's and Potsdam sandstones, as well as in the Archaean

quartzites—and, indeed, that my sections showed a completely
graded series from loose sandstone, in which the rolled grains

were enveloped in crystals of deposited quartz, to the most
compact and apparently non-granular quartzites, and even to

highly schistose quartzites with a clayey admixture in which
toica flakes had developed.

I may now describe briefly a series of specimens illustrating

these different degrees of alteration, beginning with the least

indurated.

The first specimen is of the Potsdam sandstone from the

quarries at New Lisbon, Wis.—the same as described by Mr.
A. A. Young in this Journal for July, 1881. It is a very fine-

grained, pink- and white-mottled sai Istone, from which the

M't is reflected in numerous sparkling points. The indura-

tion is dist.net. bur onh sii-ht. small h *-
-

' "< i _

r^'idi!v in the fingers. The crumbled sand, mounted m balsam.

shows every grain edged with more or less of the deposited

quartz, whi. Iv continuous with the original

grain. The line >n junction between the new quartz and the

°ld is always strongly marked, either by a contrast between
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the cloudiness and worn surface of the original grain and the

pellucidity of the deposited quartz, or by the presence upon
the surface of the original grain of a coating of oxide of iron.

Only the smallest of the grains seem to show perfect crystalline

faces, the supply of new quartz having been so great as to pro-

duce some interference in most cases. This is indicated by the

indentations observable in the crystalline outlines, as shown in

figs. 1, 2 and 3, which represent grains of this sand as seen

mounted in balsam. In this mounting the crystalline faces on

the upper sides of the grains are not readily seen, but only the

rough surfaces of the original grains, and the crystal

ted quartz. The interference has, however, never

extended very far, every grain showing some traces at least of

the crystalline faces when viewed in a dry mounting. Evi-

dently the small amount of induration in this sandstone is to

be connected with this relatively slight atno mt of interference.

As shown by Sorby,* the most perfect crystalline oul

to be mefr with in quite unconsolidated sands, the qua;

then had full opportunity to develop perfect faces. In ™ e

figures drawn from the mountings of this sand, I have placed

the three grains with their elasticity axes in a common
direction.

The second specimen on the list is from the Potsdam^"* 1
'

stone of the quarry at the depot at Black Eiver Falls. Wiscon-

sin. It is a white", much coarser-grained, and pen eptibU na-re

indurated rock, than the hist, but many crystal!;*,

<

some size are perceptible. The cause of the greater

becomes readily apparent when the balsam mounting <>t i;1
'

1U11
"

bled grains is examined. Every grain is coated with the de-

posited quartz, and usually has a broader border than seen in

the grains of the New Lisbon rock. Only here an

to be seen traces of distim -,
, s t;i it outlines

,:M qu:
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grains of this rock are shown in contact, the line drawn on
each indicating the position of its elasticity axis. On the upper
side of the upper one of the two grains the

pyramidal outline is apparent, but below the
4
;

deposited quartz of this grain interferes with
that of the next one, upon which no linear out-

lines whatever are visible, the interference with
the deposited quartz of contiguous grains hav-
ing evidently been complete.
The next specimen is one from an outlier of

St. Peters sandstone, in the town of Arling-
ton, Columbia Co., Wis. The larger part^of
the specimen shows a fine-grained, very loose,

saccharoidal sandstone, in which there is almost
no trace of induration, but in which numerous flashing points

indicate the presence of crystal coatings to the grains. About
one-fourth of an inch, however, on the weathered side of the

specimen, presents the appearance of a completely vitreous

quartzite. Seen under the microscope a thin section of this

vitrified crust shows plainly the original rounded grains of the

sandstone, but everywhere between them a deposited quartz
which is divided oil' into areas coordinating optically with the

' iginal grains. The interference between the different area.- of

ited quartz has been nearly always too great to allow
of the formation of crystalline outlines. Figs. 5 and 6 repre-

»nt pinions of the section of this crust. The smooth curved
•ines of the figures show the outlines of the original grains,

"'idle the shading indicates the way in which the original and

deposited quartz polarize together.

The next specimen is one of St. Peter's sandstone from Gib-

raltar Bluff, a very bold and prominent point on the south

side of the Wisconsin River in the town of West Point, Colum-
bia Co., Wis. This rock is one which, if found among the

crystalline schists, would undoubtedly be classed as a quartzite.

It is a very much indurated, light-colored rock, in which a very

fine arena*'. -otible only on the closest inspec-

tion. The thin section of this rock in polarized light shows
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only interlocking grains of quartz. These interlocking grains

are of two very different sizes, the larger ones predominating .

while the smaller here and there fill up spaces between the

larger. Close study of this section in ordinary light brings out

the fact that each of the larger ones of these areas, and here

and there one of the smaller ones, is made up of a rounded,

smoothly outlined worn grain, and a border of deposited quartz,

the "border and the worn grain within polarizing together. The

outlines of the bordering quartz are exceedingly irregular, the

different areas interlocking with one another more or less intri-

cately. I have attempted to represent a portion of this section

diagrammatically in fig. 7. the smoothly outlined areas of this

resenting as before the original worn grains and the

different shading indicating the areas that are optical!

ties, the ferrite flakes evidently representing a ferruginous coat-

ing on the surfaces of the original grains, while the cavities are

plainly produced by the great irregularity of the surfaces upon

which the new quartz was deposited. Some of the sum.

of interstitial quartz above alluded to may have been wholly

produced by deposition, the infiltrated quartz in this case not

coordinating itself with original grains. It would evidently be

difficult, however, to prove this to be the case, since the out-

lines of the original grains are now perceptible only when they

were well coat.^l with iron oxide or were rough enough to pro-

duce cavities in the deposited material. .,,

The next specimen is from the Archaean quartzite of Devu s

Lake, Wis. As I have indicated elsewhere* the larger portion

J' the quartzite of this region is without arenaceous ap

being usually of a non-granular, flakey texture, and of a eo 01

* Geology of \
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red, and even brick-red. JNow and then a tendency t

naceous texture is observable, and occasionally small areas are

little more than moderately indurated sandstone. It is from
one of these least indurated portions that the present specimen
is taken. The rock is only a little more indurated than that

above described as from the Pots-

dam of Black Eiver Falls. The
sand broken from this

ami !>ais;

of the Black /

River Fall's rock, except that the
|

interference has been too great to

allow the formation of any crystal-

line outlines in the deposited quartz.

The rock is, however, much further from a true quart

either of those above described from the St. Peter's sandstone.

Figures 8 and 9 represent grains broken from this rock.

The sandstone thus described grades immediately into a more
indurated rock. A specimen taken a few inches rom it shows
a rock much like that of the St. Peter's at Gibraltar Bluff, both

as to texture and amount of induration ; and this rea

is borne out by the appearance of the thin section, wl ch

shows—as does also that of the Gibraltar rock— rounded grains

surrounded by closely interlocking areas of deposited quartz

i optically with the original grains. The only dis-

tinction of importance between this rock ai

Bluff is the presence in it, here and there, of an in

nade up of minute brilliantly polarizing

flakes of kaolinite. Figure 10 is drawn from the thin section

!

this rock, the smooth curving lines as before, indicating the

itlines of original grains, and the zigzag lines, t

• different areas of deposited quartz ; while I

ite the manner in which the new quartz polarizes with the

Within a few inches from the point at which the speci
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last described was taken, the rock has become hard, vitro

purple quarl of arenaceous appeal

other words the ordinary quartzite of the region. The thin

section of this rock, in polarized light, shows no trace what-

ever of a fragmental origin, the grains being completely inter-

locked, but in ordinary light, here and there, may be distinctly

seen the rounded outlines of an original grain,
j

with the deposited quartz surrounding it. As in the Gibraltar

rock, 'so also in this section, there is much of a fine interlocking

interstitial quartz which may have been in part or wholly

deposited.

A step beyond the last specimen described is shown by another

from a point farther east, on the same quartzite range in the

town of Caledonia, Columbia Co., Wis. Microscopically this

specimen shows numerous large quartz fragments embedded
in a finer non-granular matrix, which is distinct!

being apparently a clayey quartzite. At first sight the thin

section of this rock seems to show no trace of fragmental origin,

being made up of relatively large quartz particles embedded in

a matrix composed of finer angular quartz particles and much
of a kaolinic material. The quartz grains show throughout a

tendency to have their longer axes in a common direction,

Occasionally in the finer matrix are developed small but dis-

tinct muscovite scales. Close study of the section brings nut

here and there the same feature as heretofore noted, namely, the

presence in the interior hi ._ ai -nh i quartzes of cores composed

of rounded grains. The section of this rock is indistinguishable

from a number that T have examined of the argillaceous quartz-

ites of the Lake Superior Huronian.

It thus appears that the alteration which has produced from

sandstone certain Arch rean quartzit.es and quartz -

the same nature as the induration which atlects- w
pendently of any igneous action—irregular areas m wholly

undisturbed and elsewhere wholly unaltered sandstones, and

even as the surface induration produced it, some sandstones l>y

mere weathering. All of these changes are due to the deposi-

tion of interstitial quartz in such a manner as to be crystallo-

-raphirallv continuous with the original elastic particles.

The origin of the sai . , o s 1 1 of ureal interest.

In the case of the indurated ,-rust it seems evident that the

deposited silica has accumulated at tin Mirtaee b\

and capillary action on a relativelv minute
1

1

solution permeating the rock. The only probable origin ior

the silica in this solution seems to be in the action of tne

atmospheric waters upon occasional feldspar particles in tne

sandstone. A similar origin may be assigned for the silica c-t
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most of the indurated rock of the St. Peter's and Potsdam sand-
stones

; but in some cases there are indications that the indura-
tion has followed lines of faulting, where the silica may be

us.* In the case of the Archaean quartzites of the
Baraboo region an extraneous source is suggested by the fre-

quent occurrence in these quartzites of strings and veins of
white quartz, often supplied with cavities lined with quartz

ART. XLI.— On the existence of a deposit in Northeastern Mon-
tana and Northwestern Dakota that is postihly cquica rt .11 h

the Green River Group; by Charles A. White.

[Published in advance by permission of the Director of the U. S. Geological

The great fresh-water Eocene series of strata known as the
Green p^ver Group occupies, as is well known, a ^^y lar-e
region in Southwestern Wyoming and the adjacent parts of
l
- tah and Colorado: but in' the absence of positive evident it

may well be doubted whether the strata of that -roup ever ex-
tended much if any to the northward of the 4:id parallel of lat-

itude. Last summer while stud\ :- the Larami. Group, in the
r, '.ii-ion of the Lower Yellowstone River. 1 iound a small deposit

upon the 47th pai h, in conse-
quence of its sti itia-ra; - <-ai r< ati. 1 s, its iithological chai * ter,

-'..
s, is strongly sug-

gestive of identity with the Green River Group. The deposit
*S only a few acres in extent, and lies upon the top of an eleva-
tion known as Sentinel Butte, two or three miles east of the

e between Dakota and Montana, three or four

of the Northern Pacific Railway, and about fifty

miles oast, of the point where that railway reaches the Yellow -

stone Valley.

The whole region between the Yellowstone and Missouri
Rivers, north of the parallel -.1 l«i . as well as much of the Up-

- \:,....
;

.

...
:

:
,

' ..,.:,;.,;

!

:> the Laramie Group, whieh'at f-w and distant intervals in

r < !1-' valleys of those rivers is seen to rest conformably upon the
K"

r\ U ill'- < "r. taceoiis group.
The strata in this whole rem'on are approximately*' level ex-

cept in a few localities where limited flexures occur. The geol-
ogy of the region is therefore exceedingly simple. The Lara-

j description of the formation at Ironton, Wis., Geol.
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mie Group I estimate at about 500 feet maximum thickness in

that region, but it has everywhere suffered such extensive ero-

sion that I am not satisfied that I have seen its uppermost lay-

ers at any point except at Sentinel Butte, and one other similar

butte forty-five miles to the northwestward of it.

Sentinel Butte lies between the Little Missouri, a tributary

of the Great Missouri River on the east, and Beaver Creek, a

tributary of the former, on the west. Along the divide be-

tween these two small streams there are numerous buttes com-

posed of the material which has escaped the great and general

denudation that the region has suffered, and which constitute

the principal features of the landscape. The strata of which

these buttes are composed are approximately horizontal, and

the fact is apparent at a glance that the intervening lower lands

have been made such by erosion. While the surface of this

region is more completely grass-covered than that of the region

directly southward on the Great Plains, the exposure of the

strata which underlie the surface here is general, and their order

of superposition is easily traced.

The Laramie Group within the region in question is made

up of variously colored sandy shales and Bad-land Si

with numerous beds of lignite and carbonaceous material. In

many places the beds of lignite have been burned out, giving a

conspicuous brick-red color to the strata thus affected. From
its junction with the Fox Hills Group in the Yellowstone Val-

ley, the strata of the Laramie Group were traced out into the

country upon either side, and up into the higher lands, includ-

ing the buttes before mentioned ; of which Sentinel may be

taken as an example.
This butte rises about three hundred feet above the general

level of the land around it, and the characteristic strata of the

Laramie Group, including its lignite, are readily traced to with-

in one hundred feet of the flat, nearly level top. Resting con-

formably upon these Laramie strata we find about sixty feet in

thickness of coarse sandstone strata, the lower half being more

thinly and evenly stratified than the upper. This sandstone

presents a precipitous front at almost all sides of the irregularly

shaped butte, to which it gives the appearance of a massive cap

Resting directly and conformably upon this sandstone is a

mass of light gray fissile calcareous shales which, to one familiar

with the aspect of the typical shales of the Green River Group,

at once suggests their identity. These shales are plainly a rem-

nant that has escaped erosion, and were found to occupy an

area at the top of the butte estimated at forty acres, and their

maximum thickness at forty feet. The presence of the coarse

sandstone was detected at the top of a few others of the higher
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buttes in this region, but the fissile shales were found only on
Sentinel Butte. It is probable, however, that they will be
found at the top of other buttes in that region.

Searching these shales I found the two species of fishes
which are described in following paragraphs by Professor Cope,
but no other traces of fossils of any kind were discovered in
them. It will be seen from Professor Cope's remarks that
these fishes are not closely related to any hitherto described,
and they are therefore not of service in directly identifying the
strata from which they come with the Green Eiver Group or
with any other. They are, however, of such a character that
they may have lived in such lacustrine waters as the Green
River Group was deposited in.

In the absence of paleontological evidence we must rely upon
the stratigraphical relations of this deposit in considering its

claim to be regarded as a part of the Green Eiver Group. I
am by no means confident that this small deposit is a part of
that group, and once continuous with the same to the south-

westward
; or that it is in any sense equivalent with the

same
; but the following facts are worth considering in that

connection.

(1.) This small fish-bearing deposit follows in regular order,

and rests conformably upon certain sandstone strata, which in

turn rest conformably upon typical Laramie strata. The Green
Eiver Group at its typical localities in like manner rests con-
formably upon the Wahsatch Group which in turn rests (in

many places at least) conformably upon the Laramie Group.

(2.) The lithological characteristics of this fish-bearing de-

posit are surprisingly like the fish-bearing layers of the Green
Eiver Group.

(3.) Although the fishes of this deposit are not identical with
any known forms in the Green Eiver Group, their characteris-

tics are such that no reason is apparent why they may not have
lived at the same time and in similar, if not the same, waters
as those that have b.vu discovered in that group.

(4.) Their nearest affinities are with fishes that have been
found in the Green Eiver Group, and none like them have ever
been found in the Laramie Group.

It mav be objected that in the Green Eiver region the great

^ alisaich Group exists between the Green Eiver and Laramie
Groups

; and that it has not been shown to be present in con-

nection with the small fish-bearing deposit in question. In re-

ply it may be remarked that although so thin, the coarse sand-

stones between this small fish- bearing deposit and the Laramie
strata on Sentinel Butte may be reasonably supposed to repre-

sent both the Lower Green Eiver Group of Powell and the

Wahsatch Group of Hayden. Indeed it seems plausible that
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whether the typical strata of either the Green River or Wahsatch
Groups were ever continuous with these northern strata or not,

we have in that upper one hundred feet of Sentinel Butte the

chronological representatives of , the Upper and Lower Green
River and the Wahsatch Groups combined. Whatever the

facts of the equivalency of the strata here discussed may be,

I have no doubt that the small fish-bearing deposit in question

was laid down in waters that immediately succeeded the close

of the Laramie Group, and that it is not properly a part of the

same although it rests with apparent conformity upon it.

The following is Professor Cope's description of the fishes

referred to in the foregoing remarks :

The specimens of fishes submitted to me by Professor C. A.

White represent four individuals and two species. These be-

long apparently to the Centrarchine division of the Perciclc.

and although the future discovery of the structure of the ven-

tral fins in >aolusion I do not anticipate such

a result. I am also unable to determine whether there are teeth

on the vomer or not. As regards generic affinity the species do

not enter any of the genera now known from American or Eu-

ropean Tertiarv formations, as will be seen from the character-

istics about to be given. They differ from those of the recent

genera of Centrarchinse, in the entire, circular outline of the

operculum ; and from some of them in the anal fin with five

spinous rays originating posterior to the line of the anterior

border of the spinous dorsal fin. This new genus I name
PUopUxrckus, and give the following diagnosis. Family charac-

ters, etc. : Mouth bounded above by premaxillary bone only.

Branchiostegal rays seven, possibly" eight. Yentral fin com-

mencing below the base of the pectoral. Scales ctenoid.

Generic characters: Teeth few, simple and conic. No indica-

tion of large pharyngeal bones. Preoperculum entire posteri-

orly and at the angle; inferior edge unknown. Operculum
rounded, entire. One dorsal fin. Anal fin commend
the middle of the spinous dorsal ; with five or more spinous

radii. Caudal fin openly emarginate. Lateral line continuous,

uninterrupted.

The species may be described as follows :

—

]>/;,>pIarehu8 Whitei Cope.

General form elongate oval, the dorsal and ventral outlines

of the body about equally convex. The length of the head

enters that of the head and body to the extremity of the caudal
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y at the ventral

The muzzle is

obtuse, and the mouth opens obliquely upward
The orbit is very large, and enters the length of the head to the
border of the operculum three times, and is one-third of itself

than the muzzle.
radial formula is: D.IX-12; C+17+; A.V-14; V.?;

f. 13. All the soft rays are fissured distally. The dorsal spines
increase in length to the last one, as do also the anals. The
pectoral rays reach to below the sixth dorsal spine, and beyond
the extremity of the ventral fin, which does not quite reach the
anal. The soft rays. of the anal extend to a point below the
extremity of. the vertebral column, forming a well-developed
fin- The extremity of the soft dorsal is lost. The external
' vs of the .vmd.d tin are a little Ions* r t urn tl e median. The
spine of the ventral fin is not strong. The caudal peduncle is

moderately narrow. Th<> \ ert.'br. 1 .dnnni is convex upward
anteriorly : no., caudal XVI ; abdominal XII to the edge of the

operculum. A caudal vertebra preserved in place has two lat-

eral fossa3 separated by a horizontal keel. The abdominal cav-
;;

- extends posterior to the anterior spinous rays oi the anal
fin, so that the anterior interluemals are directed upward and
' ckward. The ribs are long. There are fout interueural

bones anterior to the dorsal fin. The postcoracoid is elongate.

There are seven or eight longitudinal rows of scales visible

above the vertebral column, and sixteen below it; the size
11 niinishi i<> rapidlv downward. All the bones of the head
excepting the muzzle and jaws : ,iv covered with scales. There
are six rows on the cheek below the eye. The scales of the
body have the basal radial grooves and ridges few and coarse.

The external surface is finely but strongly rugose with tuber-
cles or grains, with a trace of fine concentric lines across the

superior and inferior edges. Marginal denticles small. The
ices of the scales which cover part of the fossil dis-

play numerous very close and fine concentric lines, with a

Bmall triangular rough area extending from the edge toward

Measurements

:

Total length, with caudal fin

Depth at front of dorsal fin -

Length of caudal fin to base of vertebra.
Length of caudal vertebra
Length of base of dorsal fin

Length of base of soft dorsal
Length of seventh dorsal spine - - -

Length of third dorsal ray
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Length of fifth anal spine -0165

Length of fourth anal ray -022

Length of base of anal tin -0245

Length of pectoral fin j -020

Length of ventral fin -017

Depth of caudal peduncle "012

Depth of head at orbit, posteriorly -026

The typical specimen of this fish is in excellent preserva-

tion. The species is dedicated to Dr. C. A. White, the distin-

guished geologist and paleontologist.

Plioplarchus sexspinosus Cope.

This species is represented by two specimens, both of which

lack the head and body anterior to the dorsal fin. One of the

specimens is accompanied by its reverse. The differences be-

tween this species and P. Whitei are to be seen in the radial

formula. This shows more numerous spinous, and less numer-

ous cartilaginous, rays. The formula is : D X-13 ;
C+17+ ;

A. VI -9. The last anal radii are somewhat injured, and these

may have been more than nine, but no trace of others exist

and it is clear that they were less numerous than in P. Whitei.

There are about eighteen series of scales below the vertebral

column at the front of the dorsal fin. Their external surfaces

are not so rough as in P. Whitei, as the granules are confined to

the center of the scale, and in the concentric lines are much
more obvious, and form a wider border. Ctenoid denticles dis-

tinct. Caudal fin openly emarginate.

Measurements

:

Depth at anterior edge of anal fin -0206ro

Length from do. to the end of the caudal vertebrae *0305

I --n u r h rf caudal fin to vertebral centra
'02°

Length of base of dorsal fin .-- "0282

Length of base of soft dorsal .-- '015

Length of base of anal -017

Length of base of spinous anal "008

Length of ninth dorsal spine .
'013

Length of fifth anal spine ,
'015

I )epth of caudal peduncle, about
*01 1

Remarks :

—

Among the known extinct types of fishes it is Mieplosus

Cope that approaches nearest this one. The former is charac-

teristic of the Green River beds of the Lower Eocene. The

genus Plioplarchus does not enable me to identify the horizon

from which it is derived with any of our known formations.

It only permits the general statement that its age may be Ter-

tiary or Upper Cretaceous.
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Art. XLII.

—

On the Peculiar Concretions occurring in Meteoric

Irons; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

For some time after meteorites, either stony or iron, became
special objects of interest, little attention, comparatively, was
given to their chemical and mineralogieal constitution, and it

is not much over forty years tha • information
on these points has been furnished. Much of the work that
has been done deserves to be repeated by our improved
methods as regards both their mineralogy and chemical con-
stitution. This study is necessary in order to guide us in
the future to some correct view of their lithological position

My object at the present time is to refer to one point, in con-
nection with the structure of the irons, that has occupied more
or less critical study on my part since 1851, the results having
been published from time to time without my attempting to

generalize them. Reference is here made to the concretions
in the interior of meteoric irons, the larger and more important
ones being of a nodular character, or more or less globular.
In some of these irons no visible concretions have been

developed by the sections of them that have been thus far

made. Notably among this class is the Dickson County iron,

that was seen to fall in 1835. Whether this would hold good,
if many more sections of it were made, we cannot tell. I have
not seen them in any sections of the Braunau iron, which was
also seen to fall, but mv observations on this last iron have
oeen limited. There are other meteorites of which the time of
«H is not known that can be placed in the same category.
But the presence of concretions is the general rule.

What are these concretions? Those which first attracted
attention, on account of their size and constancy, were com-
posed essentially of sulphur and iron, so well and widely
known in the Seelasgen iron, sections of which were early and
largely distributed among mineral cabinets.

The second kind ol' c >n< rotion noted is of a brighter yellow
color than the last, with which it was long confounded, until

Partsch pointed out that it consisted essentially of phosphorus
and iron; it is seen in a very marked manner in the Lockport,
Toluca, Tazewell and many other irons.

A third concretion, of a dull black color, frequently more or
^ss mixed with the sulphuret, was found to be a form of

graphite, as in the Sevier and Toluca irons.

A fourth concretion, found by me in two different irons,

was in small parcels and consisted of protochloride of iron.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Sebiks, Vol. XXV, No. 150.-Ju>b, 1883.
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A fifth concretion I discovered in 1876 in the Cohahuila

masses, called the Butcher meteorites. It is second to none in

interest, having marked mineralogical and chemical character-

istics to be referred to under its proper head, it being a

sulphuret of chromium and iron.

A sixth concretion is one I have but recently discovered. I

have as yet found but one specimen, but that of some size and

well marked. The specimen is in a polished slab of about

twelve inches square, which is now in the hands of Professors

DesCloizeaux and Daubree for inspection, and for the present

in the cabinet of the Garden of Plants. It is chromite. The

list of concretionary minerals does not terminate here, for there

are others of obscure character in the interior of some of those

already mentioned, which will be referred to as we make a

short statement respecting their manner of occurrence and

composition.

Sulphuret of Iron (Troilite, FeS). —The nodules of this

mineral are larger than those of any of the others yet found in

the interior of meteoric iron, some of them weighing from 100

to 200 grams. As in the Toluca and Augusta County irons,

they are most commonly globular, and they are often very

numerous in the iron. It is not my object to enter into any

detailed mineralogical description of them, for they are well

known by their dark bronze color, which color in troilite of

the pure type extends unaltered to the very boundary of the

enclosing iron. They are either granular in structure, or more

solid with a marked cleavage in one direction; the latter kind

I have found to be the purest form. It is readily acted on by

dilute chlorhydric acid, especially when slightly warmed, and is

completely dissolved, thus distinguishing it in a marked man-

ner from some of the other concretions to be referred to. It

was for some time considered identical with the magnetic sul-

phuret of iron (pyrrhotite) ; but my labors in 1853* proved it

to be a protosulphuretof iron (FeS); and further examinations

with the purest specimens have confirmed the first results.

Rammelsberg and others have, by independent analyses, sus-

tained this determination. Troilite is hence a meteoric min-

eral having no terrestrial representative.
. .

The iron immediately enclosing these nodules, and withm a

milligram or two of them, gives but a trace of sulphur on

analysis. The finest type of pure troilite I found is in
f

he

Sevier County iron, although this iron contains nodules of it

largely mixed with other minerals. ^
Schreibersite (Phosphuret of iron and nickel (Ni t

Fe4
P> ~w<

do not have to go far in the examination of troilite nodules

before finding some of them coated or penetrated by a bright
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• like some sulphurets of iron but unlike
troilite. It is also found in fissures and small irregular cavi-
ties, but I have not yet seen it in independent globular concre-
tions. While all forms of schreibersite are interesting, what

s the attention of the geologist and mineralogist is

n with troilite, as in the irons of Lockport. Toluca,
Tazewell County, Pittsburg, etc. The nodules of troilite in

these irons are completely coated with it, the line of demarca-
tion being well-defined, "in a section of the Lockport iron that
is in my"' cabinet severa nodules of troilite 2em in diameter
have the coating from 1 to 2mm in thickness. On bringing a

' >-' - t i r to tl sni iei i _ <
i '-

i - attra. ted almost as

Sulphur is not found in this mitieral, although so closely adhe-
rent to a sulphuret; and the inclosed troilite contains only a
trace of phosphorus although there are 14 per cent in "the

schreibersite. Its composition and formula as made out by
me in 1853* is : Phosphorus 1547, iron 55-36, nickel 29*17,
(:, "Tes|iondiim' to Xi,Fe

4
P. My examinations of other speci-

mens obtained from other meteorites, some in very minute
prystals, have proved all to have the same composition. This
feet is mentioned because some have supposed that there is

another similar phosphuret differing in composition from the
above. As yet 1 have no chemical evidence of this.

The insolubility of schreibersite in cblorn
die obtaining of it in a pure state, as by this means the last

traces of adhering troilite are detached. By means of this

reaction, aided by its magnetic property, I have obtained all

the pure schreibersite needed for investigation. There has not
yet been found any terrestria mit -al like schreibersite

Graphite.—The next concretion that is most conspicuous in

certain meteoric irons, although it cannot be called common,
is of the character of graphite. That it is a true graphite is

placed beyond all doubt, first by the experiments of M. Ber-

tbelot,f who formed graphitic oxide with the material obtained
from the Cranberry iron, and by my own experiments made
upon graphite from the same iron, and also from other irons, as

the Sevier County and the Toluca.
The largest nodule of erapint' that has been seen m any

meteorite is the one described first by Troost, afterward by
myself, which came from the Sevier County iron, and weighed
originally 92 grams :+ a section taken from it in the direction

°f the longest diameter is now in the cabinet at the Garden of

Plants. Most frequently the graphite present is largely mixed

* This Journal, vol. xix, p. 151.

•.'-... • - -
'

• \:
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with troilite. It is never crystalline in structure like that in

the interior of cast iron; it is quite like the graphite of Cum-
berland, England. On treatment by ether or petroleum spirits,

a minute quantity of a crystalline substance is dissolved, that

will be referred to later on as mixed with sulphur.
Daubreelite.—This is one of the most interesting concretion-

ary products in meteoric iron. I discovered it in 1875, in the

Butcher meteorites ; and since then I have found it in other

meteorites, but so finely divided and mixed through troilite

nodules that it would have escaped notice altogether had it

not been for its very marked and prominent mode of occur-

rence in the above mentioned meteorites.

Being easily separated from the iron, I was enabled to study

its properties thoroughly, and thereby furnish a process by

which it could be detected in other meteorites when completely

obscured from the eye.

This mineral occurs in the Butcher meteorites in the manner

already fully described.* It is commonly associated with

troilite: but the lines of demarcation are so distinct that pi

tides of the pure mineral are mechanically detached without

difficulty. Its composition is now well known to be FeS+£rS3,

being analogous to terrestrial chromite, with the oxygen of the

latter replaced by sulphur. There is no terrestrial mineral of

the same composition.! Pull details of its mineral charaeiens-

tics, chemical composition, etc., are found in a previous publica-

Chromite—The most recently discovered concretion is that

described by me as found in a section of the Butcher meteoric

iron. This unique specimen consists of an entire nodule,

12xl7mm, of nearly pure chromite; and being an oxygen-bear-

ing mineral, it is of special interest in this connection. It is

contained in a section of the iron about twelve inches square,

which is at present in the Mineralogical Museum of the Garden

of Plants at Paris.^ In mass it is perfectly black; in small

fragments under the microscope it is translucent and of a dark

ruby color. This translucence of chromite was first noticed a

few years ago by an assistant of M. Fouque of the College oi

Lawrencite.—This mineral, so-culled by M. Daubr6e, I M
found in the Tazewell meteoric iron as described by me w
1853,§ and still later in the Rockingham iron. It is a solid

green protochloride of iron with probably niekel. The quan-

tity obtained was small and could not be analyzed.

* Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sciences. 1816. int

f This Journal, vol. xvi, Oct., 1878, will be found a full and complete accounw

analyses, etc.

t Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sciences, 1881.
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Aragonite.—I first discovered carbonate of lime in small
quantity concreted on the Newton County meteorite,* a stony
meteorite. It was in the form of calcite. In 1876 I found

able of a crust of aragonite on two specimens of the
Butcher meteoric iron from Mexico.f But in neither of these
instances do I consider the carbonate of lime as belonging to
original meteorites, the incrustations having taken place after
their fall. But all the other concretions referred to came
originally with the meteorites.

Each of the concretions enumerated, in all six excluding the
last, is almost as characteristic of meteoric iron as the nickel-
iferous alloy of the metel. It is true that we find graphite
segregated in artificial iron from the blast furnace, but in this
iron it is always in crystalline flakes, which I have not found

The above facts do not exhaust the interesting facts con-
nected with these concretionary minerals of meteoric iron—for

some of them, if not the majority, are somewhat complex in

their character, being mixtures of the various substances found
U> two or more of the purer nodules ; and besides there are
other compounds not visible to the naked eye and only reached
by chemical means. I will describe some of them that are

complex and give the method of separating the different com-
pounds.

Before, however, passing to this part of the subject I will say
a word about Celeslialite, for, while it does not occur in acon-
(-i'eted form in any part of meteoric iron, it is found associated

*ith the graphite, and also in the troilite containing graphite.

A full desor iy been given.* M. Berthelot

taed that the ether used in the experiments had some-
thing to do with its formation, but I have since repeated all my
former experiments with petroleum ether in his presence with
similar results.

There is also
troilite of so:

Compound nodules.—The difficulty of obtaining a sufficient

qurmtity of these eoncrerions from" many irons, has circum-

tvs^irch to those coming from three irons: 1st, the

I'^K-a iron, which furnished > ouantstv

only for a partial exam rial •< . *J i tl !

'

" ! " l ;: j -

the Sevier Countv—the latter two furnished the principal ma-
terials for mv research.

I will simply detail my process with the results from the
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treatment of a nodule of eight grams of a compound troilite

nodule from the Cranbourne iron, for this is most accessible

to any one desiring to repeat the experiments. This nodule

was very finely powdered and treated with petroleum-ether

(boiling under 72° C.) for about one hour, filtered and washed

with the same petroleum, and the entire amount of liquid

evaporated slowly to dryness. This gave me a few minute cry*

tals of cekstialite mixed with sulphur. But as this substance

is so enveloped in the mineral matter, it is only in a subsequent

part of the process that the greater part of the celestialite is

obtained.

After the treatment by petroleum, the dried powder is

treated by dilute chlorhydric acid (1 acid to 1 water) and

warmed over a water bath for an hour or two, and after all

action has ceased more acid is added (1 acid to 1 water) for

about half an hour; this will dissolve entirely all the troilite

with the evolution of SH
2 , leaving a black residue. The solu-

tion of troilite is filtered and the residue washed. The troilite

solution was analyzed and found to contain a very minute

quantity of nickel, 0"40 per cent, and the merest trace of

cobalt; sometimes more of the cobalt will be found than nickel,

but this arises from another mineral in the compound nodule

that has been partially attacked. The residue was then treated

with petroleum-ether in the manner already stated, and the

filtered solution on slow evaporation in a small beaker gave

beautiful long needle-shaped crystals that weighed "045 grams

a mixture of sulphur with a sulphur-carbon compound. The

residue from the last irons was treated twice over a water bath

with strong chlorhydric acid, and the soluble portion filtered

off and concentrated gave a greenish-blue solution which heated

with nitric acid did not acquire a red color and on

was found to contain cobalt-oxide with a little nickel, '028;

iron oxide, -105
; chrome oxide, -008. The little chrome com-

ing from the amorphous daubrdelite to be alluded to a little

further on. The residue from the last was dried on a water

bath and spread out carefully and a magnet applied to it, when

a large portion of it was attracted, amounting to -603 grams,

composed of microscopic square prismatic crystals which doubt-

less were what G. Eose called Khabdite,* but which is schrei-

bersite for I have obtained it from other meteoric irons by-

treating them with chlorhydric acid, and then verifying the

composition of the crystals by analysis. . ,

The part which was not magnetic was then tr

1. evaporated to dryness, and treated again with a lit-

tle nitric acid and water and filtered
; an intensely green solu-

* Rose found it in square prismatic crystals in the Braunau iron, but he coul

not determine either its composition or precise crystalline form.
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tion is obtained, composed of €r -010, Co -015, Fe
a
O

a
-028; in

fact it is daubreelite with cobalt and oxide of iron coming from
an unknown cobalt compound that had made itself very mani-
fest in a previous part of the examination.
The residue, which has been now reduced to a few milli-

grams, is found to be graphite with a few minute particles of a
»iiceons mineral The only novel feature of importance in the
results above stated is the appearance of considerable amounts
of cobalt in certain parts of the process. It is evident that this

is not a part of the composition of the troilite, for chlorhydric
acid removes this latter mineral and but a trace of cobalt is

found in the solution ; it is only after further and prolonged
treatment -,\ acid that the cobalt ap-
pears abundantly in solution with comparatively little iron ; and
it even requires a further treatment with nitric acid before it is

all dissolved; then it is mixed with the daubre'elite. My con-
clusion is that it comes from a mineral in the compound nodule
first operated with, in which cobalt is a prominent constituent;
out whether it is a sulphuret or phosphuret I have no means
of ascertaining, but in order to note its prominent position I
have thought proper to state this fact. In the analyses of troi-

hte nodules, I have several times noticed that when they are

completely dissolved, while but a trace of nickel is found, a
notable quantity of cobalt manifests its presence.

These are the prominent points that I wish to call attention
to at this time as regards these concretions. The question
iuturalh arises, do they in any way serve to indicate the man-

•'"'" in whi« ii the o igis a! n asses were formed. While it is im-
possible from what we yet know to clear up this question, I am
more and more confirmed in the belief that the iron was at

one time in a plastic state from the effect of heat. Some may
think otherwise from the fact th r dissolves

sulphur and sulphur carbon compounds from the concretions
in the iron. But the fact is that my observations and experi-

ments on cast iron show that this objection has no weight. As
oj a proper treatment I dissolve crystals from most cast iron by
the agency of ether or petroleum-ether—a note of which fact I
have already publicly announced—my experiments on this

point are both clear and convincing although I have not yet

completed them. So far as they have gone they were shown
experimentally to M. Berthelot and others, and if my health

Permits I shall complete them before many months.
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Art. XLIII.

—

On Mineral Vein formation now in progress at

Steamboat Springs compared with the same at Sulphur Bank

;

by Joseph LeConte.

I recently visited Steamboat Springs for the purpose of

comparing the phenomena there exhibited with thos

ously observed at Sulphur Bank and described in this Jo
of July last. These springs have already been described py
Phillips and Laur.* I shall, therefore, give only such brief

description as is necessary to make my com]
The springs are in Washoe Co.', Nevada, about fifteen

miles south of Reno and immediately on the railroad to Carson

and Virginia City. The place is, therefore, easily accessible,

and, being a health-resort, there are good accommodations for

visitors. The springs issue in a narrow N. and S. valley with

volcanic ridges on each side, the vents being mainly on the

slope of the western ridge. On nearing the place by cars, the

attention of the traveler is strongly attracted by the clouds of

condensed steam issuing from many vents over a bare rocky

space about the hotel and extending northward a half mile or

more. On closer examination the vents are seen to be sepa-

rate, but occurring in linear series, showing that they are con-

nected by continuous fissures. These fissures may be traced

from vent to vent often as a vein, filled by a deposit 6i silica

from the hot alkaline waters. The separate vents, esp

the south end of the fu'marole area, are each on the top of a

gently sloping mound (some of which are 15 to 20 I

formed by deposit from the water. The mounds, however, run

together at their bases and form a continuous crust of silica.

Toward the northern part of the area the crust is still more
evenly continuous. It forms here, in fact, a continuous

rounded shell-like deposit, firm, hard, and ringing under the

heel, about 2 to 3 hundred yards wide, at least a half mile long

and 15 to 20 feet in tb :. hard, shell-like crust

lies against the slope of the western hill and reaches to near

the bottom of the valley. (Fig. 1.)

* Laur, Annates des Mines, for 1863, p. 423. Phillips, Phil. Mag., 1811, vol.

xlii, p. 401.
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We have said that about the hotel the vents i

These fissure

water still issuing from a narrow crevice in the rniddle, some
wholly filled with deposit. The deposited silica occurs in
almost every conceivable form—most commonly as tufaceous
sinter in thin horizontal layers, sometimes with beautiful agate-
like structure, sometimes milky chalcedonic, and sometimes sac-
charoid quartz. Everywhere tfa led structure
is conspicuous and to some cases the filling of fissun

'

cessive deposits has given rise to a i

banded structure like that found in

Fig. 2 is an ideal section of such a \

the natural size. This structure, however,
was by no means so conspicuous as I had
been led to expect from the descriptions of

previous observers. The deposits in many places are stained
and clouded with metals, especially iron oxide and cinnabar.

Wherever the issuance of the hot water is still going on slowly
the silica is found in a gelatinous condition. Other observers
have found in small quantities many other metallic sulphides,
and even free gold is said to have been found in these sul-

phides. Here then undoubtedly mineral veins are now forming

eyes, but their metallic contents are in very s

lorthern portion of the fumarole

proportior

In the __.
already stated, the c

probably thicker. This part was therefore probably at one
time the pfi arolic action, but the active vents

are now very few. This whole area is intersected by a system
of open parallel fissures of great size and differing somewhat
from those already mentioned. They are seven or eight in

number, and the five largest are at least half a mile long, a

foot wide, about twenty-five feet apart and apparently 20 to 30
feet deep. They are tortuous with rough ragged edges and
evidently reach to the bottom of the crust. Water does not

now issue from them but can be seen and heard seven or eight

feet below, in violent .-imitation from the e-cape of steam and
carbonic acid (fig. 1). There is no evidence that it ever issued

from them : for their sides and edges are sharply jagged like a

fracture unmodified by subsequent deposit. The water in them
seems to issue lower down to the east and north, where are

found active vents and even feeble geyser eruptions which are

ave been more violent at one time than now.

It will be seen then that there are indeed here fissures filled

and now filling with quartz veinstone of ribboned structure

and containing metallic sulphides, yet these are not fissures and
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veins in the country rock, but only in the crust deposit. The
country rock is completely buried under this crust probably

20 to 30 fee: completely concealed from view.

The hot alkaline waters loaded with silica seem to have de-

posited so abundantly that they cover and choke up their own
vents, while other vents are constantly formed by the expan-

sive force of steam Assuring the crust previously formed. The
great fissures described above were probably formed in this

way, and perhaps opened by a slight bodily sliding of the crust

toward the bottom of the valley. The analogy of the filled

fissures to veins is not so complete as I had expected, or as it is

at Sulphur Bank. If we could get beneath the crust and find

fissures in the country rock filled by deposit, then indeed the

analogy would be complete. This is exactly what we actually

find at Sulphur Bank. In the immediate fumarole area, the

country rock is concealed, but wherever not covered by de-

posit its character is evident. On the hill slope and in the

valley to the very margin of the deposit it is everywhere a

quartz-trachyte or rhyolite. Along the crest of the western

ridge, however, there is an outburst of black, very basic rock,

probably basalt This ridge is probably a basaltic dyke break-

ing through a rhyolitic country rock. It is not improbable

that the fumaroles are the feeble remnants of a volcanic activity

ted by the basaltic outburst.

Cinnabar mines in the vicinity.—About a mile to the west-

ward of the springs, cinnabar mines have been opened and

reduction works established. A considerable amount of cinna-

bar has been taken out, but the work is now abandoned. Here
the surface appearances are entirely different from those at

Steamboat Springs, and more like those at Sulphur Bank.

There is no crust deposit, but on the contrary the whole hill-

side rock is decomposed by acid vapors into a white chalky
earth like that at Sulphur Bank, except that in this case the

rock being rhyolite, the chalky earth is full of diss

grains of free quartz. Tunnels have been driven into the hill-

side at various levels and the ore extracted from the decom-
posed earthy matter, but the sound rock has not been reached.

In this loose earth are found in considerable quantities both

cinnabar and sulphur-—the former in streaks as if deposited in

water-ways, the latter more irregularly and widely distributed

as if formed by oxidation of Balplrarefcted hy&fOgen gas. In

some places sulphates of iron and alumina are very abundant r

even more so than at Sulphur Bank. There can be no doubt,

therefore, that here there came up, and probably are Bt

up, hot waters containing alkaline carbonates and alkaline sul-

phides, carrying in solution and depositing sulphides of mer-

cury and iron by cooling, and by oxidation depositing also sul-
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phur and forming sulphuric acid. In a word the phenomena are
here very similar to those at Sulphur Bank, except that here
the up-coming solfataric waters are less abundant and perhaps
less rich in metallic sulphides. This, however, can only be
determined with a certainty by deep explorations.

Comparison • of SteniJmnt Spnm^ with Sulphur Bank—

A

comparison of the phenomena at these two places is interesting.
The surface phenomena, it is seen, are very different; in fact in
complete contrast. At Steamboat Springs the whole country
rock is covered 20 to 80 feet deep and completely concealed by
a hard crust of deposited silica : at Sulphur Bank, on the con-
trary, there is no crust but only a soft chalky residue from the

m position of surface rock—a residual silica from which,
the bases have been all extracted. The reason of the difference
is obvious. At Steamboat Springs the hot waters contain

dine carbonate- earrvnm -ilu-a i . - lutiou, while at
Sulphur Bank they contain also largely alkaline sulphides and
carry metal lie sulphides in solution. A crust cannot format
Sulphur Bank because the silica is not brought to the surface,

the up-coming alkaline waters carrying silica being neutralized
before reaching the surface by the down-going acid waters.

The chalky residues < i of the surface rocks,
so conspicuous at Sulphur Bank, do not occur at Steamboat
Springs, because t

: in too small propor-
tion to produce any conspicuous effects by oxidation ; whatever
of rock decomposition occurs there, must be alkaline, not acid

—

by removal of silica, not of bases. Such alkaline decomposi-
tion doubtless does occur beneath the crust at Steamboat a- it

does at Sulphur Bank below atmospheric influences. Again,

at Steamboat Springs the deposits are almost pure silica—only
stained here and there with metallic oxides and sulphides;

while at Sulphur Bank the metallic -unhides, especially mer-
curie sulphide, are in lann quantitv. At the aba idoned cinna-

bar mines near Steam

b

•' sulphides, carrying

metallic sulphides, again occur, but here again also, these are

associated with the surface phenomena characteristic of solfa-

At the California Geysers—so-called—we find also solfataric

action with its invariable at-oompa limrnt < f :ici 1
decomposition

of the surface rocks kvith earth \ residue, but the freight of

valuable metallic sulphides seems to be less abundant there,

probably only because not met with in the course of the up-

coming waters. Iro: - '!y depos-

ited. In tr» - and Ice-

land, the super-beated waters coir :aline car-

bonates, and therefore carry in solution and deposit only silica*
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Thus then, we have a connected series of deposits from

super-heated waters, their characters depending upon the com-

position of these waters : 1. In true geysers the waters being

pure alkaline carbonates deposit only silica. 2. At Steamboat

Springs there are some alkaline sulphides, and, therefore, some
metallic sulphides, but not enough to prevent a cpust of depos-

ited silica. 3. At the California Geysers—so-called—solfataric

action is conspicuous and therefore no crust is formed, but only

earthy residue of acid decomposition of surface rocks. Here

we have also metallic sulphides deposited, but these are of little

value. 4. At the cinnabar mines, near Steamboat Springs, we
have solfataric waters depositing cinnabar and other metallic

sulphides in considerable quantity, but whether in profitable

quantity cannot be known certainly unless deeper ex:

be undertaken. 5. Finally, at Sulphur Bank, the deposit of

metallic sulphides is abundant and the formation of metallifer-

ous veins is illustrated in the most perfect manner on account

of the deep explorations undertaken at this place.

In connection with the idea so common, that the metals are

derived immediately from igneous rocks, it may be well to

draw attention to the fact, that igneous rocks are by far most

abundant and igneous action most conspicuous at Yellowstone

Geysers and at Steamboat Springs, where there are little or no

metals ; while at Sulphur Bank the country rocks beneath a

depth of 20 to 30 feet are stratified sandstones and shales of

age, the igneous rocks being very superficial and

contributing nothing to the metalliferous deposits.

_3em that igneous action supplies a necessary condition

X) for the formation, rather thun that igneous rocks supply
' *r of metalliferous veins.

ii.U

Art. XLIV.— Observations of the Transit of Venus, Dec. 6th,

1882, at the Vanderbilt University Observatory, Nashville,

Tenn.; by Olin H. Landreth, Professor of Engineering,

Vanderbilt University.

By the courtesy of Dr. L. C. Garland, Chancellor and Pro-

fessor of Astronomy of this institution, in granting me the use

of the University Observatory during the Transit of Venus of

Dec. 6th, 1882, 1 am enabled to make the following report ot

the observations and results obtained in connection therewith.

All times here expressed are in terms of Washington mean

time, and are dependent on the value of the longitude herein

Observations of external and internal ingress were wholly
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prevented by clouds which continued to obscure the sun almost
without interruption until 6d lh 12m, after which the sky re-

mained clear during the day.

! adopted latitude and longitude depend on the position
of the astronomical station of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey, located on the grounds of the Tennessee State Capitol
in Nashville, which station was connected with the Vanderbilt
Observatory by a traverse survey executed by my engineer-
ing students, with an engineer's transit and a suspended fine

steel wire corrected for deflection, temperature and inclination.

The adopted value of the astronomical position of the coast

survey station as furnished me by the office is:

Latitude = +36° 10' l"-37.

Longitude = -f
h 38m 55'89Y S from Washington.

The adopted clock correction—the probable error of which
is rfc-0668— is the result of twenty star transits extending from
Dec. 5'3d to Dec. 6'5d

,
including four circumpolar pairs for

azimuth, three reversals for collimation and seven level read-

ings, all systematically distributed, and reduced by least

squares involving unknown quantities for azimuth, collimation,

clock rate and correction to the assumed clock error.

The value of one revolution of the micrometer screw was

determined by eighty-one transits of equatorial stars covering

a range of temperature of 20° G, without revealing any tem-

perature effect. The quantity "'34 stated in connection with

the diameter of cross-wires in the filar micrometer is one-half

the "double distance" between the two positions of symmetri-

ca! tangency of one wire with the other, as determined by the

narrowest possible line of light visible between the two wires.
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Equatorial diameter = 63"247 (4 observations), n

Remarks on the Observations.—Concernii

seen at the two recorded instants (a) and (b) my note-book says

:

"The two recorded times at third contact are those at which

the narrow band of light between the sun's limb and planet

became so narrow and faint as to cause ' suspicion ' and 'cer-

tainty' of its being only the light around the planet. At 10s

or ll 3 after 'suspected? (a), I glanced to see if tangency had

yet occurred and found it, as near as I could judge, perfect,

and again saw it certainly past just before 'certainly past,' (/h,

which was recorded when the narrow band of light had cer-

ated down into a Venus halo." This closed band of

light continued visible for about 20 3 after (/>), and remained as

an arc of 45° from sun's limb on north side of planet until

2h 48m . At fourth contact the recorded times (c) and {d) are

those at which the obliteration of the notch on the sun's limb

was "suspected" and "certainly past." The obliteration was

ned by a rather more than usual disturbance at this

point of the limb of the sun. Through the kindness of Capt.

G. W. Stockell, Chief of the Fire Department of Nashville,

time signals were struck on the fire-alarm bells of the city at

8h 00m I s a. M. and at 2h 00m 009
P. M. Vanderbilt mean time.

Time was taken and recorded for me during the observations

bv J. T. McCill, Ph.D., Folio- and Assistant in Chemistry. I

,
U. S. N.,ndebted to Assistant Engin

instructor in Engineering, for assuming charge of the distribu-

tion of time signals, as well as to C. L. Thornburg, B.E., Fellow
and Assist; for efficient and extern
ance in the determination of time and instrumental constants.

In order to give Mr. E. E. Barnard the advantages of the

observatory time-determination and geographical position, he

was invited to observe the Transit from the observatory
grounds. This he did, having his time-sounder in electric

lib the observatory sidereal clock. His results are

given in his letter appended'. I am gratified to be able to state

that Mr. Barnard has since been appointed to a fellowship in

astronomy in this institution.

March 30, 1883.
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Point of observation, about 200 feet west of Vanderbilt
Observatory telescope. Five-inch Byrne refractor mounted as

tonal, wit i ngenl s row motion in R A. Mag-
• for contacts 173, used with wedge-shaped sun
obtained from the observatory by means of a

telegraphic sounder beside the observer, and in circuit witli the
observatory Dent sidereal clock. Several minutes before and
after calculated contacts, the minutes and intervening ten
seconds were called from the observatory.

First contact lost in dense clouds.

Second contact uncertain, the sun being glimpsed for a
moment; Venus seen, I am confident, at or very close upon
contact; this time is noted as II. Clouds until afternoon.

When a view was permitted, careful observations were made;
no light spots seen. An optical phenomenon was constantly

present, a large brown spot two-thirds the diameter of Yenus
covering the middle of the planet; viewed obliquely it was
thrown slightly to one side staining the sun a bright yellow;
the planet otherwise was of a violet color; brown spot only
seen with high powers. Several times a faint ring of light was
noticed around Venus, only certain I v seen when thin clouds
cut down the bright background.

Third contact, definition very poor from heated air, and too

much reliance should not be placed on this observation; hlnok

drop formed before the limbs were quite in contact ; the time,

III, was when the limbs were tangent, as estimated through
the black drop, and probably a little late. A small arc of light

'as visible round Venus at 'the point of contact, which at tone

marked n was protruding sensibly outside the sun. This out-

lining of the planet's protruding limb remained visible for

several minutes, the arc increasing as the planet emerged;

presently about two-thirds of the arc to the northwest entirely

•d. leaving a delicate horn of light projecting from

the sun's limb around the southern part of" Venus; this re-

ntil the time marked b, when it

disappeared completely, though closely looked for;

object was side of the planet.

At fourth contact, definition was much improved. The last

glimpse of the planet a-ainst the outline of the sun was that

marked IV; a few seconds later Venus was certainly gone.

I think this observation can be relied on as being very close.

Full aperture was used at second contact without any sun-

shade. The other observations were with aperture reduced
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Art. XLY.— On the Fauna found at Lime Creek, Iowa, and

its relation to other Geological Faunas ; by S. Calvin, State

University of Iowa.

A paper by Professor H. S. Williams, in this Journal for

February, 1883, " On a remarkable Fauna at the base of the

Chemung Group in New York," appears to me to record more

than one remarkable discovery. The finding of fossil species

at High Point, New York, identical with species that" have

heretofore been known only from the Rockford Shales, along

Lime Creek above Rockford, Iowa, is a most interesting fact

and well deserves immediate record. In discussing the signifi-

cance of his discovery, however, the author of the above-men-

tioned paper, misled no doubt by information from untrust-

worthy sources, has fallen into a few errors that, in the interest

of clearness in geological matters, should be set right.

For the better understanding of the questions involved let

me give a catalogue of the Lime Creek fauna as far as the

species' have been described. Some of the species enumerated
below have not been catalogued from this locality by previous

writers, but my own collections, made personally, embrace all

the species of this list, except Leiorhynchus iris which is in-

cluded on the authority of Mr. R. P. Whitfield.

Stromatopora incrustans H. & W.
Stromatopora expansa H. & W.
Strontotopora solidula H. & W.
Caunopora planulata H. & W.
Mstulipora occidens H. & W.
Alveolites Rockfordensis H. & W.
Aulopora Toicensis H. & W.
Aulopora saxivadum H. & W.
Zaphrentis solida H. & W.
Campophyllum nan urn H. & W.
Chonophyllum ellipticum H. & W.
CyStiplojIh'n, nniuiflihm, II. & W.
Pachyphyllum solitarinm H. & W.
Pachyphyllum Woodmani White.
Acervularia inequalis H. & W.
Smithia Johanni H. & W.
Smithia multiradiata H. & W.
Stomatopora alternata H. & W.
Crania famelica II. & W.
Strophodonta arcuata Hall.

Strophodonta canace H. & W.
Strophodonta variabilis Calvin.
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L'/n,/, <}<<>.» Ihl rnntnict,!, vai\ MX-dUUs H.
L,;yrh,inrh,<*hus Hall.'

:, ,-,

T.nlrotnh, xarhuUa Hall.

Cr;/r t<>,,(U(( ( 'ah'inl II. A W.
Paracyclm Sabini White.
X<itii>»/>$ia gigantea H. & W.
riiili'tci-idiiM'tl Orthm'erata.

Plates of Plaeo.lenn Sshes allied to hhiWhthy*.

the High Point fauna, as given by Professor Willi*

close resemblance to the Lime Creek fauna, wil

1 by all competent judges; bur that a fauna in wl

Atrypas and Strophodontas predominate among the brae

pods, and which includes Alveolites,

*Thi8 I



ng. i\ow the specimens round at juime ureeK agree m
th the Upper Helderberg rather than with the Hamilton

forms, a fact that, so far as it has any significance, points

Calvin—Fauna at Lime Creek?Iowa.

' strik-

p. &
. .. opinion that will not be shared by in:

Even the little Productus, Prod*; 11, that Pro-

fessor Williams regards as so i% <>' us in aspect"

(10th line, 1st par.) is a true Devonian type ; and there is not

another species in the whole list that even remotely suggests

any Carboniferous affinities.

'Spirifera fimbriata, as far as I know, occurs in eastern strata

belonging to the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton ;
not in the

Chemung. Now the_specimens found at Lime Creekjigree
: "

wit"

toward the lower Devonian rather than in the opposite

Several years ago I found a few cystideans in Devonian

strata Dear Iowa City, one of which has been described by Dr.

C. A. White as Strobilocystites Calvini. Previous to this dis-

covery it had been very generally supposed that the cystideans

became extinct in the Upper Silurian
; certainly they did not

persist very far into the Devonian. Nevertheless, last year, at

another locality near Iowa City, I found the Lime Creek

species, Produdella dissinidis and" Sr irijera 11 li tin eyi, in a thin

bed of shale associated ivith /dates ,f ci/slkleans. The signifi-

cance of this fact does not need to be stated;

Then again, in 1876 and 1877, a number of Lime Creek

species, including Produdella dissimilis, were found associated

with a peculiar fauna in some black shales below the limestones

at Independence, Iowa. This fact was noted bv me in a paper

; in the Bulletin of United States Geological Survey,

vol. iv, No. 3, in 1878. The Independence limestones have

been referred by all geologists who have studied them, to the

Hamilton, though Dr. Harris refers beds containing-a similar

fauna at Davenport, Iowa, to the Upper Helderberg. Acervularia

profunda, A. Davidson/, Idiitijfsastrea gigas and some other

species that occur in the Independence limestones, are found in

strata that have been referred to the horizon of the Upper

Ilcldi-rl-.-pj in Canada and <">hi<,. For a shell with a ''de-

cidedly Carboniferous aspect," Prnd.nrte.da dissimilis has the

somewhat questionable habit of always keeping company m
Iowa with Lower Devonian types.

In a note in this Journal for April, p. 311, Professor W dltena

withdraws the statement near the top of page 99, that Professor

Worthen had referred the Lime Creek beds to the Kind

but the statement farther on, on the same page that " the Lime

Creek fauna is certainly more closely related to the fauna ol

the Kinderhook group of Missouri, Indiana and Illinois than
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to any other fauna of the West," should not be accounted for
on the theory of mis] is in respect to western
geology. In fact, not a single species of the Lime Creek fauna
has yet been recognized in all the Kinderhook of Missouri.

Indiana and Illinois. Not only are all the known species dif-

ferent in the two formations, but very few even of the Lime
Creek genera are represented in the Kinderhook. Of the
Atrypas and Strophodontas that constitute so conspicuous a

feature of collections from Lime Creek, the Kinderhook has
not so much as a single representative. It would be a more
hopeful undertaking to attempt to prove a close relationship

between the fauna of Lime Creek and the fa

than

Some genera omitted from the Lime Creek list are not repre-

sented in either of the other two groups. A glance at the

table will show on which side the tvl uion is most marked, and
jet I think few geologists would claim that any very close re-

> exists between the Lime Creek ai d V->c n \
' mnas.

The fish faunas of the Lime Creek and Kinderhook \m\, do
not help matters very much. In the first we have frau-mei.:s

of plates of Devonian Placoderms ; in the second we have beds

crowded full of the teeth of ChaUAus and other Carboniferous

Hybodonts.
The last sentence of Professor Williams's brief note in the

April number of this Journal might hav been omitted. "The
exact relation of the Lime Creek beds to other dq
west" is not in question so far as I know: but the

New York horizon with which, not only these beds, but all

our Devonian strata are to be coi r d by some
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,
would seem to indicate that the Lime Creek

lower part of the New York Che-

mist be conceded that the mingling of Upper
and Lower Devonian features in the Lime Creek fauna, and in

all the Devonian fauna of Iowa as well, leaves the question of

exact equivalency still doubtful.

Speaking for the Kinderhook beds of Iowa and Illinois,* it

may be positively asserted that Devonian types are wholly

absent from the included fauna ; while the Hybodont fishes,

the Crinoids, the representatives of the Produclidce, and other

groups of fossils, all assume Carboniferous features which ally

the Kinderhook with the Burlington and other undoubted Sub-

carboniferous strata.

Art. XLYL—Obseruati, ,s ,ir „, Stm'ified Drift in Delaware;

by F. D. Chester.

If a line should be drawn from the city of Wilmington to

the village of Newark until it touched the'Maryland boundary
line, it would follow approximately the southern limit of the

Aroh.-ean rocks of the State. These gneissic and schistose strata

strike in the common northeast and southwest direction and

strata, whose subdivisions and positions exactly correspond to

those of the New Jersey series. The dip of these latter Creta-

ceous clays, sand and marls is so small that the surface of the

country is extremely level. The Archaean region, on the

contrary, is one mass of hills, separated not by wide but by

extremely narrow valleys, and generally by mere hollows,

depressions or ravines.

Examinations throughout this hilly country point

to the fact that these elevations and depressions have been

carved out by the forces of erosion—these forces being ordinary

aerial disintegration of the gneissic and schistose rocks, and

That mere hollows entirely surrounded by hills could have

been dug out only by aerial disintegration is certain. These

enclosed hollows serve to separate the majority of all the eleva-

tions of this Archaean region. Often hollow's con

by short passages, the hills sloping in all cases _

Often, again, hill-slope will meet hill-slope, while the ravine

separating winds along for distances varying from a few hun-

dred feet to several miles. Still oftener it is seen that hill
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slopes are scarred by broad shallow gouges. To describe all

the details of form in this irregular but picturesque region
would be impossible, but what has already been said suffices
to present the main forms of relief. That many of these
forms must be attributed to di ration of the
rock, now going on with such rapidity in this region, is quite

The main reason for this may be attributed to the varying
power of durability which these rocks are known to possess.
Some of them, those containing an excess of black mica, resist
to some extent the forces of disintegration, while those mainly
composed of feldspar easily decay. We know further, as prac-
tically observed in this region, that this rock disintegration is

carried on more through the presence of moisture and soakage
waters than through direct atmospheric contact, hence no
doubt the collection of waters in hollows and along certain
lines has been a great factor in the work.

But that this erosion was not entirely aerial in character is

evident. The creeks of the region wind for miles through
valleys, no doubt largely due to their own waters; for the
flat lands of the valleys, wherever observed, are underlaid
l ».v stratified sands and nick fragments, all of gneissic origin.

Into the valleys open narrow ravines, usually the course of

some brook, and underlaid by the highly stratified gneissic

sand and fragments. These ravines wind in and out for miles,

and were no doubt once the channels of larger streams. Into
these latter ravines still other ravines are often found to enter.

rhe last system of valleys and ravines we must regard as the

work of running water, but even in this ease aerial disintegra-

tion must have acted also; for the sides of these valleys and
ravines are the steeply sloping hills, the soil of which has

resulted from the decay of the underlying rocks.

Thus the two main forces of erosion throughout this Ar-
chasan country have been aerial decay and erosion. Wherever
the former force has acted, the soils "are disintegrated rock in

place, and such is characteristic almost cutireh/ <>f this region,

while, wherever the latter force has acted, the flat lands of the

va!Ie\ and ravine are ma h of sir iili< 1 materials.

If now we extend our examinations of the surface geology

south of the Archaean hills, to the drift deposits which overlie

the Cretaceous clays, we find a different order of things.

Instead of the common gneiss-made soil in place, we find no

connection between surface deposit-, md ti c md riving forma-
tion. Examinations of the sods from various localities deter-

mine clearly their gneissic orig i

rounded,

hornblende particles, rounded but wits • »th surfaces,

particles of white mica and rarelv erains of magnetite. The
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clay present was the element giving variety of color to the soils

and was found coating and cementing the particles.

To sum up the results of numerous observations upon the

surface deposits we have the following general section :

Surface soil 6"— 18"

Yellow clay 6' — 14'

Red sand and water-worn pebbles, highly stratified _ 4' —12'

The yellowish clay shows clearly its gneissic origin. This

bed when seen wet in the digging of wells has the appearance of

being highly plastic, but when dried this coherence is lost and
the material is found to be made up of very fine particles of

gneissic origin. The red sand was entirely free from clay and

was merely the coarser materials of gneissic origin, constituting

water worn quartzose pebbles, fragments of gneiss and mica

schist, coarse particles of mica and coarse quartzose sand

colored red by the oxide of iron resulting from the decomposi-

tion of hornblende.

That this latter bed of red sand does not form a part of the

Cretaceous clays is proven by the fact that it is also found to

overlie the upturned edges of the Archaean strata along their

southern margin, just at the foot of the hills. Further the

complete absence of the red sand in the region of the marl beds

would indicate its gradual thinning out before that point is

reached, while the overlying elavs continue on to the south and

directly cover the true geological formations. This latter sur-

face deposit extends to the lower limit of New Castle County,
beyond which point examinations have not been carried. Be-

sides the thick layer of argillaceous soil extending from the

Archsean hills to the lower limit of our explorations, there are

often seen, in the southern portion of the county, local patches

of white and yellow quartzose sand, which show no apparent

^i it i iti, ,. ,i, 1 t , ,i\ of dune origin.

Still further we have to note* certain peculiarities of the sur-

face geology of Delaware. The Cretaceous plain, just south of

the gneissic hills, is characterized bv swells and mm
the land, which gives the country 'in places a gently rolling

character. These swellings arc found to be made up of the

stratified yellowish loam, mixed with rounded quartzose peb-

bles. It often happens that this stratification of the soil was

such sti - ;v seen.

The exact posm,,!, of these forms in tin ch-ifi

phenomena - uncertain, unless they be t< riucd. aft

Terrace-moraines. Their origin is still more uncertain, and the

only probable explanation is some checking of the motion of

the waters at em-tain points, whereby a greater amount of ma-

terial was deposited in particular localities.
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There are two facts which seem to point to the depth of the
waters in which the stratified drift of northern Delaware was
deposited. The first of these is the presence of stratified sands
upon the top of Polly Drummond's hill, 250 feet above the
Cretaceous plain. This elevation is well known as the highest
point in the State, and therefore the highest point at which
such deposits could have been made. The materials were well-

washed reddish and yellowish quartzose sand, unassoeiated with
pebbles, and the section seen showed the most eminent strati-

fication running in a horizontal direction. The second fact is

the occurrence of two hills of unstratified glacial detritus and
bowlders three miles to the south, called respectively Iron and
Chestnut Hills (see this Journal, Jan., 1883). These hills are
no doubt piles of debris dropped from one or more ice-floats

moving upon the surface of waters which covered the region.

The highest of these elevations is 227 feet above the level of
the Cretaceous plain upon which the hills rest.

Upon the very top of the highest elevation, the whole surface
is strewn with enormous bowlders of dolerite, a few of which
measure twenty-five feet in circumference. It is quite evident
that so large bowlders could have been transported only by
floating ice-rafts, while their present position upon the very
summit of one of the hills was probably due to the fact that

the ice-floats must have been carried upon the surface of water

which was higher in level than the tops of the hills. But per-

haps the most conclusive proof of all. in this latter connection,

regarding the depth of the waters, is the slightly modifying
'"•tiou which in places this unstratified drift has undergone, for

upon the very top in an excellent cutting. I saw in places a

perf< t irraim-enient >f the mate: - sho i_t > slight modi-

fying action of the water over the top of the hill.

The height of the Cretaceous plain at Newark, the level

from which my elevations were measured, is 80 feet above

mean tide; if then we should add to this 250 feet, the height

of Polly Drummond's Hill, we shall have 330 feet as the least

rise of the sea above its present level ; which we must remem-
ber means nothing more than an equivalent depression of the

land during the Champlain period. Such h depression of the

land would have covered the entire peninsula with one sea or

est narv connecting the Delaware with the Chesapeake.
_
The

waves of this estuary beating again-' the upturned -neisnc and

schistose rocks of the north won id spiv: 1 »ut i n its bottom

the sands and gravels which overlie the clays. The cold cur-

rente from the north fed by the i \
produce

unfavorable to marine life, and hence the absence of

shells in this red *md. The total thinning out >outhw i I of

the latter de ' °f a^ sea-border
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formations, and hence we are safe in attributing to it this origin.

At this time the Archaean depressions had not yet been carved

out, but merely a universal sea spread over the whole peninsula

depositing the sands of Polly Drumrnond's Hill, while upon the

surface of the waters, ice-nifts- floated southward dropping the

materials of Iron and Chestnut Hills, and scattering the bowl-

ders found in various parts of New Castle County.
When at the close of the Champlain period, the land began

to rise toward its present level a deep estuary was changed

into a shallow one, the higher An.-inean land rose out of water,

and now begau the erosion of the elevations and depressions of

the north. The waters of the estuary to the south through

increasing shallowness would become muddy, and would hold

in suspension and transport materials washed from the Archaean

hills, while these materials through gradual settling would form

the argillaceous soil.

The gravel terraces found in various portions of eastern

Pennsylvania, through the labors of the Second Geological

Survey, causes Professor Lesley to draw the conch;

the sea level stood even 1000 feet higher during the Cbamplafri

than now. Similar observations in New Jersey by Professor

Cook point to a rise of the sea equal to 900 feet. As far as

Delaware is concerned, we have direct evidence of a rise of at

least 330 feet; but as the evidence was obtained from stratified

materials at the highest altitudes in the State, it may be possi-

ble that the rise in sea level was as great as inferred by

Professor Lesley.

Delaware College, April 2, 188:;.

Art. XLVIL— On tin !!'-,-„ ,//., ,„
;/

. o, </,,

necticut, or that through the Farmington Valley to New Haven

Bay; by James D. Daka.

The discussion with regard to the flooded Connecticut re-

quires for its completion a revision of the facts with respect fcc

the Farmington valley discharge, presented in my paper oi

1875.* It was there shown that the height of the flood from

Northampton southward, as indicated by the termers, was gn-at

enough for the waters to have passed the Hampton " divide be-

tween Northampton and WYsttudd. and the S >ui;h
-

Westfield and the Farmington valley ; that they had

of about 270 feet above mean tide at Simsbury (130 feet above

low water in the river), and 223 feet at Southingto;

low water) ; and that, from this latter place, while the rapidly

* On the Overflows of the flooded Connecticut, III, x, 438.
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descending Quinnipiac valley gave the most obvious way for
the waters to New Haven Bay and Long Island Sound (the
mean pitch in the sixteen miles being over nine feet a mile),
the level over the Cheshire region and along Mill River was
low enough to have afforded a shallower passage-way, and one
more directly southward, to the same bay. The Q
River where the stream turns eastward to leave the Farmington
Valley, below Hough's Mills, is at the present time only 100
feet above mean tide, there being a fall of nearlv forty feet
from Southington

; while the head of Mill River in Cheshire,
about three miles distant to the southwest, is fifty-five to sixty
feet higher; and hence the Quinnipiac was supposed at the time
to have taken the most of the waters if not all.

The map of the Conneetient River region, in vol. xxiii, Plate 2

(1882), shows the countrv and its streams from Northampton
-'doing the Fanning ., \ ai'le\ ami tin- ^nnmipia • ami Mill Kivers
to New Haven. For the convenience of the reader, the map of
the two regions u-hieh was published in the paper of 1875 is re-

produeed as Plate 5 in this volume.

In order to complete a profile of the flood, it became neces-
sary to make new measurements, and also to settle the rival

claims of the two streams, the Mill and the Quinnipiac. Un-
expectedly little Mill River was proved to have taken all the

waters of" the Farmington valley when the flood was at its

height.

This fact was proved by (1) the continuation of the high ter-

race of the Southington region over the Cheshire region, along
Mill River as well as the Quinnipiac, in spite of the lower
position and offers of drainage of the Quinnipiac water-way:

(2) the high water
'

I on the Mill River
valley south of Cheshire at the Mount Carmel gap; (3) the

cobble-stone coarseness of a large part of the stratified valley

deposits from Southington southward over the Cheshire region

and thence all the way down Mill River valley to New Haven
Bay; and then, in contrast with these evidences of high and
violent flood along the Mill River route, (4) the very low ter-

race on the Quinnipiac, as it enters the Meriden valley above
Hanovei I'ond, ltd (5) the genera l\ samh nature of the ter-

race deposits in this part and to the southward along through

u-here the sands make barren satid-ilelds, and be-

yond to New Haven Bay.
It is plain that the I

)

3 closed by a dam,

probably an ice-dam. The river now leaves the Karmington

valley bv a gorge that goes sandstone

hills, and after i >r<
*

! > in a mile in the gorge or canon enters

the Meriden valhv. The .gorge was easy of obstruction by
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the gorge

floating ice, and
lost its head. Be
it had to begir

waters from slopes about the

latter region, receiving from its

former source only what leaks

in the dam let through, and
hence the terrace also began

•'.

On the other hand to the west

of the obstructed gorge, the

Farmington flood kept on a

;.-> to Lou- Island

The accompanying profile of

the river-flood from Northamp-
ton by the Farmington and Mill

River valleys to New Haven
exhibits the facts to the eye-
though with a large exaggera-

tion (nearly 160 times) in the

height as compared with the

length, an inch horizontal cor-

responding to twelve miles, and

the vertical to 400 feet. The

upper line shows the height,

along the route, of the upper

terrace, and thereby approxi-

mately that of the flood ;
start-

ing at 290 feet above mean tide

about Northampton, it passed

the "divides" with a depth of

more than fifty feet and ended

at New Haven Bay with a

height of about twenty five feet

above present mean tide. 1 ' 1L
'

line next below is that of low

water in the streams. The

line is that of existing

tide level ;
the figures

giv the

measured along the

the east or Light-house Cape

of New Haven Bay : and the

lettering below, the names of

the principal places along the



istances from this cape.*

Section from Northampton along thelhrminqton, ^,/i/,nipi

a„,l Mil! /</,.,,-, to Xi>,r Hare,, ami L<n,,, Maml So,,,,,!.

«Fe

Hampden Pond
'.'."'.'.'.'.

Hampton Pl'n ("divide")

PlainviUo

SOUTHINGTOX
2m. N. of Cheshire St..

-

Mt.Carmelgap

E

286

[249-256]

200

I 1ST,

88

tide level

1
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The heights are also given in the preceding table, in which

the first column contains the distances from the east or Light-

house Cape of New Haven Bay; the second, the heights of the

upper terrace ; the third, those of low-river levels, above mean
tide; and the fourth, the height of the upper terrace above the

low-river levels.

The above profile shows also, by means of a dotted line (d, n)

the descent by the course of the Quinnipiac valley. On this

stream tide-level is reached at North Haven.
A second table is here added, to present in figures the

heights of the terrace-deposits and river from Southington,

southeastward and southward, by this latter route.

II. Section from Southington along the Quinnipiac to Fair

Haven (F. of New Haven)*

BSE <&£sr SF
SOUTHINGTON.
1-6 m.S. of Southington.

at Atwater's factory..

$m. N. of Hough^miiis

Head of Hanover Pond.
Foot of Hanover dam .

.

23-20

10-25

200

52

129

49Yalesville, Parker's fact.

Quinnipiac factory

*m. N. of Montowese
R. R. station

Junction Hartford and
Air Line R. R

' Perkins St. crossing

1

!.

K. Cape of Bay...

52

surfaces of the mill-ponds as a base si

determined from the heights of t! . >,

s obtained f,,r me l.\ Mr. S. (
'. Pierson.

The heights of low uater are l.eights to the base of

these dams are jto the south: I

boundary of Wallingford, 6 feet; the lower dam a i W

7 :
Hanover, it

;
i >regon dam i

:

i gorge beto a I

:

~m ' 1 { . _ -
1 1

.i
1

- >, f. . i 1

l.v Mr. Pi-r- :
> have a f

:

-
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The profile and the tables with the other observed facts make

First. The fact of the Quinmpiac dam, as already explained
;

the first table showing a gradual decline in the heights of the

upper-terrace level from Southington through Cheshire; and
the second, the continuation of the high-level Quinnipiac terrace
of Southington to Hough's Mills, or 4* miles, where the terrace

has a height of 200 feet and is one and the same with that of

Mill Eiver ; then a drop down of 95 feet, the terrace just above
the head of Hanover Pond having a height of. only 105 feet

above mean tide, and but 19 feet above low water in the

(2.) Secondly, the existence of a dam at the Mi. Carmel gap and of
" -hnrp „uy ,1/ ,/ s mst'in angle.—The water-level at the gap, as

the profile and tables exhibit, was at least 164 feet above mean
tide. From this level there was an abrupt plunge or water-fall,

of about 45 feet ; for the highest terrace of the flat region

directly south is but 118 to 118£ feet, which terrace bears

evidence of being the upper in the valley, in that it is con-

tinued on as the unpiT. with gradual slope, to New Haven Bay.
The water-fall is indicated in the section, page 442, under the

number 164.
The height of the terrace two miles north of the gap is some

indication as to flood-level at the gap. But direct evidence is

afforded by deposits of very coarse gravel, partly cross-bedded,

near the top and under the lea of the western trap ledge of the

gap ; and also (2) by the continuation of these deposits south-

ward, many of the stones of which for the first mile are one
to three feet in diameter, all well smoothed and none scratched;

and (3) by the existence of remains of a great well-smoothed

trough or sluice-way, about 30 feet wide, in the sandstone,

vas the work evidently of a violent torrent, several

recesses on its sides, one to three feet broad, being

revolving flow ; the smoothed surfaces are nowhere

1 in this and other ways show that they are not

of glacier origin.

The accompanying figure is a profile of the gap, with the

height exaggerated only two times. Mt. Carmel (on the east)

is an east-ai of trap, 739 feet in greatest

height above mean tide. It is the eastern portion of a range

;;^;!;r:
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continues westward to the West

,-l

partly obstructed by ledges, and Mill River occupies only 100

feet of its breadth. The waters of the sluice-way flowed out (at

H) west of the summit of the western of these ledges (C); the

lowest level over which at H is now 164 feet. The stratified

gravel referred to as under the lea of this ledge (visible from

the railroad cut R) has a height of about 152 feet ; and the

upper limit now visible of the excavated trough or sluice-way

near the Mr. Can i Nation, half a mile south of the gap. has

a height of 145 feet. This trough or sluice-way in the sand-

stone was uncovered in grading for a new lay-out of the rail-

road, it offering the lowest level for the track. It can be traced

along the course of the railroad for 200 yards below the station ;

it then passes to the westward of the road and becomes the

head of a partly cobble-stone paved valley whose stream joins

Mill River at Centreville (see section). The sluice-way torrent

must finally have worn away part of the east side of t.i

and so made a passage into Mill River valley. The height of

the trap at D above moan ride is about 240 feet.

(3.) The slope of the flood-level was wideh/ <l>wn m ,d„m "'"'

below Farmington.—-The slope of the terrace (or of flood-lev el) for

the first 88 i ton to Simsbury (Sb on

plate .)) was only 6 inches a mile ; and for the first 14 miles, or to

Farmington, about 7 inches: while southward, from Farming-

ton to a point 2 miles north of Cheshire, where the high lanu

of Cheshire begins, it was about 5 feet a mile; from the latter

place to the Mt. Carmd <raj>. about the same; and from Mt.

Carmel village to New Haven Bay, 10 feet a mile. A reason

for this change in slope at Farmingttm exists in the fact that

the flooded Farmington River here entered the valley from *n

extensive region to the northwest, and the Pequabuck added

waters from the west; the two draining a high portion or

western New England about 200 square miles in area. The

flood consequently received its greatest accessions at this point;

and the waters were so rapidly supplied thai the slope north-

ward was diminished and that southward increased. On the

west side of the valley to the north of Farmington station, the
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upper terrace is well displayed, and especially along by Sims-
bury and for a mile and more to the north, where it is 180 feet

above low water in the river and quite wide. But on the east

side of the valley the terrace above Farrnington is for the most
small, no large stream, capable of affording transported mate-
rial. Sowing from that direction because of the nearness of the

Further, the terrace deposits are greatly coarser south!of the
Farrnington Eiver entrance than to the north of it. To the
north they are chiefly of sand with fine or coarsish gravel
above; but near the Farrnington station and south of it

through Southington and beyond, the deposits are remarkable
for their coarseness, as above stated.

(•A.) .1 great change in the old Before the

of the Hood the drainage south of Northampton, sup-

'ng the land to have had nearly its modem slopes, was as

•r a dozen miles northivard ; then eastward, in West-
held river; for the next three miles, the first half aorthaxird

and the second «„ithirard : then for 17 miles wrthtvard, by the

Farrnington Eiver and the Pequabuck : Imaliv. lor the rest of

t! >e distance to New Haven, 25 miles, south ward, excepting a

break of two miles between the ijuinnipiae and the head of

Mill River. But, in the era of the flood, this whole uneven
region of many slopes, was under one continuously sloping

water-plane, having a tall, if reckoned on the basis of the pres-

ent slope of the land, of 290 feet in 77 miles. The northward-
ilowiug streams and the streams at equilibrium as to erosion

and deposition, or at " base level," if any there were, were
merged with the southward flowing streams into one great

southward hurrvin- flood, the lepth exceeding 120 feet at

maximum height ami 40 feet where shallowest. It is an exam-
ple, though on an extreme scale, of the kind of change over a

region which a modern flood may produce in hydraulic condi-

The flood produced other effects over the New Haven region

south of the Alt. Carmel gap. which are of much geological in-

terest. These will make the subject of another article.

A few words only are here added as to the bearing of the

facts reviewed on the question with regard to the slope of the

land in the era of the flood.

In my paper on "flood of the Connecticut Eiver valley," in

volume xxiii of this Journal (1882). it is apparently proved

that the southward slope of the land was much less during

the flood than no, an diminution from

the Sound • one foot a mile, and from

Tl^T
]

i
'

'ondhn/" • ( si-
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to the westward of the Connecticut over the Farmington valley.

But it follows from the facts presented that the "diminution

in slope bet and Northampton could not have

been I foot a mile without producing a current northward, and so

making Northampton the place of discharge instead of out-

flow ; for it would have given a mean slope in that direction of

5 to 6 inches a mile. Mr. Dwler. in his paper on the Westfield

region, mentions as evidence of a southward flow from North-

ampton that the terrace material over the Hampton "divide"

diminishes in coarseness southward, and that ii eon tains a great

abundance of fragments or pebbles of trap which had their

only source to the northward in the northwest angle of Mount
Tom. Moreover, since the fall from Northampton to New
Haven at maximum flood was in any case over 200 feet, it is

impossible, without a most improbable inflow, that the waters

should have been so piled up at Farmington as to flow in op-

posite directions. We have to conclude, therefore, that the

diminution in slope southward must have been less than 7

inches a mile. No clay deposits are known to occur in the

i no other evidence of lacustrine

South of Farmington the coarse deposits may have been

made with the slope diminished a foot or more.

In the Meriden valley, where the terrace formation consists

mainly of sand, the present pitch of the terrace-level is much
too great for such depositions. From Hanover Pond to North

Haven the mean slope, according to Table II, is -fj feet a mile:

aud about 4 feet, from the same point to Fair Haven.

Art. LXVIII.

—

Results of some experiments made to </•'///""

the variations in

melting ice ; by E. S. Woodward, K. S. Wheeler, A. B.

Flint and W. Voigt.

The precision attained of late in comparisons of standards of

length, and in geodetic work dependent on smli standards, h^

rendered the question whether a given bar can have differing

lengths at the same temperature an important one. In order

to obtain some data bearing directly on this question die au-

thors of this paper have undertaken on their own account a

series of experiments with bars of various metals.

For the purpose of making these experiments the following

apparatus has been provided :

1st. Two micrometer-microscopes designated V and u n "

spectively. The optical work on these is by B:iu.-ch and Loini*

of Rochester, N. Y., and the micrometers and stands were made
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by L. Wohnlich of Detroit. Mich. The magnifying power of
each microscope as used in the experiments is about thirty

diameters. They are provided with leveling and clamp screws,
can be revolved completely in azimuth (thus permitting the

determination of the lines of collimation) and have detached
levels with which they may be made vertical. They are
mounted one meter apart on an oak beam. This beam is l-3m

long, 26cm wide and 5cm deep. Its ends are supported on heavy
stone piers about lm high

2d. Two steel meter-bars. They are l'04m long and 16mm

square in cross-section. They were made from ordinary Jessup
steel in the summer of 1881. The upper half of either bar at

each end is cut away for a distance of 3cm, so that the gradua-
tions cross the neutral axis. They were graduated and their

lengths and expansions were determined by Professor W. A.
Rogers of Cambridge, Mass. They are designated S, and S3

respectively.

3d. One zinc bar, which is l-03m long and 27mm square in

cross-section. It was cast in the summer of 1881. The ordi-

nary zinc of commerce was used, and the bar was cast in, a

vertical position. About 0'2m of the upper end of the casting

was cut off. The top half of the bar at each end is cut away
for a distance of 2cm , so that the graduations cross the neutral

axis. This bar was also graduated and its length and expan-
sion were determined by Professor Rogers. It is designated Z

2
.

4th. Two glass meters. They are of French plate, 102m

long, 8mm thick and 51mm deep. Half the depth of either bar
at each end is cut away for a distance of 2cm, and the gradua-
tions cross the neutral axis. They are designated (x

2
and Gb,

respectively.

5th. One copper meter. It was cast in February, 1883, and
is l-02m long, 20mra wide and 22mm deep. Its graduations cross

the neutral axis. It is designated Cr
6th. One brass meter. It was cast in February, 1883, and is

composed of ten parts of copper to three of zinc. It is of the

amie l'"nn and dimensions as the copper meter. It is desig-

nated Br
Comparisons are made in the following manner:
The bars to be compared are each placed in a wooden box

l"lm long, 01m wide and 0*l ,n deep. The bars are supported
m their boxes at two points distant about one-fourth and three-

fourths the length of the bar from either end. The boxes are

filled with finely powdered ice so as to completely surround
the bars except at small spaces near the graduations. The
boxes are placed on a shelf under the microscopes. Each box
has three leveling screws which rest on plates ot^ glass, so that

the bars ma \ ">"• The
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! surfaces of the bars are brought into a horizontal

plane within 1/ by means of a long striding level. The micro-

scopes are focused on tin; graduations at the ends of a level bar,

made vertical within 1' and their readings on the lines of colli-

mation determined. Micrometer readings are then made on

the bars alternately, these readings being near the lines of col-

li mation. The values of the micrometer screws are determined

at intervals by reading on spaces of known value. No account

has been taken of the periodic errors of the screws, since an

investigation has shown these errors to be insignificant in com-

parison with other errors incident to the experiments.

The plan adopted in making the experiments is this : Taking

one of the steel bars as a standard, several sets of comparisons

are made with another bar. The latter bar is then put into

water and left there while the water is heated gradually to the

boiling point. It is then taken out of the water and cooled

down gradually to the melting point of ice, when several sets

of comparisons are again made with the standard. Afterwards

the bar is cooled gradually to —6° or —8° F., warmed gradu-

ally to the melting point of ice and again compared with the

standard.

The following table gives the comparisons of the steel meter

S, and the zinc meter X,. both bars while under comparison

being closely packed in melting ice. The micrometer readings

are expressed in revolutions of the screws. One revolution of

F= 92-F and one revolution ofW= 95'3/*, the symbol p. mean-

in- nonons or millionths of a meter. The revolutions increase

in the direction F-W ; so that if F, and W, are the readings

on Z, and F2 and W 2
the readings on S„ we have from these

readings

Z,-S1==(F—FJ 92-1*- (W,-WJ 95-3"
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Comparisons o/S, and Z
t
at the temperature of melting ice.

Micro-readl.gs.1

P W

•hill. 2^

56

z,

2S-05!

064

994

458
24-371

33-

331

2 1
•.'..«

26'-

A. R. F.

E.

a

S. W.

Both bars packed in ice ten min-

utes before readings on them

939| 257
950 257

s, 27-697 1
24-243

680 238^
J.v.

"

z,

8,

z,

27-S6I

27-6!MI

686

27-IJS9

692

is;

176

020

Jan. 29 8.27 s, 28-112 2:.'-s A. R. F. Both bars fully packed in ice at

s
Si 165 134 E. S. W. Temperature of comparing-room

45 z, 27-988 846

51 z, 2S-i)2i> !>i:t

s,

1

58 Z: 892; 782

Jan. 80 723 s' 28-208 121 K. S. W. Both bars were full v eov. t»-<I with

ice at 7.05 P. M.

36

z
1

, 262 066

Temperature in o

55° F.

R. S. W.
z 430 241

55 161 102

E. S. W.

12

z,
27-ini ••:;

"22
R. 8. w.

27 z. 890 771
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Comparisons o/S, andZ
t
at the temperature of nu lf,n<j !<><>-

?ter was fully packed i

to be below the meltin

Hence both boxes wer

i near a furnace fire unt

iow would not adhere t

27-748 :

2!i-7i;s

410
28-622

oth bars remained packed in ice

• liirinir iiinlit of Feb. 2d and 3d.

has remained in melting



m-isom of Sj and Z
a
at the temperature of melting ice—corCd.

B«
Micro-readies «™ *,„«,

i'ei,
,

Feb. 8

Feb. 9

'oh. 10

8.03

5.18

"1
1

/.!

z,

Zi

z,

z!

z,

s,

B,

z!

z',

z',

a!

z,

"
:;s::' 2<';t

!
067 005
464 24-280

28-8021 ;;;

•_".e<Isl .";.",<

:l 1

p
'",':!';

ill

K. ,S. W

R. S. W.

E. S. W.

E.S.W.

R. 8. w.

Ziuc bar has remained in melting

Botli bars have been unpacked

Temperature of air in comparing-

room 45° F.

1'Jh b'.'i> wore taken out of the

19 Z, 410 309 K aW.
21

I
S, |

410| 10l|
I
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Comparisons of'S, a?idZ 1
at the temperature of melthuj ice-

Both, bars have remained packed

2 1T.H7

t 212
[ 179
! 24-192 ]

Fel.. 12 s.dOr-.

i

ti

Both bars were packed i

The foregoing include all the comparisons which have thus

far been made of the zinc and steel bars.

The mean differences in length of the two bars for the vari-

ous sets of comparisons are given in the following table. Their
probable errors are derived from the discrepancies between the

mean and individual differences resulting from successive com-
parisons in a set



of bars at the temperature <>f
milthnj h

Mean differences of Zinc and Steel bars.

»* z, -s, —*
Jan. 28 a. m.

30

Feb.
'

2

+ 98-2 To
+ ioi-o±o

Before heating Z,.

After heating Z, to 208
c
F.

p.m. Feb. 6th.'

After cooling Z, to about —8° F.

As indicated by the probable error of the mean difference,

the comparisons of January 28th showed larger residuals than

any subsequent set of comparisons. The comparisons of this

date were the first made, and some unusual error may have
been committed through lack of familiarity with the apparatus,

though the observers are not aware that such was the case.

Before packing it in ice on January 28th, the zinc bar had been
for many months warmer than 32

6
F.

The close agreement of the mean differences for the first four

dates may possibly result from the fact that the temperature of

the comparing-room had varied for several days previous to

the comparisons but little from f>5 F., so that the bar was sub-

jected to essentially the same conditions each day; i. e. just

previous to each set of these comparisons Z, had fallen from

about 55° F. of melting i

characteristic results obtained may be stated as follows:

1st. The temperature of the zinc metei was raised to 208° F.

and then lowered to the temperature of melting ice. This in-

creased its length at first ISiV over its initial length. The bar

jonstiintlv in melting io for :'<-' ' d:ivs, during which
!

<»<>'
;shortened 39^, leav

length. Exposure to the air of the companng-rooj

ture about 45° F.) during the intervals between <

for the three days following, produced no materia!

the length of the bar.

2d. The bar was cooled in the open air to about

then warmed to the temperature of melting ice.

iiti.-il
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ished its length to 30" less than its initial length. The bar was

kept constantly in melting ice for one and a half days, during

which time no marked change in length occurred; but expos-

ure to the air of the comparing-room for an interval of one day-

was followed by an increase of 15" in the bar's length, leaving

it still 15" shorter than its initial length.

3d. The bar was exposed to an air temperature of about 70°

F. for four hours and then cooled to the temperature of melt-

ing ice. This increased its length 26" over the length it had

on the previous day, leaving it 11" longer than its initial

4th. The total range in temperature to which the bar was

subjected was about 216° F. The total range in length of the

bar at the temperature of melting ice was 169".

In the comparisons of the steel, copper and brass meters

with the steel standard, each bar except the standard was sub-

jected to a temperature-range whose limits were approximately
212° F. and -6° F., the former temperature being secured by

means of boiling water and the latter by means of a mixture of

snow and salt. For the comparisons of the two steel meters

S, and Sa
the latter was taken as the standard. For the com-

parisons of the copper meter C, and the brass meter B„ S! was

used as a standard. In order to prevent any serious bending

of the copper bar it was laid on the steel bar Sa
and kept in

contact with the latter throughout the period of the compari-

sons. The results of the comparisons of these bars are given

in the following tables. Each result is a mean derived from

four to ten independent comparisons. It will be remembered
that differences in length were measured only after the bars

under comparison had been for some time closely packed in

melting ice.

Differences in Length of the Steel Meters.



of bars at the temperature of melting ice.

Dijfermeea in Length of Steel and Copper Meters.

Date, 1883. S,—Ci Mean. Remarks.

C, to near 212° P.

and Brass Meters.

1114

The probable error of a single difference of length in the

above tables may be derived preferably from the formula

0-6745/jSL,

in which m is the whole number of results, n the number of

groups of comparisons and [vv] the sum of the squares of the

discrepanci s between the mean and individual results for the

several groups. Including the results for the glass bars given

below, this probable error is found to be drl^'S.

The means of the respective groups of comparisons of the

steel, copper and brass meters

enough to in li.-a: ,-rt i >'x that anv change of length (at the

temperature of meltii il hY the heating ana

cooling process, although the brass bar was apparently length-

ened by heating and shortened by cooling it. The difference

between the mean results for the brass bar after he

after cooling it, viz : 3^8, though a measurable quantity is

quite within the range which might be inferred from the above

probable error.



I'.Xp- /'/'///.
, > >ht> -t'-ntrth \ length of bars.

For the comparisons of the glass meters G, and Ga , the steel

meter Sj was used also ;i> n st; ( n.hu-<l, and the same program
was followed as with the other bars. By accident, however,

G, was broken just subsequent to the second set of comparisons

ting it The results of these comparisons are given in

the following tables.

The means of the groups of results before and after heating

the glass meters indicate that each bar was slightly lengthened

(at the temperature of melting ice) by the heating, the quantity

being 3^6 for G, and 2^8 for G,. Although these quantities

are within the range indicated by their probable errors, the fact

that they agree so closely renders it somewhat probable that

the heating process did produce a set in each bar. A much
larger set might have been expected, as the opinion seems to

be quite general that glass after being heated to temperatures

as high as 212° F. does not speedily return to the dimensions

it had, before being heated, at temperatures lower than 212° F.

This opinion, however, appears to be based on experience with

mercurial thermometers, in which a change of
o-5 in the por-

tion of the freezing-point is not uncommon after the bulb

has been heated to 212° F. Since the coefficient of the

cubical expansion of mercury is about x^-hro Per de&ree

F., a change of 0°'5 F. in the position of the freezing-

point of a thermometer would correspond to a linear change

» 16^7 in the length of a meter. If, as indicated
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by our experiments, some kinds of glass possess the property in

question only in a very small degree, it would be interesting to

know whether the change in the position of the freezing-point

so uniformly and frequently so markedly manifested in ther-

mometers is really due wholly to a temporary change in the

dimensions of the bulb, and if so what gives to glass used for

thermometers this property.

The experiments thus far made are much less numerous and
complete than is desirable ; and the authors hope they may be
able at some future time to make additional experiments with

the same and other bars, and also to investigate the properties

of glass used for thermometers. Two inferences are suggested,

however, by these experiments, viz: 1st, that zinc is not a re-

liable metal" for one of the components of a metallic thermom-
eter, much less for a standard of length : 2d, that bars of steel,

copper and brass are not likely to vary in length appreciably

at any temperature within the' range of temperature to which

standards are ordinarily subjected *

Art. LXIX.

—

On ScovillUe, a new phosphate of Didymium,

Yttrium and other rare earths, from Snhslmrij, Conn,; by

George J. Brush and Samuel L. Penfielb.

In October last, Mr. Joseph S. Adam, formerly an assistant

in the Sheffield Laboratory, but now chemist of the iron fur-

naces at Lime Rock, Conn., sent one of us a mineral he had

discovered occurring sparingly as an incrustation on some of

the iron and manganese ores from the Scoville ore bed in Salis-

bury, Conn. Mr. Adam found the mineral to be a hydrous

phosphate, and sent it to us for further identification.

The specimens which Mr. Adam kindly furnished us for

tion show the mineral in d pyrolu-

site, very much as -jibhsite coats tin* Iimonitc o| the Richmond
ore bed. The incrustation is one-sixteenth ol an inch or less in

thickness, and is frequently botryoidal or Btalactitic in form.

On the cross fracture it presents a radiated libroiis structure.

The color is of a pinkish, brownish to yellowish white. Jt has

a silky to vitreous luster <>n the fracture, but the natural sur-

faces have a greasy look, and in luster and color, as well as in

form of occurrence, the mineral resembles some

chalcedony or smithsouite. Hardness = B'd. Specific gn
3-94-4-0 1/

*The auth
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The preliminary examination proved the mineral to be an

infusible hydrous phosphate, affording no coloration when
treated with cobalt solution, but when fused with salt of phos-

phorus and borax it gave a remarkable rose-colored bead, both

in the oxidizing and reducing flames. The mineral is soluble in

hydrochloric and nitric acids. Qualitative analysis showed it

to be essentially a hy dr. the cerium and yttrium

metals with a trace of iron and a small amount of carbonic

acid. As so few minerals contain these rare earths, and the

methods for their separation and determination are frequently

attended with difficulty and uncertainty, we have thought

proper to give in detail the methods employed in the analyses.

The mineral was dissolved in hydrochloric acid and the met-

als were precipitated from the dates. The
oxides obtained from igniting this precipitate were easily solu-

ble in dilute acids, giving liidit iv-e-colored solutions from

which, on addition of a solution of potassium sulphate, a pre-

cipitate of the sulphates of the cerium metals was separated.

This precipitate, first freed from all traces of the yttrium met-

als, gave no reaction for cerium when tested by Gibbs's method*
with peroxide of lead, but solutions of the oxides examined
with the spectroscope showed the absorption bands characteris-

tic of didymium. An acetic solution of the oxides was super-

saturated with ammonia, and the precipitate which was formed
was filtered off and thoroughly washed ; this precipitate, when
sprinkled with iodine, gave the characteristic blue coloration

due to the presence of lanthanum.f
In the nitrate from the precipitated sulphates of the cerium

metals, the yttrium metals were thrown down as oxalates from
hot acid solutions. The precipitate had a faint pink color, and
when ignited and dissolved in acid the solution showed with

the spectroscope the erbium absorption bands. The spark
spectrum showed that yttrium was also present.

In the quantitative 'analyses, owing to the scarcity of pure
material, the separate determinations were made on small quan-

tities so as to give chances for repetition or variations in the

method if necessary. The analyses were made on the air-dried

mineral. It was found that the powdered mineral lost water,

but it soon assumed a constant weight when dried at 100° C.

The mineral dried at 10<> and then ignited in a Bohemian glass

tube gave the more firmly combined water which was collected

in a chloride of calcium tube and weighed. Carbonic acid was

determined by dissolving the mineral in a flask with dilute

hydrochloric tg and weighing the liberated gas

in potash bulbs. In analysis II the mineral, alter drying at
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100°, was directly ignited over the blast lamp, giving a loss of
water and carbonic acid agreeing closely with the sum of the

separate detenu i nations in analyses f and ill". One direct

determination of phosphoric acid was made with ammonium
molybdate, analysis IV. After filtering off the phosphorus
precipitate the bases were precipitated from the filtrate by
means of ammonia lion of traces of molyb-
denum and the cerium metals a volumetric determination of

iron was obtained.

For the separate ; from the bases the fol-

lowing method was adopted. The mineral being easily soluble
in hydrochloric acid, a solution containing little free acid was
obtained

; this was poured into about 500 c.c. of boiling water

containing eno igh am m lium oxalate in solution to unite with

the bases to form oxalates : the separation of a crystalline pre-

cipitate of the oxalates soon took place, which was quite free

from phosphoric acid and contained all but traces of the bases
;

the solution and precipitate were allowed to stand over night,

then filtered and washed with hot water. The filtrate was

evaporated to small hulk and the remaining oxide precipitated

along with some phosphoric acid from the hot solution by
means of ammonia. This small precipitate was collected and

weighed and the oxides separated from the phosphoric acid by

meansof mercurous nitrate* From the filtrates the phosphoric

acid was precipitated with magnesia mixture. The precipitates

of the oxalates were brought logcther. strongly ignited over the

blast lamp and weighed. After weighing they were dissolved

in sulphuric acid and to the solution enough hot concentrated

potassium sulphate solution was added to give when cold a

thus cause the precipitation of the lan-

thanum and didymium. These metals were not separated, but

an attempt was made to determine the quantity of the didy-

mium by igniting the nitrates ol ghed quan-

tity of the oxides in a current of oxygen, which should give,

according to B In urn ivf the hip ioi oxtd< <>l didyi i urn I>i
2
<>

and La
aOa , and from the gain in weight of the oxide it was

hoped that the quantitv of didymium could be calculated.

The results however were unsatisfactory, the slain in four trials

being 7v>, 8-6, &9 and 8*2 per cent of the oxide employed.

Pure didymium oxide with atomic weight 146-58 would re-

quire an increase of 9'38 per cent. A determination of the

combined atomic weisrht of these oxides, made by converting a

known weight of oxide into anhydrous sulphate gave 142-6,

which was the number used in calculating the results of the

analyses.
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The filtrate from the precipitated sulphates of the cerium

metals was treated with ammonium oxalate to separate the

yttrium metals. The precipitate of the latter being impure, it

was in all cases redissolved and reprecipitated, and after igni-

tion weighed as oxides. No attempt was made to separate

yttrium from the erbium. A determination of the combined
atomic weight of the two oxides, made by converting a known
weight of oxide into anhydrous sulphate, gave 115, indicating

that the proportion of yttrium is about twice that of the erbium.

Analyses I, IT, III and IV were made on about -5 gram
;

analysis Y on about a gram. The results are as follows

:

the mineral. The carbonate does not appear to bear any simple

relation to the phosphate, and we have thought best to regard

it as due to an admixture of lanthanite (La, Di),(C0 3 ) 9
9Ha

O.

Regarding the water given off at 100° C. as representing only

three molecules in the above formula, ilie remaining six going

off at a higher temperature, we have the following ratio

calculated with CO
a
as a basis :

R
a 3

: 3(JO
a

: 9H
a
O= '027l : '0814 : -2456= 1 : 3: 9-06

and there remains, after deducting the above, the ratio

R
2 3

: P
a
O

B
: H

a
O= -l756 : -1706 : -1639= 1 : 0*97 :

0-93

> of a normal phosphate, plus one molecule of water

=R
a
(P0

4)aH a
O.

If the water given off at 100° alone belongs to the carbonate,

we have the following ratio for the carbonate :

R
a
O,:CO

a
: H,O=-0271 : -0814 : -0828=1 : 3 : 3-(MJ=R

a
(CO

a ) 3
311,0

and for the phosphate

:

B,0, : P
Q 6

: H
a
O=-1756 : -1706 : -3267

= 1 : 0-97 : l-86=R
a(POJ a

2H.O nearly.

The former seems the more natural supposition and accounts

for a carbonate which is known to exist. The mineral as

analyzed may then be considered a mixture of lanthanite with

the new phosphate in the following proportion:
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Lanthanite R„(C0,),9HS0. ScoviUite R.,(P0 4) 2
H 2

CO, 3-59 P 2 5 24-84

(La. Di),<), 9-03 (Y, Kr),0
:i 851

II,0 4-42 (La. DI),0
;!

4644

Lanthanite 17-04^

Below we have given the 82*79 per cent of scovillite calcu-

lated up to 100 per cent, and beside it that of a normal phos-

phate of the formula R2
(P0

4) 2
H

3
calculated from the atomic

weights obtained from the analyses and with (Y, Er)
2 3

:(La,

Di)
a 3=l:4.

Scovillite found. Calculated.

P
2 B

30-12 29-46

(Y, Er)
a
O, 10-28 11-51

(La,Di)
s 3

55-73 55-29

FeO, -30

HO 3-57 3-74

The only mineral which approaches this composition is

churchite,* a phosphate of cerium, didymium and lime with four

molecules of water. Our mineral contains less water, is free from

cerium and lime, and differs also entirely from churchite in

physical characters. It is, therefore, a new mineral species, and

we propose for it the name Scovillite, after the locality where it

was found. As to the admixture of the carbonate with the

phosphate, we have been unable to decide whether this was due

to a simultaneous deposit of lathanite with scovillite, or whether

the lanthanite is subsequent in formation to the scovillite and

a product of its alteration. At all events the carbonate is very

intimately and constantly mixed with the phosphate, as we

have found no single fragment which would not give off car-

bonic acid when dissolved in acid. The carbonate, if result-

ing from the alteration of the scovillite, is not present as a

superficial coating because the Hssolved in

acids continue to give off carbonic acid until they are com-

pletely dissolved. We take pleasure in acknowledging our

indebtedness to Mr. Adam for calling our attention to the

peculiar character of this mineral, as well as for his kindness

in supplying us with the material for examination.

Sheffield Scientific School, May 8, 1883.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. A Numerical Estimate of the Rigidity of the Earth ; by
G. H. Darwix, F.R.S. (Proceedings of the British Association

for 1882.)—About fifteen years ago Sir William Thomson
pointed out that, however it be constituted, the body of the earth

must of necessity yield to the tidal forces due to the attraction of

the sun and moon, and he discussed the rigidity of the earth on

the hypothesis that it is an elastic body.
If the solid earth were to yield as much as a perfect fluid to

these forces, the tides in an ocean on its surface would n

be evanescent, and if the yielding be of smaller amount, hut still

sensible, there must be a sensible reduction in the height of the

oceanic tides.

Sir William Thomson appealed to the universal existence of

oceanic tides of considerable height as a proof that the earth, as

a whole, possesses a high degree of rigidity, and maim:
the previously received geological hypothesis of a fluid interior

was untenable. At the same time he suggested that careful

observath :

- of arriving at a numerical oli-vine at

mate of the average modulus of rigidity of the earths
whole. The semidiurnal and diurnal tides present phf
such complexity, that it is quite bevond the power of mathematics

to calculate what these heights would be, if the earth's mass

were absolutely unyielding. But the tides of long period are

nearly free from the dynamical influences which render those ot

short period so intractable to calculation, and must in fact nearly

follow the laws of the " equilibrium theory."
In 1867 it was not, however, even defmiteh known whether or

not the tides of long period were of sensible height at any sta-

tion. Although there has been a continual advance in the knowl-

edge of tidal phenomena since that time, it is only within the

last year that there is a sufficient accumulation of tidal observa-

tions, properly reduced by harmonic analysis, to make it possible

to carry out Sir William Thomson's suguvstion. The givat ad-

vances in knowledge that have been recently made are principally

due to the adoption of systematic tidal observation at a great

number of station- by th<> Indian Government. The results ot

these observations are now behm issued yearly by the Secretary

Of State for India in the format tide-tables." for the principal

Indian ports. I have had the pleasure of carrying out the exam-

ination of the tidal records, and a detailed account of the work

will appear at §848 of the new edition of Thomson and Tait S

" Natural Philosophy," now in the press.

The tides chosen for discussion were a lunar fortnightly decli-

national tide, and the lunar monthly elliptic tide. Tin- "•"*

must be free from the meteorological disturbances

the heights of all the solar tides quite beyond prediction.
r

l he
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two liquids of unlike degree of viscosity are not at all miscible,

like mercury and water, or oil of turpentine and water, ripples

are not made; but if powdered quartz or barite covers the mer-

cury a mixture of some viscosity is produced by the friction and

ripple* will form.

Hippies are then the result of oscillatory or intermittent fric-

tion. A wave, whether stationary or propagating itself, involves,

at the same instant, (
I

) a change of surface level, and (2) a hor-

izontal oscillation of the liquid molecules; whence the surface

against which the wave' acts experiences simultaneously a normal

impart and oscillatory friction'; and this friction is" especially

pronounced when the motion of the liquid consists in a simple

uninodal undulation. No general movement of the mass is

Thus, the problem of the formation of rippled surfaces is that

of the formation of friction waves. In the memoir, the state-

ment of the ant ior"> general i- t i- t >i «wed b\ in i< < ount

of his various experiments, in illustration of which there are lour

photographic plates representing the rippled surfaces obtained.

The first experiments were made in open glass troughs of water to

which an undulating motion could he given by moving the trough,

or the water directly; the ripple- were " r<'f>/>hs of nndnln-

tion." Each ripple terminated above in a crest consisting of the

lighter particles if these were of unequal sizes ; and the distance

between the ripples was always the same if the amplitude ot

made to ascertain the effects of a rotatory movement in the liquiT

The ripples thus produced the ant Inn- Vails nN >bs of rotation.

They are radiating ripple-, and their distance apart depend-, as

before, on the amplitude of the oscillatory friction.
' arks made in connection with the flow

sand-flats, the author's experimental

inais were not successtul. The author savs that they are tfa

result offriction r<: nd,r,d intermittent by continual variation* <»

the velocity ofthefloic. He explains in the same way I

marks made over surfaces of dry sand by the winds. The above

statement as to their origin does not appear to be quite adequate :

of translatk

fioth kinds,

tin- author, :

form, the an
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the result of experiment, that the oscillation of waves may be
appreciable at a depth equal to 350 times the height of tin- waves.

Mr. DeCandolle suggests that the ripple-like arrangement <>f

clouds may come into tin mih, < itegon with tin

over dry sands, and thai it" so, the parallel lines of clouds dmiild
l «' at right angles to the direction of the wind. j. D . d.

t

3. Direct vision A)„vWr, v „ of yn-<(t <1i*pavh> lt.—The disper-

t'foin tin \ In , t«. ! .< II liix M. < \ /, eg. i j
- us 1."

t pai

allelopipetlon of dispersion a prism of light crown -lass and
obtains a dispersion of I5<r\ which he claims is only exceeded by
the spectroscope of M. ThoIIon, in which the number of prism's
"f hiMilphi.le of carbon and multiple reflexions diminish the in-

tensity of the light to a great degree. 'I'he combination of M.
Zenger is sul.ject in a less degree'thaii M. TholhmV to these re-

flexions and the loss by absorption is claimed to be -mall. As an
"ample o! tin proposed irraugvment M. Zenger gives the calcu-

lation for a combination of three prisms. One of the prisms was
made of quartz (extraordinary refraction), another—a liquid prism

report upon this subject ha- laid

Academy by M. Conm in behalf
pointed "to 'examine the experim
analysis of the results of the vai

the foliowin« summarv
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1

lJ(H'k<alt absorbs its own rays more strongly than those of

°
The absorption increases as the difference in temperature be-

tween the radiating and absorbing rocksall plates diminishes.

believe with Magnus: that the radiations from rocksall are homo-

body sends forth not only vrlh>w but also radiations of a greater

wave length.—Annalen der Physik und Chemie, No. 5, lHsu, pp.





precipitous, broken only Lv short' 'ra vine-, (hi >.-,.! I, rrn' pai > "'

which is called Poeono '.Mountain. The rocks of the plateau are

nearh horizontal, as in the corresponding plateau of the ( "at -kill

Mountain region to the northeast. A 'map aeeompan vimj; the

Report, by Professor Lesley, represents the Cat skill Mountain
escarpment as continued, though with diminished height, in the

escarpment through I 'ike Couniv, and then with increase of ele-

vation again, through Monroe Count} along Poeono Plateau and

Mountain, about I'ono feet in elevation, from which the surface

southward fall-- oik piveipit ousl v li'oo to |:!0i) feet. Pike ( oiintv,

over its higher part-, is covered with rocks of the Catskill group.

Kittatinny Mountain, consisting of Devonian and Silurian

strata down to the Hudson Kiv er si;

ern border of th on th, • Xei
Tin> glacial st er the

of S. 30 W., «»

ver the Ki ttat r ||lu. "ii-'l

u'la«-i,r-

Th.
hush; I n»U,,,sr tetwa II Poi 1 .lei

oft Marcelh

r that the direct abradu

the author, as I

boundary of Wl
3430 feet; along
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a mile west from Otisville, in New York, 1

Formerl;
, beds.' Mr. Whft

l..«s ill,,;,,,!,
I ,!,;. , i , . tn.m W ,, I'k, „ 1 Mom „

< ountms. A1»on,. the h.tU-Mlm Mauri, Chunk li,-,l >l,al, lonmi-
tion (No. XI), the Pottsvill,. Cm-l-m.-nu, (X... XII), ami the

Coal Measures (No. XIII). once lay; whemv .Mr. Lesley com



the E«*ter>, n,lt<;l State* ; by Wm. M.
Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. vii (Gecl. series,



ridge or back bone
that the water-worn
the drift" to the t<

island. TThe ffreatt
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repeatedly with hands <>f sandstone, in which occur pebbles of

two feet. The argillyte resembles that "exposed to view on the

O. C. Mattapau branch railroad, a short distance to the north-

west;" whence the inference that the conglomerate is younger

than the argillyte ; and Mr. Wadsworth also observes that the

conglomerate is of different age from the Ko.xbury conglomerate
of the same part of the Boston basin.

1. Jointed structure in rocks. — In a paper on the origin of

jointed structures, in the Proceedings of the Boston Society of

Natural History for October, lss-j, ,, 72, Professor W. O.

fortuity in direction, to ih<- vihral ions of carl h M uak.-, -1 at ing that

fractures, ted to severe

shocks of indefinite number.
8. Note on .Jointol sfructnrr.— U would appear from Mr. \Y.

in the beds forming the floor of the quarry exc<
joints," that showed and opened as the blocks w
but after the floor had laid exposed to the weatht
years, shrinkage had changed all these concealed

J

!>. Orif/in of the CrustetHine Iron Ores.—Dr. A.

ion theory that they
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are derived from the precipitation of iron oxide from its soli

salts in waters receiving the <lr:iiii;i-<- of a reirion, the \va

being, in his view, those of a confined area or lake. Som<
the facts regarded by Dr. Newberry as unfavorable to the i

of a mechanical origin, are the thickness oi' many of the Arch;
ore-deposits; their being enclosed sometimes by strata of li

Stone or of slate, rocks made by <{ti'nt diet hods of deposit
unlike those of iron-san

jasper, anothe r rock of
existence of beds of alu

no silica. Dr. Julien st;

crated with mi
is in favor of the mode c

rlooked.

makes only th
The beach dleposits of

ble transport!. .g aciion

>.-nids the

thus that

The successi

alternated with
ing afterward
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11. The Dimeti
These subdivision.^htr*

ian and Feb

Davi'r^'on fi

unconformability, tin- Pebidia

got of a paper b], l»r.,f,.s.,r Archibald <b
in March. Professor Ge

tion of the region , concludes that the Pe
comprises a series of volcani c tufas. brec(

ic Cambriai >; the I>hi,<t;

intersecting the C ,nd the Arvo?
porphyries or elvai is associates 1 with the gra

)r. Kirks

elvans across the bedding of the rocks.

12. On the results <>f lie,; ,,t , .ejiJorut ions e,f , r,,-t frets

iiHj A ii in, <il ,:,,i<i!,is in the Coal Formation of Nova
by J. W. Dawson.—Part II of Dr. Dawson's memoir
lished in the Phil

Zethcea Geologica; 1 Theil. Lethma Palwozoit
[EH. TeMband. /.write Lief'ening. 327-544

effite, after the Russian inn
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is a full Monograph of the Tnm eracew by Urban.
Mot's Piriqaeta,

P. Varoliniana. cimill Turnera
iety of T. ,nftlm Willd,

The same; autlior

the biology and morphology of Rutacew. Wenzig
synopsis of the gen.-ra an- 1 specries of/J,omacem

3 of the Lii

leading physiological article is that of Volkens, on the excretion

of water in a liquid form by the leaves of the higher plants.

In another, Potonie treats of the arrangement of the conductive

bundles in the Vascular Cryptogamia. Dr. Paul Schultz has a

very interesting paper on the medullary rays and their relations

to the conducting elements in wood. He shows that the medul-

lary rays of Coniferse are connected with wood-cells by means of

pores. These pores in the ray-cells are always unbordered, but in

the wood-cells may have the characteristic border of the discoid

markings. In a few species of Finns, with large pores to the ray-

based upon experiments made on branches of Horse-Ches
spring. As it is impossible to follow the course of a sol

sugar after it has been made to enter the plant, he used

solution of tannin which was introduced by absorption
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ie of winter. But the volume, a reissue of the original edition,
h some typographical corrections, with appended supplement,
ies to hand only in May, rather late for this year's use in the
them Colleges, and l»y the botanical a mat cms who winter in
rida, The supplement of 70 pages contains the species which
e been discovered within the limits of the work during the

majority being of a tropical or subtropical east and from the
insula of Florida; some are naturalized foreigners, a con-
rable number from the mountains, a fair number first made
wn to science by Dr. Chapman himself. The veteran author

reprint, bringing the Southern Flora up to date. We heartily
i him health and strength to carry this laudable determina-
into effect, and that he may live to enjoy the fruit of his

Genera Plantarum.— Auctoribus G. Bentham et J. D.
Kek. Vol. Ill, part 2, pp. 447-1248.—This concludes the

s was issued in April last, and copies are now in the hands
American botanists. It should be understood that the work
-'stricted to Plueuogamous Plants, the Crvptooamia beino;

rated to specialists.' That must needs be for the Lower
>togamia, and under the circumstances for the higher orders

ell,—much as it were to be desired that fit" Ferns should be
>rated, from an experienced general botanist's point of view,
!m venerable senior author of the Genera Plantarum which
w happily completed as to the Phanerogamia. We hope to

some further account of this concluding volume. a. g.

Monographic? Plum, roqunn'non. Auct. Alphonso et Casi-

DeCaxoolle. Vol. IV. March, 1883.—Nearly ail the vol-

is the work of Professor Engler «-f Kiel, consisting of a very
nl re-elaboration of the Burximcru and the Anacardiacece.

dmitted by DeC,<

Metopi
filled with analyses of the genera of these orders. 1

yledonous orders are not much advanced in this volun

i£f, as it does, onh i mono- ml ,4' the Pontrder'tuw,
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lit.- authors have brought toget her descrip lions of all the families,

;enera and species, known from North America, both of the

inline ami fresh-water fishes. The work includes 1340 species,

•elonging to 487 genera, and 130 families. A large part of

ndicated. The first part. <,f the work was priuteil in is;;), and

') print a large appendix, containing corrections and new infor-

imber of new species

re included in the work. There is a full table of contents and a

opioiis index. This book will form a convenient and valuable

nanual of North American fishes. a. e. v.

7. The Atlantic Right Whales; by J. B. Holbek. Bulletin

f the American Museum of Natural History, vol. i, No. 4, three

'ir-e folded plates and one artotype plate. New York, May,
**:{.— In this number Dr. Holder' has given a detailed account

f several specimens, including both sexes. of the small right

'ff our eastern coasts, hut much less frequently now

;-ood plates, "illustrating the external appearance as well as the

keleton. dlie allotype, showing the skull and whalebone, is

xcellent. A history of the knowledge of this species, which has

ormerly been much confused, is also included. A. E. V.

Draper Astronomical Medal—At the recent meel
National Academv of Sciences, held at Washington 111

at Mrs. Mary A. Draper

IV. As

, /,,// .]/,„

p. 400), it was announced that Mrs. Marv j

1'rofe^sor Henn Draper, had -riven in truest

stun of six thous*

the Henry Draper
dred dollars." Th

worthy, in the opi

ther provided tha

investigations by a

"owned with so"l

England). 110 pp. 8vi

on the objects and use

forward a general and i

readjuster of bonndaric
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